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QDELQUES TRANSCRIPTIONS CHINOISES

DE NOMS TIBETAINS

PAR

PAUL PELLIOT.

..ip..

Monsieur B. Lauper a publie dans le Toung Pao de mars 1914,

a propos d'une table tibetaine de divination provenant de Touen-

houang et que M. Bacot avait editee et traduite, une etude que

toute persoiine s’interessant au passe du Tibet devra lire avec la

plus soigneuse attention ^). Ce travail comprend deux parties dis-

tinctes. Dans Tune, M, B. Laufer montre que la table de divination

de Touen-houang, au lieu de s’appliquer aux presages tires des

eclairs comme Tavait cru M. Bacot, concerne les cris du corbeau,

et s’apparente etroitement a un texte incorpore au Tanjury la

Kahajanii. La discussion que M. Laufer institue a propos de ces

deux textes est des plus minutieuses, et, appuyee comme toujoura

par la prodigieuse lecture de notre confrere, aboutit a un ensemble

de resultats qui peuvent etre consideres comme acquis des a pre-

sent. Dans la seconde partie, M. Laufer etudie, en s’appuyant sur

notre texte, sur les inscriptions de Lhasa et sur les Ilistoires des

1) Berthold Laufufj Bird Divination among the Tibetans {Notes on document Pelliot

SoSOy tcith a study of Tibetan phonology of the ninth century), dans Toung Pao, 1914

pp. 1—110
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2 PAUL PKLLIOT.

Tanfjy la paleographie et la phonetiqae ancienne du tibetain. Ce

qu’il dit du da^drag (ancien d final des groupes -nd ou -nt, ^rd ou

-rty 4d ou -It) e»st aussi neuf que solide. Sur Vi inverse, je ne crois

pas au contraire que la solution qu’il precoiiise soil la bonne; dans

la sorte de catechisme Sanscrit- tibetain intitule Mantra mudropadega

que j’ai rapporte de Touen-houang, et dont Tedition, preparee par

M. Hackin, est actuellement sous presse, Vi renverse represente 7

long dans les transcriptions du Sanscrit. Au point de vue enfin des

noms tibetains donnes en transcription chinoise, le travail de M.

Laufer marque un progres enorme sur tout ce qui avait ete fait

avant lui. II s’en faut cependant que je puisse souscrire a toutes

ses hypotheses ou a toutes ses restitutions. Ce sont ces divergences

que je crois bon de signaler. II serait facheux dhntroduire dans les

travaux historiques, a c6te de formes parfaitement certaines, quelques

restitutions ou interpretations inexactes. Dans les notes qui suivent,

je m'attacherai done avant tout a preciser ou a rectifier les restitu-

tions phonetiques proposees par M. Laufer *).

1) En etudiant sur la planche de Bushell et le dechiffrement de M. Lo Tchen-ya les

noms des personnages tibetains qni ont jure Talliance de 822, 11 semble qu’i! ait echappe

a M. Laufer que M. Waddell, assiste de M. Parker, arait deja public dans J, R. A.S.,

1911, p. 425—435, un travail analogue, base a la fois sur la reproduction publiee en 1880

par Bushell et sur une copie manuscrite prise h Lhasa par M. Waddell lui-meme. Ce tra-

vail anterieur ne donne d’ailleurs pas les caracteres chinois et ne comporte pas de discus-

sion phonetique; il est beaucoup moins exact que celui de M. Laufer; j’aurai toutefois

Toccasion d*y signaler dans quelques cas des lectures qui me paraissent preferables a celles

que notre confrere vient de proposer dans le Toung Fao. — Je parle du serment d’alliance

de 822, et non de 783 comme le vondrait M. Waddell. M. Waddell croit avoir demontre

que ^inscription qn’on rapportait au regne de Mou-tsong et qu’on datait de 822 concernait

cn realite Td-tsong et devait etre ramenee a 783. Les arguments qu’il invoquait n’avaient

pas la valeur qu’ii leur attribuait, et on edt pu y repondre sans grande peine. Mais la

question est tranchee par un argument de fait que M. Waddell ne pouvait pas conuaitre.

En meme temps que sont ennmeres les fonctionnaires tibetains qui ont jure Talliance (ce

sont cenx que MM. Waddell et Laufer ont etudies), I’inscription donne les noms des fonclion-

naires chinois qui ont pris part a la cercraonie; on trouvera cette liste dans le travail de
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QUELQUES TRANSCRIPTIONS CHINOISES DB NOMS TIBETAINS. 3

1“ Chang-k’i-li-tsan-k’ou-ning-

si-tang (*^'an-khi-lip-cau-kliw'S-nin-siS-tan) (p. 73) ')• Ce nom de

rinscription bilingue de 822 est represente de maniere certaine en

tibetain par ^an-kbri-bcan-khod-ne-stan -). M. Lanfer inyoque le uom

suivant pour etablir Tequivalence Vi-li i^hhi-li'p) = et ajoute

que tsan {^cayi) est la transcription frequeiite et reguliere de -lean.

II me semble bien qu'il faut prendre les choses autrement. Comme

Ta fait remarquer M. Laufer, les prefixes tibetains, des Tepoque des

T'ang, etaient souvent muets, mais ils sonnaient le plus souvent

lorsque les conditions etaient favorables, e'est'a-dire lorsque le mot

auquel ils appartenaient se combinait avec un mot precedent a finale

vocaliqne (p. 86). C’est precisement le cas ici. Tmn {^can^ est la

transcription de hcan lorsque le suflSxe de hcan est muet. Mais ici

le mot hcan se soude au hhri precedent en uii complexe Iclirihcan

M. Lo Tchen-ya utilise par M, Laufer. Or les noms de tons ces fonctionnaires sent ceux

des personues que le Sin t'ang ckou enumere pour la mission de 823, en particulier

7C S Lieou Yuan-ting, et un lettre bien couno, Nieou Seng-jou;

en 783, Nieou Seng-jou etait un tout petit enfant. Jl reste k vrai dire surprenant qu’on

ait sur la mOme pierre le traite traduit par Waddell en 1909 et qui serait aussi, ton-

jours selon M. Waddell, de 783. Toute la question meritera d’etre reprise pour ce premier

texte, en utilisant, k cote des histoires des T’ang, les sources annexes assez nombreuses et

un estampage assez ancien que j*ai rapporte ii la Bibliotbeque Nationale. Mon impression

est que cette premiere inscription est dans le mcme cas que la seconde, et date aussi de 822.

En tout cas, la date de 822 est certaine pour celle qui nous occupe ici.

1) C’est par erreur que M. Laufer, ici et dans d’autres noms que nous verrons plus

loin, a lu sse 2i \h ou je donne si. La forme est certaine, et correctement repro-

^duite par M. Lo Tchen-yu; e’est une variante archaique de si, parfaitement attestee par

repigrapliie,

2) Dans cet article, le c et j des prononciations chinoises anciennes et de la trans-

cription du tibetain representent les aflfriquees sifflantes {fs, dz); c et j sont les palatales

(ou affriquees chuintantes ?) correspondantes. II y a parfois doute sur le timbre u ou o,

i ou e des voyelles chinoises. Pour les implosives finales du chinois, la dentale est exprimee

par la spirante J, parce que j’adopte une valeur intermediaire entre le -t qui fut peat etre

primitif (mais il n*est pas sur que le cas ait Me* genMal) et 1 -r auquel cette implosive

Mait passe dans le Nord de la Chine sous les T*ang. Pour les implosives labiale et gutturale,

’ai garde -p et -k, mais sans garantir qu’elies n’ont jamais ete ni sonoies ni spirantes.
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qui sonnait dans nne certaine aiesure hhrlh
[
can. Aussi lean i^can)

du chinois ne represente-t-il ici que can du lean tibetain, et le h

initial, devenu finale de Ihrih, est rendu par rimplosive finale de

Ici-Vi Pour nin^ transcrivant ?ie, M. Laufer pense

que cette transcription etablit pour le ne tibetain une prouonciation

nasalisee; je ne crois pas que la presente transcription puisse etre

interpretee dans ce sens. Les transcriptions manicheennes, turques,

tibetaines de mots cbinois a Tepoque des T'ang nous montrent que

dans la Chine du Nord, le -n// {/}} final etait regulierement tombe

apres la voyelle palatale (/), et qu’apres la voyelle gutturale (a), il

tombait parfois aussi en ebangeant le timbre de cette yoyelle en d:

nous connaissons, timbre vocalique a part, bien des exemples certains

de -in transcrit -I (ou e), et meme de -a/i transcrit ~d ^). C*est evi-

demment le meme pbenomene que nous avons ici, et il n’y a pas

de raison de supposer une alteration du ne tibetain. La transcription

n’en est pas moius instructive, car elle tend a nous montrer que,

de meme que -a?l donnait d, ‘in ne perdait pas non plus purement

et simplement sa nasale finale; cette perte semble avoir entraine,

et on aurait presque pu le prevoir, une alteration vocalique: -in

aboutissait sans doute non pas a -i, mais a -e.

2” JLL ^ ^ M Chang-k’i-li-jo-t’an-t’ong (*^'an-klii-

lip-zaS-tham-thun) (p. 73) ^). Le nom tibetain est ^an khri-bzer-lta-

mthon. M. Laufer deduit de la transcription chinoise qu’on pronon-

qait, au IX« siecle, ce nom tibetain sous la forme „zan kbri ze(r)

1) Cf J, J.y raai-juin 1912, p. 588-^589.

2) Je note par z I'initiale des mots actuels des series jou^ jan^ eul^ qui repond

pratiquement en transcription, sous les T'ang, a z des langues iraniennes et tibetaines,

encore qu’il s*y joigne en principe un element de nasalisation palatale encore mal determine.

La note de M. Laufer (p. 72, n. 5) sur le caractere jo n’est pas justidee. La forme

indiquee par M. Lo Tclien-yu (et que le Toiing Pao a reproduite inexactement) est bien

une variante archaique de yo, dejti connue par Te'pigraphie.
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tam-tlion'’. Mais ici, comme pour le nom precedent, on voit que le

h initial de hzer est parfaitement represente dans la transcription

ehinoise. La seule anomalie de la transcription est Temploi d’un

'^iham an lieu de ^tam pour le tibetain lta'm\thoft\ Le meme cas se

reproduit, avec Tamuissement du meme prefixe, a la p. 75. M. Lau-

fer doit done avoir raison de supposer (p. 94) que Tamuissement

de IV alterait en quelque maniere la prononciation du t,

M^ ^^ ^ Louen-kia-tsang-nou-si-kong (*Lwin-

k’ap-jan-nu-siS-k’mn) (p. 74). Le nom tibetain est Blou-rgyal-bzan-

^dus-kuii. M. Laufer admet une prononciation tibetaine qui serait pra-

tiquement „Lon-g’al (ou y’al)-zan-dus-kun’\ Mes conclusions sont un

peu differentes. Le mot kia (^¥dp) n’a pas de prononciation ancienne

a sonore iuitiale. Nous devrions done plut6t supposer un assourdis-

sement produit par Famuissement de Vr initial en tibetain. Con-

trairement a ce que M. Laufer dit ici et p. 87—88, la transcription

cbiuoise suppose en outre que I final de r//yal ait ete muet. Quant

a Taucien de kia (^k^dp), e'est precisement Tamuissement de IV,

laissant en realite rgyal a finale vocalique, qui lui permet de se

joindre au hzait suivant en une prononciation '^kijdlzan^ que le chi-

nois a rendue par ^¥dp jan. La mouillure de ^k^dp repond assez

vraisemblablement a une alteration vocalique resultant de Famuisse-

ment de IV final de rgyal, Tsang est bien un ancien ^jan
;
les Chinois

ont done cru entendre ici le tibetain comme une explosive *). La

transcription de d initial par n chinois a de nombreux paralleles sous

1) Toutefois il n’y a rien h tirer a ce snjet des transcriptions de I’epoque des Yuan,

invoquees par M. Laufer (p. 74, n. 2); la distinction, sous les Yuan, est dej^ comme au-

jourd’hui entre aspirees et non aspirees chinoisesj les non aspirees rendent les sonores

etrangeres; les aspirees rendent les sourdes. L’ancienne distinction des sourdes et sonores

chinoises est des ce moment entierement bouleversee. Par centre, la transcription sous les

T’ang de ffca/i par tsang est parfaitement reguliere, puisque ce tsang est un ancien

*cah et non
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les T’ang: elle est systematique chez un certain nombre de traducteura

bouddhiques: sans doute est-ce la marque d'une difference eatrelerf

des langues d'Asie centrale et le d du Chinois ancien. Pour ce qui

est de Iw'^n = hlon et de = Jcu/i (bien que hin ne soit pas sur

ici), on peut noter d’une maniere generale que les transcriptions

chinoises, quand elles ont le choix entre des formes mouillees et non

mouillees, choisissent les formes non mouillees pour representer les

mots tibetains a voyelle o et les formes mouillees pour les mots

tibetains a voyelle u,

^ ^^ M M ^ K'i-H-soU“long-lie4san (*Khi5 le su-

lun-bap-can) (p. 74). G'est le roi bien connu Khri-sron-lde-bcan (ou

Fun d'eux si\ y en eut deux de ce nom). Si je cite ce nom,

ce n’est pas que je me separe le moins du monde de M. Laufer

a son sujet; je veux seulement signaler que nous avons ici un nouveau

cas de la liaison Ide-hcan en ^deb
\

can, LY de ne represente

naturellement pas VI de Ide, lequel etait amui, mais est une trans-

cription du df usuelle a cote de celle par n que nous avons vue

plus haut. J’ai lu les deux premiers caracteres ^khi'i-le ce qui repond

a leur valeur theorique. Mais si ^ li est correct, nous aurions ici

un exemple d'une confusion des finales i et e en Chinois des T'ang.

Nous connaissons cette confusion avec des initiates autres que I, sans

qu'elle s'etende a toutes les initiates (le chinois des T’ang parait

encore separer nettement ki et ke, mi et me ) ;
il faudrait d'autres

examples pour aflSrmer que la confusion de U et le etait des ce

moment generalisee.

5® Tch’en-chang-kia-jo-k’ou-ning-

tsan. (*T-h’im-zan-k'ap-za5-khw‘5 nin-tsan) (p, 74). Le nom tibetain.

tel qu’il est reproduit par M. Laufer, est Mchims-zan-rgyal-bzer-khou-

ne-bcan. Nous retrouvons ici plusieurs pbenomenes qui ont deja ete
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constate, dans les noms precedents. La transcription *k^ap«zad pour

rgyaUKer est absolument parallele de ^k^dp-jan pour rgyal-bzan
; dans

les deux cas, il y a amuissement du prefixe de r, determinant un

assourdissement de I’initiale, et d’autre part amuissement de VI final,

amenant une liaison avec le prefixe initial du mot suivant. Le

souvenir du premier nom permet de se demander s’il n’y a pas dans

khon-ne une erreur pour khod-ne. Si khon est exact, ce sera la un

parallMe pour les transcriptions de chen-po que je releverai plus loin

;

mais M. Waddell [loc, lav.d,, p. 427) lit ici aussi khod-ne, peut-etre

avec raison. Nous avons deja vu ^niu pour 7ie, La transcription

chinoise montre que la prononciation ne devait plus faire la liaison

^neb
I

can de ne bean
;
autrement il eut ete facile de transcrire par

un mot chinois qui fut un ancien ^nZap, C'est done ici, s il y a

d’autres raisons d’admettre cette alteration, qu'on pourrait faire inter-

venir la prononciation nasalisee de ne que supposait M. Laufer, mais

que la transcription ning, comme je Tai dit plus haut, ne suffit pas

a etablir. Mais une autre solution est possible : na et non ^yddp se

justifiera si le mot suivant, est bien, comme le donne M. Waddell

{loe, laud,^ p. 427), non pas btsan, mais hrUan.

k'ie-lo tou-po Chou-lou Louen-tsan-jo-fou-kong (*PliMwJn-g’’a-

la tuk-p^a Ouk-lu Lwm-can-zaS4hu-kun) (p. 74—75). Le nom tibetain

est Phyi’blon bkaMa gtogs-pa Oog-ro ‘) Blon-bcaii-bzer-lto-gon. Cette

transcription oflre quelques anomalies, au moins apparentes. La trans-

cription de bka"^ par ^g''^d (valeur de transcription: ga) supposerait

une sonorisation due a I’amuissement du prefixe. Lto est transcrit

1) Je ne comprends pas bien la note 2 de la p. 66 relative a ce nora de Cog-ro; il

semblerait dans le texte que M. Laufer fit de Cog-ro un nom de pays et dans la note un

nom d’homme; cette derni^re hypotbese me paraitrait impossible.
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par ^ihn\ nous avons deja yu au 1 un cas ou ramuissemenl du

prefixe I devant t semble avoir provoque Taspiration de ce t. Keste

gon transcrit par cc qui est bien surprenaut. Sans doute il n'y

a guere de mots et on pourrait a la rigueur supposer que les

transcripteurs n'ont pas voulu choisir un des mots a forme mouillee,

tels que ^ hong i^g'hih')
;
mais il faudrait s’assurer que gon est bien

exact, quoique donne egalement par M. Waddell; la confusion gra-

pbique du h et du g en tibetain est si facile qu'on ne pent ecarter

des a present Thypothese d’un fausse lecture pour ho/l,

7" ^ ^ 1^ -0. ill ^ ^ ril Sseu-nan p’i-po

tch^en-chang“tan-jo-si-no-che (^'Si-nam phi-p^a chim-zari-tan-za?*

siS-nak-zi) (p. 75 j. Le nom tibetain, tel que le reproduit M. Laufer,

est Snam phyi-pa Mchims-zan*brtan-bzer-snag'Cig *). La transcrip-

tion est absolument regiiliere, sauf pour le dernier mot. M. Lau-

fer suppose pour cig un prononciation cv; cela ne nous tire pas

d’affaire, et il doit y avoir pour ce mot une erreur de lecture soit

du cote tibetain, soit du cute chinois. M. Waddell lisait mh ou oa-

ba au lieu de cig\ M. Parker croyait reconnaitre po%i dans

le dernier caractere ").

1) Je garde provisoirement la lecture snag de M. Laufer pour Tavant-deniier mot du

tibetain. Mais, comme lui-raeme Ta d’ailleura fait remarquer, la planche de Bushell sem-

ble bien porter stag) e’eat egalement stag qui a etc lu par M. Waddell. M. Laufer s’est

decide pour snag parce qu’on ne connait pas de prononciation *tak de no (^nak),

Ceci est vrai. Mais d’autre part *sid-tak pour stag se justifierait mieux, au point de vue

des habitudes des transcriptions cbinoises, que *sid-nak pour snag. La question reste ouverte.

2) En reality le dechiffrement de M. Lo Tchen-yu porte non pas rb che comme

le donne M. Laufer, mais tsa ( cap^ faussement indique comme Iowot au lieu de

upper dans les deux editions du dictionnaire de Giles), On sait combien il est facile dc

confondre c et ^ en ecriture tibetaine; d’autre part, il soffit de ne pas raettre un point

(ici purement hypothetique) au milieu du groupe pour avoir hb au lieu du ba-bu de M.

Waddell j
il me parait done bien probable que le dernier mot tibetain soit cab.
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AL o
Ngan-pen mong-sou hou-chou p’o-lo-mo-louen-kiu-li-tsang-O-

mo (*Naa“pw^ii man-su :^u-cuk bwiS-la-m^aS-lw^n-k'iu-lip-jan-O’iii^si)

(p. 75— 77). Le nom tibetain, tel que le donne M. Laufer, est

Mnan pon ban so o-cog gi bio ^bal Blon-kru-bzan-gyes-rma. Pour

ce qui est de trauscrivant dan, nous savons que sous les

T’ang, dans la Chine du Nord, toute une serie de mots a initiate

tlieorique m se prouonqaieut en realite avec 6 ou (3 initial. La trans-

cription "^p/u-cuk pour o-coj est aussi precise qu 'instructive; unefois

de plus, nous avons ici une valeur o pour ce que nous avons con-

sidere provisoirement, dans les mots non mouilles ni yodises, comme

des u (en finale vocalique ou gutturale) ou des iv^ (en finale dentale)

;

peut-etre serons-nous amenes, malgre les systemes des tables chi-

noises, a transcrire Telement vocalique de cette serie par o, Notre

y est un pen trompeur. Bn realite, il ne s'agit pas d’un yain (c'est-

a-dire de la sonore de %), mais de la sonore de h] c’est ce qui

explique que des mots a ancienne initiate y soient souvent employes

pour rendre les initiates vocaliques des langues d'Asie centrale on

toute voyelle initiate etait ou paraissait precedee d'une sorte d’esprit:

les transcriptions chinoises de mots turcs en ofl‘rent des exemples

nombreux. La particule du genitif y)', faisant suite a une finale en

fj, ne serait pas transcrite en chinois. II y a certainement une inexac-

titude dans *bic^^-la en face du tibetain hlo. La forme tibetaine parait

exacte, puisque suppose une voyelle o\ mais alors il faut un

second caractere a Toyelle n {p), du type de & lou peut-etre

^lo), pour qu'on ait ^biv^l4n (sensiblement '^bol-lo) = hlo\ ^ lo

1) Mais, d’ua passage de la p. 86, il sembicrait resulter que M. Laufer liit ici mha-

cljiori'^ je suppose que maa-dpon est uue premiere lecture maintenue a la p, 86 par inad-

vertance.
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{^la) est en principe inadmissible. M. Waddell (p. 428) lit bla et

non blo', j'inclinerais a croire que c’est la la leqon exacte, et a

supposer une erreur de lecture ^ p'o pour uu mot de la serie ^
kie i^k^dp): '^k^dp (ou uu mot du meme ordre) + la represen terait

le genitif gi (autrement non transcrit) -r bl<i, est »ne trans-

cription tres reguliere de ^bal. Le cas de *k’^u-lip-jan pour kru^hzan

est interessaut. Tout comme au n® 3, nous avons ici le 2 de hzaft

rendu par Texplosive j de Le b initial du mot forme groupe

avec la finale vocalique du mot precedent; les Chinois avaient done

a rendre krubzaa^ qu’ils entendaient *krub
|

zait, G*est le ^krub qui

est represente par La voyelle u de Tensemble est attestee

par ^k'^u. Si on a ensuite Hip et non Hup^ cela tient a une parti-

cularite du registre phonetique du chinois ancien: le chinois ancien

n’avait pas de mots qui comportassent a la fois une voyelle labiale

et une consonne finale labiale, que cette consonne dut etre une

nasale ou une implosive. En d’autres termes, le chinois ancien avait

^luk et Hw^h^ mais non Hup, Si on voulait rendre la finale labiale

d'nn groupe Hmb, il fallait done sacrifier la voyelle et recourir a

*lip ou Hap
;

e’est ce qu’on a fait ici. M. Laufer lit les deux der-

niers mots tibetains gije8-rma^ et rejette par suite la lecture

miug indiquee par M. Lo Tchen-yu pour Tavant dernier caractere

chinois. Mais M. Waddell (p. 428) lit myes^rmay et des lors

7uing i^min) est non seulement possible, mais tres vraisetnblable;

e’est la un nouveau cas de prononciation (peut-etre
'^

7ny^) resul-

tant de la chute de la nasale gutturale apres voyelle palatale.

Hou-t’i-p’o-si-ye (*ywS-de bwS siS-'ya)

(p. 75, 87—88). C’est la, seloii le Sin t'ang diou, le nom de r„ancetre”

(ffl. des Tibetains. M. Laufer a rapproche la premiere partie

de ce nom du „nom de clan” sing) donne par le Sin fang chou
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a Khri-sron-lde-bcan, ^ ^ Hou-lozi-i’i (*yii>lu-de), et d'autre

part de Ide dans le nom d’O-lde-spu-rgyal fourni par Tinscription

tibetaine de 783 (ou peut etre elle aussi de 822) comme le nom du

premier roi legendaire des Tibetains; enfia M. Laufer a pense que

le ye final repondait de quelque maniere a rgyaL Ce sont la des

hypotheses que je crois justes et qu’il me parait possible de pre-

ciser. Quaud on lit les quelques textes relatifs a ces personnages,

on a le sentiment que non seulement le nom de Hou4’i-p'o>si-ye est

voisin de celui d’O-lde-spu-rgyal, mais qu’il lui est identique et qu’il

s’agit en realite d’un meme individu. Tel que le nom est donne

dans le Sin fang chou^ cette equivalence laisse a desirer, mais nous

pouvons peut-etre aboutir par un detour, Le Sin fang cJiou (chap,

216 ±, fol. 1 r®) donne pour nom de famille aux anciens rois tibetains

P'o-sou-ye (^Bw^S-swiS-^ya), qui ne mene a rien. Mais le

Kieou fang chon (chap. 196 J:, 1 r^) ecrivait ^ ^ Tsai-p'o-ye

(*Cai-bwiS-^ya). Le mot ^ Uai est en effet une forme archaique de

^ Uai, mais pratiquement inusitee, surtout dans les textes histori-

ques; il est evident que nous avons ici un exemple de Temploi a

peu pres indifferent sous les T’aug des clefs 40 et 116 et qu’il faut

lire son comme dans le Sin fang chon, Maintenant quelle est

la forme correcte, *Bw^S-sw^3-Va ou ^Sw^S-bw^S-^^ya. Deux considera-

tions doivent iutervenir. La forme sou-p'o est plus probable que la

forme g^o-sou 1° parce que p'o-sou est une vieille expression de la

1) II faut par centre rejeter absolument ^equivalence hou {*yici^) = Aon

{*yw) = tib gurf, proposec par M. Laufer k la p. 78. Je crois que M. Laufer a raison de

considerer le nom tibetain de la carotte, gnk^la-phug. comme apparente au nom chinois;

seulement cet original chinois doit etre non pas hou'lo po, mais

{^yuh-la-b^uk [ou *p^''ak on peut-elre ^phuk']). De meme que la-phug du tibetain repond au

chinois lo-po (dont I’histoire est d’ailleurs obscure), les Mongols ont le meme mot, certaine-

ment emprunte mais alt^re, sous la forme loobang. Sur lO‘po, cf. deja Watters, Essays on

the Chinese language^ p. 332; von Zach, Lexicographische Beitriige, I, p. 43.
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litterature chinoise et qu'aiusi des copistes, Fayant dans Tesprit,

etaient facilemeut amenes a renverser eii sa faveur uue transcription

primitive 2'^ parce que ce caractere soil iFapparait pratique-

ment en transcription que comme le premier element d’un groupe

consouantique, en particiilier dans les transcriptions savantes du mot

stffpa. On pourrait bien se demander, s'il s'est agi d’une explosive

labiale precedee de s, pourquoi on n'a pas obei a Fhabitude qui veut

que la consonne finale du premier groupe soit de la meme nature que

la consonne initiale du second; mais c'est qu’ici encore il s’agissait

d’une implosive labiale pour un mot a voyelle labiale; il fallait done

modifier soit la consonne, soit le timbre de la voyelle; dans les

transcriptions ou le mot perdait en realite sa voyelle et sa finale

pour ne garder que sa consonne initiale dans la transcription d’un

groupe consonantique, la finale se sacrifiait d’ailleurs aisement; enfin

on recourait volontiers pour cet usage a des mots a finale dentale

(spirante, ou meme a liquide) qui avaient une prononciation moins

appuyee que les .finales gutturale ou labiale. Pratiquement, nous

pouvons done considerer comme certain qu’il faut adopter la forme

du Kieou Cang chon et lire ^Sw^S-bw^S-^ya, qui represeutera un mot

ayant pour initiale (ou sbo^)» Mais on a vu plus baut, aux

numeros 3 et o que le mot rgyal se pronon^ait en fait avec une

finale et non Notre *SwiS-bwi5'^ya aura par suite toute

chance de representer un original *Sbu*rgyal, devenu pratiquement

^'Sbur
1
gya. Peut etre est-ce la aussi, plutot que le Bod-rgyal auquel

songe M. Laufer, le titre de fou-ije attribue au

roi Sron-bcan, represente ici sous une forme dialectale a s amuie et

a initiale secondaire sourde. Mais alors notre Sbu-rgyal parait diffi-

cilement separable du Spu-rgyal de Pinscription de 783. Ou bien

M. Waddell, qui edite Pinscription d’apres une copie manuscrite, s’est
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laisse influencer par le Spu-de-gun-rgyal da rGyal rahs tibetain, ou

bien sa copie contieut une confusion facile en tibetain entre p et b,

on enfin deux formes a sourde et a sonore auraient coexiste; mais

en tout cas, il doit bien s’agir du meme „nom*’ on du meme „titre’\

Or c*est le meme Sin fang cJiou qui a renverse les mots Sou-p’o-ye

en P"o-sou-ye qui nous fournit le nom de Hou-t’i-p*o-si-ye. II semble

bien que la meme faute se soit introduite ici dans le texte. II suffit

de lire Hou-Pi-si-p’o-ye (^^wiS-de-siS-bw^S-^ya) pour que nous ayons

une transcription exacte d'O-lde-sbu-rgyal, prononce *01
|

de-sbur
|

gya, avec la meme forme sonore sbu, au lieu du sjm de M. Waddell,

que nous avous deja constatee dans la transcription isolee de Sbu-

rgyal. Si ces conclusions se verifient, ce ne sera pas un avantage

negligeable de pouvoir ainsi relier, pour la plus ancienne bistoire

du royaume tibetain, les formes des histoires cbinoises a celles que

les trop rares documents indigenes commencent a nous fournir.

[|p ^ O # ^ ^ ffc $L [Ki-che-

tchong] p'o-Q-k^e-louen si-no-jo-ho-ya siS-

nak-zaJ-yap-'aS) (p. 77). M. Laufer a en tibetain: Bkal-phrin-blon

ch^en ka’ blon snag bzer ha nen. Les equivalences ne sont guere

satisfaisantes, Au titre chinois de hi-che-icliong parait correspondre le

bhf'l-phrm-bloH du tibetain, dont M. Laufer signale uii autre exemple

dans le dPag bsam Ijon bzaii, Le mot suivant chen^ „grand”, pour-

rait etre a la rigueur rattacbe a ce titre; mais je ne suis pas con-

vaincu que la lecture soit exacte, car on n’a alors aucun equivalent

pour la transcription chinoise -j- Q* Comme le fait remarquer

M. Laufer, hi est pour hha
\

nous avons deja vu plus bant un

exemple (n’^ 6) de hha^ rendu par un mot k sonore initiale, sans

doute resultant de Tamuissement du b» S?iag (ou slag) et b^er nous

sont deja connus. Reste /lo^ga qui ne peut repondre a ba nen. M.
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Laufer lit yen au lieu de ya\ c’est en effet une prononciation sub-

sidiaire de ce caractere. Mais il est tres possible qu*au lieu de yen

ou ya^ Toriginal ait la forme ^ h'ien (ou Ican^y usuelle

sous les T^ang. Les prononciation s anciennes de Ic^ien ou hin sont

et ^Jcan, Si la voyelle du dernier mot tibetain est bien e, il

faudra se prononcer ici en faveur de D’autre part, le p final

de ^yap ne pent provenir que de la soudure a 1 initiale h du mot

suivant, M. Waddell a done surement raison quand il croit recon-

naitre (p. 428) un h apres ha, Dans ce nom, comme partout oii M.

Laufer lit snagy M. Waddell a slag (cf. supra, p. 8, n^ 1).

^ ^ ^ Louen si ta jo (Lwin-siS-tap ^aS) (p. 77).

M. Laufer a retabli ce nom, donne dans le Sin fang chon, en Blon

stag rje. Oest, a mon sens, impossible, et Toriginal devait etre

quelque chose comme Blon-stab-bzer ou Blon-sta-bzer.

12“ ^ ^ ^^ ^ O # # ^ Tseu-sseu-

po4ch6“pou ngo louen si-0 si-kan-k’ou (*Ci-si-p^a caS pu nak

siS-O sik-kan*khw*S). (p. 77). La forme tibetaine, lue par M. Lau-

fer, est Ecis-pa chen-po Q blon-stag-zigs-rgan-kbod. Le debut de la

transcription est tres clair. La^ meme transcription ^cal-pu pour

chenpo a ete signalee par M, Laufer (p. 28) dans le titre de ^
po4cJi‘6pou {^pal’cai^pv?) qu’il a retabli en ^ha-chen-po, mais

qui me parait avoir plus de chances d’etre dpal-chen-gyo, „le grand

fortune” *). Les titulatures minislerielles reproduites dans le Sin

fang chon orthographient ^ icJfo-pou {chdl-pu). On sait que

1) Je laisse le texte tel que je Tavais ccrit. Mais j’ajoute que dpal’c/ien-po me parait

confirme par la presence, en tete des teraoins qui ont jure le traite dechiffre en 1911 par

M. Waddell, d’un personuage portant le titre de dpal-chen-po, qui a ete pris pour un nom

(cf. Waddell, dans J. R. A. S„ 1911, p. 426). Sur ce titre, aussi orthographic ^
po-tclian-pou an-pu\ cf. KUou Vang chou, chap. 196 T, fol. Hr®; Sin

Vang choHy chap 216 T, fol. 5 r®, 6 v®.
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la vraie forme du mot „grand” est che, Un exemple douteux a ete

signale au 5 d’uae transcriptiou pour Jchon] si elle se

confirmait il n'y aura qu'a admettre simplement Tequivaleuce

im ou *chdl'pu = c/ien-po, Au cas contraire (qui est plus probable),

il n’est pas impossible que nos transcriptions represeutent une pro-

nonciation ^cher-po, M. Laufer a propose pour le mot efface sur

Tinscription tibetaine, et qui correspond a ngo^ le nom de clan rno(j\

mais la prononciation ancienne de ngo est ^nak^ ce qui rend cette

equivalence a peu pres impossible. Pour le mot chinois manquant

apres si, le ^ ta {^tap) auquel avait songe M. Laufer est exclu.

J’inclinerais a croire qu’ici, comme plus haul, il faut lire snag ou

siag\ le mot a restituer serait alors ^ no {^nak\ Si {^sik) pour

zigs est une anomalie inexplicable. Il n'y a aucune raison pour tranS’

crire kan au lieu de kan comme le fait M. Laufer; le mot n’a

jamais eu de prononciation a initiale souore; ou bien il faut

admettre une sonorisation du tibetain (resultant de Tamuissement

du r"?), ou bien il y a une lecture iuexacte rgan pour r/v7«; autre-

ment, la transcription est aberrante.

1^000 P’i-louen-mo-lou-chang ooo CPhi-

lwm-mw^*S-lu‘?ian ooo) (p. 78). Pour ces caracteres, seuls dechiffrables,

le tibetain porte Phyi-blon '^bro-zan ooo. La transcription est des plus

regulieres.

^ S ^ Louen-kie-yen-H-tsan (^Lwui-k^aS nuin-

lik-can) (p. 78), M. Laufer donne comme forme tibetaine Blon-rgyud-

nan-lLbcan. L’equivalence rgyud: est difficile a admettre.

Quant a ^lik-can en face de li'bcan, c’est bien invraisemblable. Les

lectures de M. Waddell, zan-blon-rgyal-on-lam-btsan, ne paraissent

pas non plus tres sures,

15^ ^^ ^ Tsiang-kiun-kou (*C’an-k’’un-kuk [et '"yuk]).
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C'est la un nom de lieu; cette „Vallee du generar' etait sous les

T’ang a la froutiere de la Chine et du Tibet. M. Laufer croit retrouver

ce nom chinois transcrit Sce-zun-cheg (ou Sce-zun-cheg; dans Tinscrip-

tion de 822. Mais il y a la une assez grosse inexactitude, et qui

rend a pen pres caduques les consideration des pages 79—80 derivees

de cette equivalence. Phonetiquement, les deux noms ne peuvent etre

ramenes Tun a Tautre. Le Sce-zun-cheg (peut-etre mal lu pour Sve-

zuii-cheg) est en realite non pas le Tsiang-kiumkou, mais la „SuiyuDg

barrier’", ou Souei-jong-ts’eu (*SvLzun-ch’ak), de Bushell

(J, E, A, S,y 1880, p. 537); Uieg (ou c/iegl), comme Ta deja signale

M. Waddell (J, E, A, S., 1911, p. 396), n’est autre que le mot

tcha i^ch'alc)^ celui-la meme que Bushell a traduit par „ barrier”. Les

deux noms apparaissent d’ailleurs cote a cote dans Tiuscription de

822 (cf. Waddell, ihid.^ p. 396); mais Fun d’entre eux n’a ete reconnu

qu’incompletement. Avaut de noramer le „Sce-zun-cheg”, Finscription

dit, selon M. Waddell, que les chevaux „will be changed below

Ghang-kun [? pass]”. N’ayant pas d’estampage a ma disposition, je

ne puis affirmer qu’il faille lire, au lieu du Cah-kun („Chang-kun”)

que donue ici M. Waddell, le Can-cun que porte en realite son texte

en tibetain (p. 420, 1. 42) ;
toutefois, c’est cette second forme qui est

seule justifiee au point de vue de la phonetique chinoise. Mais sur-

tout, on voit que le mot „passe” est ajoute par M. Waddell pour

suppleer a Fabsence d’un equivalent de Jco 2i dans le texte tibetain.

Or, si nous nous reportons ici encore a son edition du texte en

caracteres tibetains (p. 420, 1. 42—43), nous voyons que Can-kun est

suivi d’un mot yog, et c’est ce mot yog que M. Waddell a traduit

par „below” parce qu’il Fa suppose equivalent au moderne ""og. Mais

il n’y a pas de doute que yog fait partie du nom; CmVhm^yog-du

signifie „u [021 auj Can-kun-yog”. Quant a Inequivalence de ^ i'o/f
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et de yog, il est possible de la justifier. Le mot hou a, meme de

nos jours, une prononciation subsidiaire yu^ ou il est Tequivalent de

les deux mots sont d’ailleurs synonymes et etymolo-

giquement apparentes. Or, sous les T'aug, la Chine du Kan-sou lisait

certainement ^ ^"^yul et non c*est ainsi qu'a pu naitre dans

cette region I'orthographe du nom des T’ou-yu-houen, ou se lit

bien yu {^"^yuh) et non hon\ de meme, les caracteres yu et hou se

sont employes longtemps presque indifferemment pour ecrire lenom

de la passe de Kia-yu-kouan a Touest de Sou-tcheou. C'est la meme

prononciation qu'ont naturellement conuue alors les Tibetains, et il

n'y a pas a nous etonner de voir Tsiang-kiun-kou transcrit de fa^on

certaine par Can-kun-yog

^ is ^ M Si-pien-tch'6-pou (^siS-pian chaJ-pu) (p, 82).

M. Laufer retablit ce litre en srid-dpon-che^po, mais la voyelle du

second mot est inadmissible.

170 ^ ^ ^ nong-li-jo (%uii4ik-zaS (p. 82— 83). Estindique

par le Sin fang chou comme Tequivalent du chinois lang^

sonne de qualite”. M. Laufer a retabli Inn ri rje^ „seigneur des

vallees et des montagnes”. L’ancienne finale de li n’autorise

pas cette restitution. Selon toute vraisemblance, les deux derniers

mots sont rigs-dzer, le mot rigs signifiant „lignee”, „famille'’.

^ ^ ^ M nang-Iouen mi-ling-pou (*nan-lw>n-mik-

1) Ce nom de „ValIee du general” ne s’est pas retrouve dans les histoires des T’ang.

Mais peut-etre etait-ce la nn nom local chinois, adopte par les Tibetains, et qui a pu sar-

vivre. Le vocabulaire tibetain incorpore au 9® tsi, fasc. B, da Lo7ig wei pi chou (fol. lUO r®)

porte comme nom tibetain de Lin-t’ao une forme Srin-kun, transcrit

Cheng-kouen, qui pourrait ctre, sous toutes reserves, alteree de Tancien isiatig-Hun. On

sait que dans une transcription da type jnV/, IV, est depuis longtemps un pur ariifice or-

thographique; cVst ainsi que le litre de ffu~srl, bien loin d’etre tire, comme le veut le

dictionnaire de M, Sarat Chandra Das, d’un Sanscrit gaucrl ou gu/^agn, est la simpV

transcription du chinois g m houQ-chCy „maitre royal”.
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lin-pu) (p. 83). G’est le titre des vice-ministres tibetaios. Le sens

semble donner raison a M. Laufer qui retablit nait-hlon'-^hml'po, nan-

hlon etant surement le titre des ministres, et ’^hriit-po signifiant

„rQedian’', entre le „grand ministre’’ et le „petit ministre’". Si je

releve cependant cette forme, c'est a cause de I’anomalie, inexplicable

actuellement, d’une ancienne finale en k dans rassimilation

se fait plutot avec des finales de serie identique au mot suivant, on

eventuellement avec 5,

19® Ftb ^ T’ou-fan (*Thu-p^’an). Telle est, sous les T’ang,

Torthograplie officielle du nom des Tibetains. M. Laufer revient a

deux reprises (p. 86—87 et 95—96) sur Torigine de cette appel-

lation, et il me semble qu^il s’est produit a ce sujet des confusions

qu’il faut tenter de dissiper. Au commencement du XIX^ siccle,

alors qu’on ne savait rien de Tancienne phonetique du Chinois,

Abel Eemusat remarqua que la phonetique de fan entrait dans des

caracteres qui, composes avec d'autres clefs, se prononqaient po\ il

supposa alors une prononciation subsidiaire po de fan, et obtint

ainsi T^ou-po qu’il considera comme une transcription saiisfaisante

du nom meme du Tibet. Tout le monde des lors, et jusqu a Bret-

Schneider et Bushell, jusqu’a MM. Rockhill, Ohavannes, Kynner et

Laufer, parait avoir admis sans autre examen que la prononciation

correcte de T’ou-fan etait T’ou-po. Or les dictionnaires chinois ne

soufflent pas mot d’une prononciation po de fan ;
le lexique phone-

tique special qui suit le ^in t'anr/ chou est egalement muet a ce

sujet. J’ajouterai que, meme si on admettait cette prononciation si

hypothetique, le gain serait mince. Le nom indigene du Tibet est

Bod, et c est Bod qu on a voulu retrouver dans la seconde partie

de T’ou-fan en le lisant ^T’ou-po. Mais il faudrait au moins pour

cela que ce put ctre un ancien '^'bo(L Or tous les mots a pho-
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netique fan qui se prononcent sans n final (c'est-a dire po ou

p'o) sont a ancienne sourde initiale, a Texception de qui

etait a sonore initiale. Admettons meme que le cas unique de p'o

puisse etre invoque: il n'en restera pas moins que tous ces mots,

y compris sont a ancienne finale vocalique, c’est-a-dire qu’on

aura bien et mais dans aucun cas ni le timbre vocalique

de Bod, ni sa finale consonantique ^). Je crois done qu’on doit garder

en principe la prononciation T'ou-fan (^Tbu-p^’an), en admettant

seulement que, sous Tinfluence du yod^ p^^- avail pu, des Tepoque

des T'ang, passer a /-.

Maintenant qu’elle est Torigine de T’ou-fan? Des Tepoque des

T’ang, les Chinois ne le savaient plus bien. Les ecrivains de cette

epoque confessent parfois tout simplement leur ignorance
;

le Hin

(any chou admet au contraire que T’ou-fan est altere du uom de

famille ^ ^ T’ou-fa (^Thuk-p^’aS), porte au VD siecle par des

gens i’origine non chinoise, et peut-etre de race tibetaine, qui occu-

paient le Kan-sou occidental. M. Laufer ecarte ce nom, qui, diWl,

n’a rien a voir avec Bod, ni avec les formes hypothetiques *Svod-

bod ou *Mtho-bod par lesquelles on a tente d’expliquer plus com-

pletement T’ou-fan ou *T ou-po. Enfin, toujours selon M. Laufer, il

n’y a pas a faire intervenir le nom de Tobbat ou Tibbat, etc., des

ecrivains musulmans, car I’ecriture arabe n'ecrit pas les voyelles, et

tout ce qu’on en pent deduire, e’est qu’un nom Tbt pour le Tibet

1) Dans certains cas, il semble que la voyelle a, sous Tinfluence de la semi-voyelle

labiate precedente, ait de bonne heure sonne d, et alt pu transcrire o ou etre transcrit

par lui; ce sera le cas regulier plus tard, au XUI' et au XIV^* siecle. Mais pour que

semblable phenomene se produisit sous les T’ang, tous les exempies que je connais (en

particalier le Icog-rtse cite par M. Laufer k la p. 79 et qui est le chinois

fcAo~iseUj *cv:aA-tsi) comportent une ancienne finale consonantique et Tabsence de mouiliure

ou de yod apres I’initiale; ce ne serait pas le cas ici.
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existait chez les ecrivaius musulmans a la fiu du sixieme siecle

{lisez: neuvieme). Sur ce dernier point, je crois que M. Laufer est

trop sceptique. Sans doute les ecrivains arabes ont tout brouille en

rattacbant Thistoire du Tibet a celle des Himyarites, mais il est

certain que le nom quTls donnent (en tenant compte eventuellement

de Tabsence de p en arabe) est celui-la meme sous lequel le Tibet

fut alors connu dans le monde turc: nous en avons pour preuve

plusieurs passages des inscriptions de TOrklion, ou le Tibet est tou-

jours designe sous le nom de Tiiput (ou Tupot, Topiit, Topot).

D'une fagon quelconque, il semble bien que ce nom soit a rappro-

cber du chinois T’ou-fan (Thu-p^'anj, sans quTl soit pour cela ne-

cessaire de le lire "^T’ou-po (^Thu-p^a ou ^Thu-b^a). Mais une

derniere forme doit intervenir, Dans un vocabulaire sino-tibetain de

la fin du Xe siecle et qui provient de Touen-houang, j’ai deja

signale *) qu^on trouvait, comme correspondant du Bod tibetain,

## T’o-fan (*Dak-p^'’an). 11 semble que par la nous nous rap-

prochions du T'ou-fa (*Thuk“p^'ad) du Sin tany chon. Peut-etre

apres tout *Thuk-pw’ad, Thu-p^’an, Tupiit et Tibet ne sont-ils

qu’autant de formes d'un meme nom, mais qu’il parait jusqu’ici

premature de youloir ramener a Bod, nom indigene du Tibet

20® ^ la-pa, „trompette’\ Ce mot n’est pas tibetain, et

en chinois il est moderne. Si je le cite ici, c’est quTl est possible

de completer les indications que M. Laufer fournit a son sujet (p. 90).

1) nov.-dec. 1912, p, 522.

2) L’ancienne gatturale a la fin du premier caractere chinois ne peat guere Mre

fautive dans T’6*fan, car le vocabulaire a ete dresse par qaelqu’un qui savait assurement

bien le tibetain. Mais c*etait sans doute quelqu’un da Kan-sou; il pent s’agir de pronon-

ciations dialectales. On sait qu’au XVI IP siecle, dans des conditions d’ailleurs differentes,

on trouve une orthographe Necbal ou Nekpal pour le nom du Nepal (cf. S. Levi, Le

a Hndex); des raisons tres diverses, des nuances de prononciation en general, font facile-

ment naitre de telles divergences.
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II est parfaitement exact que le mot ra'pal donne comme etymo-

logie mongole de la-^a dans la premiere edition du dictionnaire

de Giles est un barbarisme impossible (le mongol n’a pas dV initial

et il n’a pas de p) et que le mandchou laha indique dans la deuxieme

edition, bien loin d’etre a I’origine du mot chinois, en a ete lui-

meme emprunte. Mais il n’est par absolument exact de dire que

„la-pa n’est ni mongol ni tibetain”. En realite, c’est des Mongols

que les Chinois Tout pris dans les temps modernes. La forme ori-

ginale mongole est labai, qui designe en effet la trompette que les

Chinois appellent la-pa^ mais dont le sens propre est „eonque”,

passe ail sens de trompette parce qu’on se servait des conques comme

d’instruments de musique ^). Quant a ce mot labai^ comme il s’agis-

sait d’un instrument de musique frequemment mentionne dans les

textes bouddhiques, les Mongols Font requ de ceux qui furent leurs

premiers educateurs bouddhiques, c’est-a-dire des Turcs. Le mot

lahai {lahay) est en effet atteste en ouigour, dans un passage du

Suvarnaprabhasa ou il repond au chinois ^ lo, „conque” ’). Enfin

Fetymologie meme de labay est certaine. Le nom populaire des

conques et des cauries en Chine sous les T’ang, c’est-a-dire de tous

les cephalopodes a coquille en spirale, etait ^ ^ lo-pei i^l^a-pai) "),

1) M. Courant {Essai historique sur la musique classique des Chinois^ p. 158), sur la

foi de M. Blochet, a songe a rapprocher la-pa du persan „labek''i mais je ne crois paa qu’il

y ait aucun mot persan labek ayant le sens de trompette ou d*un objet quelconque analogue

k la trompette.

2) Cf. F. W. K. Muller, Uigurica, I, p. 22.

3) Meme de nos jours, et malgre la prononciation pei, la rime de ce pei est

Pour lo-pei au sens d’instrument de musique (en fait, de conque) usite en Asie centrale

sous les T’ang, cf. le P'ei wen yun fou, chap. 68, fol. 83 v®. Au sens de caurie, lo-pei est

frequent dans les uuuvres du bouddhisme chinois; comme exemple, je puis renvoyer an

Tripit, de Kyoto, XIV, vii, 331 v®. Sur la conque, instrument de musique, sous les T’ang,

cf. Hirth, Chines, dnsichten iiher Bronze-irommeln, p. 13
; y ajouter ling piao Um yi,

chap. 1, fol, 5 r®.
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Le turc ouigour u’avait pas de p median dans les mots indigenes

et Fa tres vite supprime dans les mots d’emprunt (c’est ainsi que

supxiryan^ qui primitivement a du venir de Tlran, a passe tres vite

a suhuryan), II iFy a pas de doute que lahai soit simplement le

chinois emprunte primitivement au sens de conque, mais

qui, ayant acquis ensuite le sens subsidiaire de trompette, n’a pas

ete reconnu par les Chinois, et leur est revenu sous la forme nou-

velle la-pa *); il s’en faiit que ce soit la un exemple isole (cf. le

titre ferainin de jjjg ^ foti-tsin, du mongol et mandchou fu-jiuj

qui est lui-meme simplement a Forigine le chinois ^ A
huy etc.).

21“ p’ou-lou, etofife de laine, tib. plirug. Cette equiva-

lence, indiquee par M. Laufer (p, 91), est surement exacte, mais on

ne pent rien en deduire pour Famuissement du cj final tibetain. Elle

a ete faite en efifet sous les Mongols, c'est-a-dire a une epoque ou

les implosives finales avaient disparu du chinois du Nord. Meme une

pronunciation phriig oil le g eut sonne eut ete alors transcrite de la

meme faqon ;
c’est le cas en particulier pour les transcriptions faites

a Fepoque mongole des norabreux mots turcs et mongols a finale

q {X)y 0^

22^ ^ iK (*phw’iS-Fm) (p. 92). Les IHstoires des Tang

nous donnent ce mot comme le nom des tentes de feutre chez les

Tibetains. M. Laufer a suppose que c’etait la le tibetain sbra, „tenie

de feutre’'. L’equivalence est bonne au point de vue du sens, mais

1) Quant au mot mongol hbriga qui designe proprement une trompette, lui anssi a

bien, comme le suppose M. Laufer (p 90), un correspondant turc. II nous est attcste

dans le vocabulaire manuscrit sino-ouigour du University College a Londres, sous la forme

h 5E AJC pou-eul-kou [borgu)’, j’ai releve ce mot sur la copie de ce manuscrit executee

par M. Denison Ross, et qu'il a eu Tamabilite de me communiquer.
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parait phonetiquement inacceptable. Non seulenaent la voyelle ne va

pas, mais Tinitiale chinoise est plus qu’une sourde, c'est une sourde

aspiree. En fait ce mot m foil meme si le phw yodise

n’etait pas encore absolument passe a J\ sert sous les T’ang a

rendre fur- dans les transcriptions de mots iraniens
;

il semble ab-

solument exige que nous ayons un ph en tibetain, et la transcrip-

tion, qne nous n’avons aucune raison de considerer comme fautive,

doit avoir ete faite sur une prononciation '^phrn, Reste a savoir si

au shra du Tibet central a pii repondre jadis, dans le Nord«Est, une

forme dialectale ^pliru,

23® ^ ^ So-si-long-lie-tsan (*Sa-siS-lun-bap-can\

II est certain que les quatre derniers caracteres representent Sroii-

Ide-bcan; mais je ne suis pas sur que pour le premier il faille

preferer a ^ so la variante ^ p'o^ et en tout cas je crois impossible

que ce p"o represente un tibetain Comme le raontre M.

Laufer (p. 93 et 102), les anciennes transcriptions cliinoises ^ ^
isan-p'ou {fcan-phi) supposent pour le litre du roi du Tibet une

forme primitive hcan-pho d’ailleurs attestee (cf. aussi Tancien rgyal-

pho que rappelle M. Laufer), et non hcan-po comme on Tecrit d’ordi-

naire (la forme ^ tsan-p'o^ '^can-h^a, de la p. 96, supposerait de

son cote un original qui ne serait ni bcan-pho ni hcan^po, mais ^bcan-

ba), Il faut done renoncer a trouver pJio en ttde de Sron-lde-bcan,

et je ne vois pas pourquoi on rejetterait a priori so {fsd)\ Sa-sron-

Ide-bcan est tres admissible. Il est en outre impossible d’admettre

une restitution Pho-sron-so pour le nom du roi ^ ^ PVnong-

jo (*Bw^5-lun za) p. 93 et 105); Poriginal devait etre quelque chose

comme ^Broh-rje ou moins vraisemblablement Bod-lun-rje.

24^ |S£ it 1^ T’o-fou-tou (*Da-thu-du). M. Laufer (p. 95)

propose de restituer theoriquement ce nom en *Tho-lto-bdag; cela me
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parait a peu pres inadmissible. Le dernier mot ton a bien, a cote de

une prononciation ancienne ^dak^ mais en fait c’est toujours

comme ^du et non comme ^dag qu'il est atteste jusqu'ici en trans-

cription. D'autre part, la valelir theorique ^da de €o est confirmee

par d’innombrables exenaples, Je suis d'ailleurs hors d'elat de pro-

poser pour *Da-thu-du une restitution qui ait des chances serieuses

d’exactitude.

25^ ^ KMn-ling (*Khim-lin), nom d'homme, ne peut etre

le Dkon-glin propose, sous toutes reserves d’ailleurs, par M. Laufer.

On songerait plutut a Khyim-glin.

26® ^ ^ mo-inong (*m^aS«muh), ancien titre tibetain de la

reine, ne peut Stre le mo-mon que suppose M. Laufer. L'analogie des

autres transcrriptions ferait supposer ^bal-mun,

Enfin il est deux questions assez importantes pour la grammaire

comparee des langues sino-tibetaines, et sur lesquelles je voudrais

attirer ici Tattention, M. Laufer admet (p, 93—94) — et il n’est

pas le premier — que les tons se sont developpes dans les langues

sino-tibetaines comme les substituts des anciens prefixes que revo-

lution phonetique eliminait peu a peu. J'avoue qu^en presence d’un

phenomene aussi general dans toute la famille, qu’il s’agisse de

chinois, de siamois, de tibetain, de birman ou de lolo, et qui est en

meme temps si particulier a cette famille, il me semble difficile que

le systeme des tons ne soit pas un des traits primitifs du siuo-

tibetain. A mon sens, les tons existaient antrefois tout comme les

prefixes, mais ils ont survecu a la cbute de ces derniers, et nous

demeurent ainsi comme des temoins qu'on n’a d’ailleurs a peine

commence d’interroger.

Sur la seconde question, qui est celle meme des prefixes, je voudrais

au contraire signaler nn parallele qui peut eventuellement confirmer
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les hypotheses de M. Laufer. M. Laufer rappelle (p, 99) un travail

anterieur ou il montrait, entre autres choses, que le prefixe h du

tibetain etait le prefixe du passe et servait aussi a donner aux yerbes

le sens actif. Or, une langue nouvelle yient peut-etre a Tappui de

cette explication. L’epigraphie de la Birmanie nous a rendu de trop

rares documents d’une langue dont le dechififrement est a peine

entrepris, mais ou M. Blagden, selon toute probabilite, a raison de

reconnaitre Tancienne langue des Pyu ^). Cette langue, qui est sure-

ment du groupe tibeto-birman des langues sino-tibetaines, semble

avoir conserve certains archaismes que le birman a absolument perdus

et qui etaient deja en voie de disparition a Tepoque du tibetain

classique. En particulier, dans cette langue qui parait noter les tons,

le passe s’exprime par le prefixe hi\ (cf. Blagden, loc, laiuhy p. 378);

sans vouloir encore formuler d'opinion certaine sur un sujet aussi

mal connii, il est bien tentant d'identifier ce prefixe au prefixe b

des passes tibetains -),

1) Cf. C. O. Blagden, A preliminary study of thefourth text of the Myazedi inscriptions
^

dans J. R. A. 5., 1911, p. 366—388.

2) Ces inscriptions en „pyn” peuvent avoir une grande importance pour I’histoire da

bouddhisme transgangMiqae. L'alphabet est tres archaique a certains egards L’autre part,

la plapart des mots empruntes aux langues de lUnde apparaissenl sonorises la ou le Sanscrit

a des sourdes. M. Blagden a suppose ou bien que ces sonores se pronon9aient en realite

en sourdes, ou que la langue avait subi une sorte de sonorisation interne depuis I’epoque

des emprunts, Ni Tune ni Tautre de ces hypotheses ne me parait indispensable. Il se

pent tres bien que les emprunts aient ete faits non pas au Sanscrit, mais ^ un de ces

pracrits si copie usement sonorises dont les inscriptions de lUnde, les mannscrits d’Asie

centrale et les transcriptions chinoises archaiqnes nous attestent I’ancienne expansion. Mais

alors, nous gagnerions de remonter assez haut pour le premier apostolat du bouddhisme

chez les Pytl. Comme d*autre part les PyCi occupaient a pea pres toute la Birmanie, il

n*est pas interdit de supposer qu'ils aient ete, des avant notre ere, en relations regulieres

avec PInde, et en relations intermittentes et indirectes, mais reelles, avec la Chine occidentale.

Peut-etre y aurait-il Ih une explication de la presence en Bactriane, dans la seconde moitie

du 11® siecle avant notre ere, de ces produits que Tchang K’ien reconnait comme des pro-

duits chinois du Sseu-tch’ouan, et ou il n’y a pas, ^ mon sens, de raison suftisante pour

voir a priori^ centre Pattirmation du voyageur chinois, de simples marchandises de Plnde.
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Au terme de cette etude, je croirais faire injure a mon ami Laufer

en disant longuement que mes remarques ne s'inspirent d’aucune

inteution desobligeaute a son endroit. Les travaux de notre confrere

valent assez par eux-memes pour qu’on n*ait pas besoin de les defendre.

Mais les circonstances me permettent de completer ou de rectifier

sur certains points les recherches anterieures; j’ai saisi Toccasion qui

m'etait ofi'erte. Ce ne sont la d'ailleurs, a bien des egards, que

des solutions d'attente. II faut esperer qu'un jour prochain quelqu'un

reprendra en un examen d’ensemble tons les textes d'origine tibetaine

ou chinoise qui permettent de reconstituer Thistoire brillante, mais

ephemere, de Fancien empire tibetain.



LES CORRESPONDANTS DE RERUN,
Secretaire d’Etat au XYIII^ sieele,

PAR

HENRI CORDIER. 0

Y.

JAMES HUTTOY.

James Hutton, frere mo rave, etait le fils du Rev. John Hutton et d'Eliza-

beth Ayscough ; ne a Londres le 3 septembre 1715 il fut prcsente en 1737

par John Wesley a Pierre Bohler et a deux autres freres moraves qui se

rendaient en Georgie, et a partir de ce moment, il pencha vers leurs croyances.

En 1739 il par tit pour EAllemagne ou il visita les Congregations moraves, et,

jiisqu’a sa mort, il en resta un membre actif. Hutton peut etre considere

comme le fondateur de Teglise morave en Angleterre. Il mourut le 3 mai 1795

il Ox ted Cottage, pres de Godstone, Surrey, et fut enterre dans le cimetiere

de la chapelle de Chelsea. On reraarquera ses relations avec Benjamin Franklin.

Toutes les lettres de lui que nous publions aujourd’hui, ecrites en fran^ais’

sont autographes et signees soit de son nom, soit de son initiale H. Nous en

avons respecte le style.

I

Pimlico, ce 21 janvier 1781.

Oui vraiment, Monseigneur, Tinteret que je prens a votre sante

m'est nature!, car la Relation de raon Ame avec celles des Excellens

Homines est decidee, et vous surtout m’aiant en outre tant temoigne

des bontes pour raoi, je serois perdu si je ne fusse point reconnois-

sant. Je benis Dieu du succes des Eaux de Spa, et la miserable

guerre dans laquelle nos deux Nations faites pour s'aimer s’en sont

1) Voir 'Poung pao, Mai, Oclobre et Decembre 1913, Jaillet 1914.
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embarquees me facbe doublement a cause de vous, avec lequel j'aurois

eu la plus grande envie de passer des quart d’heures delicieuses

pour moi, Cette guerre est un ouragan pour moi. Votre bon voisin

de la campagne I’aimable et Thonnete Diodati me fit grand plaisir

en m’envoyant votre chere lettre du 26 Dec. 1780 et en Taccom-

pagnant d"une des siennes,

Le succes de la Mission a Labradore, quant a la civilisation

generale est tres grand et toute Nation qui frequente ces parages

en ressentira les effets paisibles, Quant a notre but principal, la

conversion au Christianisme, et non a aucune Secte, cela va son train

modeste et non bruiant. Comme le passeport pour notre vaisseau de

cbarite n^est que pour un^an, je vous prie de faire rendre le dernier

au Bureau, pour faire voir qu’on ne le garde pas pour s’en servir,

mais pour prier d’avoir un sembable pour cette annee. Vous verrez

que le dernier passeport etait si gracieux que rien de plus.

Comme vous vous etes tant interesse pour moi dans les autres,

je suppose que vous voudrez bien avoir la bonte de continuer et de

prier pour moi la dessus.

Un de mes amis Monsr. Bell est devenu Sous Secretaire d’Etat

ou premier Commis pour les Affaires Etrangeres, Bureau du Sud, le

brave Homme qni travailla tant pour le cartel, etant alors Chef du

Bureau des Prisoniers et Blesses. Le Chevalier Porten, le seul homme

avec lequel je me suis brouille, sur les Papiers de la Chine, reste

encore au meme Bureau, mais dorenavant j’espere d'autre traiteraent

par moien de Mr. Bell. Je crois que vos amis de la Chine pourroient

sans difficulte envoyer les Paquets pour vous sur nos vaisseaux, en

les adressant a moi sous couvert ou de Monsieur Holt, Secretaire

de la Compagnie des Indes, ou sous couvert de Mr. Bell, Under

Secretary of State, et si je serois mort mes Executeurs testamen taires
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les recevront et les expedieront a Paris. Vous aurez la bonte done

de me faire dire si je dois avertir ces deux Messieurs, et a qui on

doit adresser les paquets, soit a Bruxelles, soit a Paris pour vous.

Si on aura la Bonte de m’envoyer les Passeports on pourra les

adresser de votre Cour a votre Ministre a Bruxelles, mais en rnaver^

tissant quits sont partis^ alors, nos negociants ici prieront Messrs.

Romberg de les tirer de votre Ministre, et me les envoyer. Faute

de cet avertissement par lettre simple le dernier resta si long terns

en vain a Bruxelles.

Je plains les malheurs de THumanite aux Isles; que Dieu et les

hommes aient pitie des malheureux.

Je ne s9aurois pas vous dire le plaisir que j’avois avec raa niece

a sa campagne dans une retraite paisible avec cette famille si

respectee, et leurs dix Eufans, Je viens de retourner en ville, et de

prendre la premiere bonne occasion de vous remercier et de vous

assurer de raon devouement constant, Mes respects s. v. p, a votre

Neveu de qui le cher Court de Gebelin m’a dit tant de bien.

Vives heureux mon tant respectable! et croies que la guerre

finie je volerai s’il se peut pour vous remercier. J’envoye celle-^i au

cber Diodati pour vous le faire tenir, et je resterai toute ma petite

vie votre tant oblige et tant respectueux serviteur.

jAquEs Hutton.

Le plus court seroit d’envoyer le Passeport adresse a moi, Pimlico,

Londres, sans nom du ministre sur le couvert. On pourra Tenvoyer

a Bruxelles a votre Ministre dans le paquet de la Cour, en le priant

de mettre Tincluse pour moi a la Poste a Bruxelles, pour Londres.

Ainsi la chose sera la plus promptement entre mes mains, sans autre.

1) Antoine Court de Gebeun, ne a Nimea en 1725, autear du Monde Primitif',

}• 10 mai 1784» — Nous publierons ses lettres a Bertin.
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II

30 mars 1781.

Monseigneur,

Je re5us hier au soir par occasion le beau papier que vous aves

eu la bonte de me procurer. Le Passeport est si honnete ! et si

utile et si gracieux que rien de plus.

Si j'oserois je vous prierois de vous charger de mes remercimens.

Vous savfe a quel point je vous aime. Si vous aves quelque chose

a m’envoyer pour le cher Amtot, aies la bonte de me le faire tenir

au plutot. J’aurai dit-on, occasion dans peu, Cela peut etre incer-

tain, mais fort probable. Je suis venu en ville expres pour m’en

informer.

Je vous remercie iiifiniment pour vos bontes sans jamais dis-

continuer.

J’ai eu tres grand plaisir en voiant le Don que TAcademie a

fait au cher Gebelik.

Je vous prie de me continuer encore vos bontes et de croire

qu'il n'y a personne presque qui peut avoir plus de respect pour

vous, que

Votre tant oblige et si obeissant et tres-humble serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

Pimlico, ce 30 mars 1781.

Ill

12 juillet 1781.

Monseigneur,

Je viens de recevoir a la campagne de ma niece a 120 rallies

de Londres la notte que Mr. Court de Gebelin m’a envoye, sur
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le Passeport pour les grains de gazou d^Angl. pour vos jardins et

celui de la Reine a Trianon; je ne S5ais pas la quantite de dits

grains que vous souhaites, ayes la bonte de me le faire s^avoir, et

je vous les enverrai d’abord, et avec Passeport s’il y a besoin que

Mylord Stormont me donnera; en tout cas nommes moi quelqu'un

a Ostende a qui je pourrai les adresser, ou je les ferai passer d’abord

que je s^aurai la quantite; et si vous n'aves personne a Ostende de

votre connoissance je les ferai expedier a un commissionnaire fidele

qui les fera passer a Paris a vos ordres,

Je soubaite que les eaux de Spa vous soient de grand service,

si vous voyez le cher Diodati, votre voisin de Chatou, aies la bonte

de lui dire que je n'ai rien refu de lui depuis bien long terns, et

qu'il ait la bonte de me donner de ses nouvelles et du Dr. Tronchin ^).

Vous croife que presque rien ne me donne tant de plaisir que

de vous en faire, Je n'oublierai de ma vie les obligations que je

vous ai pour notre Labradore et pour nos Prisonniers.

Je voudrois etre utile a vos excellents missionnaires a la Chine

et partout oh PEvangile est porte avec desinteressement, ou la poli-

tique humaine, mauvaise melange n'entre pour rien, comme j’en

suis persuade quant a la Chine et d'ou TEurope entiere puisse tirer

les connoissances utiles.

Je tacherai de vous faire parvenir a Spa, s’il se peut un Exem-

plaire de la Liturgie universelle et que Mr. Court de Gebelin .me

prie de vous faire tenir, quoique j’ai fort petite opinion des Erapi-

riques de cet espece.

1) Theodore Tkonchin, iie a Geneve le 24 mai 1709, iils de Jean-'Rohert Tronchin,

banqoier; f a Paris, 30 novembre 1781, au Palais Royal. — Cf. Vn Medecin du XVlXIe

Steele — Theodore Tronchin (1709—1781) d'aprh des documents hiedits par Henry Tronchin...

Paris, Pion, 1906, ia-8.
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Je vous prie Monseigneur de me recommander aux bonnes graces

de votre neveu le C. de Mellet et de me croire pour la vie avec

un respectueuse tendresse,

Votre tres-humble et tres-obeissant serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

Ce 12 jaillet 1781.

Je ne re^ois que dans ce moment la lettre du cher Gebelin.

IV

13 novembre 1781.

Monseigneur, ’)

J’ai dififere a temoigner mes felicitations sur ce qui fait tant de

plaisir a toute votre nation. Ces bruits facheux de la maladie de la

mere et du fils m’arreterent. A present que les bruits sont plus

favorables fose les vous temoigner, je S9ais que vous en aves ete

touche. Et moi aussi. Quand les voeux de tout un peuple sont

exauces, il faut etre mechant, miserable bigot de ne pas y prendre

part. La guerre est un grand mat toujours, mais elle ne doit pas

influer a ce point de ne pas voir avec joie son ennemi beni par

Dieu, dans des choses qui ne nous font aucun mal.

Notre vaisseau est revenu sain et sauf de Labradore graces a

Dieu, Les Esquimaux toujours paisibles; dans une de nos missions 8

adultes baptises et quelque 70 Esquimaux ont passes I'hyverpresde

nos maisons dans une espece de bon ordre. Dans I’autre mission

plus de 120. C’est par ces residences pendant quelques mois qu’on

apprend a les bien connoitre; on trouve quelques uns encore fascines

1) M’en parler.
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par leurs Sorciers, sensuels quant aux femmes, et faisant des echanges

pour une nuit oii comme 9a. Cela nous fait gemir et sevir centre tels

dfeordres, et leur refuser, dans ce cas, d'etre present au service divin.

Le chef de nos missions a Labradore m'ecrit que quant a la

surete des mission naires tout va bien encore nonobstant les reproches

qu’on leur fait en cas de desordre.

Dieu soit beni pour le courage et la patience de missionnaire

et pour sa divine protection.

Le capitaine du vaisseau rapporte que notre petit vaisseau tra-

vaille tant quand la mer est agitee qu’il nous faudra chercher un

autre, les vagues passent par dessus le vaisseau qui revient. Ainsi

quand on aura trouve un vaisseau plus convenable on renvoyera le

Passeport et on priera un autre, I’indiquant le nom et port du

nouveau vaisseau, et on priera le saint patron Mgr. Beutin d'avoir

la bonte de faire a son ordinaire, qui est, toujours gracieux,

J'ai ecrit au comte Diodati pour le faire s9avoir que je n'ai

point re9u le gros Paquet pour la Chine que j'attends de lui.

Je me trouve parfaitement bien quant a la sante d’un vieillard

de 66 ans, mais en cas de ma mort mes amis vous adresseront leur

requete en mon nom.

Que Dieu vous donne la sante que vos amis vous souhaitent est

le veeu de votre infiniment attache,

et tres-obeissant et tres-hurable serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

Pimlico, ce 13 novembre 1781.
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V

Ce 4 fevrier 1782.

Monseigneur,

Vous me Tetes a tant tie Titres.

L'honneur de votre gracieuse lettre du 24 jauvier me parvint

le 1 fevrier. Je vous envoye par la Poste la Liturgie universelle^

etant le seul moien a qui je me 6e car le 24 juillet je vous fis

expedier le meme livre, mis par le Librairie Elrasley sur le compte

de Mr. Court de Qebelin. Je ne s§ais pas ce qu’il est devenu. Je

vous remercie, infiniment comme je le dois pour vos bontes sur

Labradore et pour le Passeport que je demanderai en grace quand

je s^aurai exactement la description du nouveau vaisseau. On pretend

couper le present vaisseau au milieu et Tallonger de dix pieds, ce

qui le rendra d’autant plus grand et meilleur en mer; augmentera

le port, car au moins de 100 tonneaux de port, on n’ose pas charger

des Eaux-de-vie pour nos pauvres Missionnaires reaidants dans le

Climat le plus aflPreux. Un vaisseau de 90 quelques tonneaux de

port, sera confisque si on trouve des Eaux-de-vie sur son bord, et

puis nous faisons porter ce voyage des materiaux pour construire

une Eglise et Maison dans un troisieme endroit, car toute branche

des Esquimaux nous veut. La nouvelle mission sera plus au Sud.

Je suis plus fache que je ne puis exprimer sur le Paquet manque

de Mr. Diodati et je ne le comprend pas. II ne se souvient pas je

crois de rien la-dessus. Si je savois le nom du correspondant a Canton

je lui ecrirois tres volontiers le malheur arrive. II n’est pas naturel

qu'on eut saisi dans nos ports un Paquet adresse a moi sans me le

1) Monsieur Bertin, Ministre d’Etat, en son Hotel, rue neuve des Capucines, ^ Paris.
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faire savoir. Ainsi je puis esperer que le paquet ne m'a pas ete

adresse mais a quelqu’autre personne.

L’Honneur de vos commandemens na’est infiniment interessante.

Je franchis le mot en vous disant que je vous aime de tout raon

coeur comme je vous honore, etant de vous.

cher Monseigneur,

le tres-humble et tres obeissant-serviteur

Jaques Hutton.

ce 4. fevrier 1782.

P. S. 5 fevrier.

Je tracassois beaucoup bier pour avoir nouvelles de la Liturgie

universelle expediee le 24 juillet par Mr. Elmsley, pour aller vous

trouver a Spa par moien de Frederic Romberg et fils, de Bruxelles,

et la Brochure fut remise a ce Negociant en ville pour la leur faire

tenir, mais on ne se souvient plus par qui la Brochure fut portee

a Bruxelles. Ainsi je viens de mettre un second exemplaire a votre

adresse sur la Poste aujourd hui, le seal moyen de vous le faire

tenir sfirement et promptement.

En merpe terns j'allais demander chez Messrs. Thelusson et Co.,

correspondant de Mr. Diodati des nouvelles du paquet pour la

Chine, qui ne S9avent rien la-dessus
; ses gens me disent ne I’avoir

jamais re^u.

En cas que vous ayes encore pour la Chine aies la bonte de

Tadresser a Mrs. Frederic Romberg et fils a Bruxelles, les faisant

prier par les Banquiers suisses de Paris de me Tenvoyer sous convert

de Messrs. Riviee Crawley et Co. a Londres et mettre la note des

frais sur le compte de Messrs. Rivier etc. La maison de Romberg est en

relation avec ces dits Messieurs, et ces Messieurs sont mes bons amis.
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VI

ce 22 fevrier 1782.

Monseigneur,

J’ai re^u hier une lettre d’un savant (VAllemagne pour Mr. de Luc

actuellement ^ Paris que je souhaiterois de lui faire tenir sans fraix,

je vous prie de me pardonner la liberie grande. Vous s^avez peut-

etre que Mr, de Luc est un des S9avants les plus illustres dans

son genre, membre correspondant de votre Academic des Sciences.

Son fort est la Physique, et son systeme de la terre celebre. II est

lecteur de notre Reine; actuellement a Paris et je crois quelque

fois chez Mr. de Vergennes pour les affaires critiques de Geneve,

sa Patrie.

Je prendrai occasion de renvoyer les Passeports par notre vaisseau •

pour Labradore et vous prierai de les faire renouveller.

^^ous gardens le meme vaisseau, le faisant allonger qui le rendra

dit-on meilleur, c'est une operation que je n’entends pas. On le

coupe par le milieu et fait dix pieds de neuf, on pretend que cela

le rendra plus bruyant. Je Tignore.

J’avois envie de faire un tour a Paris, si cela m'eut etc possible.

De vous revoir eut ete pour moi un veritable plaisir. Guerre. Guerre

!

J’avois envie de raisonner sur une fa9on d’etre entre les Nations

pour Pavenir, apres la Paix, quand elle seroit faite une fois, qui

promettroit quelque chose de durable si on pouvoit la trouver; la

Rivalite devroit cesser. Reve de bonhommie! Vous aures re9u j’es-

^

1) Jean Andre de Luc, physicieo, fils de Jacques Fran^vis de Luc, ne a Geneve le

8 fevrier 1727; f a Windsor le 7 nov. 1817.
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pere par la poste la Liturgie universelle; Vous combien je vous

suis attache personnellement comme votre tres obeissant-serviteur

Jaques Hutton.

VII

Je re9us bier le 18, la lettre de 3 mars 1782 que tous, Mon-

seigneur, avez eu la Bonte de me faire tenir. Je vous remercie

d’avoir envoye a Mr. de Luc le Paquet pour lui. Je viens de rece-

voir encore une lettre pour lui de TAIlemagne je crois. La petite

Poste la lui fera tenir,

Vous aures re^u de moi il y a quelques jours un Paquet avec

les vieux Passeports par le vaisseau de Labradore que vous aves eu

la Bonte de m’offrir de les faire renouveler.

Je viens de trouver aujourd'hui meme le 19 un exeraplaire relie

du Dialogue de Lord Herbert entre le Tuteur et le Pupille

;

c’est un in-quarto de 36 feuilles, trop grand pour la Poste, mais

j’aurai occasion par quelque Genevois de le vous faire tenir surement.

Ce m’est domage au cceur de n’avoir pas pu passer quelques seraaines

a Paris. J'eusse appris bien des bonnes choses pour rhumanite qu’on

pratique si nobleraent dans cette guerre de votre part. II me faut

absoluraent finir pour ne pas perdre Toccasion de la Poste d'aujour-

d’hui, c’est le dernier moment.

J’ai le bonheur de vous etre taut

le devoue Hutton.

Ce 19“® mars 1782.

1) Edward Herbert, Premier Lord Herbert of Cherbuby, ne a Eyton-on-Scvcrn,

prc3 de Wroxeter, le 3 mars 1582—3; j* 20 aout 1648; I’oavrage auquel il est fait al-

lusion a pour litre: A Dialogue between a Tutor and a Pupil, London, 1768, in-4.
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VIII

Monseigneur,

5 mars 1782.

Je re9us le 2 mars la faveur de votre gracieuse lettre du

18 fevrier.

Je me suis informe par tout pour trouver le livre de Tolleneii,

Theologien, sans reussir, si vous pouviez me faire donner le titre

avec le nom d'Imprimeur et de I'annee, peut-etre en trouverois-je

le livre, qui est apparemment fort obscur. Je tacherai de vous faire

tenir le livre de Herbert de Cherbury qui n’eat nullement marque

dans rbistoire litteraire de sa vie, mais que je trouverai je crois

sur ce titre, si meme ce titre est controuve. Ce que L. Herbert

avoit public lui meme est ecrit en latin, Je me donnerai peine de

s^avoir ici, si le dit Livre *est traduit en fran9ois, si il est, ce doit

etre en Hollande. J'espere vous envoyer le livre; Dialogue de Herbert

dans une Poste ou deux en anglois, ne le croyant point traduit en

fran9ois. Personne ici ne S9ait rien du nom meme de Tollener, qui

peut-etre est allemand qu’on appelle Toelner fameux Theologien

Saxon, heterodoxe selon quelques uns,

Je voudrois avoir un modele du petit cauot que les Groenlandois

et Esquimaux appellent Kajak et meme vous en faire tenir une

actuelle. On le trouve dans les cabinets publics en tant d’endroits,

et decrit dans tons les voyages du nord. La meilleure description

se trouve dans notre frere Crantz: Histoire de Greenlande^^). Je

1) Monsieur Berlin.

2) Dav. Ckanz, — Eistorie von Groenlaml, 1765 et 1780.
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suppose aussi dans Euede Hist, de Greenlande ‘) surement traduit

ou cite dans les Recueils des voyages au Nord.

Je vous envois ce que Crantz dit la dessus, et la Planche VII

repond a la description ecrite. J'ecrirai pour avoir un modele comme

une poupee et ferai faire pour le voyage apres, une reelle.

Je vous envoye ici les deux Passeports que nous avons pour

notre vaisseau, priant seulement d’avertir que par un changement

cette annee le vaisseau sera du port de tonueaux cent ou environs,

le meme vaisseau, le meme nom, le menie capitaine avec 7 autres

hommes d’equipage, capitaine et 7 hommes sans armes. Je vous ai

marque que nous allongeons de dix pieds le meme vaisseau dans

I’esperance qu’il ne se baissera tant sur le devant.

Vous aur& la bonte de prier ou faire prier votre Ministre de

la Marine et le Docteur Franklyn de recevoir les deux passeports

que je vous envoye et de vous faire tenir deux autres semblables

pour notre vaisseau de charite.

Je voudrois voir Paix universelle et Eternelle.

Je suis avec tout le respect de la tendresse,

Monseigneur,

Votre tres-humble et tres-obeissant serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

P.S. Comme je n*ai aucune relation avec la Hollande,je souhaite-

rois aussi d'avoir Passeport de la Hollande, que Mr. le Due de

1) Hans Egede. — Bat gamle Grbnlands nye Copenhague, 1729, in-4.

— Traduit en fran9ais: Description et Histoire gmerale du Groenland\ Copenhague et

Geneve, 1763, ia-8, Tin partie reproduit dans VHistoire generate des Voyages de Tabbe

Prevost.
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La Vauguyon *), si Mr. de Vergennes^) voudroit s’eu interesser;

pourroit peut-etre me le faire tenir par yos mains, ou par celles

de Mr. de Vergennes.

IX

Monseigaeur,

ce 8 Mars 1782

J’ai cherehe le livre d’HERBERT de Cherbury hier, ayant ete

averti d'un Libraire qu'on disoit le posseder, il ne Tavoit plus. II

avoit ete imprime par un nomme Balhoc qui est mort et ses effets

disperses, je ne discontinuerai pas mes recherches. Ge livre est devenu

rare et si je ne me trompe est precede de sa vie. Vous pouves vous

assurer que je ferai tout ce que je pourrai pour vous le procurer,

Je vous envoyois par le dernier courier les feuilles de THist. de

Greenlande par Crantz relatives au petit vaisseau des Greenlandois

et des Esquimaux qui sout exactement les memes, Les Greenlandois

sont plus adroits que ne sont les Esquimaux, Les Europeens n’ont,

dit Crantz, pu parvenir a s’en servir de ces petits vaisseaux comme

les Greenlandois et Esquimaux, et meme ces pauvres gens perissent

quelques fois etant renverses et si ils perdent leur aviron perissent,

mais si ils garden! Tavi^on, ceux qui sont exerces se remettent. Et

je renvois les passeports de vaisseau.

Je vous prie de faire tenir par la petite Poste I’incluse k son

adresse. Mr. de Luc, si celebre par son systeme de la Terre et ses

1) Faul Franpois de Qu£len, doc de Lavauguyon, ne le 30 juillet 1746; Ministre

en 1776 aupres des Etats-Generaux des Provinces Unies; 14 mars 1828.

2) CAarles Gravier, Comte de Vergennes, ne a Dijon le 28 1717; -j- 13 feVrier

1787; Ministre des Affaires etrangeres.

3) Mr. Des Voyes, envoyer U lettre a son adresse.
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decouvertes sur Fair loge chez moi et c’est mon ami intime. C’est

un des premiers Physiciens. Je vous ai marque ce qu"il fait ou

voudroit faire a Paris et a Versailles, traiter les affaires critiques de

Geneve sa Patrie. J’espere que vous excuseres la liberte que je prends

de vous envoyer Tincluse. Vous slaves a quel Point et degre vous

est attache, votre tendrement devoue Hutton.

X

26 Mars 1782

La chere votre du 3 Mars me parvint en son terns a qui j’ai

repondu. Hier j’ai re^u d’un savant la reponse sur le livre de

Tollener, que personne ne connoit; ai& la bonte de vous faire

donner s. v. p. et si vous pouves le titre plus exact du livre et le

vrai nom de Vauteur, et le lieu oh c'etoit imprirae. J’apprends aussi

du meme savant que le livre du Lord Herbert, Dialogue entre le

Tuteur et le Pupille quoique ecrit plus de 140 ans n’a ete trouve

que dans la Bibliotheque du celebre Docteur Woodward “) avec une

inscription que tel MSS. fut ecrit par le Lord Herbert, et ne fut

imprirae que 1768 in-quarto, asses incorrecteraent, plein de savoir,

du bon sens et bien ecrit a cause de la longueur du terns entre etre

ecrit et public, il croit que ce livre est bien de L, Herbert, Vous

savez apparemment que le Lord Herbert fut notre ambassadeur a

Paris et fut brouille hautement avec le Ministre et Favori (Luynes)

de Louis XIIL J'espere de vous faire tenir le Dialogue de Herbert

par quelque Genevois qui passera a Paris dans environs 3 semaiues

1) Repondu le 6 avril 1782. Envoye' le teite de Texamen de la doctrine des paycns

ouvrage qui cite Tollener.

2) Jtichard Woodward, evequc de Cloyne, ne 1726; t 1^ 1794.
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d’ici. C'est trop grand pour la Poste. J'espere que vous aures re9u

apres yotre chere lettre ecrite le 3 mars les vieux Passeports pour

les en faire renouveller, et je vous remercie infiniment cher Mon-

seigneur. Je vous prie de faire servir I’incluse pour Mr. de Luc par

la petite poste; il contient une lettre d’un savant alleniand et quel-

ques lignes de ma part. A Londres, il loge chez moi.

Vous S9aures apparemment plutot que moi ce que c’est de

St. Cristophe '); c'est a quoi je ne me mele point et la Revolution

dans notre Ministere “).

Dieu donne paix humble a ses creatures. Je suis avec iuBniment

du respect et d’attachement pour votre personne,

Monseigneur,

votre tres-humble et tres-obeissant serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

XI

A Versailles le 28 mars 1782.
Prises,

Passeport pour

an bdtiment

destine anx

J’ai re9u, Monsieur, avec la lettre que vous m'avez fait I’hon-

neur de m’ecrire le 10 de ce mois le Passeport qui avoit ete ci-

Missionnaires

da Labrador.
devant accorde a M. Hutton, Directeur de la Mission du Labrador.

J’ai rendu compte au Roi de la demande que vous me faites du

renouvellement de ce Passeport et des motifs interessans qui pou-

voient determiner a accorder cette grace. Sa Majeste a bien voulu

1) Hood, manccavrant contre le Comte de Grasse, redaisit St. Christopbe (13 fev.

1782) qui fat garde par les Anglais an traite de 1783.

2) Lord North tomba le 20 mars 1782 et fat remplace le 27 mars 1782 par Lord

Rockingham.

3) Adresse ce passeport k M. Hutton a?ec celui de M. Franklin le 1"" avril 1782.
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consentir a ce que ce Passeport fut expedie; j’ai Thonneur de vous

Tadresser revetu de toutes les formalites requises, Recevez mes

remerciements des choses obligeantes que vous voulez bien me dire

a cet egard.

J’ai I’honneur d’etre avec uu tres-sincere attachement, Monsieur,

votre tres-humble et tres-obfesant serviteur,

Castries, ’)

M. de Bertin.

XII

Monseigneur,

Void le livre de Lord Herbert, ecrit, je crois a mauvais dessein,

a dessein que j’appelle mauvais dans mon sens, si je ne me trompe,

Je n’ai pas eu la patience ni le terns de le lire assez pour d&ider

entierement, mais les Principes de son fait portent loin. J’ai le

malheur ou la faibloisse d’apercevoir vite des aubes du mal, a mon

avis. Je prise la Revdation qui mene au bien et au bouheur; je le

re9oi8 en enfant et j’y trouve des effets, et il y a plus de sens

utile dans une Page du Nouveau Testament et mieux dit, que dans

tout le reste de livres; et La Fontaine ne fut pas Bete quand il

disoit, ma foi c’est un fort bon livre, qui ne nous fut pas doune

pour en tirer des controverses mais pour vivre en sages et heureux.

Au reste le livre de L. Herbert quoique plein d’erudition est ecrit

en ennemi de la Revelation, si je ne me trompe ;
et le respect qu’il

pretend en avoir est pretendu et Persiflage. Voila ce que je croiois

devoir dire en vous Penvoyant, comme je cheris les ames de mes

1) L. s. — CharUs Eugene Gabriel de la Ceoix, marechal de Castries, ne le 25 fe-

vrier 1727; ministre de la Marine depuis 1780; -f
a Wolfenbuttel, le 11 janvier 1801.
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amis surtout. J'ai le coeur net et vrai et suis vraimeut avec infini-

ment de respect,

Monseigneur,

Votre taut attache,

Hutton.

Ce 2 avril 1782.

XIII

Monsieur,

Dans dix jours d'ici, a peu pres, vos gens pourront troiiver a

la maisou de Monsieur Fremont, rue Quiucampoix, a Paris, le livre,

Dialogue de Lord Herbert; in-quarto.

Je suis tres aise de trouver occasion ainsi de vous le faire tenir.

Si ce livre n’arrive pas en dix jours, je crois qu’il ne tardera pas

pas d'arriver, Un negociant qui passe le portera. Dn bon Genevois

a eu rhonnetete de le faire passer,

J'espere que vous reussirez bientot de m 'envoyer les passeports

par la Poste.

J'espere aussi de recevoir egaleraent le titre plus exact du livre

de Tollener, nom inconnu parrai les s5avants et les libraires d'ici,

dans votre premiere lettre.

Aves vous reussi comme je le souhaite par les Balayeurs des

Ecuries a laire les Boulingrins a TAnglaise?

Je m’interesse a vos Jardins, comme a tout ce que vous pourrez

vous fournir d’agreraens; quand sera-ce que je les verrai? Dieu le

S5ait. Je languis veritablement de voir la paix universelle se faire.

Si vous aures les deux Passeports prets qui se donneront dans

votre voisinage, vous aures la bonte de ne pas faire attendre ces
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deux la! et si on reussit a en avoir de la Hollande apres, on aura

la bonte de Tenvoyer apres,

J’ai Thonneur et la tres grande satisfaction d’etre avec tout

Tattachement pour votre personne que vous me connoisses,

Monsieur,

votre tres-huinble et tres-obeissant serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

Pimlico ce 5 avril 1782.

XIV

Paris, le 7 avril 1782J)

Au moment, Monsieur, ou vous recevres cette lettre les Passeports

de France et des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, que je vous ai adresses le

1^*' de ce mois, vous seront surement parvenus, je le desire bien.

Je vous renouvelle toujours avec plaisir mes remerciments des

soins et peines que vous vous donnes pour me procurer Herbert et

Tollener; je ne puis vous donner sur ce dernier d’autre titre que

celui que je vous ai marque avoir
;
je Tai pris dans la citation d’un

ouvrage intitule
:
^^Examen Je la doctrine touchant h sahit des Payens^

„ou nouvelle apoloyie pour Socrate par Mr. Jean Auguste Eberhard

„Ministre a Berlin^ traduit de VAllemand^ Amsterdam, 1773.” Tollener

est cite a la page 221 de cet ouvrage et Ton y rapporte un passage

du texte de son livre intitule: „Preuves que Dieu conduit Vhomme au

„salut mcme par la Revelation de la nature^ P. 17. 18. Pag. 91. 93.”

Voila touts les eclaircissements que je puis vous donner a cet egard.

C’est sur Penonce seul que j’ai envie de voir un ouvrage qui

1) Copie.
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traitoit une pareille question si conforme au bouheur de Thumanite,

et si propre a faire cesser (non pas seulement dans le Christianisme,

mais dans toute rfaumanite et toutes les Religions) les guerres et les

proscriptions, ou mepris respectifs dont s’occupent les opinions reli-

gieuses de toute espece, beaucoup plus que du bonheur des hommes

qu'elles promettent pourtant partout.

On m’a dit que les Herniites s'occupoieut principalement du

travail de I’Agriculture et des arts^ et qu’ils etoient si unis entre

eux que ceux qui se determinoient a venir en France cultiver des

terres, avoient leurs freres ou Communautes pour Repondants, et

que partout ou il y en avoit ils donnoient Texemple du travail et

de la Concorde; je vous prie de me donner a ce sujet les &lair-

cissements que vous pouves.

Je me trouve avoir un territoire tres considerable du cote et pres

de la Rochelle, nouvellement et parfaitement desseche, et formant

une terre de proraission. On me faib beaucoup de propositions depuis

qu'on a commence a la travailler, mais je voudrois bien ne pas

penser uniquement a Tinteret et oublier les bonnes moeurs a etablir

s'il se peut dans la colonie qui commence a s’y former. Le bon

exemple est le meilleur moyen,

Votre lettre a ete remise a Mr. du Luc. Vous counoissez, Mon-

sieur, les sentiments bien sinceres que je vous ai voues

signe : Bertxn.

XV

ce 22 Avril 1782.

Mon tant cheri et respecte Monsieur, en reponse a votre lettre

du 7 avril, j'ai Thonneur de vous dire, que j^espere que vous aures
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re9u le livre, Dialogue de Lord Herbert qui doit avoir ete a la

Maison Fremont, Rue Quincampoix, il y a deja quelques jours,

suivant Tavis que je vous donnois, si les vents contraires n'ont em-

peche le porteur du livre d^arriver comme il comptoit.

Je continue mes recherches sur le livre de Tollener ou nom

semblable. Jusqu’a present en vain. Tout ce qui vous feroit plaisir

me seroit toujours commandement delicieux parce que je vous aime

tant. Oela tient a la Theologie du coeur, la seule sure. L’Evangile

et celui de qui TEvangile parle et enonce nous aiant aime, si on

parvient a Theureux etat de sentir combien il nous a aime trouvera

tous ses commandemens delicieux et ais&, de meme qu’on trouve

tous ceux des personnes qu'on aime, et comme il veut qu’on aime

le prochain, Juif, Samaritain, Payen, on suivroit ce commandement

loyalement si on Taimoit. Ainsi point de guerres, point de mepris,

point d’avanies, ni rien de semblable.

L’article Moraves dans VEncyclopMie francoise a induit bien des

personnes a croire plus qu’il n'est des Hernhuthes, Je ne s9ais pas

s"il y en a un article Herrnhutlies.

Les Herrnhuthes *) ordinairement ne vivent point en commu-

naute des Biens, si ce n’est dans les missions vers les Payens. Ils

ne sout pas plus agricoles qu’aulre chose, chacun travaille a son

metier s’il en a; est-il agricole, s’il a des champs il travaille aux

champs; a-t-il metier, il travaille au metier, Chacun sait evaluer le

temps et se porte a Tindustrie, et ne veux pas etre paresseux, ni

inutile, fruges consnmere non natL Nous n’avons jamais eu que je

S9ache des agricoles ou colonies des notres en France ni nulle autre

part sans le S9U et gre des Souverains, apres examen formel de

1) « Moraves .* on les appelle encore Bemheuies^ da nom de leur principale residence

cn Lusace, Contree d’Allemagne». (Encyclopedief X, p. 704).
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notre doctrine et moeurs, et sans octroi specifie, et nous n^avons

jamais eu des colonies en Pays catholique Nous avons une tres belle

en Russie sur les Frontieres de la Tartarie pres de Czaritzin et le

Volga, Mais par le desir de rimperatrice apres avoir fait examiner

nos fa9on d’etre et de vivre, et notre desk d’etre utile aux Tartares

Payens dits Calmucs.

Je vous souhaite sur votre terrain pres de la Rochelle des braves

Catholiques, comme les communautes dont il est parle dans VE7ie)/~

clop^die, car ce seroit raisere d’avoir des Vauriens ramasses sur des

terres qui deshonorent proprietaire et terre.

II me semble que la tolerance sage prevaut, au moins connivence,

mais cela n’est pas ce qui nous contenteroit parce que dans d’autres

terns, la jalousie, la haine, le malentendu (ceux qui ignoroient ce

que le Patriarche Joseph avoit fait a la couronne d’Egypte vendoient

les Israelites esclaves) renverseroient Petablissement le mieux conduit.

Vestigia terrent. Au reste, nous n’aimons point etre cause ou

occasion d’eriger des autels contre les autels. Ainsi je ne comprends

encore comment nous pourrions prohter d’une occasion semblable

a celle du voisinage de la Rochelle, presque certain que les Protestans,

en France pour le moins autant que les catholiques nous y verroient

de mauvais oeil, et meme ce que nous devons desirer en France

n’est autre chose que ce que tous Protestans et tous Catholiques

doivent s5avoir et vouloir autant que nous: Aimer Jesus Christ qui

nous a aim& le premier et donne sa vie en expiation des oSences

du monde et aimer les hommes comme ses creatures a lui apparte-

nantes, en premier chef, portions et particules de lui par la Foi,

ou actuelle ou a venir.

Mes souhaits pour une paix universelle me font des esperances

que je ne voudrais pas vaines, je verrai ce qui en arrivera. Je vou-
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drois que quelque ange de Paix se fit entendre cliez chaque Puis-

sance en Guerre, ramenant le bon sens, le sens du christianisme,

le seul bon en tant que paisible. Chez nous, et chez les autres en

meme terns et je crois que si on savoit chez chacun ce que les

autres vouloient par la guerre, qu’elle seroit la fa^on de vivre apres,

en cas que la guerre fut finie, ce seroit moien de terminer natu-

rellement la guerre actuelle, en pesant les choses, pour voir si on

ne seroit pas reellement mieux en yivant bientot sur quelque nou-

veau pied. Non sujet aux questions ulterieures, Dieu le donne. Je

ne connois pas nos nouveaux ministres comme les anciens. Mais je

les crois asses disposes de faire bien, quoique cependant je ne les

connois pas asses pour en juger, Je S9ais que vous m'aimes et que

je vous honore autant que je vous aime et je suis vraiment,

Votre tant attache,

J. H.

J’espere que vous anres recu mes remercimens et pour mes Freres

sur les Passeports que j’ai recus.

XVi

Tant cheri Monseigneur,

J^ai eu occasion depuis raa derniere de voir le Livre de Mr.

Ebebhard, Apologie de Socrate en Allemand, et je vois, que ce Tolner

est un Allemand, qui je crois a ete autrefois Professeur a Leipsic.

Je ne suppose pas son livre traduit, mais si on avoit quelque Relation

a Berlin on le S9auroit exactement chez un nomme Nicolai, Libraire

celebre a Berlin. J’ai souvent entendu parler de Toelner en Alle-
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magne, cornme Theologien de la nouvelle mode. Mais j’a?ois lu dans

votre lettre ua tout autre nom : Tottener, ou Tollener. Aiusi voila

fini sur ce chapitre. Dans les chaugemens de nos Bureaux, le che-

valier PoRTEN est a la Douane, en place de Sous Secretaire d^Etat,

pour lequel ofiBce il etoit peu propre. Doresnavant, eu cas semblable,

j'espererois meilleur traitement, que sous lui. Ignorant, Lourdaut,

commer^ant plutot que Gentilhomme. On seroit injuste si on vouloit

blamer ma Nation pour les Procedures d’un tel. Je lui disois que

nous n’etious point ni Goths ni Vandales pour avoir guerre centre

les Sciences chinoises. Je perdis mon latin. Dieu donne la Paix

possible et durable ! Je suis fache et triste sur les aflaires de Geneve.

Les raaximes modernes qui prechent plus de liberte aux hommes qui

ne leur est pas bonne ni utile ni praticable, niaximes poussees trop

loin, ont cause plus de mal qu’il ne convient, source des insolences

et de Bouleversemens, et qui feront chemin eu fait de Keligion,

de Politique, de subordination sage; il me paroit que je vois les

aniniaux Domestiques, les Ohevaux et les Betes a comes se revoltant

contre les hommes. Car la populace entend aussi peu ce qui convient,

En Amerique on les fait Juges et Legislateurs, et le Ton et la

Jaserie de vos femelettes s’en prenant au Ton Americain fera cruel

chemin peut-etre en France et en Espagne avec le terns suivant le

progres de Tenebres qu’on appelie Philosophic. Je le crois ainsi.

L'arme qui etoit bonne pour nous afioiblir affaiblira d’autres a

son tour.

Je souhaite que la France agisse avec consideration sur les

affaires de Geneve.

N aura-t“On point encore bientot nouveau volume sur les choses

de la Chine,

Mr, de Luc eut ete assurement chez vous pour vous faire ses
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Remercimens pour ses lettres, s’il avoit eu Tesprit asses libre dans

I’affliction qu’il a sur les desordres a Geneve. II me prie de vous les

faire. La derniere prise d’arnies, si mal a propos Ta presque boule-

verse, pret a mourir du chagrin et des Transes pendant 3 jours,

Je prends la liberte de vous prier de lui faire tenir les incloses,

une je crois, de notre Societe Roiale, I’autre quelques lignes de

ma part.

Je suis avec infiniraent du respect et de reconnoissance,

Monseigneur,

votre tres-obeissant et tres-attache serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

Pimlico, 26 avril 1782.

XVII

Tant cheri Monseigneur,

Je re^us samedi votre billet sur la reception du Dialogue

d’HERBERT, et que vous aies paye a Mr. Fremont.

Je vais ecrire a Labradore pour qu’on m^envoye un modele d’un

petit Bateau des Esquimaux, s’il est possible au retour du vaisseau

qui partira d’ici a la fin du raois.

Comme j’ai oui dire que les Troupes entourent Geneve j’ai crtl

oser vous prier de faire en sorte que la lettre inclose soit rendue a

son adresse, par le Bureau de Mr. de Vergennes. Et pour cela je

la laisse ouverte afin qu'on puisse la lire, la cacheter et Tenvoyer

si Ton trouve a propos. J’airae Geneve ou j’ai passe 3 ans et ‘

bien heureusement.

J'ai cru devoir justifier le bon et grand Mr. de Luc, mon loca-

r* A ^
-1 V ti
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taire a leurs yeux, et leur reiterer raon petit mot sur leur Etat. Je

suppose tout fini actaellement. Dieu le donne!

Je vous piie de me pardonner la liberte que je prends en ceci

comme eu tant d’autres choses. Le parfait attachement rend un peu

hardi, Je vous prie de continuer de m'airaer car assurement il y a

peu de personnes qui vous honorent et vous aiment plus que ne

fait, votre tant oblige et tres-obeissant et tres-humble serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

Pimlico, ce 14 Mai 1782,

XVIII

Je vous prie tant, cher Monsieur, de me faire scavoir par quel-

qu’un Tetat de votre chere sante dans ce temps d’epideraies. Qui

n'ont pas ete fatales ici, raais on les dit plus fatales dans d’autres

Pays. J’espere que ce n’est qu’exageration, mais cependaut on

s’alarme pour ceux qu’on aime comme je fais tant de cas de vous,

il ra’interesse tant de scavoir comment vous vous portes. J’ai jus-

qu’ici echappe et je n’ai perdu encore aucun de mes amis. Dieu

merci. Mais j’ai manque de perdre Mons^ Pelet de Salgas a Geneve

d’une fievre ardente qui a dure plus de 6 semaines et ce n’est que

le 29 may qu’on espera sa guerison. Comme j’aime a vous devoir

les plus grandes consolations de ma vie je vous adresse celle-ci,

pour vous prier de faire donner ordre au Commandant des Troupes

Francoises autour de Geneve qu’en cas de blocus on perraette

1) A Gcnfeve des dissensions avaient eelate entre la bourgeoisie ou les representants et

le parti da Conseil oa les Negatifs; ceux* 9 i furent oppriines et les rois de France et de

Sardaigne ainsi qae les Bernois vinrent a leur secours en 1782; la ville assiegee se rendit

et la constitution fixee en 1738 par un acte de mediation r^dige par la France et les
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au ilit Mr. de Saigas efc ses trois soeurs de sortir pour leur catn-

pagne de Bursins pres de Rolle, en cas qu'ils fussent en etat de

sortir. Vous slaves qu^il est parent du Cardinal de Bernis et des

Pelet-Narbonne. Le meilleur honime du monde sgavant, plein de

sens, a ete Sous-Gouverneur du P. de Galles, il m’est coinme

mon E'ils.

J'ai encore a vous prier de communiquer Tincluse par quelqu'un

au Dr. Frank LYN a Passy ’). Comme il aime nos Indieus Moraves,

et les Moraves aussi, il s’interesse pour eux, comme il Ta toujours

fait. La premiere fois que je connus le Docteur fut a Toccasion de

nos Indiens Moraves a qui il fit tant pour les proteger contre les

fureurs des fanatiques, il y a bien des annees, je crois 18. C’est

toujours le raeme homme, pret a tout acte d'humanite, je ne sqais

pas ce qu’il pourroit faire dans ce cas, si ce n’est d'ecrire qu’on ne

les tue plus, car il en reste encore.

Le cas de ces Indiens et fort singulier. Ils s^etoient etablis pres

de nos freres en Pensylvanie, ayant abandonue tous les mauvaises

pratiques des Indiens, devinrent sages, regies, patients, assidus au

travail, vraiment devots chretiens. Les fureurs du moment environs

18 ans passes les forcerent a se sauver a Philadelphie ou le Dr.

Franklyn leur fit tant de bien et les protegeoit. 11s furent en odeur

de saintete et de patience, et perdirent la moitie de leur gens par

la petite verole et autres miseres. Depuis on leur a transplants en

5 et 6 differens endroits, les cbassant toujours d'un lieu a un autre

a la fin ils s’etablirent sur le Muskingham, branche de I’Ohio,

cantons de Berne et de Zurich pour terminer les diSicultes qni s’etoient elev^s cntre Ic

gouvemement et la bourgeoisie fut retablie. Cf. Jean Picot, Eistoire de Gewody III, 1811,

pp. 433—434.

1) Une plaque au coin des rues Singer et Raynouard rappelle le sejour de Franklin a

Passy.
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Dans toute cette guerre et en tout terns ces gens vivoieiit avec

leurs Missionnaires uniquement ensemble pour apprendre et pratiquer

TEvangile, et ne voulurent plus prendre ni liache ni armes quel-

conques pour aucune des parties. Mais vivoient en anachoretes utiles,

Ils vivoient sur un pied amical avec les deux parties, etant plus

proches voisins de Pittsburg, forteresse americaine, ils vivoient trop

bien avec les Americains au gres des Roialistes, et les Indiens Roialistes

en dernier lieu, les enleverent tous de force les pilloient et les

maltraiterent, et les forcerent de s’aller mettre 100 milles plus loin,

abandonnant leurs champs, jardins et maisons en trois villages qu’ils

avoient batis. N’ayant aucun vivres avec eux, ils allerent une fois

sans malheur prendre des grains a leur ancien etablissement. Mais

comme ils etoient a Sandusky lieu de leurs demeure par force, et

les Indiens de ce voisinage ayant fait des desordres de leur fagon,

Les Americains vinrent 160 hommes a cheval et massacrerent plus

de 90 de nos Indiens hommes qui furent chercher des grains pai-

siblement. On ne les tua point dans la chaleur mais du sang froid

le lendemain, leur laissant comme ils disoient le terns de se preparer

a la mort chretienne, qu’ils subirent avec une patience qui devoit

les faire respecter. Jamais de nos jours il n’y est rien arrive de

semblable. Horreur execrable dictee par la fureur et Tignorance de

cas de ces saints hommes et femmes. La Gazette de Philadelphie

en parle aussi. Mais on y suppose faussement qu'on avoit tue un

blanc. II pent fort bien etre que quelqu’Indien Roialiste en avoit

fait un meurtre. Mais surement aucun indien Morave ne fait rien

de semblable.

C’est un raalentendu qui coute cher aux cceurs sages et Chre-

tiens, et deshonore eternellement ceux qui Pont fait. Les Indiens

nouveaux convertis ne comprendront point quelle espece de Religion
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admet ces atrocites. Les sauvages scavent distinguer ceux qui veu-

lent tuer; asses exactement. Leur sang parlera devanfc Dieu. Je suis

fache et triste, et vous le communique en ami tendre et plein

d’humanite, et suis persuade que le bon Frantlin sera attriste de

meme, mais il faut qu’il le sache. Je lui envoye done ce papier

que je crois a peu pres exact avec mes tendresses reelles. On a

d'autre part communication du fait. Ainsi il n’y a point de doute

sur la verite du fait en general, et certainement ces saintes gens

ont ete dignes d’avoir un meilleur traitement. Cela causera uue

guerre cruelle entre les Indiens, nos Moraves et les Americains.

Quiconque fait la guerre ne s^ait pas determiner les horreurs.

Je suis ayec le devouement extreme que vous me connoisses

pour vous,

Monsieur,

Votre tres-humble et tres-obeissant serviteur,

J. Hutton.

Pimlico, le 18 juin 1782.

AMERICAN NEWS. >)

From the New York Papers.

Extract of a Letter from Pennsylvania^ dated the i)th and 10th of

April.

«You have heard it, that last fall the three Indian congregations

on Muskingum were carried away, with their missionaries, to San-

dusky Creek: they thereby lost their houses, provisions, and their

1) Pi^e imprimee. Accompagnant la lettre prwedente.
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most of their necessaries. Being in a place destitute of every thing,

want and hunger obliged them to go back to their former town,

to seek and fetch what they had left, and which had not been

destroyed. On this occasion many of them have been murdered in

a most inhuman manner. This has been reported, and conBrmed by

several persons, who came out of the neighbourhood of Pittsburg,

some of whom had been present at a vendue (auction) made of

the horses, blankets, etc, carried off as a booty after the slaughter

of these innocent Indians had been perpetrated. The account given

of this horrid scene is as follows: Towards the end of February

last, about 160 white people from the vicinity of the Monongahella

joined together and set out on horseback, to destroy the Indian

towns on Muskingum, from whence, as they gave it out, inroads

into the settlements of the white people had been made, and they

were displeased that the Commandant at Pittsburg had not killed

one Shebosb, and his company, while they were come from Sandusky

to their former towns the 6rst time to fetch provisions. After these

white people were come near one of the said towns, they discovered

some Indians, and especially one in the field by himself, whom they fired

at and wounded in the arm, which prevented his escape, and he sur-

rendered himself; they advanced with their tomahawks, he begged for

his life, telling them that he was the son of Shebosh
;
but they cut him

to pieces. They then divided themselves, and surrounded the rest, who

on the alarm had scattered to seek for their horses; they drove them

together, and made them prisoners without opposition. The Indians

made themselves known as Christian Indians, particulary when a keg of

wine was found with them, they said it was their communion wine.

They were told to be carried to Pittsburg, as prisoners, which

cheered them. Their number, with the women and children, was,
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it is said, 95 persons, tho' some say that not all them had been

Christian or Moravian Indians, but that some other Indians had been

along with them. Upon this the white people had disagreed what to

do with them, whether to kill them or to carry them to Pittsburg,

and had held a council. Their Captain chosen by them- had left it

to their option
;
whereupon the unanimous resolution was, to kill

them all the next day. One of the white people notified to the Indians

afterwards, that whereas they were Christian Indians, they should

prepare themselves in a christianlike way, for the next day they

all must die. This had dashed them, especially the women
;
but they

remained composed and resigned, and had sung psalms and spiritual

hymns all the night through. The next day they were dragged two

and two, by ropes, to two houses in one of the towns; which houses

had been fixed upon for that purpose, and were called slaughter-houses;

here they killed and scalped them, at which execrable massacre the

Indians were extraordinarily patient. Afterwards the two houses full

of corpses, and the three towns were burnt and destroyed. About 50

horses, many blankets, etc. with the scalps, were carried off as booties.

By this, in their opinion successful expedition, the white people have

been encouraged to make another excursion in the month of March,

and to penetrate as far as Sandusky, in order to destroy the rest

of the Indians there.

»

The above has been confirmed from many quarters, and there

has been an account inserted in the New York Papers, that the above

murdering party set out for Sandusky to perpetrate their cruel pur-

pose, but were attacked by the Indian warriors, and the whole party

cut off except six or seven; but we have no farther authentic in-

telligence of this last account.
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XIX.

Le moyen, tant cher Monsieur, de ne pas s'interesser a une

sante comme la votre.

J’espere que les suites du gros Rhume seront entierement passee.

J’ai re§u hier la chere votre du 10 juillet avec Tincluse du

D"*. Franklin, void nia reponse que vous aurez la bonte de la lui

adresser, Oui j'espere aussi que la fureur fanatique cessera partout.

C'etoit vraiment malheureux que nos Indiens qui etoient deja dans

des grandes peines et soufiFrances pour avoir refuse de prendre la

hacbe centre les Americains fussent massacres par les Americains.

C’etoit une pure triste meprise.

Je re^us hier lettre de Mademoiselle de Salgas; son frde se

retira de la ville dans le seul moment necessaire, quoique dans un

etat peu propre pour etre transports 11 est de retour dans la ville,

Dieu merci, raais bien foible encore. Je remercie Dieu pour la

tranquillite de Geneve sans effusion du sang. J’ai quelques cen-

taines d’amis dans la ville et nous nous aimons beaucoup. Je

compte la constitution de la ville entierement perdue par la folie

des fanatiques, mais le Fanatisme fait ses Epidemics par toute

la terre. J’aime raieux le Fanatisme bienfaisant. Je vous prie

d’aimer toujours votre tant attache

II.

23 juillet 1782.
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XX.

27 decembre 1782.

Monsieur,

J'eusse ete et je serai tres aise d’entendre que vous aves regagne

la sante a Spa, Celle-ci a ete de vous assurer de raou devouement

entier pour votre cliere personae, J'ai re^u de Labradore un petit

modele de petit bateau des Esquimaux, tel qu’on avoit pu y pro-

curer dans le peu de terns que le vaisseau fut a notre mission. Si

on avoit pu attendre peut-etre eut on trouve un encore inieux fait.

Mais celui-ci pourra servir pour en donuer une idee d’un tel batteau.

On me difc que le Dr. Franklin souffre beaucoup de la Pierre.

Peut-etre auroit on occasion de lui dire de ma part que je lui sou-

haite meilleure sante, et que le celebre Baglivi -) en Italic soulagea

le chevalier Hussey, autrefois notre ambassadeur a la Porte, par le

seul remede de trois onces de Teau chaude prises goutte a goutte

corame on prend le caffe aussi chaud que possible chaque jour une

demi heure avant le diner. Mon Pere soulagea diverses personnes

dans le meme mal par ce remede simple, qu’on ne doit pas confon-

dre avec les pintes d’eau chaude du Dr. Sangrado chez qui Gil Bias

exer9a metier. J'ai moi meme une seule fois fait du bien dans ce

mal a un homme a Zurich par ce remede. On trouvera dans les

oeuvres de Baglivi que Teau chaude goutte a goutte dissout la pierre

petit a petit ^).

1) Remercier a Tordinaire; je feray rend re le tout a Mr. Franklin. Mr. de Reyneval

Yondra bien se charger du modMe du bateau; je vais luy en ecrire des que je S5auray son

adresse h Londres.

2) George Bagliyj, ne en 1668; f Rome en 1706.

3) Na. Copier cet endroit pour le luy remettre par M. Chanorier. (V)
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Je guetterai roccasion cle vous faire voir le petit modele du
i

bateau empaquete dans une boite qui n'a je crois que 3 pieds de

long et ne pese que peu. Si vous me donnes vos ordres en cas que

vous en aies la-dessus, je vous les envoyerai expres.

Je voudrais seuleraent qu’il fut plus beau.

Si la paix par quelque malheur se retarde nonobstant le beau

bruit je renverrai le Passeport asses de bonne heure pour en avoir

uu plus fraiche.

Je vous dois toute la consolation que ces Passeports nous pro-

curent et qui est ce que je ne voudrois pas vous devoir? Vousairaant

et vous cherissant avec tant de respect,

J'ai rhouneur d’etre, Monsieur,

Votre tant oblige et devoue serviteur,

Jaques Hutton.

Ce 27 dec, 1782.

Pimlico.

P.S. Nos Mission naires prosperent, les Mission naires sont en Sante

la Nation des Esquimaux est civilisee et moralisee au mieux et

ceux qui frequentent ces parages a peine trouvent-ils les traces

de leur ancienne tradition, vols et meurtres.



NOTES ON THE RELATIONS AND TRADE OF

CHINA WITH THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO AND

THE COAST OF THE INDIAN OCEAN DURING

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY

Fj^JEtT II

BY

W. W. ROCKHILL. )

Introductory Hote.

The works which form the basis of the following description

of the countries and localities in or near the Eastern Archipelago,

Southern Asia, and Eastern Africa known to the Chinese during

the latter part of the Yuan dynasty and the beginning of that of

the Ming, (approximately from the middle of the fourteenth to the

middle of the fifteenth centuries), are four in number:

1. Wang Ta-yuan’s Tao i chih lio^ dated 1349.

2. Ma Huan’s Ying yai siting lan^ 1425— 1432 (?).

3. Fei Hsin’s Hswg ch*a shmg lan^ dated 1436.

4. Huaug Sheng-ts'eng’s Hsi yang cliao kung lien lu, dated 1520.

(1) According to the “Catalogue of Books in the Imperial Library”,

or SsU k*u ch*uan shu tsung mu { >r. 12), the

Tao i chih lio ( -^ ^ )) or “Description of the Barbarians

1) See T*oung pao, July 1914, 419.
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of the Isles”, was written bj a native of Nan-ch'ang
(^ |^ )

in

Kiang-si by the name of Wang Ta-yuan (•a*® ),
with the

cognomen of Huan-chaug (or who visited for pur-

poses of trade a considerable number of foreign localities during

the chili-cli*eng period of the Yiiau (1341 —-1367), and who recored

what he had seen in this work.

This book, it goes on to state, is noteworthy as a strictly per-

sonal, and consequently trustworthy, record, resembling in that the

later work of Ma Huan, and differing from the earlier work {Chu

fan chih) of Chao Ju-kua, Customs Commissioner of Fu-kien, who

did not write from personal observations but only from reports

made to him by others.

The date assigned above for the travels of Wang Ta-yuan is

not quite correct, but though there does not seem to have been

preserved any author’s preface to the work, one of the three prefaces

and the postface attached to the modern reprint of the book in the

collection published in 1896 by Lung Feng-piao (^^ under

the title of Ch{h^fu-ch*ai U*ung~sJiU fixes the

date of its composition in the winter of 1349— 50, for this preface,

by Wu Chien of San shan |1| a Customs Taot'ai of

Ch'uan-chou in Fu-kien, bears the date of 12th moon of the 9th year

chih-ch'eng (beginning of 1350).

There are only two dates to be found in the body of the book

which are of importance, but from the one we conclude that Wang

Ta-yuan was already travelling in 1230, and from the other we

learn that he probably put the last touches to his work after the

summer of 1349 ^).

1) Ch. 7» {Ta fo shan, infra 56 (1)), he says that in the winter of the year keng-
wu of the ckih-shuH period (1330) he was sailing for two days along the foot of the Ta
Fo shan (Dondera Head. Ceylon?). Ch. 33 (Hsim, infra 5 (1)), he refers to an attack by

• forses from Hsien (Siam) at Lo-hn (on the lower Menam) in the summer of the year ki-

clCou, of the chihcfCtng period (1249).
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Wang’s book is divided into an hundred chapters or sections,

in which he describes ninety-nine countries, ports, and noteworthy

localities from the Pescadores and the Moluccas in the east to

Arabia and the east coast of Africa in the west. Most of the places

mentioned he may have visited, though it is very doubtful whether

he ever reached the remoter ones, Timor, for instance, and most

of the places in the Far West. Some he certainly did not, such as

Ma-lu-kien ^ ,
Merv?) aud Ma-ho-ssu-li

(^ BPf

Mosul?). However this may be most of the information he gives

concerning even the remotest places in the east or west is valuable

in one way or another, and sufiScient in the generality of cases to

enable us to locate them roughly, though in a number of cases

the names used by him to designate them cannot as yet be iden-

tified. Some of the places in the Eastern Archipelago at which his

junk anchored were, in all likelihood, little trading-ports which

have long since disappeared, or are now known by quite different

names. Many of the names he uses do not occur in the books of

the early Ming travellers, nor are they found on the few Chinese

maps of the beginning of that period which are known to me.

Although Wang was familiar with the books of travals of the

later Sung writers, the Lv^g toai iai ta of Chou K'u fei and the

Chu fan chili of Chao Ju-kua, he quotes them but rarely, and when

he refers to localities mentioned by them he often uses different

characters in writing their names. I have only found five passages

in the whole book which are quotations from the Chu fan chilly

one in the section on the Philippines (^^), one in that on

Panrang ^^||)> two in that on Palembang (^ ^^1

and one in that on India :^)* Nevertheless, the influence

which the book of Chao Ju-kua exercised on him has been very

great; it served him as a model, aud he has followed it closely in

the arrangement of his text, noting carefully, with tedious regularity,
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aud generally in the identical terms used by the earlier writer,

the same local peculiarities in customs, dress, religion, products,

trade, etc.

Though Wang’s literary style is poor, he appears from a

number of remarks made here and there in his work, to have been

a man of considerable culture and broad reading, and of a philo-

sophic turn of mind. The only chapter of this work which has

lieretofore been translated is that on Mecca {T'Hen-fang) which was

rendered into English by Bretschneider, Mediceval Researches^ II,

300—301. Prior to this a few quotations taken from the Tung hsi

yang k'ao and other works in which they figured in footnotes were

all that was known to students unacquainted with the Chinese language

of this important book.

The following table gives the contents of this book. The only

order followed by the author in arranging his materials is a

general division of eastern countries and western ones, but even in

this there are frequent exceptions.

The two first figures (one in brackets) on the left hand side

of each entry in the table correspond with those occupying similar

positions in the title line of the translations given below. The third

figure indicates the order of the chapter of section in the original

work. These observations apply to all the texts translated here.

1. P'eng-hu (^1^), Pescadore islands.

2. Liu-k*iu (5^3^), north-western Formosa.

51 (1). 3. San tao ^|^ ), portion of northern Philippines.

50(1). 4. Ma-i(^j^), portion of northern Philippines.

5. Wu-chih-pa
), unidentified (produced tin, in

Malay Peninsula?).

33 (1). 6. Lung-yen hsii (f|^ Pulo Rondo (coast N.W.
Sumatra).
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7. Kiao-chih
(^ ^ ), Tongking.

1 (1). 8. Chan-ch'eug ( Annam.

9. Min-to-lang ( unidentified (produced ebony,

in Malay Peninsula?).

3 (1). 10. Pin-t'uug-lung Panrang.

6 (1). 11. Chen-la Kamboja.

16 (1). 12. Tan-ma-ling Tembeling (? north Pahang,

Malay Peninsula).

4 (1). 13. Jih-li
( Q ^ )j Jarai (?), a dependency of Ghen-la.

9 (1). 14. Ma-li-lu (j^ unidentified, a dependency of

Cheu-la,

15 (1). 15. Hsia-lai«-wu (^3^5^), unidentified.

13 (1). 16. P'eag-k'eng (^ ^), Pahang.

14 (1). 17. Ki-lan-tan ^ ::^)i Kilantan.

12 (1). 18. Ting-kia-lu (~F ^ j®)- Trengganu.

21 (1). 19. Jung (^), an aboriginal tribe of Malay Peninsula (?).

7 (1). 20. Lo-wei (^^), Tagor(?).

8 (1). 21. Lo-hu Lopburi, Lower Menam district.

48 (1). 22. Tung-chung-ku-la
( f!j ), Tanjongpura (?),

S.W. Borneo.

23. So-10“ko ^ ), unidentified.

24, Chen-lu |i§), unidentified, a dependency of Chen-la?

40 (1), 25. Pa-tu-ma
( /V ^ ), Tioman island (??), S.E. coast

Malay Peninsula.

38 (1). 26. Tan-rao (^^)» unidentified.

27. Chien shan ( ,
“the Peak”), unidentified,

35 (1). 28. Pa-ch*ieh-na-chien
( /V ^ ), near Surabaya

(Java).

24 (1). 29. San-fo-ch^i (“^^^), Eastern Sumatra.

30. Hsiao-pen (^P^)? unidentified (near Kedah, Malay

Peninsula ?).
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47 (1). 31. P'o-ni ( north-western Borneo, Brunei.

71 (1). 32. P'eng-kia-lo (J|3 Bacanor (?), Paknur of the

Arabs.

5 (1). 33. Hsien (j^), Siam.

34 (1). 34. Chao-wa Java (Majapahit).

37 (1). 35. ChuDg-kia-lo Janggolo, in Eastern Java.

36. Tu-tu-au ^ )i unidentified (in Sumatra?).

41 (1). 37. Wen-tan (^^)j Banda, Molocca islands.

52 (1). 38. Su-lu Sulu Archipelago.

19 (1). 39. Lung-ya-hsi-chio
( ), Laukawi islands.

40. Su-men-pang ^), Sumbawa island (?).

25 (1). 41. Ch'iu-chiang ('^ ), Palembang (and Jambi, Sumatra).

20 (1). 42. Lung-ya-po-t'i unidentified.

43. P'i-she-yeh
), south-western Formosa.

23 (1). 44. Pan-tsu (]^^), Batam (or Bintang) island (?).

36 (1). 45. P'u-pen ^), near Madura island, Bawean(?).^

45 (1). 46. Kia-li-ma-ta ^ ^)) Karimata island.

43 (1). 47. Wen-lao-ku ( ), Molucca islands (Ternate?).

42 (1). 48. Ku-li Ti-men ("j^ M. Timor.

22 (1). 49. Lung-ya men (f| ^ ), Singapore Strait.

10 (1). 50. K'un-lun Pulo Condor.

2 (1). 51. Ling shan ( |JL( )> Cape Sanho (Annam).

17 (1). 52. Tung hsi chu ^), Anaraba islands.

28 (1). 53. Chi sbui wan (i:* ), Surat Passage (? coast north

Sumatra).

30 (1). 54. Hua mien (:^ |g'), the Battaks (Sumatra).

27 (1). 55. Tan yang ( 7^ ), mouth of Tamiang river (Sumatra).

32 (1). 56. Hsu-wen-ta-la (^[^^flj), Samudra (Acheh, Su-

matra).

54 (1). 57. Seng-kia-la (ft:^f!j), Ceylon (Belligam).^

44 (1). 48. Kou-lan Shan
( ^ ;|| |ij ), Geram island, coast of Borneo.
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59. T'e-faii-li also called Hsiao Shih ( /J^ ^ ),

in Sumatra (?).

68 (1). 60 Pan-ta-li Faudaraina (?).

61. Man-t'o-lang unidentified.

31 (1). 62. Nan-wu-li Lambri (Acheh, Sumatra).

59 (1). 63. Pei Lin (4(jVii)i uorthern Maidive islands.

65 (1). 64. Hsia-li
( Jl. )> Hili, Ras Haili of the Arabs.

57 (1). 65. Kao-lang-pu Colombo.

69 (1). 66. Sha-li-pa-tan M /A :^)t Jurfattan (? Cananore).

54 (1. n.). 67. “The Golden Pagoda” 1^)) at base Dondera Head,

Ceylon.

39 (1). 68. Eastern Tan-mo unidentified.

69. Ta-pa-tan ( ), Budfattau of the Arabs (?).

70. Kia-li-iia
( J!||| J|^ ^5)> unidentified

;
noted for long-sailed

sheep.

71. “The Earthen Pagoda” ( Jurfattan.

58 (1). 72. Ti san chiang ^ Manar (?).

70 (1). 73. Hua-lo (^^)j Honore (? Honawar).

74. Ma-na-li ( ), unidentified; in East-Africa (?).

75. Kia-chiang-men-li (Jfjd ^ ), unidentified.

76. Po-ssu-li Persia.

77. Ta-chi-ua #SB). unidentified; noted for gardenia

flowers.

78. Chien-li-nia (^M.i ),
unidentified; possibly near

N» 59.

56 (1). 79. “The Great Buddha Mountain” d4 ), Dondera

Head. .

67 (1). 80. Hsu-wen-na Mangalore (?).'>/

81, “The myriad li reef” ( M ^ ^ Macclesfield Banks.

62 (1). 82. Hsiao Ku-nan (yR Kain Colam.

66 (1). 83. Ku-li-fo (-^ M #). Calicut. ^
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60 (1). 84. P'eng-ka-la
(^ J!lfl ), Beugal.

49 (1). 85. Pa-nan-pa-hsi
( Qi ^ ® ), Banjermasia (? Borneo).

72 (1). 86. Fang-pai (^^), Bombay (?). v/

87. Ta wu tieh unidentified; in Africa (?).

88. Wan nien chiang near Lingga island (?).

89. Ma-pa-erh hsu ( •i Aaii ), unidentified, near N® 75.

90. A-ssii-li
(^ ), unidentified, remotest South-West.

84 (1). 91, Li-ch*ieh-t'a ( unidentified, a tribe of Somali-

land (?).

80 (1). 92. T'ien-t'ang (^ ^), Mecca.

93. T*ien-chu ^)i India “under King of Ta Ts*iu”. \/'

82 (1). 94. Ts'eng-yao-lo Zanguebar.

95. Ma-lu-chien
( ^ ), Merv (?).

83 (1). 96, Kan-mai-li ( Comoro islands.

81 (1). 97. Ma-ho-ssti-li al-Mawsil (? Mosul).

85 (1). 98. Lo-p'o-ssti ^ Berbera coast (Somaliland).

61 (1). 99. Wu-tieh ^)) Orissa.V^^^

100. Resume of strange fact (^, ^ ^|[ ^)-

Within the last few years the text of the 2«o i chih Ho has

been republished with annotations by Shen Ts'eng-cbih ('^^
a scholar of Kia-shing in Che-kiang, in the collection of reprints

published in Shanghai and entitled Ku hsio hui k'an
( ^ ^ ),

in the 3rd and 4th Series, Parts II. The title of Shen’s work is

/VIi> ^). The editor is
Tao i chih Ho kua?);/ cheng (

familiar with the early literature on the subject and in several

places has been able to suggest valuable corrections to the text,

basing them sometimes on a manuscript copy of the Tao i chih Ho

to which he had access. His text reproduces exactly that given in

the Chih fu ch*ai ts^ung shu.

In his notes he makes use of the Ling xcai tai ta, the Chu fan
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chihj the works of Ma Huan, of Fei Hsin, and of Huang Sheng-

ts'eng, of the Supplement to Ma Tuan-lin’s Encyclopedia, and of

other works of the latter part of the Ming period, also of sailing

directions, with which I am unfamiliar. Some of his identifications

of names mentioned by Wang Ta-yiiau are correct, but many of

them quite unlikely. I have made frequent reference to this work

in my footnotes.

(2) The Ying yai sMng Ian
(M ^ R ) “Description

of the coasts of the Ocean”, was written by Ma Huan

of Ki shau [Xl , or Ki shan k'iao jjj ^*||), an otherwise

unknown Chinese Moslira who, according to the preface of his work

was, ou account of his knowledge of foreign languages, attached as

interpreter to the 1413 mission to explore foreign lands entrusted

by the Emperor Yung-lo of the Ming to the eunuch Cheng Ho.

This work is in one book, divided into eighteen sections, in which

are given descriptions of nineteen countries visited by the author

during his connexion with the mission.

The Ssi( k*n ch*uan sliu tsung mu (78, 15) says of this work:

“This book was written by an otherwise unknown man of the

Ming period called Ma Huan. The contents mostly record events

of the time of Cheng Ho’s foreign missions, so it was written after

the reign of Yung-lo.

“The foreign countries described in it are Chan-ch'eug (Annam),

Chao-wa (Java), Ch'iu-chiang (Palerabang), Hsien-lo (Siam), Man-

la-ka (Malacca), A-lu (Aru), Su-men-ta-la (Sumatra), Nan-po-li

(Lambri), Hsi-lan (Ceylon), Hsiao Ko-lan (Qiiilon), Ko-chih (Cochin),

Ku-li (Calicut), Liu shan, Tieh-kan (Maidive Islands), Tsu-fa-erh

(Djofar), A-tan (Aden), Pang-ko-la (Bengal), and Hu-lu-mo-ssu

(Ormuz), in all nineteeu countries in eighteen chapters, for the
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notice ou Na-ku-erh, as it referred to a very small country, forms

a supplement to the chapter on Su«meu-ta-la.

“Each chapter gives a description of the boundaries, the distan-

ces, the customs, the products, and also touches ou (recent) political

events.

“Generally speaking this work is in close agreement with the

Historical Section (of the Mhtj sMhy\

The contents of the Ying yai sMng Ian are arranged as follows:

1 (2). 1. Chan-ch'eng (Anuam).

34 (2). 2. Chao-wa (Java).

25 (2). 3. Ch’iu-chiang (Palembang).

5 (2). 4. Hsien-lo (Siam).

11 (1). 5. Mau-la-ka (Malacca).

26 (1). 6. A-lu (Aru, Sumatra).

32 (2). 7. Su-men-ta-la, Na-ku-erh (Acheh, Battaks).

29 (1). 8, Li-tai (Lide, Sumatra).

31 (2). 9. Nan-po-li (Lambri, Sumatra).

55 (1), 10, Hsi-lan (Ceylon).

62 (2). 11. Hsiao Ko-lan (Quilon).^

64 (1). 12. Ko-chih (Cochinyk/'

66 (2). 13. Ku-li (Calicut).^
59 (2). 14. Liu-shan, Tieh-kan (Maidive Islands)y^

75 (1). 15. Tsu-fa-erh (Djofar, Arabia).

74 (1). 16. A-tan (Aden, Arabia).

60 (2). 17. P'ang-ko-la (BeDgal)v^

73 (1). 18. Hu-lu-mo-sstl (Ormuz).

The original edition of this work is only known to me through

a printed copy in my possession bearing no date or name or place

of printing, but which I am inclined to think is probably of the

very late Ming period. In this copy there is no preface, explanatory
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or bibliographic note, concerning the work and its author; only

the text.

The text of this edition was, some years after its first publica-

tion, but not earlier than 1436 or 1437, amplified by a certain

Chang Sheng seems certain, for Chang un-

questionably used materials derived from Fei Hsin’s Hsing ch*a

sheng Ian of 1436, and presumably some from Kung Chen’s ffsi

yang fan kuo chili of 1434. He altered considerably the arrangement

of paragraphs in the original work of Ma Huan. He also, I think,

added a preface to which is appended the name of Ma Huan and

the date of 1416, changed some of the dates, and introduced data

taken from earlier works of the Sung and Yuan periods, principally

the Chu fan chih of Chao Ju-kua (of 1225) and the Tao i chili Ho

of Wang Ta-yiian (of 1348).

I have consulted a manuscript copy of this edition of Chang

Sheng which is in the British Museum (0. R. 6191). This version

was made use of by George Phillips and Groeueveldt in their

translations of the Ying yai sheng Ian, I have followed in my

translation the earlier and shorter text.

This amplified text of the Ying yai sheng Ian is found in the

collection of miscellaneous works of the Ming, entitled, Ki lu hui

pien ^^^), published in 1617, and also in several other

subsequent similar collections, but I have not been able to compare

these texts with that of the British Museum copy. I fancy, however,

they are all taken from the same original, and they probably only

vary here and there as a result of negligent copying.

The date given to the preface attributed to Ma Huan in Chang

Sheng’s edition, to wit 1416, cannot possibly be correct, for in it

Ma Huan gives the Emperor Yung-lo his posthumous title of

T'ai-tsung-wen Huaug-ti, which only came into use the year after

his death, or in 1425. Furthermore, in the chapter on Su-men-ta-la
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in the Ymg yai sheng Ian reference is made in connexion with the

mission of Cheng Ho to that country which occured in 1407, to

events which occured in 1424. It is to be noted, furthermore, that

the Ssu k"u ch*uan shu fi yao (78 , 15) assigns no date to this book,

but says that, “referring to events of the time of Cheng Ho’s mission

it must have been written after the Yung-lo reign”.

It seems safe to assign to the first publication of Ma Huan’s

work a date between 1425 and 1432.

The following is a translation of the Preface to Chang Sheng’s

edition of this work:

“I had in years gone by read the Tao i eJiih which records the

peculiarities of the seasons of various countries, of their peoples

and products, and I, doubting, wondered how there could be things

in the world so different from what we know them. But in the

year kuei-ssil Yung-lo (A.D. 1413) the Emperor T'ai-

tsung-wen appointed the eunuch Cheng Ho to take ships and

proceed to the foreign peoples of the West to explore, and I had

bestowed on me by the Throne the post of interpreter of foreign

languages and writing to the mission.

“After having voyaged endless thousands and myriads of li

across the boundless, waving waters of the Ocean, and after having

seen the different states, their varying seasons and climates, their

peoples and their products, I came to know that not only were

the statements of the Tao i cJiiJi concerning foreign lands not lies,

but that there were even more wonderful and stranger things than

it had told of.

“So I have got together all that is good or bad concerning the

peoples and things of each country, and have described the strangeness

of their customs, the various products of their soil, the boundaries

of their lands, and arranged all this in order, and have thus come

to compose this book which I have called Ying yai sheng lan^ or
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“A comprehensive survey of the shores of the Ocean*’. In it at a

glance one may ascertain all the facts relating to foreign parts,

and recognize that during no previous dynasty has the sacred in-

fluence of the Throne been so widespread as at the present time.

‘T am but a stupid, incompetent driveller, but in the discharge

of my work with the mission of Cheng Ho I candidly and honestly

set down many strange things and nothing more, for I am without

literary ability, unable to use a metaphor or amend a text; I can

only put down things as I know them to be. This review has nothing

in it of a doubtful nature which can be held up to ridicule”.

Published (^) in the year ping^shen ( A.D. 1416) of

Yung-lo, in the huang-chung
(
^‘ or 11th moon), by Ma Huan

of Hui-ki shan k'iao (# fiLih ti)-

(3) The Hsing cli'a sMng Ian (^ ^ ^ ^ )» or “Description

of the stary raft”, is the work of a certain Fei Hsin
(^ )

who, during the reigns of the Emperor Yung-lo and his successor,

Hsuau-tA say from 1405 when the first named Emperor sent a

mission to the south-west, to 1435, made several voyages in the

suite of the famous eunuch Cheng Ho; in what capacity does not

appear, but presumably as a secretary or clerk.

Fei Hsin’s preface bears date 1436. It contains very little of

interest beyond the remark that during the twenty-five odd years

during which he was at various times visiting foreign lands he

carefully noted the peculiar customs and products of the localities

he came to, and “compiled maps” (^^), after which he wrote

the present volume. It may be that these maps (if t'u has this

meaning in the present case) were the originals from which was

made the fifteenth century map reproduced by George Phillips in

the Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, but

this is a mere surmise.
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In the body of the work there is found only one date which

may give any indication as to when the author was on his travels.

In the chapter on Java he states that from old records preserved

in the country he learned that 1376 years “counting from the 7th

year of Hsuan^te (1432)” had elapsed since civilization was first

introduced into Java. It seems fair to assume that 1432 was the

year in which the author first learned of this event from native

traditions or written records which were communicated to him

during bis sojourn in the island, and that by an oversight he did

not change this date when he wrote his book in 1436. In the same

year he records elsewhere that during the winter he was anchored

off the Nicobar islands (Tsui Ian shan) for three days.

Much of the information contained in this book is not original,

and consequently may not be correct for the time at which Fei

Hsin wrote. In some cases, which are duly noted in footnotes in

the present work, the information of earlier writers, especially of

Wang Ta-yuau, has been made to apply to countries or localities

quite different from what it originally did.

This work is based on the first edition of Ma Hoan’s work,

even the title is copied on that of the earlier book; it seems likely

also that a considerable amount of information may have been derived

from another work published two years before the appearance of

his and entitled Hsi yang fan Jcuo chih^ or “Description of Foreign

Countries”, which will be noticed later on. Nevertheless the book

of Fei Hsin contains numerous interesting and apparently original

notes on points not noted by earlier writers, or which elucidate and

corroborate the earlier too brief and incomplete statements.

The Using ch*a sheng Ian was first published in a collection of

miscellaneous works brought out in 1544 by Lu Chi-ssu

under the title of Ku chin shuo liai
) where it is

found in the first section (i^)- It was afterwards reprinted in the
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Chi III liui pien mm published ia 1617. It is also found

in other subsequent miscellaneous collections {Ts'ung^shu). The Ca-

talogue of the Imperial Library contains no leference to this work.

The work is divided into four chapters in which forty countries

or localities are described in separate sections. Portions of this work

have been translated by Groeneveldt ia his wellknown work, Notes

on the Malay Archipelago*

The contents of this work are as follows:

Chapter I. \

1 (3). 1. Chan-ch'eng (Annam).

2 (2), 2. Ling shan (Dawaish Head, Annam).

10 (2). 3. K'un-lun shan (Pulo Condor).

3 (2). 4. Pin-tung-lung (Panrang, Annam).

6 (2). 5. Chen-la (Kamboja).

Vj

5 (8). 6. Hsien-lo (Siam).

45 (2). 7. Chia-li-ma-ta (Karimata Island).

44 (2). 8. Chiao-lan shan (Geram Island).

34 (3). 9. Chao-wa (Java).

25

(3). 10. Ch'iu-chiaug (Palembang, Sumatra).

37 (2). 11. Chung-kia-lo (Janggolo, Java).

42 (2), 12, Chi-li ti-men (Island of Timor).

Chapter 11.

11 (2). 13. Man-la-ka (Malacca).

46 (1). 14. Ma-i-tung (Billiton Island).

13 (2). 15. Peng-k'eng (Pahang, Malay Peninsula).

17 (1). 16. Tung-hsi chu (Anamba Islands).

22 (2), 17. Lung-ya men (Singapore Strait).

19 (2). 18. Lung-ya-ka-i (Lankawi Islands).

18 (1). 19. Chiu chou shan (Sembilang Islands).

26 (2). 20. A-lu (Am, Sumatra).

27 (2). 21. Tan yang (Tamiaug River, Sumatra).
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Chapter III.

32 (3). 22, Su-men-ta-la (Acheh, Sumatra).

30 (2). 23. Hua-mien (Battaks, Sumatra).

33 (2). 24. Lung-yen hsii (Pulo Rondo, Sumatra).

53 (1), 25. Tsin-]an hsu (Nicobar Islands).

55 (2). 26. Hsi-lan shan (Ceylon),

59 (3). 27, Liu shan yang (Maldxve Islands)^^

63 (1). 28. Ta Ko-lan (Qailou, Kulam)^^

62 (3), 29. Hsiao Ko-lan (Kain, Kulam).^

64 (2). 30. Ko-chih (Cochin).\/"

66 (3). 31, Ku-li (Calicut).

Chapter IV.

60 (3). 32. P'ang-ko-la (Bengal)V^

76 (1). 33. Pu-la-wa (Brava, Somaliland).

77 (1). 34, Chu-pu (Juba, Somaliland).

79 (1). 35. Mu-ku-tu-shu (Mogadisho, Somaliland).

74 (2). 36. A-tan (Aden, Arabia).

78 (1). 37. La-sa (Zeila? Somaliland).

75 (2). 38. Tso-fa-erh (Djofar, Arabia).

73 (2). 39. Hu-lu-mo-ssti (Ormuz).

80 (2). 40. T'ien-fang (Mecca, Arabia).

(4) The Hsi yang chao hung tien hi (^ ^ ^ ^)i
or “Record of the Tributary Nations of the West”, was written

in 1520 by Huang Sheng ts'eug
( ) of Wu-chun

(^ ^ ).

la his preface the author states that his work is derived from the

Hsing ck'a, the Yvig yai, and from sailing directions, and in fact

it is but a compilation of these two works, and such data as is

not derived from them may have been borrowed from the still

unknown to me Hsi yang fan l-uo cliih of 1434, although it is not

mentioned in his list of anthorities. The footnotes contain valuable
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historical details which, considering the date at which they were

taken down, add very materially to the value of this book. The

sailing directions, or ‘‘lists of compass bearings”, are among the

most important features of Huang’s work, for they enable us to

locate with a pretty close approximation a number of localities

which would otherwise remain vague. The source of these directions

to mariners is unknown to us; they may have been the work of

Fei Hsin, or they may have been taken from contemporary charts.

This last supposition appears the more likely, for Huang’s sailing

notes agree very closely, even in their phraseology (with important

material differences here and there) with those we find written on

the fifteenth century map of George Phillips.

The Ssv k*u clCiXan situ tsung mu (78, 18) says of this work:

‘‘This book was written by Huang Sheug-ts'eng of the Ming

whose literary name was Mien-tzti (^ ^ native of Wu hsien

) and a clnl-jen of the year lism~mao of the Emperor Chia-ching

(A.D. 1531).

“In the section Wen Cheng ming ) of the Ming

skill there are notices on the various tributary nations of the

Western Seas. There were twenty-three of them from Chan-ch'eng

(Annam) to T'ien-fang (Mecca), a separate notice for each one, in

which is given the distance thither, and a description of the cus-

toms, whether good or bad, the products, the implements in use, the

peculiarities of language and dress.

1) The text reads : “I collated the statements of interpreters from such works as the

llsiag cJCa^ the Ying yai, and the Qhcn tcei (or sailing directions) and condensed them.

It has been thought that Ck^n wei pien was the title of a book, a “Sailing Directory*’;

this may be the case, but I think that the text admits of the interpretation I have given.

I have never heard of any Chinese work exclusively devoted to sailing directions, but such

directions are frequently met with both in the body of other works as, for example, in the

Chu-fan ckihy the present work, and the Tung hsi yang and on charts, as on the

fifteenth century one already referred to From such sources it seems probable that Huang

took his wtd pien\

6
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“On examining the section on foreign lands in the Ming sliih

it is perceived that the list of the tributary peoples as there given

is not in agreement with the present book; this is because (Huang)

Sheng^ts'eng confined himself to describing only the countries vi-

sited by the eunuch Cheng Ho.

“At the end of the book there are two supplementary notices

by Sun Yun-chia a retired scholar of Tung-

chou ), and one by a taoist priest, Chao K'ai-mei of

Ch’ing-chang ^ ^ ^)* Yiin-chia says that this work

has never been printed before and that he had copied it from the

original manuscript. K'ai-mei says that the style of writing in this

book is very like that of the Shan liai ching (“Mountains and

Seas Classic”), and he considered it a very remarkable work.

“Ch’ien Ts'eng (^"^) in his Notes and Comments (^^
a# IE) was of the same opinion, but notwithstanding this

only the most important passages of it have been incorporated in

the oflScial history (of the Ming dynasty), the rest was omitted as

of little importance”.

The only edition I know of this book is that contained in the

Yu^h-ya-Vang U'ung-shn
(^ ^]^ ^ ^ ^) published in 1853 by

Wu Ch'ung-jao of Nau-hai where it is

found in the third section with a Postface by the editor dated 1850.

It only refers briefly to the supplementary notices of Sun Yun-

chia and Chao K'ai-mei, and in that, and that only probably, dif-

fers from the edition of the Imperial Library.

This work is divided into three chapters in which twenty-three

countries or localities are described as follows:
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Chapter I.

1. Chaa-ch'eng (Annam) ^).

2. Chea-la (Kamboja).

3. Chao-wa (Java) ^).

4. San-fo-ch’i (Palembang).

5. Man-la-ka (Malacca).

6. P'o-ni (Borneo).

7. Su-lu (Sulu Islands),

8. P'eng-heng (Pahang).

9. Liu-k'iu (Lewchew Islands).

Chapter II.

10. Hsien-lo (Siam).

11. A-lu (Aru, Sumatra).

12. Sa*men-ta-la(Acheh, Sumatra),

13. Nan-po-li (Lambri, Sumatra).

14. Liu shan (Maidive Islands).

15. Hsi-lan shan (Ceylon).

16. Pang-ko-la (Bengal). ^
Chapter III.

^
17. Hsiao Ko-lan (Quilou).

18. Ko-ehih (Cochin).
^

19. Ku-li (Calicut).^

20. Tsu-fa-erh (Djofar, Arabia).

21. Hu-lu-mo-ssu (Ormuz).

22. A-tan (Aden, Arabia).

23. T'ieu-fang (Mecca) ®).

W. F. Mayers began the translation of this work, but un-

fortunately he never finished it, a translation of the first chapter

(Chan-ch’eug) with valuable elucidations and notes being, I believe,

all that appeared. See China Review^ III (1874| ’75), pp. 219—22^
321 — 331. “Chinese Explorations of the Indian Ocean during the

fifteenth century”. I am not aware that any other scholar has since

then made use of Huang’s valuable compilation.

I referred previously to another contemporaneous account of the

countries visited by the Cheng Ho mission, but which I have been

unable to procure; it is the Hsiyang fan Jem chih (^ ^ § ^)
or “Description of foreign countries of the West”. It bears date

1432, which is very nearly the date we must assign to the appear-

ance of the work of Ma Huan. It antidates by four years Fei

1) This chapter has also short notices on Ling shan (Cape Sanho), K*un4aa (Palo

Condor), Tung^hsi cha (Anamba Islands) and Tan^yang (Damian River, Sumatra).

2) This chapter has also brief references to Chiao-lan shan (Geram Island, Borneo)

and to Chuug-ka-lo (Janggolo, Java).

3) There is an interesting notice on Medina in this chapter.
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Hsin’s book, and by probably about the same number Chaug

Sheng’s amplified edition of the Ywg yai sheng Ian,

The “Notices on books in the Imperial Library”, (78 ,
14— 15)

says of this book that it is in one chapter and that it was written

by Kung Chen of Ying-t’ien
( iS ^ ) during the Ming

period, of whose oflBcial career nothing is known. It then goes on

to say:

“During the reign of Yung-lo (1403 — 1423) the eunuch Cheng Ho

and others were sent by Imperial orders on missions to the Western

Seas, and when Hsiian-te succeeded to the throne (Cheng) Ho,

Wang Ching-hung and others, were again sent beyond the Sea to

make known to foreign nations the Imperial commands. At this

time the writer of this book, Kung Chen, was a secretary on the

staff of the mission, and for three years on his journeys.

“He has described the following countries, Chan-ch'eng (Annam),

Chao-wa (Java), Hsien-lo (Siam), Ch’iu-chiang (Palembang), A-lu

(Aru), Man-la-ka (Malacca), Su-men-ta-la (Sumatra) Na-ku-erh (the

Battaks), Li-tai (Lide), Nan-po-li (Lambri), Liu-shan (the Maidive

islands), Pang-ko-la (Bengal), Hsi-lan (Ceylon), Hsiao Ko-lan

(Quilon), No-chih (Cochin), Ku-li (Calicut), 'Jrso-fa-erh (Djofar),

Hu-lu-mo-ssii (Ormuz), A-tan (Aden), ami T'ieii-faiig (Mecca); iu

all twenty countries.

“For all that concerned the local customs and products he con-

sulted the interpreters and put down in full and clear Chinese all

that was out of the way.

“In the 9th year of hsuan-te (1434) he prepared his notes for

publication. They resemble closely the section on foreign countries

of the Mhtg shili. It may be that the {Ming) shih took from this book”.

The only other work which I have been able to find which

contains anything of importance concerning the subject of this

study is the Yii li tsung tu
(pitfall®) by Shih Ho-chi
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(

^

^ ^ ), the preface of which bears date 1564. lu the second

volume of this work (pp. 85 — 86) are found two large maps with

the title of ‘‘General map of the countries of the Barbarians of

the eastern and southern seas”, and “General Map of the countries

of the Barbarians of the southern and western seas”. They contain

a vast number of names of places which I have never met with

before, and dispose them in a nearly purely arbitrary way over the

surface of the sea. It would be interesting to determine the sources

of information drawn from by the compiler of these maps, but I

know of no way of doing so. They mark considerable progress

over the fifteenth century map made known to us by George Phil-

lips, and, as specimens of early Chinese cartography are very rare,

these may prove of some value, or at least interest, to students.

The text of this Geography contains nothing of interest to the

purpose of these researches.

The biography of the eunuch Cheng Ho, or San Pao T'ai-chien

) as he is also called, the leader of the expeditions

in which Ma Huan, Fei Hsin, and Kang Chen took part, is con-

tained in the History of the Ming Dynasty {Ming shih, 304
,
2— 3).

It has been translated by Groeneveldt in his Notes on the Malay

Archipelago^ 41 -45, so I shall onfy refer to it briefly here.

It appears that Cheng Ho was sent on the following seven

missions to Indo-China and beyond:

1. In 1405, returning to China in 1407.

2. In 1408, „ „ „ 1411.

3. In 1412, , „ „ 1415.

4. In 1417, „ „ „ 1419.

5. In 1421, „ „ „ 1421.

6. In 1424, „ „ „ 1425,

7. In 1430, date of return not stated.
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He is said to have visited oflScially thirty-seven (six) countries

or localities. Their names are given in the following order, or

rather disorder:

*Chan-ch'eDg (Annam).

*Chao-wa (Java).

*Chen-la (Kamboja).

*Chiu-chiang (Palembang).

^Hsien-lo (Siam).

*Ku-li (Calicut).

*Man-la-kia (Malacca).

P'o-ni ^) (Brunei, Borneo).

*Su-mea-ta-la (Acheh, Sumatra).

*A-lu (Aru, Sumatra).

*Ko-chih (Cochin).

*Ta Ko-lan (Kain Kulam).

^Hsiao Ko-lan (Kulam, Quilon).

Hsi-yang So-li (Southern Coromandel coast?).

So-li (Coromandel).

Kia-i-le (Cail).

A-po-pa-tan (Jurfattan?).

*Nan-wu-li (Lambri, Sumatra).

Kan-pa-li (Cambay).

*Hsi-lan-shan (Ceylon).

*Peng-h*eng (Pahang).

Chi-lan-tan (Kelantan).

*Hu-lu-mo-38ti (Ormuz).

Pi-la (error for Pu-la-wa (?), Brawa).

*Liu shan (Northern Maldives).

Sun-la (error for Suu-ta, Sunda).

1) The inclusion of Fo-ni in the list of countries visited by Cheng Ho appears to be

an error, see infra 47 (1), Note.







II. Gi^jneral map of the Barbarians of the south-western Seas.

I
(Scale of 400 li to the square on the mainland).

I
From Y'u ti tsung-t’u, A.d. 1564.
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*Mu-ku-tu shu (Mogadosho).

Ma-lia (Melinde).

*La-sa, some port near Ma-liu.

*Tsu-fa-erh (Djofar, Arabia).

Sha-li-wan-ni (in Northern India).

*Chu pu (Jubo).

*Pang-ko-la (Bengal).

^T'ien-fang (Mecca).

*Li-fa (Lide, Sumatra).

*Na-kii-erh (Nagur, Sumatra).

Of these thirty-six places (for Lambri is mentioned twice in the

list, once as Nan-wu-li, once as Nan-po-li), twenty-five are referred

to by Ma Huan or Fei Hsin. These I have marked with an asterisk.

Concerning the eleven others we learn from the Ming shih

(325, 10) that Hsi-yang So-li, and Soli were contiguous countries,

and of similar customs. Kia-i-le (Cail) which the same work (326, 10)

says was visited by Cheng Ho in 1408 and again in 1412, and

which was a small country of the Western Ocean, was, it seems

likely, in Hsi-yang So-li, or Southern Coromandel.

As to Kan-pa-li, the Ming shih says {loc. sup. cit.), that it was

a small state of the Western Ocean near A-po-pa-tan and Hsiao

Ko-lan (Quilon); I venture to think the former was Cambay and

the latter Jurfattan of the Arabs, the Sha-li-pa-tan of the Tao i

chih lio.

There seems little room for doubt that the Ma-liu visited by

Cheng Ho was Melinde north of Mombasa. The Ming shih (326, 9)

does not say that Cheng Ho visited it, but it records the coming

of a mission from that country in 1405 which brought a giraffe

as a gift to the Emperor.

Sha-li-wan-ni was in Northern India but I cannot identify it.
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It sent a mission to China in 1416 and Cheng Ho accompanied

the u)ission back the next year.

Although Cheng Ho is the most famous of the eunuch envoys

abroad in the beginning of the fifteenth century, he was not the

first. In 1403 Ma Pin was sent on a mission to Java,

Acheh, Calicut, Quilon, and other place. Wu Pin and

Ch'ang K'o-ching
( ^ ^ ) were also sent on official missions

by sea at about the same time.

The famous eunuch traveller Hou Hsieu
( ^ ), whose bio-

graphy occurs in the Ming shih immediately after that of Cheng

Ho and who had several times between 1403 and 1413 been on

missions to Tibet and Nepal, went in 1415 by ship on a mission

to Eastern India. The Ming shih ranks him next to Cheng Ho

among the famous Chinese envoys of this period.

As the Records of the Western world ( ES«iE) of the

famous buddhist pilgrim Yuan Chuang in the VIII^^ century were

used at a later date as the basis for a romance of adventure en-

titled Hsi yu chi (05 pE) which is still very popular in China,

so the voyage of Cheng Ho, or rather the narratives of Ma Huan,

Fei Hsin, and Kung Chen, were used in the latter part of the

XVI*^ century by Lo Mou-teng in writing a fan-

tastic narrative of these voyages, to which he gave the title of Hsi

yang chi (|® bE)-^)

1) See Wylie, Notes on Chinese Literature^ 163. He says this book is in 100 chapters

(later the \Jsi yu ch'C) and that it was finished in 1597.
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I.

In(lo-€hina. Malay Feninsnla. Sumatra.

Amuim and adjacent localities.

1 (1). l\io i cTiih Ho. 8. Chan-ch'eng (ASK) Anuam.

It is an important sea-port near Hsin (and) Chiu-chou
(

^

The climate is not with sudden alternations. The soil is mid-

dling to inferior, suitable for raising cereals.

The people are given to piracy. Every year about New Year

the people are allowed to take the gall of living beings to sell to

the oflScials who buy it with money, mix it with spirits, and drink

it with the members of their families, for they say that by this

means the whole body becomes steeped with gall (?. 6., with cou-

rage), that people fear them and also that they will not have the

plague (^ ^). ^)

Below the city (of Ayutbyea?) there are many eddies in the

water and junks going up or down are detained for days. Women

come on board (incoming) junks and keep company with the sai-

lors, and when they sail again they shed tears on leaving them.

The following year when the sailors come back they keep them

company as before. If it happens that one (of them) gets to this

country when his luck is bad, then the women, for the sake of

her old affection for him, will give him food and clothing, and

1) Cont'. the account of the Yiuy yai shong lan^ infra. According to G. Maspero,

J*oung Pao, XII, 469. Hsin-chou is the present ^Vi Bandy. See also PelHot, BEFEO, IV,

202—20S.

2) I have translated by plague, without any authority, however, for so doing.

It may be any disease accompanied by ulcers and swollen grands, so far as I can gather.
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when he leaves she will speed his parting with many presents, for

nothing can shake their faithfulness.

They (the women) wear a semi-Chinese dress, and anoint their

bodies three or four times a day with an oil of camphor and musk.

They write their oflScial documents in white characters on black

leather.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment millet ( yj>

to make spirits.

The native products are dark red K'ieh*lan hsiang

calambac wood), and ta pu cloth (^ ^ ). ^)

The goods used in trading (here) are blue porcelain, decorated

cups, gold and silver head ornaments, wine cups, beads, and the like.

1 (2). Ying yai sMng Ian, 1. Chan-CH’lng i^)-

This country is south of the Sea of China
(A ^)- To the

south it confines on Chen-la (Kamboja) to the west it confines on

Kiao-chih, and to the north-east it borders on the sea.

Travelling by ship in a south-westerly direction from Wu hu-men

( 3l ) of Ch ang-lo hsien
(^ ^ ^ ) in Min {i. e., Fu-

kien) ^), with a favourable wind one can reach this country in

ten days.

1) K'ieh-lan ksiang^ calambac wood. This term for eagle-wood was not apparently used

by the Chinese before the Yiian period. In the Ying yai shcng Ian, infra, it is written

i'^iek-nan, and in the Hsing cICa Mng Ian, infra k^i-nan. In the

16th century Tung hsi yang ¥ao, Q, 6^ it is also kH-nan ( calambac, see

Yule and Burnell, Glossary of reference, 110.

As to the product of Chan-ch*eng called ta-pu I have been unable to find any ex-

planation as to its character. It must have been a cotton fabric. It occurs in a number oi

passages of the Tao i chih lio but always without explanation. Cf. infra, 34 (1), n. 3.

On Chan-ch'eng in the Yuan period, see Than shift, QIO, 6’’— 10'’, and G. Maspero,

Le Boyaume de Champa {Toung Tao, XII, 455—482, 589—626, and XIV, 153—206.

2) Ch'ang-lo Hsien in Fu-chou Fu in Fu-kien province. Ma lluan uses throughout his
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North-east of the capital over an hundred li there is a harbour

called Hsin-chou Ohiang Quinhon). On the shore of

the harbour has been built a stone pagoda to mark out arriving

junks where to moor. There is a military post called Mo-pi-»nai

( ^ ) where there are two officers and fifty to sixty sol-

diers as a special guard.

An hundred li to the south-west is the capital, which is called

Chan-ch'eng, There are four gates in the city-wall and the gates

are defensible. The king is a So-li man M A)-') He follows

the doctrine of Shih (z. On his head he wears a

cap with three gilt peaks with pendant jewels. His upper garment

is of foreign flowered cotton stuff like light brocaded silk in tex-

ture. He wraps a number of times around his lower parts an em-

broidered silk scarf. He goes bare-footed. He rides on an elephant

or in a small cart with two yellow calves Hi ^
His ministers wear hats of kajang leaves *), like the king’s in

shape, but with gold embroidery. Their hats vary with their official

rank. Their upper garment does not reach below the knee, the

lower one is an embroidered scarf tied around the waist.

The king’s palace is spacious, the walls plastered and in good

work the terms or m ,
which I have translated “ship” or “junk”. In the metrical

preface to his work in Chang Sheng’s edition, Ma Iluan in one passage makes use of the

term fsung (J^^) instead oi po ( ) The word is apparently derived from the

Malay djung our “junk”, and is an unauthorized character; I have not met with it in

any work earlier than that of Ma Huan. Of. W. F. Mayers, CAina Review, III, 329,

where he has an interesting note on the junks in the lime of the early Ming, based on

the work of Chu Yiin-ming ( ,
1460—1526), entitled Chien-wen chi ('

1) Literally a Chola from the Coromandel coast, but here meaning, probably, that the

king was of Indian descent. See infra, 5 (2), 25 (2), 55 (1); cf. Hirth and Rockhill, Chu

fan cht of Chau Jn^kua, 98, n. 1.

2) Cf. Sung shih, 480, 2* (Chan-ch'eng), also Chen-la feng fa chi of ('hou Ta-kuan,

Pelliot, BEFRO, II, 145— 146. Hsi yang chao kung tien lu, 1
,

(Chan-ch'eng) has “he

rides on an elephant or in a small cart with two bullocks”.

3) See Ying yai sheng Ian, 5 (Man-la-kia), infra, 11 (1).
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cendition. At the gates are upright carved woodeu animals to give

an appearance of dignity.

The people live in thatched huts which may not exceed three

feet in height which they must go in aud out of with bended body.

Those who disobey this are subject to punishment. Their clothing

is dark brown (or violet ^ ), but the king’s is white. It is for-

bidden to wear clothes of black or yellow; those who disobey are

put to death. The men cover their heads, the women do up their

hair in a knot behind; they are quite black in colour. Their upper

garment is a short shirt with tight sleeves, the lower is a piece of

embroidered cotton stuff wrapped around them. All the women wear

this dress. Men and women go bare footed.

The four seasons of the year are all hot, and there is neither

frost nor snow. Vegetation is constantly green. Like the people of

Min and Yiieh (z. of Fu-kieu and Kuang-tung) they never stop

chewing betel-nut.

In settling a marriage the man in the first place goes to the

woman and consummates the union ( ). After ten or fifteen

days on a sudden the parents and relations come preceded by players

of drums to welcome and escort back (the bride to her new home),

where they get ready liquor and the mats (?'. e., a feast). As to the

liquor they wait till the rice in the fermenting jar has matured

when they use tubes to suck it up; host and guests all gather

around the jar at one and the same time and suck away in a

steady stream. The flavour (of this liquor) is excellent. ^)

In writing they do not use paper but write only on sheep

skin or on black bark. ^)

1) Cf. H.juifj ch^a shtng Ian, infra \ (3), aud Ihi yaufj rhao Umg tien la, as trans-

lated by W. F. Mayers, China Review, III, 323 It says this liquor was called (by the

Chinese) weng chiu ( ).

2) My text reads
1 have assumed

that the second character should be It
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Their light form of punishment is to bind with rattans, their

severer one to cut ofi the nose. Robbers have their arms cut off.

As to adultery both the man and the woman are burnt on the cheeks.

The extreme form of punishment is to place the criminal on a seat

with a sharp pointed piece of wood which enters gradually into him

and finally comes out of his mouth so that he dies.

They have no intercalary month. A day and night are divided

into fifty divisions which are marked by the drum.

A king on the days when he receives congratulations (?. on

the New Year) washes with human gall; the principal chiefs (

presenting him with men’s galls to perform the ceremony.

When the king has reigned thirty years he becomes a hermit

for the purpose of fasting and penance, and he commands his son

or his nephew ( ) to be regent of the kingdom. When a

year has passed then he invokes Heaven with an oath, saying;

“If I had heretofore done wrong the tigers and wol-

ves would have been able to devour me or I would have died of

illness, but for the space of a year no ill has befallen me”, and

with that he resumes his sovereignty. Thereupon the people of the

kingdom shout out: ma-lia la-cha'

which is giving him the highest title.

They have (in this country) things called sMh-chih-yu
(^ ^ ^ ).

They are women but their eyes are without pupils. In the depth

of night their heads fly off and enter people’s dwellings and eat the

1) Cf. Sung shih, 480, 3 (ChaD-ch'eng).

2) Cf. supra I (1), anti infra 1 (3). See also W. F. Mayers, op. sup. cit., 324.

3) Mr. Otto Blagtlen writes me that Professor Antoine Cabaton of the Ecole ties Lan-

gues Orientales suggests — but with gieat diffidence — that fang-li is the Cham word

pandik, panrik^ “to exalt”, and that the phrase would be panrik JuaAariija, a sort of “long

live the king!”. Mr. Blagden says that in Aymonier’s and Cabaton's Dictionary occurs the

word pa/irak, “seigneur, monsieur”. Hsi yang cfiao kung tien lu^ 1, 3“^ (Chan-cb'eng) reads

hti-li ma-ha la-ja ( ^0 tL ^ m-mahli ruja "Most high

Prince”. — This is, I fancy, the correct reading.
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little children’s excrement, when their breath affects the children’s

bellies so that they die. (Then) the heads go back and are reunited

with the bodies as before, but if the bodies have been moved then

they cannot unite again and they die. If their husbands do not

give information concerning them, they are criminal, they and

their families.

In this country there is a crocodile-pool. Persons who wish to

clear up some litigation difiGcult to solve go to this pool, and those

who are in the right way may cross it many times without meet-

ing with any danger (from the crocodiles). ^)

On the hills along the coast there are very vicious wild cattle.

If one of them meets a person dressed in blue (or black) clothing,

he gores him nearly to death. Should a domestic ox escape to the

hills for a long time afterward he retains the savageness (which

he has there acquired), so the people weigh down his head (^
), so that if he attacks anyone he will not kill him.

1) Skik-chik yi(, literally “corpse-making-fish” represents probably some local form of

the Sanskrit word pxsatcha^ "vampire”. In the Tao i chih lio^ lO, zw/r^, iO, these vampires

are called Skih i'ozz Man nU
(pmm:k "Death-head Barbarian women”). Yinff

yai sheng Ian (Man-la-kia) has also the form Shih-CouMan ( The earliest

reference I have found to these vampires in Annam and adjacent countries is in the Tuya 7ig

tsa tsu (IXth century) where we read (4, G-*): "Among the K'i-tung (aborigines, '/[^ )

of Ling-nan (Kuang-tuug and Kuang-hsi) there are often persons with flying heads. In olden

times there was a man called Fei-l*ou lao-tzu ("the old fellow with the flying head”. Some

editions of the Yu yang tsa tsu read Fei-t'ou Liao-tzu ), "the Liao-tztl (aborigines)

with the flying head”). When his head was about to fly off there would appear the day

before a scar encircling his neck and looking like a red thread. When his wife and children

would see it they would watch him. In the night the man would seem to be ill when

suddenly wings would appear on his head, and it would separate from the body and go off

to the mud flats along the shore and search for crabs and earthworms and such like things

to eat. At dawn it would come back, and the man would awaken as if from a dream feeling

all right in his stomach”. Hsi yang chao hung tien la, 1, (Chan-ch'eng) says they ate

babies.

Conf. also L. de Rosny, Peuples orUntauj: connas des anciens Chinois^ 149—153, and

W. F. Mayers, China Review^ III, 323—325.

2) See Hirth and Rockhill, op. zup. cit., 48.
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They use gold and also silver in trading. They prize extremely

Chinese blue porcelain, and likewise also satins and silks, which

they buy with money whenever they see any.

The native products are calambac wood kuan-yin

bamboos laka-wood, and ebony ( yfC

)

superior to

that of other countries.

As to k*'ieh^nan lisiang though found in this country its price

is high. Kuan^yin bamboo is like a rattan over eighteen feet

long, of an iron coloured blackness and in every inch there are

two or three knots.

Rhinoceros ‘horns and elephants’ tusks are plentiful. The rhi-

noceros is like the water-buffalo, the large ones reach eight hundred

catties (in weight). Their bodies are hairless and black, their scale-

like skin is thick. Their hoofs are cloven. They have a single horn

on their snouts about a foot and five inches long. They only eat

the leaves pulled off trees and pieces of dry wood.

(They have also) horses the size of donkeys, water-buffalo, do-

mestic cattle yellow cattle), swine and sheep (or goats). They

have likewise geese and ducks; the largest of their fowls does not

weigh over three catties.

As to fruit they have plums, oranges, water-mellons, sugarcane,

cocoa-nuts and bananas.

Their jack-fruit is like a gourd. The lichee is the size of a

hen’s egg, the skin is yellow, the taste very sweet; its seed can

be roasted and eaten.

As to vegetables they have gourds, cucumbers, bottle-gourds, ^)

the mustard plant, onions, and ginger.

The people occupy themselves with fishing and not with agri-

culture. The grain of their rice is small, elongated and reddish.

1) Hu4u )» ^ presume is the same as (or or • See

Bretsch ©eider, Botan. Sinicum^ Ft. 2, 198, N° 384.
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The tribute (brought to China from Chaa-ch'eng) consists of

rhinoceros’ horns, elephants’ tusks, calambac wood.

1 (3). Using clia sheng Ian, 1. Chan-CH*kng
( ^ )•

In the 7th year of Yung-lo (A.D. 1409) the Emperor T'ai-

tsung appointed as envoys the eunuchs Cheng Ho, Wang Ching-

(i others to take command of over 27.000

soldiers and 48 sea-going junks and to proceed abroad to explore

and to bestow Imperial gifts.

In the autumn of that year in the 9th moon they set sail from

Liu-chia bay of T'ai-tsang In the 10th

moon they arrived in T'ai-p'ing bay ( ) in Ch'ang-lo

hsien in Fu-kien and anchored. In the 12th moon they

put to sea from Wu-hu (-men, ^ ), and with all sails set

and a favourable wind they came to the kingdom of Ohan-ch'eng

in twelve days.

This kingdom has a harbour called Hsin-chou
(^ ^ ) near

the sea. To the west (Annam) reaches to Kiao-chih
(^ ,

Tongking), to the north it adjoins China. Sea-goiug ships come

here (to Hsin-chou).

The sovereign wears on his head a three-peaked, gold-orna-

mented cap (^ IJ4 ^ body is thrown (^) a

brocaded shawl (-^ |jl ), on his wrists and ankles are gold rings,

on his feet he wears tortoise-shell sandals. Around his waist is

bound a bejewelled girdle i ^ he looks like a doll

covered with diamonds. ^) He rides on an elephant, around him

crowd over 500 soldiers, either holding spears, swords, or short

1) The text reads
1^1

)
. I do not feel sure that I have caught

the sense of this. Conf. this passage with supra 1 (2).
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gans, or dancing with tambourines, beating drums, or blowing on

cocoa-nut shell pipes
(^ ). His chiefs all ride horses.

He came out of the city to receive the Imperial commands, got

off his elephant, knelt, and crawled on his knees

Touched by the Imperial bounty he presented articles of tribute.

This country has great numbers of elephants and rhinoceros.

Tusks of ivory and rhinoceros horns are more plentiful than in

any other country. Calambac wood grows on a cer-

tain mountain; the officers of the ruler forbid the gathering of it,

and those who disobey have their hands cut off.

There is ebony and also laka-wood which they burn as fuel.

There is neither frost nor snow; the climate is constantly as

hot as in summer and vegetation is always green, now in flower,

now in fruit. They boil sea-water to make salt. The rice is very

poor. The natives eat betel-nut which they wrap in sirih leaves

with lime of shell-fish; whether walking or sitting or lying down,

they are never without it in their mouths.

The New Year begins when they see the new moon; and so it

is with the ending of the (preceding) month. The (completion of)

ten(?) waxings and wanings of the moon makes a year.

They are fond of beating the drum day and night. Their rule

is that ten watches make a day. The sovereign and common people

do not rise before noon and do not go to sleep before midnight.

When they see the (new) moon they make merry, drinking, singing,

and dancing. Where the sovereign resides rooms, doors, and w^alls

are all made of bricks and mortar, and hard woods carved with

designs of animals. ®) Around the outside are walls. There is also

a city-wall and suburbs. The soldiers equipment comprises poisoned

arrows, spears, etc.

1) Conf. Chao Ju-kua’s statement, Hirth and Roekhill op. sup. cif.^ 48

2) Conf. supra 1 (2).
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The houses of the chiefs are orderly arranged, the height of the

doors is limited, The common people make their dwellings with

coverings of plaited reeds.

They will not eat 6sh before it is rotten, nor do they consider

liquor good before maggots have appeared in the ferment. They

throw some pellets (of ferment) in the rice, mix them dry and put

them in an earthenware jar, regularly seal it up and put it aside.

After some days, maggots having appeared in the grain, the fer-

mentation has been completed, so on a day they unseal it using a

section of bamboo three or four feet long which they stick into

the grain in the jar. Five men may sit around it, and they put

more or less water according to the number of people. Each one

in turn sucks up the liquor through the bamboo into his mouth.

When it has all been sucked up they add water. If it has no

longer any taste they stop, if it still retains any flavour they seal

it up keep it for another time.

The ruler to lengthen the years of his life gets the gall of a

living man and, having mixed it with liquor, drinks it, he, and the

members of his family; It serves also to cleanse the body, for it

is said that the whole body is (made) of gall.

There are the Shih-Vou Man {P ‘'Corpse-headed Bar-

barians”). In the first place they are ordinary women, they only

differ from other people in having no pupils to their eyes. When
these women are asleep with their husbands their heads fly away in

the dead of night and go and eat human excrement, after which they

come back again and join on to their bodies which become just as alive

as before. When people are ill and feel a desire to go to stool (if)

tbe evil spirit enters their bodies they surely die.

Such women are rare among the people, but if anyone should

1) This is made clear by reference to the parallel passage in Ma Huan's work, supra
1 (2).

^
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not inform the officials of the existence of one, it would be a

criminal oflFeuce for him and his whole family. The natives play

tricks on these heads. They are hated both alive and dead.

Both sexes do up their hair in a chignon behind the head,

and wrap aronnd it a chintze turban. They wear a short cotton

shirt and around their waists a scarf of chintze If))-

They do not use writing brushes or paper, but they cover a

thin piece of sheep-skin wit soot and sharpen a small piece of

bamboo for a style which they dip in lime (-water) to write their

characters with; these are like wriggling earth-worms. The language

is like the chirping of birds, interpreters have to translate it.

2 (1). Tao i chih Ho, 51. Ling shan iJj )• Cape Sa-hoi.

The mountains (covering it) are lofty and square ( fjij 3^^)-*)

Springs in the rocks flow babbling down. The people live scattered

about like stars. They gain their livelihood by fishing with nets.

The soil is virgin ( when broken for tillage it gives

two crops in the year.

When junks come here the sailors faste and bathe and for three

days they worship the Buddha, read the scriptures, light lamps to

put on the water, and let go paper junks, seeking to avert cala-

mities from their ships before going any further.

The customs, the climate, the natives, are all as in Chan-ch'eug.

The native products include a kind of creeper the best variety

1) I suppose the trick played on the flying head was that mentioned in the parallel

passage of the Tao i chih lio^ lO (Pin-t*ang-lung) of putting a piece of paper over its neck

so that it could not join on to its body.

2) The text reads ^ “Their language is nothing but swallows*

and tailor-birds* (chirping)*’.

3) Geo. Phillips says Ling shan was Davaich Head, Pelliot says it is Cape Saboi, N.

of Quinhon. Others identify it with Cape Varela.
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of which has fine black marking arranged symetrically upon it.

Each piece is worth (a block) of tin. The larger kind which has

marking more spaced is worth (a block) of tin for three pieces.

Passing junks stop a day or so here for getting a supply of

water and gathering fuel, and also for procuring betel-nuts and

sirih leaves. There are no other noteworthy objects.

The goods used in trading are coarse cups, beads, pieces of

iron, and such like things.

2 (2). IIswg~ch*a sMiig-lan, 2. Ling shan ( 1 1 [
).

This locality is near the country of Chau-ch'eng. This moun-

tain
( jjj or island) rises in lofty summits and is square. There

are streams which flow down and wind around it like a girdle.

On the top of the mountain there is a rock like a Buddha’s head,

hence its name of Ling shan or “Divine Mountain”. The people

live scattered about like stars. They fish with nets for a living.

The soil is rich and they have two crops a year. The climate is

temperate. In appearance both sexes greatly resemble the people of

Chan-ch'eng.

The native products include a kind of creeper (rattan) with

black marks arranged symetrically in pairs. Each piece is bartered

for a block of tin. If large sized with marking far apart it ex-

changes at a block of tin for three pieces.

There are also betel-nuts and sirih leaves, but no other note-

worthy products.

Passing junks must get fuel and water here. The sailors, having

fasted und bathed for three days, worship the Buddha and ofler

l) According to the Hsirtg ch^a skeng Ian, 13. (Man-!a*kia, infra, 11 (2) a block of

tin weighed one catty four ounces {kuan^piwj)
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prayers and set on the water lighted lamps and painted boats to

avert calamities from men and junks.

3 (1). Tao i civil Uo, 10. Pin-t'ung-lung

Piu-t'uiig-luug is uuder the domiuion of Chau-ch*eng. Its ge-

neral natural conditions (±*t )
are similar to those of Chan-

ch'eng. There is a stream with two branches which flows through it.

This is the place called in Buddhist books Wang-she ch’eng

It is also said that the foundations of Mu-lien’s cot-

tage
( @ 5iMS) are here.

The soil, the people, their customs, and the climate are as in

Chan-ch'eng.

When a person dies they put on mourning, have a religious

ceremony and choose a secluded spot in which to bury him.

The sovereign of the country rides an elephant or a horse with

a red umbrella borne over him. His escort of over an hundred men

bear shields and shout ya ( ES ) or phi ), which are native words.

The Shih-foit Man women are more dreaded

here than in Chan-ch'eng; so the people have many temple cere-

monies and make sacrifices (to keep them off). These Man are born

like any other children except that they have ho pupils in their

eyes. In the dead of night their heads fly away and eat human

excrements and then fly back again. If a person manages to put a

piece of paper or of stuff over the neck the heads on getting back

(to their bodies) cannot join unto them again and they die. All

the people of this country are careful after having had a stool to

1) See on this inexplicable legend shifting the well-known Rajagriha (Wang-she ch^eng)

and the hermitage of Mandgalyayana (Mn-lien) to Panrang, Hirth and Rockhili, Ojp.

51, and the authorities there cited. The has She-wei-k'i-shih ((^Vavasti?)

instead of Wang-she-ch'eng,
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wash themselves cleau or the Man will come to eat their excrement

and will get in bed with them. If they accomplish this the per-

son’s bowels will be eaten np and his vital spirits will be so ex-

hausted that he will die.

The local products are calambac-wood and ivory. The goods

used in trading are silver and chintzes.

Under it (^) are the tribes of Hu-ma-sha of

Man-t*ou-lo-sha ^ ^ of Kieh-pao ^)i of P'i-ch'i

of Hsin-ku and of Yueh-chou (^ ^), but,

as they have no native products, junks do not go there.

3 (2). Hsing ch*a sheng Ian. 4. Pin-t'ung-lung ^ ).

This country is adjacent to Chan-ch'eng. It has a double

branched stream whose waters are clear.

Buddhist books say that this country is She-wei-k'i-shih

^ ^^avasti); the ruins of Mu-lien’s dwelling are (still) revered.

The people, products, customs, vegetation, and climate, are much

as in Chan-ch'eng, only in their funeral ceremonies they put on a

mourning garment, then consult the Buddhas (^. e., the gods) as to

a place in which to bury the dead person.

In their marriages they pair (? ^ '^)*

When their ruler goes out he either rides an elephant or a

horse, and as in Chan-ch'eng over an hundred men accompany him

bearing (shields) and shouting “ya”, (^) and ).

The natural products are calambac-wood and elephants’ tusks.

1) I am not aware that any of these dependencies of Panrang have been identided •

in the Chu-fan chih (Chan-ch*eng), the names Liang-pao ^ P*i-ch*i (BJfe
and Yneh-li appear among the dependencies of Chan-ch'eng; they are evidently

the same as the Kieh-pao, Pi-ch*i and Yiieh-chan of the text.
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The goods used (by the Chinese in trading here) are gold, silver,

and chintzes.

The common people weave reeds te cover their dwellings.

4 (J). Tao i chih Ho. 13. Jih-li { B Jarai(?)

Between two hills a barrier and market have been established.

The land, though level, lies waste. The spring is cold, the summer

rainy, so cultivation is carried on contrary to the seasons, and as

a consequence the harvests are small and they have to count on

other countries for food. In winter the climate is hot.

The habits and customs are moral. Men and women do up

their hair in a knot and have a white cotton sarong and turban;

around them they wrap a small piece of yellow cotton.

When a woman loses her husband she does not marry again.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment treacle ( ) to

make sjnrits. They have a ruler.

The native products include turtle-shells, cranes’ crests, laka-

wood and tin.

The goods used in trading are blue chinaware, chintzes, coarse

cups, bits of iron, little prints, {seven characters missing in the text)^

and such like.

Siam and adjacent localities.

5 (1). Tao i chih Ho. 33. Hsien Siam.

Leaving Hsin-men-t*ai
( p )

the mouth of a river

1) According to Chao Ju-kua, Jih-li was one of the dependencies of Annam (Chan-ch'eng).

Mr, Blagden writes to me: *‘I wonder whether Jih-li represents the Jarai, an inland,

rather barbarous tribe not far removed from the Chams of the coast in point of distance

and speaking a closely allied language. It seems possible if in the author's dialect the

character for li can be read lai, lot or
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is entered; the outside bills are rough and jagged, the inner range

is far away. The soil is poor, unfit for the cultivation of rice

), so they count yearly on Lo-hu
(^ ^ ,

Lopburi). The

climate is irregular.

The people are much given to piracy; whenever there is an

uprising in any other country, they at once embark in as many

as an hundred junks with full cargoes of sago (as food) and start

off and by the vigor of their attack they secure what they want.

(Thus) iu recent years they came with seventy odd junks and

raided Tan-ma-hsi (^ ^|!| ^^) and attacked the city moat. (The

town) resisted for a month, the place having closed its gates and

defending itself, and they not daring to assault it. It happened just

then that an Imperial envoy was passing by (Tau-ma-hsi), so the

men of Hsien drew off and hid, after plundering Hsi-li
(^ ).

(Again) in the year ki~ch'ou ( ^ ) of the period clChtg

(A.D. 1349) in the 5th moon in summer they fell upon Lo-hu. ^)

When a person dies they pour quicksilver into the body to

nourish it. The dress of the men and women is like that of Lo-hu.

Furthermore, in their trading they make use of cowrie shells as

money.

The natural products are sapan-wood, tin, lucrabau seeds, ele-

phants’ tusks, and kingfishers’ feathers.

The goods used in trading (by the Chinese) are beads, quick-

silver, blue cotton stuffs, copper, iron, and such like things.

l) This passage must have been inserted just as the Tao i cAi/i Ho was about to leave

the author’s hands. The first preface to this book, written by San shan Wu chien (
—

—

1 1 1
) bears the date “12th moon in winter of the year ki-ch'oa of the period

chik-ck"enf/' (i. e., January—February 1350). On Tan-ma-hsi, conf. Tao i chik lio,

(Lung-ya-men), itifra^ 22 (1).
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5 (2). Ying yai slieng Ian. 4. Hsien-lo

The Tjountry is a thousand li square {i. e., to the side), the

mountains which surround it are all steep and rugged. The ground

is damp, the soil is poor, barely fit for cultivation.

The climate is not equable; it is either foggy or hot.

Sailing from Chan-ch’eng in a south-westerly direction for seven

days and nights you arrive at the port of Hsin-men-(tai, ^
[^^]) where you enter the mouth of a river the Menam)

which leads up to the capital (Ayuthyea).

The king’s palace is handsome. The people live in raised build-

ings which are made of areca palm wood planks placed close to-

gether and tied with rattan, so that they are very strong. On this

they place rattan and bamboo mats, and here they dwell.

The king is a So-li man; he wears a white cotton turban

on his head and no (upper) garment; around his loins he wraps an

embroidered silk scarf held in place by a waistband of brocaded silk.

He goes out riding an elephant or in a sedan chair and a

golden handled umbrella of kajang leaves is (borne over him). He

is a believer in the doctrine of ^akya“(muni).

The people of the country who become bonzes and nuns are

very numerous; their dress is of the style worn in China, They

have nunneries and monasteries and observe fasts and penances.

It is the custom of the people to leave the married women

much discretion ; the husbands follow the advice of their wives.

Should a married woman have a liaison with a Chinaman (the

husband) remains calm and does not take exception to it. ®)

1) This cha[)ter has been translated by Geo. Phillips from the revised edition of the

YiHff yai sh^ Ian by Chang Sheng. JCBRAS, XXI, 34—38.

2) Supra^ 1 (2). Ma Huan says that the king of Chan-ch^eng was a Chola.

3) Conf, Tao i chih lio^ SI (Lo-hu), infra^ 8 (1), and 11 (Chen-la), infra^ G (1);

also Chen-la feng fu cki^ 25’*.
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The men wear on their heads a white cotton turban, and they

have a long garment similar to the women’s; they do their hair in

a knot. When the men have accomplished twenty years of age they

must (wear an ornament on their heads?) inlaid with beads and

precious stones (or jade). The pattern worn by the wealthy is of

STold and ornamented with beads which have a tinkling sound which

is much admired. If they do not then they are poor fellows.

As to their marriage ceremonies a bonze and a crowd of people

escort the (future) son-in-law to the girl’s house, then the bonze

takes hold of the girl and makes a red mark on the man’s fore-

head; this is called ‘Vi shili' ( rjr ) (there are other details) so

coarse that it is not proper to state them here. After three days

the bonze and all the relatives and friends accompany them back

(to the groom’s house) bearing betel-nuts (and an) ornamented boat,

when a feast is spread and they make merry. ^)

As to the funeral ceremonies, in the case of a rich person they

pour quicksilver into him and bury him. In the case of a person

of the common people they carry the corpse to an islet of the sea

where numbers of golden coloured birds come down and eat it,

then what is left is thrown into the sea: this is called bird-burial.

They also have fasts of the buddhist religion and prayers as in

Kuang-tung.

They are treacherous and are given to fighting on the water

(i. 6., to piracy); they are constantly attacking neighboring coun-

tries. ^)

In trading they use sea-shells (cowries) just (as we do) copper

cash.

The native products comprise the red ina-k'en-ti stone which is

1) See Pelliot in BEFEO, II, 153—154, and confer Lian/^ shu^ 04, 4* (Lin-i), Sui

sliu, 2* (liin-i), also Tao i ckik Ho, 11 (Chcn-Ia), infra, 6 (1),

2) See Tao i cHh lio, 33 (Hsicn), supra, 5 (1).
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iaferior only to red ya-hu (i. ruby) and is as bright and shining

as a ponigranate seed,

North-west of this kingdom two hundred and odd li there is a

market town ( ffj
called Shang-shui ( -t ^ ), which commu-

nicates with the south. The inhabitants number approximately six

hundred families.

All kinds of foreign products are found (in Hsieu-lo): hiiang^lien

hsiang ( ,
rhizomes of Coptis teeta)^ lo~ho lien hsiang

mm mm ), laka-wood, and gharu. There is also rose-wood

cardamoms, lucrabau seeds, dragon’s blood (? rattans,

sapan-wood, tin elephants’ tusks, kingfishers’ feathers. The

sapan-wood is as cheap as fire-wood, its colour is unsurpassable.

Of animale they have (in Hsien-lo) the white elephant, lions,

cats and white squirrels.

The vegetables and fruits are as in Chau-ch’eng.

They have rice-wine and cocoa-nut wine, both of which are

distilled spirits.

Its tribute (to the Court of China) is sapan-wood and laka-wood.

1) This stone has not been identified, I Mediaeval Researches

y

1, 174, where, quoting the Cho k^g lu^ he says it is a variegated stone, without lustre

and is dug from the same mines as the red ya-hii.

2) Geo Phillips, op. sup. cii.y 37, has “A hundred U to the S.W. of this kingdom

there is a trading place called Shang shui ( ±;!K ), which is on the road to Yun~hou

m^i ^ ' seems to me that the text translated by Phillips must have

meant that Shang-shui, wherever it was, was a small trading place in indirect communi-

cation (“a back gate”) with YiiD(-nan). Hsi yang chao hung Tien lUy S, 2* (Hsien lo) un-

derstands it thus; it has “

3) Can it be that lo-!io lien hsiang is an error for Lo-hu hen hsiang (

) “aromatic woods from Lo hu and adjacent countries”? The eagle-wood from

Lo-hu was famous.
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5 (3). Hsing cli^a shevg Ian, 6. Hsien-lo ( ).

With a favourable wind this country can be reached from

Chau-ch'eng in ten days. The hills (on the sea-coast) are high

white rocky cliffs extending for a thousand li. The outer hills are

rugged, the inner ranges are far remote. The land is level and

fertile, the crops abundant. The climate is constantly hot

In their ways they are domineering, and they esteem personal

bravery. They make forays on neighboring countries. They make

spears by sharpening areca-palm wood and have shields of water-

buffalo hide, poisoned arrows, and other arms. The like particularly

to fight on the water.

Both men and women do up their hair in knots and have

white cotton turbans. They wear long shirts and wrap a coloured

cloth around their loins.

High and low consult with their wives on all matters of bu-

siness, after which the men reach an arrangement without any

difficulty. The Chinese are very fond of (these Siamese women);

when they have a jollification they will make merry with them,

sing, and stay the night long.

Many of the women become Buddhist or Taoist nuns; they re-

cite the prayers and observe the penances. The colour of their clo-

thing is similar to that worn in China (by nuns). They erect va-

rious kinds of religious buildings.

They have a most strict mourning ceremonial. As soon as a

person has drawn his last breath they pour quicksilver in the corpse

to preserve it; later on they choose a high mound of earth,

where, after a religious ceremony, they bury it.

1) Conf. Tao i chih //o, SI (Lo«hu), infra

^

8 (1).

2) Conf. Tao i chih lio, lo (Hsia-lai-wu), infra, 15 (1).
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They ferment glutinous rice to make spirits, and boil sea-water

to make salt.

The products are aromatic woods of Lo-hu ( of

lucrabau seed, sapan-wood, rhinoceros’ horns, elephants’ tusks, king-

fishers’ feathers, beeswax. They have a currency of cowrie shells,

every ten thousand of which are equal to twenty (taels) in ching-

Vung cliao (paper money). ^)

The goods used (in trading here) are blue and white china-

ware, chintzes, coloured light silks, coloured satins, gold, silver, cop-

per, iron, quicksilver, beads and kittysols.

Its rulers, deeply moved by the far-reaching kindness of our

glorious dynasty, constantly send missions to court with memorials

written on leaves of gold and with tribute oflFerings.

Kaniboja and adjacent localities.

6 (1). Tao i chih lio. 11. Chen-la Kamboja.

(The quarter around) the south gate of the city (of Chen-la,

) is the real trade centre. The wall of the city is

over seventy li in circumference. A stone (banked?) river (^
of over two hundred feet iu width surrounds it.

They have over forty myriads of elephants for war, and some

thirty temples which are wonderfnlly ornamented with gilded walls

and sheets of silver for tiling (^ ^ ^ They have a chair

or **papcr money of the chung^t^ ung^' period of the Yuan. These

notes were issued between 1260 and 1264 during the first years of KublaPs reign. Wang

Ta-yiian says in speaking of Kiao-chih (Tongking) that among the people 67 copper cash

of Kiao-chih were counted to one tael of chung-t^ung silver though the official equivalent

was 70 cash. In Wu-tieh (Orissa) he says that the silver coin of the country, weighing

two mace eight candareens was taken for 10 taels in chung-t^ung ck*ao (paper money).

The whole paragraph is copied from Tao i cki/i lio, 21 (Lo-hu), in/ra^ 8 (1). Hsi yang

chao i'Uftg Tien lu, 2, 3* (Hsien-lo) gives a long list of textile fabrics made in Siam.
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made of seven precious substances for tbeir sovereign, and the seats

of his nobles and kinsmen are all golden stools.

Yearly there is a festival when they set out on exhibition apes

of gold, peacocks of jade, six-trunked white elephants, three-horned

silver-hoofed oxen, and in front of them are arranged ten lions of

gold. On a stage of bronze they put twelve silver pagodas guarded

(at the four corners?) by bronze elephants. All the people are fed

on gold tea-trays and high dishes and out of cups of gold.

It is also called the “Land of the Hundred Pagodas” (

for they have built an hundred golden pagodas. One of them, a

dog having damaged it the tee of the pagoda has

not been completed. Then there is a lake called Ma ssu In ch'ih

^ ^ yfe) where they have also built five pagodas with spires

of gold. Next there is the relic of Sang-hsiang Fo ^
for which they have made an envelope of gold, and a stone bridge

of over four hundred feet (in length). This country is commonly

called “Chen-la the rich” ("g ^ ^ ^ ^).i)

The climate is constantly hot. The soil is very fertile. The

people boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment millet
( to

make spirits.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot. When their girls

have reached the age of nine they call in a Buddhist priest to per-

form the ceremony of pricking her with his finger and making a

red mark on her forehead and on that of her mother. This cere-

1) Cf this and the preceeding paragraph with the description of Chon Ta-huan in

the CAcn-la fetig i‘u chi, 2*^— 5^’. Wang Ta-viian must have had this work before him

when he wrote about Kamboja, for raucli of the information he gives seems to he derived

from or inspired by that work.

The capital of Kamboja in the time of Chou Ta-kuan and of Wang Ta-yuan was

Eintapath (Angkhor-thom), but in the beginning of the 15th century the capital was

transferred to Shadomukh ~ the present Phnom-Penh See A. Leclere, HUioire du Cam-
lodge, 219—220. Fei Hsin confines himself to copying from Wang’s book, consequently his

notes have no value whatever at the time at which he wrote.
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mony is called li shih ( ) for they say that by so doing when

she comes to marry she will be a good housewife. When (the girls)

have completed their tenth year they are married. If the wife has

a liaison with a stranger the husband is much pleased thereat, and

will brag to the other men, saying, ‘‘My wife is a clever woman,

she can make men love her”. (Such women?) wrap brocade around

their bodies and on their foreheads they display pearls.

When the sovereign goes forth he uses a golden cart; he is

most grand; over his body are spread (bejeweled?) fringes, in his

right hand he holds a sword, in his left a deer’s tail (J^ ^)-
As to their laws, they have the punishments of cutting off the

nose and of branding. Natives who commit theft or robbery have

their hands and feet cut off, are branded on the breast and back,

(or) tattooed on the forehead. Should a Chinese kill native he pays

a sum of money to expiate it, and if he has no money they take

him in person to atone for it.

The native products include beeswax, rhinoceros horns, peacocks,

gharu-wood ( ), sapan-wood, lucrabau seeds and king-

fishers’ feathers superior to those of any other foreign parts.

The goods used in trading are silver, yellow and red beads,

dragon pattern satins Kieiuning brocades (^ ^ ^ )i

silks, cottons, and the like.

6 (2). Jlsivg ch'a sMi^g Ian. 5. Chen-la (^ 1^)*^)

From Chan-ch*eng with a favourable wind this country can be

reached in three days. The commercial centre is to the south of

1) Hsi yamj ckao kwig Tien In, I, 6 (Chen-la), says : “Chen*la had three qualities of

gbaru wood, the first was (from) Lu-yang ( ), the second from SanJo ( . Yi).
the third from PVlo-ch'a ( )” “There is a tree the flower of which

are like those of the lin^^chHn ( ,
a species of Pyriis)^ with elm leaves and plum(like)
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the gate of the capital. It (the capital) has a moat around it over

70 li in length, a stone river
(5 ST) over two hundred feet in

length and over thirty temple buildings of various kinds. Every

year there is a festival when they set out jade apes (

peacocks, white elephants, and rhinoceros before them. It is called

the “Land of an Hundred Pagodas”
(^ ^>|‘| ).

They eat their fill on plates of gold and out of bowls of gold.

It is the ordinary thing to call it “Chen-la the rich”.

The climate is always hot, the fields give abundant crops. They

boil sea-water to make salt. The habits are opulent.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot; they wear short

shirts with a piece of cotton wrapped around them. Their laws

punish criminals by cutting ofi the nose, the feet, branding, and

by banishment. Robbers are punished by having their hands and

feet cut off.

Should a native kill a Chinese he pays for it with his life.

Should a Chinese kill a native he is fined a sum of gold; if he

has no gold he sells himself in expiation of his crime.

The products are beeswax, rhinoceros, elephants, peacocks, gharu-

wood, sapan-wood, oil of lucrabau seed, and kingfishers’ feathers.

The goods used (in trading here) are gold, silver, beads, bro-

caded satins, light silks, and cotton stuffs.

fruit, it is called k(hpi‘t^o ( ). (The tree which has) flowers like the quince’s,

with apricot leaves and mulberry(like) fruit, is called p*i-yeh
( ). The tree which

is like the an-lo amra^ mango), with elm leaves, long branches, yellow flowers

and black seed is called su-/ang ( , sapan); it can be used for dyeing. The fish

with a snout like an elephant, which can suck up water and flow it out which has four

feet and no scales is called a chien-tung
(mm ), and the our which is like an eel

with a mouth like a parrot’s and eight legs is called J'oU'hu
(^40'- "

{Note to text; In the 6th year of Hung-wn (1374) its king Hn-crh-na
(

)

sent his minister Nai-i-ohi-lang
(^ ^ ) and others with presents

;
after this

they did not after bring tribute to Court).
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7 (1). Tao i chih lio. 20. Lo-wei Ligor(?).

It is south of Southern Chen-lo
(^ ) and was anciently

called also Shih-kia-Io shau
(W ^ M l-Ll )• ^) The country

( \\] )

is poor, the best lands are not more than middling. The grain

begins growing at the end of spring; the people raise more than

they can use and export it to other countries.

The climate is not regular. The customs are frugal and dilligent.

Men and women tattoo their bodies. They wear a dark red (or

violet) turban, and put around their waists Liu pu (y^ ^
in place by bamboo rings. They use crude beeswax to make lights,

and weave cotton for a living. They boil sea-water to make salt

and steep the root of the ko
(^ ) and ferment the water to make

spirits which has a delicious sweet flavour. They drink it after a

few days and it is not intoxicating.

They have a ruler. The native products are coarse laka-wood,

tortoise-shell, beeswax, and cotton. Though they have valuable

timber they are unable to cut it.

The goods used in trading are chessmen, scarfs rti ), k'ou--

chi taffetas ^‘dog-track taffetas”), coloured beads,

trade silver, blue and white porcelain bowls, bits of iron, etc.

1)

There can he no doubt that is a very unusual form for
,

whether it is a copyist’s error or intentional I cannot say, I have never met with this

form elsewhere. Lo-wei may be the TiO-ydeh ( ) of the T'ang period, and the

Teng-liu'raei (

^

7ll
) of Chao Ju'kua, which is generally supposed to have been

Ligor in the southern extremity of the Malay Peninsula. Shih-kia-lo, given as the old

name of Lo-wei is unknown to me, it seems to correspond with some such form as Cakala

or Cakara, unless it points to an original Singa or Singapura.

2) Liu pu is a cotton fabric made in the Liu (Maidive) islands. In another chapter

Wang Ta-yuan speaks of the large cotton sheets or handkerchiefs
( ^ rfi ti)

made in the Maldives. Tao i chih lio, 63 (Pei Liu), infra^ 59 (1), cf. Ying yai shen/j lan^

14 (Lin shan, Tieh-kan), mfra, 59 (2).

3) Couf. Tao i chih Ho, 42 (Lung-ya-po-ti), infra, 20 (1)
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8 (1). Tao i chih Ho. 21. Lo-hu Lopburi (Lower Menain).

Its steep clifiFs of white rocks make it look like a walled town

with suburbs The land is level and extensive and pro-

duces abundant crops on which the people of Hsien (Siam) count.

The climate is constantly as warm as in spring; in their habits

they are violent.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot and wear a white

cotton turban and a long cotton shirt. In determining any matter,

whether it be the pattern of a thing, money, grain, or going in or

out, they discuss it with their wives before deciding, and frequently

it is arranged better than by the men.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment glutinous rice

to make spirits. They have a ruler. It is the rule to conduct their

trade with cowries instead of coins; ten thousand of them are

equal in value to twenty-four taels in chung^Vung paper money. It

is extremely convenient for the people.

The country has as native products Lo-hu aromatic (woods)

with a very pure and strong perfume like that of gharu-wood. Then

there is sapan-wood, rhinoceros horns, elephants’ tusks, kingfishers,

feathers, and beeswax.

The goods used in trading are blue (china) ware, cotton prints,

gold, tin, Hainan betel-nuts, and cowrie shells.

Next to it (or subordinate to it) are Mi-le-fo (^ ),

Hu-nan-kuei (i^^^:^), Shan-ssti-fan
( # *). Sii-la-ssu-

p'ing and Chi-tun-li ^ As they

have no useful products they are only mentioned in this note.

1) I am not aware that any of these localities have been identified. C’onf. however,

Chu fan chih (Chen-la), where, in the list of dependencies of Chen-la, we find Hsi-pVn"

<aw ) and Tun-li-fu
( g ), which have some resemblance to the Su-la-

ssu-p'ing and the Chi-tnn-li of the text.
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The goods used iu trading are coarse silver ingots, blue cottons,

porcelain-ware, Ch'u(-chou) porcelain, earthenware

pots, big jars, iron caldrons, etc.

10 (1). Tao i chill lio. 50. K'un-lun Condor.

It is the ancient K'un-lun shan, also called Chiin-t un shan

(KTfiUj ). The island is high and broad with a winding coast

of over an hundred li in length ; it rises up in the midst of the

ocean opposite Chau-ch'eng, (Tung-)hsi-chu (Auamba Islands) and

Ting-chih
(^ its base is the K'un-lun Sea, whence its name.

Junks trading in the Western Ocean must get hy it rapidly

) a favourable wind it can be passed iu seven days

(from Chan-cb'eng). There is a saying that “above there are the

Ch'i-chou (Paracels islands), below there is K'uu-lun’'; so they look

to their steering or they will lose their ships.

The laud produces no rare product; the inhabitants have no

houses but live iu the higher part of the hills. There are some

tens of males of strange shape and outlandish appearance, who live

in caves and wild places and who have no clothing; iu the daytime

they eat mountain fruits, fish, and prawns; at night they rest in

the forks of trees like the Piao-clri (^:}^) of the days of the

wild deer (^ ^ tHl )• ^) do we know this? Well, when

1) Sheng Ts'eng-chih in the J ao t rhih lio kaang chan)

porcelain is Lung-ch'iian (

1 says that Chu chou

Hirth, Ancient Chinese Porcelain, JJO, says;

“The Imng-ch^an factories were moved to Ch'u'chou^t'u at the beginning of the Ming dynasty

A I). 1368]” It appears from our text that they were moved at an earlier date

2) The text reads ^ g ^
o

‘ ‘0 '^wect it on the strength of the reading of Fei Hsin in

the parallel passage in the Ushuj cV a shvnj Ian, which has
j*h g yM ^ -{|(J^ M. o o

,

3) I fail to catch the allusion, it is probably a classical one. The tcjt reads
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junks, forced by contrary winds, anchor at this island, a crowd of

men and women congregate together and amuse themselves, clapping

their hands and joking, and then make off. They follow purely

natural instinct ), so I say, are they people of the

Ko-t*ien family?^)

10 (2). Using ch'ii slung laiu 3. K'UN-LVN SHAN ^ jl|

This island rises in the middle of the boundless ocean facing

Chan-ch'eng, Tung-hsi-chu, Anamba Islands, and Ting-chih
(^

It is high and square; its area is extensive
( UjffiSit)-

Sailors speak of the “Sea of K*un-lun”. All junks going to the

Western Ocean must wait for favourable wind when they will pass

it in seven days. There is a common saying that “above one fears

the Ch'i-chou
(^ ^

the Paracels), below one fears K*unlun.’*

If the needle varies (or) the helm is set wrong, the ship and crew

cannot get clear of the island.

There are no noteworthy products. The inhabitants have no

dwellings or place where to cook their food ;
they eat fruits, fish,

and shrimps, and dwell in caves or nest in the trees.

® m fes s » * ^ itt. '• be in part an allusion to

the time when the Emperor Shun lived with the wild deer, so tells rae a Chinese friend.

1) The leil of this passage reads ^ 0 ^ ^ ^^ ^
Wu-huai, Ko-t'icn and Ta-Fing were, I am

told by a Chinese scholar, types of simple, unsophisticated, guileless folk
;
he may be right,

but this paragraph remains very obscure to me. The Tao i chih lio kuaug ch^ng, S, 1*’

offers no explanation on the latter part of this chapter of the text.
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9 (1). Tao i chill lio. 14. Ma-li-lu P^' )• ^

A little far-off bay leads to this place. It is a high hill and

the water has many lil-ku rocks (sms) in it. Woods are

few, the land is high and barren. The people raise principally yams

(^ ^ ). The climate is hot. The customs correct.

If a native chief dies his widow does not marry again any

common person. The sons or grandsons of native chiefs of other

districts
( ^ ) according to rank and signority must agree among

themselves who shall consent to marry her. If they do not, then

she shaves off her hair and consults the holy books about putting

an end to her life
(^ ^ )•

Men and women do up their hair in a knot; they wear a short

shirt of blue cotton and wrap around them a red cotton sarong.

The people boil sea- water to make salt, and ferment the juice

of the sugar-cane to make spirits. They tress bamboo slips to make

bedsteads, and burn wild wax as a lamp.

The native products comprise tortoise-shell, beeswax, laka-wood,

chu-pu and cotton.

1) I have not met with the name Ma-li-lu in any other Chinese work of this time

or of the Sung period. It may have been a dependency of Chan-ch^cng, though 1 am dis-

posed to look for it in the Malay Peninsula. The /a-lu rocks seem to have been coral or

madreporic rocks, though I have been unable to' find this term or any explanation of it in

any Chinese work at my disposal. The earliest use I know of it is in Chao Ju-kua's Chu

fan chtkj 1 ,
38

‘
(San hsii), when it is said of the sea along the east coast of Luzon

is *#.') S ft # 0 iB 2. Wang Ta-yiian makes frequent use of the

term, e. g , 05 (Kao>lang-pu), 83 (Hsiao Kii-nan), etc. In Fei Hsin’s work (38, Ta Ko-

Ian, infra

f

G3 (1)), it is written lo-iu ). Hsi ycing cliao hung tien lu^ 3, 12’’

(A-tan) says “the houses of the people are made of a stone called lo-Lu
(a® ). It

would seem that the author takes this for a foreign word I have been assured by Chinese

scholars that lu-ku stone is a wellknown Chinese term; but they cannot explain it.

2) Chu pu^ if it is not a transcription of a native terra, means “bamboo cloth’L W^ang

Ta-yiian refers to it frequently as a product of localities far distant the one from the other.

See infra, 38 (1). Note.
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Mahfi] Peidnsnla and adjacent localities,

11 (!)• Yiny yai sheny Ian, 5. Man-la-kia ( ^IJ J!jfl )• Malacca.

Its old name was Wu-hsii ‘‘Five Islets”) on account

of there being that number of islands in the sea thereabout. To

the east and south it couBnes on the sea, to the west and north

is the coast which adjoins the mountains
(^ ^ ill )• The soil is

barren and saline, the crops are very poor, so (agriculture) is not

in favour.

The country was under the rule of Hsieu-lo (Siam), yearly it

paid five thousand (fifty?) ounces of gold, should it have failed to

do so it would have suffered an attack.

lu the seventh year ssYf^-cliou of Yung-lo (A.D. 1409) the eunuch

Cheng-Ho notified the imperial command that Man-la-kia was raised

to the rank of a (feudatory) kingdom and presented, in the name

of the Emperor, to its head chief
(mm ) a silver seal, a cap,

and oflBcial robes and declared him king; on this it ceased to be a

dependency of Hsieu-lo (Siam). The king, taking with him his wife

and son, proceeded to the capital (of China) to express his thanks

for being allowed to offer tribute. The Emperor granted him a ship

to return to his country. ^)

1) Cf. Groeneveldt, op, sup. cit., 123—125, Cf. Hsing ch^a sh^nq lan^ 13 (Man-!a-kia),

infra^ 11 (2), which places the voyage to China of the king of Malacca in 1415. The

Huang Ming ia cheng chi (M ^ A ^ iB ), 9, 5’’, 6“, says the king of Malacca

with his wife and son ^ -^ )
arrived at court in the 7th moon of the 0th year

of Yung‘lo (1411) and left in the 9th moon. He was given an imperially ordered feast,

but no mention is made of a junk having been furnished him for his return voyage. Tung

hsi yang k*ao, 4, 1="—3\ says that in 1405 the ruler of Malacca, Si-li-pa-erh-su-la (

*1 A a ii *|J
)

sent a petition to the Ming court asking to become a feudatory.

It was in response to this request that Cheng Ho was sent in 1409. The king his successor,

who went to China in 1411, was called, the same work says, Pai-li-tieh-su-la ( ^
^ persons in bis suite. Groeneveldt, iVorw or, the Malcj
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There is a large stream which passes by the king’s palace

aud enters the sea. On the bridge which spans it is a row of sheds

with over twenty columns (supporting them); here come those who

have trading to do.

In their usages they revere the doctrine of the Moslims, ob-

serving its fasts and penances.

The king wears a white turban, a fine blue (or green, ^

)

flowered robe; he wears leather shoes and rides in a sedan chair.

Among the people the men have a kerchief around their heads,

the women do their hair in a knot behind. Their bodies are rather

dark, they wear a short shirt and wrap around the loins a piece

of stuff.

Their customs aud usages are pure aud simple. The cottages of

the people are like those of Hsien-lo; they live all huddled together.

They make a living by fishing. The boats in which they go to sea

and fish are dug out of logs of wood.

In their marriages and funerals they do as in Chao-wa (Java).

Along the sea-side there are dangerous ‘Turtle-dragons”
(^^

,

crocodiles). This dragon is four feet high and has four feet, its body

is all covered with scales aud it shows long teeth. If met with it

crushes one with its teeth.

From out the mountains there comes a black tiger slightly

smaller than the ordinary tiger; its fur has dark mottling. Some

Archipelago, 123—125^ has translated this chapter from the revised edition of the Yin^

yai sMng Ian. It differs considerably from the present version. In 1403 a Chinese envoy,

the eunuch Yin Ching, visited Malacca. Ming sliili, 326, 4^*.

Pai-li-tieh-su-la is the Parimi^ura of the Portuguese account. He was a Hindu and

originally king of Palimbao (Palembang). He later became king of Singapore and having

been driven out of it by the Lord of Patani, he fled and founded Malacca. His son

Xaquendarxa (Iskandar Shah) it was who went to China and became a vassal of the Emperor.

He was three years on the journey, and married the daughter of the Chinese oflicial who

was sent to accompany him back to Malacca. See Commentaries of Afonso Dalboqverque,

III, 73—79 (Hakluyt Soc. edit.).
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tigers are able to assume human shape and in broad day enter

the market place. Those who detect one lay hold of it and kill it.

Anciently the city (was infested by?) shih^Vou Man

“corpse-headed Barbarians”)* ^)

(For the use of the) Chinese junks which come to the country

there is a shed with wooden palings around it, gates in its four

sides and a drum tower on which watch is kept at night with a

handbell. Inside they have set up (smaller?) strong sheds (in which)

are godowns for storing goods. In the fifth moon the junks are

sent off.

The native products are huang-lien hsiang {coptis teeta rhizones)

ebony, and ta-ina hsiang
( tr damar) which is the sap of

a tree which flows to the ground and solidifies; if lit it burns of

itself. The people of the country use it as a lamp. It is also used

to smear boats so that the water may not enter them. A bright

and lustrous variety like gold-leaf and called suH^f?/^hi-ss//

J^]^) can be made into balls, it is called shni-p*o (^ lit.,

“water-amber”). ")

There is a district in the mountains called Shu-sha («»)
where tin ) is found. When first found this tin is like

1) Mr. Otto Blagden writes me: “The superstition that men are able to turn them-

selves by magic into tigers, if they know how it*s done, is firmly held by Peninsular Malavs.

This is the earliest mention of it that I can remember to have seen. The tigers are not

however, necessarily black in such cases, but striped. I believe.” Jlsi yung chao kimg Hen lu

1 ,
16"^ fMan-la-kia) calls this small spotted black tiger ksuig hu ( “star tiger”).

On the Ski/i-Hou Man^ see supra, i. The llsi yang chao kang tien lu, loc, sup, cit
,

16’’

refers to the SHh-t'ou Man goblins of Malacca as being like those of Chan-ch'eng.

2) Mr. Blagden has furnished me the following note. <‘Sun-ia-la.is,i is unquestionably

what the Malays call damar mata kuchin^ (literally “cat’s-eye re.sin”), a verv superior,

amber-like quality of resin, said in Wilkinson’s Dictionary to come from Ilopea glolosa

and Fachpnocarpus Wallic/di I have seen it myself. Groeneveldt does not explain the

Cliinese attempt at a name, no more can I, and George Maxwell in ./iSj?/(..i5(l905), N° 52

p. 109 was equally unsuccesful.
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ko (beans, ^ ^ ^ ^ ), but when pounded and passed through

a sieve it forms a powder which can be made into cakes.

On the banks (of streams) grows a water-grass called Kiao-chcmg

Malay, kajang); the blades are like a sword and are strong

and tough. From its seed, which are like lichees and of the size of

a hen’s egg, a spirit is made by fermentation, called kajang wine

(uipa wine) which is intoxicating. Its leaves can be woven into mats.

Of fruits they have sugar-cane, bananas, jack-fruit, wild lichees,

etc. Of vegetables onions, ginger, garlic, mustard, gourds, water-

melons, etc.

There are cattle, sheep (goats?), fowls, and ducks, but neither

donkeys nor horses.

11 (2). Using ch\i slitng Ian, 13. Man-La-kia (

This locality was formerly not designated a kingdom. It can be

reached from Ch'iu-chiang (Palembang) with a favourable wind in

eight days. The sea-coast is nothing but rocks
( [Jj |5k)i people

are few and sickly. It paid yearly to Hsien-lo (Siam) 40 ounces of

gold as a tax
(^ ).

The soil is poor, the crops small. There is a mountain in the

interior from which flows a torrent in which they sift the sand and

get tin i^f) which is melted into blocks, and this is toii-hsi

Each block weighs one catty, four ounces, standard weight. They

1) This is probably Selingore. Duarte Barbosa (Hakluyt Soc. edit.), 1S9, speaks of

Sara Langor **in which there is much tin, which they carry to the city of Malacca as

merchandise, and hence they carry it to all parts’*. According to the Tao i chih ho^ tin

was found in Ki-laa-tan (Kalantan), Lung-ya-men (Linga) and P'eng-k*eng (Pahang). Three

terms are used by our Chinese authors to designate tin, and

they seem to be interchangeable, though the second may have been reserved for tin in

ingots, and the third may have meant tin in certain form used in trade; confer the term

“trade silver”. Ilsi yang chao Kung iien la, 1
, 5 (Mau-la-kia), says “they cast

hua hsi into shapes like a bushel measure (fo/<), each weighing one catty, eight ounces.
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also weave bauaua-fibre into mats. Exclusive of tin they have no

other product for trade.

The climate is hot during the day and cold at night. Men and

women do up their hair in a knot. Their skin is like black lacquer,

but there are white ones among them who are of Chinese descent.

They esteem sincerity and honesty. The people make their living

by sifting tin and catching fish. Their houses are like elevated

buildings; they do not spread out planks, but only make the story

the length of a piece of wood. They spread their bedding side by

side when they want to go to bed, and sit squatting on their

haunches to take their meals. The kitchen and everything else is

on top (of this platform).

The goods used (in trading with them) are blue and white por-

celain, coloured beads, coloured taffetas, gold, and river.

In the 7th year of Yung-lo (1409) Cheng Ho and others con-

ferred (on the ruler of Malacca) by Imperial order a silver seal and

an ofiBcial hat, belt, and gown. They also set up a tablet (stating

that) Man-la-kia was raised to the rank of a kingdom. Hsien-lo (Siam)

at first would not recognize it.

In the 13th year (1415) ^) the ruler, to show his gratitude for

the Imperial bounty, crossed the sea accompanied by his wife and

son, and came to court with presents. The Emperor rewarded him

and he returned to his country,

12 (1). Tao i chill lio, 18. Ti^g-kia-lu (
“p ^ ^). Trengganu.

It is a triangular islet, a bay separates it from the adjacent

district and forms an important water-way. ^)

1) See supra

j

11 (1), Note 1.

2) Cha fan chlh, (San-fo-cli'i) writes the name Teng-ya-nung
( ), and

says that it was (in the 13th century) a dependency of San-fo-ch*i (Palembang). On Geo.

Phillip’s Chinese map the name is written Ting-kia-hsia-Iu
(
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The island is high and desolate. The fields middling to poor,

but the poorest people have a sufficiency of food.

In the spring there is much rain. The climate is rather hot.

In their usages and customs they are believers in the supernatural.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot and wear a short shirt

of green cliieh-pn cotton tied around with che-U

taffetas

They carve wood into (images of) gods, and sacrifice to them

with the blood of men w^hom they put to death (or this purpose)

mixed with wine. Whenever there is a drought or plague
(^ ^

)

they pray to them when at once their prayers are answered. Fur-

thermore, when either a man or his wife are very ill they have

their fortunes told and they come true. The present ruler, (who is

a real) manager of aSairs, forbids greed and encourages diligence

and frugality.

The native products are laka-wood, camphor, beeswax, and tor-

toise-shell. The goods used in trading are blue and white porcelain,

Chan-ch*eng cottons, little red taffetas, tin, spirits, etc.

1) The term c/iie/i-pu does not occur elsewhere in Wang's book; 1 have no explanation

to offer of it. Che-li taffetas or gauze is probably the same stuff which the Ting ijai

sheng lati 13 (Ku-li, infra^ 66 (2) calls dCe-li also called Usi gang pu

) and which came from K'an-pa-i (Cambay). On the other hand the Tao

i ckik lio^ (San-fo«ch'i), says that hsi-gnng ssii pu
( |It| # ^ ^ ) was also called

ssii-pu ( ) a term repeatedly met with in this work. Shen Ts'eng-chih in the Tao

i ckik lio kuang ckcngy 6% says that ssn pu was made of ramie fiber mixed with silk

) The term ck^e-li is Hindu sari^ sdsld^ our “shawE’. Conf.

Ying gai skeng-lan 13, infra. The Ko-ku yao lun^ 4, 23‘\ says ^^Hsi yang pu was snow

white and seven to eight feet broad”.
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13 (1). Tao i cltili lio, IG. P*eng-k'eng (^.^)«^) Pahang.

Rocky cliffs encircle it, rough and precipitous. From afar it looks

like a level wall The soil is fertile, rather good for ce-

reals. The climate is half hot. The customs differ but little from

those of Ting-kia-lu ( Trengganu).

Men and women do up their hair in a knot, and wear a long

cotton shirt tied around with a piece of cotton. The wealthy women

wear on the crown of their heads a number of gold rings, while

ordinary people make rings of coloured beads to keep their hair

in order.

Discussions concerning marriage are settled with five tsao (S£)’)

which is the equivalent of five candareens weight of pure silver.

The people boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment the juice

of the cocoa-nut to make spirits. They have a ruler.

The native products are huang-shou hslcmg Vou (gharu-wood),

c/i’ai and sn (gharu-wood), ta~pai perfume Q camphor,

tin, and coarse laka-wood.

The goods used in trading are various coloured taffetas, She-p*o

(Java) cottons, copper and ironware, lacquer-ware, and musical in-

struments.

13 (2). Hsing ch*a slihuj Ian. 15. P'eng-k'eng (^^;;^).

This locality is to the west of Hsien-lo (Siam). Steep rocky

cliffs encircle it, rough and irregular they stretch afar. The island

1) Cf Groeneveldt, op. sup. cit , 136 Chu-fan-chih, 1 . 8'’ (Fo-lo-an) writes the name

Peng-feng ( ) and says it w^as a dependency of San*fo*cli*i. G, P. Rouffaer, JEnctj-

clopaedk v. liedeilandsch-lndie, IV. 390 says, Peng-k'eng is Panggang or old Pahang.

2) I have no explanation to other for this term, it probably reproduces some native

word for a local currency.

3) ta-pai hsiang does not occur elsewhere in this work. I have found no explanation

of the term.
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(|JL|) is as level as a wall (^). The soil is fertile, grain suflS-

ciently abundant. The climate is warm. They are fond of magic

They cut pieces of aromatic wood to occasion people’s

death, and with human blood they make sacrifices and pray for

good luck and to avert calamity.

Both men and women do their hair in a knot and wrap around

them a skirt (or kilt, ^ ). The women in wealthy families wear

four or five gold rings on the tops of their heads, but common

people wear rings of coloured beads.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment treacle (^) to

make spirits.

The products are two varieties of gharu-wood {huang-shu hsiang

and shen~hsiang)f flake camphor, tin ^i)y laka-wood.

The goods used (in trading) are gold, silver, coloured light silks,

Chao-wa (Java) cottons, ironware, musical instruments (^^^)“

14 (1). Tao i chih Ho, 17. Ki-lan-t\n (^ ;^)- Kalantan,

The country is extensive, the land is poor and arable soil is

scarce, but the summer being hot they get in two crops. The climate

is uniformly hot. They are ceremonious in their customs.

1) This passage is taken from Xao i chih lioy 18 (Ting-kia-lu) supra
^ 21 (1), Hsi

yang chao hung tien lu, 1 , 2P (P'cng-heng), says: “This country is in the great broad

Ocean; rocky cliffs surround it like ihe walls of a city
(1mm ). Its prince is fond of

the supernatural
( ); (he) carves scented wood into images of gods, to make

human sacrifices and to pray to. . .
(Among its natural products) is a tree which resembles

a pine
( ), its seed are like cardamoms^ its bark is roughly scaly, its sap is called

nao “Hake camphor*”) or lung-nao ( “dragon’s brains” camphor).

If eaten it cures piles”, .. {'Note io text: In the year 1379 P'eng-heng sent to the court

of China a mission with a petition on gold leaf and a present of slaves and various arti-

cles. In the year 1414 it sent the high official Su-ma-ku-men-ti-li
(MM 0 P'1

) and others with the tribute).

Conf. CAu fan chih^ (San-fo-ch'i), where Ki-lan-tan is mentioned among the depen-

dencies of San-fo-ch'i See also Groeneveldt, Op. sup. cit., 139.
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Men and women tie up their hair and wear a short shirt with

a black cotton sarong. Whenever there is a festival during the year

or a birthday or a wedding they put on long red cotton shifts in

compliment thereto.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and occupy themselves weaving

cotton. They have a ruler.

The native products are a superior quality of ch'm and su

(gharu-wood), coarse laka-wood, beeswax, turtle-shells, cranes’ crests,

and betel-nuts.

Outside (this place) there is a small bay, secluded and very

deep
(^ ^^ ), with salt water and splendid fish. Here tin

is found.

The goods used in trading are T'ang-t'ou pu ( ,
lit.j

“Chinese-head cotton”), Chan-ch'eng (Annam) cottons, blue plates,

decorated cups
,

red and green beads ,
lutes (?^ ^ ) and other

musical instruments, etc.

15 (1). Tao i cldh lio. 15. Hsia-lai-wu

The sinuosities of the island extend for some hundreds of li

below Ku-lei ). Its soil is from middling to poor. Tlie

people revere the goblins

The climate in spring, summer, and autumn is hot, in winter

it is slightly cool
;
people do not suffer from sickness, but if is not

thus, then malaria breaks out and animals die.

1) I have not met with the name Ilsia-lai-wu (in Cantonese Ila-loi-raet) elsewhere. It

may recall the Kia-lo-hsi ( , in Cantonese Ka-lo-hei) which Chit-fan-cJnh^

(San*fo*ch'i) mentions as a dependency (on the ^lalay Peninsula probably) of San-fo-ch'i.

It remains at all events unidentified. Neither have I seen elsewhere the name Ku-lei (in

Cantonese Kn-ldii), it may be an irregular form for Kedah on the Malay Peninsula, which

in an other place called Ko-la ( ). Sec i,^/ra Ying gal ^JiCag Ian It
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Men and women draw back their hair, have a red turban and

wrap around them a blue cotton sarong.

When anyone dies they crush raw camphor, mix it with water,

and pour it over the corpse to preserve it, so that it shall not

decompose on being buried.

The people boil sea-water to make salt, and make spirits by

fermenting the juice of the cocoa-nut. They have a ruler.

The native products include sapan-wood, tortoise-shell, cotton,

and betel-nuts.

The goods used in trading are Chan-ch'eng and Hai-nan cottons,

iron wire, copper caldrons, red taSetas, coloured cottons, wooden

combs, blue chinaware, coarse bowls, and such like things.

16 (1). Tao i chill Ho. 12. Tan-ma-ling TembeliDg(?)

It is the adjacent country to Sha-li-fo-Iai-an ^
^). ^) It is level and extensive. They have more grain than they

can consume; as to the newly gathered grain they put it by to

wait till it gets old.

In their usages they are frugal. The climate is pleasantly warm.

Men and women do up they hair in a knot. Their clothing is a

white shirt with a black cotton sarong.

In settling marriages they use satins and brocades (as bargain

money) or a certain quantity of tin.

The people boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment millet

(/Jn ;5(t) to make spirits. They have a ruler.

1) C/in fan chlh, 1 ,
7’’—8' writes the name ^ , Sha-li-fo-Iai-an is the

Fo-lo-an
( ) of Chn fan chih^ 1

,
8*’. It has been identified tentatively with

Beranang. Mr. Blagden writes to me; “Tan-ma-ling aud Fo-lai-an are great posers. The

Teraheling district and rivers in Northern Pahang have been suggested, but T rather doubt

the explanation. As for the second name, I am not satisfied with any explanations of it

that I have seen, not even with my own suggestion Patthalung (Badlun'’).
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The native products are superior tin, pearl camphor, turtles’

shells, cranes’ crests, laka-wood, as also beeswax and huang-shou

hsiang-fou (gharu).

The goods used in trading are Kan-mai i-wm )
cotton cloth,

red cotton cloth, blue and white porcelain cups, drums, etc.

17 (1). Hsing ch'a slihig Ian, 16. Tung-hsi-chu
( M)-

Pulo Aon

These islands in the sea face Lung-ya-men
;

in outline they are

divided into high massifs facing each other, like Peng-la
(^ ^

)

and ten thousand feet apart. ^).

The soil is barren, unfit for culture. They depend yearly for

rice on that brought from other countries and from Tan^yang

(^ ^ 7^ )* The climate is varying. They boil sea-water to

make salt and ferment cocoa-nuts to make spirits.

1) ‘^Kan-mai cotton cloth’* occurs frequently in Wang’s book. The only explanation I

can offer for it is that Kan-mai is an abbreviated form of Kan-mai-ii (-B-aiM ) which

Tao-i’Chik’lio, Q6, {infa^ 83 (1) gives to a country which I identify without much hesi-

tation with the Comore islands. It seems strange that cottons should be brought from

there for sale in the Malay Peninsula and other localities mentioned by Wang even more

remote, but there is no impossibility in it

2) Cf G roeneveldt, Op. sup, ciL^ 140. Tao i cJiih lio Kuawj ckentj, S, 2, accepts

the identification with Pulo Aor, placing it S. of Pahang and of Ti-pan-shan
(mm

j 1

1

,
Tioman island. The reference to Peng-lai seems to be to the fairy island of that name.

3)

This Tan yang {lit., “fiat” or “insipid” Seaj cannot be the Tan-yang on the northern

coast of Sumatra which Wang and the authors of the Ming period call Tan-yang

^ ^ Tan-chiang
( ^ ) and which must be Tamiang river, see in/ra. It is just

possible that the Tan-yang in the first case may designate the Temiang group of islands N. of

Lingga. E. II. Parker, TAe ifland oj Sumatra, 144, is inclined to think there is some connexion

between the Tan-yang of the Chinese (which he translates “Insipid Sea”, i. fiat, or not

boisterous) with Ibn Batuta’s “Still Sea”. He says “This remark is particularly interesting,

for the journey of Ibn Batuta from Shurautra to China lay, after leaving “Mul Java*'

(which was connected by land with Shumutra) through the “Still Sea*’. I think that if

there is any connexion between the two names it is of the remotest kind. Another and
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Men and women cut their hair and wear a sarong.

The products are betel-nuts, cotton, banana-fibre mats.

The goods used (in trading) are tin, pepper, ironware, and the like.

18 (1). Hsing cKa sMng Ian. 19. Ch'iu-chou (

Pulo Sembilaug.

These islands are near Man-la-kia (Malacca). ^) Their products

are gharu-wood, both cJi’en lisiang and hiiaiig-shou hsiang. The trees

grow close together, the branches covered with a dark green foliage.

In the 7th year of Yung-lo (A.D. 1409) Cheng Ho sent sol-

diers on the islands to gather aromatic woods; they got six trunks

of over eight to nine feet in diameter and sixty to seventy feet

long. The aroma was penetrating, the wood had fine black markings.

The natives opened their eyes and stuck out their tongues, saying:

“The soldiers of the Heavenly dynasty are as mighty as the gods!”

19 (1). Tao i chill lio. 39. Lung-ya-hsi-kio ^) (^f ^
Lankawi Islands (?).

It is a range of hills, level on the inside but rising aloft from

better explanation of the terra Tan-yang as used here it that is refers to the Palembang

river which the Yin^ yai sheng Ian, 3 (Ch'iu-chiang) calls Tan-chiang ( ). See

infra, 25 (1), 25 (2).

1) Cf. Groeneveldt, Op. sup. clt,, 139. These islands are usually identified with the

Pulo Sembilaug. On these varieties of eagle-wood, see Hirth and Rockhill, Op. sup. cit., 207.

2) There can he no doubt that the Lung-ya-hsi-kio of the Tao i chih lio is the Lung-

ya-ka-mao of the Using ch*a sheng Ian, and that they are the same as the Lung-ya-

kiao-i {^1^ century Chinese map of Geo. Phillips, JOB
BAS., n. 8. XXI, 38, which he identifies without question with the Langkawi islands.

The conclusion is forced upon us that the form in which this name has reached us through

the two Chinese works above cited is corrupt, and that in the case of the Tao i chih ho

we should read Lung-ya-kio-hsi (in Cantonese Lung-nga-kok-si) and in the case of the

Ssing ch*a shong Ian correct the fourth character to mao (^j^) to i (^j^) which would

give us Lung-ya-ka-i which is a closer transcription of the native name — Lankuvari —
that that of the other writers.

9
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the outside. The inhabitants live settled all around like ants. The

soil is of inferior quality. The climate is half hot. The customs

are honest.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot; their teeth are

white, they wrap around them a piece of Mai-i cotton

stuff.

It is their custom to attach great importance to family relations,

if they do not see every single day their elder relatives, they will

take wine and presents and go to inquire whether they are well; if

they have been drinking the night long they do not see them in

their drunkenness.

The people boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment glutinous

rice to make spirits. They have a ruler.

The native products are gharu-wood, superior to that of any

other foreign part: next there are cranes’ crests, laka-wood, honey,

and huang^sliou^hsiang Vou>

The goods used in trading are native prints, Pa-tu-la cotton

stuffs (Aii« ), blue and white porcelain cups, etc,

1) There is no doubt about Ma-i having been, prior to the Ming period, the northern

islands of the Philippines, Conf. Chu fan chih, (Ma-i), and Tao i chih lio, infra, 50 (1).

They mention cotton and cotton staffs among the products of these islands. If they found

a market in the Lankawi island it seems less strange that stuffs from the Comoro islands

(Kan-mai-li) should also reach the Malay Peninsula. It is to he noted that the Using ch'a

shcng Ian which practically reproduces the text of the Tao i chih lio has changed Ma-i

into Ma-i-tung (Billiton island), the former place being presumably iinknown to him. So

likewise in his chapter on Ma-i-tung, he has incorporated information taken from the

Tao i chih lio where it is given for Ma-i.

2) Pa-iuAa cottons are frequently mentioned by this author, the term remains unex-

plained. It seems unlikely that it can be an error for Pa-tii-ma
( ) which

Wang gives (S.*>, infra, 40 (1)) as the name of an island on which they wore Kan-

mai(-li?») cotton sarong. In the Using clia shCoig Ian {infra, 19 (2) it will be noted that

this name has lost all meaning for the author gives it as pa-cha-tu.
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19 (2). Hsuig ch'a sheng Ian. 18. Lu.ng-ya-ka-mao ^ ^)-

This locality is distant from Ma-i-tung Billiton

Island) with a fair wind three days journey. The interior is level,

the outside is hilly. The people swarm like ants. The climate is

constantly hot. The crops in the fields are always ripening. In

their customs they esteem honesty.

Men and women do up their hair in a chignon, wrap around

them a piece of Ma-i-tung (Billiton) cotton stuff and wear a short shirt.

They attach great importance to showing profound respect to

their relatives. If they do not see them for a day, then they take

liquor and food and go and ask concerning their health.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment glutinous rice

(W; ) to make spirits.

The country produces gharu-wood, laka-wood, beeswax, cranes’

crests, and crystallized sugar.

The goods used (by the Chinese in trading) are coloured chintzes,

pa^cha-tu cotton cloths, blue and white porcelain ware.

20 (1). Tao i chill lio. 42. Lung-ya-po-ti

All around are nothing but hills; rows of rocks fortn entrances.

1) Geo. Phillips, identifies the Lung-ya-kia-erh shan (

tiaui )
and the liung-ya-kia chiang

( ) of his old Chinese map with the In-

drapura monntain and river in Sumatra, This may be the same locality here mentioned

and my suggestion that the last character of Lting-ya-k.a-mao be changed to i ( in-

correct, one guess is as good as the other. 7'ao i chih lio kuang chcngy 1 , 16% says Lung-

ya-ka-mao is the Lang-y'a hsiii (or hsii, or ) of earlier writers.

2) This name does not occur in this work or in any other of the Ming period. I

have put this chapter tentatively among those relating to localities in the Malay Peninsula

on account of the name appearing to correspond to an original Jjankapuri which was, I

believe the ancient name of the Lankawi islands. The custom referred to of fermenting the

root of the ko is mentioned by the author of the Tao i chih ho (20) as obtaining in Lo-

wei (Ligor?), see supra^ 7 (!)• Bretschneider, Bot. Sinicum, III, 308, says ko is the Pachjrhizas

ThunbcrgianuSi S and Z.
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There is no cultivation except the planting of yams which they

cook with steam in place of (other) food. They store them away,

the well-to-do families heap up many rooms full of them, as the

Chinese store up grain for food during the year, and what is left

over they keep for the following year without its spoiling. They

raise fruit in gardens, and gather oysters and shrimps to eat with

their yams.

The climate is extremely hot. The customs are simple. Men and

women do up their hair in a knot and wear a single garment of

silk and cotton with patterns.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and soak the root of the ko

pueraria Tliunhergiana) and ferment the juice to make spirits.

The native products include coarse varieties of aromatics, betel-

nuts and cocoa-nuts.

The goods used in trading are red and green beads, ivory boxes,

shoes of sycee (§^), iron pots, blue and white cotton prints, etc.

21 (1). Tao i chill lio, 19. Jung

It is enclosed by the sinuosities of a stream. (The people are)

a tribe of peaceful savages. The highly cultivated fields form a con-

nected strip ( ); the soil is rich. The climate is

irregular, in spring and summer there are heavy rains.

The usages are lowly. Men and women have square heads (

After a child is born they compress all four sides of its head with

wooden boards which they remove after two years. They cnt their

hair every three months
( PI ^ ifjJd ^ ). They wrap a cotton

sarong around their bodies.

1) The term Juno is usually used to designate wild tribes of the AVest, why it should

be used to designate a tribe of the Malay Peninsula or of Indo-China, I cannot say.
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They steep glutinous rice in cocoa-nut juice and after a fort-

night it becomes spirits but of a very pungent taste, but after two

months the taste is like that of the liai-liu fruit
(^ ^ ^ ).

They also ferment pomgraiiates; the flavour of this liquor is sweetish

sour, it is good for slaking thirst.

The native products include cardamoms, elephants’ tusks, king-

fishers’ feathers, beeswax, cotton muslins.

The goods used in trading are copper and lacquer ware, blue

and white porcelain cups, bowls, pots, and bottles, trade silver

mm dark red beads, Wu-lun cottons etc.

Sujnatra and adjacent localities.

22 (1). Tao i chili lio. 49. Lung-ya men (^|| ^ )*

Singapore Strait.

The strait ( ) is bordered by two hills of the Tan-ma-hsi

barbarians :^) which look like dragons’ teeth

lung-ya)^ between them there is a water-way.

1) Wu-lun is said to have been a dependency of Java, see infra^ 34 (I). Wu-lun cot-

tons are frequently mentioned in the Tao i chih lio.

2) There exists among Western scholars a diversity of views as to the location of this

important strait. Some identify it with the Straits of Lingga, while others believe it is the

Singapore Straits, or rather the New Harbour (Keppel’s Harbour) of Singapore. See Warren

D. Barnes, J^BRAS^ Dec. 1911, pp. 24—25.

The earliest writer to refer to the Straits of Ling-ya appears to be Chao Ju-kua (1225)

who says in his Chu fan chih
(
1

, 5) that a junk sailing from Ch*uan-chou in Fu-kien in

the winter time and with a favourable wind could reach the Leng-ya men
( p^ )

after a voyage of a month or more. Here traders paid a toll, after which they made

directly for San-fo-ch"i (on the Palerabang, or Jarabi, river). There seems very little room

for doubt that the strait here referred to is the Lingga Strait.

Wang Ta-yiian, writing an b undeed and twenty-five years later, tells us in the above

translated chapter that Ch'iian-chou junks returning to China from the ** Western Seas"’,

after having made Carimon (Great Carimon) island had to pass through the Lung-ya men.

In another passage (infraf 24 (1)), he says that San-fo-eb'i (the Jambi district in Sumatra)
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The soil is poor and paddy fields few. The climate is hot and

in the fourth and fifth moons there are very heavy rains. The

people are addicted to piracy.

was a five days sail from the Lung-ya Strait, Elsewhere he tells us that the Strait of

Lung-ya men was inhabited on both sides by a people called Tan-ma hsi. In another

chapter (33, Hsien, see 5 (I)) he refers to an attack by pirates from Hsien (Siam)

on the walled city of Tan-ma-hsi a little while before he wrote his book; an attack which

was given up on the unexpected arrival there of a Chinese mission. In still another passage

(OS, Nan-wu-li, infra^ 31 (1)) he again refers to the piratical habits of the people of the

same locality, although the text gives the name as Niu-tan-hsi ( ), which

seems to me to be an error for Tan-ma-hsi. George Phillips’ Chinese map places a Tan-

ma-hsi on the Malay Peninsula near the “Long waist island”
( |1)^ ) which

seems probably to be the island of Singapore. There seems little room for doubt that Tan-

ma-hsi is the Tamasik of the NltgarakretSgama (written in 1365).

There is a note written on the XVth century chart in the Wu pel chih
(

, S40), reproduced by George Phillips; he translates it as follows; “Going from

Malacca for five watches the vessel sights Sejin Ting and Batu Pahat river (the text has

only Shih-ch'ien shan, |Jj)j three watches from which Pesang island
( ^

) is reached, and in five watches more Cariraa
(t m PI ) is reached ; five

watches more S. E. by E. brings the vessel off Long Waist Island
( |I|(^ , Sin-

gapore) and into the Lingga Straits through which for five watches on

a coarse E. by a very little N. the White Rock
( ^ Pedra Branca) is rea-

ched. (The text on the map says: "^ ^ M ^ Zi ^ ^ ^

JS ^ ^ 0 ^ Branca N. E. by N. for five watches the vessel is

to the eastward of Se-chuh shan and Tong chuh shan
( , Pulor Aor), from

which a course due N. for a time and then N. E, by N. and then N. by a little E
f j |.X^

I

brings the vessel to the eastward of Pulo Condor ”

The conclusion is forced upon us that the Ling-ya men of Chao Ju-kua has nothing

to do with the Lnng-ya men of subsequent writers, that in the case of the older writer

the Straits of Lingga are referred to, while in the case of Wang Ta-yiian and subsequent

writers Lung-ya men is Singapore Straits, *)

In the Usi yang cliao hung tien lu, 1
, 15 (Man-la-kia) in the sailing directions from

Palembang to Wa-hsii (Malacca), it is stated that, “Going from Ch'iu chiang (Palembang

or Jambi) one passes after ten watches to the right of Kuan-hsii
(W w ), then in five

watches one arrives at Chang-yao hsii (
-

) and sights San-fo-hsu
(

:

and Ao-yii-hsu ( |B|H. ). Five watches more and onp arrives in the waters

) See Shen T'seng-chih, Tao i chih Ho kuang cheng^ S, 1.
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In ancient times the chief in digging the ground found a be-

jewelled cap. When the moon is first seen at the beginning of the

year is counted the first day of the first moon

day the chief, wearing (this?) cap and putting on his best clothes

used to receive the congratulations (of the people). At the present

time, however, they exchange presents among themselves (as we do

in China).

Men and women live mixed up among the Chinese. Most of

them do up their hair in a chignon, and wear a short cotton shirt

with a blue cotton sarong tied around them.

The natural products of the country are coarse laka-wood and

tin
( ^^)* The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading here are

of Kan-pa men (-B-E PI )
which flow with great impetoosity

( vS a
to the right is what is called the Jen-i rocks ( ) ;

to the left the

Niu-wei rocks
(^mz in front is the Kuei hsii (J^ ) Five watches

more and one comes to the Pi-tsung hsii ( lllfej Fisang)) five

watches more to the island of Shih-ch'ieu
(M^Z\il ,

Sejin Ting), and in five

watches more one comes to the Wu-hsu hsiin shan ( ^ ,
“The Five Islets

Group”, Palo Panjang?) and one has reached this country (of Man-la-kia)

“It is also said that one (can) arrive (at Malacca from Ch'iu-chiang?) by the Strait

of the Island of Lung-ya
(S0A*fl3^UJP1 ),

the shape of which

passage is like the horns of a dragon”.

Without being able to identify all the points indicated on this course, it seems that

it ran east of the island of Lingga (the eastern extremity of which, Jang Point, may be

the Kuan hsii of the text), thence by the Rhio Strait between the islands of Bintang and

Batam into the Singapore Strait. The Kan-pa men of the text wonld seem to be the western

extremity of the strait.

The “Strait of the island of Lung-ya” can only be the Strait of Lingga, the author’s

remark meaning that there was a coarse which could be steered in going from Palembang

to Malacca without going by the previous way, vid the Singapore Strait.

It is noteworthy that in this passage the author, quoting, presumably, the CJwn'Vjei fkn

previously referred to, speaks of Malacca as Wu-hsd, or the “Five Islets”, a name which

was only used by the Chinese prior to 1409. This may throw some slight light on the date

of these “sailing directions”, or at least of this one.
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red gold, blue satin, cotton prints, Ch'u-cbou-fu porcelain, iron

caldrons, and such like things.

Neither fine products nor rare objects come from here, all they

have is the product of their pillaging of the Ch'iian-chou traders.

When (Chinese) junks go to the Western Sea these people let them

pass unmolested, but when on the way back they have reached

Carimon island (^ ) then the junk people get out

their armour and padded serenes agains arrow fire to protect them-

selves, for, of a certainty, two or three hundred pirate junks will come

out to attack them. Sometimes they may have good luck and a

favouring wind and they may not catch up with them; if not, then

the crews are all butchered and the merchandize made oflF with in

short order.

22 (2). Hsing cJi'a sheng Ian, 17. Lung-ya men ^ )*

This place is to the north-west of San-fo-Ch'i, There is here a

passage-way between hills facing each other and which look like

dragon’ teeth; through this ships must pass. The soil is barren, the

crops very poor. The climate is constantly hot. In the fourth and

fifth moons it is very rainy.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot; they wear a short

shirt and wrap a sarong around them. They are most daring pirates.

If a foreign ship happens to come that way they attack it with

hundreds of their little boats. If wind and luck are favourable it

may escape, if not, they will plunder the ship and put to death

crew and passengers.

1) Cf. Groeneveldt, op. sup. 79.
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23 (1). Tao i chill lio, 44. Pan-tsu (3^^). Panchor(?)

This locality is the hill back of Lung-ya men, it is like a coil

cut off (at the top), it rises to a hollow-topped summit enclosed in

a series of (rising) slopes (/zL, coils); as a consequence the people

live all around it.

The soil is poor and graiu rather scarce. The climate is not

regular, for it raius a great deal in summer when it is rather cool.

The people are straightforward. They wear their hair short

with a turban of gold brocaded satin, and a red oiled cloth wound

around the body.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment rice to make a

kind of spirits called ming-kia (mm ). They have a ruler.

The native products include cranes’ crests of superior quality,

middling quality laka-wood, and cotton.

The goods used in trading are green cotton stufi
(mm

pieces of iron, native cotton prints, dark red gold (^ ^) por-

celain-ware, iron pots, and such like things.

1) Ming shih^ 3S0, 11^, has a brief reference to a country which it calls Ka-li

pan-tsu ( ) and which frequently came with tribute during the reign of

Ifung lo. All it says of it is *‘the soil is barren, the crops sparse; its products are poor.

The habits and customs are not good There is much rain in summer, when it is cold.’’

Pan-tsu may stand for Fanchor^ a Malay place name occurring in several places, on

the coast of Malacca among others. It may be that Pan-tsu is Batam or Bintang island.

Pointly it may stand for Panjang (though the transcription is unusual, would

probably be the correct one), in which case we might look for it in Pulo Panjang near

Bantam (Java).

2) Ko’ku yao /««, 4, 10^», says that tzu chin was anciently the name of a half tael

coin. “At the present time (i. A.D. 1388) it is made with red copper mixed

with gold. Real tzu chin is not often seen nowadays”.
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24 (1). Tao i cliih Ho. 29. Sak-fo-ch*i (
— Jambi district.

One arrives in this country after a voyage of five days and

nights from the Lung-ya men (Singapore Strait).

Many of the men have the family name of P'u They

are fond of fighting both on sea and on land. The fighting men

swallow a drug which prevents swords from wounding them, so

they are the most daring men in the world.

The country is densely populated, the land fertile and beautiful,

the climate hot. In the spring and summer it rains continuously.

The usages of the people are honest and pure. Both sexes do

up their hair in a chignon and wear a short blue cotton shirt, and

wrap around them a piece of tung^chmg cotton cloth (

As they are fond of cleanliness they have their dwellings on frames

over the water. They gather oysters of make diet (j§^, chutney).

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment glutinous rice

m ) to make spirits. They have a ruler.

The uative products are plum-blossom (aud) flake camphor of

middliog quality, laka-wood, betel-nut, cottons stuffs, and fine carved

wood.

The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading are coloured taffetas,

red beads, ssB pit (shawls), *) coloured cotton stuffs, copper and iron

pots, and such like.

1) The first phrase of this paragraph is a quotation from Cku-fan ckik, 1 ,
6’\ The

latter part may be derived from Ling v:ai iai ia, 3, 10—11. See Hirth and Kockhill

op. sup, ciC., 63. Wang applies the name San-fo-ch'i to the whole region along the Jambi river.

2) Tung Chung may be an abbreviated form of Tung-chung-ku-la

^jj ) to which the Tao i cUh lio devotes a chapter (89, infra, 48 (1)) and which appears

to have been in Western Borneo.

3) See supra 12 (1), Note 2.
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According to an old tradition the earth (once upon a time) sud-

denly broke open and several myriad of cattle came out. The people

captured them and ate them; afterwards (or later on) they took

bamboos and closed (the crevasse) finally and forever. ^)

25 (1). Tao i chill Ho, 41. Ch'iu-chiang
( Palembang.

From Tau-chiaug ( ) one enters the (Straits of) P eng-

kia men ( ). The people use bamboo (rafts) instead of

boats. Along the roads there are many brick pagodas. The profit

they derive from their fields is double that of other countries. It

is a common saying that if grain were planted one year the third

year gold grew, meaning that the grain was changed into gold.

After a while, people from the Western Ocean, having heard of

the fertility of their soil, came in ships and took from the fields

some of the bone of the earth ( ) to carry

back to their fields to establish a current between them and this

country ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ but though they planted grain,

but the gold of the fields of Ch'iu-chiaug did not grow. This is a

strange thing! ®)

The climate is rather hot. Men and women do up their hair in

1) Taken from C^u fan chih^ 1, 6^ (San-fo-ch'i). Hirth and Kockhiil, op, sup, cif,^

61. On the subject of the early relations with Sumatra, see the interesting article of G. P.

Rouffaer in Encfjclopadie van JSedvrlandsch-Indie

,

IV, 199— 210.

2) That is to say: When one leaves the mouth of the Jambi river or Sungi Sunsang

here called "the fresh water estuary or Tan*chiang”) one first enters (on the way to the

Java Sea) the Straits of Banca (P*eng-kia men). The Ying yal sheng Ian (infra^ 25 (2))

has slightly amended this phrase of the Tao i ckih lio, as has also the Using ch*a sheng Ian.

3) TuTig hsi yang k*ao^ 3, 14^ says “ChTu-chiang was called Va tu ( or

the fertile land”), for there was a saying that if one year grain was sown the third year

gold grew, meaning that the crops were so abundant that much gold was got by trade.”
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a cbigaou and wear a sarong of white cotton. They boil sea-water

to make salt, and ferment the syrup of the cocoa-nut to make

spirits. They have a ruler.

The native products include gharu-wood, (of the huang-sliou-

hsiang-Vou variety), kiii-yin-hsiaiig ^ cotton superior to

that of any other foreign country, beeswax, coarse laka-wood, very

big cranes’ crests, and (real) gharu of medium quality.^)

The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading are small coloured

Men-pang beads ^ ki-lin kernels ^ jjfji ), Ch'n-

(chou-fu) porcelain-ware (^ ^), copper caldrons, coloured cotton

stuffs, big and little water-jars and pots, and such like things. ^)

25 (2). Ying yai sheng Ian. 3. Ch*iu-chiang J^)*

It was anciently called San-fo-ch’i (^^ called

Po-lin-pang
,
Palembang) and is under the rule of

Chao-wa (Java). To the east it adjoins Chao-wa, to the west Man-

la-kia (Malacca). To the south it reaches to high mountains and

1)

Kin ym Tisiang^ in Malay kemanjan, is sweet benzoin, see Hirth and Rockhill, op,

sup cif., 198 Tung hsi yang k^ao, 3, 17% mentions among the products of Ch'iu-chiang

naphta Vft )•

2)

I have found no explanation for “coloured Men-pang beads”. Tao i chih lio, 40,
describes a locality called Su-mtm-paug

( ) P^o^ably in or near Java, perhaps

these beads came from there. “Ki-lin kernels” are mentioned again in this work (20) as

an article of trade with the natives of Tan-rao (see infra, 38 (1)). See also llsi yang chao

kung tien lu, 2, 2^ (Hsien-lo). It says “There is a tree the leaves of which are like those

of the ying fao ( ) Primus pseztdocerasus, Lindl.) the sap of which drips like

honey and after a while solidifies and becomes of a dark red colour like glue (^^). It is

called ki4in chih (^^); it is injurious if eaten”. It seems

error for li
( ) “grain, kernel”.

likely that ckich
( is an

3)

Cf. Groeneveldt, op, sup, cii., 73—75. We have seen that the Tao i chih Ho
distinguishes San-fo-ch% and Ch'iu-chiang. applying the first to the whole region of the Jambi
river and the second more particularly to the town of Ch%ii-chiang (or Palembang) and its

vicinity. In Ma Haan’s time the name San-fo-ch^i had ceased to be in use. This chapter
was translated by Groeneveldt, ^otes, 73—75.
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oa the northwest it goes to the sea-coast. Junks (coming from

Ch'iu-chiang) enter the Tan-chiang then enter P'eng-kia

Banka). They ha?e to transfer to small boats to go up

the (Tan-) kiang to reach the capital.

Many of the inhabitants are immigrants from Kuang-tung, Chaug-

chou and Ch'iian-chou.

This country is fertile and the population dense. The soil is

good for farming purposes. There is a common saying to the eflfect

that if one season they till the soil the third season they gather

rice ), the word shou (il|^) meaning to reap a large space

There is a great deal more water than land. The inhabitants

are given to fighting on the water. Only the dwellings of the

highest ofiBcers (^^) are on the banks of the river, the people

live scattered about on bamboo rafts tied to a root of a tree or a

post, moving on the tidal stream (J^) with the rise and fall of

the tide.

The habits and customs and the language are the same as in

Chao-wa.

In the Hung-wu reign (of the Ming, A.D. 1368— 1398) there

was a Kuang-tung man called Ch'en Tsu-i
( |^ being

a proscribed man fled to this country and became a chief, plun-

dering ruthlessly passing travellers. In the Yung-lo reign (1403 —

1424) the Emperor ordered the eunuch Cheng Ho to take command

1) The point of the story is lost in the text. Instead of “they gather rice” we should,

of course, read “they gather gold”. Ralph Fitch, writing in the last quarter of the 16’^

century, speaking of Jambi says: Jamba is an Island among the Javao also, from whence

come diamants. And the king hath a masse of earth which is goidej it groweth in the

middle of a river: and when the king doth lacke gold, they cut part of the earth and

melt it, whereof commeth golde. This masse of earth doth appeare but once in a yeare;

which is when the water is low: and this is the month of April”. Hakluyt, Principal

^avigatioiiSj V, 499 (Hakluyt Soc. edit). This is evidently another version of this

tradition.
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of a fleet. Wbea lie arrived (in Ch'iu-chiang) there was a Kuang-

tung man called Shih-kin-che who laid a complaint

against Ch'eu Tsu-i before Cheng Ho. The latter ordered his soldiers

to arrest him, and (Ch en) Tsu-i suffered decapitation. (Cheng Ho)

gave (Shih) Kin(-che) ofiBcial rank, and he thereupon returned to

Ch'iu-chiang and became chief. On his death, his daughter succeeded

him, with power to raise to honours and punish the inefficient as

he had done.

In their habits they are fond of gambling games, such as pa-

kuei («»). chess, and cock-fighting, in all of which they put

up stakes in money.

In trading they use Chinese copper cash, (pieces of) cotton cloth,

silk, and the like.

The native products include cranes’ crests, hxiang-lien {coptis teeta

rhizomes), laka-wood, gharu-wood, beeswax, and Mn-yin hsiang which

looks like an object made in inlaid silver-ware but black in colour

with portions white. The finest kind is that in which the white

colour preponderates over the black, the poorest that in which it is

mostly black. When burnt it strikes the nose irresistibly. The

westerners called So-li prize it. ®)

The cranes’ crest bird (]^T^ *1^) is bigger than a duck. Its

1) According to the Using cKa sheug Ian {iu/ra, 23 (3)) Cheng TIo’s expedition to

Ch'iu-chiang was in 1415. Conf. list yang chao kung Hen lu^ t, 14"" (San-fo-ch*i). Ming

shih, 304, says that Cheng Ho brought back Ch'en Tsu-i a prisoner when he returned

in 1407 from his first mission. Of. also Ming shiH, 3S4, 19‘ and Groeneveldt, Notes,

42, 71.

2) Ming skUi, 334, 19% states the facts differently. It says that the Cantonese

who aided Cheng llo to capture Ch'en Tsu-i was called Shih Kin-k'ing
( ).

The Emperor rewarded him for his services by conferring on him the title of Ch'iu-chiau"

Huan-wei-ssd
(^ ^^ ). In 1421 on his death his son (Shih) Ki-sun

succeeded to the title. Cf. Groeneveldt, Notes, 71-72, This statement is im-

portant for filing the earliest date at which Ma Huan can have published his work, it

shows that it cannot have been before 1424.

3) Presumably Klings from the east coast of India, or Indians generally. Cf. iujora, 1 (2).
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feathers are black and its neck is long. The bone on its head is

over an inch thick, inside it is yellow and outside red; it is alto-

gether very pretty and much prized.

The huo cliH
(^ ^J| lit,^ ‘‘fire fowl”) is bigger than a crane.

Its neck is also very long. It has a fleshy red comb
(KfcS).

a pointed bill, feathers the colour of a black sheep (? ^ long

legs of black colour with such sharp claws that if it inflicts a wound

on the stomach of a person he will die. It eats hot charcoal. It

does not die in captivity.

The “fairy deer” ()|i^ is the size of a big pig, about three

feet high with short hair, and a pig’s snout, and like it with three

clefts in the hoofs. It is herbivorous and will not come near strong

smelling things.

Their cattle, sheep (goats?), swine, dogs, fowls, ducks, their es-

culents and fruits are like those of Chao-wa.

1)

The Tung hsi gang k^ao, 3, says: Crane-crests are got from the meng-Cung

the rhinoceros hornbill, Buceros dicornis), an aquatic bird with a yellow bill

over a foot long It is used by the people of the South to make wine cups. According to

the Hua i k^ao product is obtained from a big sea crane. The na-

tives of the islands kill it at night when nesting in the cliffs. See A. R. Wallace, Malay

Archipelago^ 137.

2) The Hua i ao (as quoted in Tung hsi yang k'^ao') says: “The huo-chH comes

from Man-la-kia (Malacca), it is of the size of a stork (^^), mostly of a dark brown

colour. It can eat fire and breathe out smoke and fire. Its young are of the size of a goose.

The shell of its egg is extremely thick and heavy, it is mottled or white. The natives of

the islands greatly prize the eggs which they gather for food.” The bird referred to is the

Casuari of the Malays, our Cassowary. It must have been imported into Sumatra from

the Moluccas where it is indigenous. See Groeneveldt, Notes^ 198.

3) The “fairy deer” seems unquestionably to be, as pointed out by Groeneveldt, op.

sup. cit
, 199 (on the authorty of the revised edition of the text), the Sumatran tapir,

although I had also thought of the hog deer, the hahy ruso of the Malays. Hsi yang chao

kung tien lu^ 1
,
13'’ (San-fo-ch'i) says: “The animal called shen lu is like a big pig, three

feet high, with black hair on the fore past and white on the hind past, a pig’s snout

and three clefts in its hoofs. It eats herbs”.
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25 (3). Hsing ch'a sheng Ian. 10. Ch'iu-chiang

Its old name was Kingdom of San-fo-ch’i. It can be reached

from ChaO“Wa (Java) with a favourable wind in eight days. One

reaches it after entering the mouth of the river.

The soil is very rich, twice as rich as elsewhere. There is an

old saying that if one year they plant grain in three years gold

grows up; meaning that the grain is so abumdant that is sale

brings iu much gold. So it is that the people are vvell-to-do.

In their customs they are noisy and fond of dissipation. They

are given to fighting on the water.

There is much water and little dry land at this place. The

chiefs all build their dwellings on the shore, and their retainers

and servants are lodged all around them. All the common people

build their dwellings on bamboo rafts which they anchor with

poles; should the water rise the rafts float without danger of sinking;

should they wish to go elsewhere they pull up the poles and move

away with their dwelling without trouble of expense.

At the present time it is under the rule of Chao-wa,

The natural products are liuang^sliu hsiang (gharu-wood), su

hsiang (gharu-wood), laka-wood, dim hsiang (gharu-wood), beeswax,

cranes’ crests. The goods used (in trading) are coloured beads, blue

and white porcelain, copper caldrons, coloured cottons and silk stuffs,

coloured satins, big and little porcelain jars, and copper cash.

In the 13th year of Yung-lo (1415) Cheng Ho and others pro-

ceeding with the fleet to foreign parts, the pirate Ch'en Tsu-i

^^d others, who were plundering foreign traders at

San-fo-ch'i sought to attack them, but our fleet commanders laid an

ambush, defeated them, captured them alive, and led the pirate

chiefs to the Emperor. Hereafter, throughout the length and breadth

of the Inner and outer Seas all was tranquil.
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26 (1). Ying yai sheng Ian, 6. A-LU (p^ ^ )• Aru.

To the south it adjoius high mountains. To the north it reaches

the sea. To the west it reaches Su-men-ta-la (Achen). One cau

reach it by journeying by water from Man-la-kia (Malacca) for four

(lays and nights.

There is the Tau-shui chiang ( which on the east

adjoius the wild lauds ^ and on which dry rice )

cau be raised.

As to their usages the common people occupy themselves with

farming and fishing.

The customs are pure and simple. Their marriage and funeral

ceremonies are the same as in Java and Malacca.

In trading they use little (pieces) of cotton cloth called k*ao~ui

liice, grain, catfcle, sheep, fowls, and ducks are very

plentiful as is also butter. All the people are Muslims.

The native products include the “flying tiger” of fhe

1) Cf. Groeneveldt, op, sup. cit., 94—96. Aru bay lies within Pulo Kumpei and Pulo

Seinbilang on the N. W. coast of Sumatra. See China Sea Bireciory, 92 The Tao i

ckih lio^ (Tau-yang) see infra, 27 (1) seems to be the earliest Chinese work to mention

it by name, though it gives no description ot it. Conf. Groeneveldt, ^ofes, 94, he locates

Aru around the mouth of the river Rekan. Hsi yang chao hung Hen lu, S, 4% says it was

a four days’ sail from the Tan shui chiang (Palerabang river).

Duarte Barbosa, op. sup. cit., 196, mentions ‘The Kingdom of llaru, of gentiles, who

eat human flesh, and any person whom they can catch, they cat him without any mercy”.

Conf. Marsden, History of Sumatra, 298—299.

Usi yang chao kang tien lu, S, 4 says of A-lu
(w t ): “This country is some

eight hundred li south-west of Man-la-kia (Malacca) — and in four days with a favourable

wind it can be reached via the Tan shui kiang. It adjoins Su-raen-ta-la to the west, to

the south it spreads round big mountains, and to the north it adjoins the sea”.

In the Commentaries of Afonso Balboquerqae (Hakluyt, Soc. edit., Ill, 87) it is said

that the king of Malacca punished some criminals by having them ‘Toasted uud given as

food to certain men who are like wild men, from a land which is called Daru, whom the

king brought to Malaca to eat those condemned to this death”. It seems likely that Daru

is the A-lu of the Chinese.

2) Presumably a local native term.

10
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size of a cat or dog, with ash-coloured hair and membranous wings

like a bat’s. It can fly but not far. i) There is also Imang-Uen

hsiang (rhizomes of Coptis teeta) and sweet benzoin (^^ ^

»

hemenyan)^ etc.

26 (2). Using ch'a sheng Ian, 20. A-lu ® )•

This country faces Ch'iu-chou shan ( ;/L«a4 ,
Serabilang is-

lands) and can be reached with a favourable wind in three days

from Mau-la-kia (Malacca). The customs and the climate present

but very little difference from those of Su-men-ta-la (Acheh).

The soil is poor and produces but little. The food of the people

consists of bananas and cocoa-nuts.

Both men and women have the upper part of the body bare,

they wrap a piece of cotton cloth around them. They make a living

by going out on the sea in canoes dug out of a log of wood to

catch fish, and by going into the hills to gather rice-camphor and

aromatic stuffs. They all carry poisoned arrows and a cross-bow to

defend themselves.

The native products are cranes’ crests, flake and rice-camphor,

(Baroos camphor), which they sell to the trading junks.

The goods used (by the Chinese in trading here) are coloured

satins and silks, porcelain-ware and beads. ^)

1) Probably some variety of flying lizard of the draco volans gcniis^ which are roni-

mon in Saraatra, though they are not so large as our author states, or the flying lemur

or gallopithecus, see A. R. Wallace, Malay Archipelago^ 135.

2) Ihi yang chao kung lien la, 3, 4'‘ (A-lu) says iu a note : In the 5“‘ year of

Yung lo (1407) its king Su-lu-l'ang Hu-hsien (i. c

,

Sultan Husein) sent his minister

Man-la Ha-san ^ij — ) and others in company of the mission from Calicut

with tribute to Court’*. Cf. Groeneveldt, op. snp, cif., 95.
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27 (1). Tao i chih Ho. 55. Tax-yang

Mouth of Tamiaug River (Sumatra).

The anchorage P ) is distant from the oflScial seat over

an hundred li. Outside (Tan-)yaDg is the Sea, inside a large river

(^ ) whose source is over two thousand li away, its swift current

flows on the surface of the sea, and one stream (or branch,

is clear and sweet (^ Frequently sailors passing along this

way and being in want of fresh water draw from here, hence the

name of “Tan-yang, or sweet water sea”. When once it is passed

by there is no sea-water found which is not salty.

j
In the hollows of the hills there is arable land but most of it

good for nothing. The climate is hot, the habits of the people

chaste. Men and women do up their hair in a chignon and wrap

around them Liu pu (V^^)-^) They have chiefs.

The natural products are laka-^od as aromatic as that of A-lu

); the rice though small h 'f good flavour when cooked.

The goods used (by the Chinese trading are dark red gold,

iron-ware, coarse bowls (of china-w; ) and such like things.

1) Hsi yang chao hung Hen hi, 2, 5, T)la> ^an-yang 10 watches west of A-lu. It

mast be the estuary of the Tamiang river \ big river referred to in the text) to the

westward of Ujong Tamiang, Lat. 4® 25>/2 - fOg, ^8® 17' E. on the N.W. coast of Su-

matra. The same work
(1 , Chan-ch'eng) describes Tan yang among the dependencies of

Chan-ch'eog. Pelliot, BEFEO, IV, 327, sngges^ that the Yilan uliik {t7, 9) may have

a reference to Tan-yang, under the form
,

in a passage where it speaks of a

mission from Sumatra (Su ’ Ki-rar nao ( ) ,
which Pel-

Hot suggests with grei 7 he an* error for Mo-la-yii Ihe Malaiur of

Polo, or Palembang).

I overlooked the . note by Pelliot when I translated this passage in the first

part of the present stu^ ^ \ Fo7^/^g pao, XV, 442) and have probably read these names

wrongly, or rather divided them wrongly.

2) Presumably a cotton fabric made in the Maidive islands.
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27 (2). Hsivg ch*a sMug Ian, 21. Ta5-chiang

This place is adjacent to A-lu. and is distant from Man-Ia-kia

(Malacca) three days journey. It is surrounded by a bay into

which a big stream empties which flows out into the sea, retaining

for a thousand li all the sweet freshness of its waters. Sailors, when

once they have passed it find no such other place. It is called

Tan-yang,

,
The soil is rich, the crops are luxurient. Though the grains of

rice are small they are of excellent flavour when cooked.

The soil produces aromatics. The customs of the people are very

honest. The climate is constantly hot. k

Men and women do up their hair in a knot and wrap around their

middle a piece of cotton cloth.

The goods used (by the Chinesp^'lh trading) are gold, silver,

iron-ware, and porcelain-ware^

i ) in

are?, u-shui-wan
;5!jC

north Sumatra (V)

28 (1). Tao i chill i

Surat Passa J

?es

The bay is below the ud of Shih-lu (^ The

current in it is swift ami edcPiug. When there is no moon and the

day and night tides runninr^ north and south
(

)’ sailors are • nable to make fundings and the junk

gets into whirlpools and is f^r a month. ^)

1) Cf. Groeneveldt, op. sup. cii.,^^'6.

2) Ch aui wa,i means “the bay of raginji waters”;» the other names for

points along the Sumatran coast, this is a purely C hinese one^t would seem that it must
be either the Surat passage tSawang Ariis Kechil). See China Sea Piht, 1

, 60. It is

between Kechapa, pulo Bras (the Sl/ih-lu islet of our teat) and pulo Angkara.’on 'the N. W
and the promontory of Acheh oi the S.E. “It is funnel-shaped, nurroving from aboat 2
miles to less than 2 cables m width, fhe tidal stream is rapid, it sets N.E directly thromU.
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Formerly there was a junk of Tu-yuan (

which after drifting about in it for twenty odd days was wrecked

and everything lost, for, though it grounded in shallow water, the

crew and cargo were all swept away. Three men only got on a

rock by chance. They stayed there for five days without food and

without being able to get back to the junk, eating the while the

shell-fish they gathered on the rocks.

While their fate was thus hanging in the balance they saw one

day two big tree trunks drifting towards them. They came besif'^e

the rock (on which the men were) when they took hold of tl^cm

with their arms and, driven by the wind, they were so lucky a^ to

float along to Hsii-men-ta-la (Acheh) without being drowned.

the passage at rates of from 5 to 6 knots an hour at springs. In the narrowest of

the passage eddies render navigation difficult if not dangerous for sailing ships Son^t^times

there are whirlpools’\ It may be, however, that Chi-shui wan the neighbouring

strait which separates the two islands of pulo Xasi Besar and pulo Bras, and which

the tidal streams also run, according to the same authority, with considerable strength,

though, it would seem, not so strongly as in the Surat passage

list yang chao Ivng Hen hi, 3, 5 gives as follows the course followec 1 hy junks

going from Malacca to the port of Su-raen-ta-la (Acheh). It leads “by the island 'ofKia(Ka)

waiig (or “the island of the false king”, '||^
— Ki-pei island (or “Cotton

island” ^ [[j(^ ), Ki-ku island (or “Chicken-bone island”, |lj|8. ,

Pulo Medang'-^), Shuang hsii (or “Double island”, |!|fe . The Broth^'Ts islands), Ian

hsii (or “Single island”,
||j(|3 , Pulo Berhala). After this the in Sumatra

is reached. Ten watches {i e
,
6C0 li) after making the coast ‘ /one comes to Tall-

ying
( 7^ Tamiang hay), fifteen watches (bOO li) ' uirther on to Ta yii kiang (or

“Big fish bay”, ), five watches (300 h'^ ‘e to Pa-la island

Balken bay?), five watches (300 li) more to the Chi

ir* ,
Surat passage or Lampujang Strait)

billows. Five watches (300 li) more and the (port o

In a noto
(
1

,
F’ (Chan-cheng) the aut'' ^ , tb

arc counted to a watct'-

north-western angle

Tang hsi
^

Su-men-ta-la {

n T •• lo
’’

I) lu-yu.

wan (or “Bay of raging waters”

there is mud, reefs and roaring

own of Su-mcn-ta-la is reached”,

ding to sailing regulations 60 li

'ng, S, 3’’, locates it in A-lu in

...naira.

6'’ mentions alsob t)

Chinese name. It ma/- h'

= shui wan, which it says was in

iv ftm/i “chief”
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29 (1). Ying yni sUng Ian. 8. Li-tai (^^)-

Li-tai is a little country. To the south it confines on big moun-

tains. To the north it reaches to the sea. To the west it adjoins

the country of Nau-po-li (Lambri), and to the south-east it confines

on Na-ku-erh.

The inhabitants (of Na-ko-erh) number one to two thousand

families. Now they have one man as their lord, but they are subject

the rule of Su-men-ta-la, and whatever they do or do not do

thej depend on it ^ ^ ^)-

,lls to their language and kind of clothing they are as in (So-

me, n-)ta-la. In the mountains are found great plenty of wild rhi-

noce ros.

30 (!). Tao i chlh lio. 54. Hua-mien (^ ® )• The Battaks (Sumatra).")

The coast is winding (^ |_L| )i^)i the soil marshy but very

fertile, .^o that it produces more than the people need for food.

Men and women prick their faces with a black juice which is

the reason for this country being called “the Country of the Tat-

toed Faces”.

1) Cf. Groenevuiai., p ;
^8. The Tao i chih lio an<i the Using cJi a sheng

Ian do not mention this distrii.. v The text reads the name Li-fa
(mm )

but I have not

hesitated to correct the second
|

:ter to ^ai
( )

as Ssn Pu ch'iian shu ts mg

sha Ti yao^ '2 8, |
synopsis of this work the name as Li-tai. It is the

Lide of tie Barros list states, he places it between Pedir on the west and

Pirada. See Cordier,
^ 110— 141. Gerini, Ptokmtfs Geography^ 68S,

victor ^ -v r

identities it with Kant
'

'
” '

'

'’dinir, on the north coast of Sumatra a lew

miles west of Merdu

llsl gang ckao ki
j

6^ (Sa-men-iu 0 countries (of Na-

ku-crh and Li-t'ai) submit
..

|

•ss to ^ -la”,

On Na-ku-erh, cf, infra, 80 1 the name is given
j

lountain.

2) This is the earliest men lis tribe by Chinese writers, unless the Pa-Pa

(
^ dependency of San; rding to Cku-Jan ckiik (7‘ San-fo'chT) is the
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The climate is extremely hot.* The people in their habits are

chaste. They have chieftains (or a chief ruler).

The products of the country are cattle, sheep, fowls, ducks,

betel-nuts, sugar-cane, sirih leaves and cotton.

The goods brought there by ships for trade are iron in bars,

blue cotton cloth, coarse bowls, blue Ch'u-chou-fu porcelain ware,

and such like, but junks come only to this place to supply their

daily wants (in provisions) which is all the place furnishes.

30 (2). Using clCa sMng Ian. 23. Hua-mien Kuo-Wang

3E)-

This kingdom is near Su-men-ta-la and winds along the shore

of the sea of Nau-wu-li. The soil produces a suflScieucy of rice.

The climate is irregular, the customs of the people boorish. All the

men prick in black on their faces flowers and animals. They have

apish heads and naked bodies; they wrap a piece of cotton stuff*

around their loins. The women wrap a piece of coloured cotton

stuff around them. They do up their hair in a knot behind. There

is great plenty of cattle, sheep, chickens, ducks, and gauze ^)-

The strong do not despoil the weak; high and low eat the products

of their own fields; the rich are not proud, the poor are not thievish.

It may truly be called a land of goodness.

same. Nicolo di CoDti (Ramasio, 1 , 339^) speaks of the Batach of the island of 'j^nrouo^i

(Sumatra). Cf. Devic and Van der Lith, Livre des mtTveilks da Vluda, 126. These Piters

identify Tide with the country of the Battaks.

The Ying yai shang Ian has a passage on these tattooed
.
people, which it sa}s were

also called Na-ku-erh, at the end of the chapter ' -
''*‘.men-ta-la, see infra, 32 (2).

Hsi yang chao knng tieu-lu, S, 10 /S^i-men-ta-la) says: "to the west of this country

(of Su-men-ta-la) it is cal>d
'

"^ku-er’ ^Ijut a thousand families and still

i

farther west is Li-tai wif^^ ,j Luousand families’*.

Cf. Gerini, Researcke^^on Ptolemy, 674, and G. Philips, JCBRAS., XX, 231.
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The native products are aromatics, blue lotuses, and cliin~pit

There is a mountain called Na-ku-erh ) which pro-

duces sulphur. When our fleet was stationed at Su-nien-ta-la some

men were sent in a boat to this mountain to get sulphur.

The goods used (in trading here) are satins, silks, and porcelain.

The ruler was much touched by the Imperial bounty and has con-

stantly sent tribute to court.

31 (1). Tao i chili Ho, 62. Nan-wu-lt (P^P^RH). Lambri.

This place the port where Wang Ta-yuan’s junk anchored?)

is the most important trade-centre of Nan-wu-li. Great mountain-

like waves dash against it; it is on the edge of the Jih-yiieh wang

Sea
(mmnzn) in which it is doubtful whether there is

any land. ”)

Tlie natives live all over the hills, each family in its own house.

Both men and women do up their hair in a knot and leave the

upper part of their bodies bare, wrapping a piece of cloth around

them as a sarong: The soil is poor, the crops sparse, the climate

hot. As to their customs they are given to piracy like the people

of Niu-tan-hsi (“^1^ ^ ^^)‘ ^)

1) Cf Groeneveldt, op, sup. at., 97. — China Sea Pilot, T, 62, says that there is a

sulphur mine some two hours walk from the chief village of Pulo Weh on Balahan Bay
on the S. W. coast of the island. I have found none other mentioned in this part of the

Hand, though from its volcanic chaiacter there must be many deposits of sulphur. Lin-

schoK«* I, 109 (Hakluyt Soc. edit.) mentions in Sumatra "a hill of Brimstone that buriieth

continually, ana they save there is a fountaine which runneth pure a simple Balsame {i. e„

Naphtha), it hath likewise .i^reat store of Silke’k C’f. infra, 32 ('2).

As to the tissue called chtn pu -an offer no suggestion as to its nature. The name
docs not, 30 far as T know, occur elsewhere, p .

i) Cf Ilirth and Kockhill, op sf. i. ih-,v„eh wang yang or “the Sea

facing the sun and moon'’ is the same as the \an-wu-u i., or Sea of Lambri

3) It seems highl) probable that this name Niu-tan-hsi should be corrected so as to
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The native products are cranes’ crests, shells of turtles, tortoise-

shell and laka-wood, superior to any other in aroma.

The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading here are gold, silver,

iron-ware, rose-water, red ssh pv ), camphor, porcelain-

ware with designs in blue and white, and such like things.

A ship on its homeward voyage may escape the winds and waves

and good luck may have carried it clear of all dangers from monsters

of the deep, but when passing this place it will without a doubt

fall into the tiger's mouth unless it can quickly catch “the violet

wind” and make off. ”)

3] (2). Vi7f(7 jjai shcjKj Ian, 9. Nan-fo-t>i ( )

This country borders on the sea. To the east it adjoins Li-tai,

read Tan-ma-hsi ( ) which may have been near Singapore Strait or the

Strait of Lingga, but which at all events is mentioned by Wang as a nest of pirates, as

appareiUly was Larabri, ^vhich he calls for that reason “a tigei’s mouth”.

1) Presumably a red muslim, elsewhere called hsi yaatj ssii pu and hsi j/citiy pu and

which, according to Ma Hiian w'as manufactured in India.

2) On the subject of Lambri, see the travels of Friar Odoric in Cordier’s edition of

Cathay and the icay thither^ If, 140

3) See Groeneveldt, op sup. cif.^ ‘JS—99 -— Hsi yang chao knng iieu lu S, 8’’ (Nan-

mo-li) says in a note: ‘On tbe 7'** }ear of Yung lo (1409) the king, his ministers and

some tens of persons came to the capital on the junks of the mission when they came hack .

Gerini, op. sup, cit
,
602—-604, thought Lambri might be represented by the present

village of Lam-barih on the left hank of the Acheh River not far from Kotaraja, the

present capital.

The p'o-SQ tree grew in the Western Paradise and bore the fruit of eternal life.

list yang chao kiing tlea la., S, S' (Nan-po-li) after referring to the coral tree says

“From Sha-li-pa-tan (Jurfattan) steering by the compass for ten days and nights one sights

successively the Kuan-yen island
(

^i£ ^fter that the Chung-yang (or “(’cn-

tral”) island
( ), whence sailing by Niu-ling shan

( ^SiOJ )
one ar

rives in this country (of Lambri). To the east this country coniines on Li-tai, to
”

west it adjoins the Ocean, to the south it conOnes on big nn •

west of it in the Ocean there is an island which rises strai'
'

top; it is called Mao Shan. West of this island is the Ocean

of Lambri (Na-mo-li yang”)

Pulo Web, the north-east easternmost and the
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to the north-west it adjoins the sea, and to the south it is adjaceut

to high mountains, and south of (these) mountains it borders on

the sea.

There are hardly one thousand families and all are Mussulmans.

The customs and usages are rough and honest. The king lives

in a high building (^) forty feet high and surrounded by a board

fence; it is very orderly and secluded, but the lower part of it has

no walls, and cattle and sheep are stabled in it. The people live

as in Su-men-ta-la.

In trading they use copper coins. The native products are cattle,

sheep, fowls, and ducks. Rise is scarce, but vegetables and fruit are

abundant (as are also) fish and shell-fish. Its laka-wood is of ex-

ceptional quality; it is called lien~hua cliiang^clien (^ ^ ft,

‘iotus flower laka-wood”). There are rhinoceros.

To the north-west in the Ocean a half day’s distance there is

a table island called Mao shan diii ), or “Hat island” (Pulo

Weh). The sea, which is the Western Ocean, is called (Sea of) Na-

mo-li (SBS 2. <?., Sea of Lambri). All ships take their bearings

by this island. In the shallow water around the island there grows

a tree which is the coral tree. When big it is two to three feet

high, its detached branches are as great prizes as if of the p*o~so

tree (^^)- The root can be made into balls and utensils.

Around the island there dwell some twenty to thirty families

each one of which calls itself king. When one of them is asked

who he is, he replies, “a-^a la-cha'
( isra ^ij

,
Malay, aka

raja), which means, “I am a king” and whoever is asked, at once

makes the same reply. It is most strange and laughable.

Toll Mali) which rises to a height ot 2395 feet and may be seen in clear

3G miles. China Sea Piloid 1, Gl.

‘^ays Cheng Ho’s first visit to Lambri was during his mission

'17, and finally in hi** mission of 1430. 3SS,
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It (the Mao-shao?) is under the rule of (Nan-)po-li. It can be

reached by ship from Su-men-ta4a iu three days and nights.

32 (1). Tao i chill Ho, 50. Hsu-wen-ta-la *«*!!)
Sumatra (Acheh).

(Hsu-weu-ta-la) is shut ofiF (from the sea) by a high range.

This place is near the sea; its soil is gravelly and grain is scarce.^)

Both men and women wrap around them a sarong of cotton

cloth. Their habits are simple.

Their ruler is very fine in his personal appearance, the colour

(of his clothing?) must be changed daily three times, to blue, to

black, and to dark red. Further more they must annually put to

death some ten men and bathe him in the blood, by which means

he will be free from any contagious disease during the whole year;

so the people stand in terror of him.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot and wrap a red cotton

cloth around them.

The native products are camphor, coarse laka-wood with hut

slight perfume, cranes crests, and tin. They cultivate the cli'ieh tree

mm ) which grows over ten feet high. After three or four years

it does no produce many ckieli They pick off the fruit by

1) Samara of Polo, Sumoltra of Friar Otloric. It is generally thought to have stood

on the northern coast of Sumatra between Diamond Point and Pedir Point, somewhere

about the present Samalangan or on the Teluk Semawe. It seems to me very difficult to

reconcile the sailing directions of the Hsi yang chao kung tien la [supra^ 145) and the

report of Juan Serano (beginning of XVI’** century, see infra

,

152) with this location, I

would be disposed to seek for it south-east of Acheh Head, say on Daya Bay; my chief

argument in favour of this position of this town is based on the position of the Chi shui

wan {supra, p. 144). If I am wrong; then we must place these rapids near Diamond Point

or even south-east of it.
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means of ladders. (These fruit) are like water-melons, large ones

weigh over ten catties.

The goods used in trading here are hsi-i/anfhssti pn^ camphor,

rose-water, yellow oiled-cloth umbrellas, blue cotton cloth, coloured

satins, and such like articles.

32 (2). Yithj ijai slihig lent, 7. Su-mkn-t\-la
( ^ )•

Na-ku-erh
( fp ^).

Su-men-ta-la is the same as the kingdom ol Hsii-wen-ta-na

of former times. To the south it confines on a big

mountain, to the north it reaches to the sea, to the east it like-wise

reaches the mountains and confines on the country of A-lu
(w ®)i

to the north it reaches to the sea and confines on the two little

states of Na-ku-erh and Li-tai.

(Su-men-ta-la) is an important emporium of the Western Seas;

one can reach it by travelling south-westward from Man-la-kia

(Malacca) with a fair wind in five days and nights. Before reaching

it (one arrives at) a village on the sea-coast called Ta-lu-man

(^ ^ one leaves the ship and after ten H (by land)

one comes to the city. It has neither walls nor suburbs. There is

a big stream (which passes by it and) flows into the sea. The

ebbing and flowing of the tide causes great waves at the mouth

(of this river), so that ships are frequently wrecked there.

1) The ordinary meaning of r/i'{e/( is e^^^-plant, but there seems to me little doubt

in view of the parallel passage in the Hsing-ch'a sh^ng-lau {infra, p. 157j that the durian

is meant. Cf /’wwy /fsi yanr/ k'ao, 4, 8^ where the durian is callt-d lua
( ).

2) Cf. Groeneveldt, op sup at., 85-87, 94. Ibn Batuta landed at this port of the

town of Sumatia. He says {Voyagns, IV, 229 1 , «We lauded at the hayidar or port which

is a large village on the seashore, and where are houses, it is called Sarha, and is four

miles from the city (of Sumatra’'). Of this city he says fhid
, 280): “it is a fine and large

city with a wooden palisade and towers also of wood'".

Juan Serano n.ite.l thU city in ilia beginning of the XVI'" oeDtary
, he says , “Having left
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Formerly the tattooed-faced king of Na-ku-erh invaded (Su-

men-ta-la) when (its king) in a fight against him was defeated and

killed. His son was a weak child unable to avenge him, so his wife

in auger cried out; ‘‘He who can avenge this, him will I wed, and

share wdth him the sovereignty/’ There was an old fisherman

I®,# ), who on hearing this, led troops, defeated the tattooed-

face king and killed him, and restored peace to the country. The

queen kept her promise and married the old fisherman and granted

him the government of the country.

In the 7th year of Yung-lo (A.D. 1409) the king came and

offered tribute at court. The Emperor commended him, and in the

10th year (1412) he sent a mission to his country. The pretender

(i. e., the son of the killed king), supported by the tribes, had (in

the meantime) murdered the king, that is to say the “old fisherman”,

and his sou, Su-kan-li
(
##*1) the head of a lot of people

Pedir and gone down the northern coast, I drew towaids the south and south-east direction

and reached to another country and city which is called Sumatra, in which we saw many

merchants, and m a single quarter we counted five hundred changers, besides other quarters

where there many others. The people are all dressed in cotton. They navigate with vessels

made of a certain wood which looks like canes : they call them juncos in the Malay lan-

guage. See Description of the coasts of East Africa, 226, 227 (Hakluyt, Soc. edit.)

Already in Wang Ta-yuan’s time the name of Acheb, as synonymous of Su-men-ta-la,

was in use In the chapter on Chung-ka-lo he uses it, writing it Ek III# . (T lung hsi

yang Eao, -A, 3*’— 4t.

G. P. UoutTaer, op. sup. cit., IV, 387, places the Ta-lu-man of our text on the Teluk

Semaw'e. 1 am, for reasons given in a previous note [supra, 52, n. s.) inclined to look for

it farther west on the north coast, possibly even on the west coast.

1) Ilsi yang chao kung tien lu, 2, 6^ (Su-men-ta-la) has the following in a footnote:

“lu the 3‘* year of Yung-Io (1405) its king So-tan Ha-nau a-pi-chen (Handal Abidin? See

looting pao

,

lUOO, 344) sent his minister Ali with tribute to court, when a patent of

investiture (as a feudal prince of the Empire) was conferred on the king. From the year

1407 to 1431 there came repeated missions from this country bearing tribute and petitions

on leaves of gold. In 1435 it asked for a jiatent of investiture for the heir to the throne”.

This work writesj the name of the son of the Old tisherman Su-kan-la, as does the

Jisfng-cEa skengAan

Cf. E. H. Parker, The Island of Sumatra, 136— 137. [Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly

Review, Januaiy, 1900)
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had fled to hiding in the steep mountains, where, after a while, he

had been attacked (by the son of the former king) who had wreaked

vengeance on him.

In the 11th year of Yung-lo (1413) the eunuch Cheng Ho ar-

rested him (Su-kan-li) and sent him to the capital (of China) for

punishment, and the son of the old king, filled with gratitude,

prepared tribute for the Court.

The climate of this country is as hot as summer when the sun

is up, and as cool as autumn after sunset. During the fifth and

sixth moons malaria is prevalent.

The usages and customs are good and honest. Their language,

modes of wooing, and marrying, their funerals and clothing, are the

same as in the kingdom of Man-la-kia (Malacca). The people also

live as they do there. It is filled with merchandize brought by

passing foreign ships.

In trade they use gold and tin coins. The gold coin is called

ti'^na^erh (Esns. dinar), it weighs five candareens. They prin-

cipally use tin (coins) in trading. ^)

The native products are sulphur which comes from a mountain

with deep cavities, no vegetation grows on it; the soil is stony and

scorched yellow.

The arable soil is restricted but fit for rice, of which they get

1) tisi yawj chao kuiig Hen lu^ S, 5^^ (Su-rnea-ta-la) says in a note: “They east a

coin of pale gold an inch and 5 tenths in diameter and on both sides of which there are

designs. It weighs 3 candareens 5 li. One authority says that 48 of them is equal to

( ^ )
one tael four candareens in gold. They usually use tin coins'*.

On the tin coins of the Malay Peninsula and the Maldives, see Voyage of Frangois

Pyrard (Hakluyt Soc. edit ,), i. 232, and the editors exhaustive note on the subjet. Pyrard

says that in the Maldives the tin coin called larin was worth 12000 cauries. See also Sir

R. C. Temple on the subject of tin currency in Indian Antiquary, Sept. Oct. Nov. 1913.

The Arab writer Wassaf mentions “dinars of red gold*’. Yule, Marco Polo (3‘‘ edit.),

II, 349 Ibn Batuta speaks of “red tanga” as in use iu his time in Sumatra. They were

made I presume of the referred to frequeutly by our (Jbinese writers.
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two crops yearly. There is neither barley nor wheat. Near the hills

they have pepper gardens. The vine grows like the Chinese t'ien-ts'ai

mm ttiB flowsrs 3ir@ y©llow^ i^liB S6@ds wiiiiiB, TIib fmiij is

green and when mature red. When half ripe it is picked and dried

in the sun. Every hundred catties is worth one tael of pure silver.

They have bananas, sugar-cane, niangoustines, and jack-fruit.

There is (a fruit) with foul-smelling leaves (^^), it is called

iu~erh~yen Malay durian)- It is like the Chinese

fou-ling ^ ^ lit. ‘‘chicken-head water-chestnut”), eight to

nine inches long and with pricks (over it). If opened when ripe it

is in five or six sections and smells like rotten meat. The pulp

(^C) which is white is in fifteen flakes
( ^) and very sweet. The

seeds can be roasted. Sweet ripe oranges ) are had all the year

round; these oranges are not sour, nor do they become sour or soft

for a long time ; the seeds are white. The ang^pa
,
amra,

mango) is like a shrivelled pear, but slightly longer and with a

raw odour. When its skin is removed it can be eaten.

Of vegetables they have the onion, garlic, ginger, mustard,

gourds, and water-melons. The gourds can be left for a long time

without spoiling. The water-melons have a green rind and red

seeds. They are two to three feet long.

They have much cattle and butter their sheep

are black. Their cocks reach seven to eight catties in weight and

are of a most delicious flavour when boiled.

They all raise silk worms but do not sort(?) the silk in un-

reeling it
( ^ ) and only make figured silks

( fijt «$)•*)

1) Ihi yang chao kartg tlen lu^ J3, 5'' (Su-raen-ta la) has

which is to me incomprehensible. Referring to the oranges of this country it says : "Oranges

are ripe all the year round. The "lion orange”
( )

and the “green orange”

( ) do not turn sour and can be stored away”.
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Na-ku-erh
(^ JjR )•

The king of Na-ka-erli is also called ‘’King of the Tattooed

faces” ^ i )• country is situated to the west of Su-

men-ta-la. It is a little country, scarcely more than a big village.

All the people tattoo their faces, hence the name of Hua-mien.

There are about a thousand odd families. Arable soil is scarce and

paddy fields few. They have swine, fowls, and ducks.

Their clothing, customs, usages, and language are the same as

in Su-men-ta-la.

32 (3). Hsinff ch'a sheng Ian, 22. Su-ailn-ta«la ^ )• ")

It was anciently called Hsii-wen-ta-na ( With

a favouring wind it can be reached from Man-la-kia (Malacca) in

nine days. There is a village on the sea-coast.

The soil is poor and produces but little. The pepper vine grows

very long ( ); it is supported on branches of trees; the leaves

are like those of the pien-toii bean (^ ^), dolichos tablab. L).

Between the flowers the yellowish white seed hang in bunches like

coir-paltn seed
(^ only the kernels are smaller. The

natives reckon a po-ho weight bahar) as equal to three

hundred and twenty catties of our standard weight, the price is

twenty silver coins weighing six ounces (Chinese v\ eight). There is

1) .\a-ku-erh is usually suiiposed to have been Peilir, see G P Kouffaer, up sup. cit.,

IV, 387.' 390.

2) Groeneveldt, op. sup. at
, 88. Miup shih, 3a.\ V'—Y, says that Cheng Hovisiieil.

Su-men-ta-!a three times. Su-kan-la, it says, was the younger brother of the “Old king”

(i. e., the Old fisherman). In 11,15 Cheng Ho when ariived ui Sa-men-ta-la Su-kan-la was

ignored by him and, in consequence, attacked the envoy with a considerable force With

the assistance of the tribesmen (loyal to the legitimate rtija) Cheng Ho defeated him with

heavy loss, drove him into Lambri, captured him and took him back (to the capital), the

legitimate ruja sending a mission to express his thanks.
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a gold coin called “gold ti^na' dirtar) twenty of which

weigh five taels two mace.

The customs of the people are pure aud honest. The common

people make their living by catching fish with nets; at day-break

they go out to sea in dug-out canoes each with a big sail, in the

evening they come back.

The men wear a white cotton turban, and a cotton sarong

wrapped around the waist. The women do op their hair in a knot,

the upper part of their body is bare, around the waist is a piece

of coloured stuff.

They have a trailing plant (J[I^ which they replant every

five years when the fruit has become small. There are oranges with

a sour-sweet taste and which are constantly in bloom and bearing

fruit. The best (of their melon-shaped fruits) has a skin like a

lichee and is of the size of a melon. Before (the fruit) is opened

it is very bad-smelling like rotten garlic, but when opened there

is a kind of pocket with (a pulp in it) like butter, sweet aud

palatable.

They boil sea-water to make salt, aud ferment kajang seeds to

make liquor. The goods used in trading are blue and white china-

ware, copper, iron, Chao-wa (Java) cotton cloths, coloured silk gauzes.

In the 11th year of Yung-lo (A.D. 1413) a usurper called Su-

kan-la
(^ ^ ) had possessed himself of the throne ; the legi-

timate ruler of the country sent an envoy to our capital to state

the facts and ask for help. T'ai-tsung Huang-ti (i. e. ,
Yung-lo)

ordered Cheng Ho and others to go with troops and attack aud

capture the usurper alive. In the 13th year of Yung-lo (1415) he

(the king) came and offered tribute to court, all the natives having

made their submission.

li
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33 (1). Tao i chilt Ho. 6. Lung-yen hsu ^1^)- Pulo Roado(!)

The island is flat, stretching out from north to south. It is a

desert waste. Over it hangs a bank of clouds, and the soil is barren,

but whenever the sky is clear and the temperature mild and when

the wind makes the waves rise, shoals of sea-monsters come

to play and leap near the coast and then they spit their saliva on

this island; ths from this it gets its name (of “Dragon spittle Island”),

The colour of this spittle is either black like black incense

or frequently like pumice-stone. It has a rather rank

smell. When it is used in combination with other perfumes its aroma

is purer and more far-reaching than that of calambac-wood, sandal-

wood, musk, gardenia flowers, or gharu-wood; it surpases all of these.

In former times this place was unhabited but the natives from

other parts (/. , from the nearby Sumatran coast), using their

dug-out canoes, come here to collect the ambergris and sell to other

peoples. It is bought with gold, silver, and such thiugs.

1) CL Hd yang chao kang tien lu, 2, 9^ (Liu shan kuo), and hifra, 39 (2). Note.

See also ilirth and Kockhill, op. sup. cit., 131, 237

Although tlie whale ( described under that name as early as the middle

of the fourth century (See B. Laufer, Tuung pao, XIV, 341, n 1), it is nearly invariably

referred to by writers such as Chou Ch'd-fei, Chao Ju-kua and subsequent ones as “a

dragon” or «sea-monster”- Yu yang tsa tsu. (IX'^ century) ir, 4'’, says whales are called

and cH it then proceeds to give a very accurate description

of them. It adds that the oil from the head of the pin-Ju was used for feeding lamps.

This “Amlergris Island” has been thought to be Pulo Bras or Bampujang, situated

about 20 miles southward of Palo Rondo. It is the westernmost of the islands off Acheh
head It attains in the middle a height of 2,296 feet above high water. China Sea Pilot,

1 , 55 Ilsi yawj chao kung lien hi, S2, Ip, says it was passed on the voyage to Ceylon
between Mao shan (Pulo Web) and Tsui-lan sh-an (Great Nicobar?). Both Wang Ta-yiian

and Fei Ilsin say it was a flat island. For these reasons I think it much more probable

that it is Pulo Rondo or Tepurong, which lies to the north-west of Pulo Weh.

The “black incense” is probably the variety of gharu-wood of this name (also called

r« ciio c/i-en hsiam,
( ^ mentioned by Chao Ju-kua. Ilirth and Rock-

hill, op. sup. ciL, 208.
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33 (2). Hsing ch^a sheng Ian. 24, Lung-yen hsu ^ ^)-

It is a lonely island in the midst of the Sea of Nau-wu-li

(Lambri) a day’s voyage to the west of Su-meu-ta-la. This island

floats on the billows on the face of the ocean, the waves breaking

and the clouds drifting over it. Every spring shoals of sea monsters

come here and in the gambols they eject their spittle. The natives

(of Su-men-ta-la) come to the island in their dug-out canoes, gather

it and go back.

It sometimes happens that there is wind and waves, in which

case the men get into the water and while holding on to the side of

their boat with one hand reach into the water with the other and get it.

When first brought ashore this ambergris is like greasy gum of

a blackish yellow colour, with rather a fishy smell.

In the course of time large lumps get formed, as big as a

bushel; these are cut out of the bellies of big fishes. They also

have a perceptable fishy smell.

When burnt (ambergris) has a pure aroma which is most agree-

able. This product on the market of Su-men-ta-la is worth twelve

gold coins of the country for one ounce oflScial weight. One catty

is worth a hundred and ninety-two gold coins, equal to nine

thousand Chinese copper cash; no small price indeed!

1) Cf. Groeneveldt, op. sup ciV., 100. Hsi yang ch&o hung Hen when referring to

the ambergris sold in the markets of Djofar and Mecca calls it ang-pa^erh hsiang
(

A ), Arabic *anbar, Cf. Hirth and Rockhill, op. sup. cit.y 128, n. 1.

(To he continued.)
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William Woodville ROCKHILL.

Nous avons ap[)ris avec autant de suiprise que de peine la niort prema-

turee de notre collaborateiir et ami, I’llon. William Woodville Rockhill. Le

17 novembre dernier, il nous ecrivait en nous envoyant le raanuscrit du Me-

moire sur les Relations and Trade of China with the Eastern Archipelago

and the Coast of the Indian Ocean during the fourteenth Century^ qui parail

dans le present numero du T^oung Pao: « Je quitte cette semaine pour Peking

oil je serai tout Thiver revenant ici en Mai». II devait remplir dans la capitale

de la Cliine les functions de Conseiller pres du President Youen Che-k’ai. Le

4 decerabre, se sentant indispose a bord du paquebot qui le conduisait dans

I’Extreme Orient, il fut transporte a Thopital d’Honolulu oil il succomba a

une maladie de coeur le 8.

Ne en 1854 a Phiiadelphie, il etait le plus jeune fils de Thomas Cadwalader

Rockhill et de Dorothy Anne Woodville de Baltimore. Sa mere, devenue veuve,

vint a Paris : il fit ses etudes au Lycee Bonaparte, entra a PEcoIe Spkiale militaire

de Saint-Cyr et a sa sortie il servit pendant trois annees en Alg»h’ie (1873—1876)

en qualite de Sous-Lieutenant dans la Legion etrangere. Cependant ses gouts le

portaient vers Tetude des langues orientales, et, devenu libre, il suivit les cours

de Sanscrit et de tibetain de Leon Feer et de P. E. Foucaux ou il connut

Edouard Specht. De cette epoqiie datent ses premiers ecrits sur le Bouddhisme D-

11 entra en 1884 (9 avril), dans le Service diplomatique et fut nomme Second

Secretaire de la Legation des Etats Unis a Peking et, des 1885, il etait promu

au rang de Premier Secretaire. Pendant une absence du Ministre americain en

Coree, il tut Charge d’Affaires de decerabre 1880 a avril 1887. Il obtint alors

un conge et quitta le service diplomatique pour se livier a des etudes geogra-

pliiques et anthropologiques qui lui ont merite une legitime reputation. Il

faisait en 1888—89 et 189i—92 deux voyages d’exploration en Mongolie et au

Tibet qui lui valurent la I’atron’s Medal de la Royal Geographical Society: il

a donne en 1891 et en 1894 le recit de ces explorations 2
). Il reprenait alors

du service actif et fut nomme Commis principal {Chief Clerk) au Departement
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d’Etat le 14 uvril 1893 et en cette qualite il fut le representant du Departenient

d'Etat ati Bureau de Contrule et d’Administration de TExposition du Gouver-

nement a la World’s Columbian Exposition a Chicago. Le Secretaire d’Etat

Gresham le promut Troisieme Assistant Secretaire le 14 avril 1894 et le Secre-

taire Olney le designa pour le poste de Premier Assistant Secretaire vacant

par Tenvoi de M. Uhl comme Anabassadeur en Allemagne II ne negligeait ce-

pendant pas 1'Extreme Orient et c’est de cette epoque que date son memoire

sur le h^o Ceou ^). II avait entrepris un dictionnaire des termes geographiques

usitAs par les Chinois; il devait etre aide dans cette oeuvre par Watters et

par des amis de Chine mais il doutait beaucoup, ainsi qu’il me I’ecrivait le 14

janvier 189G, d’avoir la possibilite de terminer ce travail. Des 1897, Rockhill

etait envoye comme Ministre plenipotentaire en Grece, Rouinanie et Serbie,

{)uis il fut appele a Washington au poste important de Directeur du Bureau

International des Republiques Americaines (1899—1905). C’est pendant cette

periode qu’il publia pour I’Hakluyt Society son excellente edition de Plan

Carpin et de Guillaume de Rucrouck^) et pour la Royal Geographical Society

le voyage a Lhasa et au Tibet central de Sarat Chandra Das En 1900, il

etait envoye en Chine comme Commissaire et Plenipotentiaire pour remplacer

M. Conger; il in’ecrivait le 26 juillet qu’il avait reru de son Gouvernement

I’ordre de se rendre en Chine et qu’il partait le surlendemain. Il fut Tun des

signataires du protocole final signe le 7 septembre 1901 a Peking par les re-

presentants etrangers a la suite de finsurrection des Boxeurs et du siege des

Legations dans la capitate de la Chine. Ayant repris son poste au Bureau des

Republiques americaines, il publia un recueil des traites des Puissances etran-

geres avec la Chine et la Coree de 1894 a 1904^’) et un memoire sur la po-

pulation de la Chine ‘). Mais on avait trop apprecie les services de Rockhill a

fetranger pour ne pas I’employer a nouveau; il etait nomme successivement

Ministre plenipotentiaire en Chine (1905—1909), ambassadeur en Russie (1909

—

1911), enfin a Constantinople. L’administration du Pi’esident Wilson crut pou-

voir se priver des services de Rockhill; ce ne fut pas la moindre de ses fautes:

Rockhill etait en efiet un des trop rares agents du service diplomatique ameri-

cain qui avait suivi une carriere reguliere et il avait acquis une experience des

affaires qui manque a la plupart de ses collegues; il possedait aussi une con-

naissance des langues etrangeres, du fran^;ais en particulier, qiu fait egalement

defaut a un grand nombre de diplomates americains. II quittait Constantinople

le 24 novembre 1913 pour se rendre en Chine [)ar la Russie. C’est en arrivant

a Peking le 16 janvier 1914 de Siberie et de Mongol ie qu’il eut fagreable

surprise d’apprendre q\ie le 19 decembre 1913, il avait ete nomme par I’Aca-

demie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres Conespondant de I’lnstitut a la place

de Ferdinand de Saussure, C’est de Peking qu’il rn ’envoya en fevrier la pre-

miere partie de son memoire sur les Relations de la Chine avec I’Archipel

Oriental. Rentre en Amerique, il avait installe ses collections iv Edgehill, Litch-
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field, Connecticut. C’est de la qu’il parti t en novembre pour son dernier

voyage en Chine. A la fm de sa vie, Rockhill avail edite en collaboration

avcc F. Hirth la traduction dont ce dernier s’occupait depuis longtemps®) du

Tchou Fan Tche ecrit en 1225 par Tchao Jou-koiia, inspecteur du Commerce

ail Foil Kien, tiaitant du Commerce des Arabes et des Chinois au XII® et an

XIIP siecle.s, public a I’lraprimerie de I’Academie des Sciences de Petrograd

Rockhill a fait depuis unpriraer le texte du Tchou Fan Tche a Tokio il

avail egalement Fintention de faire reimprimer pendant son sejour dans FEx-

treme Orient le Tao Yi Tche Vio et le Sinfj'tdi'a Chhig-lan

Rockhill a ete marie deux fois: d’abord a Miss Caroline Adams, en 1876;

en dernier lieu en 1900 a Miss Edith Howell Peukins; il laisse deux filles.

C’etait un ami sincere de la France: “I was much relieved to hear from you,

m’ecrivait-il le 27 septembre dernier. All my thoughts are with you all in

France and though 1 have the most absolute confidence that the final outcome

of the war will be the crushing of Prussian Militarism and German bullying

nevertheless nous passons de bien mauvais quarts d’heure tliinking of our

friends in French, British and Russian Armies”. Et encore le 17 novembre:

“All America is heart and soul with you and our confidence in the outcome of

the war is absolute. Nothing can shake my faith in your cause and its success”.

Nous n'ajouterons rien de plus a ces paroles.

llenri Cohdier.

1) The Sutra in Forty-two Chapters, translated from the Tibetan, by \V. W. Rockhill,

of Baltimore, Md. {Ind. Antiq ^ XI, 1882, pp. 295—6.)

— W. W. Rockhill. Translation of two brief Buddhist Sutras from the Tibetan. {Am, Or.

Soc, Proc.y Boston, May 1883, pp. xxv— xxviii.)

— Udanavarga: A Collection of Verses from the Buddhist Canon Compiled by Dharma-

truta Being the Northern Buddhist Version of Dhammapada. Translated from the

Tibetan of the Bkah-hgyur. With notes and extracts from the Commentary of Pra-

djnavarman. By W. Woodville Rockhill. London: Triibner & Co., 1883, in-8

pp. XVI— 224.

Fait partie de Tritbners Oiiental Series.

— The Life of the Buddha and the early History of his Order. Derived from Tibetan

works in the Bkah-hgyur and Bstan-hgyur. Followed by Notices on the early History

of Tibet and Khoten. Translated by W. Woodville Kockhill, Second Secretary U. S.

Legation in China. London : Trubner & Co., 1884, in-8, pp. xri 273

Fait partie de TriibnePs Oriental Se7’ics.

— The Tale-Lamas. By W. W. R. {Jovrn. C. B. R. A. S., XX. N. S,. 1885, pp. 377/278.)
— Tibetan Bnddhist Birth Stories: Extracts and Translations from the Kandjur. {Jour?,.

Am. Orient. Soc,, XVIII, 1, 1897, pp. 1 14.)
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2) The Land of the Lamas. Notes of a Journey through China Mongolia and Tibet with

Maps and Illustrations by William Woodville Rockhill. London, T.ongraans, Green &

Co., 1891, in-8, pp. viri-399.

Notices: par A. A» Fauvel, Etudes reliqieuses , , . par les Peres de la Cie. de

Jesus, 30 sept. 1893, partie bibliographique, pp. 689/692. — The Academy,

Nov. 7, 1891, N®. 1018, by Stephen Wheeler. — Journal Asiatique, VI lie

Serie, XX, Sept.-Oct, 1892, pp. 295/7, par L. Feer. — Mature, XLV,
1891-2, pp. 98/100.

— Tibet. A Geographical, Ethnographical, and Historical Sketch from Chinese Sources.

By W. Woodvi lie Rockhill, M. R. A. S. {Jour. Roy, Asiatic Soc., XXIII, pp. 1/133,

185/291.)

— Mr. Rockhill’s attempt to reach Lhassa. {Proc. P. Geog. Soc., 1889, Dec., pp. 730/734.)

Cf. ibid., p. 439.

Trad, en russe HaGLcxia Soc. Gdog. Irkoutsk, XXI, 1, 1890, pp. 62/7.

— Mr. RockhilFs Travels in North-East Tibet {Proc.. R. Geog, Soc., XIV, 1892, Nov.,

pp. 777/779

)

— Travels in Tibet. {Edinburgh Pevieiv, April 1892, pp, 540/558.)

A propos de Bonvalot et de Rockhill.

— An American in Thibet. {Century, XIX, 3.)

— Eastern Thibet {Ibid., 720.)

— Northern Thibet and the Yellow River. {Ibid., 599 )

— The Lamaist Ceremony called “making of ma/ii pills’*; by W. W. Rockhill, of Peking,

China. {Jour. Am Orient. Soc., XIV, 1890, pp. xxii-xxiv.)

— On the use of skulls in Lamaist Ceremonies; by W. W. Rockhill pp. xxiv-xxxi).

— Smithsonian Institution United States National Museum. — Notes on the Ethnology

of Tibet. Based on the Collections in the U. S. National Museum. By William Wood-

ville Rockhill. — From the Report of the U. S National Museum for 1893, pages

665-747, with plates 1-52. Washington: Government Printing Office. 1895, in-S.

— Mongolia and Central Tibet. {ISature, XL VII, 1892-93, pp. 426/427 )

A propos da Voyage de W. W. Rockhill.

— The People of Tibet. {Scottish Geog Mag., XI, 1895, pp. 102/410)

D’apres les Rotes on Ethnology of Tibet, de Rockhill.

— Diary of a Journey through Mongolia and Tibet in 1891 and 1892 by William Wood-

ville Rockhill Gold Medalist of the Royal Geographical Society. City of Washington

Published by the Smithsonian Institution 1894, in-8, pp. xx p. I. tab.. Pint. &c. -|-

pp. 413.

Table of Contents, p. v. — List of Illustrations, p. vi. — Illustrations in the

Text, p. VII. — Introductory Notice, p. ix. — Part 1. From Peking through

Mongolia to Kumbura, p. 1. — Part II. Salar pa-kun. Kuei-te Koko nor.

TVaidam, p. 73. — Part III. From the Naichi gol to Namru de, near the

Tengri nor, p 181. — Part IV. From Namru to Ch’amdo, p. 233. —
Part V. Draya. Mar-K’ains Bat’ang Lit’ang. Cbala, p. 319, — Appendixes.

Appendix I. Salar Vocabulary, p. 373 — App. II. San-Ch’uan T’u-jen Vo-

cabulary, p 377. — App III. Plants of Tibet, p. 380 [By W. Botting

Hemsley . . . from the Jourri of the Linnean Society — Botany, Vol. XXX,
pp. 131-140]. — App IV. Table of Latitudes, Altitudes, etc, p. 386. —
App. V. Mean Monthly Temperature, p 396 — General Index, p. 397.

II y a p. 372 une grande Route Map.

San-tch’ouan t'ou-jen — ;ii±A-
Notices: Jour. As, No. 2, 1895, pp. 359/362, par L. Feer. — Nature, Lll,

1895, pp. 171/2, par Hugh Robert Mill — Jour. R. As Soc., April 1895,

pp. 487/490, by T. W.
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— A Journey in Mongolia and in Tibet By W. M'oodville Rockhill. {Geographical Jour-

nah HI, May 1894, pp. 357/388).

—- \V , W. Rockhills zweite Reise nach Tibet. — H, S. {GlobuSy LX VII, 1895, pp. 39/42.)

— *Le Coeur de la Chine, par W. W. Rockhill.

No. 75 de la Biblioth. ill. dcs Voyages autour du Monde., Paris, Plon.

3) Diplomatic Missions to the Court of China. The Kotow Question by William Wood-

ville Rockhill reprinted from the Americaji Historical Review. Vol. II, Nos. 3 and 4.

April and July 1897, in-8.

4) The Journey of William of Rubruck to the Eastern Parts of the World, 1253—55,

as narrated by himself, with two Accounts of the earlier journey of John of Pian de

Carpi ne. Translated from the Latin, and Edited, with an Introductory Notice, by

William Woodville Rockhill, Honorary Corresponding Member of the Royal Geogra-

phical Society. London: Printed for the Hakluyt Society. — MDCCCC, in-8, pp. lvi— 304.

Forme ie N°. IV de la Seconde Serie des Pub. de PHaklnyt Society.

5) Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet. By Sarat Chandra Das, C 1. E., Of the Bengal

Educational Service,... Edited By the Hon W, W\ Rockhill. London: John Murray,

1902, in-S, pp. X 2 ff n. ch. pp. 285, Cartes et Plans

— — New Edition .... 1904, in-8, pp. xvi—368.

Traduit en russe par V. Kotvitch, St. Petersbourg, 1904, pp, xLiv— 356, cartes

et illustrations

6) Treaties and Conventions with or concerning China and Korea, 1894—1904, together

with Various State Papers and Documents affecting Foreign Interests. — Edited by

William Woodville Rockhill, Former Assistant Secretary of State of the United States,

and Commissioner of the United States to China, 1900—1901. — Washington
j
Go-

vernment Printing Office, 1904, in-8, pp. v—555, 5 cartes.

Ce recueil a ele suivi d*un second qui n’a pas ete mis dans la circulation.

7) An Inquiry into the Population of China by William Woodville Rockhill. — From

the Smithsonian Report for 1904, pages 659— 676. (Nt>. 1639) Washington: Govern-

ment Printing Office, 1905, hr. in-8.

Reprinted from Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections (Quarterly Issue). Vol. 47,
Part 3, pp. 303—321 Published December 10, 1904

8) Chao Ju-kua, a New source of Mediaeval Geography By F. Hirtfa, Ph. D. (Journ.

Roy. Asiatic Soc.y 1896, Jan., pp. 57— 82.)

— Chao Ju-kua’s Ethnography; Table of Contents and Extracts regarding Ceylon and

India, and some Articles of Trade By F. Hirth, Ph. D. {Ibid., July, pp. 477—507.)

— Aus der Ethnographic des Tschau Ju-kua. Von Friedrich Hirth {Sitz. philos -philol. u

hist. Kl. k. Ak. Wiss. Miinchen, 1898, Heft 111, pp. 485—516)

9) Chau Ju-kua: His Work on the Chinese and Arab Trade in the twelfth and thir-

teenth Centuries, entitled Ghu-fau’Chi, Translated from the Chinese and Annotated by

Friedrich Hirth and W. W. Rockhill. — St, Petersburg, Printing Office of the Im-

perial Academy of Sciences, 1912, gr. in-8, pp. x—288, carte.

1 peun, in-8.
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Thomas Lowndes BULLOCK.

Nous avons appris avec regret la xnort de M. Bullock, Professeur de

Chinois a FUniversite d’Oxford, enleve par une attaque de pneumonie, le 20

Mars 1915, a sa residence a Woodlawn, Oxford. M. Bullock, ne en 1845, etait

fils du Rev. J. F. Bullock de Radwinter, Essex; il fit ses etudes a Oxford, aux

Winchester et New Colleges, d’Oxford, et le 24 fevrier 1869, il fut nonime

eleve interprete en Chine. Yoici d’apres le Foreign Office List les etapes de sa

carriere: Faisant fonction de troisieme Assistant, 24 juin 1872; troisieme As-

sistant, 27 sept. 1873; Faisant fonction d’interprete a Kioung tcheou en 1877;

en charge a Pakhoi du 17 sept. 1877 au 15 avril 1878. Pronou Assistant de

deuxieme classe 1" avril 1878; charge du consulat de Han k’eou dulO avril au

23 juillet 1879. Promu Assistant de premiere classe, 1 avril 1880. Charge du

Consulat de Tchen Kiang du 6 sept. 1879 au 30 sept. 1880; a Wou hou du 4

oct. 1880 au 24 aout 1881
;
a T’ien tsin du 25 oct. 1881 au 5 juillet 1882;

faisant fonction d*Assistant Secretaire chinois a Peking du 15 mars 1886 au

7 mai 1887; faisant fonction de Secretaire chinois du 8 mai 1887 au 18 mai

1888; Assistant Secretaire chinois, l^r nov. 1888; vice-consul a Chang Hai, 1

juillet 1889, mais non installe. Charge du Consulat a T’ien tsin du 19 mai

1888, au 31 mars 1900: consul a Kieou kiang, 1 avril 1891
;
transfere a. Nieou

tchouang, 20 aofit 1892; faisant fonction de juge Assistant et de consul a

Chang Hai du 17 nov. 1894 au 14 fevrier 1896, transfere a Tche fou, 4 fevr.

1896; de nouveau faisant fonction de juge assistant et de consul a Chang Hai

du 24 janvier au 9 avril 1897. Prit sa retraite le l^r juillet 1897.

En 1899, il rempla^a le Rev. Dr. James Legge, dans la chaire de chinois

que ce savant avait illustree a FUniversite d’Oxford. M. Bullock a peu ecrit; outre

quelques articles *), il a donne tin rnanuel a Fusage de ses eleves qui a eu

deux editions O- ^ laisse un fils, vice-consul a Fernando Po et une fille.

Henri Cordier.

1) Formosan Dialects and their connection with the Malay. {China Review^ III, 1874

—

1875, pp. 88—39.)

2) Progressive Exercises in the Chinese Written Language by T. L Bullock, Professor

of Chinese in the University of Oxford. London, Sampson Low, 1902, in-8, pp. vi -f-

1 f. n ch -j- pp. 256,
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LIVRES NOUVEAUX.

Nous avons re9u le rapport des Postes chinoises pour 1913

(Secoude annee de Tchouug-houa Mia kouo). Le nombre total des

articles expedies par la poste en 1913 s’eleve a 629 millions ^2 7

c’est-a-dire 185 millious de plus qu’eu 1910; ea 1901, on

n’avait expeclie que 10 millions 7*2 d’objets; ce rapport renferme

une belle carte.

Le Bulletin de CEcole frangaise Extrhne^Orient^ T. XIV, N®. 4,

renferme un raemoire Sur quelques texles amiens de Chinois parle\

par Henri Maspero; le N®. 5 contient: J. Pkzyluski, L’or dans le

folk-lore annamiie; A. Bonifacy, Nouvelles recJierches sur les gdnies

ihiriomorphes au Tonkin; R, Deloustal, Des D^terminatifs en An-

namiie; Pham Qujnh, Deux oraisons funlhre en annamite.

Le N®. 6 du T. XIV du Bulletin de CEcole fran^aise d^Extreme-

Orient renferme: UArchitecture interpriiie dans les Monuments du

Camhodge par Henri Parmentier.

Notre collaborateur, le Dr. Berthold Laufer vient de donner

a la serie anthropologique des publications du Field Museum of

Natural History de Chicago le premier volume d’un ouvrage im-

portant sur les Chinese Clay Figures comprenant les Prolegomena
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07i the History of Defensive Armor; il a egalement insere dans The

Journal of Race Development^ Oct, 1914, un article: Some fumla^

mental Ideas of Chinese Culture,

Nous avons re9u les travaux suivants de Tlustitut Oriental

de Tladivostok:

NO. 5 (To.Mli 45-H, Oblll. 2-ii). P. K Goldenstedt. Specimens of English, 2d edition.

No. 6 (TomTi 48-h, Bwri. 2>ii). B. M. Men4111^11. Copooyin,. Anayiiiaii hnoneKaro

:)iiiicTo.iapiiaro cthjh. 'lacib II-h. kh. 1-n, libiii. 2-ii.

NO. 7. ToMT, 5 I n, Bisn. 2*n). !I. H, 1LImit4T1i. Onbixi, MaH4apiiHCKoiT I'paM-

MaxiiKH. 11, Bbin. 1-H. II34. 2-e.

NO. 8 (ToMb 56-n, cbin. I-ii). II. II. rn>iH4T‘i>. OnbiTb MaH4apiiHCKou TpaM-

MaTHKji IV, Bbin, i-fi. M34. 2e.

NO. 9 noc/ii54HiH (2-p npfT.i. Kp 13-My r. 1134.). ilpoTOKO.ibi 3acl>4aiiiu KoH<{>e-

pciiuiii BocToHHaro IlHCTHTyTa 3a 1911 — 12 ak. ro4T>.

Nous avous re9U les ouvrages suivants qui seront Tobjet de

comptes-rendus dans le T'onng pao,

J. de la ServiJire. — Histoire de la Mission dfi Kiang-nan,^ 2

vol. in-8.

Col. L. W. ShakesPEAR. — History of Upper Assam
^

Upper

Bimnah and North-Eastern Frontier, London, Macmillan, 1914, in-8.

Les Douanes Maritimes chinoises out fait paraitre le Vol. I,

Northern Ports (Aigun to Kiaochow) de la Part IL Port Trade

Statistics and Reports of Returiis of Trade for 1913. Le rapport

de Newchwang est accompagne de trois planches donnant la courbe

de la riviere Liao, le Port de Newchwang et le plan de Yiugkow.

Une Histoire de Tempereur Gia Long avec plusieurs documents

inedits vient d^etre publiee en quoc ngu’ par LE-van-Thom, a Saigon,

chez F. H. Schneider.



CHKONIQUE.

ANGLETERRE.

Le Congres international des Orientalistes qui de\ait te tenir cette

annee au inois de septembre a Oxford ejrt renvoyd a I’annee pruchaine a la

rnenie epoqne.

FRANCE.

L’Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres a accorde le Prix du Baron

de Joost (2000 fr.) a M. R. Petkucci pour ses travaux sur Cart chinois et le

Prix Stanislas Julien (1500 fr.) a M. Maurice Courant pour son ouvrage: Jai

Langiie chinoise pcfrlec — Gramrnaire du Kwan hwa septentrional.



OPTICAL LENSES.

BY

BERTHOLD LAUPER,

I. EUllNING-LEXSES IN CHINA AND INDIA.

FmE-DKODi CTiox BY Meaxs of Optical Lex.ses amoxo the

Axctexts. — Crystal leases, wherever employed iu ancient times,

served for one main purpose exclusively, — the optical method of

fire-making. This method is not found among any primitive tribes

of the world, but it ivS restricted to the highly advanced nations

settled around the Mediterranean and to the peoples of India and

China. W, Hough, iu bis interesting study The Method of Fire-

Making^ ^ has justly observed, “Among the several ways of producing

‘pure’ fire the mirror and lens presented a worthy method to those

ancient cultured nations possessing instruments for focussing light.

It can scarcely be said that this was a wide-spread and popular

plan for producing fire, but probably was a thing known to priests

and scientific men of the day, and viewed as a mystery or curiosity.”

The centre of gravity of the following inquiry lies in a new

research of this interesting subject, as far as China and India are

concerned. ^ China and India, however, were not isolated in the age

* Report of tiational Museum

^

Washington, 1890, p. 408.

* This study owes its origin to a suggestion received from Dr. Frank Brawley and

Dr. Emory Hill, two prominent oculists of Chicago, who are about to issue a comprehen-

sive cyclopaedia of ophthalmology, and desire to obtain reliable information on the history

of optical lenses in Asia. The second part of this essay will deal with the history of

spectacles.
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when the utilization of lenses loomed up on their horizons, but

partook of the blessings of that great world civilization inspired

and diffused by Hellenism, This subject therefore, like all other

culture-historical problems, must be visualized within the frame of

universal history; and it will hence not be amiss first to pass in

review what we know of burning-lenses among the ancients in the

western part of the world.

The peoples of classical antiquity were acquainted with two

optical instruments for the production of fire, — concave burning-

mirrors and convex burning-lenses focussing the sunlight. The

question as to whether these are to be attributed to the inventive

genius of the Greeks, or were modelled by them on the basis of

previous achievements of Mesopotamian civilization, cannot be decided

in our present state of knowledge. H. Layard ^ (1845) discovered

in the palace of the Assyrian King Ashur-nasir-pal (885 — 860 b.c.)

at Nineveh a rock-crystal lens of piano-convexity, 1^ inches in

diameter, with a focus of 4^ inches, cut much like our own

burning-glasses, though somewhat crude in its workmanship. It

may well have performed the function of a burning-lens, as ad-

mitted by modern technologists; ® but we should await more evidence

before crediting the first invention of burning-lenses to the nations

of the Euphrates Valley.

The earliest well-authenticated literary testimony for the use of

burning-lenses remains the famous scene in Aristophanes’ (0,450—
c. 385 B.c.) comedy The Clouds written in 423 b.c., where

the following dialogue ensues between Strepsiades and Socrates

(I quote from T. Mitchell’s rendering). ^

* Discoveries among the Ruins of JSiueveh and Bahglon, p. 197.

* Niemann and uu Bors (in Kramer, Der Mensch und die Erde, Vol. VJ[, p. 102);
and Feldhaus, 'Tecknik der Vorzeif, col. GG7.

’ The situation is this: Strepsiades, who has run up a debt of five talents, wants to

dodge his obligation by destroying the hill of complaint recorded in wax by operating on
it a burning-lens.
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Strepsiades.

Socrates.

Strepsiades.

Socrates.

Strepsiades.

Socrates.

Strepsiades

Socrates.

IVe hit the nail

That does the deed, and so you will confess.

Out with it!

Good chance but you have noted

A pretty toy, a trinket in the shops,

Which being rightly held produceth fire

From things combustible —

-

A burning-glass.

Vulgarly call'd —
You are right; ’tis so.

Proceed

!

Put the case now your bailiff comes,

Shows me his writ — I, standing thus, dSe mark me,

In the sun’s stream, measuring my distance, guide

My focus to a point upon his writ,

And off it goes in fumo

'

By the Graces!

’Tis wittingly devis'd.

This translation is somewhat free, and does not bring out the

technical points which are of importance for a consideration of the

burning-lens. Strepsiades describes it as a beautiful and diaphanous

stone ri Trup arTTOv^t); and what Socrates in

the above translation calls a burning-glass is in the Greek hyalos

(pjxXo(;), It is presumed that this word here appears for the first time

in Greek literature in the sense of ^‘glass,” ^ and accordingly that

Aristophanes speaks of burning-lenses made from glass. ^ The reasons

given in support of this opinion, however, are by no means convincing.

The first Greek author with a distinct mention of glass is Herodotus

(ii, G9), who terms it “molten stone” with reference to

the ear-rings placed by the Egyptians in the ears of their tame

crocodiles. Herodotus (iii, 24) likewise is the first to use the word

ill the description of the coflSns of the Ethiopians, where it

most evidently has the significance of “rock-crystal” or some other

* Blumxeb, Tschnologie^ Vol. IV, p. 384.

* M. H, Morgan, De ignis eliciendi tnodis apud antiqnuok {Harvard Studies in

Classical Philology

^

Vol. I, 1890, p. 46 This is the most complete study of Greek and

Roman methods of fire-making, inclusive of burning-lenses .and burniug-mirrors.
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transparent stone; ^ for “they put the prepared body in a crystal

pillar hollowed out for this purpose, crystal being dug up in great

abundance in their country.” ^ If has in Herodotus, as shown

by the inward evidence of the passage, the meaning of “rock-crystal,”

I see no reason why the same meaning should not be attributed to

it in Aristophanes. Besides the passage cited, there is but one other

ill which the great writer of comedy makes use of the word: in

The Acharnians the Greek ambassadors, returning from a mission

to the King of Persia, report,

“At our reception we were forced to drink

Strong luscious wine in cups of gold and crystal/" ^

as J. H. Frere translates with perfect correctness; where Bliimner,

Morgan, and others, however, see the first mention of glass vessels

in Greek records. ^ It seems to me more probable that gold and

crystal vessels are here spoken of. In order to succeed in making

the burning-lenses mentioned in The Clouds of glass, Morgan is obliged

to have recourse to two theories which are unsupported by evidence.

We see plainly from the words of Aristophanes, he observes, that

glass was very rare in his time (while two pages ahead glass utensils

were then at Athens^, since he calls it a precious stone {^yeuitno^

and, as it is said that this stone icj for sale in the shops of the

pharmacists (pharmacopola), it is proved by this very fact that the

matter was regarded as a miracle. This “miracle” will fade away,

if we adopt the reasonable and natural interpretation of taking OV-acj

in this passage as “rock-crystal” with the specific sense of “burning-

* Some authors take it for Oriental alabaster or arragonite, which is transparent

when cut thin.

* Thus also Achilles Tatius calls rock-crystal bpccpvy(j.hii,

^ vaA/vwv ky.7ra}(4XTC(jv,

' Morgan (/. c, p. 44) says with regard to this passage that glass utensils were at

Athens as early as in Aristophanes’ times; the passage, in my opinion, would allow only

of the inference that they were at the Court of Persia, and dimly known to Aristophanes.
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lens of crystal;’’^ and we are thus released from the necessity of

making Aristophanes speak of glass as a precious stone. Strepsiades’

description fits “crystal very well indeed. There are other, historical

reasons which warrant the belief that the first burning-lenses were

cut from crystal, not from glass, as will be shown by a study of

this subject from Chinese and Sanskrit sources.

M. H. Morgan, ® it is true, makes the point that rock-crystal

became known only at a late period in classical antiquity, shortly

before Augustus; and he reveals the Roman poet Helvius Cinna,

and Strabo, who mentions the occurrence of crystals in India, as the

earliest authorities. This opinion, however, is not correct. Rock-

crystal is distinctly alluded to by Theophrastus

(372—287 B.c.) ^ as a translucent stone together with anthrax,

omphax, and amethyst, all of which can be turned into signet-rings.

More important than the material of which the burning-lenses

of the Greeks were made is the question as to their purpose and

.mode of use. The scene in Aristophanes’ comedy enlightens us in

this respect on two points. The efiect of a burning-lens was perfectly

known. The legal document of which Strepsiades speaks was certainly

draughted on a tablet of wax, and related to a debt which he

contracted; he intends to foil his creditors by melting the wax by

^ This interpretation is adopted by Liddell and Scott in their Greek-Engltsh Lexicon.

* Harvard Studies in Classical Philology

,

Vol. I, pp. 44, 48—49.

* He lapidibus^ V, 80 (opera cd. Wimmeu, p 345, Paris, 1866). This fact is indicated

also by Krause {Pyrgoteles, p. 16) and Schrader {Ueallexikon

,

p. 152). Theophrastus is

tlie first Greek author to speak of rock-crystal. As is well known, the word upvtrrscKKoci

occurs in Homer, but has the significance "ice” (derived from "chill, frost”); an

analogous example is presented by Hebrew qerah meaning "ice” and “rock-crystal.” The

actual ntilization of the mineral is certainly much older than the allusions to it in liter-

ature It occurs among the material listed for cylinder-seals in Mesopotamia (Uakdcock,

Mesopotamian Archteology, p. 287) and among the intaglios of the Minoan, Mycenjcan,

and archaic Greek periods (D. Osborne, Engraved Gems, pp. 25, 283). On rock-crystal

among the ancients, in general compare L. de Launay, Mineralogie des anciens, Vol. I,

pp. 22—28; and C. W. King, Antique Gems, pp. 90—97.
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means of a burning-lens, and thus to escape judicial proceedings.

Such action was not the order of the day, but the specific witty

thought sprung by Strepsiades, at which Socrates laughs. The

destruction of writs, therefore, was not the real object of burning-

lenses; what they really were intended for we may infer from the

allusion that they were kept in the shops of the pharmacists. At

this point Morgan went somewhat astray by neglecting the statement

of Pliny, quoted below, who assures us that crystal lenses were em-

ployed in medical practice for cauterizing the skin; and if the

Chinese adopted this very same process, the chances are that also

the druggists of Athens in the fifth century b.c. kept burning-lenses

in stock, not for any fanciful, miraculous purpose, but with a some-

what realistic end in view, — to sell them as instruments useful in

certain surgical operations. Cauterization was practised to a large

extent in ancient times; and many forms of the cautery were devised,

numerous specimens of which have survived. ^

Theophrastus, in his treatise on fire, mentions crystal, bronze,

and silver, when wrought in a certain manner, as means of igniting

fire,
^

Pmny (23 — 79), in his Natural History^ makes two references

to burning-lenses, both of crystal and glass. In his chapter on crystal

he says, ‘T find it stated in medical authors that crystal balls placed

opposite to solar rays are the most useful contrivance for cauterizing

the human body.’’ ® It will be noticed that the Chinese physicians

* J. S. Milne, Surgical instrumcuU in Greek and Roman Times, pp. HG 120,

Milne (p. 5) asserts, "The writings of Pliny contain little information of any kind and are

absolutely of no use for our purpose,'* but Pliny’s references to burning-lenses, quoted

above, would have found a suitable place in his chapter on cauteries, and assisted in en-

lightening the text of Hippocrates on n 120.

* hi XTO TS VS},CV KyJ xtto rov xxKkov /.cTt. roC apyvpov rpoTrov

Tivx gpyxa-hsvroov {De igne, 7^1; opera ed Wimmeu, p. 363). Others cancel the words

XTTO re TJfc i/sAov and interpret the instruments as concave minors (Morgan, 1. c., p. 52).

^ Invenio apjid medicos, quae sint urenda corporum, non aliter utilius uri putari

quam crystaliina pila adversis opposita solis radiis (xxwri, 10, f 2S).
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made use of crystal lenses for exactly the same purpose. In the other

passage it is remarked, ‘^If glass balls filled with water are exposed

to sunlight, they produce such a vigorous heat that they will ignite

clothes.” ^

Lactantius, the eminent Christian author of the third and fourth

centuries, apparently under Pliny’s influence, writes that when a glass

globe full of water is held in the sun, fire will spring from the light

reflected from the water, even in the severest cold. ^

Isidores, the learned Bishop of Sevilla (570 — 636), observes that

crystal opposed to solar rays attracts fire to such a degree that it

ignites arid fungi or leaves. ® His knowledge is evidently based on

Pliny.

Besides the passages in Pliny we find a clear mention of crystal

lenses in the OrpJdca^ or Aibr/.x of Orpheus, — a Greek poem wrongly

associated with the name of Orpheus, and describing the magical

properties believed to be inherent in stones, and revealed by the seer

Theodamas to Orpheus. It is not, as formerly assumed, a work coming

down from around 500 b.c., ^ but it manifestly bears the ear-marks

of the late Alexandrian epoch, and is a production of post-Christian

times. Crystal opens the series of stones dealt with in this work

(Verses 170 —184). The deity cannot resist the prayers of him who,

bearing in his hand a refulgent and transparent crystal, betakes him-

self into a temple: his wish will surely be granted. When crystal

‘ Cum addita aqua vitreae pilac sole adverso in tantiim candescant, ut vestes esurant

(XXXVI, 67, § 199)

* Orbem vitreum plenum aquae si tenueris in sole, dc lumine quod ab aqua refulget

ignis accenditur etiam in durissimo frigore {Dd ira Dti^ x).

’ Hie (ciystallus) oppositus radiis soils adeo rapit flamraam ut aridis fungis vel foliis

ignem praebeat {Origineb, xvi, 13, 1). Fungi used in cauterization are mentioned by

Hippocrates and Paul.

Krause, Pyrgotelds^ p. 6. The exact date of this work is not satisfactorily estab-

lished (compare Bernhard, Grundrm d. griech. Lit

,

Vol. II, pt. 1, p 359; and SusE-

MIHL, Gesch. d. griech. Lit. in der Alczandrinerzeit, Vol. I, p 860).
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is placed on dry wood-shavings, while the sun-rays strike it, smoke

will soon arise, then fire, and at last a bright flame, regarded as

sacred fire. No sacrifice is more pleasing to the gods than when oAFered

by means of such fire.

The ancients, accordingly, employed optical lenses in medicine

for cauterizing the skin, and in the religious cult for securing sacred

fire. The opinion has been expressed also that they served the pur-

pose of magnifying objects, with reference to a passage in Seneca,

that letters, however minute and indistinct, appear larger and clearer

through a glass ball filled with water. ^ Lessing ^ has ingeniously

and conclusively demonstrated that there is a wide step from a

magnifying-sphere to a magnifying-lens, and that the causes of the

enlargement were sought by the ancients, not in the spherical shape

of the glass, but in the water with which it was filled. Moreover,

the passage of Seneca proves nothing beyond a personal experience

of that author; and there is, in fact, no ancient tradition resfardino^

specular or magnifying lenses. In Pompeii, Nola, and Mainz, lenses

have been excavated, of which J. Marquardt® says that they could

have been nothing but magnifying-lenses. I am unable to admit

the force of this conclusion, and think that these lenses were simply

burning-lenses. ^

BcRXIXU-LhNSES in the ^llDDI.E AgE^ ANT) AAFONG THE ArABS.—
The European middle ages are doubtless indebted to the ancients for

whatever knowledge of this subject then existed. The raineralogical

knowledge of this period is mainly based on the important work of

Jiitterae quaravis minutae et oljscurae per vitream piiam aqua plenam rnaiores cla-

rioresque cernuntur {Quaes(tones naiurales, i, 0, 5).

* Briefe^ antiquarhchen Inhalf No. 45

^ Privatlehen der Burner, p. 7o-

^ M H. Morgan {Harvard Studies in Classical Philoiogrj, Vol. I, 1890, p. 46)

sides with Marquanit and Sacken against Lessing, but on insufficient grounds, and evL

dently without taking serious notice of Lessing’s forcible arguments.
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the French Bishop of Rennes, Maubodus (1035-1123), entitled De

lapidibus pretiosis^ and written in Latin hexameters. This poem,

largely founded on Pliny, Soli n us, and the Orphica, conveyed the

classical traditions regarding stones to mediaeval Europe, became the

direct source of at least four French Lapidaires^ and successfully

maintained its place as the great pedagogical manual on precious

stones and as the classical handbook of the schools of pharmacy

down to the end of the sixteenth century. ^ In § 41 of his work,

Marbodus makes the following observation on crystal lenses:

"But true it is that held against the rays

Of Phcebus it conceives the sadden blaze,

And kindles tinder, which, t'rona fungus dry

Beneath its beam, your skilful hands apply.” 2

As regards the further development of this matter, suflSce it for our

purpose to quote from Konrad von Megenberg’s (1309— 78) Book

of Nature^ — ‘Tf the sun shines on a round crystal, it ignites

tinder in like manner as the beryl does; if it is round like an apple,

and if it is exposed to the sun while it is moist, it ignites extin-

guished coal,” — and to refer to the Opus maius of Roger Bacon

(1240 — 92),^ who attempted to analyze the operation of a burning-

lens. But Bacon’s essay is dependent on that of the Arabic physicist

Ibn al-Haitam (or Alhazen, 965—1039), who treated the problem

much more profoundly and scieuti6cally. ^

* Compare the interesting discussion of L. Pannier, Lapidaircs fran^ais du moptn

dge^ j)p. 15 seq (Paris, 1882).

^ Translation of C. W. King, Antique Gevis, p. 411. In the earliest French trans-

lation (Pannier, I c., p Gl) this passage runs thus: "Ceste conceit le fou vermeil,
|
Ki

la tient el rai del soleil,
|
E de cel fou li tondre esprcnt

|

Shi i tiichet alqes sovent.”

® 77/e “Opus mams'- of linger Bacon, cd, by J. H RianoEs, Vol I, p. 113 (Oxford, 1897).

'• Coinpaie S. Vogl, P/igsik Roger Bacos, p. SO — In regard to the more recent

employment of burning-lenses, it is said that some Old-English tobacco-boxes have a lens

in the lid for use on emergency; and naturalists still make occasional use of their pocket-

lenses as a substitute for a match {Borniman Museum and Library, Handbook on Domestic

Arts, I, p. 35).
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Arabic knowledge of crystal lenses, again, is founded on that of

classical authors, and mainly linked with the name of Dioscorides.

In the Arabic version of the Materia Medica of this Greek author,

compiled by Ibu al-Baitar (1197—1248), we find it stated that rock-

crystal struck by hardened iron yields abundant sparks; ^ that a piece

of black linen subjected to the rays emitted by this stone, when it

is exposed to solar light, will be ignited and consumed; and that it

may be employed in this manner in order to obtain fire. ^ The Arabic

lapidarium of the ninth century, traditionally but wrongly ascribed

to Aristotle, mentions the sparks of crystal in the same manner, but

omits the reference to lenses, which, however, occurs in the Hebrew

and Latin translations of the same work, ® Qazwini, the Arabic

encyclopBedist of the thirteenth century (1203— 83), observes, “If

rock-crystal is placed opposite the sun, and if a black rag or a flake

of cotton is brought near it, the latter will catch fire, and objects

may be lighted with such fire. There is still another kind of rock-

crystal, less pure than the former, but harder; whoever beholds it,

takes it for salt. If struck with hardened steel, however, sparks will

easily spring from it; hence it serves as strike-a-light for the men

of the kings.” ^

^ The ancient Laplanders made ample use of rock-crystal in the place uf flint, and

an eye-witness who tried the experiment assures us that rock-crystal struck by the steel

yields more sparks than flint (J. Scheffer, Lappland, p. 416, Frankfurt, 1675). Also

in the prehistoric ages of northern Europe, quartzites served for the production of fire

(compare the interesting study of G. F -L Saeauw, Le feu et sou emploi dans le nord

dt VEurope aux temps prdkistoriques, in Annales du XXe Congres archeol et hist de

Belgique, Vol I, Gand, 1907, pp. 196—226, chiefly, pp. 213 et seq,).

* L, Leclerc, Traite des simples, Vol. Ill, p. 342.

Ru^ka, Steinbuch des Anstoieks, pp. 170, 171. The Latin text runs thus: “Bo-

nitas huius lapidis est quod quaudo exponitur soli rotundatus ut radii solares penetrent

ipsum erit ignis ab eo’' {ibid,, p. 207) The word rotundatus denotes a burning-lens.

'• Rusk A, Steinbuch aus der KosmograpHe des al^Qazwinl, p 9. E. Wiedemann
{Sitzungsberichte dcr phys.-med. Soz. Erlangen, Vol 36, 1904, p. 332) remarks that the

Arabic author omitted the word “globe” after “rock-crystal;” and he thinks it notable that

Qazwini expressly speaks of rock-crystal
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Likewise in their knowledge of burning-mirrors, the Arabs depend

upon the science of the Greeks, as shown in their discussions of this

subject by references to Anthemius and Diodes, ^

Kefutatiox of the Theories that the Axciext Chixese were

ACQUAINTED WITH Burnixo-Lexses. — In passing on to China, we

face a bewildering jungle of speculations and opinions as to our

subject; and only after clearing this jungle will it be possible to

discuss the real facts in the case. If Dr, E. Hill ^ recently stated

that “it is said that a Chinese emperor used leases as early as

2283 B.c. to observe the stars,” we here find expression of that

popular opinion which credits the Chinese with lenses prior to the

Greeks, — an invention which, as will be seen, was never made by

the Chinese themselves. A lens could not have been manufactured

at that time, as the materials required for it, glass or rock-crystal,

were then unknown in China. Moreover, the Chinese in this case

lay no claim whatever to a lens. The text from which tliis alleged

lens (I do not know by whom) has been distilled is contained in

the oldest historical record of the Chinese, the Shn kujp (n, 5), in

which the astronomical activity of the Emperor Shun is spoken of:

he is said to have availed himself of an instrument of jade, the

description of which is not given in the text, but only by the late

commentators. ^ Whatever this instrument of hard, uutrausparent

stone may have been, it surely has nothing in common with a lens.

Even professional sinologues, like Schlegel, ^ and quite recently

PoRKE, have asserted that burning-lenses were known to the Chinese

’ Wiedf.mann', iSUzun^sbt^'ichte der pbfjs.-med. Soz Erlangen, Vol. 37, 1905, p. 402,

* Ophthalmic Record, Vol. 23, 1914, p. 504

^ See LEfJGK, ( kuiese (lassies, Vol. IH, p 33; Couvrevk, Chou king, p 14; CiiA-

VANXES, Memoires histvriques de Se-ma Ts'itn, Vol. I, pp. 58— 59; anJ the writer’s Jade,

pp. 104 et seq.

'' The views of Schlegel are discussed farther on.

® Lun-heng, pi. 2, pp, 496—498.
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in pre-Christian times long before they were known to the Greeks.

Their conclusions, however, rest on a fallacy due to misunderstandings

of the texts. We shall closely examine these, and see how those

scholars were prompted to their opinions. It will be demonstrated

at the same time that optical lenses of crystal or glass were absolutely

unknown in China prior to our era.

Se-ma Cheng of the eighth century a.d. records, in his Memoirs

of the Three Early Soverelgy^s {San huang ki)^ the following legend

regarding the mythical being Nu-kua or Nii-wa, conceived as a

serpent with a human head: ^ ‘*He fought with Chu-yung [the regent

of fire] and failed in victory. Flying into a rage, he batted with

his head against Mount Pu-chou and brought it down. The pillar

of heaven was broken, and the corners of earth were bursting.

Nii-kua then fused five-colored stones to repair the firmament, and

cut off the feet of a marine tortoise to set up firmly the four ex-

tremities of earth. He gathered the ashes of burnt reeds to stop

the inundation, and thus rescued the land of Ki. Thereupon the

earth was calm, the sky made whole, and the old order of things

remained unchanged.” ^ The same tradition is contained in the book

going under the name of the alleged philosopher Lie-tse, ^ the present

recension of which, in all probability, is not earlier than the Han

period; likewise in the book of Huai-nan-tse of the second century b.c.,^

and in the Lun-heng of Wang Ch'uug. ^ The latter philosopher points

it out as a very ancient tradition believed by most people.

* Originally a male sovereign, but from the second century a d. represented on the

bas-reliefs of the Han period as a woman.

* Compare Ciiatannes, Memoires historiques de Se-ma Ts'lea, Vol 1, pp. 11, 12;

II J. Alli:x, Ssuma C/dieas Historical Records {Journ, Roy As
, 189'i, p 274);

Mayers, Chinese Reader's Manual, p 162, Hirth, Ancient Histonj of China, p. 11.

^ Ch. 5, Tang icen (compare E, Faber, Naturalismus bei den alien C hinesen, p 104;

jj Giles, Taoist Teachings from the Book of Lieh Tzd, p. 85, L. Wifgfr, Les peres dn

systhne taoiste, p. 131).

^ R'ei wen yibi fu, Ch. 21, p 217.

^ A. Forke, Lun-heng, pt. 1, p, 250; pt. 2, p, 347.
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Every unbiased student will recognize in this legend concerning

Nii-kua a genuine myth, in which a cosmological catastrophe is

hinted at, the havoc wrought to heaven and earth being repaired

with realistic expedients contrived by a primitive and naive imagi-

nation. He whose trend of mind is bent on interpretation may fall

back on the phenomenon of the rainbow, which may have impressed

a primitive mind as consisting of stone-like patches for mending the

sky after the destructive force of a rainstorm; and the brilliant colors

of a quartz or agate may have intimated an association of ideas

between the hues of a stone and those of the iris. The composite

coloration of a stone may have suggested the effect of a smelting-

process; at all events, the molten stones of a legend cannot be taken

literally; the casting of metal is naively transferred to stones. Be

this as it may, or whatever our interpretation of the myth may

drive at, it is obvious to every sober mind that the elements of a

fantastic myth, which is not reducible to an analysis of actual reality,

cannot be utilized as the foundation of far-reaching conclusions as

to industrial achievements of the Chinese. Some of our sinologues,

however, were of a different opinion. The melting of the five-colored

stones ascribed to that fabulous being was a rather tempting occasion

for the exercise of ingenious speculations. Maylks ^ championed the

idea that the stone of five colors is coal, the useful properties of

which Nu-kua was the first to discover; and T. de Lacouperie, ^

in a very interesting article, took great pains to demonstrate that

the legend has nothing to do with the introduction of glass and the

discovery of mineral coal, though by no means himself arriving at

any positive result.

Wang Ch'ung, ^ in connection with a fire-making apparatus for

^ Notes and Queries on China and Japan^ Vol. IT, p. 99
* T*oung Pao^ Vol II, 1891, pp 234— 243.

^ Lun heng, Ch. 16, p. 2 (ed. of Ilan Jfei is^'ung shu) Forke, Luu’heng, pt 2,

p. 351.
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drawing fire from the sky, mentions the practice, that “on the day

ping-wn of the fifth month, at noon, they melt five stones to be

cast into an instrument that is capable of obtaining fire.’’ According

to Forke, ^ Wang Ch'ung speaks of burning-glasses as, “The material

must have been a sort of glass, for otherwise it could not possess

the qualities of a burning-glass. ^ Flint glass, of which optical

instruments are now made, consists of five stony and earthy

substances, — silica, lead oxide, potash, lime, and clay. The Taoists,

in their alchemical researches, may have discovered such a mixture.”

By interpreting the terms yavg sin ^ or fu sui ^ ^ as

“burning-glass,” Forke reads of burning-glasses even in the Chou

and is finally carried to this conclusion: “Burning-reflectors were

known to the Greeks. Euclid, about 300 b.c., mentions them in

his works; and Archimedes is believed to have burned the Roman

fleet at Syracuse in 214 b.c. with these reflectors, — probably a myth.

Plutarch, in his life of Numa, relates that the Vestals used to licrht

the sacred fire with a burning-speculum. As the Chou li dates from

‘ Ibid., 1). 496.

" It will be seen below that this conclusion is a fallacy, and is in fact inadmissible;

but, granting for a moment its raixon d'etre, the technical point is not so easily settled,

as represented by Forke. Wang Ch'ung does not speak of five different stones, but, as

demonstrated farther on, indeeJ speaks of five-colored stones with a distinct allusion to

the Nii-kua legend; his terra nu ski ~fy in this passage being merely a loose ex-

pression or abbreviation for wu sc shi . If, then, a multi-colored stone is

here in question, and if this stone could be identified with a kind of quartz, Forke^s

opinion, from a technical point of view, would not be utterly wrong; for it is technically

possible to make glass from quartz. This experiment was snccessfully carried on about a

decade ago by C. Heraeus in Ilanau: the quartz utilized was melted in vessels of pure

iridium, which melts at 2000o, while the melting-point of quartz is at 170€o. After ex-

ceediDg its melting-temperature, the quartz becomes glassy. The process itself is difficult

and complex, and it would be unreasonable to suppose that a technical manipulation which
has succeeded only in our own time should have been familiar to the ancient Chinese,
who derived from the West whatever knowledge of glass they possessed. If, however, the’

“Hve-coloreJ stone.” as shown below, was a variety of agate or soapstone (and this opinion
is highly probable), nothing remains of Forke’s theory.
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the eleventh century b.c. (?), it is not unlikely that the Chinese in-

vented the burning-reflector independently, and knew it long before

the Greeks.”

Th. W. Kingsmill once remarked, ^ “Myths have been not inaptly

described by Max Muller as a disease of language; and to this category

we may perhaps relegate the group of modern myths which have

grown up in and around our descriptions of China and its arts.”

I apprehend that the assigning to the ancient Chinese of burning-

lenses belongs to this category of modern myths based on mis-

interpretation of terms. Biot, ^ Schlegel, ® Hirth, ^ and Chavannes ^

have clearly shown that the fire-apparatus spoken of in the Chou li

was a metal mirror, and the Chinese commentators claim no more

for it; even Forke cites their opinion, yet mechanically clings to

his idea of burning-glasses. Unfortunately, he omits to tell us how

the Chinese of the Chou period — when even a word for “glass,”

and certainly the matter itself, were unknown to them — should

have obtained glass. And if the molten stones of Wang Ch'ung,

in Forke’s opinion, are glass, the molten colored stones of Nu-kua

would be entitled to the same consideration; and thus the baffling

result would be attained that not only burning-glasses, but also glass

in general, are truly Chinese inventions, the latter going back to

the dim past of prehistoric ages.

An intimation that the five-colored or variegated stone is a reality,

is first given by Li Tao-yiiau ^ who died in a.d. 527, in

his commentary on the Shui king a book on the rivers

of China: ^ “On the northern side of the Hen Mountains, along the

^ Chinese Recorder, Vol. VII, 1876, p. 43,

* Le Tcheou'li, Vol. II, p 381.

* Uranogra'phie chinoise, p 612.

Boas Anniversary Volume, pp. 226— 227.

Le Tax Chan, pp 188 — 189.

® Compare CIIAYA^NES, Tomy Pao, 1905, p. 563.
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Ki River, the rocky hills border the river so closely that there is

no space for flat beaches; in places where the water is shallow there

is plenty of five-colored stones.” ^ In another passage he refers to

carvings from the stone of the same name, which served for the

decoration of a palace of the Emperor Wen of the Wei dynasty in

A.D. 220.

The Yiin lin shi # ;|>j^ |f by Tu Wan of 1133 «

likewise makes mention of five-colored stones in the

Ki River ^ ^ near Sung-tse in the prefecture of King-nan

JI^J ifj (now King-chou), in the province of Hu-pei. Among
these are some almost transparent, intersected by numerous lines

that are straight like the fibres of a brush, and not dififerent from

the agate of Chen-chou ft ^ ^

Another tradition crops out in the Gazetteer of Lai-chou ^
^ ^ ^ according to which the district of Ye mm , forming

the prefectural city of Lai-chou on the northern coast of Shan-tung,

would produce five-colored stones made into vessels and dishes, and

asserted to be identical with the “strange stones” {kuai shi 'g ;g)
mentioned in the Tribute of Yii. “ This stone of Lai-chou is well

^ 3£. ^ ^ iP'ei win yiin fa, Ch 100 a. p. 16j.

* Ch. B, p 6'= (edition of CH pu t.m dial ts'ung shu).

“ The latter is found in the waiei- or sandy soil of the district Liu-ho ^ A.
^

in the pcrfecture of Kiang-ning, province of Kiang-sii According to Tu Wan’s dCrip^on’
this agate is either a pure white or five-colored, the latter variety being characterized by
the same attributes as the stone of Sung-tse. it is locally used for the carving of Bud-
dhist images.

wen yiin fu, Ch. 100 a, p. 16.

‘ Legge, Chinese Classics, Vol. HI, pp. 103, 104; Couvreur, Chou king n 67-
compare Is' ten Han shu, Ch. 28 a, p 1^. Legge remarks that the "strange stones” are
very perplexing to the commentators, and that Ts’ai gets over the difficulty bv supposing
they were articles indispensable in the making of certain vessels, and not curiosi'ties merely
to be looked at. The above identification seems to me very plausible; on account of its
numerous shades and curious designs, in which the imagination of the Chinese sees aro-
tesque scenery, the soapstone of Lai-chou could well have merited the name “stranse or
supernatural stone.’’ ®
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known to us; it is a variety of agalmatolite or soapstone which is

still carveJ by the Chinese into a hundred odds and ends and

worked up into soap, the stone being powdered, and the powder

being pressed into forms. ^ Its tinges are manifold and very pleasing,

and are therefore capable of artistic effects. The Field Museum owns

several albums of the K'ien-luug period, containing pictures
(A #»)

entirely composed of Lai-chou stone of diverse colors, neatly cut out

and mounted. The stone being very soft, carving is comparatively

easy. -

We accordingly note that in post-Christian times the “five-colored

stone” has been identified by the Chinese with a variety of either

agate or soapstone. This certainly does not mean at the outset that

the stone of the same designation attributed by tradition to times

of great antiquity must bo identical with one or the other; the an-

cient name ton sc shi^ whatever it may have conveyed in its origin,

may simply have been transferred to certain kinds of agate and

soapstone in comparatively recent periods. This stricture being made,

however, there remains a great deal of probability that the five-

colored stone of Nii-kua, after all, was nothing else; there is, at least,

no valid reason why it should have been something else. ^ To this

interpretation, Forke might object that in the aforesaid passage of

Wang Ch'ung the question is not of the melting of five-colored

stones, as in the tradition of Nii-kua, but of the melting of five

' F V. Kichtiioi-’ev, Sr/iantujig, pp. 199—200; A. Williamson, yoles on the Pro-

ductions of S/ian-iuwj (./. China Branch R As, Soc
^
Vol. IV, 18G8, p. 09); Becher,

Notes on the Mineral Resources of Plastern Shan-iurnj {ibid.^ Vol. XXIT, 1888, p. 37)j

A. Fauvel, The Province of Shantung (China jReview, Vol. Ill, 1876, p. 375).

* It is ilescribeil in the lin shi p u, (1j. n, p. 1’’.

^ T. DE Lacouferie {Toung Pao^ Vol. II, p. 2-42) based his theory of five-colored

stones on certain geological conditions of Shan-si Province, where, according to A. William-

son, the strata of some hillsides are clearly marked from base to summit, the many-colored

clays presenting all the hues of the rainbow. This would not be so bad if the C’hinese

accounts really spoke of clay
,

but they obstinately insist on stones, and stone and clay

were strictly differentiated notions also to the ancient Chinese.

13
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single stones, and that consequently the aspect of the problem is

thus modified; this objection, however, could not be upheld. The

solution of the problem is furnished by Wang Ch'ung himself.

In two passages of his work, as already pointed out, he himself

narrates the tradition regarding Nii-kua, and his mending of the sky

by means of five-colored stones. At the end of the chapter, ^ in

which he subjects the story to a lengthy discussion, scorning it with

ruthless sarcasm, he suddenly changes his phraseology, and speaks

of “the repairing of the sky by means of five kinds of stones, which

may have worked like medicinal stones in the healing of disease.’' ^

Consequently in the diction of the author the two terms “five-colored

stone” {ivu se shi) and “five stones” shi) are interchangeable

variants relating to the same subject-matter. It is therefore evident

beyond cavil that the passage concerning the fire-apparatus, where

the fusing of five stones is mentioned, likewise implies a literary

allusion to the Nii-kua legend, and refers to exactly the same affair.

If glass is not involved (nor can it be intended) in the Nii-kna legend,

it cannot, accordingly, be sought for either, as alleged by Forke,

in this passage of Wang Ch'uug.

The question now remains to be answered. Why does Wang Ch'uug

bring stones on the tapis to describe an instrument which, judging

from all other Chinese records, was a metal mirror? We know that

the ancient Chinese possessed mirrors of stone. Him n ^ has indicated

a jade mirror found in a.d. 485 in an ancient tomb near Siang-yang

in Hu-pei Province, which the polyhistor Kiang Yen (443 — 504)

stated to date from the time of King Siian (827 — 782 r.c.). The

Ytin Ihi ^hi fv ^ mentions two localities where stone material fit

for mirrors was quarried, - Mount Wu-ki
jj[| ,

i,i the district

' Fokke, Lnn-hcnij^ pt. 1, p, 252.

® This passage is quoted also in V'cl v:c,i ij/>n fa^ Ch. 100 a, p. 10
Chinese MeinlUc Mirrors {Boas Anniversary Volume, p. 210).

“ Ch. c, p. 9.
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of K*i-yang prefecture of Yung-chou ^ ^ ,
province of

Hu-nan, the stone slabs of which, several feet wide, of deep blue

(or green) hue, could reflect objects at a distance of several tens

of feet: and the district of Lin-ngan in the prefecture of

Ilang-chou province of Che-kiang. In Su-chou, such stone

mirrors, usually carved from Yun-uan marble (Ta-//

are still offered for sale. When we now critically analyze the passage

of Wang Ch'uug, we recognize in it a fusion of three different

notions, — first, the alleged melting of stones borrowed from the

Nii-kua legend
^
secondly, a recollection of stone mirrors looming up

in his mind; and, thirdly, a reminiscence of metal mirrors used in

the Chou period (and also subsequently) for securing fire. In a word,

his description is a downright literary concoction, pieced together

from three different sources; and it is therefore impossible to regard

it as an authentic and authoritative source from which any conclusions

as to realities may be derived. It can prove absolutely nothing for

the elucidation of facts, such as glass, burning-glasses, burning-mirrors,

or anything else. Forke’s thesis of the alleged priority of the Chinese

in the matter of burning-glasses is untenable; and the fact remains,

much more solidly founded than assumed by Forke, that the ancients

were the first to make use of them. ^

Another weapon, seemingly still more formidable, has been

introduced into the discussion by Schlegel. Liu Ngau, commonly

known under the name Huai-nan-tse, a member of the imperial family,

philosopher and alchemist, who died in 122 b.c., is credited by

ScuLKGKL^ with the statement that “it is not absolutely necessary

^ Forke has not clearly disoriminated between burning-lenses and burning-mirrors. T

hope to devote a monograph to the latter subject with particular reference to the relation

of the Greek burning-mirrors to the Chinese. So much may be said here that Greek

priority seems to me to be established along this line also.

* Urano<jraphie chinoixcy p. 142; and NtiUrlamhch-Chineesch Woordenlovk^ VoL T,

p. 674.
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to employ a bright metal plaque, but that a large crystal ball like-

wise, held toward the sun, can produce fire.” Consequently burning-

leases should have been known to the Chinese in the second century b.c.

This would indeed be very nice, were it not that Huai-nau-tse never

made such an assertion, wrongly attributed to him by Schlegel.

Of all that Schlegel makes him say, he has in fact said only the

very first sentence,— ‘When the mirror is held toward the sun, it

will ignite and produce fire,” — while all the rest of it does not

emanate from the philosopher, but from his later commentators.

Schlegel, indeed, does not quote Huai-nan-tse’s original text, but

derives the passage from a recent work, Liu tsHiuf ji cJia H W 0
We need only refer, however, to Huai-nau-tse’s actual text,

-

to recognize at a glance the real state of affairs. Huai-nau-tse knew

only of concave metal mirrors for the production of fire, but nothing

whatever about crystal or any other leases. He repeatedly mentions

the former,® but never the latter, nor does any of his contemporaries,

for the reason that lenses did not turn up on the horizon of the

Chinese before the beginning of the seventh century a.d. ^

Berning-Lex^^es x^ot a Ciiix^ese Ix^vf]XTiox. Defictex^t Kxowledge

OF THE Sebject OX THE Tart OF THE Chixese. — China has indeed

known lenses, and certain optical properties of them; yet they were

not invented by the Chinese, but were received and introduced by

them from India. This fact will be established by the investigation

to follow. The subject is somewhat complex, and has never been

clearly set forth by any author, Chinese or foreign. It is indis-

pensable to penetrate into the primeval sources, and to sift their

‘ A collection of miscellaneous essays by T'ieu Yi-heng, a writer of the Ming period.
* Ch. 3, p. 2 (edition of Han Wti shu). In the commentary of this edition

no reference is made to crystal lenses; their mention is simply an utterance of the author

of Liu t9*ing ji cha.

^ For instance, Ch 5, pp 11, 14; Ch. 0, p. 2’*; Ch. 8, p. !»; etc.

* Another argument of Schlegel in favor of early Chinese acquaintance with burninir-

lenses is discussed below in the paragraph on ice-lenses.
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data with critical eyes, as the recent Chinese writers have been

unable to cope with the matter properly; at any rate, none of their

statements can be accepted without careful examination. LiShi-cheu,

the great Chinese authority on physical science in the sixteenth

century, who spent a lifetime on the elaboration of his praiseworthy

work Pen ts*ao hang mu^ has summarized his knowledge of optical

lenses {lino chu “fire-pearls”) as follows: ^ “The dictionary

Shno wm designates them as ‘fire-regulating pearls’ {liuo~ts'i~cliu

The Annals of the Han Dynasty style them mei-hid

JEfea. these characters having the sounds rnei hui The

Annals of the T'ang Dynasty narrate that ‘in the south-eastern

ocean there is the Lo-ch'a country ^ ^ producing fire-regulating

pearls, the biggest of these reaching the size of a fowl’s egg, and

in appearance resembling crystal They are round and white,

and emit light at a distance of several feet. When exposed to the

sunlight, and mugwort is placed near, the latter is ignited,’ Such

lenses are used in the application of moxa, which in this manner

is painless. ^ At present there are such lenses in Champa (Ohan-

ch'eng which are styled ‘great fire-pearls of the morning

dawn’ {chao Ida ta lino chu The Sii 11an shii

^ ^ country of the Ai-lao barbarians ^ pro-

‘ Pen ts^ao kantj mu^ Ch. 8, p. 18. This notice is an appendix to his account of

rock-crystal.

* This translation and its meaning will be explained in the following section. Wc

have no adequate word to cover exactly the meaning of C’hincsc chu m ,
which means

not only a "bead'* or “pearl,” but also a “gem or precious stone,'’ usually of circular

bhape. Already u’Hukbklot {Bibliotheque orientale^ Vol. IV, p. 398) has explained cor-

rectly these various shades of meaning.

^ This sentence is not contained in the Tang Annals, but is Li Shi-chen’s own

statement. For explanation see below,

" A continuation of the otticial history of the Han dynasty, written by Sie Ch'eng

of tbo third century.

These tribes (their Chinese designation is preserved in the name

“Laos”) formed the Shan kingdom, first appearing in history during the first century of

our era, in the present territory of Szc-ch^uan and Yiin-nan.
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(luces stones styled huo-tsiinj (‘6re-esseuce*) and liu-U ^ •

In view of this fact, the term Jtiio-h'i ^ ^ is au error for huu-

fsing ‘Xm’ the latter is correct in correspondence with the term

shill- tsing (‘water-essence/ a name for rock-crystal).’^ ^ It

will be seen from the following discussion that this notice is very

inexact in detail, and altogether highly uncritical, — a defect for

^ F. DE Mlly {Lapidaircs chinois, p 60), who has partially translated tliis text (not

from the original, but from a late Japanese cyclopteJia), gives wrong characters and

transcriptions of the Chinese terras, — fdiu koci instead of mei /mi (or i/id Jmei^ or mei

ku,ei\ see farther below), and /lo chai in lieu of /mo ts'i. Moreover, the rendering of

/luo c/iu by “lupe'* is inadmissible, as iieltber the Chinese nor the Indians have ever made

use of maguifying-lenses, but both peoples W'ere familiar only with lenses for tire-making. —
The term kuo~isiny is not an error for /luo ts^i^ as assumed by Li Shi-chen, but denotes a

red variety of rock-crystal supposed to attract fire, while the white variety of the same

stone attracts water and fire at the same time {JVa li siao slii, Ch. 7, p. 13’’); /luo-isiag

and /tuo-thly in fact, refer to different minerals. In the same manner as among the an-

cients, the speculations of the Chinese concerning the nature of rock-crystal \^ere divided

between the opinions that, on the one hand, it was the essence of water (owing to the

outward resemblance to ice) and, on the other hand, the Ci^sence of tire (because when

struck with steel, it yields sparks, or when used as a lens, produces fire). Uiktu {C/iiuti

and t/ie Homan Orient^ p. 233) is quite right in deriving the former theory from clas-

sical lore. 1 hope to come back to this subject in detail in a series of studies dealing

with Chincse-llelleuistic lelations. In opposition to Pliny (xxxvii, 9, § 23}, who takes

crystal for a kind of ice due to excessive congelation, found only in regions where the

winter snow freezes most intensely (Contraria huic causa crystallura facit, gclu vehernen-

liore concrete. Non aliubi certe reperitur quara ubi inaxirne hiberiiae nives rigent, gla-

ciemquc esse certum est, unde noinen Graeci dedere), Dionoiius Sicl^lus of the first cen-

tury B. ('. expresses the view that crystal originates from purest ivatcr hardened into ice,

not by cold, however, but through the powerful effect of solar heat (Crvstallurn ex aqua

purissima in glacietn indurata coalesccrc aiunt, non quideni a frigore, sed divini ignis po-

tentia). The celebrated French Bishop Maruodus (1035— 1123) attacked the glacial

theory in his poem Do lapidibiis pretiosis (§ 41) as follows: “Crystallus gUcies multos

durata per annos,
|
Ut placuit doctis, qiii sic scripsere, quibusdam,

|
Gerrninis antiqui frigus

tenet atque colorern.
}

Pars negat, et multis perhibent in partibus orbis
j

Crystalluin

uasci, quod non vis frigoris alia,
]

Nec glacialis hiems unquara violasse probatur.” In

(’hina, the same theory w'aa called into doubt by Ts'an Chao in his Kq ku yao

lun published in 13S7 : ‘‘Altough it is said that many )ears old icc

becomes rock-crystal, this is obviously false in view of the fact that green and red crystals

occur in Japan”
> ^ ^ m ^ 0

^Jc ^ ^ ^ ),
— an attempt at scientific

thinking.
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whicli Li Shi-chen biuiself is not solely responsible, but which

already adheres to his uncritical predecessors. We note, first of all,

that he avails himself indiscriminately of three terms, — hiio chu

(•‘fire-pearl”), huo^ts^i-cliu (“fire-regulating pearl”), and mei-hui. On

a previous occasion I ventured to express doubts of the alleged

identity of the former two terms; ^ and it will now be demonstrated

that they indeed relate to two different mineral substances associated

by the early Chinese accounts with two different traditions. In fact,

neither the Shio xctn nor the Han Annals speak of burning-lenses;

Li Shi-cheu, however, is quite correct in tracing them to the Lo-ch'a

country, but cites the T'ang Annals wrongly by assigning to tliem

the terra lino U'i cJiu instead of hio elm. This text of the Thing

Annals indeed is the first and earliest authentic Chinese account

relative to burning-lenses. We note also that Li Shi-cheu does not

claim any knowledge of them on the part of W'aug Ch'ung or

Huai-nan-tse; and, as far as I know, there is no Chinese author

who would make such a pretension. The various problems raised by

the text of the Ptn ts'ao kamj in a will now be discussed in detail.

llro-Tsh NOT A Ik UNINo-Lkns. bi t Mkw. - The earliest definition

of the “fire-regulating pearl” {hno l.s*l dm ^ that occurs

' JSotes 0/1 Turquois i/t the East, j), 28.

* IIiRTir ami liorKHirji (^Chau Ju~Kaa, p. 118) express tlie opinion that huo ts^i ap-

[»earb to be a foreign word, without being able, however, to indicate for which foreign

word it might be intended. This supposition is hardly probable, as the phiase huo tii is

good old ( Chinese, and yields a reasonable sense. It occurs in the ancient Book of Kites

{Li ki
, chap Yne^liurj

,
ed. Couvreuh, Vol I, p. 401; Leikie’s translation, Vol. 1, p. 303);

“In the second month of winter, orders were given to the grand superintendent of the

preparation of liquors to see that the rice and other glutinous grains be all complete, etc.,

that the w^ater be fragrant, that the vessels of pottery be good, and that the regulation oj

the fire {huo isi right.’* The term huo is'i chu, accordingly, is very well

titted to signify “a pearl (or gem) used in regulating fire
’’ Indeed, the term huo-ts*i, as

shown farther on, has been employed fur a mineral indigenous in China, and belonging to

the mica group, prior to her contact with India; we hear, for instance, of screens {Shi i

Id, Ch. 5, p. C; ed. of llan lEei ts ung sliu), couches, and finger-rings of huo-is'i, of native

manufacture {ibid., Ch. 8, p. 3). This subject is not pursued here any further, as it will

be treated by the writer in a special monograph on mica.
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in the Annals of China is embodied in the History of the Liang

Dynasty,^ which enumerates it among the products of Central India,

and describes it as follows: Huo-isH,^ in its appearance, is like the

mica of China, ^ with a tinge like that of purple gold, and of iuteuse

brilliancy. Pieces split off from it are as thin as the cicada’s wings;

when joined together again, they are like doubled silk gauze.” ^

This text, however, is not peculiar to the two Annals, but is

^ Liang Ch. 54, p. 7^. The Liang dynasty covers the period from 502 to 556.

Its history was compiled by Yao Sc-lien in the liist half of the seventh century. The

same text is found also in Nan shi (Ch. 78, p. 7), The latter work, comprising the

history of China from 420 to 589, was elaborated by Li Yen-shou in the seventh century.

* In Chinese yimmu (littcrally, “cloud-mother’^). On the basis of a spe-

cimen obtained from China, yihi-mu was identified with mica by E, Biot (in Pautuiek-

Bazi.v, Chine moderne, VoL II, p. 558), who also rejected Remusat's interpretation of this

term as “mothcr-o’-pearr* (this meaning is erroneously given by Pallaoiits, Chine&c-

Russian Dictionary^ Vol. If, p. 543). lie pointed out seven varieties bearing dilTerent

names. Under the same name, ynn-mu, the different varieties of mica have well been

described by Geeuts {Froduits de la ?ialure japmahe et chinoise^ VoL 11^ pp. 426 433);

while F. Pouter SillTU {Contributions toward the Materia Medica of China

^

p. 210)

mistook yuti-mu for talc, though describlug mica under that title. 0 Schleoex (I'oung

Pao, Vol. VI, 1895, p. 49) has contributed to the subject a few notes which are rather

inexact; only his erroneous view that yiln-mu is a modern term, may here be pointed out.

As in many studies of orientalists we meet the phraseology “mica or talc,*’ it cannot be

strongly enough emphasized that mica and talc are fundamentally different minerals; and

it is even ditliciill to see how they could ever be confounded. The word y/hi-ma has b-en

adopted for the designation of mica in the modern scientific mineralogy of China and

Japan (see, for instance, Journ. GeoL *8V>c. of lukyo, Vol. XIX, 1912, p. 413), while talc

is hiia shi yj|^ or fei-tbao shi BE^5 ;
the identification of yiin-mUy there-

fore, is absolutely certain. The Chinese name arose in consequence of the belief that this

mineral forms the basis in the origin of the clouds; that is, strictly speaking, the clouded

appearance of the mineral was instrumental in inspiring this popular belief. The Sanskrit

designattion for mica is abhra, a word appearing as early as the fifth century in the Bower

Manuscript (A. F. R. TIoebnle, The Bower Manuscript, pp 11, 117) This w'ord means

literally “cloud, atmosphere,” and thus presents a curious counterpart of the Chinese de-

signation for the same mineral, ynn-mu (“cloud-mother”). The Chinese alchemists took

powdered mica internally in older to insure long life; and when placed in the grave, it

was believed to have the effect of preserving the body from decay.
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encountered as early as the third century in the Ntm chon i icu chi

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (“Account of Remarkable Objects in the Southern

Proviuces”), by Wan Chen ^ ^ where it is prefaced by the

statement that huo-tsH comes from, or is produced in, the country

of India; ^ and it is this work which has doubtless served as a

source to the annalist. The brief description of the mineral is

perspicuous enough to enable one to recognize in it mica, — a group

of minerals that crystallize in the mouoclinic system, and consist

essentially of aluminum silicate. The striking characteristic of all

species is a highly perfect basal cleavage, by which the crystals may

be split into the thinnest films (that is, the cicJida wings of the

Chinese), It is to this property, and to the highly elastic nature

of the lamelhc (by which mica is distinguished from the flexible,

foliated, but inelastic mineral, talc), as well as to the fact that it

is able to withstand high temperatures and is a bad conductor of

electricity, that mica owes its commercial value. ®

It was not in India, however, that the Chinese acquainted them-

selves with mica for the first time. Mica is indigenous in many

places of China; and a contemporary of Wan Chen, Chang Pu ^ ^ ,

the author of a geographical description of the kingdom of Wu, ^

mentions the mineral which is like as occurring

^ Accordin'^ to Sui shu (Ch. S3, p. 10}, Wan ChcQ lived in the time of the Wu

dynasty (third century)

hhi {jrai p' iny yu lan^ (,’h. SOD, p, 2). The only va-

riant encountered in this text is in the fourth sentence:
IP ^ if g instead of

91 Z etc
,

as above. The /V« kany mn (Ch. 8, p. 18), in the notice of

quotes the same text from the work I icu chi^ which says that the stone is a product of

all countries of southern India.

^ Compare the excellent article “Mica” in G. W vtt’s Dictionary of Economic Etociuefs

of India y Vol. v, jip. 50D— 513 (also as separate reprint), where its uses, geological and

geographical distribution, as well as raining and trade in India, are fully discussed.

* If'u lu /i H ehi 1th 3ii Bbetsciimhuer, Bo/ Si/i , pt. 1,

No 1013).
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in the district Si-kiiau. ^ It is composed of many layers, and can

accordingly be split. It is of yellow color, resembling gold.” ^

This, again, is an unmistakable characterization of mica, and of

that variety known to ns as golden mica {or de chal).^ We note

that a kind of mica was known in China under the name

and that the Chinese merely rediscovered this particular species in

India; the term huo-tsH, therefore, cannot be the rendering of a

Sanskrit word, and such a Sanskrit name as might come into question,

indeed, docs not exist.

Iluo’tsd are referred by the Chinese also to some countries

located in south-eastern Asia. In the year 519, Jayavarmau, King

of Fu-nau (Cambodja), sent an embassy to China, and offered pearls

of that description, safiProii {yu-Jdn)^ storax, and other aromatics. ^

In 528 and 535 two embassies arrived in China from a country

called Tan -tan and liuo-ts'i pearls or beads were included

among the tribute-gifts of the latter mission. ^ Very little is known

about this country, and its identification is not ascertained. At the

time of the T'ang dynasty (618— 906) it is mentioned again as

being situated south-east of the island of Ilai-nan, and west of the

^ As the kiogdom of Wu comprised the present territory of Kiang-sn, (’iH'-kiaiiir, and

parts of An-hiii, this locality must have been within the boundaries of these provinces

{Tai pintj yii Ian, Ch. 809, p. 2). The coincidence of the terms used in this text and

the yan chon i wa chi is notable,

^ Now termed in Chinese kia shi (“gold star stone’^ or kifi

tsDKj shi . See Geekts, Prodiiih dc la nature jnponaibc cl chinoise, Vol.

II, p. 430; D. IIanbuky, Science Papers, p. 219; and F. Pokteu Siirrir, Omfrlbidions

toward the Matena Mcdica of China, p. MS, who mentions Kiangman as a loeality

where it occurs; this is probably idiuiticai with that mentioned in the above ('hincse work.

The Imperial Geography [Pa Ts uiy i Cany clu, Ch. 24
1, p. 11) mentions the district

of Tc-hua (forming the prefectural city of Kiu-kiang, province of Kiang-si) as producing

mica djun w«)

Liang shu, Ch 54, p 5'; or shi, Ch. 78, p 4 (compare Peij.iot, Bull de

VKcoU frav^aise, Vol. Ill p. 270j

Liang shu, ibid.
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country To-lo-iuo ^ ^ which is otherwise unknown to us. ^

(t. Sen leg ei., - in a discussion of this passage of the Liang history,

without adducing any evidence, rendered the term huo~ts*t by

‘‘Labrador feldspat,” which is an arbitrary and unwarranted opinion. ^

Both Fu-uau and Tan-tan, this much is certain, Avere countries in

the sphere of influence of Indian civilization; and in the same manner

as Fu-uau received diamonds in consequence of its lively intercourse

with India, ^ so also its lino-ts'i gems were undoubtedly derived from

the same source.

Aside from India, Fu-uau, and Tan-tan, ]tuo-ts*i are listed in

the Chinese Annals also among the products of Persia; that is,

Persia in the epoch of the Sassaniau dynasty. ^ Since Persia was

then in close relations Avith India, it is highly probable that the

hao-tbi of Persia, like many other products attributed to the country

by the Chinese, ® also hailed from India, We shall revert once

again to Persia Avhen discussing the term mrl-huL

There is not a single ancient Chinese account that speaks of the

use of burning-lenses in regard to huo’t.<’{. The only purpose to

* 'Tang shu, Ch 222 K, C- ^ (compare PtLiJOT, Bull, dc V Ecolti fuxnraise, Vol. IV,

p 284).

* Toavg Pao, Vol. X, 189U, p. 460.

* Sehlei^cl*s \ iew that the country Tan-tan bhouM be bought for on tlie Malay Pen-

insula, and bc3 identiheJ with the invsterious Doniliri, placed by Odorie of Pordenonc of

the fourteenth century bclw'cen Ceylon and China, has been n futed by PF[iLiOT (/. c ).

'*

India traded diamonds wdth Ta Ts'in, Fu-nan, and Kiao-chi [Vaug s/iu, Ch. 221 a,

p. lO'T

Pci shfy Cli. U7, p. 7’’, s/fiij Ch. 102, p. 5’’; Sui s^Uj Ch. 83, p. 7’’.

* IIiKTH and Pock HILL, C^au Jn’lnu, p. 16.

' The conclusion of some (Jhiuese authors tliat are burning-lenses may have

been projupted partially by the report of a mica minor {huo ts' i king) contained in the

.bV/i i Li (Ch. 3, p. 6’’, ed. of Han IPti IsUing s/m) This mirror, three feet in width,

is alleged to have been sent as a gift by a country styled K'li-su ^ ,
at the time

of the Emperor Tung of the Chou dynasty (o71--54.) u c )
In a dark room, objects

were visible in it as in the daytime; and when words were spoken in the direction of

the mirror, an echo sounded from it as answer. Hiktii {Boas Jnniversarg folume,ii 228)

sees in this mirror a practical demonstration of the theory of sound-reflection, coupled
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which the latter was turned was for making lanterns transparent and

durable. This confirms the fact that lvfo-ts*i is mica, for the earliest

application of it in India and China was in windows and lanterns. ^

Muscovite, a variety of mica, is still employed for lamp-chimneys, as fire-

screens in the peep-holes of furnaces, and as screens in the laboratory,

for observing the processes in a highly heated furnace without suflFering

from the intense heat. It is thus clear why the Chinese called this

mineral huo-ts'i “fire-regulating;” and it is also clear that, since

mica cannot by any means be made into a burning-lens, the alleged

identity of huo-ts'i with the burning-lens styled huo-cJiu is absolutely

wrong. Only the fact that the word “fire” forojs the first element

in the names of both minerals suggested this hypothesis to the Chinese

philologists. But there is a fundamental diSerence in characterizing

the two by the attribute “fire.” In mica it refers to that phenomenon

known to us as asterism, — the exhibition of a starlike reflection,

which occurs also in sapphire, chiefly displayed by some phlogopites

when a caudle-flame is viewed through a sheet of the mineral, —

and the frequent use of the substance for windows, as remarked by

Watt, may have facilitated the observation of this peculiar property.

The fact that the Chinese were perfectly aware of it has already

been demonstrated by the reference to the mica windows iu the

palaces of Lo-yang; and there is another similar report in the

Records of Kuang-tung Province, ^ according to which the mica of

with that of light-reflection. The text itself, like the book from which it is taken is

apocryphal. The assigning of it to the Emperor Ling is a gross anaclironism, and nolhini;

is known about the country K"u-su.

‘ Windows of mica are mentioned in a Description of the Palaces of Ijo-yawj {Lo-

yang knng tkn ki ^ ^ ping gu Ian, Ch. 808). They sjircad

a dazzling brilliancy in the sunlight. Also fans were made from the same substance by

Shi Iln ^ (mentioned in his work I'e chung ki ^ fg ;
see Brftschnki-

PER, Bof Sin., pt 1, No. 1079).

> Kaang chou ki ^ jfl gfl . by P'ei Yuan
,
who lived under the

Tsin dynasty (265—419) ,
see Bketschnlidhr, Bot. Sin., pt. 1, No. 377.
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the district of Tseug-ch'eng, when struck by the sunlight, emits a

brilliant light. ^

Liu-li and Lang-kan not Burning-Lenses. — We find also the

opinion heralded by Li Shi-chen that the stone ^
(Sanskrit raidarya) is identical with the hxio-tsH gem. This notion

goes back to Ch'eii Ts'ang-k'i ^ ^ who lived during the first

part of the eighth century at Saii-yuan (in the prefecture of Si-

ngan, Shen-si Province), and who is the author of the Pen ts’ao shi i

This work seems to be lost; but extracts of it are

preserved in the later works on natural history, notably in the

Cheng lei phi ts*(io of the year 1108, and in the

Phi ts*ao hang ma. In both works he is quoted as saying that,

according to the dictionary Tsi yiin liu~li is the same as

the gem lnio~tsH. This work, of course, is not the Tsi yiin which

was begun in 1034 and completed in 1039, ® but the Tsi yiin or

yhiu tsi by Lii Tsing ^ of the Tsin dynasty (265—419).^

We are here confronted with a purely philological opinion of a

lexicographer, which is hardly founded on a personal examination

of the objects concerned, ^ nor is it very likely that Sanskrit vaidilrya

ever referred to a variety of mica.

SOS). — The introduction of p!ate-glass has now supplanted the use of mica in Eastern

Asia; but some curious survivals of it still occur in Tibet. The Tibetans manufacture

an abundance of charm-boxes (y««), some of large dimensions in the form of shrines; a

window is cut out in the metal surface to render the image in the interior visible. This

window is now usually covered with European glass, but also with a transparent sheet of

mica Ornaments of mica are still employed by the women in the territory of the Kuku-

nr>r for the decoration of their fantastic head-dresses

* Watters, Essays on the Chinese Language^ p. 60 .

® See the Catalogue of Sui Literature {Sui shu, (’h 32, p. 22; and Wattkks, /. c.,

P- 40). 7'ai p'hig yii Ian (Ch 809, p 2) quotes the same definition from the dictionary

tsa which presumably is a misprint for Yun (si •

'* This discussion bears out the reasons which induced F. Porter Smith {OonirihuHons

toward the Materia Medica of China, p. 120) to identify huods^i with lapis lazuli, as he

took liu-li for the latter and encountered the equation of huo-tsH with liu-h.
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As the term liu-li refers to certain varieties of rock-crystal ^ and

to certain vitreous products, it would be possible in theory tliat

burning-lenses were made from this substance; bat no such instance

is on record. There is, however, an isolated case in which a specular

lens of this material is in question.

In the year 499, the Buddhist monk Huei Sheu returned

to China under the pretence that he had visited a marvellous island

iu the farthest east, called Fu-saug ^ ,
and made a glowing

report of its wonders. It is well known that a number of European

and American scholars sought this alleged country Pu-sang in Mexico

or somewhere else in America, and pretended that this continent

had been discovered by the Chinese nine centuries before Columbus.

Others, of a more sober trend of mind, localized Fu-saug on Sachalin

or on islands near Japan. But even this moderate attitude rests

on a cardinal error, for Fu-saug, as described by Huei Sheu, is not

a real country at all, but a product of imagination, a geographical

myth, composed of heterogeneous elements, as will be shown by me

elsewhere. In this connection Fu-saug is of interest to us, as the

earliest Chinese mention of a specular leus is associated with it.

In the beginning of the sixth century envoys of Fu-sang are allege»l

to have appeared in China, “offering as tribute a precious stone for

the observation of the sun [knan ji yil size of

a mirror, measuring over a foot in circumference, as transparent as

rock-crystal {lin4i)\ looking through it iu bright sunlight, the

palace-buildings could be very clearly distinguished.” ^ event

• ' n would be preferable to use the general term ‘^quartz,” as it is impossible to

determine in each and every ea&e what kind of crystal is intended.

^ ^ {Tai fing ya Ian, Ch. 805, p. 10) This test is derived from the bonk Ua.iij

k,m, he it, “Memoirs of the lour I-ords of the Idang Dynasty
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of the embassy here alluded to is apocryphal, for it is uot on record

ill the official Annals of the Liang Dynasty; the country Pu-saug

itself is an imaginary construction. Moreover, the work which

contains this story, and which consists of conversations held by the

four Lords ^ with the Emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty (502 — 549)

has a decided tendency toward the wondrous, and teems with fables

derived fiom the West. Notwithstanding, all this does not detract

from the value of this first account of a specular lens, through

which objects could plainly be beheld. I think that Schlegel " was

uot so very wrong in lending expression to the opinion that this

‘‘precious stone for the observation of the sun’’ was a rock-crystal.

In his book (happily now forgotten) Fusaitg or the Discovery of

America by Chinese Buddhist Priests in the Fifth Century (1875)

On. G. Lei.and has utilized also this notice in support of his

Fusang- American hypothesis, and has tried to establish an analogy

between the observation glass of the Chinese account and the

burning-mirrors of metal which the ancient Peruvians are alleged

to have employed for kindling their sacred fire. Buetschneider ^

who banished the nightmare of Leland with as much critical acumen

and as a solid fund of information refuted this particular point only

by discounting the credibility of the Chinese source in question.

(502— 556),” written by Chang Yue (GOT—730), statesman, poet, and painter

(Gii.es, Biof^raphical Dicilonanj

^

p 51).

‘ They were II nei-olTiiang *
WanAie

*
^Vei-t'iian

Chang-ki ^ •

* Toxing Pao^ Vol in, 1892, p 139.

^ i 'ber das Land Fa San^ {Mitt d. Gas. Ostasitns^ Vol. il, No. 11, 1S76, pp. 1— 11).

He erroneously styietl the work ‘The naemoirs of a certain Liang sze knng.” In

his PotanicoH Sinicum (pt 1, p. 1G9) the title is correctly explained. In an old catalogue

of books from the twelfth century, Uretsehneider comments, this w'ork is described as totally

unreliable, as the author narrates mostly wondrous and incredible stories This is merely

a conventional Chinese mode of literary criticism. The wondrous stories of this book are

of incalculable historical value to us, as many of them are exact reproductions of western

legends.
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This point of yiew is unnecessary. We certainly do not have to

believe in the embassy from Fu-sang, which is not confirmed by the

Annals; the instrument, however, described in the report cannot be

a personal invention of Chang Yiie, the author of that work, but

surely is a reality. It doubtless was a lens which permitted to see

the distant palace-buildings with greater distinction; yet it was not

a burning-lens, and the comparison drawn by Lelaud is far from

the point. Moreover, the alleged burning-mirrors of the Peruvians

existed merely in the imagination of Garcilaso de la Vega, whose

fantasy has already been exploded by E. B. Tyi.or. ^

It is possible to trace with some degree of probability the real

origin of that lens fancifully associated with the mythical laud Fu-

saug. The work Liaug se kiing ise ki that contains this account

ofiers the following interesting text: “A large junk of Fu-nan which

had hailed from western India arrived (in China) and offered for sale

a mirror of a peculiar variety of rock-crystal ^

* Researches inio the Earhj History of Manlind^ pp, 250—253 (New York, 1878).

^ G. Pauthier {Vinscription de Si-zigau-^fou, p. 31, Paris, 1858), who first called

attention to this text, was quite correct in explaining the terna p'o-li as "rock-crystal.”

Pelliot de I Ecole frtiucaise^ Vol. nr, p. 283) accepts in this passage in the

sense, commonly adopted, of "glass,” while admitting that it etymologically corresponds to

Sanskrit sphafika. The latter, however, means “rock-crystal;” and in my opinion the

Chinese word p"o-li, derived from it, in the greater number of ancient texts, has the same

significance. Evidence based on other texts will be produced farther below; here we discuss

only the text under consideration For two weighty reasons it is impossible to regard the

mirror mentioned in the Liang se hmg ise ki as a glass mirror. First,—the story of the

merchants, which is an echo of the Western legend of the Diamond Valley, reveals the

fact that the question is of a precious stone, not of glass; among the numerous versions

of this legend, there is not one that speaks of glass, but all of them are unanimous in

mentioning hyacinths, diamonds, or precious stones in general. A plain glass mirror, most

assuredly, would not have been priced so highly, nor have caused such a sensation, nor

have been linked with a legend of that character. Second,-glass mirrors were not yet

invented at that time in the West, and for this reason the conclusion that they should

have been known in India and Fu-nan during the sixth century seems to me very hazarded.

True it is that HiuTfi {Chinese Metallic Mirrors, Boas Ann. Vol, p. 219), who also

regards this mirror from Fu-nan ns being of “green glass” (see. however, also the following

footnote), and who wonders at the incredible price solicited for it, supports his theory by
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one foot aud four inches across its surface, and forty catties in weight.

It was pure white and transparent on the surface and in the interior,

aud displayed many-colored things on its obverse. When held against

the light and examined, its substance was not discernible. ^ On iu-

the statement that the ancients were acquainted with j^lass mirrors. This argument, however,

is not valid; we have to study only the famous and ingenious treatise of J. UECKilANX

{Bcihdgti zar Gtstliichfe dtr Erjuidu/i^en^ Vol. ii[, partioularly pp. 302— 335; an English

translation of this monumental work was published in 1314 by W. Johnston) to become

thoroughly convinced of the baselessness of Ilirth^s claim; and the result of Beckmann,

who wrote in 1792, is upheld both by classical philology (Morgan, Harvard Studies in

Classical Philology, Vol. I, 1890, pp. 50—51) and by the modern history of technology

(Fkldhaus, Technik der Vorzeit, col. 1044 The plain fact remains that real glass mirrors

in our sense did not come up in Europe before the latter part of the thirteenth century,

and that they did not exist in classical antiquity. — I do not deny, of course, that iu a

later period the term poll assumed the meaning of “glass;” the exact date remains to be

ascertained.

* lIiitTH and UoCKLiiiji {Chan Ju-kua, p. 228), who have translated merely the

beginning of this text on the basis of an incomplete quotation in Tu shu tsi cKeng^ render

this sentence, “Objects of all kinds placed before them [the mirrors] are reBected to the

sight without one’s seeing the mirror itself.” Even if this translation were admissible,

which I venture to doubt, I am at a loss to understand w'hat it should mean; it even

seems to convey the meaning of something that is impossible. The sentence ai.fi
(see the complete text of the passage on p. 202, note 3) cannot be

linked with the following [Sj etc
,

which is a new sentence expressing a new" idea.

This may he inferred also from the text, as quoted in Pen ts^ao kang mu, in which the

sentence beginning with etc. is omitted, while the sentence beginning with etc. is

completely reproduced. Objects are certainly not placed in front of a mirror to he seen,

hut man wants to behold himself or objects in a mirror. It is obvious that the objects

here mentioned were natural designs formed by zones of various colors in the stone. As

they were not acquainted with the complete text, as handed down in T ai i*ing ya Ian,

Hirth and Rockhill understand that the junks of Eu-nau habitually sell such mirrors to

the Chine.se. Our story renders it clear that only an isolated instance comes into question,

and that this particular, unusual mirror could not even he disposed of in China. The

Idang ,s6’ kung tse ki is not a w'ork on commercial geography summarizing general data,

but is a story-book narrating specific events. We have in the present case not a description,

but a narrative. For the rest, however, the notes contributed by Hirth and Hockhill on

the history of glass arc very interesting and valuable, though many problems connected

with this ditticuU subject still remain unsolved llirth's opinion, that pl-p^o-U should be

regarded as a word-formation prompted by analogy with pidlu-li, is very plausible. Our

text indeed renders this conception almost necessary, as the word pi cannot he taken here

in the sense of “green,” the substance of the mirror being described as white and transparent.

14
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quiry for the price, it was given at a million strings of copper coins.

The Emperor ordered the ofiBcials to raise this sum, but the treasury

did not hold enough. Those traders said, 'This mirror is due to the

action of the Devaraja of the Rupadhatu. ^ On felicitous and joy-

ful occasions, he causes the trees of the gods - to pour down a shower

of precious stones, and the mountains receive them. The mountains

conceal and seize the stones, so that they are difficult to obtain.

The flesh of big beasts is cast into the mountains; and when the

flesh in these hiding-places becomes so putrefied that it phosphoresces,

it resembles a precious stone. Birds carry it off in their beaks,

and this is the jewel from which this mirror is made.’ Nobody in

the empire understood this and dared pay that price.” ^

The story connected in this report with the crystal mirror is a

somewhat abrupt and incomplete version of the well-known legend

of the Diamond Valley, the oldest hitherto accessible Western version

• (“the Celestial King of the Region of Forms”). The Rupatlhatii

is the second of the three Brahmanic worlds. The detailed discussion of this subject on

the part of O. Fkanke {Chinemche Tempelinschriff, pp. 47— 50) is especially worth readint^.

The Devaraja here in question is Kubera or Vai9ravaua, God of Wealth, guarding the north-

ern side of the world-mountain Sumeru and commanding the host of the aerial demons,

the Yaksha.

* corresponds to Sanskrit flevaiaru, a designation for the five

miraculous trees to be found in Indra's Heaveu (compare Hoi’Kins, Journ Am Or. Soc.

Vol. XXX, 1910, pp. 352, 353)

SSI" .ft » Hi ifS Ilk

#

^<'".Ch. 808.[.. 0).—
The narrative is obscure in omitting to state that the jewels adhere to the ilesh which is

devoured by the birds.
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of which is contained in the writings of Epiphanips, Bishop of

Constantia in Cyprus (circa 315 — 403).^ Again, it is the author

of that curious work, Liana se hung tse who has preserved to

us the earliest Chinese form of this legend which strikingly agrees

with the story of Epiphanius. This text is worded as follows: “In

the period T'ien-kien (502— 520) of the Liang dynasty, Prince Kie

of Shu (Sze-ch'uan) paid a visit to the Emperor Wu, ~ and, in the

course of conversations which he held with the Emperor’s scholars

on distant lands, told this story : ‘In the west, arriving at the

Mediterranean, ^ there is in the sea an island of two hundred square

miles (li). On this island is a large forest abounding in trees with

precious stones, and inhabited by over ten thousand families. These

men show great ability in cleverly working gems, ^ which are named

for the country Fu-lin In a northwesterly direction from

‘ Epiplianii opera^ cil. Oindorf, Vol. iv, jj. 190 (Leipzig, 1862). On the basis of

these new Chinese soiuees, I have treated the history of this legend in detail in a study on

the iliamond (unpublished manuscript of the writer), and therefore do not pursue the subject

further on this occasion.

' He was the first emperor of the Liang dynasty and lived from 464 to 549 (Giles,

Biographical Bictumary, p, 285).

^ Si haimm (the "Western Sea”). Compare TIiri'k, Journ. Am. Or Soc., Vol,

xxxiit, 1913, p 195.

This must be referred to the rutting and engraving of antique intaglios (gems in the

sense of Latin gemma).

The same mode of writing ( instead of the later ) as that encountered by

CiiAVANNES {'I'oxmg PaOy 1904, n. 38) in a text of 607, extracted from the Ts* e fu yaan

I mi. The same way of writing occurs also in Yu yang isa (su and in a poem of the

T'ang Kmperor T^ai-tsung {I^ei wen ynn fa., Ch. 27, p. 25). As our text speaks of a

forest of jewelled trees, a popular interpretation of the name Fu-lin apparently is intended

here, “forest”
( >|^ ) of the jewels being read into Fu-lin; as if it were “forest of Fu.”

We are here confronted with the earliest allusion in Chinese records to the country Fu-lin,

antedating our previous knowledge of it b\ a century, llirth having traced the first appear-

ance of the name to the first half of the seventh century. The reference to the period

TTen-kicn (502—520), and the mention of the Liang Kmperor Wu, are eiact chronological

indications which now carry Chinese acquaintance with Fu-lin to the beginning of the sixth

century. This result perfectly harmonizes with the view expressed by Pelltot {Journal

asiatique, Mars-Avri), 1914, p. 498), that the name Fu-lin appears with certainty about

550, and that it is possibly still older.
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the island is a ravine hollowed out like a bowl, more than a

thousand feet deep. They throw flesh into this valley. Birds take

it up in their beaks, whereupon they drop tlie precious stones. The

biggest of these have a weight of five catties.’ There is a saying

that this is the treasury of the Devariija of the Rupadhatu.” ^

This is not the occasion to discuss the history and development of

this interesting legend in connection with its Arabic and subsequent

Chinese parallels; this will be done by me in another place. SuflSce

it to say for the present that the Chinese version is an exact

parallel to that of Epiphanius, that it antedates all Arabic versions,

that it represents a purer form than the earliest Arabic text in the

laphlavium of Pseudo- Aristotle, and that it was transmitted to China

directly from Fu-lin. I have here fallen back on these two texts

of the Liang se knng Ise ki to introduce the reader to the mental

horizon of its author, Chang Yiie, and thus to secure a basis for

judging the 7^aison (Vttre of the specular lens ascribed by him to

an embassy from Fu-sang. It was a plausible a priori supposition

that this instrument must have been one of Western manufacture;

and being now familiar with the outfits and tools of the workshop

of Chang Yue, who absorbed traditions of Fu-uan, India, and Fu-

lin, we may well infer that the alleged Fu-saug lens was really a

A ® 15 * a » # H til . ^ B «

fr ^ ^ :zi' ^ ^ A 3: 2 R

^

section on national econo in \ ,
pu ki ski, |) 5) — The last sentence,

of course, is not an element inherent the story, as it came from Fu-lin, but is an inter-

polation of the ('hinese author f’han^^ Yite, taken from the narrative which the traders of

Fu*nan had overheard in India.
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product of Syria (Fu-liu^ and reached China possibly by way of

India and Cambodja (Fu-nau), in the same manner as the costly

mirror of rock-crystal. ^

A product termed lany-kaii is identified with hno~ts'i

by Su Kuug ^ of the T'ang period, " who, at the same time

defines the former as a kind of K'ou Tsung-shi

in his Pen ts*<io yen i M t/T^ of 1116 ,
calls him to task

for this wrong statement by observing that lin-U is a substance

evolved by fire, while hvicf’kan is not, so that the two could not

represent identical species. Su Kuug’s identification has indeed not

been adopted by any subsequent Chinese scholar. ^

* In the writer’s proposed Chincse-llellenistic studies will be found several interesting

examples of llellenistie folk-lore traditions looming up in Fu-nan and thence transmitted

to China.

* <Jhcu<} Ici ped ts*ao, Ch 5, foL 20 Also in a commentary to the dictionary Ki tsiu plcn

(P’t'i ii'C/i }}HH fu, Ch. 7 A, p. 106 b),

* Lantj-kayi^ in times of antiquity, appears as a mineral, mentioned already in the

earliest Chinese document, the tribute of Yu, in the Sha kitiq (Le(1ge, Chinese Classics,

Vol lit, p. 127), as a product of the province of Vung-ehou; its exact nature cannot be

determined, the commentators saying no more than that it was a stone used for beads
;

Legge’s explanation that possibly it was lazulite or lapis lazuli, is purely conjectural. The

Shoo iccti defines lan<j-kan as a stone resembling jade; and the Erh i/a localizes it in the

K'nii-lun. 'I'he Fie lu ^|j assigns the stone to P'ing-tse in Shu

(Sze-elFuan). fEel Iw, Hou Han shu, Lianrj shu, and ICei shu (Hiiiru, China and ihc

Roman Onenf, pp. 41, 47, 50, 73) mention lang-kan among the products of Ta Ts'iu
,
no

explanation of its signiScanee with reterence to these passages is on record. We find lang-

lan also in Kucha {Liang shu, Ch. 54, p 14), in central India {ibid., p. 7 b), and generally

in India {l\ing shu, Ch. 221 a, p. 10b). From the T'ang period onward the Chinese

naturalists or phararaacists, beginning with ClFen Ts'ang k"i, describe lang-kan as a kind

of coral, growing like a tree with root and branches on the bottom of the sea, fished by

means of nets, and being reddish, when coming out of the water, but subsequently turning

darker. The Xun lin shi //?< (Ch p. 0 b) says that it is a stone caught in shallow

places near the coast of Niog-po, resembling the genuine coral (^shan-hu), being xvhitc,

when coming out of the water, and afterwards turning purple or black. Li Shi-chen ob-

jects to the application of the term lang-kan to these marine products which, according to

him, should be credited with the name shan-hu, while the former should be restricted to

a stone occurring in tlie mountains. Compare also Schlegel, 'Poung Pao, Vol. vr, 1895,

p. 58; F i)E Mkly, Lapidaires chinois, p. 56, iliKTit and UuCKHiLL, Chau Ju-hua, pp.

162, 226 The word lang-kan seems to be an onomatopoetic formation descriptive of the
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The Mineralogical Term Mei-kui. — Finally we hare to dis-

cuss the term mci-hui which, according to Li Shi-cheu,

also should refer to lenses. It first appears in the poem Ti^e hiii

Jn ^ ^ ^ of Se-ma Siang ju, who died in 117 b.c., as one

of the mineral products of Sze-ch'uan. ^ Kuo P'o (275—324) ex«

plains it as a stone bead ^ ^ ; Tsin Pao says that it

is identical with huo-isH beads; and Yen Shi-ku (579—645) reiter-

ates the same, adding that “is is the ‘fire-pearP coming at present

from the countries of the south,
“ ” These definitions are va^ue ando

unsatisfactory, being made by philologists who in all probability

had never seen any of the stones in question. Yen Shi-ku errs in

identifying huo-isi with Iiuo-cIlu^ and therefore the identification of

both with inei’hui is presumably wrong also. The dictionary Shuo

(a.b. 123) notes hiio-ts'i as an equivalent or synouyrae of ntei-

as we have shown that the former covers the group of micas,

it would follow from this definition, provided it is correct, that

mei-hui should be a variety of mica, and consequently cannot be a

burning-lens.

The term mei-hui is listed also in tlie ancient vocabulary Ki

isiu dtahij edited by 8hi Yu ^ under the reign

sound yielded by the sonorous stouc wlien struf*k (compare the words lantj “ruinbiin*'

of stones, roll of a drum;” and lan<j
, “rlcar. as li^'ht or sound;” laH^-fau,j ^

is used ill Pekiiif; as an interjectional cxiire-sion, imitalive of the noise of gongs and drums •

in general compare chap, iv of WAiTf.K.s, Eswijs o,i ihc CliUesc Lau,jM,je). 'I'his point

of view would account for the fact that the name la„g-ka,i was transferreil from a stone

to a coral; for Tu Wan, in his Xa« Ibi expressly states that the coral lamj-

kati when struck develops resonant properties.

.?/ij ki, Ch. 117, p 2 b; and Uan shu, Ch. 57 a, p. 3 b. Yen Shi-kn dulines

the pronunciation of the two characters as mei and hui. (or ku.i), but admits for the latter

also the sound kuei
( % 0,

. This clause is interesting,

inasmuel, as it proves the importation uf lenses into China in the first half of the seventh
century,—a fact which, as will be seen, is confirmed by the T'ang Annals.
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of the Emperor Yuan (48—33 b.c.), ^ with reference to jars made

from this stone and three others. It is simply defined as “fine

jade“ in the commentary. This explanation, again, would banish

any idea of burning-lenses. ®

What the mei’hui mentioned by Se-ma Siaug-ju was, no Chi-

nese commentators really knew. Their explanations are makeshifts

to conceal their lack of proper knowledge of the subject. This

much seems certain, that the mei-hui of Sze-ch'uan was not mica

{hno-is*i)^ first, because mica is not known to occur there; and,

second, because the name mci~hui denotes also the rose, ^ and

accordingly the inineralogical term seems to refer to a rose-

colored stone. For this reason it seems out of the question also

that it could have been used as a lens, and there is indeed no ac-

count to this effect, mentioning the employment of mei-hui. The

case, therefore, is one of purely literary extension of significance.

The original meaning of the word having fallen into oblivion, it

^ Regarding this work see the important study of Cuavannes, Documents chiduis di-

converts par Aurel Stein^ pp. 1—10. The passage referred to is in Fien tse lei pica, Ch.

70, p. 13 b

^ The apoeryphal work Sha i hi, of the sixth century, which has not come down to

us in its original form, is credited with the statement, ‘‘Snake-pearls arc those vomited by

a snake. There is a saying in the districts of the Southern Sea (K-uang-tung, etc.) that a

tliousand snake-pearls arc not the equivalent of a single mei-hui^ which means that snake-

pearls are low in price. Also mei-hui is the designation of a pearl (or bead, jewel)/’

^ Rosa rugosa, with red and pink flowers (G. A. Stuart, Chinese Matei ia Medica, p. 381

;

and M. J. Schieiden, Die Rosf\ Geschichte und SgmhoUk^ p 228, who enumerates several

species of rose in China). The Japanese naturalist Ono Kanzan slates that the precious

stone mei-Jiitt, is named for the color of the flowers of Rosa ragosa, and invokes the Chinese

work 'Pien kong k^ai wu ^ X #1 by Sung Ying-sing of 1628 (2d cd., 1637),

as his authority (Gkeuts, Frodiiits de la natme japonaise et chinoisef Vol. ii, p. 360).

I cannot trace this reference in the latter work, but flod there that meiDiui is treated as

a special kind of precious stone “resembling yellow or green peas; the biggest arc red,

green, blue, yellow, in short, occurring in all colors; and there are also mei-hui like pearls”

(see 7'« s/m Ist ePeag^ chapter on j)recious stones, pao sin). Yet I am convinced that

Ono Kanzan encountered this statement in some Chinese book, and may have erred only

in quoting the Tien kung Pai urn.
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became free to assume the same meaning as hno-is'i, in the role

of an elegant term of the estilo cuUo. The fact that it really in-

terchanges with the latter is manifested by the account of Persia

in Na}i shi,
^ where inei-hui are listed among the products of that

country; while, as mentioned on p. 195, the analogous reports in

Fei glii, W'ei shu and Sui shu have the term huo-ts'i in the same

passage. Thus the greatest probability is that also niei-hui, as used

in this text of the Nan shi, denotes the mica of India. As regards

other foreign countries, we find mei-hui mentioned in the Wei lio,

written by Yii Huan between 239 and 265, as a product of the

Roman Orient (Ta Ts'iu), ' and worn on the high head-dress of

the women of the King of the Ephtalites (Ye-ta). ®

After having overthrown the nebular hypotheses of foreign and

Chinese scholars, the path is finally cleared for discussing the real

thing, the history of burning-lenses in China. There is only one

term in the Chinese language which may lay claim to having this

significance, and that is Into chu (the ‘4‘ire-pearr’).

Intkouuction of Burning-Lenses into China. — The first his-

torical nieutiou of “fire-pearls” {/luo chu) is made in the Annals

of the T'ang Dynasty (618—906),'^ where they are connected with

a tribe of Malayan or Negrito stock, styled “Lo-cli'a” ^ ,
and

inhabiting an island in tlie Archipelago east of F'o-li ^ fl] (Pali).

“Their country,” it is said, “produces fire-pearls in great number,

the biggest reaching the size of a fowl’s egg. They are round and

white, and emit light at a distance of several feet. When held

* Ch. 7‘J.
1
) s,

^ Hirth, Chum and the Roman Orient^ p.

’ Lo-’/amj kia la>i la ^ ^ =^, nriltuii in oil b>- Yaiii: lliian-chi

^ ^ "> Pm, I i /ici 07, Ye-ta, hat h'ao 2).

^ shu, Ch 222 c, p, 1 b.
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aj;ainsfc the ravs of the sun, muffwort ^ aud rushes " will be ifjuited

at once by fire springing from the pearl.” ^ The same text, with

slightly varying phraseology, is given also in the Old History of

the T*ang Dynasty^ ^ where, however, the interesting addition oc-

curs, that this pearl is in appearance like crystal
( ;?K^)

Hence we may justly conclude that these fire-pearls were convex

crystal lenses, whose optical properties were utilized in producing

fire for the medical purpose of cauterization. ^

* Chinese ai Artemisia vulgaris^ a plant common in China and from ancient

times used in cauterizing the skin (see UKLTsciiNEiDiiR, Bot. Sin., pt. 2, No 429; pt. 3,

No. 72),— a process known to us by the Japanese name moxa (properly viogusa, the Jap.

word for Artemisia'). The best leaves arc taken and ground up with water in a stone

mortar, the coarsest particles being eliminated, and the remainder being dried. A small

portion is rolled into a pellet the size of a pea, placed upon the ulcer or spot to be cauterized.

The preferred method of igniting the moxa is still by means of a burning glass or mirror

(comj)are G. A. Stuart, Chinese Materia Medica, p. 53). The most interesting and detailed

account of this practice was written by ExGhLBKRT Kakmpfeb in the seventeenth century

{llistorf/ of Japan, Glasgow edition, Vol. in, pp. 277—292). Kaempfer stales that the

Japanese used burning splinters or ineensc-sticks to ignite the moxa.

^ Kaempfer {Lc., p. 276) informs us that the most common caustic used by the

Urahraaus of India is the pith of rushes, which grow in morassy places. This pith they

dip into sesaraum-seed oil, and burn the skin with it after the common manner.

'• Kia 'Vang shu, Ch. 197, p. 1 b.

' GuoenkVELDT {yotes on the Malay Archipelago, p. 206, in Mlscell. papers relating

to Indo-Chiaa, \ ol. i), who was the first to indicate the relevant passage of the Vang shu

(but neglected the corresponding text of the .sAm), was therefore wrong in atlirming

that the fire-pearl is ‘'evidently a kind of burning-glass, but whetlier of glass or crystal,

and manufactured in what place, we have no means to ascertain ’’ We have, as will be

seen farther on, the means of ascertaining that these crystal lenses were manufactured in

India. Another error of Grocneveldt was to assign the fire-pearls to the country of P'o-li

instead of Lo-ch'a. Felliot {Bull de VEcule francaise, Vol iv, p, 283, note 3) has clearly

pointed out the confusion prevailing in this chapter of the T'ang Annals, and has shown

that it was the wild men of Lo-ch"a visiting the coasts of Champa in order to sell these

crystal lenses, carrying on their trade at night, while hiding their faces during the day

{tbid., p. 281, but he too speaks of “ieutilles de verre”)- G Sculec.el Pdfo, Vol ix,

1898, p. 178; and 1901, j) 334), who revealed the same text from the Chinese Gazetteer

of Kuang-tung Province, offered the inadequate trrnslation, “Their country produces car-
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The crystal lenses, accordingly
,

were employed in the same

manner as the burning-mirrors of copper or bronze in a former

period. The Ku kin chu ^ of Ts'uei Pao ^ ^ of

the fourth century states that the latter served for the purpose of

setting mugwort on fire. ^

The Annals of the Tang Dynasty indicate also the fact that

in 630 King Fan-t'ou-li ^ ^ ^ sent an embassy to China to

present such lenses. ^ It is this text of the T ang Annals which

gave to Li Shi-chen occasion for his general statement of the sub-

ject, as quoted above. We now observe that he has cited the text

inaccurately, and has credited it with the term hno-fs'i-chu instead

of hno chu. The former, however, as we have seen, denotes mica,

which cannot be used for lenses; the latter relates to rock-crystal;

and it is essential to discriminate between the two. Likewise it is

not to the point when he asserts that the lenses now found in

Champa are styled “great fire-pearls of the morning dawn.”

“Morning dawn” {chao Ida) is well known to us as the desig-

nation of a specific textile fabric; and in the passage of the

Tang Annals indicated it happens that the two terms “morninfi^-

dawn cloth” and “fire-pearl” {c/uio Ida pu huo chu IS
are closely joiueil, lieuce arose, apparently, the misunderstaiuliiig

of Li Shi-chen.

bunolcs {/uio c/ni) which are like crystals.” Carhuncles certainly arc not like crystals nor
can they be utilized as optical lenses C Vnsi {EHcicloptdia >^huco-<jLo}>pu,icu‘,

p. bo,

Firenze, 1877; had already indicated that huo chu is a species of ([iiartz.

* Ch. c, p. 5 b (ed. of Han frel shu).

> The last clause in the aufmition of these is wordcl in the Old Ih.tory Uu,s: “Wh,.,,
held against the sun at noon in order to ignite mugwort, the latter is consumed hv fire-

B laitmzmxm.)-
‘ P^LUOT. Voun, rao, vm, p. 4S0; GlUEs, S.nic, p 394; luurKR

Toung Pao, 1913, pp. 339, 310, Lhig-wat tai ta, Cb. 6. p. 13,
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A book entitled Sui T\ui<j kia liua ^ informs

us that in the beginning of the period Cheng-kuan (627— 650) the

country Champa (Lin-yi) offered to the Court burning-lenses {Into

t'/tn), in appearance like rock-crystal, stating that the people of

Champa had obtained them from the Lo-ch'a country, whose inha-

bitants have red hair, a black skin, teeth like animals, and claws

like hawks, ^

The Lo-ch'a or Rfikshasa, who, judging from the unflattering

description of the Chinese, were a wretched, savage tribe (but suf-

ficiently advanced to practise navigation and to trade with Champa),

^ Quoted in Pien tse lei pien^ Ch. 21, p. 5 b.

^ Chinese Lo-cK

a

is the transcription of the Sanskrit word Rakshasa, The latter is

the designation for a class of man-devouring ogres with red neck and eyes, and protruding

tusks, roaming about at night and doing mischief to mankind. It was believed by Groenc-

veldt and Schlegel that the country of the Lo-ch'a mentioned in the T'ang Annals is identical

with the Nicobar Islands, but Pklliot {Bull, de VEcole frangaisc, Vol. iv, p. 281) has

rightly demonstrated the baselessness of this theory, with the result that the country ot

the Lo-ch'a in question was situated east of P'o-li, which is identical with Bali, the island

cast of Java. Geuixi {Researches on Ptolemy’’s Geography of Eastern Asia, p. 497) like-

wise has antagonized that theory, arguing that Lo-ch'a refers to the more southern parts

of the Malay Peninsula, and perhaps stands also for the wilder tribes of Negrilo-Sakai

stock populating its eastern coast; but this opinion conflicts with the Chinese accounts ot

Lo-ch'a In the belief of the Indians, the main abode of the Kiikshasa demons was Ceylon

(Langka), which for this reason was styled also Rnkshasalaya (“Abode of the Kakshasa*};

and as such, Ceylon appears in the great epic poem Kamayana, in which King Kama

combats these fierce devils of Ceylon. A country of the Rrikshasa plays a signal role in

the Tibetan cycle of legends clustering around Padmasambhava, who lived in the eighth

century (see E. Schlaointwhit, Lebensbeschreihuvg von P., i, p. 21; and Laufek, Roman

einer tibeiischen Konigin, p. 224). It would be tempting to regard the Lo-ch'a as a tribe

like the Vedda of Ceylon, but for geographical reasons it is assuredly impossible to place

the Lo-ch'a on Ceylon. Such a nickname as Rakshasa could certainly have been applied

by the superior castes of India to any inferior aboriginal tribes (compare the note of Yule,

in his Marco Polo, Vol. ii, p. 312, regarding a Brahman tradition that the Rakshasas had

their residence on the Andamans, and the analogous application in India of the w'ords

and Piri\ca), Indian traditions referring to Rakshasa tribes, therefore, cannot assist us

toward the identification of the Lo-ch'a country of the T'ang period, which, as justly upheld

by Pel Hot, was an island in an easterly direction from Bali. It may be supposed that it

was the highly cultivated peoples of Java and Bali who conferred the name “Rakshasa”

on that primitive tribe in their proximity.
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certainly were themselves not able to produce fire-makiug lenses. ^

From what quarters was their supply derived? We are informed

by the Annals of the T'aug Dynasty that in the year 641 Magadha

in India sent to the Chinese Court tribute-gifts among which ap-

peared fire-lenses (liuo chu)^ and, further, that Kashmir produces

fire-lenses, saffron, and horses of the dragon breed. ^ The latter

notice is contained also in the memoirs written by the celebrated

pilgrim Hiian Tsang in 646;^ and his statement, based on actual

observation, was doubtless the source from which the oflBcial history

of the T'ang dynasty drew. The Arabic mineralogists also — as,

for instance, al-AkfanI — knew Kashmir as a country producing

rock-crystal. ^

In the beginning of the period K’ai-yiian (713—742) Kashmir

sent as tribute “pearls of supreme purity” {sliaui] tsinf/ chu

^), illuminating an entire house with their splendor." Possibly

also in this case crystal lenses are understood.

I Tsing, the Buddhist monk and traveller, who journeyed in

India from 671 to 695, observes, “It is only in China where stones

are internally taken as medicine. Since rock-crystal and marble emit

* Gkuini (/. c., p. lUl), \\hu cironeoubly lucatcb the Lo-ch'a on the oust coast ol' the

southern poition of the Malay Beninsuia, cuntectuie^ ^\ith relcien<-c to these crystal lenses

that rock-ci\slal “vci\ likely’’ occurs in that legiuii This point of \k\% ib quite im-

mateiial. Whether iock-ci\stai is fouud there or not, the Lo-eVa ccitiunl\ did not quarr\

it; and if they did, it was not wrought by them into lenses. Quart/, foi instance is

comnioii on tlie Andamans, hut the natives make it only into chips or ilakes used in

shaving or tattooing, while even the ait of eliciting fiio from the stone b\ means ot

striking is whollv unknown to them (E. H. Mann, Joarn. Ant/mfp. InH,, Vol. xn 1883

p. 381).

^ 'Pang shu, C’li. 221 x, p, 11.

^ Tamj shu, Ch. 2211), p. 0. Compare (’iuv\.nnj,s, Documnits sur les Tou-kme
occidentaiu, p. 166.

Ji'LiK.N, Memoires sur h-s conirurs occidniUUes, Vol. r, p. 1(;7, who tian.latr, “ghibb
lensc»”, and Wattkks, Oh Yuan Oh,cany's Tniieh India, Vol, ii, p. 261.

WlKOr.M.ANN, Zur Mincraloyic i,» hlam, p. 206. Al-.Ulani died in 1318.
' Tu yany Isa pien by Sn Xgo, Ch. p. 3 (ed. of Pai hai).
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sparks of fire, the organs of the body, if those stones are administered,

may be scorched and ripped open. Many of our contemporaries,

being unaware of this fact, have suffered death in consequence of

this wrong treatraeut.” ^ In Chinese alchemy preparations made

from jade and mica played a signal part, and were consumed by

ambitious devotees to insure long life or imraortalityc ” When

crystal lenses made their appearance in China, the belief was nat-

urally fostered that fire was a substance inherent in the stone.

Fire was considered as an element belonging to the male, creative,

and life-giving principle called so that a mineral partaking

of it was apt to strengthen the body and to prolong life. The evil

effect of the internal application of rock-crystal, as conceived by I

Tsiug, thus becomes intelligible: in the same manner as a crystal

lens can set fire to an object, so it may cause the human body to

catch fire.

The information given in the T'ang Annals with regard to the

Lo-ch'a originated from the mission which carried Ch'aufj Tsiiin

^ in the year 607 into the country Ch'i-Fu • On

his journey he is said to have reached the country of the Lo-ch'a,

while in another passage it is stated that owing to this mission the

inhabitants of the Lo-ch'a country entered into relations with China. ^

* Naji hoi ki knei 7iei fa chuan, ('h. 3, \). 20 (eil. of Tok^o); compare J. Takakitsu

{Record of ihe Buddhist Relif/ioUy p, 135), who wi‘oni^l\ takes the \cv\x\ pai stii

(literally, “while btonc’') for julular, which Joes not occur anJ is unknown in China,

pat shi rcpeateJl\ appears in the votive inscriptions on Buddhist marble sculptures of the

T'anu; period, and is still the current expression for “marble.” It would be possible that

I Tsinj: employed the term pai shi as a rendering of Sanskrit sitopaJa (“white stone’’),

which is i\ synonyme of sphatika and accordingly a variety of quartz or rock-crystal

(U. Gauc.f, Die indischen Miocrahen^ p. S7}. Takakusu speaks of “tbe swallowing of a

stone;’’ the stones were of course trituiated and powdered, the mass was kneaded and

prepared with other ingredients,

* Vnder the Sui (581)—CIS) was still extant a treatise on the Method of Presci iptions

in administering Jade {Tu po faog fa *1 ). See Suf sh(, Eh 34, p. 21,

^ Pr,Ll,lOT, UulL de VEcoIe fra^iraise, Vol. iv, p. 281.
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The latter statemeat seems to be the more probable of the two.

The date 607 may thus be fixed as the time when the Chinese

made their first acquaintance with burning-lenses; and during the

first part of the seventh century a somewhat lively trade in the

article was carried on from Champa to China. Hence Yen Shi-ku

(579— 645), as mentioned, justly points to the importation of burning-

lenses from the south during his time. While, as a last resort, the

Lo-ch'a lenses are traceable to India, we have as yet no means of

ascertaining through what channels these lenses were transmitted

from India to the Lo-ch'a. At this point there is a lacune in our

knowledge which I am unable to fill; it may be supposed only

that Sumatra or Java, or both countries, acted as middlemen in

this traflBc, but I regret having no certain facts along this line

to offer.

It is curious that a tribe of such a low degree of culture as

the Lo-ch'a possessed burning-lenses, and was instrumental in con-

veying this Indian article to Champa and China. This fact we may

explain from ethnographical conditions of the present time, with

which we are familiar: the Lo-ch*a, though acquainted with natural

fire and its uses, must have been a tribe that did not know of

any practical method of producing fire. Such a people, for example,

we meet among the Andamanese, of whom E. H. Man ^ says, ‘‘The

Andamanese are unable to produce fire, and there is no tradition

pointing to the belief that their ancestors were their superiors in

this respect. As they live in the vicinity of two islands, one of

which contains an extinct, and the other an active volcano, it .seems

not unreasonable to assume that tlieir knowledge of fire was first

derived from this source. Being strangers to any method of pro-

ducing a flame, they naturally display much care and skill in the

Journ, Anthrop. Insf,, Vol. xi, 1S32, p. 272; compare aUo Vol. xir, 1883. p. 150.
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measures they adopt for avoiding such iiicouvenience as might be

caused by the extinction of their fires. Both when encamped and

while journeying, the means employed are at once simple and effec-

tive. When they all leave an encampment with the intention of

returning in a few days, besides taking with them one or more

smouldering logs, wrapped in leaves if the weather be wet, they

place a large burning log or faggot in some sheltered spot, where,

owing to the character and condition of the wood invariably selected

on these occasions, it smoulders for several days, and can be easily

rekindled when required/' Nothing introduced by the English so

impressed this people with the extent of their power and resources

as matches. It is notable also that the household fire is not held

sacred by the Andamanese, or regarded as symbolical of family ties,

and that no rites are connected with it; there are not even beliefs

with reference to its extinction or pollution. The Lo-ch'a must

liave lived under exactly the same conditions when burning-lenses

were first introduced among them from India. Not familiar with

any practical method of fire-making or any fire-ceremonial, they

readily took to this easy expedient, as the modern Andamanese did

to our matches. It is still the primitive tribes spending most of

their time in the open air, like the Lepcha and Tibetans (see below),

who evince a predilection for the application of the burning-lens

in fire-makinjj.o

Besides the name lino cJnf
,
the term Imo chu (“fire-

igniting lens”) is found in the CJuhuj tri pfn //no, completed by

T'ang Shen-wei in 1108. ^ From the same work it follows also

‘ fS) 0 ^ /W Oh. 3, fol. edition

of 1523). This is the coneludinir sentence of a brief notice oii //o-li (see above, p. 200).

Hulh the ('hi'nrj In and the Vni in*ao kany mu accept this term in the sense of “rock-

crvstal” {spkafika)y Li Shi-chen giving as synonyme the term shui ya
,
which

appeals in the Shan hai king and in the poem on the Shang-liu Palace ±
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that burning-leuses were manufactured in China under the Sung.

Whether this was the case under the T'ang I am unable to say.

Buuning-Lenses in India and Siam. —
* The preceding Chinese

accounts are clear enough to allow the inference that the so-called

“fire-pearls” were lenses of rock-crystal cut into convex shape, that

they were used for cauterization in the same manner as reported

by Pliny, and that they were introduced into China, through the

medium of the Lo-ch’a and of Champa, from Kashmir, or other

recnons belonc^inec to the culture-zone of India. In short, what the

of Se-ina Siang*ju: its transparenCN
,
he says, equals that of water, its hardness that of

jaele, hence this term; the name ‘^water-jade’’ is identical with iock-cr\stul (

*R i: . # ® 3S . 45: * as « * *1 R ^
opinion of both T'ang Sben-wei and Li Shi-chen goes back to C'h'en Ts'aiig-k'i of the

L'"ang period, whose definition of j/o-li is as follows: "T'o-li is a precious stone of the

Western countries. It belongs to the categoiy of hard stones, and is developed in the soil.

According to the opinion of some it results from the tiansformation of ice that is a

thousand years old; but this is certainly not the case” (

B H ^ » all . as 5 2 » .4 ± t . Sc 5-^a
). Nobody, as far as T know, has as \et explained the

statement of Li Shi-chen that the original mode of writing is
,
and that this

name P'o-li is the designation of a countrv. T ai p'itifj ya Ian (Ch. 808, p. 6) quotes a

woik Ti‘in chu ki (‘Memoiis of India”) as follows: “In the Ilimala)a,

there is the mountain of precious stones producing the complete series of the ^eveii gems

(sajdarafna), all of which may he obtained. Only tlm j/o^h gem is produced on siu-b

loft} peaks that it is dillicult to obtain'’
( * U) # ^ * 0) sg -b

are confionted with the icpioduclion of an Indian notion that meets its parallel in the

HaiHitpill tfi-sht*
^
accoiding to chilli lock-civstal la a product ol Nepal (L. Finot, Litptdiiivt’s

indiens, p. 50). Certainly the people of India did not hunt for glass on the heights of

the Himalaya. The King of Nepal adorned himself with pearls, p'o-Ii, mother-o’-peail,

coral, and amber {Tang shu, Ch. 2l>1 a, p. 1); his p o-h certainly were a kind of rock-

crvstal, as also S. Levi {he Xepal, Vol. r, p. lOi) understands, but nut dass. The

Buddhist monk Huei Yuan of the T'ang period, in his Crlossai} to the Huddha-

vataiiisaka-sulia
( ^ ^ ^ b p* ed of S//ou shun ho is'ting shn^

\ol. 9 I- ; see Bun\iu Naujio, No, 1000), e\plains p o-h as "to some dc',rree resembling in

appearance rock-cr\stal
(^ fra : that the variety ot rock-crvstal indigenous in China),

yet occurring also in red and white vaiieties.”
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Chiuese received were Lidian maaufactures. Hence it is legitimate

to conclude that the Chinese name huo-chu^ conferred upon these

lenses, represents the translation of a corresponding Sanskrit term.

Such, indeed, exists in the Sanskrit compound agnimani^ the first

element of which {agni) means “fire,” answering to Chiuese liuo\

and the second part of which {mani) signifies a “pearl, bead, gem,

or jewel,” exactly like the Chinese word chu. ^ Moreover, Sanskrit

agnimaui^ according to the Sanskrit Dictionary of Boehtlingk, is

an epithet of the stone suryahinta, which means “beloved by the

sun,” so called because it produces fire under the influence of solar

rays. Other synonymes are tapanamani (“sun jewel”), tapana (“de-

dicated to the sun”), Jlptopala (“refulgent stone”), agnigarhha (“es-

sence of fire”), — all of these, as correctly seen by L. Finot, ^

referring to rock-crystal. A Hindu treatise on precious stones, the

Navaratnapariksha, says, under the subject of rock-crystal, that the

* Although appareutly formed in imitation of this Sanskrit expression, the term /uto

chu^ notwithstanding, pre-existed in China independently of Indian inilnence, hut in a

widely ditferent sense. The following story is on record in the Annals of the Tsin Dv nasty

{Tsin shuy Ch. 91), p. 1 ; biography of Heng Huau ). His mother, nee T

was sitting out one night with her companions in the moonlight, and saw a shooting-star

fall into a copper basin tilled with water. In the water appeared wdiat looked like a

fire-pearl {huo chu ) of two inches, diffusing a bright, clear light. ^ladame lUa

took it out with a gourd ladle and swalloNved it. When she gave birth to her son, the

house was filled with effulgent light; hence the infant received the name Ling-pao

(that is, ‘‘Supernatural Treasure”), It is evident that this “fire-pearl” was a product

of meteoric origin. A similar account is found in the Bamboo Annals : Siu-ki F^, ,

the mother of the Emperor Yii
,
saw a falling-star, and in a dream her thoughts

were moved till she became pregnant, after which she swallowed a spiiit pearl (Lkggf,

CAinrsf C/assics, Vol. in, Prolegomena, p. 117). The term //uo chu appears again in

Tsin shu (Oh. 25, p. 13 b) in connection with the description of the costume, ornaments,

and paraphernalia worn by the heir-apparent, 'fhere is no explanation of its meaning

in this text; perhaps it was a flaming or sparkling gem. In the latter sense 1 encountered

the term in two passages of the Shi i h-i (Ch. 5, p. 5 b; and Ch. 7, p. 2 ;
ed. of Han

Wei is*tag shu)\ in one case the question is of an extraneous hairpin adorned with a

tire-pearl dragon and a phoenix.

* Lupidaires indiens^ p. xlvii.

15
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variety of the stone which, struck by sunlight, instantaneously

elicits fire, is styled snryahanti by the connoisseurs. The physician

Narahari from Kashmir, who wrote a small lapidaiiiim in the be-

ginning of the fifteenth century, observes in regard to the same

stone, ‘Tf it is smooth, pure, without fissures and flaws in the in-

terior, if polished so that it displays the clearness of the sky, and if

from contact with solar rays fire springs from it, it is praised as

genuine.” ^ Narahari dilates likewise on the medical virtues of the

stone, to which he lends the attribute “sacred,” and which, if

honored, procures the favor of the sun.

Fire-production by means of lenses was not a very ancient, or

a common, or a popular, practice in India, any more than in clas-

sical antiquity. ” In the oldest epoch of India’s history, the Vedic

period, we hear only of fire-making by means of friction from

wooden sticks. The daily birth of Agni, the god of fire, from the

two fire-sticks {arani)^ is often alluded to in Vedic literature.

* R, Garbe, Die indischen Mineralien, p. 89. Garbc commits the evroi- of re^aidini'

this stone as the sunstone, beiiiLr misguided by the Sanskrit name sHryakTinta^ and

speculates that also the Indian name has come with this stone to Europe, All this is

cironcous. 1 irst, the sunstone is not known to occur in India, but it occurs near

Wrchne TJdinsk in Siberia, Tvedestrand and Ilitteib in Norway, Statesville in North

C’arolina, and Delaware County in PennsUvania (Bauer, Edelsiidvkun(h\ 2d cd., pp. 528,

529); second, the name ‘Sunstone” is hesto^^ed upon this kind of feldspar by us, not b\

the Indians, because it reflects a spangled \cllow light originating fiom minute crystals

of iron oxide, hematite, or gothite, included in ihe stone, and which both reflect the light

and gi\e it a reddish color (FarRixgto.v, Gems and Gem Materials, p. 179); this case,

thercfoie, is totalh ditferent from that which Induced the Hindu to name a certain vaiielN

oS rock-cr\stal “sun-beloved, third, teldspars, like the sun&tone, aie not made into

burning-lenses, such as are desciibed b\ Narahari, Aftei arriving at his lantastic icsult,

Gaibe is forced to admit that Narahari is wrong to classil\ tlie (that is. Garbed) “sun-

stone among the (|uartze». but the ph\siciaii ot Kashmir wdio does not speak of “oiu
*

sunstone is perfectl\ light in grouping rock-cr\stal among quartzes, and the blunder is

s()lel\ on the pail of Gaibe.

» The utility of the hurning-lcn^ of eoiuao, has its limitations. It is .Icpendcnt

upon a cloudless sky and the power „r .tron;; sunlight At night when file may be most
needed it is put out of commission.
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They are his parents, the upper beiug the male, and the lower the

female ; or they are his mothers, for he is said to have two

mothers. ^ The Vayu Parana^ one of the oldest of the eighteen

Puranas, presumably dating in the first half of the fourth century,
”

mentions three kinds of fire, — the solar fire {smira)^ or the pure

one, or the fire of the gods; fire proceeding from lightning, pro-

cured from trees ignited by a lightning-stroke; and fire obtained

by friction. Whether and how the first-named was secured we do

not know. It would be very tempting to believe that this celestial

fire, obtained by concentrating the rays of the sun, was the result

of an application of lenses, as, indeed, is still the case in Siam

(see below). Such a conclusion, however, would hardly be justified.

In all probability, only the divine or transcendental fire, like that

in the Greek myth of Prometheus, is here intended. Also in the

Avesta, the sacred writings of the ancient Iranians, in which five

kinds of fire are distinguished, the fire of heaven burning in the

presence of Ahura Mazda is known and there is no record of

the use of burning-lenses on the part of the Iranians. ^

^ Compare A. A. MacdoneIiL, Veche Myikologf/^ P-91; H- Religioci des

P'eda^
l>. 105; K. Roni, Indisches I'rtierzeuy {/. 1). J/. G., Vol. 43, pp, 51)0—595»;

K Si’iKCEE, Artsche Periodt\ p. 147. The modern ])rocesse6 of firc-makin;: in India arc

well desciibetl by E. Tiiukston, Ethnographic Soies hi Southcrii India, pp. 4G4—470

(MadiHb, 1006).

* V. A. SMair, Early History of India

^

p. 305 (3d ed., Oiford, 1014).

^ A. V. W. Jackson, in Grundriss dcr iranischen Vhilologie, Vol. ii, p. 641
;
W.

Geiger, Ostiramsche Kultur, p. 253.

** A material difference between the tire-worship of the antdent Indians and Iranians

lies in the point that lire-making ceremonies predominate with the former (a good and

succinct description of these will be found in the new book of L. D. Harnett, AntiqiiUies

of India, pp. 156— 161), while tlie latter were eager to seek for the sites of natural tire

(Jackson, Zoroaster, pp. 98—101); so that the artificial production of tire was not part

of their rites. Much valuable information relative to the Persian woiship of fire has

been gathered by Bieulafoy {Suse, pp. 393 ct seqf The Avesta (Videvdlit, xiv, 7 ; F.

WoEFF, Avesta, p. 405) mentions fire-implements without description of particulars, and

we seem to have no information as to Iranian methods of fire-making. This is the more

deplorable, as the Persian form of fire-worship spread into all parts of the world, — to
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lu Sanskrit medical literature I have not yet found any refer-

ence to burning-lenses, ^ but the employment of burning-mirrors

in medical practice is well ascertained for ancient India. Such

mirrors, probably made of metal, ^ are twice mentioned in the

medical work Ashtanga-Hridaya. ® In one case, certain drugs are

to be ground on it; and a counterpart of this practice appears in

a recipe of the famous Bower Manuscript, coming down from the

middle of the fifth century; ‘‘Let long pepper and turmeric be rubbed

repeatedly on a mirror, and anoint with them the eye when it

suffers severe pain; it will then quickly become well.” In the

other case (mentioned in the above work), the wound of a person

bitten by a rat is to be cured by an arrow or a mirror, and, as

Rome (F. Cumont, Mysteries of MiiJira, p. ‘J9
;
and Orient ul Rrtiyions in Roman Pnyanism,

p. 137), to India (K. G. Bhani^aukar, Vaishnavism, pp. 151—155;, and to China (Masndi,

in 13. de ^Ikynard, Prairies Por, Vol. i, p. 303; J, J. MoiH, References to China in the

Ancient Books of the Parsers, in his Asiatic Papers, pp. 241—254; ^’iiavanner Le

SestorianisMc, Journal asiaiique, 1S97, pp. 00, 61, 74, 75; Pelliot, Bull. Je VEcole

franeaise, Vol. iir, pp. 609, 670;. It could very well be conceived that the Persian Mairi,

who appear in India under the name Maga and in China as ^\\\’\i\\{Memoires conc€r7ia7it

les Chinois, Vol. xvi, p. 230; Ciiayannes and Pelliot, Traitc Ma7iicheen,\).\lQ),%\iK)n\A

have had a certain share in the ditlusion of buining-lenses; but this, for the time hein^%

remains pm'ely a matter of speculation, as wu are eutirel\ ignoiant of any evidence in

the case. One curious coincidence, however, descives attention in ihih connection, and

this lb the sacred caudle of the Siamese lighted witli ‘^celestial fire'’ 1j\ means of a

hurninu-glass (mentioned below) and the same "celestial fire” kept eonstautl\ huuiing; in

a lamp b\ the 1 ersian kings as a bvrnhul ot the peipetuitv of their power, and it passed

\\ith the nnstieal ideas of which it was the e.xpre&sion to the Uiadochi, and from them

to Rome, wheie the celestial fiie received its emblem the iiiextinguisliahle fire that

burned in the palace of the I'lesais, and which was carried before them in odicial

ceremonies.

' C'auteruntion was practised l)y Indian physicians (sec IIoKKNi.ii’s translation ot

Si/eriJa Hamkita, pp. 74— 80;.

» Regarding miiiois in ancient India, see the write's JJokument,- (kr imlisdien Kmst,
I, p. 174.

’ That is, the “Quintes.scncc of the Eight I’ait, of iledicine,” asenbed to the physician

Vaghbata, probably written befoic the eighth eentuij (./. Jor.LV, hdische Medicin, p, 8;
the time of the work is fully discussed by .loi.Li in Z. D. }[. G., Vol. 54, 1900,

pp. 260—274 1.
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supposed by Dr. Hoernle, by the reflection of the suu-rays focussed

on it.
^

The lack of iuformatiou on objects of reality so painfully ob-

trusive in Indian literature, combined with the defect of a sound

chronological sense, readers it impossible to trace a fermiims a quo

for the utilization of burning-lenses; and the records of the Chinese

present our only reliable source in this respect. Indeed
,

the

students of India have never taken up this problem, and may now

hear for the first time that burning-lenses were ever known in

India. The information coming from Chinese sources, which establish

the date of the first introduction of such lenses into China in the

beginning of the seventh century, allows the inference that they

were made and employed in India prior to this date. This result,

however trifling it may appear at first sight, is significant in

bearing out the fact that long before the Arabic invasion of India

(710) burning-lenses were operated there, and that the idea cannot

have been imported into India by the Arabs.

Sacred fire was annually obtained from crystal lenses at the

Court of the Emperor Akbar, and all the fires of the imperial

household were lighted from it. His historian, Abul Fazl Allami

(J551 — 1G02), thus describes the ceremony:^ ‘‘At noon of the day,

when the sun enters the nineteenth degree of Aries, the whole

world being then surrounded by its light, they expose to the

rays of the sun a round piece of a white and shining stone, called

in Hindi sura}kraut, A piece of cotton is then held near it, which

catches fire from the heat of the stone. This celestial fire is com-

mitted to the care of proper persons. The lamp-lighters, torch-

bearers, and cooks of the household use it for their oflSce; and when

the year has passed in happiness, they renew the fire. The vessel

* Compare A. E. R. Hoernle, The Boicer Manuscript, p. 160.

^ II. Blociimann, Ain I Akhari, Yol. i, p. 48 (Calcutta, 1873).
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ia whicli this fire is preserved is called ‘fire-pot.’ There is also

a shining white stone, called chant!rhrant

^

which, upon being exposed

to the beams of the moon, drips water.” ^

Burning-lenses are still employed in Siam at state ceremonies,

like the New Year festival, or during the tonsure-ceremonial when

Buddhist monks are ordained, for obtaining what is called the

“celestial fire” {fai fa). The medium enlisted is a huge wax candle,

styled tliien chai (literally, “victorious taper”), which is prepared

under the direction of the head priest of some royal temple. The

wax employed for a single taper amounts to twenty-six pounds in

weight; the wick consists of a hundred and eight cotton threads,

a number sacred with the Buddhists; and the length is about five

feet. Round it are inscribed the maofical formulas and diaorams

which are prescribed by custom. This sacred candle is usually

lighted by means of celestial fire, generated from the sun by the

use of a huge burning-glass {iven fai) mounted on a richly gilded

and enamelled frame. The fire thus kindled is protected in a lamp

until the auspicious moment arrives for applying it to the “torch

of victory.” The lamp is then brought before the king, who takes

* The Hindi word corresponds to Sanskiil candraknnta (“beloved by the moon”), in

the same manner as does snryakanta to the above Hindi name for the cr\slal lens

Ciindrakanla is a kind of roek-cnstal, generally believed in India to shed water when

the moon shines on it (FtNox, Lapidaires ijidfcns, ]). XLVii). The Tibetan rendering of

this term is c u sel ("water crystal”), explained as "a fabulous magic stone supposed to

have the power of producing water oi even rain” (Jasciike, Tibeiayi^English Dictionary,

p. 562). Gri:nart)’s opinion {Mission scientiftque dans la Haute Asie, Vol. ri, p. 407)

that this stone "employed by the Tibetan sorcerers who have the power of causing or

stopping rain” probably is jade, is inadmissible; the Tibetan woid for “jade” is yanyAi

or g-yanyAi {Polyglot Dictionary of KHenAung, Ch. 22, p. 61), the history of which I

hope to trace some day in another place. — Tibetan has also a term for a huruing-lcns,

— hi (“tire crystal”) or sreg byed lei ("burning crystal”;; likewise Lepcha mi hr or

hr mi (MaikwariNG-Grunwedei., Dictionary of ike Lepcha Language, pp. 285, 434).

According to H. xoN Scheagixtwkit (lleisen m hidien und llochasien, Vol. ii, pp. 201,
202} burnin-glasses imported from China are widel> used in Tibet for fire-making; he
himself witnessed in Sikkim the employment of such glasses directed on tinder.
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a taper, termed the “ignition candle,*’ which he lights at the ce-

lestial fire, while reciting a prayer-formula. The king then hands

the ignition candle to the head priest, who applies its flame to the

thien chai. During this performance the attendant chapter of monks

rehearses a prayer. The torch is kept lighted in a special white

gauze frame. A solemn ceremony takes place also at the time

when it is extinguished. ^

Ice-Lenses. — Everybody knows that also a flake of ice, if cut

into the form of a convex lens, may serve as a burning-glass with

good efiect. The Chinese have had this experience; and one of

their books
,

the Po wu chi -[^ ^ ,
a collection of notes on

remarkable objects and occurrences, has it on record that ‘Tire may

be obtained by cutting a piece of ice into circular shape, holding

it in the direction of the sun, and placing mugwort (Arf^?nisia)

behind the ice, so that it falls within the shadow,” ^ It should be

added that this notice figures under the title “juggler’s art” ^ ^ ;

and it is from this class of performers, who swallow fire and swords,

that the demonstration of such an experiment might be expected.

Nevertheless, Li Shi-chen found it advisable to insert this notice

in his essay on the mugwort, ^ as if it had ever been a common

practice ot physicians to apply the moxa to their patients by means

of an ice-lens. This, however, remains open to doubt. Mugwort

is said to have received the name “ice-terrace” {ping-Vai) from the

employment of ice-lenses. The authorship of the work above quoted

is attributed to Chang Hua
,
who lived from 232 to 300.

If Chang Hua of the third century should really have written this

* After G. E. Gerint, The Tonsure Ceremony as performed w p. 161 (Banjjikok,

1803). — Regarding crystal lenses in Japan see Gelkts, Troduiis de hi nature japonaise

et chinoise^ p. 243.

(Ch. 4. p. 4 b
;
edition printed in Wu-ch'ang).

^ Fen ts'ao kany mu, Ch. 15, p. 3.
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passage, the case would indeed be notable in establishing the fact

that four centuries prior to the first introduction of burning-lenses

from Indian regions the latter were known in China as an appar-

ently native idea. Indeed, this text has been accepted in this

sense, and was marched forward by G. Schi.egel ^ as a strong

bulwark in his argumentation for the indigenous origin of burning-

lenses in China; but this plea will melt away as easily as the bit

of ice when its function as lens was over. Also Schlegel had ac-

cess to Wylie’s JS^otes on Chinese Literature^ from which we learn

(p. 192) that the work Po wu cJii^ originally drawn up by Chang

Hua, was lost in the Sung period (960— 1278); that the present

book with that title was probably compiled at a later period on the

basis of extracts contained in other publications; and that there are

many quotations from it in the ancient literature which do not

appear in the modern edition. There is, accordingly, no guaranty

whatever that any text in this work, as it is now extant, goes

back to the third century and originates from the hand of Chang

Hua. The text in question is quoted by Li Shi-cheii from the

PH ua if*. a dictionary compiled by Lu Tien
fflj (1042—

1102), so that from this indication we may carry it to the latter

part of the eleventh century. It is certainly far older than that;

but it cannot have been penned by Chang Hua, and, at the very

best, cannot date back farther than the first half of the seventh

century, when burning-lenses first became known in China. The

Anuals of the T'ang Dynasty, as we noticed, record burning-lenses

in the possession of the Lo-ch'a as an entirely novel affair, de-

scribing their use and eflect, and this incontrovertibly proves that

they were unknown in times previous. Neither do the T'au»'

• Vranoguvphie chi,wise, p. 142; yederlandsch-Chineesch Woordenhoek, Vul.i.p.OTl-
and Toung Fao, Vol. ix. 1898, p. 179. Tbo allegation of Sehlegel that lenses of ice
were used before the invention of glass is pure invention, being contained neither in this
nor in any other Chinese test.
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authors assert that they were known at an earlier date (Yen Shi-

ku, on the contrary, insists on their being imported “at present;”

that is, in his own lifetime), nor is there any record in the his-

torical annals relating to the third century to the efiect that such

lenses should have been in vogue at that period. Whoever reads

with critical eyes the account now sailing under the false flag of

the Po ivii chi will soon notice that in its style it is worded on

the basis of the text of the T'ang Annals, and also that it mate-

rially depends upon the latter, — materially, because it was only

after, and in consequence of, the introduction of foreign crystal

lenses, that the experiment with ice could have been conducted in

China. This idea was not conceived by the Chinese as the result

of a natural observation or optical study, which they never culti-

vated; but ice was resorted to as a makeshift, as a substitute for

the costly rock-crystal, on the theory of their nature philosophy,

that the latter is transformed ice: crystal and ice, being products

of a like origin, were thought to be able to bring about the same

effect.

Conclusions. — When we now attempt to reconstruct the gen-

eral history of burning-lenses, the principal fact standing out is that

China, despite tlie opposite contention of some enthusiasts, has not

the shadow of a claim to their invention, but, on the contrary,

admits her debt to Lo-ch'a and Champa; that means, to India.

China received them from India in the same manner as mediaeval

Europe and the Arabs received them from Greece and Rome. The

problem, therefore, crystallizes around the central point; In what

reciprocal relation or obligation are India and Hellas? Hellas, at

the outset, is entitled to the privilege of chronological priority, and
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can point to the well-fixed date 423 b.c., when Aristophanes wrote

his Clouds. At that time, we may assert positively, burning-lenses

were unknown in India, for which we have merely a retrospective

terminus a quo lying backward of the seventh century a.d. Neg-

ative evidence in this particular case is somewhat conclusive: for,

with all their ideas of the sacreclness of fire and its prominent po-

sition in religious worship, the ancient Hindu themselves would not

have allowed such an excellent contrivance to escape, — a contri-

vance that would have brought the realization of their dreams of

celestial fire. The fact remains that none of the Sanskrit rituals

ever mention such an implement, which, for this reason, cannot

have been of any significance in the culture-life of the nation. It

is therefore highly improbable, nay, impossible, that the Hindu

should have independently conceived the invention. Even if our

conclusion, based on Chinese documents, that burning-lenses were

employed in India prior to the seventh century, should be substan-

tiated in the future by the efforts of Indian research, and, for ex-

ample, be carried back to a few centuries earlier, this would hardly

change our result fundamentally, or overthrow the impression that

the use of such lenses belongs to the medimval epoch of Indian

liistory. There are good reasons for upholding this opinion and for

connecting their introduction with the influence upon India of Hel-

lenistic-Roman civilization. First, we may say negatively that it

was not Assyria which transmitted the idea to India. In that case,

we should justly expect that it would turn up there at a much

earlier date, and occur simultaneously in ancient Persia; but Zoro-

astrian Persia, like Vedic India, lacks them entirely. This obser-

vation justifies us in concluding also that burning-lenses played a
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very iusiguificaut part, if any, in Mesopotamia; if they did, we

should find them also in Greece at a much earlier date. Without

pressing the question of the when and where of the original in-

vention, we must be content at present to regard the Greeks as

the people who, we know positively, made the first use of optical

lenses. The second negative evidence that is impressed upon us is

this, that Alexander’s campaign cannot be made responsible for the

transmission. It is needless to insist that the historians of Alexander

are silent about it; coeval India is likewise so; and it is inconceivable

that an idea, though Alexander’s genius should have carried it into

the borders of India, would have borne fruit on her soil only as

late as the middle ages. The Arabs, as already observed, did not

transfer it, either, to India. If we strictly adhere to our chrono-

logical result, we are clearly carried into the Gupta period, which,

taken in a wide sense, extends from about 300 to 650 a.d., and

which, particularly in the fourth and fifth centuries, was a time of

exceptional intellectual activity in many fields, ^ in mathematics,

astronomy, and medicine, all of which have received an appreciable

stamp of Western influence. ^ Indeed, as emphasized by Smith,

the eminent achievements of this period are mainly due to contact

with foreign civilizations, both on the East and on the West, and

the fact of India’s intercourse with the Roman Empire is indispu-

table. The conquest of Malwa aud Surashtra by Caudragupta II

Vikramaditya toward the close of the fourth century opened up ways

of communication between Upper India aud Western lauds which

* V. A, Smith, Tlarhj Histmy of India
^
Sd ed., p. 304.

* See partieiilarly A. Wkbkr, Die Griechen in Indien {Siizungslcrichtt^ Berliner Akademie^

1890, pp. 921—925); G. d’Alvieli.a, Ce que Vhide doit it la Grice, pp. 95—119 (Paris,

1897); G. Thibaut, hulische Astronomie, pp. 43, 76.
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gave facilities for the reception of European ideas. It is accordingly

a reasonable conclusion that burning-lenses were transmitted to

India, not from Hellas, but from the Hellenistic Orient of the

Roman Empire, in a period ranging between the fourth and sixth

centuries, to be passed on to China in the beginning of the seventh

century. The introduction of the burning-mirrors alluded to in the

Bower Manuscript, in my opinion, falls within the same epoch,

emanating from the same direction.

Add.tional Notes. — V. 203, note 2. The tree in question is the farijriia (see

Fan yi minij i isij Ch. 25, p. 27 b, ed. of Nanking).

P. 20G, note. Compare also lany-tang 3^ and interesting notire

on this word is contained in the hat chai man /«, Ch. 7, p. 27 b {Shou shan Ao

ts'nng shu^ V^ol. 71).

The interesting study of Dr. M. W. de Visser [Fire and Ignes Fatui in China and

Japan^ reprint from M.S.O.H., 1914, pp. 97—193) reached me only a short while ago

when my manuscript was in the press. Dr. de Visser toiiehes some questions dealt with

on the preceding pages, though from a different point of view, but he accepts SchlegeTs

statements and the text of the Fo ten chi without criticism.



LES CORRESPONDANTS DE RERUN,
Secretaire d’Etat an XTIII‘‘ sieele,

PAR

HENRI CORDIER. 0

VI.

AXTOIXE conn de gebelix.

Tils d’un pasteui’ piotestant, nc a la Tour d’Aigues, en Yivarais, qui

exer^ait son niinistere duns le bas Languedoc, Court de Gurelin est ne a

Nimes en 17^5. Force de s’expatrier, pour cause de religion, il se retira a

Lausanne avec sa faniille, A 48 ans, il commenra son grand ouvrage le Monde

Primitif qui parut a Paris, en 9 vol. in-4, de 1773
‘^) a 1784. Il est inort le

10 Mai 1784.

I

Monsieur,

J’ai refu dans le terns le 4® volume des Mi^moir^s de la Chine

que vous eutes la complaisance de m’envoyer pour M, Hution :

Mais je n’ai point encore trouve d’occasion pour le lui faire passer

et j’attendois faute de mieux de le lui expedier avec mon prochaiii

volume, ainsi que je lui ai fait parvenir une partie des precedeuts.

1) Voir 'l*oung pao, Mai, Octobre et Dwembre 1913, Juillet 1914, Mars 1915.

2) Monde Primitif, analyse et compare avec le monde raoderne considere dans son

genie allegorique et dans les Allegories aujqaelles conduisit ce genie; precede du Plan

general des diverses Parties qui composerout ce Monde Primitif avec des figures en taille-

douce. Par M. Court de Gebelin, de la Societe economique de Berne, et dc TAcad. Royale

de la Rochelle, A Paris, .. .M.DCC.LXXIII, in-4.

u;
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Je suis fache tie rembaras oii ce retard vous a mis et vous

prie d’agreer les sentiments distingues avec lesquels je suis,

Monsieur,

Votre tres-humble et tres-obeissaut serviteur,

Gebelin.

3 Mars 1779. ~ L. a. s.

II

Monseigneur,

Un Rhume qui me retieut depuis cinq ou six jours dans mon

cabinet, m’a prive de Thonneur de vous reudre mes devoirs cette

seraaine, coinme je me Tetois propose: il ne m’a cependant pas

empeche de refondre ma lettre pour la Chine d’apres les diverses

observations que vous avez eu la bonte de me faire. .J’espere que

vous la trouverez a peu prez comme vous la desiriez. Je suis avec

le plus respectueux et le plus inviolable attachement

Monseigneur,

Votre tres-humble et tres-obeissant serviteur,

Court de Gebklin.

13 de Tan 1780, — L. a. s.

III

Monseigneur,

Je prens la liberte de vous adresser un Postscriptum ou 2^®

lettre pour le Rev. P. Amiot sur un objet tres iuteressant (‘t que

vieut de m’occasioner la lecture de la 57^ page du 5® volume des

Memoires de la Chine que j’ai commencee de hier.

1) Mr. Chompre. Faire partir, roais je crains qu’il n*ait pas vu cc que nous avons

sur les Juifs du Ho-nan. M’cn parler de nouveau a onze heures. — Note a, n. s. de Bertin.
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Je vous serois tr^s oblige, Mouseigaeur, si vous voulez bien

appuyer vous-metne cette leitre aupres du P. Amiot, d’autaut qu’il

ne lui en coiltera guere qu’une lettre a ecrire ou a faire ecrire.

Je suis avec un devouement inviolable,

Monseigneur,

Votre tres-burable et tres-obeissant serviteur,

Court de Gebeun.

4® de 80. — L. a. s.

IV

Extrait de la lettre de M. Court de Gebklin a M. Amiot du

1®^ janvier 1780.2)

Je vous dois aussi bien des remerciments pour le beau Monu-

ment du grand Yu, que j’ai fait coller aussitOt sur du papier et snr

toile, afin de conserve!* le plus qu’il sera possible, uu Monument

aussi precieux. Je me propose meme de le faire graver avec la

permission de M. Bertin afin de prevenir sa perte, et de le mettre

sous les yeux des savans.

J’ai cherche dans la belle Histoire de la Chine par le P. du

Halde et dans vos savans Memoires ce qui pourrait etre relatif a

ce Monument: je ne sais si c’est par trop de precipitation, mais je

n’en ai trouve nolle part aucune mention.

1) Mr. Chompre. II faut montrer a Mr. Gebeliii ce qiie uoiis avons deja sur cela:

1°. Ce que nous avons deraande de la part des Jtiifs de Venisc ou de Mr. de Villoison

Paunee derniere.

2®. Ce qu’on nous cn mandc je crois cette annee, sur d’auciennes questions par nous

faites it ce sujet, et qui ne nous donne pas grande esperancc dirigera raieux les eclaircisse-

ments qu’il pent desirer et en ineme tenis il mettra Monsieur et Mr I’Abbe Amyot au

lieu de reverend Pere. — Note a. n. s. de Bertin.

2) Monsieur Chompre a joindre au monument cn question.

N\ Cette lettre est restee en projet. Mr. Gebelin ne s9avoit pas en la projettant que

nous avions la traduction du monument que nous luy avons communique depuis; mais ce

projet de lettre est bon a garder et le joindre au monument. — Note a n. s. de Bertin.
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Ce qui m’a etoune c’est qu’«ayant cornpte le nombre des figures

dont il est coiupose, j’en ai trouve 77. ui plus ni moius, et ce n’est

pas faute de place qu’il u’y eu a pas d’avantage, puisque la 6® co-

lonue u’en coutient que 7. taiidis que les 5 autres eu contieuueut

14. chacuue,

Je u’ai pu et je ue puis m’empecher d’admirer le rapport etou-

iiaut de ces 77 figures divisees en quatre colonnes de 14. plus une

fraction de 7. qui reuuie a la 5® de 14 aussi forme uue 5® colonue

de 21 figures; je ne puis, dis-je, ra’empecher d ’admirer ce rapport

etouuant avec uii jeu conuu en Europe compose egalement de 77

figures, subdivisees 4 couleurs, de 14 figures chacuue, et en une

5® composee de 21. atouts.

C’est le jeu qu’on appelle les Tarots, que vous pouvez connaitre

du moius du uom, et sur lequel je ne pus jetter les yeux, quand

il me fut luontre il y a trois aus par quelques uns de mes amis

qui arrivaient d’Allemagne, sans y reconnaitre a Tiustant uu jeu

Egyptien caique sur les counoissances philosophiques et theologiques

des anciens Egyptiens et arrange sur le fameux nombre de Sept,

L’eusemble de ce jeu appuye sur les figures qu’il offre et par

la valeur merae du nom de ce jeu qui n’est nulleraent Europeen,

raais tres beau et tres significatif en Orient et qui n’a pu etre

I’ouvrage d’aucun Europeen me conduisit a des consequences tres

siugulieres sur I’antiquite des jeux de cartes, sur leur origine, sur

la maniere dont sont desceudus de celui la tons nos jeux de cartes

a commencer par les Espagnols avec les uoms qu’ils donnent a

chacune de leurs cartes.

Ces rapports incontestables, que je vais developper dans mon

8® volume et qui etaient cependant tombes dans le plus grand
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oubli (Ians cette Europe qui vante taut ses connaissances auciennes,

prouveront a quel point on a perdu les traces de rorigine d’une

multitude de choses, et que I’antiquite fut iiifiniment plus savaute

et plus eclairee que nous ne Timaginons et que jusques aux jeux

elle avait la sagesse de rapporter toute a Tinstructiou et a Tutilite

des homines.

Car tel fut en effet le but du jeu des 2\irof.s: il offre la divi-

sion politique et civile de la nation Egyptienne et uu tableau par-

laut de la vie humaiue depuis le moment de son existence jusques

a la mort, Ainsi eu comparant a ce jeu le Monument du grand

Yu, je ne degrade point celui-ci, je le releve au contraire en sup-

posant que ce Monument avoit pour objet les connaissances les plus

utiles pour la nation entiere des Chinois.

Je ne veux pas dire non plus par la que ce Monument du

grand Yu soit Egyptieu; j’ai fait mes preuves sur la non dcvscen-

dance des Chinois de TEgypte; mais il est tres apparent que le

Monument Chinois fut comine TEgyptien fonde sur les proprietes

du nombre septenaire, connu anciennement dans la Chine, liees

egalement avec la civile. Peut-etre les deux monuments ont-ils ete

caiques sur de pareils qui avaient pris naissance chez la mere

commune des Chinois, des Egyptiens et de tons les Peuples.

Quant a deviner 1 ’explication de chacune des figures sans aucune

autre piece de comparaison, je ne m’en vante et ne ra’en suis jamais

vante, je ne me suis jamais donne pour devin, pas meme pour

deviner la valeur du moindre mot, de la raoiudre figure; mais pu-

rement et simplement pour uu comparateur de mots et de mouu-

mens, d’un mot connu, d’un monument connu, je passe a un mot

dont I’etimologie n’est pas connue, mais qui ne pent presque pas
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ru’echapper lorsque je suis appnye sur deux bases, le physique du

mot et sa signification.

Pour retrou?er le sens d’un hieroglyphe, j’ai egalement deux

bases: 1®. la figure de ce hieroglyphe; 2®. les diverses significations

qu’on donne dans les laugues primitives au nom de Tobjet repre-

sente par ce hieroglyphe; par ce moyen, j’ai deja trouve le sens de

divers hieroglyphes tres singuliers; par exemple celui du singe qui

peint le terns et qui etait sur les clepsydres Egyptiens.

Ce n’est en effet qu’en rapprochaut ces hieroglyphes de la na-

ture et du langage qu^on pourra esperer d’en retrouver le sens, et

lorsqu’ou eu aura dechiffre plusieurs, ils en feront trouver un plus

grand nombre, mais pour cet effet, il faut rassembler des objets de

comparaison de toute part, ces objets s’eclairant mutuellement me-

neut a des connoissances tres-belles et qui seroient perdues ou in-

trouvables sans cela.

VI)

Mr. Chompre,

Je lui envoye la lettre de Mr. Gebelin a Mr. Amyot.

Je le prie Je la luy reporter de ma part, en lui observant de

luy oter Le Reeirend Pere^ et de luy ecrire Monsieur^ puisqu^il

est aujourd’huy preire sandier.

2® de luy apprendre que nous avous la traduction du monument

du grand Yn^ et luy dire pourquoy nous la luy avons pas

d’abord communiquee avec ce que nous en mande Mr. Amiot.

1) Note a. non signee de Bertin.
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3® de luy observer que ce moiiument est a moy, mais je ne veux

pas le reprendre s’il ne me fait Tamitie d'accepter le rembourse-

raeut de ce qu’il luy en a coute, luy ajouter que si je puis je

feray copier ce monument par un de nos peintres de la mauu-

facture pour luy en faire present.

4® qu’ii regard du Diction naire chinois, il les a a la Bibliotheque

du Roy merae le dernier chino-tartare et que j’en demande un

a Mr. Amiot encore mieux que celui la, qui S9ait que ce que

j’ay nous encombre.

5® que comme tout cela probablemeut luy fera changer sa lettre,

je la luy reraets.
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CHINA WITH THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO AND

THE COAST OF THE INDIAN OCEAN DURING
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W. W. ROCKHILL. ')

II.

Jaya and the Eastern Archipelago.

34 (1). Tao i rhih lio, 34. Chao-wa f^)* Java.

It is the kingdom of She-p'o of former times. The

entrance (to the port) is protected by the Pa-i shan (

S&lD ). All the governmental buildings are fine and imposing

structures. The population is dense. They are the foremost of the

Barbarians of the Eastern Seas.

According to ancient traditions the first king of the country

came forth from a rock which was struck by lightning. He ordered

1) See T'ou7ig pao^ July 1914. March 1915.

2) Although the name Chao-wa was given to Java as a whole, the Chinese applied

it more particularly to the north-eastern part of the island along and near the Surabaya

and Madura Straits and which was under the rule of Majapahit, for it was with this em-

pire that the Chinese of the Yuan period had established closeat relations, as we have

seen from the references thereto quoted previously from the Ytmn shih. See G. P. Iloufl’aer

in Encyclopaedic van Hederlandsch-Indie, IV, 383—393, has some very interesting remarks

on Ma Huan’s and Fci Hsin’s description of Java.

The entrance to which Wang referj» was very probably at the mouth of the Surabaya

river. As to the Pa-i shan (or island of Pa-i) it may have been the round flat on which

at a little later date the Chinese founded the village or town of Ssu-ts'un or Ilsiu-ts'un

referred to by Ma Huan and Fei Hsin.
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his daughters and sons ( ) to be chiefs to extend his rule

)

The fields are fertile, the laud level and producing rice in such

abundance that there is a surplus to export to other countries.

The people are not given to thieving; they will not even pick

up on the roads what has fallen there. They are commonly spoken

of as “the peaceful She-p'o people’’ (

As to their customs, the people do up their hair in a knot

behind, and wrap ta pu (tnfi )
around them. Only the chiefs

let their hair hang loose.

During the ta-te period (of the Yiian, i, e.^ 1297—1307) I«hei-

rai-shih (#*** )
and the Ping-chang (cheng^shih) Shih Pi

and Kao Using ^ went together to

this country and ordered it to make its submission (to China) and

send tribute, to build yameus and establish law, arrange military

posts for the transmission of ofiScial despatches, and to see that the

laws concerning the salt gabelle and the use of (Chinese) copper

cash were observed. ^)

Their custom is to cast coins of a mixture of silver, tin, lead

and copper. They are of the size of a section of a small conch

shell (? ia ). They are called “silver coins”, and are

used in business transactions in exchange for (Chinese) copper cash. '*)

1) Of. the more detailed narrative of this event given in subsequent pages by Ma

Huan and Fei Hsin. U evidently refers to the conquest of Java by Adi or Aji Saka

(A.n. 78) from which dates the Javanese era, and to his fights with the rakshas {rasa^'sas),

particularly with Dewata Cheugkar. Sec Katfl.es, UUioyy of Java, If, 71.

2) Ohao Ju-kua (Ma-i), mentions ia pn ( ) among the products of the Phi-

lippines, Is it the same fabric?

3) This expedition took place during the chih-yihvi period, in 1293, as we have seen

in a preceding page.

4) On the alloyed coins of Java, sec Hirth and Kockhill, op. sup c'U., 78. It is in-

teresting to note that at the ])resent day Chinese copper cash are still the current medium

of exchange in certain of the islands of the Netherlands Indies, as Kali and Lombok. Sec

O. V'’is8ering, Ou {'hlnvsv Currency^ (1912), 99.

17
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The country produces bay salt They siui-dry pepper

of which every year ten thousand catties of the first quality and

strength are prepared. It also produces coloured cotton prints and

parrots of the pan-ying-wu variety ( '4- SIm z H). All the

drugs (procured here) come from other countries.

The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading there are beads,

gold, silver, blue satins (^^J^^)i coloured taffetas, blue and white

porcelain cups, iron-ware and the like.

Subordinate to (Chao-wa, is Wu-lun Hsi-ling

^^ ^ ’ Ceram ?) ,
Sau-ta-paii (H tT ) >

Ki-tan
(^

Sun-la ^ij ). These islands have no rare products, so they are

only noted here. ^)

1) Wu-lan is probably the same as the Niu-Iun
( Ku-lun

)

which the C^u fan chik (13*^) says was one of the piratical dependencies of Sa-ki-tan (Java),

I don’t know where to locate it. G. P. Rouffaer, op. sap. cit., IV, 376, 386, suggests Go-

rong or Goram, an island ESE of Ceram, A R Wallace, MaJap At chipelarjo, 370-376,
says the Goram people are a race of traders.

In the same list of the Chu fan chih mention is made of Hsi-ning ^^),

Su-ki-tan Tung-ta-pan
( These

are clearly the Ilsi-ling, Ki-tan, Sun-la and San-ta-pan of Wang’s list, Hsi-ling may be

Ceram (the Moluccas were conquered by Majapahit), Tung-ta-pan may be “Eastern” Ta-

pan (or Tu-pan), (Su)-ki-tan) \Na3 probably in S.W Borneo, and Sun-la is a clerical error

for Sun-to (or ta). It is true that in another passage (on Cbung-kia-lo) our author refers

to Tuban as Tu-ping
( titiL), but he is not as a general thing very particular in his

transcriptions of foreign names.

A. Marre, Madjapahit H Tchampa, 1)3, 9-1, says that “the Javanese empire of Maja-
pahit extended, when at its apogee, from the southern extremity of the Malay Peninsula

to the Molucca archipelago and probably to the Philippines. It comprised a part of Borneo,

and exercised rights of sovereignty on Champa, that is to say on the countries of Cochin-
china and Kamboja, at present under French protectorate.”

The Rua ckiao tsa chih or Chinese Overseas Magazine, a pe-

riodical started in Shanghai in 1913, has in .ts three first numbers an elaborate and
most interesting study of Chinese relations wi,h Java and the Archipelago generally. Al-

though much in it is derived from the Dynastic Histories and other well-known works,
there is a large amount of original information, due possibly to Chinese records and tra-

ditions preserved among the Chinese of the Straits and Java. Unfortunately we are left in

the dark on this question. I have not made use of this study so as not to enlarge beyond
measure the present work.
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34 (2). Yhig yai shetig laa. 2. Chao-ava (J[I^ F^)* Java.

It is the She-p'o of olden times. This kingdom Las

four (towns) all without walls or suburbs. The first come to is

Tu-pau the next Ssij-ts'im
(^ ;}^'^ ), the next Su-lu-ma-i

^ ^ ’
Surabaya), the next Man-chih-pa-i

( ^ ^ ,

Majapahit) which is the capital. ^)

The royal palace on all four sides has a brick wall over thirty

feet high and is over three or four li square. The gates and

buildings are very impressive. The rooms are forty feet high, the

floors are of boards covered with ornamented mats made of rattan

on which they sit cross-legged. The roofs are of hard wood. ^)

The people live in a kind of rush (cottages) each of which has

a brick store-house (cellar?); in these they sit and sleep.

The king lets his hair hang naturally; on the crown of his

head he has a cap of gold leaves. Around his breast is wound an

embroidered (? y^) silk scarf and his waist is bound with a piece

of brocaded silk called a ya-yao “waist baud”). At his

waist he wears a short dagger called a pu-la ( . ^) He goes

bare-footed. He rides either on an elephant or in an ox cart.

Among the people the men wear the hair naturally, the women

do theirs up in a knot. They have an upper garment and below

a kerchief («. e.j sarong). All the men carry a dagger at their

waists; whether old or young, rich or poor, all carry a dagger made

of damascened steel (^ ^ ^ handle ornamented

1) (T. Groeneveldt, Ao/ej, 45— 53 According to Taug ^si yang 3, 4\ Ssci-ts'mi

also written is the same as llsin ts'un ( ). It is Geresik on the Su-

rabaya Strait. See infra

^

p. 05.

2) Cf. what Fiiar Odoric says of the palace of the king of Java. Cathay and the

way thither (Cordier’s edit., Hakluyt Soc Publ.), II, 154— 155.

3) Groeneveldt, op. sap. cii.t 46, says pu-la represents probably hadik^ a weapon

between a sword and a knife. See G. P, Rouffaer, op. sup. cU., IV, 386 and infra, 68.
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with gold or with rhinoceros horn or ivory, and frequently very

artistically made to represent a goblin’s head.

When in a crowd if anyone strikes another’s head (

/iV., ‘‘offends against his head”), or starts a brawl, the other strikes

him with the dagger he carries in his belt. If he dies from the

wound, then (the other) conceals himself for three days when he

is free from crime, but if he is caught in the act, then forthwith

he is stabbed.

They have no punishment by flogging; regardless of the degree

of gravity of the offence, the criminal is tied up with a rattan and

stabbed to death, so it is not strange if butchering is going on

continually.

In trading they use Chinese copper cash. ^)

Tu-pan ;^) or Tu-pan 3®) Tuban) is the name of a

country. There are all told over a thousand families ruled by two

chiefs. Among the people there are many from Kuang-tung and

Ohang-chou (in Fu-kien).

On an islet of the sea there is a little pond; the water is sweet,

clear, and drinkable; it is known as sMncj f^hui (or “holy water”

^ TK)' Tradition says that when Shih-Pi and Kao-Hsing, generals

of the Yiiau, attacked She-p'o, for a mouth they were unable to

make a landing. The troops were worn out and very thirsty. Then

the two generals secretly prayed, (and then) they set up a spear

in the pool, when forthwith a spring began to flow and the army

was saved.

1) Cf. infra, the parallel passage in the Ilsing-ch\i shcng-lan. Hsi gang chao lung

dm hi, 1
,

2’’ (Chan-ch'eng) says in a footnote: “If any one by misadventure strikes an-

other's head, a grudge is borne to the point of seeretly eompaning his death.” Duarte

Barbosa (Hakluyt Sor. edit.), 197, speaking of Java says: “if any person were to put his

hand npond their head they would kill him.” See also Commentivies of Afonso Balbo-

querque. III, 86.

2) Cf Hirth and Uockhill, op. sap. oil

,

78. 81. n. 1C, and Unsclioten. I, 113 (Hakluyt

Soc. edit.).
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Continuing thence eastward half a clay one comes to Ssu-ts’uu,

(also) called Ko-erh-hsi ( ,
Geresik). Anciently it was a

mud flat. Chinese visited it and settled down there in numbers,

when it was called Hsin-ts'un
(^ ) or the ‘‘New Village’'.

It counts over a thousand families and its chief is (or its chiefs

are) from Kuang-tung. Foreign ships come here to trade, gold and

precious and foreign things are in great abundance, and most of

the inhabitants are rich.

Continuing southward by water for half a day one comes to

the roadstead of Su-lu-raa-i ( Surabaya). It is

freshwater, shallow, and with a stoney bottom, scarcely deep enough

for small skifiFs. After some twenty Li one finally reaches Su-li-ma-i,

also called Su-erh-pa-ya
( ), where there are all told

over a thousand families. There is a chief, and Chinese, among the

population.

In the bay there is a large, flat island with dense forest

growth; myriads of long tailed monkeys live a short distance oflF

in it. These monkeys are called hu-sun ). An old monkey

is chief, and an old native woman whom he has carried off lives

with him. People of the country who wish to have progeny set

out samshu and viands as an offering to the old monkey. If he

eats some of it the rest is scrambled for by the baud. When they

have finished, he (?. , the old monkey) chooses a male and a

female monkey to fondle each other
(^ ), and after a little while

the people who want progeny go back home and (the woman)

inevitably becomes with child. ^)

1) Tuban aod Geresik or Grissee are on the Surabaya Strait, the latter is 10 miles

south of the mouth of the Solo river, Tuban is a little to the north of it. Geresik is still

a place of considerable trade and frequented by coastint; vessels, and Tuban has also some local

importance.

The Yuan sliih calls Tuban, Tu-ma-pan ). Chu fan chih calls Tuban

Ta-pan
( ) See also infra, 37 (1).

2) Cf. Hirth and Rockhill, op. sup. cit
, 77.
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Contiuuing by water eighty li one comes to a trading place

called Chang-ku ( yj^). Going ashore (here) and tra-

velling by land south-westward for half a day one arrives at Man-

chih-pa-i, the capital. There are (here) approximately two to three

hundred families, and seven or eight high ofiGcials (|^^ )
assist

the king.

The climate is constantly a.s hot as in summer; rice matures

twice a year. They have no couches on which to sit and sleep,

nor chopsticks, nor spoons for taking up their food. They are

continually chewing betehnut. When they prepare food, after

moistening it thoroughly with butter (when) in the dish, they spit

the piece of betel-nut out of their mouths, take a handful out of

the dish in front of them and eat it After finishing they drink water.

They offer their guests betel-nut.

There are three classes of people
;
the first is that of the western

foreigners {i- e.
,
Musulmans), who coming here to trade, have re-

mained permanently. In their clothing and food they are refined

and clean. Another class is that of the Chinese, such as people

from Kuang-tung, Chang-chou, and Ch'iian-chou, who have come

here to live. In their food they are very particular; they follow iu

everything the Moslim faith, its fasts and its penances.

Then there are those whose complexions is very dark with

monkey heads and bare legs, who are followers of the devil doctrine

(J^ what the Buddha called devil country,” They are the

natives (early aborigines). Their food is coarse and nasty; they eat

snakes, ants, insects, and earthworms, scorching them only slightly

iu the fire, and that is all. They are like dogs, stopping not even

at excrements for food.

1) Groeneveldt, op, jw/?. cit,, 48, says Chang-ku may be the present Changkir. Tuk^

hsi yong ao, 3, 4% mentions a Chang-ku ahan The name of Majapahit ia written

^ in Yuan shi/i (910, 12", 13).
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Tradition says that anciently the devil, the Evil one, (

3E ) hlue cheeks, red skin, and dark red hair on his

temples, cohabited with a icai^g-hsitmg
(

goblin) and they

had over an hundred children who fed on human beings. Suddenly

one day lightning struck a rock and a man came forth whom all

the people chose as their ruler, whereupon he led soldiers to drive

out the icang-linaiuj and the devil, after which the people enjoyed

peace.

In their habits they esteem bravery. Every year they arrange a

‘'bamboo-spear feast” which begins in winter in the tenth moon.

The king and his wives go out to see it, husband and wives each

riding in a pagoda (pointed top?) cart the wife (or

wives) before, the husband behind. (These) carts are over ten feet

high and on the four sides of the body are windows; they are

drawn by horses. At the place of the fete they make an arena.

(The men) are drawn up in ranks facing each other, each holding

a bamboo spear, as hard as iron. Those who enter the arena bring

their wives with them. The wives bear a three foot (stick?) which

they hold with both hands. When (the men) strike at each other

(the wives) say ). When they have

finished fighting, for him who is wounded so that he dies, the king

sends the victor to get a tube of gold dust to make amends, and

for the support of the widow, and with that it ends. ^)

In all marriages the man goes to the family of the woman and

having drunk the wedding cup (? ) after five days he takes

the bride home to the sound of copper drums and the blowing of

1) Cf. Tung hsi y(tng k^ao, 3,
1^* where a paraphrase of Ma Huan*s story is given,

taken from the Fang yv sh^ng Ho ( ). It confirms Groeneveldt’s expla-

nation of the words 7ia la (Javanese larah ‘*to draw back”. It says that when the men

set-to to fight, the wife of each one separates them with the short piece of wood she car-

ries, crying oat 7ia la, na la, “on which (the corabattants) draw back
(m ®)'
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pipes of cocoa-nut, and accompanied by a great crowd with swords

and bucklers. Then the bride, the upper part of her body bare,

with hair hanging down her back, and bare-footed, wraps around

her a brocaded silk kerchief, puts on her head gold beads and

other rich ornaments, and adorns herself in every possible way.

The neighbours of the groom help also with betel-nut, and by de-

corating a boat with flowering and other plants. After feasting for

several days they scatter.

As to their burials, when one is at the point of death, the

young people of the family ask him his will (^ '^), whether he

wishes to be buried in the water, or cremated, or buried in the

bellies of dogs. Then they take the corpse to the sea-shore, they

let dogs eat it, and whether they have picked (the skeleton) clean

or not then in accordance with (the deceased’s) will they throw the

remains into the water, and with that it is ended.

Cremation is even more barbarous than water burial, for the

favorite wives take an oath (to die) with their lords, and so they

accompany the corpse beautifully adorned and making lamentations.

After a while when the bones have been burnt and the fire is

blazing they jump into the flames and die. ^)

Among the people the wealthy use in trading old copper cash

of China. In writing they do not use paper but incise their writing,

which is in the so-Ii character
( ) on kajang leaves. ^)

(In this country) twenty Ua))f/ taels) make one chht ( jy ,

catty), sixteen ch'ien (^, mace) make one tael. Four ku-pcwq

Javanese kahana) make one mace. Each {ku-)pa),q is

(equal to) two fin ( ), one ii (J^) eight kno
(

^

), seven ssn

(U ),
five ku (^,) Chinese weight.

1) s//u, 333 , 4", says that in certain parts of Java (Ilo-ling, ^(^)
they put gold in the mouth of the corpse, and on its hands and feet rings and bur^it
with camphor of divers kinds and aromatic woods

2) /. e., in an alphabet derived from Cbola or the Coromandel coast.
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They cut a bamboo into a peck measure. A peck is (called) a

/Ai-la Javanese kulak)
^

it is equal to one sheiig eight

ko Chinese. Their bushel measure is (called) nai-ll (^^5
Javanese nalih)^ it equals eight pecks (of the country) or one bushel,

four pecks, four ko^ Chinese. ^)

On the full of the new moon some twenty or thirty native

women of an age form a baud. When the moon has set they tie

their arms together (lock arms) and go about the neighbourhood,

following every-where the leader of their rustic songs, passing by

the doors of the gentry and their well-to-do kin who make them

presents of money.

There are (people who) unroll pictures and give explanations

about them to those seated around and listening, and so strongly

can they move them that they make those seated there laugh or cry.

The people praise highly Chinese decorated porcelain-ware; also

musk, flowered taffetas, and silk gauzes

The country produces white sesarnum, green beans

sapan-wood, diamonds ( ), white sandal-wood, nutmegs,

shells of turtles, tortoise-shell, parrots, of which there are green,

red, and five-coloured kinds, parroquets (?^ that speak. There

are also the chen-chn-chi (^ “pearl fowl”), the “hanging

down” or tao-kua bird mm-M “love-bird of Formosa?), the

variegated pigeon j)^^) the peacock, the “pearl sparrow”

), the green pigeon, and such like.

There are also wild deer, white ajoes and monkeys, sheep, swine,

cattle, horses, fowls, and ducks.

As to fruit they have bananas, cocoa-nuts, sugar-cane, which

generally grows to twenty or thirty feet, pomgrauates, lien-favg-mi

(?^ ^ persimmons, hwg-ch'a Javanese langsat^

1) AVilkinson, Malaff Dictionary, says 1 nalih is equal to 16 ganiang — a gantang

nowadays is about a gallon and a quarter. Cf Kouffaer op. sup. cit., IV >387.
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the jack fruit) which are rather like the loquat and have

white (or translucent) flesh.

34 (3). Usxncj clia shCng huK 9. Chao-wa

Its old name was She-p'o With a favourable wind

it can be reached from Chau-cVeng in twenty days. The area of

the country is broad, the population numerous. Their arms and

fighting men excel any in the Eastern Seas.

There is an old tradition that Mara, the Evil one, having had

relations with a blue faced, red bodied, violet haired goblin
( ^

)

they had over an hundred sons, who always fed on the flesh and

blood of human beings. So what the Buddhist books call the

“Kingdom of Demons” was this country. The people were nearly

crushed out by them, when suddenly one day lightning burst open

]
I
{

) and the islets of Kuan-yuan hsu (

lllM “Bouhlc islets’^) one passes the island of Lo-wei

1) Hsi yang chao kmg iien lu, 1
,

8‘ (Chao-wa) gives tlie following sailing directions

for the voyage from Chan-cli'eng to the mouth of the Surabaya rivers: “This kingdom of

Chao-wa is about a thousand li south of Cfaan-ch'cug. Going from Chan-ch'eng one makes

first Ling shan (Cape Sanho, Annam) where soundings give about GO fathoms. Fifty watches

more is Wu-sung hsii ( 4S* ^ life “Centipede islet”). From the terminal reef of this

islet going west five watches Ch'ang shan
( iUl ) is reached. Then ten watches eastward

1 .1. . I .

between She-lung island (

j

m |l^) andShuanghsu (1

)
where there are 18 fathoms soundings. Five watches thence one

makes Chii hsii
( tt life “Bamboo islet”)

,
after which in four watches one comes to

Ki-lung islet mzm )
and in ten watches more one arrives at Kii-lan island

,
Geram Island, Samvar Point, S \V. Borneo), where wood and water

can be got. Thirty watches thence one comes to the island of Ki-li-m6n
( MPI

2llJ ,
Carimon Java), and five watches beyond is Hu chiao shan

(®»aj.
Pepper island) Three watches more and one arrives at the island of Nads'an (in#

^J'),
from whence one comes jo Ta-pan ( ,

Tuban) and five watches after-

wards one arrives at Hsin-ts'un ( , Gerisik) of Chao-wa, the capital of which is

called Man-cbe-pa-i (Majapahit)”.
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a stone ill which a man was seated, and they all besought this

strange being to become their sovereign. So he led them all against

the goblins, and drove them out, put an eml to the reign of terror,

and once again there was peace and prosperity which has lasted

to the present day. From old records preserved in this country (I)

learnt that this event took place during the Han dynasty, 1376

years before the present year, the 7th of Hsiiau-te of our Great

Ming dynasty (A.D. 1432).

The port in the mouth of the river where one lands and leaves

(this country) is called Hsin-ts'un (or “New Village”). The people

live all around; woven kajang leaves cover their dwellings and

connect their shops so that they form a bazaar. This country is

wealthy. There are pearls, silver, ya-hu stones, cats’-eyes, sapphires,

rubies, ch'c-k'u^ agate, nutmegs (or cardamoms, ^ ^ ), long pep-

pers, put-chuck, indigo, everything that can be used, and traders

are very numerous.

They have parrots and “parrot-peacocks”
( ^ 7L«) which

can be taught to understand speech and to sing songs. The

“banging-down bird” ( the love bird of Formosa) has

the body of a small bird (^) but its plumage is variegated.

During the day if sweet perfume is burnt it absorbs it and stores

it away in its feathers and wings. In the night time it spreads

out its tail and wings and hangs with its head down (^] :^|') to

let out the fragrance.

The people are given to acts of violence. Boys when they are

but a year old are given a dagger which is called pu-la-i\m

1) Ming shih^ 3*24, 16*’, says that in 1432 the memorial presented by the Javanese

mission to the Emperor bore the date of the year 1376, the founding of their dynasty

dating from the 1'* year yUank*ang of Hsiian-ti of the Han B.C. 65) Grceneveldt,

Hotes, 33, n. 4, thinks there is perhaps an error in the text and that 1497 may have

ocenred in the original. I fancy that the compilers of the Ming Mi read Fei Hsin’s text

carelessly. The Javan era began in A D. 78.
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flip ). The handle is of gold or silver and carved ivory. All

the men, old and young, poor and rich, carry one in their belt.

If they get into a brawl and draw their daggers and one of them

is killed, the other keeps out of sight; after three days it is all over.

The men have monkey heads, naked bodies, and wrap around

their middles a piece of cotton. Those who can drink till they are

drunk pride themselves on being heavy with spirits but light in

property ( tilt V® M ^ )

The womeu wear on their necks strings of gold beads, and they

stuff a roll of kajang leaves in holes (in the lobes) of their ears.

As to their mourning when a chief dies of old age, all his

slave girls and concubines pledge themselves to each otlier to die.

So when the day of the funeral has come about, the wives, con-

cubines, and slave-girls, their heads covered with grasses and

flowers, and draped in coloured stuffs ( ), follow the corpse

to the sea-shore or to a deserted place, where they put it in a

saudy spot convenient for the dogs; if they devour it clean, it is

held to be good, but if they do not clean (the corpse) then they

have songs of grief and lamentations. (After this) they pile up

fire-wood beside the corpse and all the womeu, bavins sat on it

for a long time, set fire to the pile and die in the flames, aud

the ceremony of being burnt with the dead is completed.

vSu-lu-ma-i
( ^ ^ , Surabaya) is the name of a place

(in Java), the (principal) mercantile centre for all goods, ships,

aud grain. ^

In the estuary (of the Surabaya river) there are (on a island?)

hundred, of h,-,„ (gljjjj. monkeys). Tradition says that in the

time of the Tang (dynasty in China) there were (on thi.s island)

some five hundred people, men and womeu, all cruel aud evil

1) G. P, Rouffaer, op ,up. dt., IV, 3S6, sajs points to an original biladau.

Cf. supra, 61, where the form pu-lu occurs.
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doers. One day a buddhist monk came to this place for a fortune

telling ceremony. This bonze (when he found out what they were)

took water (in his mouth) and spirted it out and changed them all

into apes (^^|^) leaving unchanged only an old woman. To the

present day they preserve (her) old home (^) and both natives

and (Chinese) traders are in the habit of sacrificing (to her) with

cooked rice, betel-nuts, flowers, fruits, meats, etc., and if they do

not ill luck will certainly befall them.

Tu-pan (^«) is the name of a place. On a shoal in the

sea (j^^^) there is a spring of clear, sweet, drinkable water; it

is called the “Holy Water” (1^^)- In the time of the Yuan,

generals Shih Pi and Kao Hsing when they were attacking this

kingdom during the month they passed here before landing suffered

by lack of water and food. So the two generals prayed to Heaven,

saying: “We beg Heaven to grant that we may chastise the Bar-

barians. If Heaven grant this, may fresh water arise, if not then

we die.” With this they struck their spears into the briney sea,

when a spring of sweet water rose up from the place where their

spears had been, and all the army drew of it and drank. Then

they said (to their troops): “Heaven grants us aid, let us attack

with vigour!” So the troops were filled with ardor, with blood

curdling shouts they dashed against the hundreds of thousands of

Barbarians and routed them. Availing themselves of their victory

they followed them up and made prisoners that they cooked and

ate. So to the present day they say the Chinese eat people. After

this they seized the sovereign, and finally, when his crime had

been investigated, he was set at liberty and given the title of King

of the kingdom of Chao-wa.

During our dynasty the Emperor T'ai-tsuug-wen (/. e., Yung-lo)

sent as ambassadors the eunuch Cheng Ho and others to present

to the king gifts in his name, when the King, the Queen, the
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chiefs, aud village headmen all received the Heavenly bounty. The

sovereign sends continually missions to our court bearing articles

of tribute.

35 (1). 2\io i chih Ito, 28. P.v-ch'ieh-na^chien (AlfiSRM)-
Pigirian (?Java).

Kaa-i (“^ ^) is near Hai-ling-fang (? ^). The trees

are sparse, the fields leau, suitable for raising millet and wheat

(H^)- )

The people are loose in their habits
( ; their customs

are the same as those in Tao-li-chou in Hu-pei
(

Both sexes do up their hair in a chignon, throw over themselves

a piece of white cotton stuff, aud fasten around them a sarong of

native cotton cloth.

Once each year, in the third moon, the people choose living

beings to sacriface to the devils as a peace offering in the hope

that there will be no calamities and suffering (during the year).

The people boil sea-water to make salt. They have chiefs. The

native products are tan-pi
( ^ ), chintzes, fast-coloured cotton

stuffs and betel-nuts.

The goods used in trading (by the Chinese) are blue (China)

1) Ydan shih, 210, 12\ in the account of Shih Pi’s expedition against Majapahit

refers to the Pa ch'ieh-chien
( /\ )[{[]), and Groeneveldt, Notes, 32, has identiCed

it with the river Mas emptying into the bay of Surabaya and the village of Patjekan on

its right bank nine miles from the sea. It seems that the Chinese name mav be found in

Pigirian, which is still applied to one of the branches of the river Mas, Sailhy Directory

for the East. Archipelago^ II, 125. See also infra, 72.

As to Kan-i and Hai-ling-fang, I have no explanation to gi\e about them; I have

not met with these names in any other book; these names may have applied to villages

founded by Chinese.

2) I find no explanation of this term. In chap. 37 of his book {infra, 41 (1)) Wang

refers to ^ ^H • Perhaps ^ “a sheet” - as opposed to a cut and sewed

garment — is the correct reading.
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ware, red kino
(^ i§)i gypsum (? ^ = it ssy pn

( R earthen-ware water jars and vases, iron-ware and

such like.

36 (1). Tao i chih lio. 45. P'u-p'en (^^). Madura(?)

In is on the sea*coast. The island is a mass of wdiite rocks

(Ih 51^:5 ). It is unfit for agriculture, and the people count

for food on other countries.

The climate has sudden changes from hot to slightly cold. The

people are brave. Men and women are clear black in colour. The

men let their hair hang naturally; the women do their up in a chignon

and wear a white cotton sarong.

The people boil sea-water to make salt, and gather crab spawn

to make cha (IT. chutney). They build boats of boards and secure

them with rattan slips, and caulk them with cotton. Though the

hull is very weak they go in the roughest sea with only their

wooden oars, and none have ever been wrecked. They have a ruler.

The native products comprise white rattans and fouAiu rattans

( ^ ^ “floating creepers”).

The goods used in trading are blue china-ware, common cups,

Hainan cotton, iron-ware, big and small pots and jars, and such like.

1) The only other work known to me in w'hich the name P"u*p*en occurs is the

Yuan shih (SIO, 12—13) where it evidently refers to Madura Strait. Whether the P'u-

p'en of our author was on Madura or an adjacent island, Bawean, for example, it is im-

possible to say.

Yuan shih in the passage referred to above says at the time of the C/'hinese expedition

to Java (1292) general Shih Pi led his troops from Tu-ping-tsu ( ,
Tuhan?)

to Jung-ya-lu bay
( P )

and entered the Pa-cliTeh chien or “river”

near which in its upper reach is the palace of the king of Tu-ma-pan

( at its mouth it communicates with the Sea of P'u p*en (
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37 (1). Tao i chih Ho. 35. Chung-ka-lo

Jaiiggolo (Java).

To the east of Tu-piug Tuban) is called Chung-ka-lo.

The island is near the confines of Chao-wa (Java, Majapahit);

between them is a high mountain which is very luxuriant; it is

entirely covered with yen-fu trees (? ^ )
and nan^mu trees

There is a cavern with three entrances leading through it from

front to back, and which can easily hold a myriad or two (of

people).

The country reaches to She-p'o (^ ^)* The climate is hot,

the customs of the people pure. Men and women twist up their

hair in a knot. Their germent is a long shirt.

The native products are sheep, parrots, fine cotton chintze sheets,

cocoa-nuts, cotton muslins ( The goods used in

trading are trade silver ( 2) flowered Hsuan taffetas

a mi different coloured cotton stuffs.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment glutinous rice

(B) to make spirits. They have no chief, but the most worthy

during the year governs them for the time being (j^^^).
Secondary to them

( ) come, at some days voyage by sea, a

number of tribes, called Sun-t’o (-^ P'i-p'a
( ^ ), Tan-

chuug Fu-cbiao and P’eug-li (^M)-
they do not occupy themselves cultivating the soil, but are given

1) C/tu fan chih, 13'' (Su-ki-lan), says that east Ta-pan and conterminous with Great

She-i/o is called Jung-ya-lu ( ), Sec Hirth aad llockhill, op. &up. cii., 02,

60, 84, 86. Rouffaer, op. sup. cit., IV, 389, 390 says Chung-ka-lo is the Panjalu of the

Javanese inscriptions. I am unable to identify the yen-fa tree; the nan mu is usually

identified with the Machilas nanmu, Hemsl., but here it is probably some other variety.

2) I assume that hua ym is the same as the hno yin ( used in C/mfan-
chi/i, see llirth and Kockhill, op, sup cit

^ 82.
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to piracy like the couutries of Ki-t’o ( and A -chi iii^)

trading junks do not go there.

37 (2). FIsing ch*a sheng Ian, 11. Chuxg-Ka-lo

This country is adjacent to Cbao-wa (Java, Majapahit). It is a

highland and very fertile.

In the interior there is a stone cave with three openings leading

through it. It (this cave) can hold from ten to twenty thousand

persons.

The products of the fields are similar to those of Chao-wa {i, e.,

Majapahit). The customs and usages are on the whole good.

Both men and women do their hair in a knot; on their bodies they

wear a long shirt and wrap around their loins a cotton sarong
(^ rti).

They have no ruler; whoever is the most virtuous during the

year becomes their ruler (for the next year).

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment glutinous rice

to make spirits.

1) Sun-t'o is presumably Sunda, but as Fei Hsin writes the name Sun-t’o lo it ap-

pears to me doubtful. F"i-p*a (Fei Hsin’s PH-p'a-t'o) may be the Fa-li ( ) men-

tioued by Chao Ju-kua among the dependencies of Su-ki-tan (Central Java), but this also

is very doubtful. Tan-chung is more probably the Tan-chung-wu-lo of Chao which was in

Borneo. Fu-chiao (Fei Hsin has Yiian-chiao) and P'eng-li suggest nothing to me.

Ki-Co is probably Kedah on the Malay Peninsula and A-chi seems to be the earliest

use of the name Acheh, elsewhere called Su-men-ta-la.

2) Cf, Groeneveldt, ojy. sup. cit
, 57. Usi yan^ chao kung tien Uiy 1 , 11 (Chao-wa),

says that this cave was called the Nan-shu i shih tung (

"Cave of the nan-mu trees”.

The name Su-ki-tan
(mtn )

used by writers of the Sung period to designate

that portion of Java which confined on Janggoio, is not used by any of the writers of the

Yuan or early Ming period. Wang Ta-yiian (-lO, Su-mcn-pang which may be Surabawa)

gives the name of a cotton fabric as Ssu-ki-tan cloth”
(mtAin ) ;

this is the

only passage in which the name occurs. Tung hsi yang k^ao, -4, 13, has a chapter on

Ssa-ki-chiang
( ).

Ling-yang usually means "antelope”, but in the present case it must designate some

kind of sheep or goat Cf. infruy 45 (2) and 74 (2).

lb
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The products are antelopes parrots, tree-cotton, cocoa-

nuts, cotton, and gauzes.

The goods used (in trading) are trade silver, and flowered light silks.

Some days journey by water from this place one comes to

Sun-t'o-lo and Pi-pa-t'o ^ ^ 'flli)’
Tan-chung

to Yuan-chiao P'eug-li (^M)-
people of this place) do not till the soil, but are given to piracy

like Ki-t'o (Kedah) and (A-)chi (^ Acheli) and other

countries; as a consequence but very few traders go there.

38 (1). Tao i cUh lio. 26. Tan-mo ()^j^^). ^)

A small bay leads up to it from the sea after some IL The

land
( jJ4

)

is like an iron writing-brush ( i, e,^ rises in a

peak), the waters of a lake encircle it
( y[^ )

like a long snake.

The people live on the near by slope (or edge, ^ ^ ). The

laud is flat and good for rice of which they have more than enough.

The climate is hot. They are thrifty in their habits. Men and

women do up their hair in a knot and wear a short white cotton

shirt with a c/iu pu sarong.

The people are mostly occupied with weaving. There are medi-

cinal plants on the island with which they can cure with surper-

natural skill those who are sufiPering from syphilis

“scabs and ulcers”).

They boil sea-water to make salt and get their living by fishing

with nets.

1) I am unable to locate this island, but from the reference to pepper and to the

prevalence of syphilis, which Wan^ says in his chapter on Timor was peculiarly prevalent

there, I have thought that it might be some island to the east or north cast of Java,

especially as Tung Tan-mo (Eastern Tan-mo?) appears to have been not far from Hsi-ling

which in turn may be Ceram. (Jhu pu may have been a fabric made from some fiber, like

that of the Musa ttxiilis used in the Philippines
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The native products include pepper like that of Pa-tu-ma (/V

as,5).

The goods used ia trading are yellow beads, ki-Im kernels

hsi-jjavg ssii^pu
,
muslin), common bowls,

blue china-ware, copper caldrons, etc.

39 (1). Tao i chiJt lio, 68. Tung Tan-mo ^)-

(This island is met with when) going away from Kao-ch'ien

in an open stretch
( ^ j

of the sea) some days voyage

from Hsi-ling Ceram?). The island is bare; the natives

lazy. The fields rich in rice and beans, supplying the people

plentifully.

The climate is hot. They till the soil with cattle. In the second

moon they hull (the first?) rice and make cakes to eat; this they

call “the reward of tillage”

Men and women do their hair in a knot and wear a sarong of

Patan Jurfattan) cotton. They boil sea-water to make

salt, and ferment cacoa-nut juice to make spirits. They have a ruler.

The native products include pepper like that of She-p’o (Java),

tortoise-shell, cotton, large betel-nuts.

The goods used in trading are silver, coloured cotton stuffs,

copper caldrons, iron-ware, beads, etc.

40 (1). Tao i chill Ho, 25. Pa-tu-ma ( /V ^ i|§ ). ^)

It is a bustling market, spread over a large area. The island

is luxuriant, the cultivated soil small in extent. The people are

energetic and have abundance of food.

1) There ia nothing in the text that enables me to locate this place. It seems quite

out of the question that the little island of Tioman off the south-east coast of the Malay
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The climate is hot, the usages simple. Men and women twist

up their hair, have a blue cotton turban, aud wrap around them

a piece of Kan-mai cotton (“^^1 as a sarong.

Their ruler watches over the peace of the country. The people

are very fond of their offspring. If they lose one they bathe aud

fast, wail aud cry; after half a month, on the day they bury it,

they implore Sang Fo guard them against evil actions.

Robbers’ heads are exposed as a warning. Those who obey the

native laws rewarded as an eucouragemeut

(to others). Their customs are gradually approaching perfect rec-

titude (3i|)'

The native products include elephants’ tusks, the heaviest of

which weigh over an hundred catties, the lightest, seventy to eighty

catties, and pepper like that of She-p'o (Java).

The goods used in trading are Southern and Northern silk,

trade silver, dark red gold
(^ ^ ) ,

copper, iron-ware, ss/'f pu

(^^ muslin), straw gold (? ^^ ^)’ satins, Tau-shan brocades

(^Uj ^^), Shan-hung taffetas
( (Jj ^^ ), alum, and such

like things.

41 (1). Ttto i chill lio, 37. Wen-tak (^ ^)* Banda.

The P'o-shan (y§j| III) is high. The water of the stream which

flows around it is fresh (**) The soil is poor. The people

make their food for the most of sago and cocoa-nuts.

Peaiosuia (supposed to be the BatOmah of the Arabs of the ninth century (see Keinaud,

Rtiluiwns^ 1^) can be meant, fhe fact that this Pa-tu-ma had ivorv^ ami grew pepper

disposes of that. The fact that the natives invoked Sang Fo (elsewhere called by Wang

Sang-hsiang Fo) is of no assistance, as we tind from him that this 15 mid ha was worshipped

in Chen-la (Kamboja) and on the south-wotern coast of India. See infra, 71 (1).

In a subsequent chapter (Sudu, infra, 52 (l;j occurs the term “Pa-tu-la cotton cloth”.

Perhaps this is the correct form of the name?

Tao i cJiih lio kuang citing, 1, 10'», makes it out that Pa-tu-ma is the same as Ma-

t'a wan
( ^ ) in Burma, Martaban, I presume.
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The climate is extremely hot. The usages are licentious. Men

and women do up their hair in a coil; the upper part of their

body is bare; they wrap around them a piece of black-cloth

)
but ia the day-time when the heat is terrible, they do

not even use this cloth.

When the month for sowing comes and is bad for tilling and

hoeing they fish and bunt, gather fuel and bring water. There is

no danger from snakes or timers in the bills. The dwelliims have

nothing to fear from robbers.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment the juice of the

cocoa-nut palm to make spirits.

The women weave cotton as their occupation. They have a ruler.

The native products include nut-megs, little black slaves
(

^

^), mace, small clove-bark (? yJ^

The goods used in trading are watered damasks (
ss/f^pn

(muslin), cotton prints, black jars musical instruments,

blue porcelain-ware, and such like.

42 (1). Tao i chill Ito, 48. Ku-li Ti-mkn
(* M Timor.

It is north-east of (Chung)-ka-lo ( ,
Janggolo. The island

has no other rare product but sandal-wood which is very abundant,

1) It is just possible that wc should read blue (or blank) muslin of

the Ilsi yang ssii pu variety, so frequently mentioned by Wang among the goods used in

the islands.

2} These slaves may have been captured in southern Borneo, See i/ij'ra what is said

of the singing girls of Banjermasin (Pa-nan-pa-hsi). Cf. also Hirth and Kockhill, op, sup.

cit., 32.

Hsi yang chao knng tien iu, 1, 11*’ (Chao-wa) mentions ting pi
(TK) among

the products of Java. In another passage 3') it again mentions it among the articles

of tribute ftom Siam. F. Porter Smith, Confnbufions to Materia Medica of CJiina^ 67,

says the bark of the clove tree, somewhat thicker than cassia-bark is used (by the Chinese)

in toothache and as a domestic remedy.
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aad which is bartered for (by the Chinese) with silver, iron, cups

(of porcelain), hsi-ijavg ssi-i pu (cloth, ® ^ ^ ), and coloured

taffetas. There are altogether twelve localities which are called ports

(.iP). There is a ruler. The soil is suitable for the raising of

grain. The climate is irrugular, hot in the daytime, cold at night.

The habits are terribly licentious. Men and women cut their

hair and wear a short cotton shirt tied around with Chaii-ch'eug

cotton. The market prices of spirits and meat are reasonable.

The women are shameless. The chiefs of the tribe are gluttonous

and fond of wine and lechery. Furthermore when sleeping they do

not cover themselves, (so) those who get infected (by syphilis?)

die for the most part. If one has been reckless while among the

natives, when the ship gets back (to China) after all the hardships

of the voyage, the disease breaks out and becomes virulent; it is

called (in China) yin-yang cltiao-chiao
,
“confusion

of the vital spirits’^?) and he will certainly die. ^)

Formerly Wu Chai of Ch'uau (-chou? ^ ^^.^) sent a

junk here to trade with over an hundred men on board. At the

end (of their sojourn there) eight or nine-tenths of them were dead,

and the others, who took the junk back, were weak and emaciated.

When there was a favouring wind, or when the sea was calm and

it was becoming dark, they were as madmen and they sang while

they sculled the ship; in the middle of the night they would add

blazing torches. They were like wandering ghosts and filled with

1) Chao Ju-kua appears to refer to Timor under the name of Tiwu
( jjg ^^ )

and
(jjg p^), Hirth and Kockhill, op. sup. cU., 83, 156. Relations between it and

China during the Yuan and the early Ming cannot have been frequent, Lei Hsin adds

absolutely nothing to Wang's account of it. No satisfactory explanation have been found

for the name Ku-li which began with Wang Ta-yuan so far as we know to be affixed to

the old form Ti-meu, Giri, “mountain*’ has been suggested, but this seems to me quite

unlikely.

Pigafetta in 1522 spoke of the prevalence of Syphilis in Timor, and A. R. Wallace,

3Ialaf/ Archipdapo, 198, writing in 1861, or thereabout, refers to the inmorality of Timor.
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fear. What a terrible thiug! Though the proBts of trading in these

lands were a thousand fold, what advantage is there?

Formerly Liu Tzu-hou ^ j?! )
i) said; ‘’Sea-trade sacrifices

life for profit.” ('M W M
seeing such things?

42 (2). Esuiff ch'a sMng Ian. 12. Ki-liTi-MEN M ^ Timor.®)

This country lies to the east of Tung-kia-lo. It has luxuriant

forests solely of sandal-wood. It produces nothing else. There are

twelve trading ports. It has a ruler. The soil is rich, the crops

luxuriant. The climate is hot in the daytime and cold at night.

Men and women cut their hair short. They wear a short shirt.

They sleep at night without covering their bodies. When trading

junks come here all the women come abroad to trade. Many of

them (aboard the junks) contract infectious diseases

from which eight or nine out of ten die; they are due to the

malaria prevalent in this country and to syphilis ).

The goods used (by the Chinese in trading here) are gold,

silver, iron-ware, and porcelain.

43 (1). Tao i chill Uo. 47. WAk-lao-ku Molucca Islands.

The I-chi (river, ^ '^) flows through it; the country is low

and narrow, the forest growth is luxuriant and dense. )
The soil

1) The style of Liu Tsung.yiian ^ TO ,
one of the most

celebrated poets of the T'ang period. See Giles, Biogra-ph. Biciionary, 524, N”. 1361.

2) Cf. Groeneveldt, Votes, 116. Tung hsi yang k'ao, 4. 16, calls the island Ch i men

3) Cf. Grooneveldt, op. sup. cit., 117—119. In Cantonese Mm-lou-ku, Molucca, but

what particular island of the group it is impossible to determine, probable Ternate. These

islands were vaguely known to the Chinese several centuries before Wang’s time. Cf. Hirth

and Eockhill. op. sup. cit., 84. Ttuig hsi yang k'ao, 5, 11, calls them Met-lo-ku
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is poor and paddy fields few. The climate is hot; the habits are

lowly.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot and wrap around

them a flowered piece of fiber cloth ('ff ^ ) as a sarong. They

get all their sustenance from the inner part of the hsiang^cJiih tree

The people boil sea-water to make salt and make their food of

slui-hu sago).

The native products include cloves. This tree covers the hills,

though no very large number produce at the same time; in two

or three years it reaches its maturity.

They have a ruler. They look forward each year to the arrival

of Chinese junks to trade in their country. It happens that wheu

five meA-clii chicks mmm “plum-fowl chicks”) are hatched

they know that one Chinese boat will surely come, or when two

chicks are hatched that two boats will surely come; in this way

they can foretell (their coming), or get. as it were, response to

a call. ^)

The goods used in trading are silver, iron, shvi~lin<j
(

lit.: “watered gauze”), ssn pu (^^), Wu-lun and Pa-ch'ieh-iia-

chieu cottons, ®) native prints, ivory, beads, blue china-ware jars,

and such like things.

1) Ihlang^chih^ literally “elephant’s tooth”, is evidently the sago palm. I have not

met with this name elsewhere.

2) I have no explanation to offer as to the meaning of rnei-cJn, nor have I found

any reference to a similar form of bird divination,

3) These Javanese tissues are frequently mentioned by Wang; they appear to have

staple goods in a large number of the localities he visited Duarte Barbosa, op sup. cAL,

192, refers to the use of Chinese cash and porcelain in the trade of the Moluccas

Tao i chih lio kuang chhig, 1
, 19\ says Wen-lao-ku is the Wu-nu-ku

( )

of Chao Ju-kua which he mentions among the dependencies of Java
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44 ( 1 ). Tao i chih lio. 58 . Kou-lan shan
{ ^ 1i llj)-

Geram Island,

The hills are high and the forest growth luxuriant. The soil is

poor and grain scarce. The climate is hot. They are given to

hunting with the bow.

When the dynasty (of the Yuau) was first founded, the forces

to attack She-p'o (Java) were driven by the wind to this island

and the junks wrecked. One junk fortunately escaped with stores

of nails and mortar (^J ^)* Seeing that there was a great deal

of timber on this island, they built some tens of junks here, every-

thing from ribs (^^^^) to sails and bamboo poles (^) were

supplied (from the island). Over an hundred men who were ill from

the long beating about in the storm and were unable to leave (with

the rest of the expedition) were left on the island, and to-day the

Chinese live mixed up with the native families.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot and wear a short

shirt, winding around them Wu-lun cotton cloth (as a sarong).

The natural products are bears, leopards, deer and chi (.^)

deer, skins and tortoise-shell.

The goods used in trading are grain, rice coloured tafietas

cotton cloth, copper-ware, blue (China-)ware, etc.

44 (2). Ilshtff i'll a sheng Ian, 8. Kiao-Lan shan (^^ 1 1 [
).

With a favourable wind it can be reached from Ling shan

(Cape Sahoi) in Chan-ch'eng (Annam) in ten days. The island is

high and has dense forests of trees, creepers and bamboos: rudders,

1) Cf. Groeneveldt, op. sup. c?V., 78—79 lie wrongly identifies it with Billiton; also

Tiiati s/ti/i, SIO, 11— 12. Geram or Gelam island near Sambar Point, south-west Borneo,

The larger island north of it is called Kumpul or Rendezvous island on the charts.
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poles, masts, spars, bamboo-leaf, sails,
(^ ^ ), can all be got

here. When during the Yiiau dynasty generals Kao Hsing and

Shih Pi were leading some tens of thousands of soldiers in a large

fleet of ships to the conquest of Java they met with bad weather

on reaching Kiao-lan and many of their ships were damaged. So

they landed on this island and built an hundred junks, after which

they reduced Java to submission, made captive its ruler, and re-

turned (to China).

Down to the present time some Chinese live mixed up with the

natives. Over an hundred sick were left here at the time (of the

expedition of Kao Hsing) and did not go back to China; these are

their present day descendants.

The climate is constantly hot; there is but little rain; the

people make their living by hunting.

Men and women do up their hair in a knot; they wear a short

shirt, and fasten around them a piece of Wu-lun (^ ,
Gorara?)

cotton stuff.

The natural products are panthers, bears, deer skins, tortoise-

shell. The goods used (in trading) are grain, coloured silk gauzes,

blue cotton cloth, copper-ware, blue bowls.

45 (1). Tao i ('hill Ho. 46. Kia-li-ma-ta

Karimata Island.

The island looks like a dark blue screen
( \U ^Ij W M)- The

approaches to it
( ^ ^ )

are near a river
( ^ ). The arable soil

is poor; no grain is got from it. The climate is hot.

The habits of the people are treacherous. Men and women

shave their heads. They make with fiber cloth
( a kind of

ring which they wear around their bodies, beside which

they wrap around them a sarong. They have uo modesty.
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They gather bauanas for foot!, and they boil sea-water to make

salt, which they carry to other places to exchauge for rice; one

catty of salt is exchanged for a bushel of rice.

Formerly ( )
the native products included an outlandish

variety of sheep, the largest of which could be ridden

making from fifty to sixty li a day. There is also brown tortoise-shell.

The goods used in trading (here by the Chinese) are brimstone,

coral beads, She-p'o (Java) cloth, and such like things.

45 (2). Hsing cli*a sheng Ian. 7. Kia-li-ma-ta
( ^T)-

The place face Kiao-lan shan (Geram island); it rises in the

middle of the ocean. The island is like a dark blue screen

mountain torrents irrigate the fields
( ?i

The crops are sparse. The climate is constantly hot. The people

are poor. Men and women shave their hair and wear a short shirt

of fiber cloth (^ ^ wrapping around them a piece of cotton.

They grow bananas and use the fruit in place of grain. They boil

sea-water to make salt, and ferment sugar-cane to make spirits.

The products are tortoise-shell and antelopes
(^ ).

The goods used (in trading) are cotton stuffs from Chao-wa

(Java) beads, chintzes, and rice.

46 (1). Using ch"a shmg Ian. 14. Ma-i-tung (J^ji^?^)«^)

(Blitung, Billiton Island).

This place is south-west of Kiao-lan (Geram) island in the

middle of the ocean. (The coast line) hills are lofty, the land (in

1) Groeneveldt, op. sup, cif., 115.

2) Fei Ilain had evidently never heard of Ma-i, though it was described by Chao Jii-

kua and is unquestionably the name used by the Chinese during the late Sung period to

designate a part at least of the Philippine Islands, so he thought Wang Taiyuan had
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the interior) level. A double branched brook (^) waters all the

villages. The climate is constantly hot. Both men and women do

their hair in a knot, wear a long shirt, and wrap around them a

piece of coloured cotton. The fields are fertile and produce twice as

much as iu other countries.

They estime chastity. When a woman mourns for her husband

she cuts ofP her hair, scratches her face, and refrains from food tor

seven days, lying beside her dead husband, many of them dying in

reality. If they are not dead after seven days then their relatives

urge them to take food and drink; if they are able to (withstand

the fast) and revive, they may not remarry. Many widows jump

into the flames and die when the time comes for cremating the

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment sugar-cane to

make spirits.

The products are tree-cotton, bees- wax, tortoise-shell, betel-nuts

and chintzes.

The goods used (iu trading) are copper caldrons, iron bars,

coloured cotton and chintzes, etc.

husljand

47 (1). Taoi chill Ho. 31.P'o-5i ('/^ North-West Borneo, Brunei.^)

The mass of the Lung shan (^ is to the right,

the laud stretches out in a fine plateau Its high level

spoken under that name of Billiton island So he has incorporated in this chapter the

substance of all that the earlier writer had set down about Ma-i, adding only the first

phrase which locates Billiton quite correctly.

Rouffaer, op ^ttp. cit

,

IV, 389, misled by Groeneveldt’s identification of Kiao-lan with

Billiton island, is naturally led to accept the identification of Ma-i-tung with Banka.

1) See also Groeneveldt, op. sup. cii

,

iOS—115 Cf. Chufau chi/i, Uirth and Rockhill,

op. sup, cit., 153-~167. Hsi chao kung Hen la, 1
, 1S‘ (P'o-ni) says Fo ni had four de-

partments
(^ ). The people worshipped buddhist images and observed the practices of

that religion. The trade centre
(^

)

was railed (by the Chinese after 1408) the island
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fields ( ](|^ ^ ) are a source of profit to it. lu the summer months

it is rather cold, while in the winter it is rather warm.

They are lavish in their habits. Men and women do up their

hair in a knot. They wrap around their loins a coloured stuff, and

wear a shirt of gold brocade. They worship images of Buddhas (or

gods, ), and they also show the greatest respect and affection

to Chinese; if one is drunk they will assist him to get back to his iuii.

The people boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment glutinous

rice to make spirits. They have a ruler.

The accountants of this country are exceptional, one man will

manage all the book-keeping and expenditure and receipts without

a fraction of an error.

The native products include laka*wood, beeswax, tortoise-shell,

‘‘plum-blossom” and “flake” camphor. The camphor tree is like the

(Chinese) shaji (^, fir), or kiiei (^j^, juniper). They split it open

and take out (the camphor crystals); they must fast and bathe

before doing so.

The goods used in trading are pure silver, red gold, coloured

satins, ivory boxes, iron-ware, etc,

of ChaDg-ning chcn kuo
( ). It states also that in 1371 the king of

P'o-ni Ma-mo’-sha ( ^ ^ otiicial to the court of the Emperor Hung-

wu with a memorial and presents. In the year 1405 the king was given the rank of a

feudatory prince, and in 1108 the king, Ma-na-jo-kia-na EsnMJPsii ) > his

consort and family came to court, returning to Borneo in 1414.

Tumj-hsi yanq k\io^ £>, 13‘^, says that the people of Brunei ( ) had a Holy

mountain
(

j
j j

)
which they held to be the greatest in the world. Can this be the

same as the Lung shan of our text?

The statement made in the biography of Cheng Ho (diiwy s/nk, 30 k) that he went

on a mission to P^o-ni seems to be erroneous At all events Min{/ s/tih (3Q75, 1— 4) in

its notice on P'o-ni does not corroborate it It says that in 1409 when the king of P^o*ni

returned to his native land from China he w^as accompanied by the eunuch Chang Ch'ien

^5^ ^^). In 1411 Chang Ch'ien was sent a second time to Brunei See also Groene-

veidt, loc sup. cU.
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48. (1). Tao i chili Ho, 22. Tung-chung-ku-la (*;>)* **!))•)
Taujongpura (?Borneo).

Steep and lofty monntains aud a dense forest growth (mark

this place. At their foot a nearby fresh water estuary forms its

outside defense and its boundary.

The fields are rich and the crops luxuriant. The climate has

sudden hot spells. It is slightly cooler when it rains.

The people are active
(^ ). Men aud women cut their hair.

They wrap a red kerchief around their heads. They wear a short

yellow cotton shirt and wrap around them a piece of Yueh-li

( :^ M ) cotton.

When a person dies they do not consume them by fire; they

collect his bones aud throw them in the sea. They call this chung^

chih^fa^shih (?ana® ). After this the children go back to

their business, while those who are especially filial fast for some

months, and with that it is finished.

The people are not good (^ ). They boil sea-water to make

salt and ferment the juice of the sugar-cane to make spirits. They

have a ruler.

The native products include gold dust, beeswax, coarse laka-

wood, turtles’ shells, gharu-wood.

The goods used in trading are trade silver, salt, blue aud white

porcelain cups, water-jars of different sizes, blue satin, copper

caldrons, and such like things.

1) For DO better reason that the resemblance in the names, I have thought that this

locality is the same as the Tan-jung-wu-lo
( ) which Chao Ju-kua

mentions among the dependencies of Java. It was on the Pawan river western Borneo

in about 110® 12 E, long., 1® 45^ S. lat., and is mentioned in records as a sort of capital

among the Bornean places. See Rouffaer, op. sup. dt., IV, 376, 383, 384, 390,
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49 (1). Tao i cliih lio. 85. Pa-nan-pa-hsi Q mv)
Banjermasin (Borneo),

This country is south of the Ta hsiaug shan { and

spreads out many tens of li. The soil is poor; they raise heaus.

The temperature has sudden changes to cold. The customs are

treacherous. Men and women are small in size and black ; their

eyes are round, their ears long, their arms reach to below their

knees. They wear but a simple ssn-jung sarong?).

All the girls of this people who are pretty are taught by their

parents from the age of seven to sing and dance. They can per-

form acrobatic feats, do impersonations ('^^, )? and endless other

uncommon acts. When they go to other countries and show their

talents they are rewarded with small coins.

The native products include very fine cotton, which the traders

buy with tin.

50 (1). Tao i chih lio, 4. Ma-i Philippine islands.*)

The island ( ) is flat and broad. It is watered by a double

branched stream ( ). The soil is rich. The climate is rather hot.

1) If this is, as I think, Banjermasin in southern Borneo, it is the earliest mention

we have of this district. Tuyig hsi yang k^ao, 15, has Wen-lang-ma-sben

ll).
Can the word ssU-Jung be a transcription of Malay sarung? It does not occur else-

where in this or any other work of this period.

Cf. Groeneveldt, op. sup. cii.y 106—108, for a translation of the description of Ban-

jermasin from Ming shiky 3133, —15. It is mostly derived from Tung hsi yang k*aOy

lot, sup. cit.f

2) Cf. Chu fan chi/iy Hirth and Kockhill, op. sup. city 159—162. It refers to the

custom of the people building their dwellings along the banks of streams and not in villages.

It refers at length to the honesty of the natives in their dealings with the Chinese traders.

The custom of suttee was evidently introduced into the island subsequent to Chao

Ju-kua’s time (1225), brought there, of course, from India or Java, otherwise the earlier

writer would probably have noted it.
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la their customs they are chaste and good. Both men and women

do up their hair in a knot behind. They wear a blue cotton shirt.

When any woman mourns her husband, she shaves her hair

and fasts for seven days, lying beside her husband. Most of them

nearly die, but if, after seven days, they are not dead, their relatives

urge them to eat. Should they get quite well they may not remarry

during their whole lives. There are some even, who, to make ma-

nifest their wifely devotion, when the body of their dead husband

has been consumed, get into the funeral pyre and die.

At the burial of a chief of renown they put to death two or

three thousand slaves to bury with him.

The people boil sea-water to make salt and ferment treacle

) to make spirits.

The native products are cotton ( ), beeswax, tortoise-shell,

betel-nuts and chintzes.

The goods used in trading are caldrons, pieces of iron, coloured

cotton stuffs, red taffetas, ivory, sycee shoes
( ) and the like.

The natives and the traders having agreed on prices, they let

the former carry off the goods and later on they bring the amount

of native products agreed upon. The traders trust them, for they

never fail to keep their bargains.

51 (1). Tao i cJiilt lio, 3. San tao ( ^)* Philippine Islands.

It 13 to the east of Ta-ki-slian
( ^ iJj )• ^) It is divided

by a triple peak, aud there are range upon range of mountains.

]) The San hsii (
—

*

lAfe ) of Chao J u-kua were K.ia>ma-yen
(

Calamhin), Pa-lao-ju
( ^ Palawan?) and Pa-ki-ming

( 2, ^ , Bnsu-

anga'*"). The San-tao of oar author seems to be a more restricted area, presumably the

coast south of Cape Eugano which may be his Ta-ki shan. The San hsu of Chao were

dependencies of Ma-i which probably included all of the northern and western portion of

Luzon, if not all the island.
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The people live along the roadsides. The soil is poor and the

crops sparse. The climate is of varying degrees of heat. Among the

males and females some are white. The men knot their hair on the

tops of their heads; the women do it up in a chignon behind.

They wear a single garment.

The men frequently get on board junks and come to Ch'uan-

cbou (in Fu-kien). When the brokers
(«E) there have got all

the money out of their bags for ornaments for their persons, they

go home, where their countrymen show them great honour at which

even fathers and old men may not grumble, for it is a custom to

show honour to those who come from China.

The people boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment sugar-cane

juice to make liquor. They have a ruler (or chief).

The natural products are beeswax, cotton and cotton stuffs.

In trading with them use is made of copper beads, blue and

white porcelain cups, small figured chintzes, pieces of iron, and the like.

Secondary to them ( ) there is T'a-p'ei Hai-tan

1'^ iS). Pa-uuug-ki ( El ^ M Tung-

They are only noted here as they have no

remarkable products. -)

1) Chao Ju'kua states that in San lisii were “many lofty ri<lgcs, and ranges of cliffs

which rise steep as the walls of a house.

2) T'a-pei defies identification Hai-tan is found already in Chao*s hook, it is the

Aeta, the Negrito aborigenes of the Philippines Pa-nung-ki must be an error for Pa-ki-

iiung; Pu-li-lao is Chao’s P'u-lidu
(«Mp| ,

Polillo island) and Tung Liu-li is also

in all likelihood an error for Tung Liu-hsin ( )
and may mean “Eastern

liuzon”. See Hirth and Kockhill, op. mp. cit
^ 160, wheie these names are wrongly divided;

we should read Li kin and Tung Liu-hsin. In reference to what our author says of w'hite

coloured natives in the Philippines, I have been assured that such is the fact; I unfortu-

nately cannot now recall on which island they have been found.

Tao i chih lio kuang cheng^ 1
,
1’’, suggests that Pa-nung-ki is Pa-la-wan(Btt«

and that Chao Ju-kua*s Ria-ma yen is Luzon, and his Pa-lao*ya is Sulu.

19
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52 (1). Tao i chill Ho, 38. Su-lu ( Sulu Archipelago.

This place has the Shih-i a.s a defeuse (

The fields of the island of three years’ cultivation are lean;

they can grow millet and wheat. The people eat shci-hu (sago), fish,

shrimps, and shell fish.

The climate is half hot. The customs are simple. Men and women

cut their hair, wear a black turban, and a piece of chintze with a

minute pattern tied around them.

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment the juice of the

sugar-cane to make spirits. They earn a living by weaving chu-pu

(It ^ ). They have a ruler.

The native products include laka-wood of middling quality,

beeswax, tortoise-shell, and pearls. These Su-lu pearls are whiter

and rounder than those got at Sha-li-pa-tau (Jurfattan), Ti-san-

kiang, and other places. Their price is very high. The Chinese use

them for head-ornaments.

When they are off-colour they are classed as “unassorted”

1) See aho Groencveldt, np sup. cit., 103— lOG. Ihi yaufj cJiao kiuuj tien lu, 1
,
20

(Su-lu) says: "This country is in the Eastern Sea It strade centre is the island of

vShih'ch'i ( ^Z\h ). . . . In 1417 its eastern raja Pa-tn-ko pa-ta-la
( Q«!

# 91^ f!)
), its western raja Pa-tu-ko pa*sii-li

(

and its village raja (? ll]|^ ) Pa-tu-ko pa-la-pn (E®® B* I' ) came

with their wives, children and headmen to court with tribute. Again in 1420 there came

a tribute mission from Su-lu See RoufTacr, op sup. clf., IV, 391. lie gives as the equi-

valents of these names Paduka I3oho], Paduka Suli and Paduka Prabu.

This is the earliest mention we have iu Chinese of the Sulu islands Duarte Barbosa,

op, sup. cit
, 203, says of the Sulu (Solor) islands that "all round this island the Moors

gather much seed pearl and tine pearls of perfect colour and not round”.

Kunz and Stedeman, Thd Book of the Bear I, 214, 220, say that the Sulu islands’

pearl reefs exist from Sibiitu Pass to Basilan Strait, and roughly cover an estimated area

of 15 000 square miles. The Sulu pearls are frequently large and of choice quality, but

they are far more inclined to a jellowish tint than tliose from Australian waters, 1300

miles southward.
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There are some over an inch in diameter. The large

pearls from this country fetch up to seven or eight hundred ting.

All below this are little pearls.

Pearls worth ten thousand taels and upwards, or worth

from three or four hundred to a thousand taels, come from the

countries of the Western Ocean and from Ti-san-kiang (near Ceylon);

there are none here (in Su-lu).

The goods used in trading here are dark gold, trade silver,

Pa-tu-la cotton cloth (A *5*# ), blue beads, Chu(-chou-fu)

china-ware, pieces of iron, and such like things.

(To he GontimiecL)



MELANGES.

THREE TOKHARIAN BAGATELLES.

1. A Chinese Loan-Word in Tokharian A,

The word for ^‘town’’ in the Indo-European language designated as To-

kharian A is with slioid or long \owel, capable of forming a plural ri-s.

The word wais ])ointed out by the first deciplieiers of the language, E. Sieg

and AV. SiEGiJNG. ^ Emil Smith, in his very- interesting analysis of the Tokba-

nan vocabulary. - has justly obberved that the word ri cannot satisfactorily be

explained as coming from any* Indo-European language, and that the alternative

form with the lengthening of the vowel might speak in fa\or of a foreign origin,

^ Tocharisck^ die Sprache der Lidoskythcn {S.B.A W.

,

1908, p. 923). I do not

agtee with these authors in regarding the language as that of the Indo-Scythians, but side

with the conservative view's expressed on the subject by A. Meillet {Le TolJtaricn^ In-

doacrtn. Jahrhuch^ Vol. 1, pp. 1— 19). The ingenious supposition of W K. AIulllr

{S.B.A.jy,, 1907, p. 000) still lacks the precise documentary evidence. The mere at-

testation of the fact that an Uigur colophon mentions the translation of a Buddhist work

from an Indian language into Tokharian djes not yet prove substantially that the frau-

nients now styled Tokharian by yvay of convention really belong to that language, although

this possibility may be admitted. The fact itself, that Buddhism and Buddhistic literature

existed among the Tokharians, certainly xvas not novel, but previously known. Taranatha

has preserved to us the names of four inernhers of the Buddhist clergy in Tukbara (Ti-

betan T'o-gar; with popular etymology also T'o-dkar; d/.ar, “white”), — viz., Ghoshaka

;

the Vaibhashika teacher Vumana (Tibetan Miu-t'uii, “dwarf,” mentioned also in dPaij

bsam Ijon bzait, p. 88); the aeiirya VibbajyayaJa
;
and Dharmamitra, a teacher of the Vi-

naya (pp. Cl, 78, 198 of the translation of Sc^I^KF.\^R), — and he tyvire refers to the Bud-

dhism of Tukhara {ibid., pp. 3S, 282). According to the Index of the Kanjiir (ed. 1. J.

SciiMiur, p. 78, No. 513), the original text of the Arya-pratitya-samutpuda-hridaya-vidhi-

dbaranl, from which the Tibetan translation was made, had been procured from Tukhara

by the Bhikshu Ner-ban (Niryaua V)-rakshita.

* ^^TucharhcJi' die nenenldeckte indo^jerm. Sprae/ie MlfUdasiena {Videnskahs-Selshtbefs

skrifter^ 1910, No. 5, p. 15, Christiania, 1911).
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as the Ion" vowels, will) the exception of a, rarely or hardly e\er occur.

ISinith tentatively proposed a relationship of the Tokliarian woid to Tibetan rin

{'•quarter'’), remarking that ri is the present and probably very ancient pro-

nunciation of the latter. Without discussing the possibility of a contact

between Tokliarian and Tibetan, this suggestion is not convincing for two main

reasons. Tlie Tibetans are an essentially nomad ic group of tribes, to which

the notion of a town in its oiigin was entirely foreign; and it may be con-

siderCil as certain that at the tiine when the Tokliarian word was in existence

the d’ibetans had only a few town'^. The T'ang History relates that the in-

habitants of Tibet rc'am about tending their herds, without having fixed set-

tlements, while there are but a few walled places ( W ^
- ^ Ch. 196 A, p. 1 1)).

Tlie Tibetan designation for a settlement of any size, though it consist of a single

or several liabitations, is groii (written language also but the word

ria is never applied in this sense. It is even very far from signifying ’'quar-

ter” unceremoniously, but means ^qiart, division,” usually in a figurative, not

in a striidly territorial sense, and as a rule appears only as the second element

of a compound. It therefore seems to me that the Tokliarian word n has no

chance to claim its derivation from Tibetan ns. If. however, the foi rner should

really he a loan-word, it would ai>pear more probable and reasonable to look

to Chinese for assistance and to correlate the Tokliarian word with Chinese li

y (Korean and Japanese ri), village comprising twenty-five or lifty fami-

lies.” The Chinese, as energetic colonizers in Central Asia, may well have

exerted their inlluence upon the native population there in this direction.

This word thus far is the only Cliinese loan-w'ord discovei'able in To-

kharian; in gning over its vocabulary at least I could lind no other>. As has

justly been said by A. MiiiLi.KT, * "Le tokharien u’est [las do cos laiigues qui

sunt fortement sujettes ii reuiprunt ; le vocabulaire est indigene pour la plus

giande paitie, autant qu’ori puisse le voir par les faits deja connus.”

2. A Tokharian Loan-Word in Chinese.

The earliest (and still common) Chinese ilesignatiun of asafoetida, - a-icri

(Japanese ogt), traced by lIiUTU to the Annals of tlie i^'ui I)yna'>ty,
•'*

in which it is mentioned as a product of tlie Kingdom of IVao ,
has not

yet been explained, Ilirth observes that ^^a~ivei is a foreign word, derived

‘ .]Jc'moirvs da la Socicde da linfjuistique da Paris, Vol. XVII, 1912, p. 292.

* Belonging to the genus Ferula, comprising some sixty species (see VI atv, Biefiouary

of tha Economic Prodacls of India, Vol. Ill, pp. 328— 337).

® Hiiixn and IIockhilc, Chau Ja-kaa, p. 225. The same text is also in Pei shi.
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presumably from the Sanskrit or Persian name of the drug.’’ This siippo.>ition,

at the outlet, is not very probable, as the Sanskrit and Persian terms have

been traced in Chinese, and are indeed supplied by llirth liimself: Sanskrit

hiit<ju is handed down in the Chinese transcriptions A

»

Itinff-y^f (hinr/-itu) , and hi'ni-k^a [*}inn‘fj*i) Persian

nn*j^fzn{d) or in Chinese a-yi'f {-Uic) (^a-/nVr<) [J^

Watters says with refei’ence to the Pea /iV/o kang mu that a-ivci is wrongly

given as the Brahman or Sanskrit name. This statement, however, is not

made by Li Shi>chen, tlie author of the Pen (Ch. 34, p. 21). Whereas

he expressly notes that cf-yii is a Persian term, and that hlngnj'n is a word

used in India, he fails to state from what language the word a-ivci is derived,

lie indicates that it makes its first appearance in the I'en ts^ao of the TCing

period, and ti*eats us to a wonderful etymology of the name: ‘’The barbarians

thernsehes style it u, expressing by this exclamation their horror at the abomi-

nable odor of this gum-rehin.” ^ This is sufficient to warrant the conclusion

that Li Shi-chen w^as ignorant of the language from w’hich the word had

sprung, lie further imparts a Mongol word lui-bi-niX^ and, what

is more important, another tran.scriptiori yang-kuci
,

not mentioned

by Hirth or Watters. The Nirvanasiitra (Yc/i ij^an king va*® ) is

cited by him as the source for this word, and ap[)arentiY the Mahaparinir-

\'anasutra is understood. ^ Yang-kin'i^ in my opinion, i.s the same as u-ieci;

that is to say, the two are variants, representing transcriptions of an identical

foreign prototype. This one we encounter in Tokharian B nn/aeu, first pointed

out in the plural form aiikwab by M. S. Levi from one of the documents of

* ifiKTii, 1. c., and J.J O.S., 1910, p, 18; Watteks, Essays on ihc C/hhcsc Lan-

yuage^ p. 440

^ Also the Sanskrit loan-word llii occurs in Persian (h. Leci.ekc, Trui/e (Its simples,

Vol. I, p. 448). The Tibetan cijuivalent siii-kun must be explained from *6i/i’kan (assimi-

lateii to bid by w'ay of popular etymology: biii, “tree”), the latter from *hi,i-kiui (
=

Sanskrit hi'ngu), derived from a raetikeval vernacular of India.

• H A g W H W «: !fei S M :R & 1-

pun upon v;ti

This word is not listed in the Mongol dictionaries of Kovalevski and Golstunski.

It is nothing but a transcription of Ghazni or Ghazna ^issis ,
the capital of Za-

bulislau (CilAVANNFS, Docnm(inCs,\)Aiji)), which, according to lluaii Tsang, was the habitat

of the plant (IIikth, I c) According to I-tsiiig (Takakusu’s translation, p 128), asa-

foetida was abundant in the w'cstern portion of India

* This entire foreign nomenclature is ascribed to a poem of Fan CITeng-ta

(1130—93) in K'ang-hi’s Dictionary (under
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medical contents secured by the Mission Pelliot. * The element yah
,

as

is known, represents the syllable ah in the Chinese transcription of Sanskrit

words: for instance, in Ahgulimalya. Kuei is North Chinese, as com-

pared with an older articulation Invai or huai, as still preserved in Cantonese:

so that ya/Kj-kuel read in the T\mg period ah-himi^ is a phoneti-

cally exact transcription of a w^ord corresponding to Tokharian ahkwa. The

same holds good for the transcription a-ivei: a pj answers to Sanskrit a in

the method of Buddhist transcriptions: the character irei ^^5 as far as I

know, has not yet been pointed out among the latter, but it had the ancient

pronunciation kwai (J^)i and /acai, also hui. In this manner, also

this mode of transcription leads back to Tokharian aiikiva. From a phonetic

point of view it is interesting to note that the pair yany-kiici—a-wei meets with an

analogous counterpart in the name of the fig (Ficns ca>n'co) discussed by lIiUTii,

-

ylay-ji {*ah-it) Q and a-yi
,
both answering to a West

-

Asiatic name of the general type atijir: also in this case we have a double

mode of transcription following similar lines, as in the previous instance, —
the nasal after the initial vowel being expressed in the one form and omitted

ir the other, — so that we are entitled to the conclusion that the element a

isr served also for the reproduction of the initial syllable ah or an in foreign

words during the T'^ang period.

Another Tokharian term of botanical pharmacology is of great interest to

us. This is arirak^ the designation of the myrobalan Ter}ni}m/in chchida.

First of all, we receive from it a satisfactory clew as to the mysterious Tibetan

name a-rii-va (corresponding in meaning to Sanskrit liarUaiu)^^ which comes

nearer to the Tokharian form than to any form of other languages known to

u.s. Second, new light falls upon the Chinese transcri*)tion hu-U-lo ^j*

,
liist mentioned at the end of the third century in the Nan ftnaj

l^ao tnu chniDiy.^ This wunl has been brought together with Arabic

by T. Watteiis, and with Aramaic haViUnj by Hirtu.

i^ersian haltlah
^
also haUl and haliia^ should he added. As the genus

^ Journal asiaiiqudy 1911, Juillet-Aout, p. 138.

' J.A.O.S,, 1910, p. 20.

" 8. Luvi, / c
, p 122.

** 11. Lauitkr, Bcitr, tihot. Mcd.^ pp. 50—07. Garcia au IIokto {Aiohiatum llis-

toria, 1567, p. 132) gives as Indian popular name ararc, and as medical term aritiqm.

Compare the Anglo-Indian word hara-nut. ilaritaki is

In Newari the name of the plant is halala.

transcribed in Chinese
O'

’ See BbetscuNKIDEU, Bot, Sin
,

pt. 1, p. 38.

® Essays on tho Chinase Language, p. 355.

" J 1910, p. 23.
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Tcriiihfffluf is inJi^enuus to IncJio, however, ^ it is manifest that the West-

Asmtic names, in the same manner as the Chinese and Tibetan ones, are

derived from a language of India, and tliat there is no necessity of resorting

to Pei Sian, Aramaic, or Arabic fur an explanation of the Chinese name. The

Tokharian form ayirah demonstrates that the prototvffe (jn wliicli the deri-

\ations of West- Asiatic, Chinese, and Tibetan are based, indeed pre-exi'^ted

somewhere on Indian ::oiL Chinese -li-lo answers to an ancient aiticuiation

-li-lftk >, and xery exactly re[)roduces Tokharian -yirak. The correct-

ness of this point of view is corroborated t)y the word iki-li-lo ^

corres[)onding to .Sanskiit vibhUdkn arnl to Tibetan bu-ni-ra [Tcyinumlia

bylyrica). Again in tliis case tiie Chinese and Tibetan forms are not actually

liased on ^-'an^krit vibfutaka, with whicli they have only the first element in

common: while (l-iu (/’Cro/C arnl rii-yrt appear as the second element in the

same fashion as in the type hu-li^bj—a-rn-ra. Con.sequently tlm Cliinese and

Tibetan fuans allow us to |jr‘esuj)pose the former existence of an Indo-Tokfianan

form *vu'iyVfk, from which the two were derivei], and wliicli co!‘respt)nded in

sense to Sansluat vibfiJtak t, The Tukhai’ian term (Sanskrit Iripfutbt,

the "three myrobaIaus’’j shows that a name tor tlii.^ kind of myrubalan must

have been known.

3. Tuman.

It is well known that in New lT*rsian a woid occurs for the de.^iixuation

of a ‘Tiiyriad,^' hnnun or lununi which \\ ith insignificant phonetic modi-

fications, IS found also in the Turki.sh, Mongol, and Tungnsian laiiguage.s of

inner Asia, and which passed, most firobably from Turkish, also into Magyar

(7o//o.m?y, (rinrjnj, (v.nm’n: usually ill the combination * mviiad,

many tliousands;” IvhivHlrlrn^ "inmimerable"). Wiieieas this word in p()j)ular

iiso refers to an indefinite high number, tiie ligurt? ,c, the siipnosition is

^ The tree is abundant in nortliern India from Kumaoti to fieni^al and southward to

the Deccan tablelands, and is found also in Ceylon, Burma, and ihe Malay IVnitisula

(see Wait, / c.

,

V'ol. \ I, pt 1, pp. 21— 36) In ILn al-Hail;ir we meet the term

“rn\robaIan of Kabul” i'raite dcs sbnpla^, Vo). I, p. 131);

hence our “chebuli’’ (Ycce an<l BuRNtraj, llobwn-Jobsun, p 130)

* Ven ts^ao katuj Ph. 31, p. 4. It i» tirst mentioned under the 'Cang by Su

Kung ^ and Li Sun

’ S Lkvi, I c., p- 120.

Compare Z. GomboCZ, Uie buhjariscb-iiirLisr/icn Lehmeuritr in dcr lanjarischcn

Sprach, p. 131 {Memolrds de hi Soctcic funio-ougnennc, Vol XXX, Helsingfors, 1912).

Gomboc/, while pointing out the analogous Mongol, Turkish, and Tungnsian forms, omits

reference to Persian.
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granted tliat in more exact manner of speech it should convey the notion of

„ten thousand.’’ Marco Polo, who spoke the Persian language, is our witness of

the tact that in >iis day toman, as he writes, covered this numerical category. *

Tins is confirmed by the Yaan c}i\io pi ^lii ^ (Ch. 12. p. 45,

ed. of Li VVen-t'^ien ), where the word appears in the two tran-

scri[)tions fa-mien {tihnOn) and fa-man ±m {taman), both being

'?aid to be identical, and explained as the Mongol word expressing the numeral

“ten thousaml”
( ^ ) and also an indefinite quantity

(^ ^
!Ksf ). Tlie Niuci \ocabu!ary contained in the Ming edition of the Ilaa i

yi ya likewise transcribes the Niuvi xvord tainau by means of the Chinese

characters ±m 1 he farther removed from the original centre of it>

j»ropagation, the rnoie was it liable, naturally, to assume the air of a fantastic

aggrandizement. When, in the summer of 1898, I was engaged in the study of

two Tungusian dialects, Ewunki and Orocon. in the village Wal on the north-

east coast of Sacha! in Island, one of my Tungusian informants gave as the

highest number known to him tanaf, and translated it into Russian by

‘•million.” 3

Variou.s opinions hu\e been e\[)ressed in ex[)lanation of the word in

question. II. has taken it for grante<l that it is a Mongol word. The

striking fact coulil not esca[)e the students of Altaic laugiuiges that, while the

cardinal numbers from 1 to 10 are dilfereiit in Turkish, Mongol, and rungusian,

a curious coincidence pre\ails in the designations for “thousami’’ (1'urkish

* Kil ot ti iiC and Cokoiek, Vul II, p 192.

• W. GkuiiE, Sprac^ti anti Sc/irift dtr nf uct'n, p. 35, No. 0G5. T. Wattkks {Essays

Oil the Chinese Languaye, j) 3(>0) gives also the transcription f u-me

a

jj^ .

^ This is the easternmost region to which the word has iidvaitccd. It is notable that

it has been adopted only by Ural-Altaic, but not by any Palae- Asiatic languages. The

Yukagliir, for instance, have no words tor numbers above a hundred, and used to express

a hundred by “ten tens,” while the) now employ ictox (from Russian sto) and also the

Russian word for “thousand” in the form tihece (W Grammar of the Yxikaghir

Language^ p 115).

Hobson-Jobson^ p 93S. Yule {ibid.) has asserted also tliat toman or tomaiin, in the

sense of a certain coin or a certain sum of money (in Persia equal to ten siibqrans or

erans, about 9.7o fr.
;

in India equal to 15.50 TG Temple, Glossary of Indian Terms,

p 202]; among the Ossetians equal to 10 tO Ruhels [U', Miller, Sprache der Osseten,

p. 109]; among the Tuiks equal to 3 Rubels [Rvdloff, 6r(erbuch,So\ III, col 1518 ),

is identical with the word taman (“myriad”). On the authority of Yule, this has passed

into our lexicography (for example, into the Century Dictionary) The number “ten

thousand” is not visible in any of the instances given; and, in ray opinion, the word in

question is entirely distinct from the numeral fuman, and is derived from another root

with a history of its own.
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myn^ hy}>^ bit): Monp:o! minyan: Tiingusian mihati') and “ten thousand'’ (Codex

cunianicus titmen: Old Cliuvas iurniin: Orkhon inscriptions and Uigur tiitndn:

Djagatai tutndn ^ Osrnanii tuman: Mongol tihndn [Old Mongol, also

ttftnan]; Nitici tinnan: Manchu tuiyien: Tungusian dialects tumoy Intno^ iumc^

tiimcn\ Gold tuma, tyrau). This state of affairs must naturally raise the

suspicion that these two numeral series cannot be invoked as witnesses of

linguistic relationship; that, on the contrary, they are derived from a foreign

source. For this reason, W. Schott and J. Halevy, ^ the two scholars wht>

thus far have discussed the numerals of this group in the most ingenious

manner, ^ have advisedly passed over the series tuman in silence, actuated

as they were by a correct feeling that the question is of a loan-woi‘d. G. J.

Uamstedt, in a study of the numerals of the Altaic languages, ^ justly observed

that the word, both in Tungusian and in Turkish, is suspicious of a late deri-

vation; but, although referring to Russian xbMa and xeMHiiKi,, yet bethought

that the original might perhaps be sought for in Indo-Chinese, pointing to

Chinese man, man (“ten thousand”) and ti-mciri (“the ten-tliousandth”). This

unfortunate idea was accepted by Z. Gombocz {L c.) who, like Ramstedt, over-

looked the existence of the corresponding Persian word. Long before the dis-

covery of d’okharian there was no doubt in iny mind that tuman is neither

Turkish nor Mongol (and least of all Chinese), but Indo-European; the Persian

word and tiie interesting Slavic forms were sufficient to justify this opinion.

M. E. Clochet, in a very interesting notice Le nom ties Turks dans C A vesta

makes an incidental reference to the word tiimdu^ stating that “it is a very

ancient borrowing from the Chinese to-mnn ('the ten thousand’).” ^

I ventuie to doubt that a combination like this e\er had any real existence in

Chinese: it is not registered in the Pel wen yun fit (Ch. 73); the notion

nseveral or many myriads” is usually expressed by shou ivan jS . The

^ i. Kuxos, in his edition of Suleiman Kfendi’s Djagatai-Osmanli Dictionary (p. 19C),

transcribes tuman,

* Pas Zahhoorl in der tschadischan Sprachenklasse {Abh . B Ak. IT., 1853, pp 1—29)

^ Petrolic parente dcs noms de nombrt turco-oiigriens {Kcleti szemlCy Vol. 11, 1901,

pp. 5-18, 91—108).

** Despite the sweeping criticism of G. J. IUmstedt {Journ. de la Soc. finno ougrienue^

Vol. XXIV, 1907, p. 2), who, as far as tangible results arc concerned, has not advanced

much beyond his predecessors.

^ L, c, p. 22.

« J.R.A.S, 1915, p. 307.

’ The opinion of M. Blochet is not quite clear to me. According to him, tum<ln

is the older and original form (and this is also my opinion), and Persian turnon is in-

tended to transcribe the Altaic word. What I do not comprehend is whether, in M. Blochet’s

view, the Persians or the Turks adopted the loan from the Chinese,
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ancient pronunciation of wan was ^han^ and a Chinese to-wan borrowed by

Turks during or before tlie T^ing period would have resulted in ^doban or

*dtihan\ whereas an ancient Turkish or Mongol tu or tn^ according to the

phonetic rules of transcription, would always presuppose an initial aspirate on

tlie part of modern (that is, post-T^uig) Chinese. ' It is not necessary, how-

ever, to expatiate on this side of the argument; in the case of borrowings we

have tu look for motivation which is entirely lacking, and which is not pro-

duced by the supporters of the Chinese theory.

I had expected that A. Metllet’s conciliative study of the Tokharian nu-

merals- had indeed brought us tlie ultimate solution of the principal issue of

the problem, which in my opinion should be accejitable to all. M. Meili.et

points out the numeral ‘^ten thousand’^ (hna)ti in Tokliarian A, and tumane^

tmdnc in Tokharian B), and discusses at length the Indo-European character

of this word. ^ He strongly fortifies his opinion with an excellent etymology

based on the comparative study of Indo-European philology, and emphasizes

Persian Inman and Slavic lii)na. It should be added that Tokharian A tmdm

phonetically is on the same level as Russian tma (Tbvia or tmo), which appears

as early as the time of the Slavic-Church language and Old Russian. Tliere

are, further, the following derivatives: i'crnnik (TeMHUKij) and Imo-nalalnik

(TviouaMaaMiuKi,), “commander of ten thouuind:” I'niovyi (TbMoubifi), “relative

to ten thousand;’’ tmoritscyn (xMopuueK)) and Imuricno (T>io[>u4no), “many

times, incessantly;” tmorunyi (T.MopnMiibiii), (TvioT.Myiipu), and /mo-

domnyi (TMoreMiibifi), “innumerable.” ^ This fact bears out the close relationship

uf Tokhaiian to Slavic insisted upon by M. M fillet, and positively uproots

the idea that the Tokharian and Slavic words have been borrowed from Turkish.

The word (this fact is now well assured) is of Indo-European origin; and tlie

Turkish word owes its existence to an Indo-European language, not vice versa.

It should certainly be borne in mind that (mnan belongs to the medial, not

the ancient^ stage of Indo-European speech-development (in regard to Tokharian

M. Meii.i.et observes, “C’est une langue de tyjie indo-europeen rnoyen, et non

pas du type ancien”), and that the documentary evidence thus far available

* Compare, as regards this particular case, the above Chinese transcriptions V u-mien

and Cu-man

^ Aej HOms de nnmbre en ToKharien B {^Memoires dti la SociHe do linguisiique de

Paris, Vol. XVIC 1912, pp. 281—291).

^ L. pp. 292, 293; and La 'I ok/tarioi {Indogerman. Jahrbach, Vol. I, p. 19).

^ VLAniMTR Dal, loaKoubi^ caoaapb /lumoro ucauKopyccKaro H.ibiKa, Vol. IV,

col. 707, 773, 887. The Russian word was tbrmeriy derived from Turkish by II. Yule

{Hobson-Jobso7i, p. 929), and recently by Gomijocz (/. c,) Yule pointed to Ilerberstein,

who about 1559 reported that “one thousand in the language of the people is called

tissutze (TbicH'ia): likewise ten thousand in a single w’ord tma.”
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strictly points to me<liceval times. ^ In view of AvesUn baecar, Pahla\i nnii

Persian hcvnr (“ten thousand”), it would be interesting to have some more

exact chronological indications as to the time when tiDnan springs up in

Persian liteiature.

VVdule I perfectly concur with M. Meillet in regarding tunian and its

congeners as Indo-European, I venture to dissent from him in the opinion

that the Turkish forms are derived from Tokharian: I am rather disposed

to think that they hail straight fiom Persian. Phonetically, the Turkish,

Mongol, and 'J’ungusian forms are decidedly based on Persian tuman or

tohuin, while none of those languages exhibits a final e like Tokharian IJ

/ui/mnc, and still less a contracted form like Tokharian Ti trnanc or Tokharian A

tituitti. There is, however, a still more weighty, cultui e-historical reason why

the word in the languages of inner Asia should be traced to Persia as

its liome. The scholars hitherto engaged in the discussion of this question

argued it only from the philological point of view, without accounting for

the reasons of the wide expansion of the word, embracing the territory

from the Baltic, the Danube, and the Black Sea as far as the north-eastern

Pacific. The matter is concerned with the military history of Asia It was

not the necessity of having a word for the numeral ‘‘ten thousand,” or

of expressing the notion of a high indefinite number, that induced Turkish,

Mongol, and Tungusian tribes to adopt the word iuman \ it reached them

in consequence of the reception, on their part, of the military organization and

tactics launched in Persia. On another occasion 1 have explained the far-

reaching influences emanating fiom Persia along this line, and the woid l\nn<tn

belongs to the same class. Sieingass says, in his revised edition of Johnson’s

and Richardson’s Pcmum Dictionary, that tunian 1‘efers to “districts into

which a kingdom is divided, each being supposed to furnish ten thousand

fighting men:’^ that tunian-dar is the commander of a tumltn, and

tumdn-ddri the command of a linnan. The same is expressed by EUdloef

in his Turkifih Dictionary in assigning to Djagatai tiuniin the significance

'‘military unit of ten thousand men.” As regards the Mongols, we all have

read our Marco Polo, who describes the decimal svsteni on which the Mongol

army was organized, and who says that “they call the corps of a hundred

^ For this reason I should hesitate to identify the iianne of the liuins^ nii Khan

T'ou man ^ ,
who died in 20U 13, C:., with Turkish ittma/i (“ten thousand"), as

has been suggested by E Blociiet {Lt^s idscripho/is turques da VOrkJton, p. 7, note 3).

The Chinese transcription fou-man may well correspond to a Turkish tuman
\ but the

latter, after all, mny have had another meaning.

' The same definition is given under toman by G. Temcle, in his Glossary of Indian

Terms, p 262 (London, 1897). It was the Moghul emperors who with their army orga-

nization transplanted the matter and the term into India
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thousand men a tuc, and that of ten thousand a toman" (ed. of Yule and

CoRDiER, Vol. I, p. 2G1). ^ Yule certainly is on the right track when he an-

notates that the decimal army-division made by Chinggis at an early period

of his career was probably much older than his time, and that in fact we

find the Myriarch and Chiliarch already in the Persian armies of Darius

Hystaspes. According to Hekodotus (vii. 81), the Persian army invading

Greece under Xerxes was divided into tens, hundreds, thousands, and ten

thousands, each of these divisions ha\ing its own leader, and the leaders

being placed under the command of the Myriarch. Again
,

an exceptional

position was taken by the Immortals, those picked Ten Thousand, who were

all Persians, and were led by Hydarnes. AYhen one of this corps died, his

place was forthwith tilled by another man, so that their number was never

greater or less than ten thousand (vii, 83). At the root the matter was

deeply associated with the territorial organization of the Oid-Persian monarchy

and the military conscription based thereon. Here we face truly Iranian in-

stitutions; and it is self-eMdent that these, together with many others, were

absorbed by the Turks of inner Asia, and subsequently by the imitators of

the latter, the Mongols. Hence we are driven to the conclusion that the word

tilman
^
as the name of a very ancient Iranian military institution, was handed

on to Turks and Mongols by the Persians: it was not mathematical, but

military necessity that forced this word on its route of migration and tended

to preserve its life.

There are, accordingly, good philological and historial reasons for determining

the position of the word tuman with a fair degree of exactness. It is Indo-

Huropean in its origin, and propagated in Tokharian, Persian, and Sla\ic. It

is a Persian loan-word in Old-3'urUisb
;

a Turkish loan-word in Magyar, on

the one band, and in Mongol, on the other band; and a Mongol loan-word

in Niiici, Mancbu, and other Tungusian languages. It has nothing to do with

Cliincse wan. On the contrary, wherever our ^Yord occurs in Cliine.se records,

it is assuredly modelled after the Turkish-Mongol equivalent. T. Watters-^

has already made this correct observation: ‘‘The word tuman in Tui’ki means

a myriad, but it has other meanings also, and it is found in other languages.

C'ertain Cliinese widters seem to Iui\e ado})ted it, and the word occurs frequently

in their writings. It is found transcribed in several different ways [see above],

and it is generally used in the sense of a myriad.” B. Laufer.

‘ In like manner Ibn Batata says that each squadron of the Khan was composed of

ten thousand men, the chief of whom is staled emir ffmdn (cd. of DEFar-

MERY and Sanguimltti, Vol. IV, p 300) The raililars division of the Mongols into

inman appears also from the chronicle of Sanaa Setsen (I. J. Schmidt's edition, pp. 175,

PJ3, etc, 403); tumiuiy of course, must not be conceived, with Schmidt, as a collective

name of the Mongols.

* Essays on the Chinese Language^ pp. 359, 160.
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YIDANGA AND CUBEBS.

In their monumental work Chan Ju-kua (p. 224), IIirtii and Rockhill

have acquainted us with the vegetal product derived f]*om a creeper growing

in Su-ki-tan on Java, and styled by Chao Jii-kua pi-feng-h^ic Mmiss-in Su-ki-tan on Java, and styled by Chao Jii-kua pi-teng-k'^lc MUM-
The translators of this author annotate that, according to the Pea ts^ao kaag

mu, this is a foreiirn word which occurs also in the transcription iCi-ling-lClc

Wllffl- This name itself, however, is not explained by them. It is,

first of all, important to note from which time these transcriptions come down.

The earliest author cited in the Pen tb^ao as speaking of pnicng-h'^lc is Ch^cn

Ts^ang-k^i lived during the first part of the eighth century,

and who localizes the habitat of the plant on Sumatra (Fii ski
,

Bhuja). Hence we are entitled to the inference that we face a transcri[)tion

made in the style of the l^ang period; and, to all appearances, we are con-

fronted with the reproduction of a Sanskrit word. The three elements of

which the term is composed are Avell known from the nomenclature of the

Chinese Buddhists: Chinese jji or p^l renders Sanskrit vi or hi] the alternation

of leng and Ung allows us to presuppose an initial cerebi-al in Sanskrit with

the choice of a cerebral / in Prakrit; the plionetic element teng cor-

responds to ancient *taii and ^dah (for instance, in Miitanga and daihshtra),

while ling renders lin^ leh^ or lah] h’^ie M (“brinjal”) has only the ancient

phonetic value of ga^ being the equivalent of
,
the classifer (in the

same manner as in the first character pi) being chosen merely in view of the

botanical significance of the whole term. Thus we obtain a Sanskrit form

vidaiiga, and I had indeed ariived at this restoration from a purely jihonetic

point of view, without knowing tluit such a Sanskrit word exists, or what it

means. The tianscription pi-ling^Fie wouhl justify the assumption of a

Priikrit torn] vilanga or vilcnga, and in Benguli we have hirangn (iri Hindu-

stani habenih^ waiveuii; in Pustu hdbyah). An Arabic form fileiiga (see

p. 285) likewise supports this view.

The word vidanga is of ancient date: it occurs in the Surruta-samhita

and repeatedly in the Bower Manuscript (also in the form bidaiiga). ^ This

plant has been identified with EmhcHa rihcb (family Mgrbinene), an immense

climber abundant in tlie hilly parts of India from tlie Central Himalaya to

Ceylon and Singapore, and occurring ahso in Burma. Its seeds are extensively

Hoern'LE, T//e Bower Manuscripi, pp. 301, 320.
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employed as an adulterant for black pepper. ^ W. Roxburgh - states more

specifically, “The natives of the hills in the vicinity of Silhet, where the

plants grow abundantly, gather the little drupes, and when dry sell them to

the small traders in black-pepper, who fraudulently mix them with that spice,

which they so resemble as to render it almost impossible to distinguish them

by sight, and they are soraewdiat spicy withal.’’ The seeds of another species

(Embelia robusta) are eaten by the Paharias of the Darjeeling district. ^ This

description answers well the pepper-like black seeds dried in the sun, as

described by Chao Ju-kua. Hirth and Rockhill, however, are perfectly cor-

rect in identifying Chao Ju-kua’s vidahga growing on Java with Piper cubeba

(family Piperaceae). ^ It was evidently from Sumatra and Java that the term

vidahga was introduced into China together with Uie cubebs. The Sanskrit

term must have been transferred to this plant autochthonous to Java, because

the products of the Indian and Javanese climbers were verj" similar in ap-

pearance and in their properties. The word doubtless belonged to the Kawi

language. Other such instances are known where the Hindu settlei's on Java

named indigenous products of the island with Sanskrit words designating other

species. An example of this kind is afforded by the pin-hia birds

•sent as tribute from Kalihga ( Ja\a) to the Chinese Court in the year

813. 5 Tile name pin-hia apparently is an abbreviation of Sanskrit kalavihka,

written in Chinese ^ corresponding with

* Watt, Dictionary of the Economic Products of India^ Vok III, p 242. Emhelia

ribts Burm. is stated to occur also in southern China, Habang and the Lo-fou shan in

Kuang-tung Province and Hongkong being given as localities (Forbes and Ukmsley,

Journal of the Li7inea7i Society

^

Botany, Vol. XXVI, pp. 52, Gd). According to the same

authors, four other species of Embelia occur in southern China. It seems, however, that

none of them is known by a Chinese name or is mentioned in the Pea ts^ao literature,

Embelia ribes Burm is found also in the Dutch East Indies {Encyclopcedie van ^eder-

landsch-Indie^ Vol. 11, p. 218: "De vruchtjes en een uit deze bereid werkzaam beginsel

[embelia-zuur] zijn in den laatsten tijd in Europa als voortreffelijk liutworm-middel in

gebruik genomen”) As regards Burma, it is frequent in the tropical forests of Martaban

and Upper Tenasserim (S. Kukz, Forest Flora of British Burma^ Vol. II, p. 102).

^ Flora hidicut p. 197 (Calcutta, 1874).

^ J. S. Gamble, List of the Trees^ Shrubs, and Lareje Climbers found in the Dar-

jeeling District, p. 53 (Calcutta, 1896).

This identification is due to D. ITanbury {Science Papers, p 24G). It is given

after the latter by S. W. Williams {Chinese Commercial Guide, p. 117), F, P. Smith

{Cmitribuiions toward the Materia Medica of China, ]>p 79, S3), and G. A. Stuart

{('hinese Materia Medica, p. 144, Shanghai, 1911).

^ Tang shu, Ch. 222 B, p. 3

* Pan yi ming i tsi, p. 20^ (edition of Nanking). Compare Eitkl, Handbook of

Chinese Buddhism, p. G7.
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the Tibetan renflering ka-la-pih-ka
^

the Indian cuckoo extolled for its me-

lodious voice, i

In regard to the adjustment which has taken place in the Archipelago

between the designations for Embelia ribes and Piper cubeha^ we meet a very

interesting parallel in the materia medica of the Arabs. These have been

acquainted since the early middle ages with the product of the latter species,

known to them under the name kabZtha whence our word ‘^cubeb” is

derived, - and discussed at length by Ibn al-Baitar (1197— 1248). ^ One of the

^ It is not known to me whether the word piiika or vihka is recorded in the Kawi

language uf Java, but, judging from the Chinese notation of it in the T*ang Annals, I feel

certain that it must have existed there with reference to a fine song-bird indigenous to

Java. Gjioenkvelpt (JSotes on the Malay Archipelarjo^ in Misc. Papers rel. to Indo-

China, Vol. I, p. 140) observed that ^'about these birds many an hypothesis is possible,

but not one seems satisfactory "" It is matter of regret that he has withheld from us his

opiniun on the subject. E Strlsemann, in a most interesting study on the historical

development of our knowledge of birds of j,aradise {Eovitates Zoologicae, Vol. XXI, London,

1914, pp. 13— 24), has recently oflfered the suggestion that the Javanese pin-kia birds of

the T'ang History possibly might have been birds of paradise. This supposition, however,

is improbable Birds of paradise do not sing at all, but are sought for onlv on account

of their magnificent plumage. Moreover, birds of paradise do not live on Java. The

centre of their habitat is New Guinea, where twenty-seven known species breed; while

three inhabit the northern and eastern parts of Australia, and one the Moluccas (Wallace,

'Ihe Malay Archipelago, pp. 419—440). Accordingly, the earliest opportunity of the

Javanese to become acquainted with birds of paradise was granted at the time when the

people of Java reached the Moluccas; and this was not the case before the middle of the

fourteenth century, when King Majapahit extended his power into those regions, as nar-

rated in the Old-Javanese poem Nagarakrctagaraa of the year 1365 (translated by II.

Kerx, Oe Indische Gids, Vol XXV, 1903, pj». 341— 300) As admitted by Stuesemann

in another article {ISovitates Zoolugicae, Vol. XXI, 1914, p 39), it was at that time that

the cassowary of Ceram was first introduced into Java (and it is Stresemann’s particular

merit that he rejected the old error that the original home of the cassowary, known to

the Chinese as huo chi [see Groexeveldt, 1. c
, pp 192, 193, 198, 253, 262;

was on Sumatra, Java, or Banda); but the same admission must Ijold good for birds of

paradise. Regarding the possibility of the importation of the dried skins for these birds

into China, compare F. W. K. Muller in 'Voung Pao, Vol. IV, 1893, pp. 82—83 (an

article not consulted by Stresemann, nor did he utilize Yulk*s important contribution to

the subject in his liobson-Jobson, p 95), wdth comments by lIlUTH [Pouiig Pao, Vol. V,

1894, pp 390—391) and Groeneveldt (ihid., Vol. VII, 1890, p. 114). This subject

would be deserving of a renew^ed and more profound investigation: the objections raised

by Ilirth and Groeneveldt to Muller^s thesis are by no means convincing to me, and at

all events will not terminate the discussion.

* IcLE and Burnell, Ilobson'Johson, p 27/. The introduction of cubchs into our

jjharmacop'jcia is due to the Arabic physicians of the middle ages.

* L !*eclerc, Traite des simples, Vol HI, p. 138.
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earliest authors cited by him
,
Ibn al-Heitsem, discriminates between two

varieties, a larger and a smaller one, the larger one being hahh al-arus

the smaller one falinja or falenja The latter kind is

treated by ibn al-Baitar, who has arranged his material in alphabetical order,

under a separate entry. ^ where Leclerc, the excellent translator of the Arabic

work, annotates, “Nous ignorons quelle est cette grain e, Ce n’est pas le ciibebe

ni la muscade. C’est la graine d’une plante qui croit dans I’lnde et atteint la

hauteur d’environ une coudee,” etc, Both the description given in the text

and the very name falenja leave no room for doubt that the vegetal product

in question is the vidahga of India. Arabic falenja is merely a reproduction

of this word, and the older Arabic articulation doubtless was filenga or filanga^

which is in perfect harmony with the Chinese transcription pi-Uu {len)-ga. ^

Hirth and Rockhili err in restricting the occurrence of Piper cubeha to

Java only. ^ According to Watt, * the plant is a native of Java and the

Moluccas, and is cultivated to a small extent in India (most probably due to

importation from the Archipelago). The well-informed Encyclopaedic van

NederlandscJi-Indie ^ states that the creeper occurs wild in Java and Borneo,

and is cultivated throughout the Dutch East Indies, being exported in large

quantities to Holland, where it receives its function in the pharmacopoeia. *

ChVm 'IVcing-k^i, as stated, refers the plant to Sumatra; and whetlier it grows

there or not, its ready-made product seems to have first reached the Chinese

from Sumatra rather than from Java. ** It is interesting to note that at the

same time cubebs had entered India; for Ibn-Khordailbeh, who wrote between

* Lkcleec, L Vol, in, p. 40, No. 1695.

* 111 view of the Arabic importation of both cubebs and vidahga from India and of

cubebs also from the Archipelago and China (see below), these two products ought to

have been included by G. Ferrand {Relatims de voyages et textes (juograptiiques arahes^

persans et turks relaiifs a VExtreme-Orient^ Vol. I, p. 234) in his list of Indian and

East-Asiatic products assembled from the great work of Ibn al-15aitar. It is gratifying,

at any rate, that Ferrand calls the special attention of ‘‘indianistes, sinologues et indo-

sinologues" to the translation of Leclerc, which **is not as well known as it ought to be.’*

The writer has ploughed through Leclerc*a work for the last fiftecu years, and has always

found it a most trustworthy, helpful, and inspiring companion.

^ They do not refer to Marco Polo, who mentions cubebs among the products of

Java (ed. of Yule and Coriueh, Vol. II, p. 272).

* Z. c., Vol. VI, pt. 1, p. 257.

" Vol. IT, p. 255.

® The Dutch name staartpeper (“tail-pepper'*) presents a literal translation of Malay

Itlda barekor^ or marica buntiU.

’ According to the Encyrl Brit. (Vol. VI I, p. 607), Piper cubeha is indigenous to

South Borneo, Sumatra, Prince of Wales Island, and Java.

20
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844 and 848, enumerates tliein among the export-articles of India. i Li Sun

the author of the Hat yao pOn ts'^ao in the sec-

ond half of the eighth century, quotes a work Kaang choK hi ^
{'‘‘Records of Kuang-tung'' ) as raying that cubebs grow in all maritime

countries and are identical with tender black peppei*. - Li Shi-chtm comments

that they are found in Hai-nan and all foreign countries (scil., of the south?).

Of greater importance is the fact that under the Sung dynasty tlie plant was

cultivated in the soil of Kuang-tung Province, as reported by Su Sung

- pen h^ao ^ In Persian, in Hin-

dustani, Bengali, and other Indian languages, cubebs are still called kahab-finl

vM"; fbat is, kabab from China. »

Garcia da Orta ^ supplies us with some information on this point, which

is interesting enough to be cited in extenso: “Tametsi cubebis raro in Europa

iitamur, nisi in conipositionibus : attamen apud Indus magnus earum in vino

maceratarum est usus ad excitandam venerem
5
turn etiam in laoa [Java] ad

exxalfacien<lum xentriculum. ' Appel latur hie fructus ab Arabibus metlicis Cu-

bebe et Quabeb: a vulgo Quabebechini : in laoa, ubi frequens nascitiir, Cuninc: ^

* G EfcRRAXD, 1. C.y Vol. I, p. 31.

(accotiliiig to another rea.l-

ing, ‘Hhe teiiderest of black pepper’’ iW tl* ^ Si: #1
Ibn Kostch, who wrote about 903, mentions

cubebs as products of the island Salilhat in the Archipelago; Masudi, as products of the

kingdom of the MahiTraja (G. Ffrraxd, 1. c, Vol I, pp 79, 99, 110).

'• F'inally the word pi-teng was transferred to a kind of wild pej)per

growing in Kuang-si, as stated in the ( /li icu ming shl Cu Hno

f(’h. 25
, p. 69) of 1838 (see Ekltsciinkidkk, Hot. Sin,, pt. 1,

p 72). This work contains also an illustration of the plant; so does the Cheng lei pen

Is^ao (Ch. 9, fol. 44), w’here it is entitled '’^pi'teng-de of Kuang-chou.”

^ See Yule in his edition of Marco Polo, Vol. II, p 391.

Latinized ab Horto. Garcia went to India in 1534 as physician of the Portuguese

Viceroy, and during thirty years made a most thorough study of Indian drugs, products,

and medicine The results of his labor \verc published at Goa, 15G3, under the title

‘*Colo(puos dos simples, e drogas e cousas medicinais, e assi dalguas frutas achadas iiella

India Oriental onde sc tratam algumas cousas tocantes a medicina, pratica, c outras cousas

boas para saber.” Only six copies of this original edition are said to be in existence. I

quote from the Latin edition of C. Clusius (p. Ill), published at Antwerp in 1567.

’ For the warming of the stomach, Acosta, who wrote a treatise on the drugs of

India in 1578, as quoted by Yule, says that the Indian physicians use cubebs as cordials

for the stomach.

® Javanese l?imuhas; Malayan temuKm
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a reliqiiiij Indis, praeterquam in Malayo, Cubabchini. Non est autein sortitus

hanc appellationem, quod in China nascatin\ quandoquidem ex Cunda ^ et laoa,

ubi plurimus est, in Chinam perferatur: sed quoniam Chinenses, qui Oceanum

Indicuin navigabant, hunc fructiun. quein in iam enumeratis insulis emerant,

cum aliis niercibus in alios inaris Indici poitiis et emporia deferebant.’’ Garcia,

accord ingl}-, regarded the Chinese only as the importer^ of the product, not

as its growers; and it may be admitted that the bulk of the Chinese impor-

tation into India traced its origin to the Archipelago. Garcia, however, never

visited China ; and we have no reason to question the accuracy of the Chinese

account claiming indigenous cultivation, which is amply confirmed bv modern

observers. In 1789 LouKErao, in his Flora CochincJiincasls^ pointed it ont a.s

being cultivateil in Indo*China. - F. P. Smith refers to the probable introduction

ot the species from Sumatra or Java into the province of Kuang-tung. Foubes

and Hemseev, in their comprehensive work on the systematic botany of the

East, state in regard to the species ^^named by them Litsca ca.hcha)^ “We
have only seen the fruit as it appears in commerce, and it is similar to that

of the ‘mountain pepper' of Central China (Lilsea pintgcns, HemsL), yet

evidently not the same, nor even a cultivated variety of it."

In the Tibetan-Chinese Li^t of Drugs Fa a Han yao

we meet the Sanskrit vidanga under No. 117 in the Tibetan transcription

hyi-la/ijia or hyi-ta/aja^^ explained through Chinese inan-kiaij-tbc MF
{ I itcx irifolia \ a plant growing abundantly in northern China, and furnish-

ing a black berry which is used in medicine. Hence the adju.stment with

vidanga was elfecte{l : indeed, ChS"n TsCing-kT remarks that the pi-feay^Fic

(vidanga), in their appearance, resemble the seeds of the wii-l'^uug

(k>tcrculi(( plataaifolia) and tliu.se of the )iUi?t-Ling. On the other hand, we

encounter in tlie same List of Drugs (No. 192) the Chinese term pi-tcag-L^ir

^ Mentical with Cunda, Suada (see Yule and Purnell, Hobson-Jobson, p. SObl).

^ IjRETsru.XEiDER, Earlj/ European Rosoarclics mfo the Flora of China, p. 171

^ Hournal of the Linnean Eociety (sect Botany), Voi. XXVI, p 3S0.

** Sec for the present Bketschneider, Hoi Sia., pt 1, p 104. I liope to give

shortly a bibliographical study of this work, which w’ould be too long to insert here.

My quotations from it refer to a critical edition (in manuscript) prepared bv me. The

substance of the work is embodied in A. Pozdnayev’s yHoouHKb TiiueTcKon Mc^uqiniLi

(Vol. I, pp StT— 301). A very poor and careless edition of it was published in 1013

by IIuuorrKR {Beifraye zur Kennfnis der chin^ sonie der iib-mong PharmaUdoyie),

Likewise in Mongol hyidahga (the addition of the letter y, as in Tibetan, denoting

paiatali/cd C). The word vidanga is not contained in the Mahavyutpatti, and it is not

known to me how old the Tibetan transcription is

® Bretschneideb, Bot, pt. 2, p. 357; Stuaht
,

Chinese 3laieria Medica

,

p. 457.
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JS. with a Tibetan equivalent rin~po~c'e myag. The first element

of this compound means “precious, valuable;” the word niyay^ not recorded

in our Tibetan dictionaries, still awaits explanation. It was not known hereto-

fore that the seeds of Piper cuheha or Emhclia ribes were employed in Lamaist

pharmacology, but to all appearances this seems to have been (or still to be)

the case.

The previous notes bear out the fact that it is not always sufficient to

define pharmacological terms of East-Asiatic languages merely by way of

determination of the specimens to which the technical terms at present relate,

but that philological and historical researches are indispensable in order to

reach a full understanding of the real facts. New associations of ideas were

formed when new products turned up and crossed the experience of an earlier

allied substance; new adaptations of terms were brought about, rallying most

diverse species under the same Hag.

B. Laufek.

‘ If S. W. Williams and his successors trauscribed this character c/ihty aud cycmj,

they were, as far as the modern language is concerned, quite correct; for the Tibetan-

Chincse work, in which the Chinese names aie transciibed in Tibetan letters for the

benefit of the Tibetans trading with Chinese in drugs, renders the character in question

by {^en.
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William Woodville ROCKHILL.

In ineiiiury uf Mr. RocUhill, whose useful and noble career was so buddenly

and lamentably ended at Honolulu on December 8, 1914, and with whom it

was my })rivilege to have been acquainted and to have corresponded for a

period extending over eighteen years, I take the liberty to add the following

data to the bibliograpliy of his works given by M. Cordier on ]»p. 1G2—iC4

of tills volume:

be traitc de femancipation ou Pruthnoksha-butra, traduit du tibctain. iUtviiti da i^hhioire

des relitjions, Vol. IX, IS84, pp. 3— 26, 167—201).

The Tibetan “lluudred Thousand Songs” of Milaraspa, a Biuhlhist Missionary of the

Eleventh Century. {Vroc. Am. Or. Sac., 1SS4, pp v— ix).

Notes on some of the haws. Customs, and Superstitions of Korea. {American Anlhi opologut

^

1891, pp. 177-187).

A Pilgrimage to the Great Buddhist Sanctuary of North China. {Atlantic Monthlg^

1895, pp. 758—769). [Interesting record of a visit to the Wu-t'ai shan.j

China’s Intercourse with Korea from the XVth Century to 1895 London (Luzac & Co.),

1905 (60 p ).

Diplomatic Audiences at the Court of (’hina. London (Luzac & Co ), 1905 (54 p.)

The last of Mr. RockhilTs literary jirodiicts is the edition of the C7n/ /’(Ui

elegantly printed at Tokyo with movable c(qiper types in one

volume, with English postscript, dated A[iril 1, 1914. Ou September 8, when

I conveyed to him my thanks for the copy which he had kindly addressed to

me, and expressed my satisfaction at this fine example of Japanese book-making,

be wrote me : “The book was published by the Kokumin shimbun Press at Tokyo

I had 250 copies struck olf; some of these I had sent to Kelly Sc Walsh at

Shanghai, others to Luzac Sc Co., London. I hope they reached them safely,

but I have not yet heard. I am much plea^^ed that you like the way the

book was printed, I rather like it myself.” Mr. Hockhill was a rare type of

scholar, singularly broad-minded, and equipped with common sense and an

unusually wide knowledge of all people^ of the Far East. \\\s Life of the Budd/ia

will remain a household book with all of us: and his four great works devoted

to Tibet, the goal of bis lifelong ambition, will continue to serve as an inex-

haustible mine of valuable information, with their solid fund of geographical
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arnl etlinological Jata. Bei^ides his -sviitings he left two lasting monnrnents,—

a

remarkable collection of Tibetan objects housed in the U. S. National Museum

;

and the nucleus of a Tibetan, Mongol, and Chinese Library, belonging to the

treasures of the Library of Congress in Washington,—the interests of which

he ahvays furthered with a liberal spirit. Mr. Rockhill was a man of extreme

modesty, and seldom talked about himself and his achievements. He received

no honors from this country, but indeed he craved none; and it is decidedly

to his credit that he w’as ne\er chosen by a university for an honorary degree.

It is painful to think that at the end of his life liis di[>lomatic ser\ices were

\ allied more highly by China than by his own Government.

B. Laufeh.

John ROSS.

Le Rev. John Ross qui avait appartenu a la United Presbyterian Church

of Scotland est rnort age de 73 ans, le 7 aout 1915 a Edimboui’g. II etait ar-

rive a Tche fou a I’automne de 1872, mais les rnissionnaires etant fort nom-

hreux dans ce port, il se rendit a Nieou tchouang ou ne se trouvait quTm agent

de la Societe biblique ecossaise. Ross ouvrit une ccole de gargons et en 1873,

une chapelle dans une boutique; plus tard il se rendit a Moukden. II etait

rentre en Europe, il y a cinq ans. 11 a public un certain nombre d’ouvrages,

la plupait relatifs a la Mandchourie et a la Corre. H. C.

— Visit to the Corean Gate, (^Chinese Utcorder, V, 1874, pp. 347—354.)

— History of Corea Ancient and Modern with description of manners and customs, language

and geography. Maps and Illustrations. Paisley; J. and IL Parlane, s.d. [1879], in*8,

pp, xi[~404.

— Corea. Review^ XVI, pp 19—25)

— The Gods of Corea. {Ckinesa Recorder^ XIX, Feb. 1888, pp. 89— 92).

— The Products of Corea. {Ibid., April 1888, pp 165— 167)

— The Corean Language. {China Review, VI, pp. 395— 403),

— Corean Primer, being Lessons in Corean on all ordinary subjects, transliterated on the

principles of the “Mandarin Primer”, by the same Author. Shanghai: American

Presbjleriau Mission Press, M UCCCLXXV JI, iu-S, pp. 89.

— Korean Speech with Grammar and Vocabulary. New Edition. Shanghai and Hongkong,

Kelly & Walsh, 18S2, in-8, pp 101.

— The K»sc and Progress of the Manjow's. {Chinese Recorder, VII, 1870, pp 155— 168,

235— 24S, 315—329; VIII, 1877, 1-24, 197—208, 301— 3S0).

— The Manchus, or the reigning Dynasty of Ciiina: their Rise and Progress. Maps and

Illustrations. Paisley: J. and R. Parlane, 1880, in-8, pp. xxxn—751.

— Cheaper Edition. London: Elliot Stock, 1891, in-8, pp 751.

— Notes on Manchuria. {Ibid

,

VI, 1875, pp. 214—221).

— History of the Manchurian Mission. (Chinese Ruorder, XVIIf, 1887, pj), 255—263).

— Missionary Arithmetic {Ibid,, XX I H, Dec 1892, j)p 568— 570)

— Manchuria. [With a Map] {ScoIIish Geutj, Mag., XI, 1895, pp 217—231).

— Mandarin Primer: being Easy Lessons for Beginners, Transliterated According to the

European Mode ot Using Roman Letters. Shanghai: American Presbyterian Mission

Press, 1876, in-8, pp. vm— 122.

1877, in-8, pp. vm— 122.
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Georges DEMASUR.

Nons avons le regret d’annoncer la niort de Georges Marie Leon Demasur,

Arohitecte Pensionnaire de Tlicole Franraiije d’Extrenie-Orient a Hanoi, Sergent

Mitraiileur an 4“'" Pieginient Golonial Mixte, tue, an coiirs tPun combat de nuit,

du P'' an 2 Mai, a Seddul-Bahr, aux Dardanelles, dans sa 28^" annee.

n. c.
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LIVRES NOUVEAUX.

Nous avous re9u des Boiiaiies niaritimes chinoises: Returns

of Trade and Trade Reports^ 1913. — Part 11. — Port Trade

Statistics and Reports, — Vol. II. — Yangtze Ports (Chuugking to

Chinkiaug) [Renferme un plan du port de Tchenkiang. — Vol. III. —
Central Ports (Shanghai to Wenchow). — Vol. IV. — Southern Coast

Ports (Santuao to Pakhoi). — Vol. V. — Frontier Ports {Lungchow

to Yatuug). — Part III. — Analysis of Foreign Trade, Vol. 1. Im-

ports, — Vol. II. — Exports^ with Appendix,

— Index to Annual Trade Reports^ 1903—1907, 1908— 1912.

— List of Lighthouses^ Light-Vessels^ Buoys and Beacons on the Coast

and Rivers of China

^

1915.

— Returns of Trade and Trade Reports^ 1914. — Parti. — Report

on the Foreign Trade of China^ and Abstract of Statistics, Le revenu

total de 1014 a ete de H.tls. 38.91 7.525 contre H.tls. 43.969.853

en 1913. La population etrangere en Chine eu 1914 etait de

164.807 personnes, dont 84948 japonais, 56319 russes, 8914

anglais, 4365 americains, 3013 allemands, 1864 fran5ais, 3187

portugais, 202 autrichiens, 16 hongrois, 409 italiens, 258 nor-

vegiens, 279 espagnols, 216 suedois, 218 hollaudais, 330 danois,

etc.; il y avait 3421 maisons etraugeres. Le change etait 3 fr. 45

par Hai kouau tael.
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Nous sonmies heureux de coostater Tactivile du Directeur des

Vari^th sinologiques. Nous avons re^u en meme temps les volumes

suivants:

La continuation de Timportant ouvrage da R. P. Henri Doue:

Rechercites suv les Superstitiojis en Chine. No. 36. La Lecture des

Talismans chinois. Explication de ceux qui ont paru dans la premiere

partie des « Recherches » , T. V. — No. 39. 11^ Partie. Le Pantheon

chinois Tomes VT, VIL No. 42, T. VIIL

No. 40. Notice, historique snr les T*oan Jj ou Cercles de Sm

tcheou foil de Ou~Toan ^ — Par le P. Etienne

(Zi), S.J.

No. 43. 0 ;ii ® ^ B Carte du Se-Tch'ouan

OccidentaL Levee en 1908 — 1910 par le R. P. Fran 9ois Roux

de la Societe des Missions etrangeres de Paris et reconi-

pensee par la Societe de Geographic de Paris.

Le Bulletin de VEeole francaise d^ Extreme-Orient., T. XIV, No. 7,

renferrne Les Tomheaux des Njnijen Richard Oubanu, Ad-

ministrateur des Services civils.

Nous avons re9u les travaux suivants de Pliistitut Oriental

de Vladivostok:

1915, — NO. 1. — To>n, 50 ii, nhin. 2 * 11 . II. 11. [llMimTi*. OnT>i rii Man,vi|)nncKon

rpaM>iaTi!KM. TV. ni>Hi. 2*h. II^v 2-e.

1915. — NO. 2 — ToMb 52-u, ni>iri. l-ii. II. II. UlMii^Tb OiibiTb Man^cipiiiicKoii

rpaMMciTUKH II, iu>in. 2-ii. 2t‘.

1915. — No 3 — Tu.mI) oO-u. B. M. Men,uaim>. Ilcropijt cioi yiiara iiTj Hiioiiiii,

Kii. 5 -h.

1915. — NO. 4. — TomTi 52-ii, ahiii. 2-ii II. 11. llf.Mn,vrt>. Ohm iTj Man.v^pnncKuii

1 pa.MMaTHKH. III. Ili^. 2-e.

The Jovrnal of the Siam Society Vol. XI, Part I, paru en

Aout 1914, mais qui vieut d’arriver a Paris, renferrne outre les

ac tes d e la Societe: Un ojfi rial Mission of John Aforna n^ by 0

.
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Frankfukter ; Hybrid Dipterocarpns^ by A. F. G. Kerr; Small

P<xc^ Vaccination and the New Vaccination Law in Siam^ by H.

Campbell Highet.

M, Ch. Gbavkele nous a adresse de Phnom Penh, une etude

ecoaomique sur La Valenr du Camhodge qui est particulierement

interessante, En void les conclusions: « Phnom-Penh, la capitale,

groupant presqu’uu vingtieme de la population du royaume, avec

plus de 70,000 habitants, c’est-a-dire a egalite avec Saigon, n’at-

tend plus que les deruiers progres, de remblais et d’assainisseraent,

tout a fait promis depuis trois ans, mais de realisation lente et

retardee, qui en feront la plus belle et la plus salubre des villes

indochinoises. Son Budget se monte a present a 551.874 piastres,

celui de Saigon est de uu million de piastres. Cholon dispose de

915,000 piastres, avec 150,000 habitants, Hanoi de 682,000 piastres,

avec 85,000 habitants, Haiphong de 357,000 piastres avec 50,000

habitants. Tout est encourageant dans ces coustatations et dans les

rapprochements, du royaume protege avec les autres pays de ITndo-

chine.

«Ce que j’ai voulu etablir dans cet «Essai economique», et ce

que je crois avoir suflSsamment demontre — en laissant a tons les

bous vouloirs, a toutes les competences, Poccasiou de s’exercer sur

les memes questions, la faculte de me completer et de me corriger —
c’e&t que le Cambodge ne tieut pas encore, au soleil colonial et

frangais, la place a laquelle lui douneut droit des merites incontes-

tables, ancieus deja, faciles a etablir, impossibles a meconnaitre, et

qui font de lui, relativement, le pays le plus riche sans doute de

ITndochine. Assurement il ne manque a la Terre Khmere que d’etre

connue davautage, pour qu’elle cesse eufiu d’etre la Cendrillon de

uotre Extreme-Orient fran5ais>.
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Vieut cle paraitre chez Plou-Nourrit le premier fascicule clu

Dictionunlre Camhodgien- public par M. Joseph Guksdon,

Ancien Missioiinaire apostolique au Camboclge sous les auspices de

la Commission arclieologique de riudochiiie du Ministere de Tln-

structioD publique et des Beaux-Arts.

Sous les memes auspices la librairie Ernest Leroux vient de

publier la premiere livraison (11 planches) de I’ouvrage: Les

inenis du Cainlodge Etudes d'Architecture khtnhe Puhliees par L.

Dkla PORTK D'apres les documents rccueillis au cours des deux missions

qu'il a dirig^es cn 1S7H et —18SS et de la mission compl^mentaire

de M Faraut, en 18/4—1<S75,



CHRONIQUE.

Nous extniYons riu Tcmjys du Moi 1915 les renseignements suivants sur

Les accords sino-japonais.

L’arnbaijsade dii Japon a Paris a bien voulu nous comrnuniquer la tencur

exacte des dernandes adressres jjar son gouverneruent a la Rrpublique cbiuoibc,

ainsi que le j^rojot revise aiiquel le cabinet de Peking a fini par adlierer diuiancbe

a !a suite de Ibiltirnatuin qui Jui a\ait etc adi’esse jeudi dernier. Nous en

extrayons les donnees suivantes.

I. — Le prqjet revise niaintierit, sauf de legeies ruotlificaiious, les [>reuiieres

dernandes I'elatives a la province du Chan Tonng qui otaient concues coninie

suit

:

1" Reconnaissance par la Chine de toiites les dispositions que le Japon ar-

ivterait a\ec rAMemagne pour le regleinent de tons les droits, interets, con-

cessions, etc., que, en vertu de traites ou autrenient, rAlletnagne a vis-a-vis

de la Chirie i'elativernent a la province du Clean Tonng;

Kngagement pai* la Chine de n’alicnei* ni conceder a bail, sous quelque

pretexte que ce soit, tout ou partie de la province du Chan Toung, y couipris

les lies situees [)res de la cbte de cette province;

'S'" Concession [)ar la Chine an Japon du cheinin de fer devant relier

Tchefou ou Longkeou a la voie terive entre Kiao-Tcheon et Tsi-nau-Fon;

Ouvertures de villes princi pales de la province du Chan Tonng a la

residence et an commerce dos etiangers.

II — Voici la partie relative a la Mandchourie meridionale et a la Mon-

gmlie interieure orientale:

a) Piolongation do fiuatre-vingt-dix-neuf ans du terme du bail de Port-

Arthur et Dalny et des ternies des cliemins de ter sur-mandcliuui ien et Ngan

toung-Monkden

:

b) Les sujets japonais pourrout, en Mandchoiiiie mondionale acheter on

prendre a bail des tenains taut pour la construction de batiments de diverses

especes uecessaiies an commerce et a rindustrie que [lonr enti'e[)rises agricoles;

c) Les sujets juponais aurout la liberte d’entrer, de voyager et <le resider

on >randchourie meridionale et de s'y hvi'er aux diverses atl’aires commerciales,

industrielles ou autres;
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d) En ce qiii touche les dispositions des h et c susmentionnes, les sujets

japonais devjoiit produire devant les autorites locales chinoises des passeports

dument d/divres et qui seront enregistres par les dites autorites. IIs devront,

en outre, se conform er aux lois et reglements chinois de police approuves par

les consuls japonais, et payer aux autorites chinoises les taxes egalement ap-

prouvees par les consuls japonais.

En matiere civile et criminelle, le consul japonais, loi-sque le defendeur est

sujet japonais, et le fonctionnaire chinois, lorsque le defendeur est citoyen chi-

iioisj seront respectivement appeles a statuer. Le consul japonais et le function-

naire chinois pourront, reciproqucment, envoyer leur representant pour suivre

le proces de I'autre et y veiller.

Toutefois, les affaires civiles entre Japonais et Chinois concernant les ter-

rains seront jugees conjointement par le consul japonais et le fonctionnaire

chinois, d’apres les lois et les coutumes locales de la Chine. II reste entendu

que, lorsque le systeme judiciaire sera a I’avenir cornpletement reforine dans

ces regions, toutes les affaires civiles et crirninelles auxqnelles sera mele uii

sujet japonais seront cornpletement reglees par les tribunaux chinois.

En ce qui concerne la MongoUe interieure orientale, le gouvernement japo-

nais deinande au gouvernement chinois: a) d’autoriser des entreprises inixtes

<le Japonais et de Chinois dans ragriculture et ses industries auxiliaires; b) de

coiibulter, en premier lieu, le Japon dans le cas ou la Chine voudrait contracter

taut des emprunts de chernins de fer que des emprunts gages sur des taxes;

c) d’augmenter le nombre des villes ouvertes.

III. — En ce qui concerne la Compagnie llan-Ye-Ping, le gouvernement

chinois s’engagera: a) a approuver Tari'angernent qui pourrait ultcrieurement

etre conclu entre la compagnie et des capitalistes japonais pour rexploitatioii

rnixte de cette com[)agnie: 1)) a ne pas confisquer la compagnie: c) a ne pas

la nationaliser .‘^ans le consenteinent des capitalistes japonais intcresses: d) a ne

perinettre a la compagnie de contracter aucun eniprunt autre que des emprunts

japonais.

IV. — En ce qui concerne la non-alienation des cotes chinoises, le gou-

vernement inqjerial seia satisfait de la dcclaiation, telle qidelle est siiggeree

par le gouvernement chinois.

V. Quant a la province du Eoukien, le gouvernement chinois sVngagera,

sous uue forme quelconque, a ne pas conceder le droit d’etablir des chan tiers

de construction, des depots de cliarbon. des stations navales ou tout autre

etablissement militaii e, sur les cotes de la province du Eoukien : il n'autorisera

non plus a construire, sur le littoral de cette province, aucun etablissement de

ce genre avec des capitaiix ct rangers.

Ajonlons qu’en ce qui concerne d’antres demandes fonniilees danscerncine

groupe V, le Japon, pour facilitcr Tacceptation de la Chine, a consenti sponta-

nement a en faire Tobjet de pourparlers ultf'iieurs. Ces demandes sont les

suivuntes:
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a) Le gnu \erneiiient clunois, en cas de nncessite u Tavenir, engagera de-;

cunseillers juponais; h) dans le cas oil les sujets japonai.s desireraient acholer

oil prendre a bail des terrains pour etablir des ecoles et des b6{)itaux a I'in-

tnrieur de la Chine, le goiivernement cbinois leur accordera I’autorisation dunt

il s’agit: c) le gouvernernent cbinois enverra plus tard au Japon ses ofiicieis

inilitaires en vue de faire directenient des arrangements avec les autorites ini-

litaires japonaUes, pour I’achat d’armes du Japon ou pour la creation d*un ar-

senal en Chine sous une administration sino-japonaise : d) ou bien le gouver-

nernent cbinois accordera au Japon la concession des chemins de fer desiree

dans la Chine meridionale, au cas ou il dev lend ra it cl air qu’aucune objection

ne serait soulevee a ce sujet de la part de nul autre pays, ou bien il s’ab-

stiendra de faire avec tout autre pays des arrangements sur les Hgnes de

chemins de fer en question, jusqu’a ce que le Japon puisse, independamment

des presentes negociations avec la Chine, arriver a un accord avec la pai’tie

dont les inter^ts, dans Topinion du gouvernernent cbinois.' s’opposeraient aux

lignes proposees; c) la question de la liberte de predication pour les mission-

naires Japonais sera laissee a des negociations ulterieures. Mentionnons en outre

que la proposition pour la police mixte sino-japonaise en Chine a ete retiree.

L’ambassadeur du Japon fait remarquer que son gouvernernent a eu soin

d’ecarter ce qui poiivait etre en contradiction avec les principes d’integritr

territoriale, d’ogalite de traitement et de porte ouverte, qu’a di verses leprises,

le Japon a declares au sujet de la Chine.

L’unique souci du gouvernernent japonais, Inrsqu’il presenta au rnois de

janvier dernier ses demandes au gouvernernent cbinois «etait de sauvegarder

pour toujours la paix en Extivme-Oj‘ient. Il entendait poui’suivre ce but, en

ajustant d’une part, la nouvelle situation creee par la guerre entre le Japon et

TAllemagne, et d’antre part, en consolidant les bases des relations amicales

entre le Japon et la Chine par le reglement de diverses questions, causes de

malentendus entre les deux pays voisins ».



ASBESTOS AND SALAMANDER.

AN ESSAY IN CHINESE AND HELLENISTIC FOLK-LORE.

BY

BERTHOLD LAUPER.

It is my object, not to write a history of asbestos and its

application with reference to human culture, but to unravel the

curious traditions entertained by the Chinese regarding this mar-

vellous production of nature, and to correlate their notions of it

with the corresponding thoughts of the ancients, the Syrians and

Arabs, and of mediaeval Europe. Without due consideration of the

Western folk-lore, the Chinese traditions, the elements of which are

thoroughly based on Occidental ideas, would forever remain a sealed

book. We are indebted to A. Wylie * for a most scholarly study.

Asbestos in China^ which contains an almost complete array of

Chinese sources relative to the subject; in fact, without his energetic

pioneer-labor, the present investigation could not have been carried

to the point to which it has now attained. My obligations to him

for his able research-work are acknowledged in each and every case.

The present state of science, however, has permitted me to go far

beyond the results which Wylie was able to reach a generation ago.

Wylie ‘S merely noted in the most general way that the accounts

* Chinese Researches, section iii, pp. 141—154 (Shanghai, 1897).

* L. c., p. 149.

31
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of the Chinese corroborate the statements of ancient classical writers,

mainly emphasizing the point that the Chinese, in the same manner

as the ancients, mention handkerchiefs or napkins woven from asbestos.

Xo attempt, however, was made by him to explain all the curious

lore that was lavishly accumulated on top of this subject. Here

Wylie ^ merely offered the remark, "The speculations of native

writers as to the material of which it was made will probably not

be thought equally worthy of credit with the bare recital of facts

which came under their notice. In early times they appear not to

have suspected that it was a mineral product, but have contented

themselves with applying to the animal and vegetable kingdoms

respectively for a solution of the diflGculty/" From the viewpoint

of comparative folk-lore and Chinese relations with the West, these

speculative theories which partially take their root in Hellenism

certainly present most attractive material for study. Further, Wylie’s

representation of the matter suffers from various defects. It is not

well arranged in chronological or any other order, and the sources

are not sifted critically. Moreover, as admitted by himself, he did

not succeed in identifying most of the geographical terms to be

found in the Chinese texts. - At present this task is greatly

facilitated, chiefly thanks to P. Pelliot’s learned researches, which

form the basis of many an important conclusion reached on the

following pages. The geographical point of view is indispensable

in this case, as only in this manner is it possible to trace the routes

over which ideas have wandered.

By "asbestos” we understand the fibrous varieties of tremolite,

actinolite, and other kinds of amphibole, the fibres of which are

sometimes very long, fine, flexible, and easily separable by the fingers,

* L. c., p. 144,

AUo Hirtii {China and the Roman Ormit^ p. 252) confessed tliat he was unable
at the time when he wrote (1885) to identify these names.
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and look like flax. The colors vary from white to green and wood-

brown. The name "amiantus” is now applied usually to the finer

and more silky kinds. Much that is called asbestos is chrysotile,

or fibrous serpentine. ^ Asbestos, then, is a term of generic character,

applied to the peculiar fibrous form assumed by several minerals,

and not a name given to any one particular species; the asbestiform

condition being simply a peculiar form under which many minerals,

especially serpentine, occasionally present themselves. The varieties

of asbestos are very numerous. They are all silicates of lime and

magnesia or alumina, and commonly occur in crystalline rocks of

metamorphic origin. The most valuable property of asbestos, its

infusibility, is due to the large proportion of magnesia in its com-

position, which, like lime, has proved absolutely infusible at the

highest temperatures attainable in furnaces or otherwise. Under

the blowpipe a single fibre will fuse into a white enamelled glass

or opaque globule, but in the mass some varieties have been known

to resist the most intense heat without any visible effect. Chrysotile,

however, if exposed for some time to long-continued heat, will lose

somewhat of its tenacity and silkiness, and become rough and brittle.

The word "asbestos,’’ then, in its present loosely-defined significance,

is rather a commercial than a mineralogical term, and covers at

least four distinct minerals, having in common only a fibrous

structure and more or less fire and acid proof properties. ^ It will

be well to keep this in mind, as it cannot be expected that the

Greek, Roman, Arabic, and Chinese writers, in their accounts of

asbestos, should have in their minds a uniform and well-defined

mineralogical species.

* E. S. Dana, System of Mineralogy, p. 389 (New York, 1893).

* K. H. Jones, Asbestos, its Properties, Occurrence, and Uses, pp. 13, 22, 23 (London,

1890).

“ G. P. Mekrill, 2loies on Asbestos and Asbestiform Minerals {Proc. V, S, Nat, Mus,,

VoL XVIII, 1895, p. 281).
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Asbestos in Classical Antiquity.

—

It is possible that Theophrastus

(372—287 B.c.) ^ makes mention of asbestos, although this name does

not appear in his writings. He states, ‘Hn the mines of Scaptesylae

is found a stone, in its external appearance resembling rotten wood,

which is kindled by oil poured over it; when the oil is consumed,

the stone itself ceases to burn, as though it were not affected by fire.’'

Theophrastus discusses in this connection the different effects which

the action of fire may bring about upon stones; but while he may

have had asbestos in mind, this conclusion is by no means forcible.

Others hold, for instance, that he speaks here of bitumen, ^ and this

view seems more probable.

Strabo (circa 63 b.c,— a.d, 19; x, 1, § 6) states that ^4n the

quarries near Carystus, at the foot of Mount Ocha in Euboea, is

extracted a stone which is combed like wool, and spun and woven

;

of this substance, among other things, are made napkins {x^ipofjLotKrpx)

which, when soiled, are thrown into the fire, and whitened and cleaned,

in the same manner as linen is washed." ^

* I)e lapidibus^ 17 (opera ed, F. Wimmfr, p. 1313).

^ John Hill, in his still veiy usctul work Theophrastus's Ilisiory of Stones with an

Efifjlisk Verslo7i, and Critical and Philosophical Notes (p. 40, Loudon, 1746), makes the

following interesting comment on this passage: “It is much to be questioned whether

this was the true oiiginai leading, and genuine sense of the author; in all probability

some errors in the old editions have made this passage expiess what the author never

meant to say. The substance, and indeed the only substance desciibed by the other an-

cient natuialists as resembling rotten wood, is the gagates or jet before mentioned among

the bitumens; but that has no such quality as the author has here ascribed to this stone

of Scaptesylae. The ancients, it is to be observed, had a common opinion of the bitumens,

that the hie of them was increased by water, and extinguished bv oil; and very probably

this was the sentiment originally deliveied here by the author, however errors upon errors

in different copies of his works may since have altered the sense of them. The stone

itself was probably a bitumen of the lapis Thracius kind, as the place from whence it

has its name was a town of that country,’*

^ Compare F. de Mely, Lapidaires grecs, p. 14. Carystus (now Castel Rosso) was

a city situated at the southern extremity of the island of Euboea, south of the mountain

Ocha Cnow St. Elias). It w'as there that in 490 b.c. the Persian expedition under Datia

and Artapheines landed (Hekodotus, vi, 99). At the time of Plutarch the mine was

exhausted (see below). Celebrated was the marble of Carystus (mentioned also by Strabo),
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Dioscorides (v, 156) of the first century a.d., who designates

asbestos by the name "amiant,” ‘ says that this stone is found on

Cyprus, and resembles alum, that may be cleft ((rryTrTjjp/^ ^

Being fiexible, it is made by traders into tissues for the theatre.

Thrown into the fire, they flame up, but come out more resplendent

without having been attacked by the fire.
^

Apollonius Dyscolus, who lived in the first half of the second

century a.d., has the following interesting notice on asbestos :
^

"Sotacus, in his treatise on stones, ^ says in regard to the stone

called Carystius ^ that it has woolly and downy excrescences, and

that napkins are spun and woven from this mineral. It is twisted

also into lamp-wicks which emit a bright light and are inexhaustible. *

When these napkins are soiled, their cleaning is performed not by

means of washing in water, but brush-wood is burnt, the napkin

the quarries of which are still preserved (see Lenz, Mineralogie dcr alien Griechen uud

Horner^ p. 59).

^ Greek ximix'jtoq (“undefilable”), from fj.ixh(a (‘‘to soil, defile”).

* Regarding alum see M. Bertiielot, Collection des anciens alchimisies grc€8,\o\Ay

p. 237.

^ F. 1>E Mely, /. c., p. 24. The Arabic version (L. Leclerc, Traiie des simplesy

Vol. II, p. 414) says that it resembles the alum of Yemen, and speaks of tissues without

reference to theatrical use. J. Yates {Textrimim Antiqiwrum, p, 359) remarks that the

epithot may have referred to that variety of asbestos which is now' called

mountain-leather and commonly found with the fibrous asbestos.

** Uistoriae mirabileSy xxxvi [Rerum naturalium scriptores Graeci minores, ed. Keli.eb,

Vol. p. 52).

^ A work which is lost now. Solacus lived in the third or peihaps even tow'ard

the close of the fourth century b.c. lie is cbiefl\ known to us from quotations in Pliny who

cites him on seven occasions. Judging from the exact definitions of localities which he

gave in order to determine stones and jew'els according to their origin, he appears to

have travelled a good deal in Hellas and on the Greek islands. The then known world

from India to Britannia and Aethiopia supplied him wfitli mateiial for observations; and

his definitions, as we see from Pliny, were accepted as models by subsequent scholars.

He dealt also with the employment of the single stones, particularly in medicine and

magic (compare F. SrsEMiHL, Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur in der Alexandrinerzeity

Vol. I, pp. 860—861).

* That is, stone from Carvstus (see the above citation from Strabo).

’ Hence arose the name asbestos (xcrlSes-ro;) which means “inextinguishable.”
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ia question is placed over this fire, and the squalor flows ofif;
'

while the cloth itself comes forth from the fire brilliant and pure,

and is again utilized for the same purposes. The wicks remain

burning with oil continually without being consumed. The odor

of such a wick, when burnt, tests and detects the presence of

epilepsy in persons. ^ This stone is produced in Carystus, from

which place it received its name; in great abundance, however, on

Cyprus, as you go from Geraudrus to Soli, ^ under rocks to the

left of Elmaeum. At the time of the full moon the stone increases,

and again it decreases with the waning of the moon.” ^

Pausanias (t, 26) narrates that the golden lamp made by Calli-

machus for the temple of Athene Polias in the Acropolis of Athens,

which was kept burning day and night, had a wick of Carpasian

flax {^hou KxpTTixtTiov), the only kind of flax that is indestructible

by fire, Plutarch (circa a.d, 46— 120), in his De oraculorum defectu^

^ Tliis is a correct estimation of the process. The throwing into the hre of asbestine

cloth, narrated in so many texts, Western and Eastern, is of course not to be taken

literally; the cloth was simply put over a charcoal fire. There is no reason to accede

to the opinion of J. T. Donald {Some Misconceptions concerning Asbestos, Engineering

and Mining Journal, Vol. LV, 1899, p. 250) that these stories *^are to a large extent

mythical; certainly, if true, the articles in question were not made of asbestos.”

* Pliny' (xxvni, 68, § 226) says the same about the smell arising from burnt goat’s

horns or deer's antlers (morbum ipsum deprehendit caprini cornus vel cervini usti nidor).

^ A city on the north coast of C\prus.

“* A similar observation is referred by Pltny (xxxvii, 67, § ISl) to the selenitis

(“moon-stone”), which contains an image ot the moon, and reflects day by day the form

of this luminary while waxing and waning, if this is true (selenitis .. .imaginem lunae

continens, redditque ea in dies singulos ciescentis minuentisque sideris speciem, si verum

est). According to Dioscobides (v, 159), the selenitis is found at night at the time of

the waxing moon, and, pulverized, the stone is administered to epileptics. It thus seems

that the last clause of Apollonius, as well as his reference to epilepsy, were inspired by

traditions pertaining properly to selenitis. The latter, in my opinion, denotes a variety

of mica, and it will he seen that the Chinese also know of a stone in which notions of

mica and asbestos are blended. Ibn al-Baitar, in his Arabic rendering of Dioscorides'

Materia Medica, tianslated the Greek amiantos by al-talk (that is mica, not our talc).

® Asbestos from the vicinity of Carpasus, a town in the north-east corner of Cyprus,

now called Carpas.
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mentions napkins, nets, and kerchiefs of this material, but adds

that it was no longer found in his time, only thin veins of it, like

hairs, being discoverable in the rock. * There was further asbestine

cloth for enveloping the ashes of cremated bodies, as stated by Pliny,

As in other matters, so likewise on asbestos we owe to Plinv the

most detailed notes.

Pliny knew asbestos of two localities,— Arcadia and India.

That found in the mountains of Arcadia is of an iron color. - He

has the following notice regarding asbestine cloth: ^‘An invention

has been made of a kind of material which cannot be consumed

by flames. It is styled dive,’ and I have seen at banquets table-

cloths made from it and burning over a fire. When the dirt was

thus removed, they came forth from the fire brighter than water

would have cleaned them. Funeral garments are made of this stutf

for the kings to separate the ashes of the body from those of the

pyre. This substance is found in the deserts of India scorched by

the sun, where no rains fall, in the midst of deadly serpents, and

thus becomes accustomed to live ^ in the blaze. It is but rarely

found, and difficult to weave owing to the shortness of its fibres.

Its color is red by nature, and becomes white only through the

action of fire. When found in its crude state, it equals the price

of excellent pearls. In consequence of its natural properties it is

called by the Greeks ashestinon.
^ Aiiaxilaus is responsible for the

statement that a tree enveloped by this linen is felled without the

* Among; the Greek alchemists the word “asbestos’^ assumed the significance “lime

thus Zosimus wrote a treatise on the latter under the title “Asbestos” BEiiTiiELOr,

Origines de Valchimie^ p. 185).

* Asbestos in Arcadiae raontibus nascitur coloris ferrei (xxxvir, 54, ^ 146).

^ There

\

this description accounts for the above attribute “live” {viviim),

^ That is, inextinguishable, inconsumable,

® A physician and Pythagorean philosopher who was banished by the Emperor Augustus

in 28 B.c. on a charge of practising magic.
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blows of the axe being audible. Hence this linen occupies the fore-

most rank the world over."'
^

In another passage Pliny mentions amiantus as resembling alum

[nlumen) in appearance,^ and losing nothing from the agency of fire.

It resists all practices of sorcery, particularly those of the Magi. ^

The notes of the ancients are very plain, but deficient in facts.

They give us the localities where asbestos was found, state the kind

of products made from it, and point out its power of resistance to

fire. We hear nothing, however, about the mode of mining the

mineral, or preparing, spinning, and weaving its fibres. ^ Above all,

it should be borne in mind that no theory regarding the origin

and nature of asbestos is handed down to us from classical an-

tiquity. Pliny's idea that its fire-resisting quality is bred by the

tropical sun of India, can hardly be regarded as such, and is no

more than an expression of his personal opinion. Several authors,

it is true, have ascribed to Pliny a belief in the vegetal origin of

asbestos, but this is an unfounded assumption. Dana ^ peremptorily

says that Pliny supposed asbestos to be a vegetable product. Bostock

and Riley, ^ pointing to the word mappa^ as boldly assert that "he

* Inventum iam est etiam quod ignibus non absumeretur. Vivum id vocant, arden-

lesque in focis conviviorum ex eo vidimus mapjjas sordibus exustis splendescentes igni

magis quam possent aquis. Regum inde funebrcs tunicae corporis favillam ab reliquo

separant cinere. Nascitur in desertis adustisque sole Indiae, ubi non cadunt imbres, inter

diras serpentes, adsuescitque vivere ardendo, rarum inveutu, difficile textu propter brevitatem.

Rufus de cetero colos spleodescit igni. Cum inventum est, aequat pretia excellentium

margaritarum. Vocatur autem a Graeeis u'r^i'rnvov ex argumento naturae. Anaxilaus

auctor est linteo eo circumdatam aiborem surdis ictibus et qui non exaudiantur caedi.

Ergo huic lino prinsipatus in toto oibe (XiX, 4).

* Aulus Gjellius {Nodes atiicae circa a.d. 1751 xv, 1) mentions a wooden tower for

the defence of the Piraeus, which could not be set oa fire by Sulla, because it was coated

with alum.

^ Amiantus alumini similis nihil igni deperdit. Hie veneficiis resistit omnibus, pri-

vatim Magorum (xxxvr, 31, § 139).

^ Blumneb, Technologies Vol. I, 2d ed., p. 205.

* Sgsiem of Mineralogy

^

p. 389.

* Natural History of Pliny, Vol. Ill, p. 136.
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evidently considers asbestos to be a vegetable, and not a mineral

production."’ ^ Pliny indeed makes no statement whatever to the

effect that asbestos is a plant or the product of a tree, as we hear,

for instance, in China
;
neither is there any such testimony in any

other classical source. On the contrary, all Greek authors distinctly

speak of asbestos as a mineral. Moreover, Pliny most positively

regarded both asbestos and araiantus as minerals
;
otherwise he would

not have listed them, as we have seen, in his books xxxvi and xxxvii,

which are devoted to mineralogy. For this reason I am convinced

that throughout classical antiquity asbestos was considered as nothing

but a mineral substance. This is most strongly corroborated by the

fact that the ancients were familiar with at least three mines in

their own dominion,—Carystus, Cyprus, and Arcadia; and the people

who mine asbestos are assuredly familiar with its true nature, and

cannot possibly believe in its vegetal provenience. Pliny has inserted

his principal notice of asbestos in his book on textiles, because it

was as a textile that the substance was chiefly utilized and known.

Certainly this textile deserved the name 'Minen in fact, it could

not have been termed anything else. We ourselves still speak of

asbestos- cloth, and entertain no thought of a vegetable product in

this connection. There are vegetal, animal, and mineral fibres, and

any material woven from these may be called cloth. The verb

nasciiur (“it is born, it grows”), used by Pliny, does not allow of

inferences, any more than the word linum. This term does not

necessarily refer to plant-life; on the contrary, Pliny employs it

also with reference to minerals. Thus the Indian adamas does not

"grow” (that is, occur) in a stratum of gold. ^

^ Even so cautious a worker as E. 0. von Lippmann {Abhandlungen

^

Vol. 1, p. 17)

wrongly makes Pliny say that asbestos is an incombustible tlax. Pliny does not express

himself in this manner.

* Indici non in auro nascentis (xxxvii, 15, § 56); or the selenitis is said to grow in
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I he notion of the vegetal character of asbestos, indeed, did not

exist in classical antiquity, but it is Hellenistic and seems to have

sprung up somewhere in the anterior Orient. The earliest source

to which I can trace it is the Greek Alexander Romance {Pseudo-

Callisthenesj III, 22) in which is described a dining-room of imper-

ishable wood in the palace of Queen Candace,— not exposed to putre-

faction, and inconsumable by fire. Other manuscripts, however,

read ifztivTuv and ^'stones’’ instead of “wood;'^ so that the passage

is now rendered, '‘There was there also a dining-room of incombustible

amiantus.” * A Syriac work on natural history of uncertain date,

wrongly ascribed to Aristotle, in which Syriac translations of the

Homilies of Basilius the Great and the Physiologus and several

other unknown books have been utilized, makes a distinct allusion

to an “asbestos tree:” “This tree is styled ‘The Constant One/

When a man takes a piece of it and flings it into a very hot bath,

the latter becomes tepid, as though it had never experienced fire.

Also a fire-stove which is set in flames is extinguished and cools off

;

likewise a baking oven and chimney is extinguished as soon as a piece

of that tree is thrown into them.” ^ This notice is followed in the

same work by the description of the salamander, which, as will be

noticed farther on, plays such a signal part in the mediaeval legends

of asbestos. The tree-asbestos was adopted also by the Arabic writer

Abu Dulaf (below, p. 329). It turns up also in China.

The scarcity of information which the ancients have left to us

on the subject of asbestos is to some extent made good by three

relics of asbestos tissues still preserved in Italy. One found at

Puzzuolo in 1633 belonged to the Gallery Barberini. Another, in

Arabia (nasci putatur in Arabia
§ ISr). In a similar manner croUre was employed

in French: R. de Bekquen {Les merceilles des Indes oricntales, p. 15, Paris, 1669), for

instance, has, "Cette preciense pierre croist en plusieurs endroits dn monde/’
^ A. Ausfeld, Der griechische Alexanderroman, p. 99.

* K. Aheens, Buck der Naiurgegensiande, p, 80.
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the Library of the Vatican, was discovered in 1702 a mile outside

of the Gate of Rome, called Porta Maior
;

it was a corpse-cloth,

five feet wide and six feet and a half long, coarsely spun, but as

soft and pliant as silk, enclosing the skull and calcined bones of a

human body,—discovered in a marble sarcophagus, thus furnishing

a remarkable confirmation of Pliny’s statement. The deceased, judging

from the sculptured marble, was a man of rank who is supposed to

have lived not earlier than the time of Constantine, A third piece

of asbestine cloth, of considerable dimensions, is shown in the Museum

Borbonico at Naples; it was found at Vasto in the Abruzzi. ^

The early Chinese notices of asbestos bear the same sober character

as those of the classical authors.

Early Importation of Asbestos into China.—The Chinese first

became acquainted with asbestos through their trade with the Roman

Orient. Indeed, the first authentic notices of a product from this

mineral in the Annals refer to the territory of western Asia. The

Wei Ho written by Yii Huan between 239 and 265,“

enumerates asbestos-cloth among the products frequently found in

Ta Ts'^in (the Roman Orient). ^ The same statement is made in the

Annals of the Later Han Dynasty; ^
likewise in those of the Tsin

and Liu Sung Dynasties. ^ The fact that Ta Ts'^in produces asbestine

cloth is mentioned also in the famous Nestorian inscription of Si-

ngan fu. The term used in the Annals is Ituo huan pu

(literally, "cloth which can be cleansed by fire”), evidently suggested

by the stories of the ancients. After the example of Wylie, ^ I use

‘ J.’ Yates, Textrintim Aniiquorum, pp. 359, 360.

* See Chavannes, Toung fao, 1905, pp. 519—520; and Pelliot, BulL de VEcole

franraise, VoL VI, 1906, p. 36 4.

^ Hirth, China and the Roman Orient

^

p. 74.

** Bou Han shu, Ch. 118, p. 4 b.

® Hirth, /. c., pp. 40, 45, 46, 61; Chavannes, Toung Tao, 1907, p. 183.

* Chinese Researches^ section iir, p. 141.
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the term "fire-proof cloth'' as a convenient synonyrae, though this

meaning is not directly conveyed by the Chinese expression.

The alleged philosopher Lie-tse ^ mentions a tribute of asbestos-

cloth to King Mu of the Chou dynasty (1001—946 b.c.) on the

part of the Western Jung, Asbestos is characterized there as follows:

"The fire-proof cloth, in order to be cleansed, was thrown into the

fire. The cloth then assumed the color of fire, and the dirt assumed

the color of the cloth. When taken out of the fire and shaken, it

was brilliantly white like snow.’' This text is not authentic, but

retrospective, and cannot be older than the Han period. In the

same manner as the diamond was a product hailing from the Roman

Orient, so also was asbestos. ^

In like manner the text of the Chou shu mm ,

^ alluding to the

same event as that of Lie-tse, is of a purely retrospective character,

and devoid of chronological value. ^ The matter, indeed, is not

connected with King Mu or the Chou dynasty; but the fact is

borne out by these two texts that under the Han (206 b.c.— a.d. 220),

asbestos-cloth, together with diamond-points, was imported into

China over a land-route leading from the Roman Orient by way

of Central Asia,

* Ch. 5, Ta7iff urn.

* Wylie (/. p. 14*3) seems to regard Lie-tse’s text as histoiical- and Hibth
(China and the 'Roman Orient, p. 250) even goes so far as to say, that if the philosopher

Lie-tse, whose writings are said to date from the fourth century b.c, (a.d. in Birth's book

is a mispiint), can be trusted, asbestos-cloth was known in China as eaily as a thousand

years b c. E. Fabp^r {Xaiuraltsmus bei Jen alien Uiineson, p. 132), in his translation of

Lie-tse, justly wondered that things like asbestos weie already known in times of such

hoary antiquity; but ceitainly they were not The alleged kun-wu sword mentioned

in Lie-tse is not, as hitherto believed, a SAvord, but a diamond-point.

See Chavannes, Memoiree historiques de Se-ma T/ien, Vol. V, p. 457.

The text of the Chou sha has passed into the Fo wu chi (Ch. 2, p. 4 b, ed. printed

at Wa-ch*ang).

King Mu was the chosen favorite and hero of Taoist legend-makers, to whose name
all marvellous objects of distant trade were attached (in the same manner as King Solomon
and Alexander in the West). The introduction of the Western Jung is emblematic of the

intermediary role played by Turkish tribes in the transmission of goods from western Asia

to China.
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Wylie was inclined to believe that the earliest allusion to asbestos

occurs in the Shi i hi ^ ,
where it is said that the people

of Yu-shan brought yellow cloth for presentation to the

Emperor Shun, This, according to him, is not very distinct; but

as we learn from the same authority that the same nation, on two

later occasions, brought an offering of fire-proof cloth, it seems not

unfair to infer that the former offering was of a similar character.

That work, however, as stated by Wylie elsewhere, ^ has little

historical value. It was written by Wang Kia ^ of the fourth

century; but this work is not preserved, having been afterwards

disarranged and partially destroyed. Even if the passage in question

were traceable to Wang Kia, our belief in it would not be strengthened;

for no authentic work of the pre-Christian era contains any allusion

to this matter. Asbestos was found on Chinese soil only in post-

Christian times; and Chinese notions regarding asbestos being, as

will be seen, to a large extent based on Western folk-lore, it is

reasonable to conclude that the Chinese were not acquainted with

asbestos before their contact with the Roman Orient. The various

accounts of the Shi i hi about tributes of asbestos, however, point

to the fact that this material came from Western regions.

General Liang-ki who lived under the Emperor Huan

(147— 157) of the Han dynasty,^ had a costume made from asbestos-

cloth, which he used to wear on the occasion of great banquets.

He would insist on declining the wine-cup till it was spilled on his

suit; and then with feigned anger he would take it off, ordering it

to be thrown into the fire. It blazed up as if it were reduced to

ashes; but the stains being removed, and the fire extinguished, the

cloth appeared bright and clean, as if it had been purified with lees.
^

^ Notes on Chinese Liieraturey p. 192.

* He died in 159 (^Giles, Biograjohical Dictionary^ p. 478).

® Compare Wylie, Asbestos^ p. 143. This text is handed down under the name of
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* A report of incontestable authenticity concerning asbestos-cloth

being sent as tribute to China refers to the second month of the

year 239, in the time of the Three Kingdoms, when envoys from

an unnamed country of the Western Region {Si Tw), introduced at

the Court by means of double interpreters, ofiered fire-proof cloth

to Ts'i Wang Fang ^ ^ ^ (240—253) of the Wei dynasty.

The Emperor directed his military staff to test it, and to proclaim

the result to the oflBcers. ^ The intention was perhaps implied to

make use of this material for army purposes. Under the Wei, also,

the tradition was upheld that early under the Han, gifts of such

cloth had been presented by Western countries. Two sovereigns

of the Wei lent expression to an ill-founded scepticism as to the

actual existence of this substance,— a belief which was not shared

by the Taoist Ko Hung of the fourth century. “ Ko Hung

inaugurates a new period in the study of this subject on the part

of the Chinese. Under the Han and throughout the third century,

the Chinese accepted asbestos products as a fact, without inquiring

into the nature of the mineral or the causes of its wonderful properties.

They were satisfied to state merely the effects of its properties.

Ko Hung is the first Chinese author to render an account of the

origin of asbestos in the romantic spirit appropriate to the Taoist

school. The ideas which he expounded, however, are closely inter-

Fu-tse who lived ia the latter part of the fourth century, and appears in

P'ei Sung-chi's commentary to Sati kuo chi {Wei chi, Ch, 4, p. 1). Hiuth {China and the

Roman Orient, p. 251) wiongl) ascribes it to the tcit of Wei chi itself; he aptly reminds

us of the jest practised by the Emperor Charles the Fifth, who astonished his guests

after dinner by ei posing an asbestos table-cloth to a lire. In the Encyclopaedia Rritannica

(Vol. H, p. 714) this anecdote is connected with Charlemagne; R. H. Jones {Asbestos

y

p. 3) allows both Chaileses to pass. The one attribution is as true as the other,

* San kuo chi {Wei chi), Ch. 4, p. 1.

* These texts have been translated by Wilie {L c., pp. 150—151): they are there-

fore not reproduced here, especially as they bear no immediate relation to our subject,

which is to trace the development of (/hinese notions of asbestos in their dependence on

Western beliefs. Compare also the analogous text in the Yu kien ^ ^ (WylIE,

Eloies, p 165), Ch. 3, p. 2 b (ed. of Chi pu tsu chal lYung shu).
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twined with those which the further development of the matter at

the end of the classical period in the Occident brought to life.

The sober and prosaic notices of the Han and Wei periods thoroughly

coincide with those of the classical authors, while Ko Hung's thoughts

are on the same level as those of the post-classical writers. In their

efforts to find a plausible explanation for the origin of asbestos,

the Taoist nature-philosophers directed their thoughts toward the

animal and vegetable kingdoms, now explaining it as the hair of a

beast, now as the fibre of a plant, and also, through the introduction

of the activity of a volcano, welding these two theories into one.

Nobody as yet has unravelled the mystery of how these strange

speculations arose. * As regards the supposed animal origin of as-

bestos, the gist of the Chinese accounts in general is that there is

a fiery mountain (volcano) on which lives an animal lustrous with

fire, about the size of a rodent, covered with hair of unusual length

and as fine as silk. Ordinarily it dwells in the midst of the fire,

when its hair is of a deep-red color; but sometimes it comes out,

and its hair is then white. On a dark night the forest is visible

from the reflection of the animars lustre. It is put to death by

being sprinkled with water, whereupon its hair is spun and woven

into cloth, which makes what is called fire-proof cloth. If the cloth

becomes soiled, it is puriBed by fire. The solution of this riddle

may be betrayed in advance: the Chinese animal yielding asbestos

* CiiAVANNEs {Bulletin de VBcole frau^alse^ Vol. Hf, p. 438) Indicates aa inteiestiog

te\t in Pei s/ii (Ch. 97, p. 2), according to which the Emperor Vang (603—616) of the

Sui dynasty despatched Wei Tsie and Tu lling-man on a mission to the countries of the

west; in the kingdom of Shi (Kesh, at present Sh5hr-i-sabz) they took ten dancers,

Hon-skins, and hair of the rat which enters the fire {huo shu mad). Chavannes cites the

definition given of this animal in the Ku kin chu, "The fii e-rat enters the fiie without

burning; its hairs are over ten feet long; they can be made into a textile known as

‘cloth washable in the fire/ "Ce sont des fibres d^amiante ou asbeste qu’on presentait

aux Chinois comnie etant les poils d’un animal merveilleux,” is the comment added by

M. Chavannes.
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is a disguise of the classical salamander, whose hair or wool was

believed by the Arabs and mediaeval Europe to furnish the material

for asbestos textiles. The history of this subject must be studied

in detail to arrive at a correct appreciation of the Chinese traditions,

which, on their part, are of suflBcient extent and importance to throw

light back on the development of the matter in the West.

The Salamander in Greek and Roman Lore.—An animal by

the name of salamander is first mentioned byARisTOTLE(384— 322 b.c.):

"On the Island of Cyprus, where copper-ore is smelted and accumulates

for many days, animals are developed in the fire, somewhat larger

than the big flies with short wings that go hopping and running

through the fire. They die when removed from the fire. The

possibility, however, that the boJily substance of some animals is

not destroyed by fire, is proved by the salamander
;
for this creature,

as it is said, will extinguish the fire while passing through it.^'
’

Albert and Wimmer, in their edition of Aristotle's work, ‘ reject

this passage as unauthentic, and presumably with good reason.

Aristotle does not mention this animal in any other passage, and

it is not clear from his text what kind of animal he understands

by salamandra
]

it is also diflScult to credit a scholar of the

intellectual calibre of Aristotle with the belief in animals crossing

fire unhurt, which belong, not to natural history, but to the realm

of fable,

Theophrastus (372—287 b.c.), Aristotle’s great disciple, mentions

the salamander in two of his writings as an animal which he

apparently knew from personal experience. He enumerates "the lizard,

‘ ''On h^hhix^Txi rrjxi; ^ <rx\xfixv$px %otu <pxv£pdr

xvTii y^p, dic (pxirf, hx TTvph (^xh^ov^rx HXTx<r(3gvvvn to wop {Iluioria animalium, v, 19,

f 106
)

* Aristoieles Tierkumh, Vol. I, pp. 119, 515
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which is called the salamander/' together with birds and the green

frog, among the animals whose appearance prognosticates rain. ^

In his treatise on fire he discusses means of counteracting the force

of conflagrations; for instance, vinegar, and vinegar mixed with the

white of an egg. “If the power of cold is added to such a fluid/'

he continues, "this co-operates toward the extinction of fire, and

this property is said to be found in the salamander; for this creature

is cold by its nature, and the fluid flowing out of its body is sticky,

and at the same time contains such a juice that it penetrates for-

ward. This is shown by water and fruits which, when touched by

it, become injurious, and usually have a deadly effect. The animal's

slowness of motion is also of assistance; for the longer it tarries in

the fire, the more it will contribute toward its extinction. However,

it cannot extinguish a tire of any dimensions, but only one commen-

surate with its nature and physical ability; and a fire in which it

did not dwell long enough will soon light up again." ^ Also Theo-

phrastus, in the same manner as his master, reproduced a popular

opinion of his time, as seen by his addition "it is said" {Cpaal)

;

but compared with Aelian and Pliny, he is rational and reasonable

to a high degree. ^

Aelian^ tells the following story of the salamander: "The

salamander is not a product of fire, nor does it rise from the latter

like the so-called pyrigoni
;

yet it does not fear fire, but, going

against the flame, the animal tries to combat it like an adversary.

The witnesses to this fact are the artisans and workmen dealing

* (TxC^oe, (pxivofjLsvij nxXoxj<Tt <TxAx(JLizv$pxVy srt kxI (3xrpx^oQ £7r<

$iv$pou v^ctip (rv}fjLxiv€i {Be signis tempestaium^ 15; opera, ed. Wimmer, p. 391).

* Be igne, 60 (opera, ed. Wimmer, p. 361).

* The important text of Antigonus of Caryatua will be discussed in another connection

(see below).

^ Be natura animalium^ ll, 31.

* The insects mentioned in the text of Aristotle quoted above.

23
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with fire. As long as their fires flame up brightly and further their

labor, they pay no attention to this creature
;
but when the fires

go down and become extinguished, and the bellows blow in vain,

they become aware of the counteraction of the animal. Then they

trace it out and visit their vengeance upon it; thereupon the fire

rises again, and assists their work.'^ In another passage of the

same work (ix, 28) Aelian asserts that the hog, when swallowing

a salamander, is not hurt, while men partaking of its flesh are killed.

The same is expressed by Pliny: “Those in Pamphylia and in the

mountainous parts of Cilicia who eat a boar after it has devoured

a salamander will die, for the danger of poison is by no means

indicated in the odor or taste of the meat; water and wine in

which a salamander has perished, even if it has only drunk of the

beverage, will also have a mortal effect/' * In the zoological portion

of his great work, Pliny describes the animal thus : “The salamander

is an animal of the shape of a lizard, with a star-like design. It

never comes out except during heavy rains, and disappears when

the sky becomes serene. Such intense cold inheres in this animal,

that by its mere contact, fire will be extinguished, not otherwise

than by the action of ice. The milky mucus flowing from its mouth,

whatever part of the human body it may touch, causes all hair to

fall off; and the spot thus touched assumes the appearance of tetter.”

In Book XXIX, where he treats the remedies derived from the

animal kingdom, Pliny has devoted another chapter to the salamander.

^ Apros in Pamph\lia et Cillciae monluosis salamandra ab iis devorata qai edere,

inoriuntur: neque enira. est intcllectus ullus in odore vel sapore; et aqua vinumque

intereinit salamandra ibi inmortua vel si omnino biberit unde potetar (xi, 53, § 116). In

XXIX, 23, he dilates still further on the subject.

^ Sicat salamaudrae, animal lacertae figura, stellatum, numquam nisi magnis imbribus

proveniens et serenitate desinens. Huic tantus rigor, ut ignem tactu restinguat non alio

modo qnam glacies. Eiusdem sanie, quae lactea ore vomitar, quacumque parte corporis

human! contacta toti defluunt pili, idqne, quod contactum est, colorem in vitiliginem mutat

(X, C7, ^ 188).
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The most interesting point that he makes there is this: "If the

assertion of the Magi were true, that the animal is helpful in con-

flagrations, since it is the only creature able to extinguish fire,

this experience would long ago have been made in Rome; Sextius

also rejects this statement as incorrect/' ^ This passage shows that

there were men who disavowed this popular belief
;
and they are

headed by Dioscorides, who affirms that it has been said, and

wrongly, that the salamander remained immune on entering fire.
^

Further, Pliny imputes the superstition to the Persian Magi; and

it may, indeed, have spread into the antique world with the diffusion

of the Mithraic cult into Rome.

0, Keller ^ also holds that the fables about the salamander

betray Oriental origin, but he has not succeeded in tracing their

sources. ^ Pliny’s and Aelian’s stories doubtless go back to the

Alexandrian Physiologus, whether they may have drawn upon this

work directly, or received them by way of oral tradition flowing

from Alexandria. The Physiologus (Ch. 31) states that the salamander

entering a fire-stove extinguishes the fire;^ and the same is found

^ Ex ipsa quae Magi tradunt contra incendia, quouiam igncs sola animalium extinguat,

si forent vera, iam esset cxperta Roma. Sextius. , .negatque reslingui igoem ab iis,

* L. Leclerc, Traite des sim])lcs^ Vol. II, p. 235.

* Antike Tierwelt^ Vol. II, p. 321. Keller neglected the fundamental passage of

Theophrastus regarding the salamander.

The evidence produced by Keller in lavor of the Oriental origin is rather per-

plexing. The name “salamander,” which cannot be explained from Greek, indubitably

comes from Asia. Arabic and Persian offer the name by omitting the syllable al, and

the word thus abbreviated is said to mean “poison within.” It is of course impossible to

^ o

derive the Greek name from Persian or Arabic; on the contrary, Arabic

iamandar^ samaidar^ semendely ^emmduly samandy sandal

y

and Persian also saltimandira

are derived from Greek salamandra, as admitted by all competent philologists

(F. Hommel, Namen der Saugeiiei'C lei den sudsemiiischen Jolkern, p. 33; the Etbiopic

Physiologus still offers the form salmandar\ Persian-English Dictio7mri/y]i.^4i%-y

Yule, in his Marco Folo, Vol. I, p. 216). The derivation from Persian sTim (“fire”,

not “poison,” which is samm an Arabic word) and andar (“within”) certainly rests

on mere playful popular etymology.

^ F. Lauchert, Gesckickie des FhgsiologuSy pp. 27, 261.
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iu the Hieroglyphica of the Egyptian priest Horapollon of the

fourth century a.d. ^ The tradition, accordingly, must have been

current in Egypt as early as the first or second century. Let us

note right here that the Physiologus (Ch. 7) tells also the legend

of the phoenix which cremates itself in the Temple of the Sun at

Heliopolis, bow on the ensuing day arises from the ashes a worm,

which develops on the second day into a young bird, till on the

third the phoenix itself comes out therefrom in its previous shape;

for this notion has likewise been associated with the attempts to

account for the origin of asbestos,—asbestos, salamander, and phoenix,

all representing or yielding medters going through fire unscathed.

The Physiologus contains no reference to asbestos
;
and it must be

emphasized that the assimilation of the three has not taken place

in classical antiquity, during which they were clearly separated.

A wondrous and fabulous book of the type of the Cyranides^ a late

Greek work written between 227 and 400, would not have missed

this opportunity, had such an assimilation then existed among the

Greeks; but it does not mention a fire-proof textile spun from the

animal's hair,
“

The Salamander and Phcknix among the Arabs.—Old d’Heebelot,^

even, knew that the Arabic word samandar designates the animal

styled by us ^'salamander," and that Oriental authors are not in

accord as to its species,—the one taking it for a kind of marten,

* F. HommeLj Aethiopische Jjeh. d. Physiologus
^ p. xxxir.

* F. DE Mlly, Lapidaires grecs^ p. 91. This work defines the salamander as a

quadruped bigger than the gieen lizard, and Pliny and Dioscorides also take it for a

lizard. 0. Keiler’s (/. p. 818) identification w'ith Salamandra maculaia — that is,

the animal now called by us salamander (or eft, newt) — seems to me arbitrary. The

amplifications ot the Cyranides are inteiesting; the animaPs heart renders him who carries

it with him fearless of fire, intiepid in a conflagration, and incombustible; and when its

heart is worn as an amulet by people burnt with fever, the fever will at once abate, etc.

’ Bibhothvque orientale, Vol. Ill, p. 192.
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its hair being made into a strong stuEP, which can be thrown into

fire to be cleansed, when it is soiled, without being in the least

damaged; others taking it for a kind of bird generated and consumed

in the fire, and found only in places where a perpetual fire is

entertained; others, again, describing it as an insect or reptile like

a lizard,—but neither d’Herbelot nor Yule^ noticed that the sala-

mander as a bird (his product “salamander’s plumage” being the

equivalent of "asbestos”) is no other than the masqueraded phoenix

of the ancients. ^ The climax of these curious adjustments is reached

by DamM (1344— 1405), in his Hayat al~hayawan^ who notes the

phoenix under the title "salamander,” describes it as an animal like

a fox or marten, and attributes to it the yielding of asbestos

:

^Samandal is a certain bird that eats al~bl^ (aconite),

which is a plant found in the laud of China, where it is edible.

It is green in that country; and when it is dry, it becomes a kind

of food for the people of China without any injurious effect on them.

But if it be taken away from China, even to a distance of a hundred

cubits, and is then eaten, the eater of it dies instantaneously. ^

* The Book of Ser Marco Bolo, Vol. I, p. 216.

* Julius Caksar Scaliglr {Be subtilUate ad Cardanum^ fol. 305 b, Lutetiae, 1557),

however, identified it with the phienix, “which is not entirely fabulous, but, as we read

in the navigators, occuis in the interior of India, and is called by the natives semendaB

* This story is found in (and is probably copied from) Iba al-Baitar (1197—1248),

who quotes Ibn Semdjun as follows: “Some physicians report that the plant hVs

grows in China toward the frontier of India, in a country called Halahil, wheie alone it

occurs. It is eaten as a vegetable in the country of Halahil, toward the frontier of India.

In a dried state it is an article of food for the people of the country, who experience

no haim from it. When taken out of that country, if only to a distance of a hundred

paces, it acts ns a poison, instantly killing him who eats of it” (L, Leclebc, Traite des

simples, Vol. 1, p. 298). This test is important, inasmuch as it shows that the consumption

of edible aconite did not take place in China, as Damiii wrongly asserts, but in a border

state of the Himalayan region of northein India. Damiii’s allegation appears embairassing,

as “the Chinese do not seem to have considered any of the aconites as edible” (G. A.

Stuart, Chinese Materia Medica, p. 11); neither does Bbetschneider {But. Sin., pt. 3,

pp. 252—257) know anything about such a practice. The statement of the regard-

ing one variety of aconite, that it is of a sweetish taste, only shows that there is a non-
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A wonderful thing in connection with the phcenix is that it takes

pleasure in fire and in remaining in it. When its skin becomes

dirty, it cannot be cleansed except by means of fire. It is found

largely in India. ^ It is an animal smaller in size than the fox,

piebald in color, with red eyes and a long tail. Sashes are woven

of its soft hair; and when they become dirty, they are thrown into

fire, upon which they become clean without being burnt. Other

authorities assert that the phcenix is a bird found in India, that

poisonous aconite in China. On the other hand, we know that in India only two varieties

of Napellus are poisonous, — Napellus proper and Aconiium rigidum — while the two

others, Aconiium multijidum and A. rotu7idifolium, are harmless and are eaten in Bhutan

(Hooker, Tlora of British hidia, Vol. I, p. 29). According to Fluckiger and Hanbury

[Fharmacographiay p. 15), the tubers of Napellus are taken in Kunawar as aphrodisiac.

Arabic bVs is derived fiom Hindi bVs, the latter from Sanskrit visha {visha^ ‘^poison”),

Aconiium ferox {aiivisha^ Aconiium heterophyllvm\ Hoernle, Bower Manuscript^ p. 186).

The word appears in aUBciQni (S.^chau, Alberuni's Vol. II, p. ] 59) and in Qazwini,

who describes how the fabulous poisonous girls of India are reared on it (Silvestre de

Sacy, Chrestomathie arabe^ Vol. Ill, p. 398). Regarding aconite in India, see Watt,

Dictionary of Economic Products of India, Vol. I, pp. 84— 99 (also published as a separate

pamphlet in the series Agricaltaral Ledger, No. 3, 1902)i in Tibet, H. Laufer, Beitr,

zur Kenntms der tib. Med., p. 57. Much valuable and interesting material on Western

and Eastern beliefs in aconite poison and its effects has been ejatbered bv W. Hertz,

Sage vom Giftmadchen {Abk. buyer . Akad., Vol. XX, 1893, pp. 48— 52). Of course, it is

not the phamix which teeds on aconite, but the salamander as a venomous animal. Its

poisonous character, inbeiited irom the classical authors, is eiplained bv the Arabs

through this process of nutrition,

* Pliny (xix, 4) attributed asbestos to the deserts of India, where, under the

scorching ra}s ot the tropical sun and among numerous deadly serpents, it acquires the

property of resisting fire. Hierocles, a Greek writer of the siith century a.d., says of

the Brahmans of India that their garments are made of the soft and skin-like fibres of

stones, which they weave into a stuff that no fire burns or water cleanses; when their

clothes get soiled, the\ are thrown into a blazing fire, and come out quite white and

bright (McCrindle, Ancient India as descr. in Class. Lit., p. 186). G . xtt {Dictionary

of the Economic Products of India, Vol. I, p. 338) mentions two localities, — the Gokuk

Taluka, in the Belgaum district in the southern Maratha country, where asbestos U used

as an external application in ulcers, made into a paste, after rubbing it down with water;

and the country to the south and west of the Kurum River, Afghanistan, where it is

medicinally employed and made into brooms and rough ropes, and padding for saddles.

Watt imparts a vernacular name for asbestos, shankha which he translates

“wick made of shells.*' On Ceylon, asbestos is found, but is not mined commercially

(J. C. Willis, Ceylon, p. 3, Colombo, 1907).
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lays its eggs aud produces its young in fire. It possesses the

property of being unaffected by fire. Sashes are made of its feathers

and taken to Syria. If one of them becomes dirty, it is thrown

into fire, which consumes the dirt over it, but the sash itself is not

burnt. Ibn-Khallikan states, ‘I have seen a thick piece of it woven

in the shape of a belt for a riding beast throughout its length aud

breadth. It was put into fire, but the fire had no effect on it

whatever. One end of it was then dipped in oil and left over the

burning wick of a lamp, upon which it lighted up and remained

so for a long time, after which the flame was extinguished; and it

was found to be in the same condition as before, unaltered in any

way.' He further states, ‘I have read in the writing of our shaikh,

the very learned Abd-al-Latif, that a piece of sainandal a cubit in

breadth and two cubits in length was presented to the sovereign

of Aleppo. They kept on dipping it in oil and lighting it up,

until the oil was exhausted, but yet it remained as white as it was/

Farther on, Damlrl mentions the salamander under the name samandar

and samaidar as "a certain animal well known to the

people of India and China, according to Ibn-Sidab." ‘

Damirl has compiled his information from the writings of his

predecessors. The earliest Arabic notice of the sama??r/rt/-phoenix,

as far as I know, occurs in the Adjaih aUHind (“The

Wonders of India'’), written in the tenth century, where the bird

is localized on one of the Islands of Waqwaq : “It can enter

fire without burning itself, and remain there long without eating

anything but earth." ^ This work, however, while naming the phoenix

* A. S. G. Jayakar, Ad-DamlrVs Zoological Lexicon, Vol. II, pt. 1, pp 79— 81

(Bombay, 1908). G. Ferrand {Textes reluiifs a VLxii eme-Orient, Vol. I, p. 248) objects

to Jayakar’s translation of samandal by ‘q>hainix;” but Joyakar is ceitainly right. The

three ideas of asbestos, salamander, and phtrnis are assimilated in this notion.

’ Lmi and Drvie, Livre des merceille$ de Vlnde, p. 172. L. M, Dryic, in his

separate translation of this work (p. 204, Paris, 1878), has this comment; “Semendel ou
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for the salamander, makes no reference to a fire-proof textile ob-

tained from the animal. As shown below (p. 328), the geographer

Yaqut (1179— 1229) mentions the popular belief that asbestos is the

plumage of a bird. In regard to the Caliph Maraun, it is told

that the Indian King Dehim presented him with a skin of the bird

samandal which no fire was able to consume. *

If the Chinese, as will be seen, made the salamander a rodent,

this zoological feat meets a parallel among the Arabs. Qazwini

enumerates the samandalun or sandalun as his fifth kind of rat,

and describes it as a species of rat that enters fire, recording the

same as Damiri relates about the phoenix (above, p. 319); adding

Semendoul est le iiom arabe et persan de la salamandre, animal fantastique sur la nature

duquel les Orientaux ne s’accordent guere; les uns en font un quadrupede, d'autres un

oiseau, d'autres enfin un reptile, tons lui attribuant d’ailleurs la faculte de vivre dans le

feu sans se bnller. Marco Polo designe par ce nom Pamiante.” No Arabist as yet seems

to have conceived the notion that this tradition becomes intelligible only if we combine

the three classical traditions concerning asbestos, salamander, and phoenix associated in

post-classical time by the common idea of their incombustibility
j
hence we meet in

Arabic literature accounts of asbestos termed "salamander” which is an animal interpreted

as a reptile, phoenix, and finally also as a mammal. — G. Ferk.vnd {Journal asiatique,

1904, Mai-Juin, pp. 489—509) has advanced the theory that the one of the two Waqwaq

spoken of by the Arabic writers should be identified with Madagascar (the other is Japan,

Wa-iUoL
;
compate also the notice of Chavannes, Toung Pao, 1904, pp. 484—487).

In an additional notice {Journal asiaiiqne, 1910, Mars-Avril, pp, 321—327) FeBRAND

admits that WSqwaq may be identified also with Java-Sumatra. In bis admirable work

Textes relatifs a VJxtrtme-Orient (Vol. I, p. iv), he adds to these possibilities also East

Afiica. M hilo not contesting the ingenuity of Ferrand’s theory, it is not convincing in

all parts (it is chiefly based on the supposed etymology of Waqwaq being derived from

the native names for Madagascar, Vahuaka, and for the tree vakua). The authority of

al-Berani, however, is not to be disparaged, according to whom Waqwaq belongs to the

Qumair Islands; the latter, according to his statement, belong to the Diva Islands

^Malediva and laccadiva); further, as assured by the same author, Qumair is not, as

believed by the common people, the name of a tree, but of a people whose color is

whitish, and who practise the religion of the Hindu (Sachau, Alberuni*^ India, Vol. I,

p, 210). M aqwaq is here clearly indicated as an island or insular group in the Indian

Ocean with a populace of Hindu culture. The phcenix, as shown by the above extract

from Damiri, is natuializcd by the Arabs in India
; and it is dilRcult to believe that the

Adjaib should place the bird on Madagascar, in Indonesia, or in East Africa.

* G. 'Weie, Geschichie der Chalifen, Vol. 11, p. 253.
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at the end, however, that the animal merely looks like a rat, but

in reality is none, and that it occurs in the country of Gtir (east

of Herat in Khovaresm), ' A gloss to the Talmud, which repeatedly

alludes to the legends of the salamander, remarks that the animal

has the shape of a mouse, and arises when the wood of the myrtle

is burnt in a stove during seven consecutive years. It is the same

when other Oriental authors make the salamander an animal resembling

a marten, except that it differs from it in color; for the salamander

is always red, yellow, or green, ^

The Salamander and Phcenix in Medleval Europe,—In the

poetry of the European middle ages the salamander appears first

of all in the love* songs of the ProveD9al Troubadours, Pierre de

Cols d'Aorlac regards the erotic fire burning in his heart as so

pleasing that it is the more desirable to him, the more it burns him,

like the salamander, which is happy in fire and blaze. ** In the

contemporaneous lyrics of Italy we meet the allegories of the sal-

amander and phoenix woven together: the amorous fire {ilfoco amoroso)

is likened to that tenanted by the salamander; the poet is consumed

by it, but at the same time rejuvenated like the phoenix ; or he

dies from the effect of the amorous fire like the phoenix, not being

endowed with the salamander’s property of being able to live in fire;

or he rises again to a new life, like the phoenix, and life in fire

becomes his second nature, as is the case with the salamander.

* F. Hommel, Nameji der Saugeiiere tei de?i sudsemitischen p. 338
;
Jayakar,

Darnirfs Zoological Lexion^ Vol. II, pt. I, p. 80. In another place Qazwini mentions also

the mineral asbestos (G. Jacob, IVaren beim arabhch’tiordischen Verkehr^ p. 18).

* L. Lewysohn, Zoologie des Tahnuds^ p. 228.

* d’Herbelot, Bibliotheque orientale
^ Vol. Ill, p. 192.

** The idea that the salamander is happiest in fire fiist occurs in Saint Augustin

{Be civitate Bei^ xxi). It is notable how the eiaggeralions grow. Classical authors stated

nothing to that effect, but merely that the salamander coming in contact with fire can

extinguish it.
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Also the German poetry of the thirteenth century not infrequently

mentions the salamander, and incombustible materials spun from

its hair. The latter, for instance, occurs in Wolfram von Eschen-

bach’s Parsifal. The earliest mediaeval allusion to this pseudo-

salamander asbestos seems to be made in a ProveD 9al treatise on

birds and animals (“Naturas d'alcus auzels e d’alcunas bestias’’),

where it is said, ^‘The salamander subsists on pure fire, and from

its skin is made a cloth which fire cannot burn.” * Again the

salamander, through the metamorphosis of the phoenix, appears as

a bird. Richard de Fournival, who died about 1260, regards the

salamander as a white bird subsisting on fire, and from whose

plumage are made cloths that can be purified only by fire.
^

According to the Old-French romance of Bauduin de Sebourc, the

salamander lives in the terrestrial paradise as a bird with white

woolly down made into tissues; and in Partonopeus de Blois a

nuptial coat is lined with salamander’s down. ^ Albertus Magnus

{circa 1193— 1280)'^ seems to be the only mediaeval author who

knew that salamander's plume was asbestos. Konrad von Megen-

BERG (1309— 74), who in his Book of Nature devoted a chapter to

the salamander, tells that Pope Alexander possessed a garment of

salamander-wool which was washed in fire instead of water.

^ Salamandra vieu de pur foe, c de son pel fa horn uu drap que foe nol pot cremar.

Compare F. Lauchert, Geschichte des Physioloyus, pp. 186, 188, 189, 202,

* Hippeau, Bestiaire d'amour, p. 20 (Paiis, 1860).

® W. Hertz, Sage vom Giftmadchen, p. 66 {Abh. huger. Akad., Vol. XX, 1893). He

refers also to the Byzantine poet Manuel Philes (thirteenth, eentury), who, ia his didactic

poem on the Properties of Animals, classifies the salamander among the birds.

Be secreits mulierum item de virtuiibus herbarum lapidum et animalium^ p. 134

(Amstelodami, 1669).

* Si via ignem perpetuum inextinguibiiem facere. Accipe lapidem qui Abaston dicitur,

et est coloris ferrei et quam plurimum in Arabia reperitur. Si enim lapis ille accendatur

nunquam poterit estingui, eo quod habet naturam lanuginis, quae pluma salamandris vo-

catur, cam modico humidi unctuosi pinguis, insepaiabilis est ab ipso, et id fovet ignem

Bccensum in eo.—Albertus’ form abaston may be compared with the Middle-English forms

asheston, abeston, abiston, albesion.

* Ed, of F. Pfeiffer, pp. 276—279.
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F. Lauchbrt * has shown that the mediseval notions of salamander

and phoenix are traceable to the Greek Physiologus; - but he omitted

to point out that the conception of the salamander-asbestos is novel,

and peculiar to mediaeval times. Yule ^ admits that he cannot tell

when the fable arose that asbestos was a substance derived from

the salamander. Certain it is, that it did not exist among the

classical peoples; certain it is, also, that the early mediseval writers,

with the exception of Albertus Magnus, were not aware of the fact

that the alleged product of the salamander was nothing but asbestos,

and that asbestos as a mineral was unknown to them, while it was

known to the Arabs, There can be no doubt that the Arabs (say,

roughly, in the tenth and eleventh centuries) spread the legend to

Europe by way of Byzance and Spain. The lacune indicated by

Yule remains, and it will be seen in the further discussion that this

gap in our knowledge is aptly filled by the records of the Chinese.

Marco Polo, with his keen power of observation and his large

share of common sense, was the first to shatter the European

superstition. It is interesting that he uses the word "salamander’’

in the sense of asbestos.

"In a mountain of the province of Chingiutalas there is a vein

of the substance from which salamander is made. For the real

truth is that the salamander is no beast, as they allege in our part

^ Gesckichte des Physiologus, 1. c,

* Plinian influence is visible in the venomous properties ot‘ the “snake salamander,

which, when touching even the foot of a tree, poisons all its branches” (Lauchert, p. 194;

Pliny, xxix, 23).

® In his edition of Marco Polo, Vol. I, p. 216.

Megenuebg {l.c., p. 434) noted asbestos after Isidoius, but did not see its identity

with salamander-wool.

* It is interesting to note that our own historians of the middle ages did not always

grasp the facts in the case; while our Orientalists, owing to the knowledge of Arabic

sources, were able to unravel the mystery. Thus A. Schultz {Das hojische Lehen zur

Zeit der Minnesanger, Vol. I, p. 338) mentions without explanation “the textures produced

from salamanders and burnt by no Are;” and G. Jacob {IParen helm arabisch-nordischen

Verkekr im MitielalteTj p. 18), with reference to (^azwlni, lays bare the fact.
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of the world, but is a substance found in the earth ;
and I will tell

you about it.

^^Everybody must be aware that it can be no animal's nature

to live in fire, seeing that every animal is composed of all the four

elements. Now I, Marco Polo, had a Turkish acquaintance of the

name of Zurficar, and he was a very clever fellow. And this Turk

related to Messer Marco Polo how he had lived three years in that

region on behalf of the Great Kaan, in order to procure those

Salamanders for him. He said that the way they got them was

by digging in that mountain till they found a certain vein. The

substance of this vein was then taken and crushed, and when so

treated it divides as it were into fibres of wool, which they set

forth to dry. When dry, these fibres were pounded in a great

copper mortar, and then washed, so as to remove all the earth and

to leave only the fibres like fibres of wool. These were then spun,

and made into napkins. When first made these napkins are not

very white, but by putting them into the fire for a while they come

out as white as snow. And so again whenever they become dirty

they are bleached by being put in the fire.

"Now this, and nought else, is the truth about the Salamander,

and the people of the country all say the same. Any other account

of the matter is fabulous nonsense. And I may add that they have

at Rome a napkin of this stuff, which the Grand Kaan sent to the

Pope to make a wrapper for the Holy Sudarium of Jesus Christ.” *

This sober account based on information received in China has

left a lasting impression upon European science, and has taught

liow to discriminate between asbestos as a mineral and the salamander

as an animal. A. Boetius de Boot “ rejected Polo’s designation of

^ Ed. of Yule and Coedieb, Vol. I, p. 213. It will be seen farther on that Marco

Polo's account is confirmed by the contemporaneous Annals of the Yuan Dvnastv.

* Gemmarum et lapidum hisforia, p. 383 (Lugduni Batavorum, 1636).
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the mineral as salamander, restoring the ancient names "amiantus*'

and "asbestinus,” and ridiculed the belief in any animal living in

fire. Relying on Marco Polo, A. Kircber * has fully discussed the

subject from a scientific point of view ; and his contemporary, the

zoologist John Ray, - was able to state, “Quod Salamandra sine ullo

incommodo in igne vivere possit a vulgo creditum, verum a doctioribiis

duJum abunde refutatum est.”

Asbestos in the Near East.—Asbestos was well known to the

Arabs and Persians, and was much employed by them. ^ A number

of valuable notes concerning this matter we owe to the erudition

of E. Wiedemann. ^ Evliya Effenda narrates that the wonderful

carpet presented by Khosru I Nurshirvan to th^ monastery which

he built near tJtch Rilise was made of asbestos, and that asbestos

textiles were manufactured on Cyprus. •'' The Arabic soldiers who

hurled naphtha at beleaguered towns were equipped with asbestos

garments in order to guard them from accidents which might have

happened from handling this infiammable substance.^ Dimashqi,

Abul Feda (1273— 1331), and Yaqut (1179— 1229) point to Badakshan

^ La C/tine illustrie, pp. 278—280 (Amsterdam, 1670). Kircher says that he could

receive no information as to the stuff sent by the Great Khan to the Pope (see also

CoEDiKR’s note in Yule’s Marco Folo, Vol. I, p. 216; and compare the above quotation

from K, von Megenberg).

^ Joannes Kaius, Synopsis animalium quadrupedum^ p. 273 (Londini, 1693).

^ A Syriac allusion occurs in the Historia Monastica of the Bishop of Marga (a.d. 840);

“Prayer made the martyrs like asbestos before the fire” (E. A. W. Budge, The Book of

Governors, Vol. II, p. 499).

* Zur Mechanik und Technik bei den Arabern (S5. F. M. S. Brig., Vol. 3S, 1906,

pp. 39, 40).

* The latter notice goes back to Dioscorides (L. Lecierc, Tratie des simples,'^

p. 414).

* The Italian chevalier Aldini, about 1825, conducted a series of experiments in

using asbestos garments for the protection of firemen. His idea was revived in Paris,

the firemen there having been furnished with snch clothes, and after conclusive proof of

their practical utility, was followed in London (R. H Jones, Asbestos, pp. 31, 159),
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as the place where the mineral was found; the former making special

mention of lamp-wicks made from it, into which fire penetrates,

while they remain unharmed, Yaqut has the following report:

"In the mines near Badakshan is found the stone fatila (that is,

^stone of the wick’), which resembles papyrus {hardi). The people

believe that it is the plumage of a bird. ^ It is styled also al-talq.

It is not consumed by fire. It is placed in oil and kindled with

fire, in which case it burns like a lamp-wick, - When the oil burns,

the stone remains as before, and none of its properties changes.

This always takes place whenever it is dipped in oil and burns.

When thrown into a blazing fire, it is not hurt by it. Coarse

table-cloths are woven from it. These, being soiled, are put into

fire to be purified, and whatever dirt is on them is consumed by

the flames. They are cleansed, and come out as pure as though

they had never been affected by dirt.” The erroneous designation

aUtalq is traceable to Ibn al-Baitar (1 197— 1248), who groups around

Dioscorides’ notice of asbestos Arabic accounts of the mineral talq

corresponding to our mica. ^

A very interesting description of asbestos is given by Abtl Ubaid

al-Bekn (1040— 9 4) of Cordova in Spain, in his Geography of Northern

Africa^ as follows :
^

—

"Among the singular products of the country of the Negroes is

noticeable a tree with long and slender stem, called It grows

in the sand, and bears a big and swollen fruit containing within

it a white wool which is made into stuffs and garments. These

stuffs are capable of remaining in a vehement fire forever without

^ That is, the phoenix. For explanation see above, pp. 318—323.

* Compare the statement of Theophrastus (p. 302).

* L. Lkclebc, Traiie des simples, \ol. If, pp. 414, 415, Pseudo-Aristotle (Ruska,

Steinbuch des Aristoteles, p. I74j also describes mica under the same name.

* MacGuckin de Slanf, Description de VAfrique septenirionale par El-Bekri, p. 336

(Alger, 1913).
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being damaged. The jurist Abdal-Melek affirms that the inhabitants

of Al-Lames, a town of that region, wear only clothing of this kind.

Near the river Dera is found a substance similar to it. This is a

sort of stone, called, in the language of the Berber, tamatghost.

When rubbed between the hands, it softens to such a degree that

it assumes the consistency of linen. It serves for the making of

cordage and halters, which are absolutely incombustible. A costume

was made from this substance for one of the Zenatian princes who

ruled at Sidjilmessa. A man of proved veracity told me that a

trader had sent for a napkin made from this mineral for Ferdilend,

King of Galicia, in Spain (Ferdinand I of Leon), He offered it to

the prince, explaining that it had belonged to one of the disciples

of Jesus, and that fire could produce no impression upon it. He

furnished the proof under the eyes of the King, who, struck by

such a marvel, expended all his wealth to purchase this relic. He

sent it to the sovereign of Constantinople, that it might be deposited

in the principal church, and in return received a royal crown with

the authorization to wear it. Several persons tell of having seen

in the house of Abul Fadl of Bagdad the fringe of a napkin made

of this substance, which, when put into fire, became whiter than

previously. In order to clean such a napkin, which had the appear-

ance of linen, it was sufficient to place it on a fire.”

The employment of asbestos for the purpose of a pia fraus is

related also by an Arabic traveller. Abu Dulaf who wrote the diary

of his journey to China about 941 tells of an incombustible tree,

growing in the territory of the tribe Baja (east of Transoxania),

from the wood of which the natives make idols; Christian travellers

are in the habit of taking this wood along, asserting that it comes

from the cross of Christ. Again he relates about the tribe Kharlok

that their houses are of incombustible wood. * Both Marquart and

‘ G, Eerrand, Jtelations de voyages arabesy persans et iurks rel, a PJEjctreme^ Orient,
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Ferrand who translated and discussed this text have been unable to

cope with this problem. Certainly it is not here the question of a

tree, as wrongly supposed by these scholars; still less do we meet

here, as suggested by Marquart, the conception that the wood of the

cross had miraculously been shooting forth again. What we meet

here, in fact is asbestos; and this matter has clearly been expounded

as early as 1843 by J. Yates in his classical work Textrinum Anti^

quorum : An Account of the Art of Weaving among the Ancients

(pp. 362— 365). Yates sets forth that ignorance of the true nature

of asbestos caused it to be employed in the dark ages for purposes

of superstition and religious fraud, and cites several important

documents to this effect. One of these is taken from the Chronicon

Casinense (“Chronicle of the Abbey of Monte Casino’') of Leo Ostiensis

who narrates a story that some monks returning from a pilgrimage

to Jerusalem brought home a particle of the cloth with which Jesus

wiped the feet of his disciples (particulam lintei, cum quo pedes

discipulorum Salvator extersit) ; and when the genuineness of this

relic was doubted, they put it in fire from which it came forth in

its previous shape. Thus the authenticity of the relic was convincingly

established. Tilingius, in 1684, directly says that impostors exhibit

to simple women-folks the stone amiantus, and frequently sell it as

Vol. I, pp. 210, 215. Feriand has misunderstood Marquart, for he ascribes to the latter

the supposition that the question is here of teak-wood. On the contrary, Marquart

{Osteurop. und ostasiat. ^treifzuge^ p. 76) has decidedly rejected this idea, and strangely

enough proposed to regard the incombustible tree as the birch. Why the birch should

be called incombustible I am unable to see. Abli Dulaf is not to be taken too seriously

in matters of natural history
;
and his assigning to certain tribes of certain products, as

partially seen also by Marquart, is purely arbitrary or lictitious. The list of his stones

presents curious reminiscences of the fabulous stones of the Alexander Romance and the

Arabic laptdaires based thereon. The most striking of these reminiscences is the stone

luminous at night and serving as lamp {Pseudo-Callisthenes^ II, 42). This stone, accord-

ing to the Arabic scribe, is found in the country of the Kirgiz I For this reason I am

inclined to think that also his incombustible tree is a purely literary invention from the

same source. The Chinese have several accounts of unconsumable trees, partly leaning

toward asbestos (see "Wylie, /. f., p. 148).
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the wood from the cross of the Savior; they easily take faith therein,

since it is not consumed by fire and is veined in the manner of wood.

It is equally manifest that A-bii Dulaf’s incombustible tree which

supplied Christians with sacred souvenirs of the cross was nothing

but asbestos, and the report of al-Bekri previously mentioned affords

additional evidence to this effect. The alleged products ascribed by

Abu Dulaf to Ceutral-Asiatic regions are fancifully construed from

the legends told in the Alexander Romance, and there, as mentioned

above (p. 308), we encounter also the asbestine wood.

Under the Sung dynasty asbestine stuffs were imported into

China by the Arabs over the niaritiuie route
;
they were seven inches

wide, differing in length. In the period Cheng*ho (1 111— 18),

under the Emperor Hui-tsung, asbestine stuffs of half this width

were sent as tribute by the Arabs, and at a later date were followed

by dishes and baskets of the same material, which on the whole

looked like the cloth then made from the product of the cotton-tree,

but somewhat darker and almost black in color. When flung into

the fire, they came forth brilliant white. * Mosul produced asbestine

cloth during the middle ages. ^

The Salamander-Asbestos in China.

—

After this review of the

development of the relevant beliefs in the West, we are prepared

to understand the asbestos traditions of the Chinese. In these,

three stages of development are clearly set off. The first, already

described, ranging approximately from the Han to the third century,

I am tempted to terra the '^historical or classical’^ set of beliefs,

^ We shall reveit once more to this text, not utilized by Wylie and inserted in the

Ti‘» wei sha7i is*ung fan
j | [

(Ch. 5, p. 20; edition of Chi pu isu

chai fs*u7ig shu) of Ta'ai T'^iao lived in the fust half of the twelfth ccntuiy.

Wifue {Notes, p. 196) states regarding this author that he treats mostly of events which

occnrrcd in his own time, and that the work shows a good deal of research, and may be

relied upon as an authoiity in investigations legarding that period.

* Hirth and Rockiitll, Chau Ju-kua, p, J 40.
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agreeing, as they do, with Greek and Roman lore; the second,

from the beginning of the fourth century down to the end of the

Sung, denotes the "romantic"' period of beliefs, coinciding with those

of medimval Europe and the Arabs; the third, inaugurated by the

Yuan or Mongol dynasty, is the "realistic,” or, if the word be allowed,

"scientific,” period, based on the actual discovery of asbestos on

Chinese soil. We have to deal here first with the mediaeval romanticism

inaugurated by the speculations of the adepts of Taoism,

The earliest attempts to explain the origin and composition of

asbestos were made by the celebrated alchemist Ko Hung

(249—330), in bis work Pao^^p^u-Ue, ^ This author reports on three

kinds of asbestos (/tuo liuan pu
)
as follows: "As regards

the first kind of fire-proof cloth, it is said that there is in the ocean

a majestic mound “ harboring a fire that burns of itself. ^ This

fire rises in the spring, and becomes extinguished in the autumn.

On this island grows a tree, the wood of which is able to resist

the action of fire, and is but slightly scorched by it, assuming a

yellow color. The inhabitants make fuel of it in the usual way,

but this fuel is not transformed into ashes. When their food has

been cooked, they extinguish the firewood by means of water. In

the same manner it is put to use again and again, and indeed

represents an inexhaustible supply. The barbarians gather the flowers

* My rendering is based on the text as quoted in the Weilio ^ ^ (Ch.4, p. 3;

ed. of Shou shan ko ts*ung shu, Vol. 74). This fundamental source on the subject has

been overlooked by Wylie.

Su k XU ^ should be inclined to regard this as the proper name of

Volcano Island, if this term were tiaceable in the Liang Annals, which, as will bo seen

below, contain the source for this account of Ko Hung; but it does not occur there.

Again, the notice of the Annals goes back to the lost reports of K'ang T*ai
,

on his mission to Fu-nan in the first part of the third century. If K'ang Thai’s report

had contained the name kHu, we might reasonably conclude that it would have found

its way into the Annals; for this reason it may be solely an invention of Ko Hung.
^ That is, an active volcano.
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of these trees, and weave cloth from them. This is the first kind

of fire-proof cloth. Further, they also peel the hark of these trees,

boil it by means of lime, and work it into cloth, which is coarse

and does not come up to the quality of the material prepared from

the flowers. This is the second kind of fire-proof cloth. Moreover,

there are white rodents {pai shu Q covered with hair, each

three inches long, and living in hollow trees. They may enter fire

without being burnt, and their hair can be woven into cloth, which

is the third kind of fire-proof cloth.''
*

The first two sorts of asbestos established by Ko Hung, and

alleged to be of vegetal origin, are certainly imaginary; and how

this matter came about will be fully discussed hereafter. Here the

fact that concerns us is that Ko Hung is the first Chinese writer

in whom the idea of the animal origin of asbestos has crystallized.

Certainly, his “white rodent" is nothing but the salamander of the

Western legend, whose wool furnishes asbestos. At first sight it is

striking, of course, that Ko Hung’s notice far precedes in time any

Western version of the legend; yet this can rationally be explained.

Two conjectures which might be made to get easily over this state

of affairs would not prove before the facts. We cannot assume that

the legend is spontaneously Chinese in origin and migrated from

China to Western Asia: in China it has no basic facts, whereas

H . *

^M fl /J' M .A i? ft in

.f;ft E .W am * jS ^ « B ffl

^ = A A ^ ^ . ft ^ ^ ft ^ ft Ch. 4, p. 3'.
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we have traced its logical development in the West from the

combination of salamander and asbestos. Nor would it be possible

to regard the account of Ko Hung as unauthentic or as an anachronism,

as we have a number of texts, ranging from the fourth to the sixth

century, all relating to the same legend. The JVu lu ^ is

credited with the statement that in Ji-nan (Tonkin g) is captured a

fire-rodent whose hair is made into cloth, being styled "fire-proof

cloth.” ^ According to Bretschneider, ^ this book was written in the

third century, during the period of the Three Kingdoms (221—280);

but it is hard to believe that at that early date the legend of the

salamander- asbestos was known in China. The localization in Ji-nan,

foreign to Ko Hung, also seems somewhat suspicious. We have

noticed above (p. 312) that asbestos was known in the China of that

period, and that in the coeval Annals a tribute gift of it from the

Western Regions (-S? Yu) is on record for the year 239, no reference,

however, being made to the salamander story. The earliest date

that we may assume for the coming into existence of the latter on

Chinese soil is the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth

century.

It is more interesting that Kuo P'^o ^ J|| (276—324), a con-

temporary of Ko Hung, likewise alludes to the salamander-asbestos

;

for Kuo P^o, in his commentary to the Shan hai king^ is made to

say the following, as translated by Wylie: ^ “Ten thousand li to

the east of Fu-nan is the kingdom of Ke-po, More than five

thousand li farther east is the burning mountain kingdom, where,

although there may be long-continued rain on the mountain, the

‘ Records of the Kingdom of Wu, by Chang Va of the third century.

* Wei lio, Ch. 4, p. 3. Wylie (/. c., p. 149) quotes this passage from Tai p*ing

yit Ian (Ch. 820, p. 8), where the locality is defined as Pei-king
;j[^ in Ji-nan.

* Bot. Sin., pt. 1, p. 209, No. lOiS.

‘ 1. c., p. 146.
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fire constantly burns. There is a white rat in the fire, which some-

times comes out to the side of the mountain, in order to seek food,

when the people catch it and make cloth from the hair, which is

what is now called fire-proof cloth.'' What Wylie transcribes Ke-po

is properly Ch^i-po ^ ^ ;
and this is nothing but a variant for

the well-known She-p'o ^ the old Chinese designation for

the island of Java. The fact that in this connection the question

really is of Java becomes evident from other parallel texts alluding

to the same matter. * The name “She-p^o” for Java, however, does

not appear in Chinese records earlier than the first half of the fifth

century, the first embassy coming from there being listed in the

year 433: consequently Kuo P^o of the Tsin dynasty cannot have

possessed any knowledge of She-p'^o, which name must be a later

interpolation in his text. Aside from this point, however, the story

is entirely creditable to him, because the geographical portion of it,

as will be seen, is based on the narrative of K^ang T'^ai of the

third century, and is even more exactly reproduced by him than

by Ko Hung, Kuo P^o, however, shuns the account of vegetable

asbestos, as related by K^ang T^ai and repeated after him by Ko

Hung, and focusses the notion of asbestos exclusively on the white

rodent (that is, the salamander) inhabiting an active volcano.

K^ang T^ai knew nothing at all about this animal. Ko Hung does

not naturalize it anywhere. It is Kuo P^^o who took up this legend

and placed its home on the Volcano Island first reported by K'^aug

T^ai: consequently Kuo P'^o's story is a compromise reached between

the salamander story coming from the West and the tree-asbestos

story of Fu-nan, but it is valueless for tracing the region from

which the salamander legend hailed. It did not hail from Volcano

* Compare Pelliot, Bull, de VEcole fran^aise, Vol III, p. 264} \''oI IV, p. 270;

those texts will be discussed farther on.
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Island in the Malay Archipelago, as K^ang T^ai located there only

the alleged tree^asbestos, which in fact is bark-cloth, that has

nothing to do with mineral asbestos, K'^uo P^o, further, shows his

familiarity with the salamander in his edition of the dictionary

Erh ya, ^ This enumerates ten kinds of tortoise, the tenth of which

is termed “fire tortoise” {huo kuei ^ Riid K^uo P^o annotates

that it is like the “fire rodent’' (huo ahu), ^ The latter animal is

not included among those enumerated in the text of the Erh ya]

that is to say, it is entirely foreign to the ideas of ancient national

Chinese culture, but is a borrowed type, which first dawned upon

the horizon of the Chinese in the very age of K^uo P^o himself.

Another contemporaneous allusion to the same matter is found

in the Kii kin chu ^ ^ ,
written toward the middle of the

fourth century by Ts^uei Pao who says that the fire-rodent

remains immune when going into fire, and that what is termed

"fire-proof cloth” is made from the animaPs hair, which is ten feet

long. ^ Ts^uei Pao, in his succinct and sober statement, thoroughly

agrees with Ko Hung, differing from him only in somewhat ex-

aggerating the length of the hair. Yet the same author, in the

same work, presents a more fantastic account of the matter, which

he traces to the Booh of Marvels ^ ascribed to the Taoist adept

Tung-fang So (born in 160 b.c.). This attribution, as is well known,

certainly is fictitious; and the following text bears out this fact

again, because it is based on the account of K'^aug T'^ai, and must

therefore be later than the third century. Tung-fang So, according

^ Ch. B, p. 10 b.

- This name has been adopted by the Polyglot Dictionary of KTen-lung (Ch. 31, p. 24)

with the literal renderings into Manchu tuwai singgei'i, Tibetan mebyi, and Mongol

khnhigana. The eiplanations given in the Mancha dictionaries show that the salamander-

asbestos is understood (see SachaRov, Munchu-Russian Bictionory

,

p. 765).

* PVi %ccn yiin /«, Ch. 36, p 59.

‘ Entitled by him Shenichuan ^ ^ ,
otherwise Sien i iinff ^ .
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to Ts^uei Pao, is made to say, * the southern regions there is

a volcano forty li in length, and from four to five li in width.

In the midst of this volcanic fire grow trees unconsumable by fire,

and day and night exposed to a scorching heat, over which neither

wind nor rain has any power. In the fire lives also a rodent, a

hundred catties in weight, and covered with hair over two feet in

length, as fine as silk, and white in color. ^ Sometimes it comes

out; and by sprinkling water over it, it is put to death. Its hair

is then removed and woven into cloth, which is known under the

name ‘fire-proof cloth.' " Another text, likewise wrongly connected

with the name of Tuug-fang So, expatiates on the animal with still

greater vagaries of fancy, and will be discussed below. We notice

that in this Taoist narrative the salamander is made a denizen of

Volcano Island, in the same manner as by Kuo P^o. We accordingly

have two versions of the legend current during the fourth century,

—

a simple and sober one, accounting for the origin of asbestos from

an animal identical with the Western salamander; and an elaborate

and fantastic one, aggrandized by Taoist lore under the influence

of K^ang T'^ai's report of a Volcano Island in the Malay Archipelago.

The salamander turns up again in that interesting book Liang se

hung tse ki^ relating to the beginning of the sixth century, and

written by Chang Yue (667—730),^ “Merchants from the Southern

' Pien tse lei pien^ Ch. 21, p. 6. The text is quoted also in the commentary to

San kuo chi^ Jf'ei chi (Ch. 4, p lb), in the Uei lio (Ch. 4, p 3), ami in the Ts^i iiing

ye yii by Chou Mi.

* It must certainly be white, because asbestos coming; out of a fire has this color.

Wylie (/. c., p. 145), who translates from a modern edition of Shen i king^ has the

addition, “It ordinarily lives in the fire, and is of a deep-red color; but sometimes it

comes out, and its hair is then white.”

® See this volume, p. 198. The text in question is preserved in the
,

Ch. 4, p. 3b; and in the Ko chi king yuan, Ch. 27, p 13. Wylie {1. c., p. 143) seems

to have translated fiom another hook. His addition, “which the emperor had deposited

among the miscellaneons cloths/’ is not in the text before me.
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Sea brought as presents three pieces {iuan) ^ of fire-proof cloth, *

Duke Kie, recognizing it from afar, exclaimed, ‘This is fire-proof cloth,

indeed: Two pieces are made from twisted bark, ^ and one is made

from the hair of a rodent.' On making inquiry of the merchants,

their statement exactly agreed with that of the duke. ^ On asking

him ihe difference between the cloth of vegetal and that of animal

origin, the duke replied, ‘That manufactured from trees is stiff, that

from rodents’ hair is pliable ;
this is the point by which to dis-

criminate between them. Take a burning-mirror and ignite the tse

trees ^ on the northern side of a hill, and the bark of the trees

will soon become changed.’ The experiment was made, and it turned

out in accordance with his aflSrmation.” The witty duke, accord-

ingly, exploded the old tale of K'^ang T^ai, that bark cloth was

iucorabustible and a sort of asbestos. He himself, on former oc-

casions, had doubtless applied the experiment which he recommended

in the course of the story, and was possessed of that truly scientific

^ A cloth measure of 18 feet.

^ According to the text of the Wei lio, “Duke Kie, passing a market, noticed traders

ottering three iuan of fire-proof cloth'' (—« XUU \

^
It is notable that he speaks of twisted, not of w^oven bark, as K'ang T*ai and his

followers did (see p. 347).

This sentence is omitted in the text of the Jf'ei lio.

Cudrania iriboia^ Hance. W\Ue takes this for «f ,
or he may have

found this leading in his text; for he tianslates, “Take some wood cut down on the

north side of the hill and set a light to it by means of a solar speculum." Duke Kie,

of course, did not mean to say this. He wanted to prove by experiment that tree-bark

is not incombustible, like asbestos; and wdlh this end in view, it was not necessary to

chop the trees.

& 0 . * s % ft Bi smii . ja » » A. uj ^ ft

{Ko chi king yuan, Ch. 27, p. 13).
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spirit which does not halt at received traditions, but tries by

experiment to get at the root of things. To him true asbestos was

only the kind attributed to the salamander, ^ and the duke’s wisdom

demonstrates that the rodents’ hair of the Chinese was really mineral

asbestos.

The texts thus arrayed bear out suflBciently the fact that the

legend of the salamander-asbestos was popularly current in China

from the fourth to the sixth century; and the records of the

Chinese very aptly fill the gap which, as we noticed (p. 325),

exists in the West between the close of classical antiquity and the

traditions of the Arabs and mediaeval Europe. The Chinese texts

are all prior to those of the Arabs, and it is therefore necessary to

conclude that the Chinese and the Arabs must have borrowed the

legend from a common source extant in Western Asia at least

during the third century. This source is as yet unknown to us,

but the conviction of its existence is a postulate without which we

cannot intelligently understand the case. There are also indications

in Western sources which allow the inference that this prototype

resulting in the Chinese and Arabic notions must have lingered in

the anterior Orient in the beginning of our era. We have referred

to the probable Oriental origin of the salamander legend, and to

Pliny’s association of it with the Persian Magi
;
we have pointed

out also that it was current in Egypt during the first century a.d.,

and that Pliny’s and Aelian’s stories are dependent on the Alexandrian

Physiologus, There is accordingly good reason to believe that the

^ This is confiimed by another passage in the same work Liang se kung tse ki^ iu

which Volcano Island ( )
is mentioned. Here it is said that from the bark of

the fiery tree growing there only cloth is made, while fire-proof cloth is produced from

the hair of the fire-rodent living on a blazing mound. This text will be found in T'u

shu tsl cJCtng^ Fmt i lien 41, M^oman Kingdom {'Sti kuo), hui k^ao^ p. 2. It is said to

have been translated in its entirety by D’HERVEY-Sx.-DEN'iS in his jwr /f

which unfortunately is not accessible to me.
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salamander legend was known in the Orient on a line stretching

from Egypt to Persia, and that the numerous translations of the

Physiologus, if nothing else, supported its wide diffusion. At the

same time, however, as we know from the Chinese records, asbestos-

cloth was in evidence in western Asia, and was traded from there

over the routes of Central Asia to China. Salamander and asbestos

being familiar to the nations of the Roman Orient, they were in

possession of the elements with which to form that legend which

proceeded from them to China and at a later date loomed up among

the Arabs. It may be supposed that this primeval version, as yet

unknown, will turn up some day in an early Syriac source (or

possibly in a Greek papyrus) ; and if a Syriac work should tell us

of an asbestos-tree, and immediately join to this a notice of the

salamander, ^ we may imagine that the temptation was strong to

link those two accounts together.

The germ of this lost Oriental version possibly is traceable to

a Greek text, from which it can be shown how the identification

of asbestos with the salamander may have been effected. Antigonus

of Carystus, who was born between 295 b.c, and 290 b.c,, and

lived at Athens and Pergamum, has left a small collection of

Wonderful Stories,*’ among which is the following:^ ^‘There are

worm-shaped hairy creatures living in the snow. In Cyprus, where

copper-ore is smelted, an animal is engendered a little larger than

a fly. The same occurs also in the smelting-furnaces of Carystus.

Part of them die when separated from the snow ; others, when

separated from the fire. The salamander, however, quenches the fire.”

This text is based on that of Aristotle, given above (p. 314), where

‘ See above, p. 308.

* Compare U. von Wilamowitz-Mollkndorff, Vtber Antigonos von Karystos.

* Historiae mirabiles^ 90, 91 [Reriim nataralium scriptores Graeci

Vol. I, p. 22).
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are also mentioned worms found in long-lying snow. ^ Antigonus,

however, has here an essential addition, not met with in Aristotle

or any other author; and this is that this fire animal occurs also

in the furnaces of Carystus. ^ Now, we have seen that, according

to Apollonius and Strabo, Carystus on Euboea was one of the

principal asbestos-producing regions, and that from this locality

the mineral was even named Carystius. Antigonus hailed from

Carystus, and this fact may entitle us to the opinion that he was

acquainted with the asbestos mined near his home town. True it is,

he does not mention asbestos in the few fragments of his writings

which are preserved
;
and there is nothing to indicate that in the

above passage he means to include asbestos in the “smelting-furnaces

of Carystus.'' The point which I wish to make, however, is that

it was easy to read this interpretation into his text. An Oriental

Greek, Syrian, or Arab, for instance, who knew that “Carystius”

was a synonyme for ^asbestos,” could well have been reminded

thereof while reading this passage, and the immediate mention of

the salamander might then have led him to link the two notions

together. ^ In this manner we gain a satisfactory clew as to the

probable origin of the salamander-asbestos assimilation, which cer-

tainly must have been brought about on the soil of Hellenism,

* Aristotle does not name the animal living in fire, but, judging from his description,

it appears to be an insect. Pliny (xr, 36, § 119), who speaks of the same creature after

Aristotle, calls it p}jrallis or pyroiocon (others read pyrausta)^ and describes it as a winged

quadruped {pinnatum quadruped) of the size of a larger fly. Aelian {Hist, anim.y ii, 2)

styles it pyrigonos (“fire-born”).

* Pliny, in harmony with Aristotle, places it only on Cyprus {in Cypri aerariis for-

rKacxbus)y while Aelian gives no locality.

* It is possible also that the of the Greek text (from juwTa,“fly* **) led to a

confusion with jtzO; (“mouse”), and gave rise to the conception of the salamander as a rat

(Qazwini), mouse (Talmud), or rodent (Chinese). On the other hand, it must be admitted

that this metamorphosis is capable also of a logical explanation: the salamander«lizard

is smooth and hairless; when the salamander was made to yield asbestos, it naturally had

to be transformed into an animal with hair-growth.
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during the second or in the beginning of the third century a.b.

Besides the salamander of the character of a rodent, we receive

another intimation as to the nature of this animal, which answers

the classical notions. A work Sung chi (^‘Memoirs of the

Sung Period”), by Shen Yo
,

* contains the following notice

:

Blazing Island (Yen chou ) is situated in the southern ocean,

and harbors the animal ki (or kie)-hi . When it is caught

by people, it cannot be wounded by chopping or piercing. They

gather fuel, build a fire, bind the animal and throw it into the fire,

and yet it will remain unscorched.” ^

The name for this animal, which is clearly differentiated from

the rodent that follows, seems to be connected with some Malayan

form underlying our word “gecko,” described thus by Yule and

Burnell: ^ “A kind of house-lizard. The word is not now in

Anglo-Indian use; it is a naturalises word; and also is French,

It was no doubt originally an onomatopoeia from the creature's

reiterated utterance. Marcel Devic says the word is adopted from

Malay gekok [gekoq\ This we do not find in Crawfurd, who has

tdyy tdMk^ and goM^ all evidently attempts to represent the utterance.

In Burma, the same, or a kindred lizard, is called tokUj in like

imitation.” ^

^ Quoted in Ye k"o U"ung sJiu ^ by Wang Mou of the

Sung period [Ko chi king yiian^ Ch. 27, p. 13). Regarding this work see Wylie, Notes

on Chinese Literature^ p. 161. It was published in 1201.

* Ihen follows the story of the rodent-salamander mingled with the alleged bark-

cloth asbestos: “There is, further, the Volcanic Country, constantly enveloped by fire

which is not quenched by rain. In this fire there is a white rodent. When the trees in

the forests on this burning island have been wetted by rain, their bark becomes scorched;

and when eiposed to fire, it becomes w^hile. The islandeis gather this bark during several

months, and weave it into cloth, which makes fiie-proof cloth. Either the bark of the

trees or the hair of the rodents may yield it.^’

® Hobson-Johson, p. 367.

“Some of the Borneo reptiles produce singular sounds. The commonest among

them is a gecko, the chichak^ which name imitates peil'ectly the cry which it produces.

A much louder and moie characteristic cry is that of Goniocejghalus boineensis^ a largo
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The characters ki-hiy in this case, are chosen by the Chinese

author only to imitate the sounds of a word like ^^gecko.” As a

rule, the animal ki-lcxi is regarded as a mammal. The word first

appears under the T'^ang in the Yu yang tm tsu, and is synonymous

with feng
f f^'^9 a# (“wind mother^’), ox feng slieng

shou (“wind-born beast”). ^ On the other hand, the

Chinese know a saurian, 'ko-kiai ^ ,
being a word-formation

analogous to the Malayan names of the lizard, and, according to

Chinese authors, imitative of the call of the animal. -

It thus appears that the rodent-salamander of the Chinese, after

all, was a lizard like the salamander of the ancients; and the lizard

character of the animal leaks out in the earliest account of the

subject by Ko Hung, when he says that the animal lives in hollow

trees
;
for it is the lizard who has acquired this habit. A. R. Wallace,^

in describing the lizards of the Aru Islands, observed, “Every shrub

and herbaceous plant was alive with them
;
every rotten trunk or

dead branch served as a station for some of these active little

insect-hunters.”

The fact that it was not the Arabs from whom the Chinese

received the salamander-asbestos tale is illustrated, from a negative

lizard whidi lives on trees and has a high and serrated crest down its back. The Malays

call this lizard kog^go^ an imitation of its call-note, which is frequently repeated**

(0. BECCAEf, Wanderings in the Great Torests of Borneo, p. 35), In the Encgclopadie

van Nederlandsch-Indie (Vol. IV, p. 400) the word is given as take, which is peculiar to

Sundanese; it passed also into the language of the Batak on Sumatra; in Malayan it is

tekek and iokek
;
in Javanese, iekek. Compare Moro iagatak or tukatuk, “lizard” (R. S.

Porter, Primer of the Moro Dialect, p. 45). In the same encyclopaedia (Vol. I, p. 551)

will be found a description of the genus and of the beliefs in its venomous property,

which are very similar to those entertained by the ancients in regard to the salamander.

* See the texts of Pen is^ao ka7ig mu, Ch. 51 a, p. 20 b
;
and Wu li siao ski, Ch. 10,

p. 12.

* Pen ts*ao kang mu, Ch. 43, p. 6. The oldest text referring to it is Ling piao

lu i of the T'ang (compare Pfizmaieb, Denkxcurdigkeiten aus dent Tierreiche Chinas,

SBJk. Wien, Vol. 80, 1875, p. 14).

* The Malay Archipelago, p. 331.
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viewpoint, by the absence in China of any speciBc reference to the

phoenix, of which the Arabs make a great case (p. 319). Some

Chinese works have a general reference to birds, but the coincidence

is not perfect. Thus the apocryphal Sou shin ki has

a volcano in the region of the K^un-lun, inhabited by herbs, trees,

birds, and mammals, all existing in blazing fire and yielding fire-

proof cloth. ^

^ Wylie, Notes

y

p. 192. The passage is ia Ch. 13, p, 3 (of the Wu-ch'ang print).

* A case of a different character may be mentioned in this place, as it reveals a

very carious coincidence between a Chinese and an Arabic text. The interesting work

Tu yang isa jien ttSii ,
written by Su Ngo in the latter part

of the ninth century, contains the following story (Ch. B, p. 1 ;
edition of Pai hai):

“During the year of the reign of the Emperor Shun-tsnng j|^ (a..d, 805) the

country Kiii-mi [otherwise the territory of Keria
;
see Chavannes,

Documents sur les Tou-kiue occidentauXy p. 128] sent as tribute a pair of birds insensible

of fire (
* ll^)- These birds were uniformly black and of

the size of a swallow. Their voice was clear, but did not quite resemble that of ordinary

birds. When placed on a fire, the fire was spontaneously extinguished. The Emperor,

admiring this wonder, had the birds put in a cage of rock-crystal [rock-crystal being

believed to be a transformation of ice and to have a cooling effect], which was hung in

the sleeping-apartments of the palace. At night the inmates of the palace tried to set

fire to the birds by means of burning wax candles, but entirely failed in damaging their

plnmage.” Abo Ubaid al Bekri (1040—94) of Coidova (Mac Guckin de Slane, Description

de VAfrigue sepienirionale par El-Bekriy p. 43) has the following account : “Nons donnons

le recit suivant sur Tautorite d’Abou-*l-Fadl Djafer ibn Yousof, Arabe dc la tribu de Kelb,

qui avait rempli les fonctions de secretaire aupres de Mounis, seigneur de I’lfrikiya:

‘Nous assistions a uu repas donue par Ibn-Ouanemmou le Sanhadjien, seigneur delaville

de Cabes, quand plusieurs campagnards vinrent lui presenter uu oisean de ia taille d^un

pigeon, mais dhine couleur et d’une forme tres singulieres. Ils declarereut n’avoir Jamais

vn an oiseau semblable. Le plumage de cet animal offrait les couleurs les plus belles;

son bee etait long et rouge. Ibu-Ouonemmou demanda aux Arahes, aux Berbers et aui

autres personnes presentes s’ils avaient jamais vu uu oiseau de cette espcce, et sur leur

reponse quhls ne le connaissaient pas meme do nom, il donna I’ordre de lui couper les

ailes et de le lacher dans le palais. A Tentree de la nuit, on pla^a dans la salle uu

brasier-fanal allume, et voila que I’oiseau se dirigea vers ce meuble et tdeha d’y monter.

Les domestiques eurent beau le lepousser, il ne cessa d’y revenir. Ibn-Ouanemmou, en

ayant ete averti, se leva, ainsi que toute la corapagnie, afin dialler voir ce phenom^ne.

Moi-meme, dit Djafer, j’etais un de ceux qui s’y rendirent. Alors, sur I’ord.e d’lbn-

Ouanemmoo, on laissa agir Boiseau, qui monta jusqu^au brasier ardent, et se mit a

hecqueter ses plumes, ainsi que font tous les oiseaux quand ils se chauffent au soleil.

On jeta alors dans le brasier des chiffons impregues de goudrou et une quantile d^autres
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While the Chinese, in a somewhat masqueraded form, received

the legend of the salamander, they never adopted this word, as did

the Arabs and Persians. It was reserved for the Jesuit Father

Ferdinand Verbiest (1623—88) to introduce the Chinese, in his

Kun yii fu shuo^ to an illustration of a European salamander under

the title sa^la’^man-ta-la which he says occurs

in the country Germania {Je-erh-ma-ni-ya) in Europe: "Its habitat

is in cold and moist places, its temper is very cold, its skin is

thick, and its strength is such as to extinguish fire; its hair is of

mixed color, black and yellow ; a black and spotted crest runs along

its back down to its tail.*’ The figure by which his note is illustrated

shows a cat or fox-like mammal. *

Theory of the Vfgetal Okigin of Asbestos.

—

In order to arrive

at a correct appreciation of the complex notions developed by Ko

Hung and Kuo P'^o regarding asbestos, we shall now turn our attention

to another matter. In the first half of the third century a.d.,

K'ang Tai ^ and Chu Ying were engaged in a mission

to Fu-nan (Cambodja), and on their return to China published

two works iu which were laid down their experiences during this

memorable journey. Their record furnished to the compilers of the

Chinese Annals a great deal of information on the ancient history

objeta inflammables, afia d'augmenter Tintensite du feu, mais I’animal n’y fit aucune

attention et ne se derangea meme pas. Enfln il sauta hors du brasier et se mit h

marcher, ne paraissanl avoir eprouve aucun mal * Quelques habitants de I’lfrikiya assn*

rent que, dans la ville de Gabes, ils avaient entendu raconter Thistoiie de cet oiseau.

Dieu seul sait si elle est vraie.” In examining each for itself, we should certainly take

both the Chinese and the Arabic story for an abstruse fable. Such a fire-proof bird most

assuredly does not e.xist. On either side we are treated to the report of eye-witnesses.

The two stories apparently are independent, although the subject is identical. After all,

might this mysterious bird be an offshoot of the salamander-phot nix, restored to life by

an overstrained imagination?

^ Tu shu tsi ch^eng, XIX, chapter “Strange Animals,” hui k*ao 3, p. 9.
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of that country. ^ In the article on Fu-nan, inserted in the Annals

of the Liang Dynasty (502—556), ^ we meet a curious notice on

asbestos with reference to a Malayan region, as follows: “It is

reported that Fu-nau is bounded on the east by the ocean known

as Ta-chang ^ (‘Great Expanse*). ^ In this ocean is a great

island on which the kingdom of Chu-po ^ ^ (Java) is situated.

East from this kingdom is the island of Ma-wu ^1*1 •
^

Going again over a thousand li in an easterly direction across the

Ta-chang Ocean, one reaches Volcano Island.^ On this island there

^ Pelliot, Bull, de VBcole fravcaise^ Vol. m, p, 275.

* Liang shu^ Ch. 54, p. 3; likewise in Nan shi^ Pb. 78, p. 3.

* Corresponding to our Chinese Sea, extending from Hai-nan to the Straits of Malacca.

^ Pelltot {Bull., Vol. IV, p. 270) is inclined to identity this island with Bali by

assuming a clerical error (“Ma-li’’ for “Ma-wu’’).

® Tse jan huo chou (literally, ‘"the island of fire xvhich burns

of itself”). Pet.liot {Bull., Vol. iii, p. 265) has justly recognized that the reading

"great island” ~k M in Liang shu and Nan sJii is an eiror for "6re island.” Indeed,

the text of Nan ski is quoted with the correct reading in the Wei Ho (Ch. 4, p. 3) of

the Sung period, in an essay entitled "Asbestos.” Wylik, in his study Asbestos in China

(p. 149), not consulted by Pelliot, translated the name by "spontaneous combustion great

island.” He accordingly accepted the wrong rending, and took the word jan in the sense

of "to burn.” The latter point of view is justified, as, for instance, the lliian Ian ^
{Ko chi king yuan, Ch. 27, p. IS) writes z m . Which of the numerous

volcanic islands of the Archipelago, one of the chief volcanic belts on the globe, should

be understood by K'ang T'ai’s "Volcano Island,” certainly is difficult to guess. In my
opinion, Timor stands a fair chance of claiming this honor. A. R. Wallace {The Malay

Archipelago, p. 5) observes, "To the eastwaid, the long string of islands fiom Java,

passing by' the north of Timor and away to Banda, are probably all due to volcanic action,

Timor itself consists of ancient stiatilied rocks, but is said to have one volcano near its

centre.” Again on p. 7, "In Timor the most common trees are Eucaly pti of several species,

so characteristic of Austialia, with sandal-wood, acacia, and other sorts in less abundance.

These are scattered ovei the country more or less thickly, but never so as to deserve the

name of a forest. Coarse and scanty' grasses grow beneath them on the more barren hills,

and a luxuriant herbage in the moister localities. In the islands between Timor and Java

there is often a more thickly' wooded country', abounding in thorny' nnd prickly' trees.

These seldom reach any great height, and duiing the force of the diy' season they almost

completely lose their leaves, allowing the giound beneath them to be parched up, and

contiasting strongly with the damp gloomy’, ever*-verdant forests of the other islands.

This peculiar character, which extends in a less degree to the southern peninsula of Celebes

and the ea'-t end of Java, is most probably owing to the proximity of Australia. The
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are trees which grow in the fire. The people in the vicinity of the

island peel off the bark, and spin and weave it into cloth hardly

a few feet in length. This they work into kerchiefs, which do not

differ in appearance from textiles made of palm and hemp fibres,
‘

and are of a slightly bluish-black color. When these are in the

least soiled, they are thrown into fire and thoroughly purified.

This substance is made also into lamp-wicks which never become

sjuth-east monsoon, which lasts for about two-thirds of the year (fiom March to November),

blowing over the noithera ]mrts of that coantiy, prodaces a degree of heal and diyness

which assimilates the vegetation and physical aspect of the adjacent islands to its own.

A little further eastwaid in Timor-laut and the Ke' Islands, a moister climate prevails,

the south-east winds blowing from the Pacific through Toires Straits and over the damp

forests of New Guinea, and as a consequence every rocky islet is clothed with veiduie,

to its very summit. Further west again, as the same dry wunds blow over a wider and

wider extent of ocean, they have time to absorb fresh moistuie, and we accoidingly find

the island of Java possessing a less and less aiid climate, till in the extreme west near

Batavia rain occuis more or less all the \ear round, and the mountains are evei} where

clothed with forests of unexampled luxui iance,” “The land mammals of Timor aie only

six in number, one of which is a shrew mouse {Sore.v teri^ds), supposed to ho peculiar to

the island” {ihid,y p. IGO).

^ Tsiao ma . Pelliot renders this by “scorched hemp” {du chanvre rQusd)^

as if the reading were M .
Wylie translates the term “raw' hemp;” but the word

denotes a paiticular group of plants, the fibre-furnishing palm^, and is co-ordinated with

the word ma (“hemp”). Clolliing of palm-fibres was particularly made by the aboriginal

tribes of southern China, and known as fs?ao pu {Jutnij isiao being a

variety of the genus ^lusa
;
sec the Ch'^i ya by Kuang Lu, Ch. A, p. 5, ed. of

Chi pu isii chai tsding shu). The so-called Manila hemp of commerce is obtained from

the Abaca {Musa tejiiilis)^ the staple raateiial for Filipino weavings (see C. R. Dodge,

Descriptioe Catalogue of Useful Fibre Flants of the World, pp. 248—249, Washington,

1897; and the recent inteiesting article of C. Elata, Philippine Fiber Plants, in the

Philippine Craftsman, Manila, 1914, pp. 442—450). ]Marco Polo (ed. of Yule and

CoRDtER, Vol. IT, p. 124) mentions that the people of the province of Kuei-chou manu-

facture stuffs of the bark of certain trees which form veiy fine summer clothing. I do

not believe with Yule fp. 127) that Polo here refers to the so-called gt ass-cloth, but he

indeed means literally cloth woven fiom the hark-fibres of trees. The Miao in the pre-

fecture of Li-pTng, piovinco of Kuei-chou, indeed make textiles from tree-baik, called

bark-cloth {pH pu see Ta Ts’ing i Cinig chi, Ch. 400, p. 4). According to

Megasthenes (Sirabo, xv, CO) the Sarmanes (Sanskrit ^rama/ja, “ascetic") of India used

to wear garments made from the bark of trees. The vaiious kinds of hemp grown in

China arc biiefly enumerated in Chinese Jute, published by Order of the Inspector General

of Customs (Shanghai, 1891).
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exhausted.” This text presents a somewhat amazing effort at

associating heterogeneous ideas. The real affair described is the

well-known bast-cloth, common to the Malayan and Polynesian

tribes, and peculiar to many other culture-areas, which assuredly

is not incombustible; and this product is passed off as asbestos.

The reference to the purification in fire and to the making of wicks

doubtless proves that asbestos is intended. On the other hand, the

resemblance of asbestos-fibres to hemp or flax is well-known. ^

The term “bark-cloth” is equivocal : it denotes principally two

types,—one known under the Polynesian name tapa^ in which the

bast is flayed and pounded or macerated in water till it becomes

soft and pliable ;
- and another, in which the bast-fibre shreds into

filaments that may be spun and woven. As ICang T'^ai refers to

the latter process, he must have had textiles of bast-fibre in mind.

Ko Hung, as already stated, based his account of asbestos on K^ang

T ai s report, and was familiar with both beaten and woven bark-

cloth; for he has established two vegetable varieties of asbestos,

—

one woven from the flowers of trees, the other prepared from bark.

Hence our name "earth-flax (Dutch steenvlas, that is, "stone flax;” German
s/tire).

This method is practised not only by the Malayo-Polynesian stock, but also by the

negroes of Africa and the aboriginal tribes of America. Only a few instances from literature

may be given, whose number might certainly be augmented by many others. W. Marsdex
{History of Sumatra, p. 49, London, 1811) says on this subject, "The original clothing

of the Sumatrans is the same with that found by navigators among the inhabitants of the

South Sea Islands, and now generally called by the name of Otaheitean cloth. It is still

used among the Rejangs for their working dress, and I have one in my possession, procured

from these people, consisting of a jacket, short diawers, and a cap for the head. This is

the inner bark of a certain species of tree, beaten out to the degree of fineness required;

approaching the more to perfection, as it resembles the softer kind of leather, some being

nearly equal to the most delicate kid skin; in which character it somewhat differs from

the South Sea cloth, as that bears a resemblance rather to paper, or to the manufacture

of the loom. In central Celebes the art of weaving is still unknown, and the tribes use

only beaten bark cloth derived from a large variety of trees (P. and F. Sarasix, Reise?t

aiif CMja, Vol I, p. 259, where the process is described). See also Dodge, I, c., pp 98—101.
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Is K'^ang T"ai himself responsible for this fanciful combination,

or did he merely reproduce a tradition overheard by him in Fu-nan ?

We know that K'^ang T^ai, during his residence in that country in

the first part of the third century, encountered a Hindu named

Ch^en-sung who had been despatched there by the King

of Central India in response to the mission intrusted to Su-wu

^ Chan
^1^

King of Fu-nan. Thus K^ng T'^ai

availed himself of the opportunity of interviewing Ch'^en-sung on

all matters concerning India, and on his return to China published

a work on the hundred and odd kingdoms of which he had heard.

This valuable source of information has unfortunately perished. *

India and Fu-nan entertained close commercial relations: diamonds,

sandal-wood, and saffron being expressly mentioned in the T'^ang

Annals as products that were exchanged by India with Ta Ts^in,

Fu-nan, and Kiao-chi (Tonking). ^ True it is, asbestos is not specified

in the list of these products; but K'^ang T'^ai’s story allows ns a

peep behind the scenes, for it incontrovertibly shows that asbestos

was known in Fu-nan during the time of his sojourn. Certainly

it could not have come from any Malayan region, where asbestos,

as far as I know, is not found or utilized by the native population:

it evidently arrived in Fu-nan from India. In a.d. 380 India

presented to the Court of China an offering of fire-proof cloth
;

^

and this same event is alluded to in the Annals of the Tsin Dynasty,

in the life of Fu Kieu ^ ^ (337— 384), ^ in the statement that

India offered fire-proof cloth. We remember that Pliny naturalizes

asbestos in India, that Hierocles equips the Indian Brahmans with

* Pelliot, Bull., Vol. Ill, p, 270

* I'ang shu, Ch. 221 A, p 10.

^ Ski leu kuo ch^an isHu, Ch. 37, p. 11 (compare WyctE, L c,, p. 143).

Giles, Bioqraphical Dlctlonarij

,

p. 230.

*
'I'ihi shu, Ob. 112 (compare Plen tse Ui plen, Ch. 21, p. 6).
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asbestos garments, and that the Arabs derived the mineral from

Badakshaii (pp. 320, 327): hence we are entitled to presume that

asbestos was sometimes shipped also from India to Fu-nan in the

beginning of the third century. This postulate is necessary to ac-

count for the fact that K^ang T"ai struck correct notions in Fu-naii

regarding asbestos,—notions which agree with those of the classical

authors. Asbestos products, however, were rare in Fu-nan, as in

Hellas and Rome (Pliny, rarum inventu) and everywhere else, and

the supply presumably could not keep pace with the demand ; there^

fore the ‘‘malign and astute'* people of Fu-nan ‘ conceived the ruse

to trade off Malayan bast-cloth under the name of ‘‘asbestos.’* This

at least seems to me the best possible theory explaining K^aug

Thai’s account, as far as the theory of vegetal origin is concerned.

A specific example of what the Fu-nau asbestos was is offered by

the interesting story of Duke Kie, discussed above, from which it

appears that bast-cloth was really shipped to China under the label

“asbestos.” The merchants who offered this ware hailed from the

Southern Sea, and this product must have been identical with what

was shown K'^ang T^ai on his visit in Fu-nan, Duke Kie’s clever

experiment also demonstrates that K'^ang T^ai had merely fallen

victim to a mystification.

The influence of the asbestos text in the Liang Annals is apparent

not only in the Taoist school of the fourth century, as shown above,

but also in several later works. Thus the Huan Ian or Yuan Ian

^ period (618—90G), - says, “In

P i-kden ^ there is the Island of Blazing Fire, producing a

tree the substance of which can be woven, and which furnishes

what is called fire-proof cloth.” The geographical term “P^^i-kTen”

' Thus they arc characterized in the Annals of the Southern Ts^i (Pisluot, BhU.,

Vol. lil, p 261;.

^ Cited in Ko chi king gaa/i, Ch, 27, p. 13.
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occurs in the Fu-nan account of the Liang Annals as the name of

a great island of the ocean, situated 8000 li from Fu-nan, and,

according to Pelliot, ^ seems to have been along the Irrawaddy

and the Indian Ocean. The information of the Hmn lan^ of course,

is deficient, as in the Liang Annals Volcano Island has nothing to

do with P*^i*k^ien, but is located far eastward, in the Malay Ar-

chipelago.

In the above translation of the passage of the Liang Annals, the

kingdom of Chu-po has been identified with Java, the name being

a variant of She-p^o, by which Java became known from the first

half of the fifth century. This conclusion is confirmed by a text

ascribed to the I ton chi and contained in the T^ai ping

yii lan^ “ in which the Island of Blazing Fire is located in the

kingdom ofSe-tiao which is doubtless a misprint forYe-tiao

^ Now, we owe to the ingenuity of Pelltot the identification

of this name with the old Sanskrit designation Yavadvipa, and

this solution of the problem seems to me a well-assured result.

Since the I wu chit in its account of Volcano Island, depends upon

the text of the Liang Annals, it seems equally certain that the

Chu-po country mentioned in the latter is the island of Java, The

passage of the 1 zou chi is worded as follows: “In the kingdom of

Ye-tiao (Java) there is the Island of Blazing Fire, covered with a

fiery plain, which lights up spontaneously in the spring and summer,

and dies away during the autumn and winter. Trees grow there

which do not waste, the branches and bark renewing their fresh

appearance; in the autumn and winter, however, when the fire dies

out, they all wither and droop. It is customary to gather the bark

‘ Bull., Vol. ni, p. 264.

® Ch. 820, p. 9 (edition of Juan Yuan, 1812). The text is quoted also in the com-

mentary to iSan A'uo chi, Jfei chi, Ch. 4, p. ]

.

’ Bull., Vol. IV, p 268; and 'Vcung Pao, 1912, p. 457.
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in the winter for the purpose of making cloth. It is of a slightly

Lluish'black color. When it is soiled, it is thrown into fire again,

and comes out fresh and bright.'" ^ The interesting point here is

that the trees alleged to yield asbestos are set in causal relation

with the fire of the Yolcano, which transmits to the bark its fire-

proof quality.

Two other texts may likewise be traced to the Fu-nan account

in the Liang Annals. The Hiian chiincj ki iE. written by

Kuo ^ ^ of the fifth century, observes that ^'there is a volcano

in the south, producing a tree which is used for fuel without being

consumed; the bark, when woven, makes fire-proof cloth, of which

there are two kinds," ^ The Shu i ki ^ ^ (‘‘Record of

Wonderful Matters"), by Jen Fang who lived in the be-

ginning of the sixth century, annotates that “the fire of this active

volcano in the south is extinguished in the twelfth month where-

upon all trees push forth branches; while, when the fire rises again,

the leaves drop, the same as in winter in China, When the wood

is used for fuel, it is not consumed by the fire; and the bark, when

woven, makes fire-proof cloth." This version must be connected

with one handed down in the U m hien tunq ¥ao of Ma Tuan-lin,

who erroneously says that the Volcano country [Huo shan) became

known only at the time of the Sui (589— 618), and then quotes

the following from the “Customs of Fu-nan" (Fu-nan fu su :|^

by K^ang T^ai:*^ “Volcano Island is situated somewhat

over a thousand li east of Ma-wu Island. In the spring the rains

set in
;
and when the rainy season is over, the fire of the volcano

^ Compare Wylie, 1. e., p. 140.

* Ilis personal name is unknown.

® In agreement with (p. 332).

'* Compare Pelliot, Bull
,

Vol. Ill, pp 275 anl 276, note 2. My rendering is based

on the text in Yiian kien lei hati^ Ch 233, p. 19.
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breaks forth. The trees in the forests of the island, when wetted

by the rain, have a black bark, but, when affected by the fire, the

bark assumes a white color. ’ The inhabitants of the adjoining

isles gather this tree-bark during the spring, and weave it into

cloth; they make it also into lamp-wicks. When but a bit soiled,

they fling the cloth into fire, and this means purify it. There is,

further, a mountain, north of the country Ko-ying (written Kia-ying

^ ^ and west of Chu-po (Java), 300 li in circumference.

The active eruption of fire opens from the fourth month, and ceases

in the first month. During the period of volcanic activity the trees

drop their leaves, as in China during the cold season. In the third

month the people betake themselves to this mountain to peel the

tree-bark, which is then woven into fire-proof cloth/'

The Lo~yang kia Ian ki ^ # M bE ^ states that the

country Ku-se mff produces fire-proof cloth which is made from

the bark of trees, and that these trees are not consumed by fire.
^

The number of texts insisting on the vegetal origin of asbestos

could doubtless be much increased; but those here assembled are

sufficient to show that this doctrine, first traceable to K'^ang T^ai,

had obtained a permanent hold on the Chinese mind, despite the

contradictory explanation based on the salamander. While the Chinese

salamander versions unquestionably go back to Western traditions,

I am not convinced that this is the case also with the vegetal

theory. As set forth above (p. 306), I do not share the opinion

of those who impute to Pliny a belief in a plant origin of asbestos.

* This observation, of course, relates in reality to asbestos.

* See Pellict, Bull., Vol. IV, p 278, note.

^ Records of the Buddhist Kstablishments iu the Capital Lo-yang, written by Yang

Huan-chi in 547 or shortly afterwards (Bretschneider, Bol. Sin, pt. 1,

No. 483; and Chavannes, Bull., Vol. Ill, p. 3S3).

* Tu shu 1st ch'Jfig, chapter on fiie {Isa lu), p. 11b. Kii-se is perhaps identical

with Kii-shi
,
designating “Turfan*Dsimsa.”
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The tree-asbestos of the Alexander Romance and a Syriac work

(p, 308) represents rather isolated instances which show lack of

cohesion, and cannot be unduly emphasized. Asbestos filaments

bear such a striking resemblance to hemp or flax fibres, that it

becomes intelligible that the theory of their identity could have

spontaneously been advanced in various parts of the world. Our

own nomenclature of asbestos varieties is witness thereof. ^ In the

following section I shall try to explain how this theory originated

in Fu-nan. ^

The Arabs and mediaeval Europe, as already observed, were too

much absorbed by the identification of asbestos with the salamander

and phoenix to pay much attention to the idea of vegetal prove-

nience. This view, curiously enough, loomed up in Europe in

Martini's Atlas Sinensis. It is told there that there is a kingdom

^ The mountain-tree asbestos of the Chinese meets its parallel in our “mountain wood*^

or ligniform asbestos {jrijlotH),—a variety of asbestos which is hard and close grained, gener-

ally of a hiownish color, and often bearing an exact resemblance to petrified wood. At

first siglit it might easily be mistaken for the latter, especially when sufiicient iron is

present to give it the rudjy tinge of decayed wood or bark. Under the microscope,

however, the crystal fibre is easily detected, as is also the absence of the vegetable cells

which are always to be found in petrified wood (R H. Jones, Asbestos, p 14). Also the

Chinese seem to have taken petrified wood for asbestos (sec Wylie, /. c
, p 152; and the

writer’s Notes on Turquois, p. 24).

* An analogous example in which the ancients w^ere deluded in regard to a Chinese

product, is presented by Chinese silk taken by several classical authors for thin fleeces

obtained from trees (Yates, Teitrlnum Jntiqaorum, p 182). Virgil {Georgica, ir, 121)

has the verse, “And Seres comb their fleece from silken leaves” (Vclleraque ut foliis

depectant tenuia Seres). Strabo (xv, 20) supposed the raw silk material to be a sort of

byssos fibres scraped from the bark of trees. According to Dionysius Pehieoetls, the

Seres comb the variously colored flowers of the desert land to make precious figured gar-

ments, resembling in color the flowers of the meadow (ibid,, p. 181). Pliny (vi, 20) speaks

of the Seres famed for the wool found in their forests; they comb off a white down adhering

to the leaves, and steep it in water. The use of water to detach silk from the trees is

insisted on also by Solinus and Ammianus Marcellinus, both of whom propound the vegetal

theory of the origin of silk. Pausanias of the second century denied that the threads

from which the Seres make webs are the produce of bark, and described the silkworm with

fair correctness.
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in Tartary styled Taniu, which produces stoues; and above these,

an herb which fire can never consume. When it is surrounded by

flames, it reddens as though it would be entirely burned up; but

as soon as the fire is out, it re-assumes its former gray or ash

color. It is never very large or high
;

but it grows like human

hair, and has almost the shape of the latter. Its consistency is

very feeble and delicate; and when placed in water, it is noted

that it turns into mud and is entirely dissolved. ^

The Volcanic Theory.— After having discussed the opinions of

the animal and vegetal origin of asbestos, another question remains

to be answered,—How did the idea of a volcano acting upon the

formation of asbestos spring into existence and develop? Besides the

volcanic theory propounded by K^ang T^ai, there are a few others

that call for attention. The Shi i records an embassy from the

country of the Yu-shan bringing a tribute of fire-proof cloth to the

Emperor Wu of the Tsiu dynasty in the year 280 . On this occasion

the envoys of Yu-shan stated that ‘fin their country there is a

mountain containing veined stones {xven shi sending forth

fire, the appearance of smoke being visible at the horizon throughout

the four seasons. This fire was known as the ‘cleansing fire."

When unclean clothes were thrown on these blazing stones, how-

ever big the accumulation of filth, they were purified in this manner,

and came out as new.’" These clothes, of course, must have been

of asbestos-fibres. This story is strange, ^ and is hardly reproduced

correctly in the Chinese text, as it is now before us. No reason

can be discovered why asbestos-cloth should be cleaned in a volcanic

^ A. Kirch ER, La Chine illustree, p 278 (Amsterdam, 1670). Kircher refutes this

error; Martini's story is doubtless derived from the Chinese.

* Ch. 9, p. 4 (ed. of IJan JLei tsung sha)\ compare Wylie, I c., p. 143.

^ In all probability it is a mere echo and bad digestion of K*ang T'ai's narrative.
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fire, as any other ordinary fire would answer the same purpose.

The true story must have been so worded that asbestos itself was

produced by the volcano in question, and that the agency of the

volcanic fire to which it was exposed was instrumental in rendering

it impervious to fire, ^ We have here, then, a reference to an

asbestos-producing volcano situated in the west of China. A burning

mountain beyond the E'^un-lun, upon which any object that is

thrown is immediately burnt, is mentioned in the Shan hai Jdng; ^

and we have seen that the Sou sMn ki derives asbestos from this

volcano in the Kmn lun. ^ Chinese tradition, accordingly, is ac-

quainted with two volcanoes producing asbestos,—one on an island

in the eastern part of the Malay Archipelago, first reported by

K'^ang T“ai; and another placed in Central Asia. From none of

these territories, however, has asbestos ever become known to us:

hence we are compelled to conclude that the volcanic theories of

the Chinese records have not been prompted by immediate obser-

vation, but are the result of a series of speculative thoughts. These

thoughts themselves, on the other hand, have a certain foundation

in correct observation: it is in the manner of tlieir concatenation

that the speculative element comes in.

It may first be noted that from our scientific viewpoint even the

direct association of asbestos with volcanoes is quite correct. In

the widest sense of the word, we include under “asbestos” both

pyroxene and hornblende; the latter most frequently, the former

^ In a manner similar to that in which Pliny invokes the scorching heat of the tropical

sun in the deserts of India as the cause of the fire-proof quality of the mineral.

* Wylie, /. c., p. 146.

The Sung History, according to Bretschn eider Voi. II, p 190)f

describes a volcano north of Ururatsi, which contains sal ammoniac: ‘‘Inside there is a

perpetual fire, and the smoke sent out from it never ceases; clouds or fogs are never seen

around this mountain; in the evening the flames issuing from it resemble torch-light; the

bats, from this phenomenon, appear also in a red color.” Compare W. Ol'Seley, Oriental

Geography of £bn Jlaukal^ p. 264.
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more rarely, assuming an asbestiform character. Pyroxene, a very

common mineral, is a constituent in almost all basic eruptive rocks,

and is principally confined to crystalline and volcanic rocks. In

different localities it is associated with granite, granular limestone,

serpentine, greenstone, basalt, or lavas. Likewise hornblende is an

essential constituent of igneous rocks. ^ Nevertheless we cannot

grant the Chinese the merit of having made such an observation,

which is due solely to our modern geological research. There is,

moreover, no volcano in Asia which to our knowledge has ever

yielded asbestos, nor do the Chinese pretend to have actually im-

ported the material from a volcanic region. To them the volcano

is a romantic place of refuge to explain the perplexing properties

of asbestos. The introduction of the volcano must not be explained

by reading into it the latest achievements of our geology, but from

the thoughts evolved by the nature philosophy of the Chinese,

nourished by the glowing accounts accruing from foreign countries.

The question will be difficult to settle, Avliether K^ang T^ai owes

his theory to himself and his Chinese environment, psychological

and educational, or whether he borrowed it outright from the

people of Fu-nan. I feel positive of the one fact, that the volcanic

point in it was conceived in Fu-nan; for China has no volcanoes,

and all Chinese accounts of such relate to countries abroad. ^

^ R. II. JovES, Ashdstos, p. 21. Asbestos occurs in high altituilcs. In Italy, for

instance, it is rarely found at a lower level than five thousand feet, ranging from this

upwards to twelve thousand; in fact, up to the line of perpetual snow. Hence the addition

‘"mountain” is so prominent in our names for the varieties, as, “mountain wood,” “mountain

leather,” “mountain paper,” “mountain cork,” “mountain llax
”

* There is a negative criterion which illustrates that the Eu-nan tradition of the

volcanic asbestos is not due to an impetus from outside. The Arabic authors make frequent

allusions to the volcanoes of Java and neighboring islands, hut never mention asbestos in

this connection. Ibn Khordaibeb, in his Book of the Routes and Kingdoms (844—848),

tells of a small volcano in Jaba (Java), a hundred cubits square, and only of the height

of a lance, on the summit of which dames are visible during the night, while it throws

up smoke during the day. The merchant Soleiman, who wrote in 851, speaks of a
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To K'^ang T'^ai, asbestos-fibres were of vegetal origin, the product

of the bark of a tree, somewhat on the order of palm or hemp

fibre. The ready-made textile was impervious to fire, and the mind

eager to account for this wonder of nature settled on the theory

that this property should have been brought about through the

action of a natural fire. The material in its crude state had already

habituated itself to fire, which had hardened it in such a manner

that it could successfully resist all attacks of the element,—an idea

also alive in Pliny’s mind. People of Fu-nan who had occasion to visit

certain Malayan islands with their belt of volcanic mountains observed

the great luxury of vegetation which there prevailed, and its en-

durance despite volcanic eruptions. Pliny tells us of an ash-tree

overshadowing the fiery spring of a volcano and always remaining

green. ’ Chao Ju-kua, describing the action of Mount Etna, observes,

‘^Once in five years fire and stones break out and flow down as

far as the shore, and then go back again. The trees in the woods

through which this stream flows are not burned, but the stones it

meets in its course are turned to ashes.’’ ^ If there were plants to

outlive the ravages of volcanic destruction, the primitive mind argued

that the absorption of subterranean fire had made them fire-proof.

The fibres of asbestos, being fire-proof, were consequently derived

from plants growing on volcanic isles, this association being facili-

Mountain of Fire near Jawaga (Java; which it is impossible to approach; at its foot

there is a spring of cold and sweet water; the same is reiterated by Ibn al-Faqih (902).

Masudl (943) reports a tradition regarding the Malayan volcanoes, according to w'hich,

during the thunder-like eruptions, a strange and terrifying voice resounded announcing the

death of the king or chief, the sounds being louder or lower in accordance with the im-

portance of the person (see G. Fiikrand, Belations de voyages araheSy persa?is et turks

rel. a V Extreme-Orient

^

Vol. I, pp. 28, 41, 59, 99, 110, 145; and Cabea de Vaux,

Maroudi, Livre de I avertissementy pp. 90—92). Not one of these or any later Arabic

writers mentions asbestos among the products of either Java or any other Malayan region.

* Viret aeterno hunc fontem igneum contegens fraxinus ([[, 107, j 240).

* Translation of Hirth and Rockiiill, p 154.
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tated by the fact that their inhabitants manufactured fabrics of

bark-fibres. That this hypothesis was formulated in Fu-nan appears

plausible to a high degree; for, aside from the inward probability

of this supposition, there is no such account in classical antiquity,

Western Asia, or India. Pliny neither correlates asbestos with

volcanoes, nor does he speak of asbestos in his discourse on the

latter.

The report of K^ang T^ai, duly adopted by his countrymen, was

then crossed by the salamander story inflowing from the Roman

Orient, and the imaginative Taoists at once set to work to reach

a compromise between the salamander-asbestos and the volcanic

tree-bark asbestos. If the vegetable kingdom in certain places could

survive a volcanic fire, and if, as stated by Western traditions, the

salamander could exist in fire, there was in all the world no reason

why the hardy creature could not stand a volcanic fire as well.

This was the act of Kuo P'^o, who ejected the trees and replaced

them by the salamander, that now made its home in the blazes of

Volcano Island in the Malay Archipelago (p. 335). To the author

of the Sou shen ki ^ this compromise seemed too radical, and he

arbitrated by restoring K'^ang T^ai and bringing Kuo P^o to honor.

The vegetable as well as the animal kingdom, in his way of

reasoning, can live in volcanic tires; and asbestos is either the

product of the bark of these plants, or of the plumage of birds or

the hair of beasts. Wang Mou of the Sung period accepted this

verdict, and acquiesced in the belief that there is foundation for

both these statements. ^

Discovery of Asbestos on Chinese Soil.—The Annals of the

Later Han Dynasty, in the interesting chapter dealing with the

‘ Ch. 13, p. 3 (of the Wu-ch'ang print),

* Wylie, L c., p. 147.
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southern Man {Nan ^Jan) and the barbarous tribes in the south-west

of China [Si-nan I ^ b l^ave the following report: ‘‘Their

contributions of tribute-cloth, fire-down {huo ts^ui j/C ^ parrots,

and elephants, were all conveyed to the Treasury.* '^ Wylie ^

refers this account to the tribe called Jau-inaug
)}

^ R^entioned

in this chapter of the Annals a couple of pages before; but it

would seem that it relates in fact to the Pai-ma-ti

a tribe settled in Sze-ch"uan Province (north-east of Mao chou).

The term ‘‘fire-down,’' employed in the text of the Annals, is

explained by the commentary as being identical with the term

“fire-proof cloth” [huO Ituan pu)] that is to say, it is understood

by the Chinese in the sense of asbestos. The word is^'ui is very

ancient, and appears as early as the time of the S/ii king ^ with the

significance of clothing woven from the down of birds or the fine

undergrowth of hair of mammals. ^ Such textiles woven from bird’s

down are ascribed by the Chinese also to the aboriginal tribes

inhabiting southern China. E. H. Parker has extracted from the

Ling nan i tcu chi the information that the chiefs of southern

China select the finest down of the geese and mix it with the

* Uou llan shu^ Ch. 116^ p. lib.

* Z. c., p. 150.

^ He wrongly transcribes the first character Tan CJtina and the Roman

Orient^ p. 3G). The tribal name Many is doubtless identical with the Mang n studied

by G. Uevlkia {Fron/itre sino-annamite, p. 159)
j

sec also Cuavannes, T'oiing Pao, 1906,

p 689.

Ibid.y p 11 a.

Goraparc the interesting study of J. H. Platk, Premde harharhchc Stammoim alien

Chinay p. 515 (55. hatjer. Akad., 1874). The Pai-ma-ti seem to have extended from Szc-

ch'uan as far as into Kan-su (Ciiavasnk.s, Voang PaOy 1905, p. 528).

* Legoe, Chinese Clasi>ics, Vol. IV, p 121.

^ It is only the soft down of wild birds and wild beasts. The translation *‘habille-

ment fait en laine,” given by Pior {Le Tcheoudiy Vol. II, p, 6), is erroneous, as already

pointed out by J H. PrATii {Nahrang^ Kleidung und ICohmmg dcr alien Chineseny p. 37);

also CouvREUR has the wrong rendering, “v^ement de laine,”

** China neciewy Vol. XIX, p. 191.
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threads of white cloth to make coverlets, the warmth and softness

of which are not inferior to those of soft floss cushions. In other

words, Mr. Parker adds, eider-down quilts were known in China

very long ago. D. I. Macgowan, in his highly interesting essay

Chinese and Aztec Plumagery^ ^ makes this contribution to the sub-

ject: work styled ‘New Conversations on things seen and heard

at Canton/ was written by a native of Su-chou who spent many

years in that city in a mercantile capacity in the latter part of the

last century. In a short section devoted to bird clothes, he says,

‘There are several kinds of birds, the feathers of which are woven

into a peculiar cloth by the Southern Barbarians. Among them is

the celestial goose velvet, - the foundation of the fabric being of

silk, into which the feathers were ingeniously and skilfully inter-

woven, on a common loom, those of a crimson hue being the most

expensive. Of these wild goose feathers, two kinds of cloth were

made, one for winter, the other for summer wear. Rain could not

moisten them; they were called ‘rain satin,’ and ‘rain gauze,’ re-

spectively. Canton men imitated the manufacture, employing feathers

of the common goose, blending them with cloth. This fabric, though

inferior in quality, was much cheaper/” The tribe Nung

in Kuang-si made a special industry of fabricating a tissue of cotton

and goose-down.'^ Kuang Lu who spent several years

among the Miao tribes in the service of one of the female chiefs,
^

* American Journal of Science and Arcli.^ 2J ser
,
Vol. XVIII, 1854, p, 59. This

important study has been unduly forgotten by the present, and I apprehend also by the

preceding, generation Neither Bretschneider nor lliith, in their references to iofu, has

ever appealed to it, and acquaintance with this treatise would doubtless have led them to

belter results.

* Apparently a literal translation of Vien ngo jung ("silk-floss of the

wild swan’*). 1 tind this term mentioned in the kung Vai icu (Ch. 2, p. 46) as the

name of a fur garment woven from down and feathers of hawks and wild geese.

^ G, Devlrta, Froniiire sino-aunamitey p. 112.

* WvLTE, ISotes on Chinese Literature

^

p 59.
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and wrote an interesting account of them in his book ChH yu

jp-Ji ,

^ mentions the bird-feather textiles under the name mao

chang ^ and discriminates between fine feather weavings styled

S0‘fu ^ ^ ^ and coarse feather textiles termed ^^goose fishing-

nets” ingo ki ^).
This evidence permi Is us to infer that the term Iiuo t/ui, as

applied to asbestos coining from the South-western Barbarians,

signifies “bird-down able to resist fire,'’ and accordingly echoes a

tradition current among these barbarians themselves. If nothing

else, the peculiar choice of this term, which occurs in no other

text, would amply support this opinion. The conclusion that the

barbarians themselves worked this fibrous asbestos into a textile

would of course not be forcible
;
at least, it is not imperative, and

it is sufficient to assume that they had gotten hold of the raw

material. When we further consider that parrots ^ and elephants

named in the Annals are local products, the conclusion may be

hazarded that also asbestos was found in the same region. This

impression is confirmed by a statement of Yang Shen

(1488—1559) to the effect that ^*fire-proof cloth is produced in

Kien-ch^ang
1^ in Shu (Sze-ch^uan), This substance is as

white as snow, and is obtained from crevices in the stones, being

identical with what the Annals of the Yuan Dynasty term ‘stone

silk-floss' {shi jung ^ asbestos-producing locality in

^ The preface is dated 1G35. The passage is in Ch, a, p. 5 b of the reprint, in C/ii

pu fsu chai tsuiig sliu.

* The Arabic word (T. Watters, Essays on the Chinese Language,]},

^ The occurrence of the term in the llan Annals is an isolated instance.

In the text “trained birds,” interpreted as parrots. Parrots are first mentioned in

Ts'ien Han shn (Ch. 6, p. fi) under the name “birds able to speak” {tte/ig yen nlao

IS frequently referred to in the Annals as tribute gifts (for instance,

Kiu 'Pang shii, Ch. 198, p 9b; Poung Pao, 1904, p. 40).

* Ko chi king yuan, Ch, 27, p. 13 (compare Wylie, 1. c., p. 153). Regarding the

asbestos of the Yuan see below.
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Sze-ch'^uan is here clearly pointed out; and this agrees with the

statement of F. P. Smith ^ that asbestos is met with in Mao chou,

Sze-ch'^uan
;

and, as the Pai-raa-ti were settled near this region,

they were very well within reach of asbestos.

It is not surprising that these ^‘barbarians’' had come into pos-

session of asbestos
;

for this mineral is found on the surface in

numerous places of this globe, and there are instances on record

that it has accidentally been discovered even by primitive tribes.

In 1770 P, S. Pallas - reported that the Bashkir, a Turkish tribe

in the region of Yekaterinburg, had discovered on a mountain a

coarse kind of asbestos of yellowish-gray hue, being exposed to the air

in large pieces split lengthwise, with brittle fibres which could be

pulverized into a hard white wool. In the same area he visited

also the Asbestos or Silken Mountain, ^ giving a circumstantial ac-

count of the occurrence and mining there of the mineral, and

mentioning also that an old woman had possessed the knowledge

of weaving it into incombustible linen and gloves and making it

into paper. ^

The most remarkable utilization of asbestos on the part of a

primitive tribe is made by the Eskimo. D. Crantz ^ has the

^ Contribu^w?/s toward the Mat. Med. of China, p. 26.

* lieise durck verschiedene Provimett des rassischen Reichs, Vol. IT, p. 134*.

^ la Kubsiaa Sholkovaija (Jora {ibid., p. 184*).

“ K. H. Jones {Asbestos, p. 37), not familiar with the interesting account of Pallas,

represents the matter as though this site had been discovered onlv shortly before 1890,

and even asserts that the Silken Mountain is said to be entirely composed of asbestos.

It seems well out of the question that the Technical Society of Moscow, on whose report

Jones falls back, could have made such an absurd statement, for Pallas had already said

that the mountain consists principally of slate. Ills investigation is apt to refute also

Jones’s preposterous allegation that up to the present time little use has been made of

asbestos in Russia and Siberia, account of the prevailing ignorance respecting its

peculiar properties,” As early as 1729 news was spread in Russia of an incombustible

linen from Siberia. This referred to an asbestos-quarry discovered there about 1720 (P.J.

VON Strahlenuerg, iVorJ- und bstliche Teil von Europa und Asia, p 311, Stockholm, 1730),

® The Jfistorp of Greenland, Vol, I, p 56, London, 1767.
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following observation on the occurrence and utilization of asbestos

in Greenland: “The amiantus and asbestos or stoiie-flax are found

in plenty in many hills of this country. Even in the Weichstein

are found some coarse, soft, ash-gray veius^ with greenish, crystal-

line, transparent radii shooting across them. The proper asbestos

or stone-flax looks like rotten wood, either of a white-gray, a green,

or a red cast. It has in its grain long filaments or threads, and

about every finger’s length a sort of joint, and the broken end is

hard and fine like a hone. But if it is pounded or rubbed, it

develops itself to fine white flaxen threads. When this stone is

beaten, mollified and washed several times in warm water from its

limy part that cemented the threads into a stone, then dried upon

a sieve, and afterwards combed with thick combs which the clothiers

use, like wool or flax, you may spin yarn out of it and weave it

like linen. It has this quality, that it will not burn, but the fire

cleanses it instead of lye or suds. The ancients shrouded their

dead, and burnt or buried them, in such incombustible linen. They

still make purses or such kind of things of it for a curiosity in

Tartary and the Pyrenean mountains. Paper might be made of

this linen. The purified filaments may also be used as we use

cotton in a lamp. But we must not imagine that the Greenlanders

have so much invention: They use it dipped in train (for as long

as the stone is oily, it burns without consuming) only instead of

a match or chip, to light their lamps and keep them in order.”

In the EnajclopcEdia Britannica ^

it is stated that “by the Eskimo

of Labrador asbestos has been used as a lamp-wick.” I do not

know from what source or authority this statement comes; but, in

view of the data of Craiitz, it does not sound very probable.

Marco Polo’s account has shown us that in the time of the

^ Vol iJ, p. 714.
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Mongols asbestos was dug, that its preparation and weaving were

perfectly understood, and that asbestos products were utilized in

China. From this time onward we no longer hear of imported

"fire-proof cloth,’' while the accounts of native asbestos increase.

As early as the Sung period an attempt had been made in the

Imperial Atelier to spin and weave asbestine fibres imported by

the Arabs into cloth, but not with brilliant success. ^

A positive allusion to a locality where asbestos was found

during the Mongol period is made in the biography of the treacher-

ous Uigur minister Ahmed (A-ho-ma), “ who, in a memorial to

the Emperor Kubilai, stated that "Mount Pu-ko-ts'^i ^ ^
produces asbestos, which is woven into cloth unconsumable by fire;

an ofiBcer should be despatched to gather it.” In the main section

of the Annals ^ the date of this memorial is fixed in the year 12G7,

and it is added that the Emperor indorsed it and issued an order

in compliance with the request. The term for “asbestos” used in

this text is slii jung ^ ^ (literally, “stone silk floss”). We

have already seen that Yang Sben (1488— 1559) pronounced this

term identical with what is generally known as “fire-proof cloth,”

that is, asbestos; and this identification is certain beyond doubt.

^ 7 "id wei shan (s"ung t"an (already quoted above, Ch 5, p. 20 b).

* Yuan s/ii, ('h. 205, p. 2 a. lie figures among the “Villainous Ministers.’^ Marco

Polo has told his story (ed. of YuLR and CoRniER, Vol I, p. 41 5).

^ Yuan shit Ch. G, p. 12.

Giles, Schlcgel, and the English and Chinese Standard Dictionary, have adopted it

in this sense. The term with the same meaning is used in Japan (Geerts, p, 450).

Also Chang Ning of the Ming> author of the Faur/ cliou isa yen ^ ^ ,

combines the “stone silk iloss" of the Mongols with the ancient tributes of fire-proof cloth

i^Plen tse lei pien, Ch. 21, p. G; Wvlie, /. c., p. 158). An analogous expression occurs

in the form s/ii ma (“stone hemp”) in the Tang wing Ki {P"ei wen yvn fu^

Ch 21, p. 4 b). This text would possess a veritable value if any dependence could be

placed on this spurious work (see Cuavvnnes and Pelliot, 7'raite maniclieent p. 145),

which may reach back to the middle of the sixth century. The passage in question,

however, cannot be exactly dated, nor can the mysterious country Pu-tung be identified
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In regard to the location of Mount Pu-ko-ts'^i, Wylie, who has

already called attention to this passage, ^ observed that it is difiBcult

to identify it; but, "as asbestos is said to be found in Tartary, it

is not unreasonable to suppose a coincidence in this also.’* G.

ScHLEGEL ^ writes the name of the mountain 31)

translating this by "red mountains of Pie-kieh,’’ which he places

in Sze-ch'^uan at 27^12' latitude and 102^53' longitude.^

A. ^ seems to be the first European author to record

the occurrence of the mineral in Shan-tung. Under the title

asbestos” he has the following: "This strange fossil mineral is

found at King^kwo-shau, and also at Law-sze-shan. The natives

use it for making fire-stoves, crucibles, and other fire*proof purposes.

The fibre is good and very feathery, and by the admixture of cotton

or hemp could be woven into articles of clothing. Such articles

being exposed to fire and having all the alloy consumed, would

(it appears only in this passage, as shown hy Pien i iien, Ch. 42, where Pii-tung is

ranked among the unidentified countries of the East, solely with reference to this text).

The .allusion to asbestos is obvious. The text runs thus: “In the lake Yintj-ngo

there are ships fastened by means of ‘stone veins’ (s//i mo ) worked into

ropes. 1 liese ‘stone veins' come from the eountry Pu-tungSim ,
and are as fine as silk

lloss. They arc extracted from the stone, and reeled like liernpcn cordage. The material

is styled ‘mineral hemp, and is aKo made into cloth ’’ The passai^e, at any rate, demon-

strata’s that the mineral character of asbestos was known to the Chinese prior to the age

of the Yuan, and possibly during the sixth century. The following text from the Persian

geography of Ahmed Pa/:I of the sixteenth century and relating to Egypt might eventually

be enlisted for the explanation of the Chinese story It is thus translated by C IIuart

(P«3/ dc' V Kcole das Ltmjues Orieutaks, uth ser., Vol V, 1905, p 121): “Dans certainca

localites croit une herhe dont on fait les cordages des gros navires; elle donne line lorniere

ix la f<i 9on d’une chandelie; quand elle s’eteint, on la fait tourncr plusieurs fois et elle

redevient lumineuse.'*

^ c
, p. 152.

* Sadarlandsch-rlfineesch IPoordenbock, Vol. Ill, p lOGC.

^ This is the reading of the Fatuj chun isa yen.

It would be interesting to settle this question. Thus far, 1 have failed to find any

indications in the Ydaii ski regarding the site of this raoimtain.

JSofes on the FroducUons of Shnn-tuny {Journal Vhma Branch R. As. *Soc., Vol IV,

3 86S, p. 70).
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afterwards form fire-proof garments, such as ancient history speaks

of, and such as are used in legerdemain. But the mineral would

make most excellent fire-brick, which would be cheaper and more

durable than any others. This is worthy of the consideration of

the masters of the steamers on the coast.'' Unfortunately Wil-

liamson did not supply the technical name by which the substance

is known to the Chinese. This defect was made good by F. P.

Smith, ^ who furnished the name 'pii huei mu (literally,

"wood without ashes;" incombustible wood), and pointed out three

localities where it is obtained,—Lu-ngan fu in Shan-si, district of

Yii-Uien in Tsun-hua chou in Chi-li, and Mao chou in Sze-ch'^uan.

The occurrence in Shan-tung was confirmed by A. Fauvel, ^ who

stated that "asbestos is common in Shan-tung; pounded and mixed

with soapstone it is made into crucibles, and very pretty white

Chinese furnaces; they are as light as cardboard, and stand any

heat; these articles are extensively made in the capital of the

provinces." In this account I have full confidence, because Fauvel

was a good naturalist and observer, and because I saw and collected

such stoves myself. These specimens, six in number, ^ were obtained

at Peking in 1903; and from the description given me by Chinese,

there could be no doubt that they were really made of asbestos.

This impression is corroborated by Professor L. P. Gratacap, Curator

of the Department of Mineralogy in the American Museum of

Natural History of New York, who states that these stoves "consist

of a very finely triturated asbestos, with which (purposely or ad-

ventitiously I cannot say) there is an admixture of particles of

* CoyUributioiis ioicard the Mat Med. of China^ p. *G.

* China Revitie, Vol I IF, 1875, p. 87 G

® In the American Mufeum, New York (Cat. Nos. 12427, 12052—12056). A specimen

is figured in tlie Catalogue ofthe Chinese Collecticnfor the International Health Ejr/iibitlony

LondoUy lS.S4y p. 82, and is defined there as “lime stove.”
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limestone; there is evidently also a smearing of clay, which to a

slight extent pervades also the asbestiferous mass.” As this sub-

stance is designated by the Chinese in Peking 'pu huei muy it is

conclusively proved that at present this term relates to a variety

of asbestos, though this does not imply that it might not refer

also to other lime-like minerals which in our opinion do not come

under that category. These asbestos stoves, white in color, enclosed

in frames of wood or brass and heated with coal-briquettes, are

much utilized in Peking and manufactured about 80 li in the hills

toward the west of the metropolis. I could not learn the name

of the village or locality. ^

Geerts ^ pointed out that pu huei mu denotes in Japan in-

crustations of carbonate of lime, which settle around branches of

trees immersed in a current of mineral water. This may be; in

China this term refers also to petrified wood.

In reading the notes of Li Shi-chen ^ on the subject of pu huei

mu, we are struck by the fact that he does not make any allusion

^ The Port Catalogues of the Chinese Customs Collection at the Audro-llungarian

TJnivetsal Exhibition^ ^ ienna^ 1^73 (p. 50) contain the following entry in the Chefu

collection (repeated also in later Exhibition Catalogues of the Customs): “Asbestos, lung-

ku-ni
1^1^ j

place of production, Shari-tung; used for making fire-stoves, ci iiclbles,

etc.; the fibre woven with cotton or hemp is made into fire-proof materials.” This in-

formation is spurious, and based on a misunderstanding of Williamson, who said that the

fibre is good and very feathery, and by the admixture of cotton or hemp could be woven

into articles of clothing; in fact, of course, it is not so woven by the Chinese, nor is it

woven by them at ail; at least, there is not the slightest evidence of this. Moreover, the

term huig~ku-ni has nothing to do with asbestos, but denotes a medical preparation made

from powdered dragon-bones, that is, bones of fossil animals.—How badly China is treated

by our mineralogists, and even in otherwise complete monographs, is illustrated by the book

of R. II. Jones on Asbestos. All that is said there in legard to China amounts to the

one sentence (p. 39), “In China also asbestos occurs; but, apart from the manufacture of

a coarse kind of cloth, we know little of any purpose to which it is there applied.” I have

never seen or heard of any asbestos-cloth now manufactured in China.

* Produiis, p. 450 (see also p. 344).

* Pen ts*ao hang mu^ Ch 9, p. 14 b. The translation given by T, de Mlly {La'pi-

daires chinois^ p. 85) is an incomplete abstract from the Pen tCao,
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to the "fire-proof cloth;'’ he does not tell us that it is identical

with what anciently was called huo huan pii. In fact, the traditions

regarding the two products are entirely distinct. Certainly pu huei

mu refers to the mineral, and huo huan pu to the finished textile

product.

There is another terra, yaiig kH shi ^ ^ >
which likewise

refers to a variety of asbestos. It is diflBcult to see why Smith ^

and Geeets - were so much exercised about this identification, the

one saying that "this variety of hornblende, or greenstone, is

scarcely to be called an asbestos, as it is by some writers;" the

other even going so far as to impeach some foreign authors on a

charge of confusion. Both Smith and Geerts were insuflSciently

informed on the subject; for what they describe is certainly styled

by us "asbestos,” whether the Chinese specimens commercially be

of good or bad quality. D. Hanbury identified yaiig Jc^i shi with

“asbestos treraolite, ^ silicate of lime and magnesia;” and this is

what we still include under "asbestos.” It appears that this stone

is used only medicinally. ^ The English and Chinese Standard Dic-

tionary^ lists both pu huei mu and yang Ei shi under “asbestos."^

* X. f., p 27 .

* X. c.y p. 448.

® liotes on Chin. Mat. Med.^ p. Ill {Pharmaceutical Journal^ 1S61); or iu his

Science Papers, p. 218.

“ This word is derived from Tremolo, Mount St. Gotthard, where this variety was

first found.

® I’ DE Mlly, Lapidaires chinois, p. 105
j
Biot in Bazin, Chine moderne, p. 556.

* VoL I, p. 112.

’ It should be pointed out, however, that this meaning of pang Pi shi is of compara-

tively recent origin, the exoct date of which remains to he ascertained. In the older

texts cited by Li Shi-chen on the subject, nothing can be found to remind us of asbestos;

and the early sources aie so brief and obscure that they hardly allow of any positive

conclusions. Thus the Pie lu merely refers to Shan-tung as the place of provenience by

saying that yang Pi shi occurs in the hills and valleys of Mount TsT and in Lang-ye,

adding that it is the root of mica mu, ‘‘cloud mother’^ in the Cloud Mountains

(Tiiw shan). T'ao Ifung-king states that this mineral, which is dug together with mica,
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Marco Polo proved that he was possessed of a scientific mind

when he exploded the salamander legend at the very moment that

his Turkish acquaintance told him of how asbestos was dug and

spun. The same case might be applied as a test for the scieutiGc

ability of the Chinese. True it is, the scholars of the Ming period

clearly recognized the identity of the asbestos discovered under the

Yuan with the imported fire-proof cloth of old. In vain, however,

do we look in the literature of the Chinese for an awakening on

their part, and a critical attitude toward the ancient legends, when

the mining and working of the material within their boundaries

has oflfered the opportunity ever since the days of the Mongols.

The minds of Chinese scholars, at least those of the last centuries,

were not trained to observation, and still less to logical conclusions

based thereon, especially when these were apt radically to antagonize

venerable traditions. The discovery of asbestos in China did not

lead to studies by her scholars and to an overthrow of popular

errors. On the contrary, the old book-knowledge persisted and

triumphed. Wylie quotes the following from Chou Liang-kung

^ ^ ’
an author who lived under the Manchu dynasty and

had occasion to see a strip of asbestos cloth: “The ancients said

that it was woven from the bark of a tree that grew on a burning

mountain ; while some say that it is from the hair of a rodent.

The statement that it is from the bark of a tree, is the most

is very similar to mica, ooly of greater density; and that Vi shi, dug in Yi-chou

together with alum ^ yellow and black in color, bat that it is only tlie

root of alum or mica, and that the true state of alTuirs is not yet assured. T^ao lluug-

king, accordingly, was not positive about the true nature of the substance; it may originally

have been a variety of mica or alum. At any rate, it has no practical importance for the

historian of asbestos, as the Chinese never made any use of it in the manner of asbestos,

but only took it internally as a medicine. It should be remembered that Apollonius has

allusions to mica in his account of asbestos (p, 304), and that Dioscorides and Pliny liken

asbestos to alum (pp. 303, 308).
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probable, as its color is more like hempen than woollen fabrics.”

To the credit of the Chinese, however, it must be said that Ts^ai

T"iao ^ of the Suug period plainly rejected the legend of

the animal origin of asbestos, though he failed to grasp the real

nature of the substance. It will be remembered that this author,

in his work T'^ie icei shan ts^ung faU) reports the importation on

the part of the Arabs of asbestine cloth and asbestos raw material,

and that the latter was woven into textiles in the Imperial Atelier

of the house of Sung. These facts impressed the Sung scholars

and set them to thinking. Ts^ai T^iao makes the positive statement

that asbestos is not the hair of a rodent
),

and

that the Chinese manufactures of his time testify to the fact that

the old stories are wrong.

Addenda.—In the letter purported to have been addressed by Prester John

to the Byzantine Emperor Manuel, and written about 1105, we read the

following about the salamander yielding the material for asbestine garments

(F. Zauncke. Der Priester Johannes I, p. 89): **In alia qnadara provincia [of

India, the territory of tiie alleged Pioyal Pj-esbyter] iuxta torridam zonam sunt

vermes, qui lingua nostra dicuntur salamandrae. l&ti \ermes non possunt vivere

nisi in igne, et faciunt pelliculam (pmiulam circa se, sicut alii vermes, qui

faciunt seiicnm. Ilaec pclhcula a dominabns palatii nostn studiose operator,

et inde habemus vestes et pannos ad omiiem usum excellentiae nostrae. Isti

panni non nisi in igne fortiter accenso lavantur.'" In tliis description the

salamander is associated wiili the silkworm working itself an envelope that is

reeled olT and spun like silk, the material being incombustible and washed in

fire. In view of the populaiity of tlie stories about Prester John in the

thirteenth centuiy, the “salamander-silk,” so frequently mentioned in the texts

of that period, may well be traceable to the passage in question. In one of

the medkcval nianuscri[)ts edited by Zarncke (pp. 107, 170), twelve men appear

before King Manuel as ambassadors of the Presbyter, and impress him by

cleaning their rubes of salarnaiuier-silk in flaming fire. The Presbyter’s letter

is instructive for another reason; for it shows, as pointed out on p. 325, that

the identity of the salamander's product wiih asbestos was not recognized in

the early middle ages. The bread, it is told there, is baked in a \essel made

from asbestos: the pavement is of green topaz, which by nature is cold, to

moderate the heat of asbestos (A pistoribus panis efficitur et in clibano facto

26
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ex asbesto ponitur et coquitur. Pavimentum clibani est de topazio viiidi, qui

naturaliter e&t frigid us, ut caliditas asbesti ternperetur. Alioquin panis non

coqueretur sed conbiireretiir. Tantus est calor asbesti). The walls of a furnace

in the bakei’v (pistrinum) were likewise of asbestos (Est enim furnus factus

exterius de lapidibus pieciosis et auro, interius caelum et parietes sunt de

albesto lapide, cuius natura talis est, quod, semel calefactus sit, deinde in-

remissibiliter sine igne semper erit calidiis). These passages concerning asbestos

are wanting in the original text of the letter, and are interpolations occurring

in manuscripts of the thirteenth century.

Falstaff, after many uncomplimentary remarks on Bardolph’s personal

appearance, exclaims, “I have maintained that salamander of yours with fire

any time this two and thirty years; God reward me for it!” (Shakespeare,

1 Henry I\\ III 3, 52). A lizard in the midst of flames was adopted by Francis I

as his badge, with the legend, Nuirisco et cxtinyuo^ “I nourish and extinguish”

(E. Phipson, Animal Lore of Sliahesyeare's Time^ p. 320).

P. 339, note 1. The French translation of the text in question by

d’Hervey-St.-Denys has been rendered into English by S. W. Williams in his

article Notices of Fii-mny {J, A. 0. 5., Vul. XI, 1882, p. 98). It appears from

this translation as though in the opinion of Duke Kie Volcano Island were

situated in the land of the Amazons, about ten thousand li north-west of Fu-

sang: nor is the cloth fi'om the bark of the fiery tree mentioned in it. In

the translation of Williams it runs thus; “In the middle of the kingdom is

an island of fire with a burning mountain, whose inliabitants eat liairy snakes

to preserve themselves from the heat; rats live on the mountain, from w'hose

fur an incombustible tissue is woven, which is cleaned by putting it into the

fire instead of washing it.” In fact, the text, as reprinted in

is worded as follows: “Southward [from the country of Women or Amazons],

arriving at the southern shore of Volcano Island, the inhabitants on Mount

Yen-kun there subsisst on .... crabs and bearded snakes in order to ward off

the poisonous vapors of the volcanic heat. In this island there aie fiery trees,

the bark of which can be wrought into cloth. In the blazing mound live fiery

rodents, whose hair can be made into stuffs. These are incombustible, and

when soiled, are cleaned bv means of tire” ( ^ lllH*

^^ ^ Ven-kun is an artificially coined

term, which does not appear in other texts; it is apparently intended for

‘•blazing (yen) Kun-!un.” The exact meaning of si'( is not known to me;

according to K'ang-hi it is identical with • The interesting feature ot

the above text is that the asbestos and salamander story is linked together

with fabulous accounts of Fu-.'^ang and the Amazons, and it will be remembered
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that the report of a specular lens coming from Fu-sang is embodied in the

same text (this volume, p. 198). If I expressed the view that this lens appears

to have been of Western origin, and that Chang Yue was familiar with traditions

relating to Fu-nan, India, and Fu-Iin (p. 204), this opinion is confirmed by

the present case in which Chang Yiie adapts to his purpose the Fu-nan version

of asbestos in combination with the salamander story.

P. 351. The country Se-tiao appears in another text of the I wu chi^

cited in the Cheng lei pen ts^ao (Ch. 23, fol. 49). There, a plant is briefly

described under the name mo-ch^ii (according to G A. Stuart,

Materia Mcdica, p. 499, unidentified), which groxvs in Se-tiao: the latter, it

is added, is the name of a country. If it could be proved that mo-ch^ii is the

transcription of a Javanese name (and this is probable), the case would make

an interesting contribution to the identification of Se-tiao with Ye-tiao.
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HI.

Ceylon and Maidive Islands.

53 ( 1 ). Hsing clia shhig Ian. 25 . Tsui-la5 shan ^ |l(

Nicobar Islands.

These islands are a five days voyage north-west of Lung-yen

islet (Pulo Rondo). There are seven passages of varying size through

any one of which ships can pass.

Tradition says that formerly the Buddha ^’akya while passing

through the islands took a bath in the water wdien these (islanders)

stole his mantle {kachnijn). The Buddha took an oath, saying, “They

shall hereafter shine in their bare skins amoncr those who wear

clothing.” So it is that both males and females shave their hair

and go without clothing, covering themselves both before and behind

with the leaves of trees fastened together. -) Neither have they any

1) See J'ounj Pao, July, 1914, p, 419, March, 1915, p. Gi.

2) Ma Iluan’s description of the Ts li-lan islands is contained in his chapter on Ceylon,

see in/ra, 55 (1). It seems to me likely that Ma Hiian and Fei llsin included the An-

daman islands in their Tsui-lan shan, althou^'h there is no doubt that tiie Andamans were

known to the Chinese of the eaily part of the thirteenth century (Hiith and Rockhill,

op. sitp cii
,

147—148). The Buddha is said to have visited Ceylon where he preached

the Laiikuvalara sUtra. He presumably stopped on the Tsui-lan islands when on his way there
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rice, but they catcb iu nets fish and prawns, and these, together

with a kind of banana and cocoa-nuts, form their food.

Though a ship may not have passed that way (previously), it

may anchor off these islands (in safety). In the jen^f::U year of

Hsuan-te (A.D. 1432) on the second day of the tenth moon, wind

and water not being favourable, (we) anchored off these islands for

three days. The islanders came off in dug-outs bringing cocoa-nuts.

The men and women in these boats were just as previously stated.

54 (1). Tao i chill Uo, 57. Seng-ka-la (ft l)nf!])‘

It is encircled by ranges of green hills while the sea spreads

out all along it.

On the saddle of the hill there is a Buddhist temple, all solitary,

in which are the mortal remains of the Ciikya Buddha, and where

the people have kept up the custom from of old of worshipping

with perfumed caudles as if it were the live (Buddha).

On the sea-shore there is a (flat) rock like a lotus-shaped pedestal

on which there is the impress of the Buddha’s foot, one foot four

inches in length, seven inches broad and over five inches deep.

Sea water collects in the foot print, but is not salty but sweet

tasting, like must (Q^)- Those who are ill and drink it are made

well; the aged who drink have their years prolonged. ^)

1) Seug-ka-la is, as already in Wang Ta-yiian's time, an obsolete name for Ceylon.

Chou Ch'ii-fei and (diao Ju-kua already used the name Ilsi-lan
(in ), and iu the

Yiian shih it is found written (’hidan
( ^lii'th aud Kockhill, suj). cit

^

73—75. As used by Wang, the name Seug-ka-la applies only to Dondera hill near

Belligam (Pieh-lo-!i) at the southern extremity of the island, on which was the temple

with the Sleeping ]5addha. The impress of the Buddha’s foot at this temple must not be

confounded with that on Adam's Peak which is mentioned by Chao Ju-kua and by Ma
Iluan, who accepts the Mohammedan tradition that it was Adam's footprint.

It woiibl seem that this ca\ity in the rock, or impress of the Buddha’s foot was

known as the “Holy Sprins;”
( ), for here is what Wang Ta-yuan (67, Chin t'a)
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The uatives are over seven feet tall, their faces are dark brown,

their bodies black, their eyes well opened, and with long hands and

feet. They are sleek and hale, as is but natural to descendants of

the family of the Buddha. Many of them live to over an hundred

years of age. In the beginning the Buddha, in pity for this people

who were in poverty and given to stealing, sprinkled them with

the sweet dew (of his doctrine) and made them to become righteous,

and caused the land to bring forth red stones (rubies). The natives

dug them out of the earth; those they picked up with their left

hand were for trade, those they found with their right hand they

decided that in future (lit. after the Buddha) they would help those

who had no stock to trade. So (through the pitying love of the

Buddha) they have all been made well-fed, good and virtuous, ^)

Before the table of the Buddha
(# ^ # )

there is a bowl

(^C '^hich is neither of jade nor of copper nor yet of iron. Its

colour is dark brown
( ), and it is lustrous mh it rings like

glass when struck. In the early days of the Yuan dynasty three

(two?) missions were sent (by Kublai Khan) to get it.

In view of what has been said above (of this people) and al-

has to say : “At the base of the cliff beside the Holy Well there used to be a pagoda

over an hundred feet high. The tee of the pagoda was originally plated with gold, but it has

fallen down, and the srones arc broken and green with moss and lirhens. In (the rnin)

there is a cranes nest over seven feet btoad in which are two red-headed cranes, a male

and a female The natives have put up a tablet here on which is written Lao hao li

( “the villcigc of the old cranes*) Aged persons of over a hundred

years are numerous (hereabout): they drink the water from the Holy Well.*’

1) The latter part ot this paragraph is difficult to understand I base my translation

on the explanations furnished me by a Chinese friend, a scholar of good standing, but he

^ as not well satisfied with his remlering. I here seems to be some reference to this story

in Iiiar Odoric s story of the pool in Ceylon from which [necious stones were taken, the

waters of said pool having been derived from the tears shed by Adam and Eve “The

king, 1 c says, taketh not those gems for himself, but for the good of his soul once or

twice a-year he suffereta the poor to search the water, and take away whatever stones

they can find.** Cathay and the way thither (2*^ edit.), II, 171.

2) See supra. Part I, p 430 {'l^oung Pao, Vol, XV, 1914).
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though the Buddhist teachings are condemned by (us) Confuciauists,

when we see the god-like appearance
(^ ) of this people and

the honesty of their habits and customs, we caunot but believe (in

the value of the Buddha’s doctrine).

55 (1). Ying yai sMng Ian. 10. Hsi-lan (^^^)* Ceylon.

In the Great Sea are the Tsui-lan shan
(^ ^ j_[j ,

the Ni-

cobar islands). There are three or four islands ( jij ,
in the group).

The highest is called Su-tu-man (^ ^ ^)-^) Sailing before the

north-east wind they can be reached from Mao shan (Iliu ,
Pulo

Web) in three days.

The people all liv^e in caves. All of them, males as well as

females, go naked like wild animals, so they grow no rice, but feed

on yams, bananas, jack-fruit, and such like things, or on fish and

prawns.

There is a foolish story to the effect that if they wore but a

1) Cf. Geo. Phillips, J CBRAS^ XX, 2il— 214. It seems possible as suggested by

Phillips, that Su-tu-man is an error for Yen
(

)-ta-man, Cantonese An-tuk-man, already

used by Chao Jii-kua to designate the Andaman islands. This would condrm my opinion

that the Tsui-lan shan of Ma Huan included the Andamans. Great Nicobar is called

Sainbeloiig. and Phillips suggests alternatively that Su-tu-man may be an error for So-ma-liian

), a transcription of that name Mbig fhih^ 3:26, 5*, reads Su-tu-man.

Ihi yatKj chao hung ticn lu, IF (Ilsi Ian shan) gives the following sailing direc-

tions for junks going from Su-men-ta-la (Acheh, Sumatra): “Passing the Alao shan (Pulo

Weh) and proceeding for 4^2 watches one comes to Lung-yen hsii (Pulo Rondo) Thence

10 watches, and one passes the Tsui-lan shan (Great Nicobar) where the water is 30 fathoms.

It 13 also called So-tu-mun shan There are seven channels
( )

and four ridges

and one lofty island
( I® Uj )

which is inhabited. After making the Tsui-lan shan m

19 watches the Ymg ko-tsui shan (in Ceylon) and the Hill of the Buddha temple (near

Belligam) are sighted. Then In {blan^) watches one comes to Ya-li , Galle) at

the foot of which is the Shen-niu reef ( Dondra Head, or near it) on

which the waves break noisily. Outside the water in the channel is 30 fathoms Again

(from here) 10 watches, and ones reaches Pich-lo-li, known as the Anchorage of Hsi-lan

zm)- Going thence north (by laud) 50 U one reaches the Capital’*

Cf. F. W. Majers, China Rt^viaio, III, 234-225.
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little piece of cotton to hide their nakedness, they would have

ulcers and sores. This is because when anciently the Buddha crossed

the sea, on coming here he took off his clothing and bathed, when

the natives stole them. The Buddha thereupon cursed them. It is

also commonly said that this is the country of Ch'ih-luan-wu

Westward from the Tsui-lan islands for seven or eight days

(watchesj one conies in sight of the Ying-ko-tsui headland

[ll)’ another two or three days (watches) one comes

to the Buddha Temple Hill jJj )» Dondera Head, and to the

first place (reached in) Ceylon, the port called Pieh-lo-li ( ^|J ^
y ). 2) At the foot of the hill by the sea-side there is a huge

rock with the mysterious imprint of a foot which is greatly revered.

It is about two feet long. Tradition says that it is the impress of

the Budda’s foot. In the impress there is a spring which does not

dry up. People dip up the water and wash their face and eyes,

saying, “The Buddha water will make us clean.” Such is the com-

mon belief of the people.

2) Ch'ih-luau-wu reraain‘» unexplained. In Cantonese it is pronounced v;u

(or m). See, however, Gerini, Gtog, of Plolemg^ 380, n. 3, 413—415.

1) The text reads “seven or eight days/’ and ’Tn another two or three days/’ hut

this is clearly a mistake as the sailing directions given above say that it took liVa watches

(say a day and a halfj to go from the Mao shun (Pulo Web) to the Nicobars, and 19

watches (say two days) from there to the headland called ^iug-ko-tsui shan which most

have been at or near the south-eastern extremity of Ceylon (certainly not Triiikomale, as

suggested by Gerini, Gcog. oj Ptohmy, 386, n. 2). One of the earliest Buddhist shrines in

Ceylon was at Dondera Head, see Teunent, Ceylon^ 11, 113.

Pieh-lo-li, or “village”
(M ) of Pieh-lo, is without any doubt, as first pointed out

by Geo Phillips, Belligatnrae o;- Beligam and about thirteen miles from Galle. See T^ouny

Pi/o, 1914, p. 439. The sailing directions given above are, of course, wrong in making junks

come to Galle before reaching Beligam and in the number of watches stated as necessary

to sail that distance It seems strange that our Ming authors knew nothing of Colombo

which must have been an important port, judging from what Wang Ta-yuan says of it in

his days.

Chang Shtmg’s edition of Ma H nan’s work says that the king’s palace was 4 or 5

(40 or 50?) li to the north of the place of the Buddha’s Nirvana.
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lu the temple there is a sleeping Buddha, the couch is made

of eagle-wood and ornamented with all kinds of precious substances,

and the dais is equally beautiful. The Buddha’s tooth (and other

relics) are also revered in this temple, which is said to be the place

of the ideli-pan {idrcana of the Buddha).

Travelling north-west by land from this place from Beligam)

one then comes to where the king lives. The king is a So-li man

(^ M. j
from Coromandel).

They believe in the Buddha, Cakyamuni (isja ), and show

great reverence to elephants and cows. They burn cow dung to

ashes with which they smear their bodies. As to cows, they drink

their milk but do not eat their flesh. When one dies, they bury it.

He who kills a cow is punished with death, or he may redeem

himself with a cow's head of gold. At dawn, both in the king’s

palace and in the dwellings of the people, they must mix up cow

dung and smear the ground and worship the Buddha.

The great mountain (neat') the capital (z.
,
Adam’s Peak)

pierces the clouds. (On it) is a great footprint two feet deep and

over eight feet long. Tradition says that it is the footprint of A-jan

Adam), the first father of men; that is to say, Pan-ku

(M jfe’)-

The country is extensive, the people numerous. It equals the

kingdom of Chao-wa (Java) in its wealth and plenty.

The people have the upper part of the body bare; as to the

lower part, they have a piece of stutf
(n )

held in place by a

waistband. Their bodies are clean shaven, but they leave the hair

of the head and wrap the head in a cotton cloth turban.

When they mourn their fathers, they do not shave their bodies.

The women draw their hair into a knot behind and wrap around

1) The capital was at Gampola, see Tennant, Ceylon, II, 22-1,
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themselves a piece of white cotton cloth. They eat and drink in

private, and men may not see them do so.

Butter is a necessary ingredient in their food, and betel-nut is

never out of their mouths.

They burn the dead and bury the bones.

The native products are ya~liu (ft®) of which there are

three colours, blue, red, and yellow, and blue mi-lmi stones

). The two kinds of stones (called) hsi-la-ni

aud k'ii-mo-lan found in the sand brought down

by the water which falls on the slopes of the mountain (?. e.,

Adam’s Peak) and rushes down. ^)

The floating brightness of the rays of the sun on an island of

the sea is the essence of the pearl oyster. They have made a

1) Chang Sheng s edition speaking of the precious stones found on Adam's Peat,

says, “there comes from out this mountain red ya-ku ( ) , blue ya-ku, yellow ya-

ku, blue mi-lan stones
(^ ^ ^ ^ ), hsi-la-ni

(^ ^|J ) and Vii-mo-lan

( ^ Bretschneider, Mcdiceual ReseincZ/es, I, IT3— 176, He sa}s that in

Arabic and Persian the name yakut is aj)plied to what we call ruby and corundum. The

Aloharamedan authors distinguish red, blue, yellow, white yakuts. Ilsi-lan-ni is said to be

of a dark red colour, the name probably means “from Ceylon/’ KH-moAan is said to have

“an irregular colour; it is red, mixed wdth dark yellow. It is found in large pieces, and

is the least valuable of the red stones. Cf. also Duarte Baibosa, op, sup, cil

,

2:)S, 211,

215, 2i6. He says (215) that in Xassinga there is a sapphire called This may

be the same as the llsi-la-ni of Ma Huan

2) Chang Sheng s edition has, “It is a common ^^aying that the precious stones (of

Ceylon) were formed from the tears of the Lord Buddha (Cf. Wang Ta-yiian’s remarks

on page 370 on the origin of precious stones in Ceylon). There is in the sea (along

the coast of Ceylon) a strip of snow-white Heating sand (a sand bank), the radiance from

the reflection of the rays of the sun and moon on this sand is ovci whelming, and the

pearl oysters all gather together on the sand.”

11si yang chao kung tien lu^ S, 12“ (Ilsi-lan) says; “In the sea of Ceylon) there is a

noteworthy spot called the White bloating sands. When the sun shines on them, the radiance

is overwhelming. The natives sail out to it, fur the:e is great store of oysters there. Before

the kings palace there is a pearl pond. Every three years they go and gather the pearls

on the sands and put them in the pond. W'hen they have rotted, they wash them and pick

out the pearls. Chao Ju-kua says that cat’s-eyes were thought by some persons to be

produced by the reflection of the stars on the surface of the earth, and which had become

hard by magic influence (Ilirth and Kockhili, op sup cit

,

88, 229).
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pond (in which) every two or three years they spread out oysters

which oflBcers guard ; then the pearls can be sifted out and removed.

They have rice, sesamum, and lentils ho wheat.

There are many cocoa-nut trees.

As to fruits, they have the banana, the jack-fruit, sugar-cane,

melons, and esculents. There are also cattle, sheep, fowl, and ducks.

In trading they use a gold coin weighing 1 caudareeu 6 /i,

(also) Chinese musk, fine silk gauzes (r^^)j embroidered tafiFetas

(^^^), blue (and white) chiua-ware, copper cash, copper, iron,

and camphor.

Its tribute (to the Court of China) consists in pearls and

precious stones.

55 (2). Hsiitff ch\i sJieng Ian, 26. Hsi-lan SHAN (^^ ^ j
1 1

).

This country can be reached from Su-meii-ta-la with a fair

wind in twelve days. The territory of this state is extensive, the

population dense. The riches they have amassed equal those of

Chao-wa (Java). In the interior there is a high mountain which

reaches to the sky. On the summit of the mountain are found blue

mei-Ian stones
(^ ^ ^ ), yellow ya-ku stones, blue and red

precious stones; they are washed down in the sands after heavy

rains and picked up. In the sea near the coast there is

a pearl shoal nre in the habit of going

and gathering oysters wdth nets. These they pour into a pond,

and when they have rotted, they wash them in a sieve and get the

pearls.

On the sea-coast there is a flat stone on w^hich is the impress

of a foot over three feet long, ^) and in it there is water which

1) IIsi yang chao kung tien lUy G, 1 L’’ (llsi-lan) says that tlic foot print of the Buddha

was over two feet long, following iu this Ma Huan’s statement.
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never evaporates. They say that in ages gone by Cakya Buddha,

when going to the Tsui-lau islands (the Nicobar islands) went up

this mountain and left this footprint, Down to the present day it

is worshipped. Below it there is a temple called (the place of) the

nirvatia of Cakya Buddha. His true body ^ 2 .^., the lifelike

representation) lying on its side is in this temple. There are also

relics {carira) in his resting place.

The climate is constantly hot; the people are are usually well-

to-do, and rice is plentiful.

The products of the soil are precious stones, pearls, ambergris,

frankiijcense. The goods used (by the Chinese in trading) are gold

and copper coins, blue and white porcelain-ware, coloured satins,

coloured silk gauzes.

Men and women bind their heads and wear a long shirt,

wrapping around their middle a piece of cotton stuff.

In the 7th year of Yung-lo (1409) Cheng Ho and others

presented to this temple iu the name of the Emperor gold and

silver altar vases and a coloured pennant embroidered in gold.

They also put up a stone tablet with an inscription, and bestowed

imperial gifts on the king of the country and his chiefs.

The King A-lieh-k'u-na-erh
( ) showed himself

ungrateful, and formed a plot to injure (the amission). The admiral,

the eunuch Cheng IIo, secretly made his preparations, and having

previously issued orders, his messengers advanced rapidly and sil-

ently (/iV., '‘gag in mouth”). In the midtlle of the night the guns

were fired; they dashed in and captured the king alive.

In the ninth year of Yung-lo (A.D. 1411) the king came to

Court and made his submission, and sought tlie imperial favour.

He was forgiven, and the kingdom was restored to what it had been

originally. From that time the barbarians of the four quarters
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have all been filled with fear, aucl have taken absolutely to cherishing

virtue.

56 (1). Tao i cliih Ho. 79. Ta Fo siian iJj)-

Dondera Head.

The Ta Fo shau lies between Ya-li Galle) and Kao-

lang-pu
(^ ^ ,

Colombo).

In the keng-wu year of the Chihsliun period (A.D. 1330) in the

tenth moon, in winter, for two days I was sailing along the base

of this mountain. All night the moonlight made it as clear as day,

the sea was calm, the water so clear that I could look down in it

and see things floating about on the bottom. There was a tree in

the waters which moved about pointed

it out to the sailors and said to them, ‘Ts this not a piece of pure

laug-kan coral?” They replied, ‘Tt is not.”

‘Ts it then the shadow of the (magic) so-lo tree in the moon?”

(

^

^ ^ ^ )• answered, “It is not.”
'

Then I told a boy to get into the water and to fetch it. He

pulled up a soft and slimy thing, and brought it out of the water

when it became as hard as iron. I took it and examined it. It

was barely a foot long. Then this branch curled up into a knot

1) Hsi jjantj c/uv) lnn<j tiea lu, 12i) (Llsi-lan) savs, “In the year of Yung-io

(1411) the king (of Ceylon) A-lieh-ju-na-erh
(® ^ a ,

Wijayo Bahu VI),

who had previously broken off relations wffth the Chinese aiul had had his capital taken by

assault by the mission (of Cheng llo) when on its return (from the West), and who had

then been made prisoner, was set at liberty by order of the Emperor. He chose his most

worthy subject to be made king (of Ceylon), and in the 10^ year (1412) an imperial decree

made Pu-la-ko-ma jia-ssu Raja
(7 M ® iR e s $1 s )

III the year

Cheaj-fimg (1 443) the then king sent his minister Na-[ja-la-mO'ti-li-ya
( S5 ffi tj

^ others witli tribute to Court. In the 3'‘ \ear T'lcU'sJnuk (1459)

the then king Ko-li tso-hsia hsi-li-pa-chiao-la-jo (

,
Sri Prakrama Bahu, VF"-']) scut also a tribute mission.” See Tenncnt, Ceylon^

II, 416—417, 598-601.
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(^Ij ^ ^^^ strange to relate, on the branch there

was a half-opened flower with a single stamen, of a reddish colour,

and like a half opened peony, or a lotus flower.

The sailors, holding caudles, stood around looking on. Then they

all began hopping about like birds
(^^ ^ ^ ), laughing, and

saying, ‘‘Why, this is the precious tree ( 2 . c., the coral tree) which

has bloomed Truly, of the marvellous

things of the sea there are some which are novel even to the

Chinese; for over forty years we have never seen the like of this,

and there is not a chance in a thousand that it could be found

again, and now you, Sir, it is yours!’’

The following day I composed a piece of poetry in the antique

style in au hundred verses to commemorate the event (

stuck it away in my sleeve to carry home. When An

Yix (Yii An?), hsien-sheng of Yu-Cliang

saw it, he composed an additional piece of poetry, Down to the

present day it has been kept in the Chnn-tzii t'ang (

at Nan-chang) as a curious record
( ^ ).

57 (1). 2'cio i chill lio. 65. Kao-lang-pu
( Colombo. ^)

(Kao-lang-pu) is at the foot of the Ta Fo shan. The whole

shore of the bay is nothing hut jagged rocks
( ^ ) standing

up or lying flat. The ground is damp, the soil is poor, and rice

very dear. The climate is hot, the customs of the natives are boorish.

Sailors who have had the misfortune to be wrecked, and who

have to stop for a while in this place, are fleeced by the ruler of

1) Wang Ta-yuan is the only Chinese writer to mention Colombo. In a subsequent

chapter (82) he writes the name ^ , Kao-lang-fu, Ibn Batuta (IV, 1S5) speaks

of Colombo (Caleniou) os one of the most beautiful and the largest towns in the island

and as the residence of the visit Prince of the Sea. From Colombo Ibn Batuta went in

three days to Batthalah (Beligam?), where he .took ship to the Coromandel coast.
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whatever merchandize their jnnk may have on board, even the gold

and jewels are sent to him. He looks upon them as sent by Heaven

), and little he knows and cares that they

were expected by the sailors’ wives and children to save them from

starvation and cold.

The natives, men and women, do up their hair in a knot and

wrap around them a sarong of Pa-ch'ieh-na-chien (2. e., Javanese)

cotton cloth. They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment the

juice of the sugar-cane to make spirits.

They have a ruler. The native products are red stones (rubies),

the same as those of Seng-ka-la (2. near Beligara).

The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading are Pa-tan (Shaliyat?)

cotton stuffs, tin, samshu, rose-water, sapau-wood, gold and silver,

and such like things.

58 ( 1 ). Tao i chih Uo. 72. Ti-san chiang H Gulf of

Manar, Ceylon?).

It was formerly called Wei yuan (^ is called

the “New Harbour” (^ jU ). The shore trends north and south;

the inhabitants live scattered about. The soil, the climate, the cus-

toms, the people, are like those of (Sha-li)-pa-tau (Jurfattau). ^)

1) The name Ti-san chiang dees not occur in any other Chinese work I have seen

of earlier or later date than that of Wang Ta-yiian. Chao Ju-kua knew that pearls were

got from Ceylon but he docs not mention where. Marco Polo (II, 331) describes the mode

of fishing in the Gulf of Manur much as Wang does. He says the fishers started from a

place in Ceylon called Bettelar (Ibn Batata’s Batthala) and then went sixty miles into

the Gulf.

Duarte Barbosa, op, sup cit

,

169— 170, says, ‘'Close to this island of Ceylam in the

sea there is a sand bank covered with ten to fifteen fathoms of water, in which a very

great quantity of very fine seed pearls are found, small and great, and a few pearls: and

the Moors and Gentiles go there from a city which is called Sael, belonging to the king

of Conlam, to fish for this seed pearl, twice a year by custom. .

In another cha[jter {infra

^

69 (1)), Wang says that Sha-li-fa-lan, which was a place
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Some eighty odd li away from the harbour at a spot iu the sea

called *‘Ta-laiig paug-chu” /^7. ‘‘Great-bright oyster

pearls”), here the waters are very rich in pearl oysters. When about

to begin gathering them, the chief kills a human being and some

tens of animals in sacrifice to the gods of the sea. Then they make

choice of the day, the boats, and the men, to gather the pearls.

Each boat has a crew of five men
;
two to row, two to manage

the ropes. The fifth man hangs around his neck a bag, the mouth

of which is held open by means of a bamboo ring, and, providing

himself with a safety-rope, he ties a stone to his waist and lets

himself sink down to the bottom of the sea. Then with his hand

he pulls up the pearl-oysters and puts them in his bag. In response

to his pulling the rope, the men in the boat, who are looking after

it, pull him and the bag of pearl-oystei s on his neck, into the boat.

And so they do until the boats are full, when they go back to the

government station where, under the guard of soldiers,

“behind” Ku-U-fo (CaUcut), was the centre of the pearl ftshing, that it controlled the

fisheries of Ti-san-chiang. 1 think there can be little doubt that Sha-li-fa-tan is the Jur-

fattan of the Arabs said to be Cananore, but is it the Sael of Duarte Barbosa? This latter

place iSj I believe, usually identified with Shaliyat, but whether this identification is com-

plete or not, I do not know. At all events the Ti-san-chiang pearl fisheries were without

a doubt controlled from a towm on the coast of Malabar Ma Huan and Fei Hsiii mention

pearl shoals near Ceylon, but give no indication as to their location; they must, however,

have been the same as the Ti-san-chiang of Wang dhe pearl fisheries of the Gulf of Manar

are principally carried on from the Madras side, the headquarters of the fishery being at

Tuticorin. Marichchikaddi, eight mites by sea south of Sillavaturi on the mainland of Ceylon

and the coast of the Gulf of Manfir, is one of the principal centres for the pearl fishery

at the present time See Kunz and Stevenson, T/ic Book oj the Pearl (New York, 1908),

129, 99, 107.

“Until 1885, one of the most novel features of the (Ceylon) lisheries was the em-

ployment of shark-charmers or “binders of shaiLs” {kadaUkotti in Tamil, hai’banda m
Hindustani), whose presence was rendered necessary ty the superstition of the Indian

divers ” Ibid 115, Cf. Marco Polo, 11, 331 — 332, 337, n 2.

Tao i cJiih lio, knanj che/ij, Q, ‘J'>, says that instead of JFei yuan (

^

should read J/<z ( )
yiiau^ as is proved by a manuscript copy of the teit of the TaO

i chih ho consulted by the editor.
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(the oysters) remain for a number of days until the meat rots.

Theu they remove the shells aucl wash away the rotten meat by

stirring them around in a sieve, by which means the flesh is got

rid of and the pearls are left. They are then classed ( ) by means

of a very fine sieve, and the ofiBcials levy as duty five-tenths of

the whole, and the five-tenths remaining are equally divided among

the boiit crews, if indeed the gods of the sea have not claimed the

divers, for many of them get buried in the bellies of rapacious fish.

Alas! how sad a fate.

Some sailor men, who are so lucky as to get their shares of

profits for some years, sell their pearls for money to do some trading,

and go home, happy with the large profits they have made, which

establish them in opulence; but such are few indeed.

59 (1). Tao i civil lio* 03. Pei Liu

Northern Maidive Islands.

(Pei Liu) is in a group of about a thousand islets tt^) and

a myriad islands ( -^ ). When a ship sailing for the Western Ocean

has passed near Seng-ka-la (Belligam, Ceylon), the set of the tidal

current rapidly changes, and (if) it falls in with a head wind

), it is driven at once to this country.^) The following

year in the spring with the south-east wind the ship proceeds again

northward. Around all the Liu (islands) there are in the waters

1) This is, I believe, the first clear reference to the Maldive islands to be found in

Chinese literature The name Liu
(m - '/M )

^iveu them by the Chinese, and which

means a “current,” is due to the currents of the Maldives w’hich run for six whole

months to the east and six to the west. Francois Fyrard, Votjagts (llaklu)t Soc edit.),

1,101, says, their cunents are called ogmron, they "run now to the cast, now to the west,

through the island channels, and in other paits of the sea, six months one way and six

months the other; and not six months for certain either way, but sometimes more and

sometimes less, and this is what deceives them, and usually comes the loss of their vessels,”

w'hich, as he explains further on (Ibid. 257) get caught by the sudden change of the current

from east to west or from west to east

37
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rocky ledges with teeth as sharp as the point of a knife

), which no vessel can withstand.

The native products are cocoa-nuts, cowrie shells

dried fish (#. ^)> and large cotton handkerchiefs ( ill

Every sea-trader takes one shipload of cowries to Wu-tieh (Orissa?)

(or) Peng-ka-la (Bengal), where he is sure to exchange it for a

shipload of rice and more, for these people use cowries as money,

and a very ancient style of currency it is.

59 (2). Ving yai sJieng Ian. 14. Liu-shan Tieh-kan (y§ jlj ^).

It is a little country surrounded on all sides by the sea, scarcely

more than (sand) banks
(m ^ m m)- It is called Tieh-kan

(){^ ^)* It has no walled towns or villages; the people live

scattered over the islands.

To the west in the sea there is a gate of rocks like a city gate.

There are eight large islands all bearing the name of Liu (rS).

and they row in boats from one to the other. The rest are (called)

the “Little Liu” ( they are approximately three thousand

in number, and are (also) called the “three thousand (islands) of

the shallow w^aters” (^ ^ ^ ^)*

1) See sitpra, 9 (1), a. 1. Pyrard, op sup cit., I, 93, 95, says, the Maldives were

divided into thirteen provinces or atoUous. The natives informed him that there were

12000 islands. The title ot the king was “King of thirteen provinces and twelve

thousand isles.'’

2) See infia the description of the Maldives by Ma llaan, and for the Chinese

names of the principal atolls the description of Fei Ifsin and the footnotes. The term used

here and in other passages of his book by Wang to designate cowrie-shells, viz y so pa-tzu

ie shells,” seems to be unusual. Ma Huan calls cowries hai pa“strung cowrie

and Chao Ju-kua called them pti {

)

and c/iU/i pei (' ^ ). See also ia/ra, 61 (i).

3)

Tieh-kan appears to be Turacan in lleawandu atoll, in latitude 7°7'N, the nor-

thernmost island of the Maldives proper. See Bell’s note to Pyrard de Laval, 1, 322, n. 1.

See also Ibn Batuta, VoyatjvSy IV, 110— 1L2. lie says, “there were about two thousand

islands in the group. About one hundred of these are placed in a circle, and this group

has an entry like a gate, and ships enter only by it.” Elsewhere (IV, 119) he mentions

the little boats of the islanders which he calls canadir.
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The people (on the little islands?) all live in caves. They do

not know of pulse and grain
(^ ^)i fish and

prawns. They have no clothing, but hide their nakedness before

and behind with leaves. When vessels are driven by the wind and

get in among the (Little) Liu (islands), as the water is shallow, they

are lost and sink, so sailors are on the sharp look-out for them. ^)

In the kingdom of Tieh-kau all are Musulmans. The habits and

customs are virtuous and good, they follow the precepts of their

religious teachers. Their occupation is fishing. They like to plant

cocoa-nut trees. The complexion of the men is rather dark. They

wear a white tuibau and wrap around their low^er parts a small

piece of stuff ( tj|^ j ,
“a handkerchief”).

The women wear their hair short and also wrap around the

lower part of their bodies a small piece of stuff. A larger piece of

stuff (A >1!%) conceals their faces. ^) In their marriage and funeral

ceremonies they follow the rites of their religion.

The climate is constantly as hot as summer. The soil is poor

and rice scarce. They have no wheat. In trading they use silver coins.

The native products are laka-wood and the cocoa-nut (tree); its

bark can be twisted into rope, its timber made into ships, and its

sap used for smearing them black so that they are as strong as if

made with iron nails. As to ambergris, in its natural pure state

it is worth its weight in silver.

They gather cowrie-shells and sell them to Ko-la in Hsieu-lo

( ^ ^ ^ij ,
Kedah in Siam), where they are used as money. ®)

1) Iba Batuta (IV, 112) says that no i^rain grows on tlie islands except in the region

of Suweid, where grows a kind of millet which is transported to Mahal (Mabe). In

Chang Shcng’s edition the last phrase of this paragraph reads, “If (a junk) fall in with a

bad wdnd and sea, the skipper loses his bearing by the needle and loses his course, and

the boat when among the Liu islands gets into the shallows and will ultimately certainly

sink. It is a place to keep a sharp look-out for.”

2) Cf. Ibn Batuta, op sup. cit„ IV, 122— 124.

3) On ambergris in the Maldives, see injra, p. 392, note, what the llsi pang ckao

kang tkn lu has to say on the subject Cf, Chu fan chih (in Hirth and llockhill, op sup.
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They slice sharks’ flesh to sell to the neighboring

countries; it is called liu-yu (y|g ,
z. e., “Maidive fish”). They

weave silk handkerchiefs very finely; they weave also gold (em-

broidered) handkerchiefs^ which the men wrap around their heads. ^)

They have cattle, sheep, domestic fowl, and ducks.

59 (3). Hsiiuj clia slieng Ian, 27. Ltu-shan ya>;g kuo |_t| ^ ).

From Pieh-lodi (^1] P Belligara) in Ceylon going south-

west with a favourable wind one can reach these islands in seven

days. ^) There are in the sea three rocky natural gates

cU f 131, 237). Concerni ;g cowries, Ibn Batiita (IV, 121) states that an hundred cowrie

shells {ivadf'i) were called in the Maldives sijnh^ seven hundred twelve thousand cotta,

and one hundred thousand losta. Four hostu ^\ere exchanged for a gold dinar, but they

varied in value, so that sometimes t^\elve ho'itTi went for a dinar See also Francois P\ rard,

II, Pt. 2, 414, and Tao i chih llo, S4 (Peng-ha-la, iafra, GO (1)).

The coin of the Maldives was crJled laria, and in Pyrard’s time a iarin was worth

12000 cowries. See Pyrard, I, 232— 239.

1) Ibn Batuta (IV, 112) says, “The people's food consists in a fish resembling the

lyrim, and which they call kolb al-mns. They cut each fish into four pieces, cook it slightly,

after which they put it in palm leaf baskets and hang it up to smoke. It is exported to

India, China and the Y'emen.'' Cf also Pyrard, I, 240, II, Pt. 2,434 et scfj Also A%iie

and Burnell, Glossarjf, 223, s. v., cohibj inas/i. “This,” they say, “is the dried bonito wliich

has tor ages been a staple of the Maidive Blands. It is the Maidive kalu-lili-m<f$ (‘biack-

bonito-fish’). Ma Huau calls this fi^li chiao which according to all dif'tionaries is the shark.

He may have taken the bonito for a variety of shark whii'h this tunny or mackerel re-

sembles in shape. Large sharks are common, however, in the Maldives. Sec Pyrard, II,

349— 350. It will be noted that the ILu yang cjiao kang iitn lu calls the fish from which

cobilg mash is prepared the ma-chun, wdiich ma\ be a name of the shark, but as to this

I am not positi\e.

Pyrard (I, 241) says that there was much trade in the Maldives “with cloth of cotton

and silk, which is brought to them raw', and by them worked up They do not make white

cloth, hut only patterned and figured, and in small pieces of an arm’s length and a half

in width for their dress, and other kinds for the women, and for turbans, all exceedingly

beautiful and fine.”

2) Chang Chengs edition of Ma lliians book begirs the chapter on Liu slum thus:

“Sailing trom Su-men-ta-la and keeping a southwesterly course after passing Little Mao
shan (on S. coast of Pulo Uehr) with a fair wind one can reach in ten days this country

w'hose foreign name is Tieh-kan.” Further on he gives the names of the eight principal
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^ )? which face each other from afar like walls; between them

junks can pass.

There are eight Liu shau, which are: 8ha Liu, Kuau-hsii

Liu, Jen-pu-cbih Liu, Ch'i-lai

Liu, Ma-li-ch'i (j^JJ )
Liu, Kia-pbug-nien Liu,

Kia( kia?) (aucl) Au-tu-li ( ) Liu. These eight places

are scattered over the Sea of Liu (y^ 7^ )•

They cut into pieces a big fish, dry it in the sun, aud use it

as food in place of grain.

Men and women do up their hair in chignon (///., fist): they

wear a short shirt and a cotton sarong.

In their usages they are violent.

Ambergris is found here. The goods used (in trading here) are

gold, silver, silks, porcelain, grain, and such like.

Their rulers, touched by the kindness of our Holy Emperors,

are constantly sending tribute.

It is said that there are also three thousand eight hundred odd

Liu shan, which are also spoken of as the “Three thousand (islands)

of the Shallow Seah’ ( There are (on them?) people, who

nest in trees or live in caves, who do not raise grain, and who

derive their food solely from fish and prawns. They wear no clothing,

but string together leaves which they hang around them, before

and behind.

islands, all of whif'h hf* says have rulers and trailing ships. The names he gives these

islands do n')l diTer wry materially from those found in Tei Ilsiii’s text except for the

last three whicli he ?ays are Kia-kia
(MM ), An-tu-li ( ), and Kuan-

jui ( ^ explanations to olTer of tho^e names, some of nhieh appear to

be j)urcly Chinese ^^ilile others are transrri[dii)ns ut nativei*-) names These names occur

on Philhjs' W*'* centnrx (liinesc map. lie suggests iJCBRJS, XX, 2*22— 2C3) that

Kuan-listi “The ruler's island” is probably Male, tlie seat of the soxereign of the Maldives,

that Ma-li-ch'i is the Jsola di Malicut of ('oriHieili’s Atlas, that Sha-la
S'J

Fei Ilsin’s Sha> is Sua lixa. Kia-kia, he suggests, is probably one of the group of islands

called by Coronelli Isole di Oivanduron As to An-tu-li, he places it in this same group

and says it has the same latitude as ( alicut.
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If a trading junk through (stress of) wind should fall into this

desolate place, men and jnnk will never get back again.

1) The chapter of the Hsi yajfj ckao hung tien lu contains much information, not

fonnd in the other Chinese works of this period, it reads as foilo^^s:

“'‘Liu shan is some 2000 li south-west of Hsiao mao ( lj)g

,

Pulo). Going from

Bengal (one sails in a generally southern direction until the point in CVylon called Ying-

ko-tsui is sighted), after which in five watches one sights the islet ofTTeh-chen

Tnen seven watches, and one sights the waters of the place of the relics of the Buddha

Z:^ ,
near Belligam). Again five watches, and one sights the big

mountain of Yali ( ,
Point de Galle^j, from whence one makes

the island of Liu Kiing (Male, the capital island of the Maldives, |b&

)

and reaches the country (of Liu shan)

“This country confines on the sea on every side. A strong island
j 1 1

) has

been made the capital which is called Tieh-kan (

Musulmans, and their marriage and funeral ceremonies are according to this religion. The

customs and usages are honest and good. The men wear a white cotton turban and wrap

around their lower parts a gold (embroidered) piece of stuff. The women veil their heads,

wear a short upper garment, and, like the men, wrap around their lower parts a piece of

stuff. Their skin is uniformly black The climate is constantly torrid.

“In their trading they use silver coin {j\o(e to text: They weigh 2 candareens 3 li

standard weight) Their salable goods are fish and cowries. Their crops consist in rice and

wheat. Their live stock comprises cattle, sheep, fowl, and ducks They all have groves of

trees; in the centre cocoa-nut trees, as the border, rose-wood
( ). Their boats are

not clamped with iron, but tied and bound wdth cocoa-nut fibre cord. They are caulked

with melted ambergris ( the quantity of ambergris that they get

at the Liu islands. There are great numbers of coiled-up dragons among the rocks of

these islands In the spring they vomit spittle which fioeks of birds collect, and schools of

fish snek it up. The yellow kind is like fish glue, the black like icuAing (? ^
the white like medicine (? ) When heated, its odour is rank It is also procuiedfrom

the bellies ol fishes in balls as big as a bushel! measure It is sold bv the ounce weight,

an ounce bringing 12 gold coins A catty is worth 192 gold coins.

“They gather cowrie shells < them up, and let them rot. They catch

also 7na chun
( ) fish, scale it, and dry it in the sun, and store it away for the

traders, who come to get it for the market of Ilsien-lo (Siam) and Pang-ko-la (Bengal)

{Note to text): In the 5th year of Yuug-lo (1407) (the king) sent a

minister to Court with articles of tribute.’*

31mg sink, 3QC, iO, says that Cheng llo first visited the Alaldives on his mission

of U12; he went there again during his mission of 1430 In 1415 its king Yussuf (Lsu-fu,

^ tribute to Court, and subsequently three times when the mission

came with one from Ormuz



HANG-CHOU TO SHANG-TU

A.D. 1276

BY

A. C. MOULE.

Tlie following itinerary, giving the bare dates and places between

^ ^ Liu-an (;^ ^ Haug-cliou) and
J;;, ^ Shang-tu (

K'ai-p'ing) is extracted from the diary of Yen Kuang-ta,

a native of ^ ^ Shao-hsing, which forms the ninth chapter of

^ ^ M ^ c/''ioi-t'ang i sliih, a miscellaneous collection formed

ty ^ Liu I-ch'ing of Lin-aii who seems to have lived at

the end of the thirteenth or at the beginning of the fourteenth century.

It is iioped that it may be of some interest to students of Marco

Polo and other Western travellers of that date; and a few such

foreign itineraries which cover part of the same ground are added

for the sake of comparison. The edition of the Ch*ien-fang i shift

used occupies the first two volumes of the twelfth section

Zl of the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Wii-lin chang kii ts'ung pien

and was printed at Hang'Chou in 1887 by the late T #^ Ting

Sung-sheng, probably from an old manuscript copy in his library ^).

Y en Kuang-ta was one of the two diarists (0 lEW) attached

to the party of Sung dynasty OfiBcials who accompanied their

Shan pen shu shih tt ang sha chih, viii,1) Cf.
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(fol. 2

(fol. 3

Empress Dowager to the court of Khubilai after the fall of Hang-

chou in 1276, and so there is reason to suppose that his information

regarding the dates and stages of the journey is trustworthy. Some

of the cases where the corresponding dates in the JQ ^ Yuan Shih

difiPer from those of Yen are noticed below. The western dates given

are derived from P. Hoang’s Concordance des chronologies etc., the

first day (25 February, 1276) being in the original Mi*
— ^ A H “the 9th day of the 2nd month of the yesiY ping-tcfi

in the Te-yu reign”.

THE ITIiS^EKAEY

A RECOKL) OF THE JOURXEY OF THE SUPPLIANT ENVOYS

m m n » m m
v°) 25 February — Left the ^ T'ien-clving kuan, passed out

of the
:j[(^

Pei- kuan Gate [i. e. the north-west Gate still

so called], entered a boat and stopped for the night by the

^\j Pci-hsiu Bridge [still so named, in the north suburb],

26 February — by boat — Stopped at Hsieh-ts'uu.

r®) 27 February — by boat — Stopped at ^ ^ T'ang-hsi ssb.

28 February — by boat — Stopped at ^ Jen-ch'ang

kuo-chi ch'iao.

29 February — by boat ~ Stopped at Shaug-tun. “The

country was full of corpses left in confusion after battle

aud firt:”.

1 March — by boat — Passed ^ P'ing-chiang fu

Sn-chou], stopping for some time at the Ch'aug Gate

•[west Gate still so named].

2 March — by boat — Passed ^ Wu-hsi: stopped at

S Ch'ang-chou shih li chen [Post ten li from

Ch’ang-chou],
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3 March — by boat — Passed ^ Cli'ang-chou early: passed (fot ^ v°)

Peii-niu chen: stopped at s m Lu-ch'eug.

‘’White boues collected in heaps like mouutains”.

4 March ~ by boat — Passed Lii-ch'eiig yen (weir)

early, chaDgiug boats: stopped at -bM* Ch'i-li miao in

Taa-yaug hsien.

5 March — by boat — Passed the ^ ^ Hsin-feng ssft: reached

Chen-chiaiig fu, and put up in the back hall of

the Governor’s residence
( ^ ^ ^ ) while

the boats were moored behind the Tan-yang kuau

[a large ofiBcial post-house on the south bank of the canal

inside the city].

6 March — by boat — Crossed the Yang-tzti chiang

and entered Kua chou,

7 March — ? by boat — Sent with large escort towards ^ (fol. 4 r®)

Yang-chou, but turned back after passing Yaug-

tzu ch'iao owing to the bombardment of Yang-chou which

was then proceeding and entered nk Kua chou. The

firing of the cannon caused a heavy shower of cold rain

(S -»a # H # ra ^ iS ft).

8 March — Heavy rain and snow and high wind : stopped again

at Kua chou.

9 March — by boat — Returned to /X Chen-cbiaug fu.

10 March — Spent the night in the boats. ^

11 March — Feast at the Governor’s residence: spent the night in

the boats.

12, 13, 14 March — Spent the nights in the boats.

15 March — Spent the night in the residence of the sub-prefect

of Chen-chiang ^).

jQ • yrl
possibly be a misprint ior

/fd- , as C!

was not, I think, at that time connected with any c/iou or sab-prefecture.

Chea-chiang
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16 March ~ by boat — Crossed the River and spent the night in

the boats. “At nightfall the Ch'eng-hsiang Wen made his

escape” ^).

(I’ol. 5 r®) 17 March — Wen’s flight was discovered in the morning. The city

gates were shut and he was searched for three days in vain.

Spent the night in the boats.

18 March — on horse-back — Spent the night in the

HD Yang-tzii ch'iao p'u (post-house). [This day] we rode on

post-horses.

19 March — on horse-back — Spent the night at ^ Wau-Vou.

20 March — on horse-back — Passed m-iism Shao-po chen,

doing one stage of sixty li (@ ^ ^ ^ ),

while we were being entertained by Mr Po-lo and the Yu-

ch'eug A-li
(® ^ isr a <f *) ne^vs suddenly

came of a sortie from the north gate of Yang-chou. We

(fol. 5 v°) spent the night in a deserted house. “Corpses and bones on

the road like mountains”.

21 March — on horse-back — Passed ^ 1^ T'ien-ch'aug hsien:

spent the night in the open. “Sat up waiting for the dawn:

the ground was covered with corpses”,

22 March — on horse-back — Crossed the Then-ch'ang

ho (river): spent the night in the fields. “There were no

boats, and the river was full of decaying corpses”,

23 March — on horse-back — Passed Pao-ying chuu.

24 March — on horse-back — Passed Chao-hsin chiin:

on reaching the Huai-an boundary we were suddenly

attacked by Lii Wen-te who was only repulsed

(fol. 6 r®) at nightfall: spent the night in the fields.

25 March — ? by boat — Passed /X Chiang-lo ch'eng:

1) Cf. Tiian S^iA, c. ix, fol. 3 v^: —

^

(25 March) . . .
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Crossed at ^ jU Ch'iiig-ho k'ou. “All the officials in

charge of the crossing received us in the city offices

and gave us a banquet”. Spent the night in boats outside

the walls.

26 March — by boat — Left ^ W P Ch'ing-ho k'ou in boats;

passed ^ ^ Chh-li chuang at /J^ jU Hsiao

ch*ing-ho k'ou, and round a bend of the River to mu
T'ao-yiian : spent the night in the boats.

27 March — by boat — Spent the night in the boats.

28 March — by boat — Reached ^ ^ Su-ch'ien hsien.

“There were barely twenty or thirty houses; and the boats

were moored to the bank in the open

i. e. not to a wharf or jetty.

29 March. — by boat — Stopped for the night outside the walls

of Sp P'i chou. “From this point the clothes and hats (fol, 6 v°)

of the people were different”.

30 March — by boat — Changed boats. “All the officials went into

the city of Ph to see the sights. The city wall and the walls

of the houses were broken down, and the people were living

in the ruins. From this point all the towns we passed were

in this condition”. We spent the night on the open bank.

31 March — by boat — Spent the night in the boats. “This day was

^ 1^ Glring-ming and the envoys for the most part felt sad”.

1 April — by boat — Reached HsU“chou, and changed boats:

spent the night [moored to] the open bank.

2 April — by boat — At noon Ave passed ^ ^ Liu-ch*eng and

stopped for a short time. “Tradition says that this is the

place from which Kao Tsu of the Han dynasty gave

Tzti Fang the title of ^ ^ Liu hou. There is an inscription

about it on a tablet in a temple”. In the evening we went

nine li further.
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(foL

3 April — bj boat — Reached ^ P'ei hsien in the territory

of Lu. ‘^Kao Tsu was a native of ^ Feng. P'ei is

7 twenty li from Feng. When the people of P'ei heard that

Ministers of State and other oflScers of the Sung dynasty

had arrived, they burnt incense at the door of every house

to greet us”. About o p.m.
( ^ we passed

^ Chi-uiing t'ai: in the evening we reached ^
Yu-t'ang hsien [now ^ Yii-fai hsien] at R
Chou-ho k'ou. ‘‘This is the place of ‘seeing the fisherman

at T'ang’ in the old CJihin-ch'iu days, the fifth year of Yin

Kung” ^).

4 April — by boat — Reached Ku-t'ing-nia-Pou at

noon
:

passed Lu-ch'iao about 4 o’clock (1^1 at):

spent the night at Lu-ch'iao. “The bridge has four arches

through which the water races violently”.

5 April — by carriage — Transferred the baggage and got into

carriages, the subordinate oflScers all riding on post-horses.

Towards evening
( B») we reached Hsin chou

and spent the night in the district magistrate’s residence

is Chi chou ^).

1 ) a. ^ i <S. I ii- g 1 ^
2) C7. ‘Marco Polo’s Sinjumatip in Tounrj-pao, vol. XIII, 1012, pp. 431—433; Yuoit

Si.i. , Ml, r.i n ^ - WSS •;3c 0 )<: i
'/p ft 4# Jit W ;’K vf i4 itt -tfe 7C -S 7C — #

Jit ;s » ft B; fJf^ft dsc * ;JH

SftffiftSE®! g, A
ft 48 ® IJff ft^ft n!75, JJlfti* t ft

lip (ra)

<U7», = (I2SG)

«Mft«a:« ;
and Min^ c. xli, fol. 2 v°: (tc
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6 April — by carriage — In the evening
(^ ) we passed ^

Fen-yang: spent the night in the district magistrate’s residence.

“This is the place from which ^ ^ Kuo Ling-kung

derived his title” ^).

7 April — by carriage — At noon ( -^

)

we reached

Tung-p'ing fu and spent the night in the house of Mr. Yen,

8 April — “We are two hundred li distant from the grave of the (fol. 7 v®)

Hsiiau-sheiig (Confucius). One man said that at the

grave were great trees each thirty feet in circumference.

We spent the night in the palace of Mr, Yen. This is a

aaigjEA# <'»*') ^ Wl fit ^
m SS ’/o lit ) :fc 11 7C ^ (' JfS) ®^ ^ ffif + A ^

» S m 0 ft i« SB A (S El # # W
9 n) S!E

+M . From these passages it seems to be clear that the Hsin

chou or Chi chou of 1276 "ns identical with Jen-ch'eng hsien, that is to say with Chi-

ning chou of the Ming and Mancha dynasties. For the # M Ilui-t'^ung ho see

Yuan Shi/i, c. Ixiv, ful. 10 r®— 12 v°. Strictly speaking it ajipears to have been the canal

opened in 12S9 between Lin-ch"ing and a point near 4^ [
I

[
An-shan; but

not long afterwards it was carried further towards the south-east past Chi-chouj Hsii-chou,

etc.

The district magistrate’s residence where the travellers lodged must have been that of

Jcn-cb^eng, although that district was technically in abeyance between 1275 and 12S6. Cf.

also p. 417 below.

>) I# Ken-yang is a mistake for en-yang, that is to say the modern

Wen-shang. The place is called (’hiing-tu in the C/tiu Tang shu^ c.

xxxviii, fol. 23 r°, and Snnj S/fi/z, c. Ixxxv, fol 8 r®, and R± Wen-shang in the

Tuan S//i/z, c. Iviii, fol. 10 v®, and Muig 6//i//, c. xli, ful 2 v°. From the C7iin 67/1//^ c.

XXV, fol 7 V® wc find that the name was changed from Chung-t;i to \\ en-yang in 1153,

and again to Wen-shang in 120S. Wen-yang evidently survived in popular usage until 1276,

unless indeed the author simjfly mis-heurd the unfamiliar name Wrii-siiung and carelessly

assumed that it was the well known Fen-yang. Kuo Ling-kung or Kuo Tzu-i

derived his title of »»05 3E Fen-yang-chuu Wang from Fen-vaiig in Shansi.

The curious mistake may perhaps he due to the likeness of the sound of the two words

Fen and ff e/iy both, according to Giles’ Dictionary, being pronounced veng in

the Ning-po dialect which is akin to the author’s native dialect of Shao-hsing.
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most agreable place. The merchants are prosperous; aud silks

are extremely cheap. Of all the places we have passed this

is the best”.

9 April — by carriage — About 4 p.m.
( ^ ) we reached

Shih'p'ing hsien and spent the night in the magistrate’s

residence ^).

1 1 April — by carriage — Passed ^ ^ Ho-ch*eng chen : at

noon ( )
passed Wamm Tiin-ch'eng chen. ‘‘Since we

left Tung-p'ing fu the villages have been crowded together

in immense numbers, with wheat fields aud mulberry orchards

stretching unbroken as far as the eye can reach”. In the

evening we reached P'ing-yiian hsien in

Kao-Paug, and spent the night in the magistrate’s residence.

“This is in the Chao territory and is the place from which

the Prince of P'ing-yiian in the Warring States derived his

title (im :H!l ® ^^ ^ ^
13 April — by carnage — Reached ^ Ling chou [the modern

ng hsien]: spent the night in the sub-prefect’s

residence.

(fol. 8 ]4 April — by boat —
- We left our carriages and went to the

yfjj* Wei ho in the west suburb of [Ling] chou, where

we embarked on boats. In the afternoon
) we passed

1) The distance from 1 ang-pMng to Shih-p*ing is too great to have been covered in

less than one day, so that perhaps we should correct the date to 4 p.m. on the 10 April,

though it is true that more than one day would be needed almost equally for the next stage

from Shih-p'ing to P'ing-yuan. The 10 April — 25th day of the 2nd month — is omitted.

2) If this date also were put forward one day — to the 12th — the stages would be

better divided, but it is strange that this official diarist, the ‘‘Eye-witness’^ of his day, who

often found nothing to record in the twenh-four hours but “spent the niirht in the boats

^ ^ ^ y* should have omitted on two days out of three to say where the

party spent the night.
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^ LIq cheu which is subject to ^ jj^ Ho-chien

fu ^). Spent the night on the bank.

15 April — by boat — About 10 a.m. ( ) we reached

^ Tuug-kuang hsieu on the 1^ Kuan hsien boundary:

at night moored to the open bank.

16 April — by boat — We reached ^ Ch*aug-lu chen.

The natives call it the Little A^en-ching for

it is a very prosperous place, producing salt, and the seat

of a Salt Commissioner. South of the town is a bridge of

boats. About 2 p.m.
(^ ){^ )

we reached 1^ Hsing-

chi hsieu, and at 6 o'clock (^) we reached ^ ^ Ch’ing

chou, and spent the night on the boats ^).

17 April — by boat — Passed Ch'ing-ho chen : at night

we moored in the town. “Not far from the sea”.

18 April — by boat — Passed the ^ Ailing-chi ho at

Ch'ing-ho chen. “There was a great gale from the

sea at the time, blowing about the sand and pebbles. We

spent this night on the boats”.

1) The author calls both Ho-chien and Tung-p'in;^ prefectures or /u as they

had been in the Sung and Chin dynasties, though in 1276 they were both circuits or

lu. I find none of the three last mentioned chen in c. xxv of the Chin Shih,

unless mm Ling-ch'eug chen under Kao-t'ang on fol. 8 r° is the

same as mm Linch^eug, and It # Pei-lin under Ho-chien on fol. 4 r° the

same as Lin.

2) Ch^ang-lu chen is given under ChTng-chTh hsien in

Ts'ang chou {Chi/i S/iih, c. xxv, fol. 4 v°), and Hsing-chi hsien under
iSffl

Ch'ing

chou {Chin S/nh, ibid, and Yuan Shih, c Iviii, fol. 10 r®).
^jj

ChTng chou in the

text is I suppose a slip for Ch'ing chou, which was identical i\ith the modern

pj ChTug hsien on the Grand Canal. Hsing-chi, which must liave been a few miles

south of Ch'ing chou, appears in the Kuang yii f u, fol. 8 v°, and in the Kuang yk hsing

shemj, vol. I, but not in Richard^s Coviprelicnsive Geography, Cf. c. xl, fol. 4 r®.

The only 1^ Kuan hsien which I have noticed is in the province of Sstl-ch'uan.

Tuug-kuang itself had Lcen called mm Kuan chou ia the Sui djnasty.

(fol. 8 V®)
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19 April — by boat — We reached Yaiig-ts'un early, and

stopped at the post-house. The local officials searched Yang-

ts'un and the surrounding country and collected thirty

carriages. We spent the night iu the post-house.

21 April — by carriage At noon
(^ ) we passed

Wu-ch'iug hsieu: spent the night at the Sub-prefect’s

residence ^).

22 April — by carriage — Passed ^ Wang-Vai chen: “The

country on all sides was green with mulberries and wheat”.

At noon we passed Fen-t'ou. “The natives said it

was very cold here. Silkworms could not be reared before

the fifth month. The wheat was now barely three inches

high, and could not be eaten before the sixth mouth”. We

next reached ^ Te-jen fu. This region is under the

jurisdiction of K'uo-yin hsien ^).

(fol. 10 r°) 24 April — by carriage — Passed A Ta-hsing hsien, and

reaching P'ang ts*au spent the night there. “^
Chia Hsiang was taken ill on this day” ^).

25 April — “We entered ^ Yeu-ching on horseback by the

1) Perhaps the Suh-prefect of K'ao choa to which Wii-ch'ing was made

K'uo-yin hsien, thesubordinate in that very year. The author mentions

former name of K"uo chou, just below. The Yung-chi ho (see above) is mentioned under

Nan-pT hsien in the C/iiri S/iih^ c, xxv, fol, 4 v°.

2) In the Chin Ski/iy c. xxiv, fol 9 v°, K'uo-yin and u-chTng are given as Asian

subordinate to Ta-hsing fu (Peking); in the } uan SAiA, c. Iviii, fol. 2 v*^,

Wu-ch'ing 13 subordinate to K*uo chou in the jurisdiction of Ta-tu lu (Peking).

In neither book do I find Wang t^ai chen or Tejen fu; nor

is it clear what the author means by saying that a fu (unless Tejea fu was the name of a

Aouse) was subordinate to a Asian 5^ ttc ^ t ift ith hb ^ vi ^ •

K*uo chon reverted to K'uo-yin hsien in the Ming dynasty, and has since lost even that

dignity.

3) The date is given in this case in the form W ;'L 0 tp jg “The ninth day,

cAia‘cA*en*\
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^ ^ Yang-ch'un Gate, aud were received ... in the

^ Hui-t'ung kuan'^ ^).

29 April — ^ Chia Hsiang died, to the great grief of all the (fol. ii r°)

oflScers.

30 April — Chia Hsiang was carried out by the back door of the

Hui-t'uug kuau and buried near the '/|^ )[|^ Tung-shen

kuan, the procession leaving the city by the ^ Li-cheug

Gate ^).

6 May — ^ ^ ;ji^The Ch'eng-hsiaug Pa-yen (Bayan) returned, (fol. ii v°)

1) It was perhaps the old city which the envoys entered by one of the east gates.

Anciently in the Chin and T'ang dynasties the place had been called Yacbou.

The Liao made it their Southern Capital
( ^ Nan-ching) in the first year of 1^*

^ Uui-t*‘ung (938), and in the first year of K'ai-t'ai (1012) named it

Yen-ching. When Hai-ling (of the Chiu) made it his capital in the first year

of ^ 7C Cheng-yiian (1153) he considered it improper to use the name of one of the

ancient states ( Yen) for his capital and so changed it to Chung-tu. When

Chinghis captured the place in 1215 he called it ^ M ^ Yen-ching lu, retaining

the subordinate jurisdiction of Ta-hsing fu. In 1264 Khubilai named it

Chung-tu, still retaining Ta-hsing fu. In 1267 he began to build his new city

(the present “Tartar City’^) to the north-east of the old site, and transterred his capital

thither. In 1271 the new city was named A® Ta-tu (or Tai-tu).

The gates of the old city (evidently still known as Yen-ching in 1276) were: on the

east : Shih-jen, Hsiian-yao, Yang-ch'unj on the south:

Ching-feng, IhT ^^mg-i, Tuan-li; on the west: Li-tse,

Hao-hua, Chang-i; on the north: Hui-ch'eug, ^

Yang-ch'un: on the south:

Ching-feng, [js Tuan-li; on the west:

Hao-hua,

T^ung-hsiian, Ch'ung-chih, Kuang-l'ai. The gates of Ta-tu, going

round from the northern east gate in order, were : — on the east
: A!® Kuang-hsi,

'fu Ch'ung-jcn, Ch'i-hua
;

on the south: 1^ Wen-raing, JP

Li-cheng,
j|j^

Shun-eb'eng, on the west: P'ing-tse, Ho i, ^
Su-ch'ing; on the north: Chien-tc, An-cheng. Cf. C’^i«

c. xxiv, fol. 9 r®, Yuan S/iiA, c. Iviii, fol. 1 v°, 2 r°.

2) This looks as if they were after all in Ta-tu or the new city; but the names of

gates were often changed and I have no Topography of Peking at hand to consult. Two

gates of the old city (Yang-ch*un and T'ung-hsiian) are mentioned again just below.
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8

9

(fol. 12 v°) 22

24

26

(fol. 13 r°) 27

28

29

30

All the envoys went out to meet him with a great flag on

which were wi-itten the four words T*ien lisia

Vai p*ing or Universal Peace.

May — Bayan went up to K'ai-p'ing fu.

May — The envoys went out of the Yang-ch'un Gate to meet

the Empress and the Heir Apparent five li outside the city.

The procession which consisted of ninety-three carriages of

various kinds entered Yen-ching.

May — The envoys visited the Ch'augf-shou Kunw

which was presided over by a Saint and inhabited by eight

hundred Taoist monks
( ^ ^ —‘ ^ ^ ^

May — The Secretary to the Council
( f|^ ^ ) called on the en-

voys to ask on what day they would go to ±S5 Shang-tu.

May — The envoys went out of the ^ ^ T'ung-hsiian Gate,

riding on post-horses. In the evening we reached

Ch*aug-p*ing chan. “From this point every step of the way

was through sandy desert’*.

May — by carriage and on horseback — Passed [5^ P Yai-k'ou:

spent the night at ^# yA Yu-liii chan.

May — by carriage — Spent the night at a* a Huai-lai

chan.

May — by carriage — Spent the night at Hung Chan.

This day the Empress, Heir Apparent, and the Princes Fu

and I (jiiijifS) left Yen-ching and set out for

Shang-tu,

May — by carriage — We left Hung chan and ten U further

on reached Yiin chou, “a village street with no wall.

Twenty U beyond the chou is a place called ^ PI 111 Kuei-

men shan”. We spent the night at ^ ^ Tiao-ch'ao

chan.
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31 May — by carriage and on horseback — Spent the night at

^ ^ Tu-shih chan. ‘‘From Ch'ang-p'iug chan to Tu-

shih chan the post-houses were straw hovels without walls

and, being guarded and served by Chinese oflBcials

are named Chinese posts (

1 June — by carriage — We spent the night at Niu-

ch'iin chan. “At this point we entered the Grass Lands.

This is guarded and served by Tartar ofiBcials

WA) and so is called a Tartar post

there are no buildings, but only felt tents. The Tartars drink

a great deal of mare’s milk and cow’s milk and eat goat’s

milk cheese (:^ §§)? much rice. If they

are hungry they eat meat. Every ten li along the road is

au express post stage (^ ^ ) ;
for this is the high road

to every part of the empire (

2 June — by carriage — We spent the night at Ming-

an chan. “There were beds and tents but no people”.

3 June — by carriage — We spent the night at ^ ^ Ching-

t'ing chan. “Again no people; and no water to drink. We

had to 20 a distance of ten H to draw water. There was

nothing but horse-dung for fuel”.

4 June — by carriage — We spent the night at ^^ Li-

san chan. “No people”.

5 June — by carriage — After travelling forty li we entered

Jl ^ Shang-tu or K'ai-p'ing fu by the

Chao-te Gate, and spent the night inside the city.

“From Yen-ching to Shang-tu is eight hundred li, up hill

every step of the way. The wells are several hundreds of feet

deep, and the water is extremely cold. Ice forms in the sixth

mouth, and it is drawn up from the wells in the fifth and

sixth months (^ M M In the sixth month (foi. u r®)
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there are hailstones as big as bullets

round it constantly rains and snows so that people dare not

open their doors. Cows and sheeps are frozen to death, and

men have their ears and noses frost-bitten. In the autumn

and winter the snow collects so that it does not melt until

the fourth month of the next year. The houses are low and

small. Pits in the ground are much used as houses. The

earth is dug out to the depth of ten feet or more and a

platform is made above of poles, and this in turn is covered

with thatch, and they grow wheat and vegetables, a hole

being left for the smoke. There are houses in the ground

where the earth is dug out for only three or four feet and

the pit is surrounded with an earth wall.

“It is extremely cold here, and every year in the sixth

month the Emperor comes here to escape the heat. The

thicker pieces of ice are several feet thick. At night if one

looks up at the stars they are extraordinarily large, owing

to the height of the land”.

11 June — The Empress and her party arrived by the Chao-te Gate ^).

(fol. 14 v°) 13 June — The Empress and her retinue were conducted to the

fields outside the west gate and did obeisance towards the

north to the Imperial Temple
(

14 June — They did the same five li outside the west gate, to the

Family Temple (^^). ‘‘The Empress and her suite all

bent the knee in the Mongol manner
), but

Prince Fu and the Ministers observed the southern ceremonial

15 June — The Empress, Heir Apparent, Prince Fu, etc., and all the

3) Cf. Tuan S/ii/i, c. cxxvii, fol. G v°:

^ of the fitih month (14 June) Bayan reached Shang-tu with the

Sung Emperor’’.
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envoys went to the Imperial Tent ^ which was ou the (fol. 15 r®)

open grass laud ten li or more outside the south gate, taking

with them more than a hundred loads of presents, for their first

audience with the Emperor and to present their gifts.

The Emperor and Empress were sitting together in the

middle of the Tent with the princes ranged in order down

the two siJes.

ITIXEKARIES COMPARED

YEN KUANG-TA

MS 1116

MARCO POLO

A^ule

ODORIC

^ ^ Lin-an

(i.e. HAycr-CHOv)

Quinsay KinsAY Cansay

^ Hsieh-ts'un Ciangan Changan

jH" ® ^ T'ang-lisi ssu

A H ^ Jen-cli'aug

Vughin Vughin

Kuo-chi ch'iao Vugiu ? m IN Vuju

p Shang-tuu

^ yx P'ING-CHIANG

(i.e. ^ ^ Sv-ciiov) SUGIU ^^N Suju

M ^ Wa-^hsi

^ ^ Shih-li chen

3. Cii\i^(i-ni(n

Peu'-'fdu chen

s « Lu-ch*en<j

^ Ji. CiCi^li miao

ilr M ^ Usin-pnn ssti

^ '}JL
Ciliy-rii/.i.Mi I V

^ T" yX Y.iyr.-ivv ciiusG

(or Chiang)

6. JJl iJW Kvj-a.

Tinghingiu Chinginju

CiNGHIANI'U ^ yx ChiNGHIANFU MeNZC?

Talai

CIIOV

Quian

Caigiu

yi

)A\

Kian

Caiju
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m ^
YYile

Siuju

Yanju

? Tinju

Tiju

mm Cayu

WM Paukin

YEX KU-AN’G-TA MARCO POLO

MS 1116

Yang-tzti ch'iao Singiu

^ ^ Wan-t'ou

Shao-po chin

YAyo-cmi^ Yat?giu

^ T'ieu-ch'aug hsien Cingiu

T*ien-ch*aDg ho Tigiu

Caiu

8. ^ ^ ^ PAO-YiyG CBIN Pauchtn ?

Ohao-hsiu chiin

9- [{*^ I? Hum-AN ChIEH] CoiGANGlU COTGANJU

^ Chiaug-lo ch'eug

10. -S jer P Ch.'ING'-HO k'ou Caramoran

(Here the Yellow River seems

to have been crossed)

M P Ch'iug-

ho k'ou

-bM* Ch'i-li chuang

tJE M T'ao-yiian

11. ^ ^ Su-ciriEy iisit.y

12. 3i[5 P'l CHOU

ftlH Hsu chou

Caiociu

Cingiu

CiUGIU

Pjngiu

Caramoran

Cayu

Siju

PlJU

^ ^ Liu-ch'eng
Ligiu

Lin^iu
Linju

P'ei hsien

Chi-ming t'ai

# w p Chou-ho k'ou

H ^^ Yii-t’ang hsien

^^ ^ Ku-t'ing-ma-t'ou

# % Ln-ch"iao

ODORIC

Iamzai

Lenzin

Lencui
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VEX KrANG-TA
ilARCO POLO ODORIC

3IS 1116 Yule
III

uie
^3. ^Jr nl Hsin CHOU (i. e. Singiu ^ JJJ ffi b5 qm ^ M n,n V.V. ^

SiNJUMATU SuNZUMATU
cHor)

^ Wen-yang

Tung-p'ing fu

Shih-p'iug hsien

Ho-ch'eug ehen

14

15.

it ^
M i

mmm Lin-ch'eug chea

^ M ^ P'ing-yiian hsien

^ Ling chou

M Wei lio

Lin chen

M±m Tu 7Kf~kuang Ji sien

Ch'aNG-LU CHEN

Hshig-chi hsiea

CUihg chou

iSwa Ch'ing-Lo chen

Yung-chi ho

mn Yai}g~ts*un

^'/r ^ Wu-ch'ing hsien

3E ^ Waug-t'ai chen

^ ^ Fen^'ou

Te-jeii fu

^ K'uo-yiu hsien]

Ta-lisiug hsien

W^ P'a“g ts'UU

Condinfu 1

Candinfu ^^(;^)Tacliofu
Cundinfu

]

Ciaosli ^^(Ig Chinangli

ClANGLU ^ ChaNGLU

Cacianfu Cacanfu

Giogiu
Ml J“ju

M Ye.V-CHiNG (i. e.

Pulisanghin
Pulisanghin

Oanbalu ^ ^ Cambaluc Cambalech
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YEN KUAYG-TA MARCO POLO

MS 1116 Yule

^ Ch'ang-p'ing chan

Pa P Ch'i-k'ou

^ # yA Yii-lin chan

Huai-lai chan

Hung chan

Yiiu chou

*pi 111 Kuei-men shan

^ Tiao-ch*ao chan

Tu-shih chan

^ 5 Niu-ch'tin chan

Ming-an chan

^ ^ Ching-t'ing chan

^ Li-san chan

16. Shang-tu (or

^ ifj K'AI-P'ING iu)

ClANDU A ^ ChANDTJ

Clemeinfu ^ 2p: KemenFU

ODORIC

Sandu

NOTES

The itineraries compared are those of (1) Yen Kuang-ta; (2)

Marco Polo (a) according to the French MS. 1116 in the Biblio-

theque Nationale and (b) according to Colonel Yule’s English text;

and (3) Odoric according to Colonel Yule’s English text in Cathay

and the loay thither. The places which are identical in two or iu

all three of these lists are printed in capitals and are numbered.

Places printed in small letters do not correspond with those which

happen to stand opposite to them in the other lists. Names printed

in italics are those which are found in the itineraries in D. Gaudar’s

Le Canal Imperial {VariSt^s Sinologiques No. 4), pp. 66 — 75. The

itinerary of Sir John Davis has not been available, that of Lord

Macartney is of little or no assistance.
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One thing at least results from the comparison of the old

itineraries with those of P. Gandar or with a modern map, and

that is that the course of the canal has been considerably altered

in six hundred years. To restore with any degree of accuracy the

state in which Marco Polo found it would need nothing less than

a survey of the whole strip of country involved, together with the

study of the complicated records of the repairs and alterations carried

out from time to time which are to be found in the Chinese Histories

and Topographies. The following notes are given for what they may

be worth. It is to be feared that very little is added to what may

be found in Colonel Yule and other editors.

1, Cjangan. The identification of this and of Vughin and Vugiu

appears to be still very uncertain. Yule suggests ^ Chia-

hsing, ^ yX Wu-chiang, and Hu“chou for the three

respectively, admitting that Hu-chou must be a digression from

the journey between Su-chou and Hang-chou, though it is a

quite possible digression, and that Chia-hsiug has never had a

name at all like Ciaugau, The connexion between Hu-chou and

Hang-chou is very intimate and the north suburb of the latter,

the ^ Hu-shu, was known in Marco Polo’s day as the

^ Hu-chou shih. The identification of Vughin with

Wu-chiang is fairly satisfactory, but it is perhaps worth while

to point out that there is a place called ^ Wu chen about

fifty li north of Shih-raen
;
and for Ciangan there is a

tempting place called ^ ^ Ch'ang-au chen just south of

Shih-men on a canal which was often preferred to the

T'ang-hsi route until the introduction of steam boats. Of the

four places in the corresponding section of Yen Kuaug-ta’s

journey I have discovered only one in the maps or books at

my disposal, though T'ang-hsi ssu very likely represents ^
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^ T'ang-hsi cheu, aacl Shaug-tuu may perhaps be

Sheng-tun (cf. Le Canal Imperial^ p. 66). The modern

T^ang-^lisi chih lueJt^ c. i, fol. 13, says ^4
iJfflE ‘‘The T'annr-hsi ssli cannot now be traced”. — but the

mere mention of it seems to show that it was in T'ang-hsi.

2. Tinghixgiu. No explanation seems yet to have been published

of this name, though the place was evidently Ch'ang-chou. If

the form Cingingiu is right it does not seem impossible that it

should be a corruption of Cianggio. The ancient names of the

P'i-ling chiin,place are given as Yen-ling, mm
and ^ m Chin-ling; but it is beyond doubt that it was

.K.U Ch'ancr-chou at the end of the thir-commonly called ^
teenth century. The reading of the MS. 1116 is Tinghingui and

not, as it is printed, Cingingui. I have put ght throughout for ^u?,

thinking it very probable that gin was intended by Marco Polo

if not by the writer of the manuscript who often fails to dot

the letter i.

3. Me5ZU. The identity of this place with Chen-chiang seems to

be very questionable. Ferdinand Mendez Pinto (not a reliable

authority) says: “Being departed from these two Towns Pacao

and Nacau, we continued our course up the River, and arrived

at another town called Mindoo. . . . ,
where about half a mile

off was a great Lake of Salt-water, and a number of Salt-

houses round about it. . . Now we had not passed above five or

six leagues from this place but we came to a great Town, about

a league in circuit, quite destroyed and ruinated; , . the Town

was anciently called Cohilouzaa, that is, The /lower of the field

(frol do campo).” Near the town and at a bend in the river

was a village named Xifangau. Cf. Perigrinagam de Fernam

Mendez P^nlo^ 1614, fol. 108, 109. I do not know that anything

can be made of the likeness of Menzu and Mindoo.
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4. SiNGiu, Cheu-chou is now ^ I-cheug, or ^ Jt I-chea,

hsieu. As Yule points out it is not on the direct route from

Yang-chou to Kua cliou. From Kua chou to the Yellow River

Yen Kuang-ta’s route was disturbed by the siege of Yang-chou

and still more, apparently, by some difiBculty which made the

party avoid Kao-yu and go far to the west to T'ien-ch’ang.

5. Ci^Gir, This remains, as far as I know, provokingly elusive,

although Yeu-ch'eng hsien does not seem to be

improbable, as it possessed nine salt factories out of the twenty-

nine which were included iu the doable circuit of

Liang-Huai (cf. Su?ig Shi/i, c. Ixxxviii, fol. 3v®; Yua?i Shih^

c, xci, fol. 4v^, 5r°). The list of the salt factories throws no

light on Marco Polo’s name, and his positions for both Cingiu

aud Tigiu seem to be at fault. Iu these, as iu most, cases a

detailed knowledge of the locality would probably remove the

difficulty aud prove Marco Polo to be more accurate than we

suspect. The commercial importance of a place aud its con-

veuience as a stopping-place for travellers depend in no way

upon its official rauk, aud yet the majority of maps at our

disposal mark no place that has not the rank at least of hsien

or district. There are however some maps that do better than

this, and I have been much helped by the maps in

CltH-eliMvij cliiian slwuj yii I'u

etc., the Jesuit Carle du Kiainj-nan^ and the War Office Pro-

vwce of Shaii-tung.

6. Pauchin is not much like Pao-ying, but the sitiiation agrees

well enough with that of Pao-ying which is now a hsien city

on the east side of the canal. The next place in Yen’s list is

difficult to locate exactly. The Sujaj Shih, c. Ixxxviii, fol. 4 v®,

says that ^ Chao-hsin cliiiu was the same as 0f 0^ m
Hsii-i hsien in jfpj ^ Ssii chou
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Br :^)t Yuan Shih, c. lix, fol. 10 v'’, says that Hsii-i,

in Ssti chou, is Chao-hsin chvin of the Sung dynasty ( @0

). There is a Hsii-i subordinate to Ssu chou

to this day, but its position on the south-west shore of the

Hung-tse lake makes it diflBcult to believe that it is the spot

in question. Even if Pao-ying (a hsien iu both Siwg Shih and

Yuan Shihj though the former iu c. Ixxxviii, fol. fol. 3v® says

it was raised to be ^ ^ Pao-ying chou in 1227 and the

latter (1. c.) that it was formerly ^ ^ Pao-ying chiin)

were then much further to the west than it is now, the

distance from the present Hsii-i to Ch'ing-ho k'ou — nearly

fifty miles as the crow flies and with the great lake intervening —

could not have been covered in a single day. It would suit the

circumstances better if Chao-hsin and Chiang-lo ch’eiig could be

placed in the immediate vicinity of the modern Huai-an

or Ch'ing-chiaug p'u. Notice that Marco Polo like

Yen Kuang-ta did this part of the journey on horseback.

7. CoiGANGiu. Under the heading Ch*u chou in the Sung

Shih, c. Ixxxviii, fol. 3v®, it is noted that the place was made

into Huai-an chou iu 1234.

It is most unfortunate that the geographical sections of the

Chinese Histories, so full of detail as they are about the changes

in the status and administration of each place, should rarely if

ever condescend to give any clue as to its locality. The actual

sites of a great many cities have changed iu the course of ages,

and the incessant changes of the headquarters of the higher

administrations from one to another of their subordinate cities

make the task of identifying a given city in many cases almost

hopeless.

8. Cakamoran. It is not a little curious that Yen passes the Yellow

River without comment, leaving us almost in doubt as to what
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river it was that they crossed at Ching-ho k’ou (then officially

known as « M W- Ch‘ing-ho chiiu and now as ^
Ch'ing-ho hsien), aud whether or not they travelled up the

Yellow River itself to T'ao-yuau which seems to have

been on the right or south bank.

9.

Caigiu. Hai chou is the obvious though by no means

perfectly satisfactory equivalent of Caigiu. For it stands not on,

but thirty or forty miles from, the old bed of the river. A

place which answers better as regards position is An.

tuug, which was a chou{giu) in the Sung aud Yuan dynasties.

The Kuang^yii-'lising^slieng

^

vol. II, gives Hai-an as the

old name of An-tung in the Eastern Wei dynasty.

10. CuiGiu. I have kept this as equivalent to Su-ch'ieu, though it

must be obvious that if Yule's Suu is right; and nothing like

it appears among the variants given by the Societe de Geo-

graphic {Recueil etc., Tom. L); it is an almost exact transli-

teration of Hsii-chou. From the place in which it comes

it can hardly be the modern Hsii-chou which Yen reached after

P i chou, nor on the other hand do I find Hsii-chou as an old

name for Su-ch'ien in the Sung 5/a‘A, Chin Shih^ Yikni Shili^ or

Kuang-yu-Vu, We do not know exactly when it was that Marco

Polo found Siju a “great, rich, and noble city, flourishing with

trade aud manufactures'', but it cannot have been more than

fifteen or sixteen years after Yen had found “barely twenty or

thirty houses" at Sa-ch'ien. On the whole the identification

seems to me to be doubtful, and the readings of MS. 1116 —

Cingui or Cuigui — do not help the matter.

11. PiNGiu. I have put P'i chou, which I believe to be the local

pronunciation of the name, in place of the P'ei chou of the maps

for the sake of greater correspondence with Marco Polo. The

water-way from P'i chou to Hsii chou, which seems to be on
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the old bed of the Yellow River, is not marked on the Carte

du Kiaiw-nan or Province of Shan-tvng,

12. Ligiu. The correspondence of Ligiu or Lingiu with Liu-ch'eng

is very tentatively suggested and does not really seem to be

probable. On the other hand no place at all like Li-chou or

Lin-chou can be found in a possible position on the maps or

in P. Gandar’s itineraries, nor did I note any such name among

the towns and villages on the modern canal when I travelled

up it in 1903. Unless we are to suppose that both Marco Polo

and Odoric entirely forgot the order in which the places came,

^ Lin-ch'ing hsieu (now a chon) is out of the question,

and it seems to be unfortunate that this identification, pardon-

able enough when Yule first made it, should have been allowed

to stand in the more recent editions of Marco Polo and Odoric

without clear explanation of the case, together with the notes

in which “Lin-tsiu-chu, a well known city in Shan-tuug” and

“Lin-ching, which appears in Berghaus [and in the revised map

in the new edition of Cathay^ on the Great Canal very near

the 35th degree of latitude” are treated as if they were two

separate places. The fact is of course that both are meant to

represent Lin-ch'ing chou on the Canal (lat. 36.50 N.)

north-west of Chi-ning chou. Cf. Marco Polo, 1903, vol. II, p. 141

and Map facing p. 144, and Cuthay and the Way thither, vol. II,

1913, pp. 213, 214, and Map. ^ Lia-ch'eug is marked on

the Province of Shan’‘tung 63 miles south-east of Chi-ning chou

on the high road from Hsu-chou to Yen-chou, and not on any

water-course. The last remark applies equally to P'ei hsien

Yu-t'ai, so that we have three places in addition to

P^i chou and Hsu chou above, which were on the main route

for boats in 1276 and now have no stream large enough to
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mark on the map near them. ^ Lu-ch*iao is still a busy

canal-side village.

13. SiNGiu. This form, which I did not know when I wrote a note

on Sinjumatu in 1912, enables us to say that Yen Kuang-ta

has preserved exactly one of Marco Polo’s names for this place.

MS. 111() uses Siugiu and Siugiumatu each three times; Yule

has only Sinjumatu without noticing the shorter form.

14. CoNDiNFU. Here again the French forms differ greatly from Yule’s

Tadinfu, and it is strange that Marco Polo should have caught

the name which the place had borne for barely a century instead

of its ancient name of Yen chou. Even in the Chin Shth^

c. XXV, fol. 8 r®, the name Yen chou stands first — ^ ^
—

; nor was the place ever called

T'ai-ting fu. At any rate Colonel Yule seems to be right in saying

that Marco Polo’s story of the rebellion of Li T'an in

1262 applies to Ciaugli or ^ ^ Chi-nan lu rather than

to Yen chou. Chi-nan was the capital of the ancient state of

^ Ch'i and had under it, in the thirteenth century, ‘‘eleven

cities of great importance”, whereas Yen chou had only three

or four. For Li T'an’s rebellion and the siege of Chi-nan see

the ruiin S/dh, c. v, fol. 1, 2; c. ccvi, fol. 2 r®: and c. cxviii,

fol. 5 r®. From the last passage it appears that Aibuga, the father

of king George of Tenduc, took some part in the siege. Prince

Ha-pi-ch'i and ^ ^ ^ Shih T*iea-tse, but not,

that I have seen, Agul or Mangutai, are mentioned in the

Yuan Shih.

15. CiANGi.u was not, I think, identical with ^ Ts'aug chou.

It does not appear on the best modern map at my disposal.

16. PuLiSAKGUiN. The river, known in its lower reaches as the

Hun ho, is also called Lu kou and the great bridge

is called ^ Lu-kou ch'iao.
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In Yen Kuang-ta’s approach to Yeu-ching it is difficult to

see how he passed Ta-hsing hsien which theu as uow

formed part of the capital and had no separate city of its own

;

unless ‘‘passed” (jjS) fi^ay mean “crossed the boundary of”. If

this is so, the translation of several passages in the diary may

need modification. Wu-hsi, Ch'ang-chou, Shao-po, T'ien-ch'ang,

Pao-ying, Chao-hsiu, and two or three lesser places are thus

said to have been passed without anything (except one’s

independent knowledge of the position of the first two or three

of them) to show whether the actual city was reached or not;

and the same word (M )
is applied to Wen-yang, Ch'ing-ho chen,

and Wu-ch'ing, where in each case the travellers slept in the

official residence (/p )
which is almost certain to have been inside

the city walls. The difficulty of supposing in the case of Ta-hsing

that the word thus practically means “arrived at”, is that the author

proceeds to say next that the party “arrived at” ( ) P'aug-ts'un.

17- For the journey from Ta-tu to Shang-tu I have no other itineraries

at hand to compare with Yen’s. Palladius writes in his Elucidations

of Marco Polo's ty'avelshi North China {JNCBRAS^ 1876), p. 25;

“On both these roads ^ nabo^ on temporary palaces, were

built, as resting-places for the khans; eighteen on the eastern

road [via ^ jlj Tu-shih k'ou, 750 li] and twenty-four on

the western [«« Yeh-hu Hug, 1095 /i]”- The Sung

envoys accomplished the journey in eleven stages, Yen remarking

on oue occasion that they reached the halting place “very late”,

and the Empress in fourteen days.

additional note.

With regard to the stages of the journey from Chen-chiang

to Haug-chou we gain a little corroborative information from

H IE K*o Hang Jih-chi^ ^ ^ ^|Kuo T'ien-hsi’s diary
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of his visit to ^ Haug-chou iu 1308, fol. 1 aud 2. The diary of the

actual journey is uufortunately abbreviated iu the modern edition (

^ ^ Wii-lhi cliang ku ts*ung pien^ Section V, voh 2), but

the mention of the following points is preserved; — Lii-ch'eng

was left on the evening of the 16th of the ninth month (30 September);

S ^ Lu-ch'eng pa was reached before noon on the 1 7th ( 1 October),

and Pen-niu and Ch'ang-chou later the same day. The

writer left Ch'ang-chou late on the 18th (2 Oct.), arrived at ^
P*ing-chiang (Su-chou) after noon on the 19th (3 Oct.) aud left again

on the 20th (4 Oct.). On the afternoon 0^ 3 — 5 p. m.) of the 21st

(5 Oct.) he landed at Ch'ang-an to buy food, aud reached the

north suburb of Haug-chou ^ ^ ,
called on fol. 3 v® ^

TIj Hu-chou shih) about 2.0 a. m.
( J| ) on the 22ud (6 Oct.),

entering the city in another boat at dawn.

The chief points of interest here are the mention of^ ^‘Ch'ang-an

as an important stopping place
;
and the fact that it was possible to travel

by night, if that is what is indicated by the words ^ yeh hang^ as,

for example, g
A more modern diary 1^ ^ Yu Ming^sheng Hu

Jih‘Chij fol. 1,16 and 17) gives the following points: —

Ninth month, 12th day (5 Oct., 1623), left ^ ^ HsiLchiang at

noon; reached Wu-chiang in the evening: 13th, blank: 14th,

passed Tou-men, spent night at ^Ch'ung-te: 15th, reached

)*« T'aug-hsi in the afternoon: I6th (9 Oct.), arrived at ff Fi

Pei-hsin kuau (North suburb of Haug-chou). Tenth month, 18th day

(10 November, 1623), left the ^ ^ Pei-hsin kuan and passed

$[5 Hsieh-ts'un: 19th, spent the night at ^ Shih-men: 20th,

reached ^ Chia-hsiug: 21st, at Chia-hsing, spent the night at

^ yx m He“g-chiaug chiug: 22ud, unable to travel, moored at the

— jp[ ^ San-li ch'iao at ^ Wu-chiang:' 23rd, crossed the

Hsu chiang and reached home.
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CHI^sESE TKAXSCTtIPTIOXS OF TIBETAN NAMES.

I have read with keen interest M. Pelliot’s study Quelques transcriptions

cjiinoibcs de noms tihetains (this \olunie, pp. 1—-26), which is as instructive

and illuminating as his i*ecent. very important contiil)ution Le'i noms propres

dans les traductions chinoises du MiHndapanha (/. A.^ 1914, Sept.-Oct.,

pp. 379—419). M. Pelliot is an excellent phonetician, and commands an admirable

knowledge of ancient Chinese phonology, such as is possessed by no other

contemporary. It is only to be hofied that he will publish some day, for the

benefit of all of us, an ccuvre d'ensemble on this complex subject, which is still

so much obscured. M. Pelliot’s criticism is mo.st assuredly welcome, always

founded, as it is, on serious and solid information, and inspired by no other

motive than the ideal desiie to serve the common cause. It is a privilege and

a stimulus to co-operate wdth such a sympathetic and highly intelligent worker,

for wliom 1 ha\e an unbounded admiration, and to be guided by his friendly

advice and effectual support. Indeed, without committing an imliscretion, I may
say that in the present case this criticism was voluntarily solicited on my part,

as I have never flattered myself for a moment that all difficulties presented by

the Sino-Tibetan transcriptions have been solved by me; on the contrary, I am
wide awake to the fact that my feeble attempt in this direction was merely a

tentative beginning, which should be continued and improved by an abler hand.

I am very happy that M. Pelliot has taken up this problem with such minute

care and unquestionable success, and 1 need hardly assure him of my keen sense

of obligation for his untiring ellorts and the inspiring instruction which I have

derived from his comments.

What M. Pelliot obser\cs under 1— 5 on the transcription of the Tibetan

prefixes visible in the Chinese final consonants meets with my heartiest ap-

proval : indeed, this is the logical arnplitication cf what I myself had noted on

the transcription of IHirn-duit (p. 86, T'^oung Pao, 1914).

Pelliot No. 5: The Tibetan reading lAod-ne brlsan is correct. No. 6: The
Tibetan reading gon is justified, and plainly appears as such in Bus helTs plate.
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In my first draught of the monument, made in Tibetan letters, it is indeed

written gch\ I do not know now how it happened that it was printed kuh.

No. 7: The last Tibetan word is so indistinct in BushelTs plate that the matter

can hardly be decided merely on this basis; but I admit that cab or eseatsab

could be read into it, and accordingly that M. Pelliot’s conjecture is justiflable.

No. 8: I gladly adopt the Tibetan reading hla qbal bloH’-kcu-bzah myes~rma.

No. 10: The last Tibetan word may well be ken, not yen. I am unable to

recognize h after ha in Bushell's plate, but it may be traceable in the original

stone or in a rubbing. No. 14: The stone is here in such a hopeless condition

that certainty of reading is out of the question : what appears quite certain to

me is the letter-combination rgy. I regret having had the misfortune of over-

looking Col. Waddelfs study utilized by M. Pelliot: at the time when I WTote,

the volume of the J. R. A. S., in which it is contained, was in the hands of my

book-binder, and in this way the accident occuned.

My note on Cog-ro, which M. Pelliot (p. 7) does not well comprehend,

seems to me quite plain. Indeed, I do not speak of Cog-ro as the name of a

man, as insinuated by M. Pelliot, but simply as a name. I never had any

other opinion than that Cog-ro is the designation of a locality, w’hich is adopted

by the men hailing from there, and is pi’efixed to their personal names. The

‘‘inadvertance” noted by M. Pelliot (p. 9) in regard to my writing mitan-pon

and niha^dpon is only seeming: mhan-pon is the reading of the Tibetan text

in the inscription; and mha-dpoii, as explained on p. 76, is the restoration

proposed by me. In accordance with the purpose of the passage on p. 86,

there was only occasion to cite the latter.

I am not convinced that M. Pelliot’s restoration of to dpal

v^en-po (No. 12) is to be preferred to my proposition aba c^e~po (p. 28,

T'^ouny Pao, 1914). The character po was certainly read with a final

consonant (paC; but there are numerous examples in the transcriptions of

Sanskrit w'here it merely corresponds to pa or ba, as in parayna, utpala,

pippala, pt'a- udinyibaya Chinese

c^ot (M. Pelliot wrongly writes Df- not given in the relevant jiassage

of Sin T^ang shii, which has C it is not impossible that in ancient Tibetan

the w^ord-forraation *c^cd-po, as an equivalent of c^e-po, existed 2 (for analogous

cases of this kind see at the end of this notice). The supposition of a pro-

nunciation cV/’-po, proposed by M. Pelliot, is impossible: Pey' {c^e-r) isatermi-

native, and cannot be connected with any suffix like po or pa, ^

^ See also Baron A. voN Stakl-Holstein, Kie/i-CPui-Faji-Tsan, p. 177, No. 151

{Bibl. Buddhica, Vol. xv).

* My restoration was Fe^po, not, as M. Pelliot makes me say, Fen^po.

* Compare examples in Jaschke’s Tibetan dictionary

^

p. 161a, and in the Diet,

tibStain-frangaiSf p. 329 b.
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With reference to tu , M. Pelliot states that it is attested in tran-

scriptions only as not as *clag. The former is doubtless the rule, but in-

stances oH \huj ne\ertheless occur. Julien ^ sajs that in the Fa yuan chii lin

this character is uted in rendei ing Sanskrit dakshina^ and Baron A von Stael-

Holstein 2 quotes an example where it has the value da.

In some cases it had seemed to me advisable, even at the sacrifice of rigid

adherence to the Chinese tran'-ci’iptions, to fall back on realities alive in the

Tibetan language or in Tibetan records, rather than to resold to conjectural

forms for which there is as yet no evidence. M. Pelliot is certainly right in

maintaining that the transcription fu-lu mm ,
in theory, would presuppo5e

a Tibetan form *y/>nc. 1 myself had noted on my index-card that it should

lead to a dialectic form *shni, ^ but did not express this opinion, because such

a word is not known at present. x\ll w'e can say now is that represents

a word of the general or normal t} [je i>hra. whatever the jiossible dialectic

variations may be. For the aforementioned reason 1 adopted the i*eading y/o

in the name Sron-lde-btsan, because (“the male”) is a title actually found

in connection with royal names. In adopting the reading Sa-sroh Ide-btsan,

proposed by M. Pelliot (No. 23\ we face the difficulty that we cannot correlate

this with Tibetan historical tradition. Again, if we ti’y to make sense of this,

we shall have to change intos/u/n {sa-sruh, rendering of Sanskrit hhumipdla)‘

but it is not known to me that the Tibetan kings evei* assumed such a title.

M. Pelliot’s observations on the name T*u-fan are very ingenious, and will

no doubt contribute toward a definite solution of this problem in the near future.

In regard to his etymology of the word la-pa, proof seems to be required that

la-pa is really evolved fforn the Chinese loan-word in Uigur-Mongol, and

that the supposed change of meaning leally took place. At the outset, this

theory is not very }>robable. A conch-trumpet (lahai) and a copper or brass

bass-tuba (la-pa) are entirely distinct and co-existing types of musical instiu-

nients, each of which has had its individual history. We know that the

conch-trumpet came from India as a sequel of Buddhism. As to la-pa, J. A.

VAN AaisT (ChiHcse p. 59; has aptly compared it with the chatzozerah

of the Hebrews and the tuba of the Romans. Certainly there is no direct

interrelation, but trau'.mission thi’ough the medium of Persia and Tui’kistan

seems to me a possibility deserving of consideration. First of all, it would be

necessaiy, of course, to trace the liistoi'y of the word and the object from

Chinc.se I'ecords.

As I'egards the tones, I have to a certain degree modified my formei’ views,

since some time ago I had the ojjportunity of studying the admirable treatise

* Methode, No. 2106.

» Z. c., p. 1S4, No. 222.

’ Tbe interchange of si and jo' (as well as of sh and k\ st and d) is well known.
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of H. Maspero, Etudes sur la phonetlque historique dc la langue annamite,

in which a lucid exposition of the tone sy>tern is embodied. MM. Maspero and

Pelliot's opinions on the historical development of the tones are very sensible,

but in the present state of our knowledge it would be premature to decide

positively in favor of the one or the other theory: a great amount of research

will be required before we can formulate well-assured deductions. ^

It is interesting to learn that in the Mantra mudropadeca to be published

by M. Hackin the inverted i serves for the expression of long i in Sanskrit

words. This, however, would not signify at the outset that the same graphic

expedient should denote i in indigenous Tibetan words: what holds good for

the writing of Sanskrit need not be applicable to Tibetan. I had occasion to

hear six different Tibetan dialects, and am unable to hear an i in any of these.

The case alluded to by M. Pel hot remains to he seen.

As to mo-niuh ,
I can now offer a better equivalent for the first

element of this compound. The ex [da nation of the word bud-med, which I

hazarded on p. 97, note (T'^oung Pffo, id\A), is ei-roneous. The second element,

med, has nothing to do with the verb rncd (“not to ha\e’’). but is indeed an

independent base with the significance “female, woman ’’ This is evidenced by

the following facts. In the peculiar Bunan language we have a word tsc-n\cd

(“daughter, giiT’), the element Uc being apparently connected with tsi-tsi

(“child'’), occurring in the same idiom. 2 The stem tsi^ tse^ is encountered in

Lisu tsa-mt\ tsa-mel, tsa-mu, and (“woman'’) ^ and A-hi Lo-lo ^

As mn, /no, tne (“female”), is joined to tliis stem, the clement )ncd in Bu-nan

tse-med is likely to have the same meaning. In Lepcha we have two stems,

nwl and mil (^‘female”), used with or without the prefix a, and a word mo

parallel with mot. In his Lepcha Dictionarg, which is based on materials

collected by Gen. G. B. Mainwaring, A. Giunwedel (p. 289) tentatively suggested

that Lepcha mil be regarded as related to ~mcd in Tibetan bud-med. A
differentiation of meaning has been evolved in Lepcha in this manner: that

)nU or n^mit })articularly refers to xvornen of superior beings (for example,

rum mil., ‘‘goddess’’); and mo, mot or a-mo, a-mot, to the female of animals

(for instance, Jtih )n6t, ‘dien”), but sometimes also to luiman beings. ^ The

^ On p. 25 M. Pelliot speaks of an hypothesis of mine regarding the function of

certain Tibetan prefixes. This is not my hypothesis, but is merely the reproduction of

observations and opinions given by Tibetan grammarians.

* J ASCII KE, ./. A. S. S., Vo). 34, pt. 1, 1865, p. 95.

^ A. Rose and d. f’. Browx, Lisu Tribes of the Barma-China Vroniier As

Soc. Beng

,

Vol III, p 275).

A. Lietard, 'Eoung Pao, 1912. p 19; and Bull de VEcole francaise, Vol. ix,

1909, p 552. liodo-p'o zo-me and P'u-p'a za^ma appear to be associated with Mc-so

ze-mu kua and Tibetan b-za,

‘ G. B. MAL\^TARING, A Grammar of the Long {Lepcha) Language^ pp. 24, 25.
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forms yyii-t and m6~t represent derivations from the bases mi and mo by

means of the formative suffix -f. ‘ The same relation exists in Tibetan between

mo and the element -med {"mot) contained in hud~med. The same word med

or mot may be recognized in the Chinese transciiption mot . As to the

second element of the Sino-Tibetan compound, won, wun, reference may be

made to Miao-tse man (‘‘spouse”),^ and to a W'ord for “woman” in KanaurT,

that is given by Pandit Joshi as mun-rvi^ and by Bailey as mon-rihz. From

the standpoint of Tibetan, moh may very well be mo h\ that is, a derivative

from the base mo (“woman”) by means of the suffix -n, so that we should

obtain two derivatives from the same base ,—mod and mo~h^ Analogous cases

in Tibetan are: rtsa-ba (“root”)^ forming rtsa-d and rtsa-n; dro (“warm”),

forming dro-d (“heat”) and dro-n\ lei (“heavy”), forming Icl-d (“weight”)

and lci-n\ nu-ma (“breast”), forming nu-d-pa and s-nu-n-pa (“to suckle”);

rga-ba (“aged”), forming rga-d-pa and rga~n~pa. The word mot-moh (in

Tibetan presumably written med-moh) preserved in the T%ng Annals, accord-

ingly, is a compound consisting of two synonymes, each meaning “w’oman.”

B. Laufer.

^ For examples of such formations in Tibetan see ScHrEFXER, Mela?iges asiaiiques,

Vol I, p 34G.

* In KanaurT or Kanawari, med-po is said to mean "master, owner, proprietor;’^ and

vied-mo, "mistress,” both words being borrowed from Tibetan (T. R. Josiil, Grammar and

Dictioyiary of Kandicari, p. 103, Calcutta, 1909). In the Kanauri-Eoglish vocabulary

published by T. G, Bailey {J. R, A. S, 1911, pp, 315— 304), these words are not given.

Our Tibetan dictionaries have not recorded the two words with those meanings; but we

know that in Tibetan, med-po means "a man who owns nothing, a pauper,” and mtd-mOf

"a penniless w'oman.” The data given by Pandit Joshi, on the contrary, would presuppose

a base med with the meaning "to own,” which it is difficult to credit. There may be a

misunderstanding on the part of the Pandit, or the two words may be peculiar to Kaoauri

without bearing any relation to Tibetan.

P. Vial, Lei Lolos^ p. 36.
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Frederick Victor DICKINS,

Mr. Dickins ne le 24 Mai 1838, est niort age de 77 ans, le 16aoutl915,

a Seend Lodge, Wiltshire. II avait servi comnie medecin (]e marine en Chine

et au Ja])oii de 1801 a 1800; ii fut lectenr de japonais a FUniversite de Bristol.

II a ecrit un grand nombre de volumes et d’articles dont nous indiquons les

principaux. H. C.

— Japanese Lyrical Odes; Translations of the Ilyak is by a Century of Poets,

into English Verse, with Explanatory Notes, the text in Japanese and also in Roman
letters, with a full index; Catalogues of Books referred to, and lists of Titles, &c. &c.

London, 1S06, in-8.

,
Chiushingura, or the Loyal League, a Japanese Romance, Translated by

Frederick V. Dickins, with Notes and Appendix containing a metrical version of the

Ballad of Takasago and Specimens of Original Ttxt in the Japanese Character,

lihistratcd by numerous Engravings on Wood, drawn and executed by Japanese Artists,

and printed on Japanese Paper... — Yokohama, Printed at the "Japan Gazette’^ Office,

in-8, pp. V -j- Ih 2 n. ch. pp. 160 -j- ^PP- PP- 4" pref. en jnponais.

— Chiushingura, or the Loyal League; a Japanese Romance. London: Allen & Co., ISSO.

— The Story of ShiUten Doji. From a Japanese ‘Makimono’ in Six ‘Ken’ or Rolls. {Journ,

K. As. Soc., N S, Vol. XVII, Art. I, Jan 1885, pp. 1—28.

Tirage h part, in-8, pp 28.

— The Story of the Old Bamboo-IIewcr. (Taketori no Okina no ^lonogatari.) A Japanese

Romance of the Tenth Century. [Idtd., Vol XIX, Art I, Jan. 18ST, pp. 1—58)
— The Origins of the Japanese State. {Enylis/i Hisiorical KevidWj XIV, April 1899,

pp 209—234).

— The Stalne of Araida the Niorai in the Musec Cernuschi {IbuL, July 1903, pp. 433—446.)

— Primitive and Mediie.al Japanese Texts Translated into English, with introductions,

notes, and glossaries. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1906, 2 vol. in-8.

— The Makura-Kotoba of Primitive Japanese Verse. 1908, in-8, jip. 113.

Transactions Asiatic Society of Japan, Vol. XXXV, Pt. 4, 1908.

— The Life of Sir Harry Parkes, KC.B, G C M.G
, sometime Her Majesty’s Minister to

China and Japan By Stanley Lane-Poole. London, Macmillan, 1894, 2 vol. in-8.

Dickins est un des auteurs du Vol. II: Minister Plenipotentiary.
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History of Upper Assam ^
Upper Burmali and North-Eastern

Frontier by L. W. Shakespjkar (Colonel, 2ud Goorkhas).

Macmillan and Co., London, 1914, ia-8, pp. xvii — 272.

La litterature etrangere traitaut de Thistoire de TAssam n'est

pas abondaute ainsi qu’on pourra le constater dans le premier

volume de notre Bibliotheca Indosinica^ aussi ce volume est-il le

bien venu. En 1841, William Robinson avait donue dans sa

Description de TAssam pnbliee a Calcutta un abrege de Thistoire

de ce pays. Mr. E. A. Gait, du Service civil de I’lude, a fait im-

primer en 1906, egalement a Calcutta, uue History of Assam qui

est le premier effort serieux pour nous donner en anglais I’histori-

que de cette ancienne contree trop peu connue. En fraufais, on

peut dire qu’il idexiste rien en dehors du Tarihh-i-Asham, Re'cit de

TExpedition de Mir Djumlah au pays d’Assam, traduite de Thin-

rloustani par Theodore Pa vie en 1845. Cependant les Fran^ais ont

laisse leur trace dans le pays: deux pretres des Missions etrangeres

de Paris, les abbes Krick et Bourry furent assassines le 1®** sep-

tembre 1854 par les Abors, dans le voisinage de Rima, alors qu’ils

cherchaient a penetrer au Tibet; ces meurtres causes par le desir

de piller les bagages des voyageurs furent chaties par le lieutenant

Edkn sur Tordre de Lord Dvliiousie, Gouverneur general de ITnde;

cet e'venement est raconte d’ailleurs par le Colonel Shakespear qui

parle egalement du voyage du Prince Henri d’Orleans du Yun nan
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a Calcutta par Rima et Sadiya en 1895. Le Colonel Shakespear

fait remarquer qu’aucuu autre Europeen n’a pu depuis lors visiter

cette region jusqu’a ce que le capitaine Bailey, ancien agent com-

mercial a Gyantseu, au Tibet, reussit a passer de la Chine aux

Indes, par Bhatang, Rima et Sadiya.

Dans son ouvrage, le Colonel Shakespear s’occupe de Thistoire

de cette partie du Haut Assam qui s’etend de Goalpara a Sadiya,

c’est-a-dire la vallee du Brahmapoutre. Quelques inscriptions jettent

un peu de jour sur une histoire dont la periode ancienne est pure-

ment legendaire; Tune sur uii pilier d’Allahabad erigee a Tepoque

de Tchandragupta (316 —292 av. J.-C.) nous apprend que Kaniarupa

(nom de TAssam d’alors) etait un etat a Test du Nepal jusqu’ou

avait peuetre la reuommee de ce souverain celebre; ce pays etait

alors sans doute gouverne par les rois hindous Khettii, les plus

anciens souverains de FAssam, qui auraient fait la conquete du

Kamarupa vers 400 av. J.-C., et y apporterent cette forme primi-

tive de rhindouisme qui existait avant le bouddhisme; une autre

inscription sur une plaque de cuivre commemore Tinvasion eu 57

av. J.-C. de Vjkramaditya, roi bouddbiste de Ujaiu; une troisieme

inscription marque qu’a la fin du IV® siecle, le roi gupta, Samu-

dra, exigea le tribut de Kamarupa, et qu’au siecle suivant le pays

fut gouverne par les Guptas qui maintinrent leur administration

jusqu’a la premiere moitie du IX® siecle. La dyuastie de Pal qui

compte douze rois entre 830 et 1140 de notre ere fut creee par le

Rajput Itahi (Dharm Pal) depossedes par les Senas du Bengale qui

dominerent dans la partie orientale de PAssam. D'apres d’autres

inscriptions sur des plaques de cuivre, certains chefs Pal entre 990

et 1142 ap, J,-C. cederent des terres a des Brabmanes, raais en

realite c’est au celebre pelerin chinois Hiouen Tsang qui visita le

pays, Gauhati en particulier, eu 630, que nous devons les premiers

renseignements autheiitiques sur le Kamarupa.
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Trois grancles tribus oat domiae dans differentes parties du

Haut Assam; la premiere qui arriva dans le pays est, pense-t-on,

celle des Kacharis venus du pays appele par les Nepalais, la con-

tree des Kaccha, an pied des colliues de Darjiliug; ils traverserent

le Brahmapoutre et s’etablirent dans le district de Nowgong entre

Jorhat et Gauhati, d’ou ils se repaudireut dans le district actuel

de Cachar d’ou ils expulserent les gens de Tippera; seule une

brauche des Kacharis, les Chutiyas, avait une ecriture dont ils ne

se servirent d’ailleurs pas pour conserver leurs annales.

La seconde tribu a prendre de Timportance fut celle des Kocches^

allies aux Kacharis, qui venaient de Test de la riviere Karatoya ou

se troure aujourd’hui le petit etat de Gooch Behar. A leur apogee,

leur royaume comprenait tout le Karnarupa qui occnpait, alors,

principalement la rive nord du Brahmapoutre, avec Gauhati et le

pays dans la direction de Goalpara sur la rive sud. C’est par les

historiens mahometaiis qu’on connait le passe de ces tribus qui jus-

qu’a I’arrivee des Ahoms ue gardaient pas d’Anuales.

La troisieme et la plus importante tribu est celle des Ahoms

qui out leurs annales hurai)jis relataut la serie des evenements

depuis leur arrivee en 1220 ap. J.-C. A ces trois tribus, il faut

ajouter les tribus shan non bouddhistes de race Tai du vieux royaume

de Pong, aujourd’hui Mogoung. Le roi ahora SukmOngung, termi-

nant une longue serie de guerres commencees en 1520, s’empara,

apres une resistance desesperee, de la capitale des Kacharis, Dima-

pur, sur le Dhansiri, qui fut mise au pillage; les Kacharis sur-

vivant a ce desastre se retirerent dans le pays counu aujourd’hui

comme les North Cachar Hills, et fonderent une nouvelle capitale

a Maibong, abandonnaut les vallees du Dhansiri et du Doyang qui

retournereut a I’etat sauvage et forment maintenant la foret de

Nambhor. De nouveau les Kacharis furent ecrases et leur capitale

fut prise en 1696 par Rudra Sing, roi des Ahoms, qui envoys
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centre eux deux arnaees, Tune de 37000 hommes par le Dhansiri a

Dijoa, Tautre de 34000 hommes via Raha et la vallee de Kopili:

Tamradhoj, roi des Kacharis, qui s’etait declare indepeudant fut

capture ainsi que le Raja de Jaiutia. Eu 1817, les Manipuri, avec

leur chef Raja Manjit, plaga les Kacharis sous leur domination,

mais eux-memes, a leur tour, ils furent chasses par les Birmans

(1819— 1820). Le premier voyageur anglais qui ait visite Khaspur,

dans le Cachar, est Verelst veuant du Beugale (1763). Aujourd*hui

les Kacharis sout un peuple d’agriculteurs repandus dans le Cachar

et disperses dans le Haut Assam, tandis que Maibong et les North

Cachar Hills sout eu ruiues ou retourues a Tetat de jungles.

La puissance de la tribu Kocch s’fleve avec un certain Shankaldip

au milieu du V® siecle, Tun de ses rois, Nar Narain, qui florissait

au XVI® siecle et regna cinquante aus, batit ce qui est maiutenant

Cooch Behar pour remplacer la vieille ville de Kamatapur detruite

lors des invasions mougoles, poursuivit les guerres commencees des

1332 contre les Ahoms et s’empara meme (1562) de leur capitale

Garhgaon, dans le voisiuage de Sibsagor actuel. Cooch Behar tomba

entre les mains des Anglais en meme temps que le Bengale.

Les Ahoms, avec 1*4 adou^i en 5, out donne leur nom a TAssam,

e’etaient des Shans non bouddhistes, paieus et adorateurs du diable;

venus au commencement du XIII® siecle de Mogoung, dans la

Haute Birrnanie, ils marcherent vers Touest, atteignirent I’extremite

orientale de la vallee du Brahmapoutre et formerent des etablisse-

nients sur la riviere Dihing a Namrup, avoisinant les tribus Chutiya

qui occupaient le pays a Test de la riviere Subansiri, et Moran

entre les rivieres Dikkoo et Dihing; bieutot ils entrerent eu lutte

avec ces derniers et, des 1236, s’etablirent a Abhaypur, puis, qua-

rante ans plus tard, a Charaideo qui devint leur capitale et resta

un lieu de pelerinage meme lorsque leur principal etablissement eut

ete transfere a Garhgaon; au XIV® siecle ils commencereut les
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guerres coatre les Kocches et eu 1380 ils ecraserent la puissacce

Chutiya. II nous faudrait plus cle place que nous ne pouvons dis-

poser pour raconter les longues luttes contre les Kacharis et les

Mongols.

II semblerait d’apres de vieilles legendes que la plus ancienne

religion des aborigenes, c’est-a-dire les Kacharis auxquels etaient

alliees les tribus Kocch, Chutiya et Moran (Matak) etait ranimisrue

et le calte des demons. Nous avons deja signale I’existence vers

400 av. J -C. de rhindouisme avant Tintroduction du brahrnauisme

par des brahmanes venus au milieu du XV® siecle de la ville de

Gaur (Bengal). De toutes les ruines de TAssam, ce sout celles de-

couvertes en 1841 par le lieutenant Biggs, du vieux fort de Dima-

pur, dans la foret de Nambhor, capitale des Kacharis jusqu’au milieu

du XVP siecle, qui out le plus attire Tattention des archeologues.

Des chapitres de Touvrage sont consacres par le Colonel Shakespear

aux Boutauais; aux Akas, petite tribu aliiee aux Naga, sur la rive

sud du Brahmapoutre
; aux Daphlas et aux Mirris, allies aux Abors,

a Test des Akas; aux Abors qui occupeiit la region montagneuse

entre les rivieres Dihang (Tsan Po) et Dibong, divises en quatre

clans: Menyong et Panghi entre les rivieres Yamne et Dihang,

ouest de cette derniere, Padara, a Test de la Yamne, et Shimong,

au uord, sur la rive gauche du Dihang; ce sout ces Abors qui out

cause taut de difiScultes aux Anglais dans les dernieres anuees;

aux Mishmis, voisins des Ahoms, mais leur sont completement

etrangers comme langue et coutumes, limites a Touest par la riviere

Dibong et s’etendant au nord et a Test du Hkamti Long; aux

Hkamtis, de meme race que les Ahoms, mais bouddhistes; leur pays

est appele Bor Hkamti par les Assamese et Hkamti Long par les

Birmans; ils sout installes a Sadiya depuis la fin du XVIII® siecle;

aux Singphos (Siugplio en assamese et Chingpaw en birman signi-

fient «homme») qui habitent les deux versants de la chaine Patkoi.
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Des tribus admiaistrees par le gouvernement de TAssam, I’auteur

passe a celles qui dependent de celui de la Birtnanie: les Kachins

divises eu uu grand noinbre de coraniuiiautes, apparentes aux tribus

Marip, Lahtauug, Lepai, la plus considerable, N’khums et Maraus,

et de meme race mais diflerant de mceurs et de laugage, les Martis,

Lasbis, Tawyius ou Lihsaws, et Khunougs. Le Colonel Shakespear

traite ensuite des Palauugs, Was et Panthajs, enfin des tribus Nagas

les plus puissantes de toutes qui habiteut la region montagneuse

au sud de la vallee du Brahrnapoutre depuis les Singphos jusqu’aux

North Cachar Hills, divisees en quatre grands groupes: Angami,

Serna, Aoh, Lhota, et deux plus petits: Rengma et Kaccha Nagas.

Chacune de ces tribus reclamerait uue monographie; il est juste de

constater qu’elles out deja ete Tobjet de nombreux travaux ainsi qu’on

pourra le constater dans le Vol. I de uotre Bibliotheca Indosinica.

Henri Cordier.
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LIVRES NOUVEAUX.

De la Bibliotheqae Natiouale Vajirauana de Bangkok, uous

avons re^u la suite des Burney Papers'. Vol, IV, Part 2 (March

1841 to December 1846). — Vol. V, Part I (Retrospect of British

Policy from the period of the first Establishment of Penang 17th

July 1786 — 1839). Aussi The Crawfurd Papers A Collection of

OflScial Recorils relating to the Mission of Dr. John Crawfurd sent

to Siam by the Government of India in the year 1821. Enfin (en

sianiois); Evidence given by ‘‘The King in the Temple”, i. e. King

Udumborraj B.E. 2310 regarding Ayuddhya, newly translated and

revised from a copy of the Burmese Manuscript formerly kept in

the King’s Library in Mandalay, and now published with a preface

by Prince Damrong.

Nous avons re9u les travaux suivants de Tlnstitut Oriental

de Vladivostok:

ToMbi 53>55. H. II. KoxaiioncKiH, BkoHOMiiKa h .aKoiioMHMecKiH iipuHnurn* bt*

Hxii oTHorneHin ki> oomen cncxeMii cunia.ibuhix'b nayKi,.

TomTj 57, Bbin. 1-ii. I'. H. CopoKo.iiiTuBii. Maxepia^bi no Hapo4Ho>iy o6pa30Baniio

BT> /Inonin. 4aCTb 1-H.

La Deuxieme Partie consacree a la Sadpiure louddhique du T. I

de la Mission archeologiqae dans la Chine Septentrionale par Edouard

Chavannes vient de paraitre chez Ernest Leroux. Nous reviendrons

sur cet ouvrage iraportaut.
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Le Dr. Berthold Laufkr vient de publier deux nouveaux raemoires

importants; The Story of the Pinna and the Syrian Lamb (Rep. from

The Journal of American Folk-Lore^ Vol. XXVIII) qui souleve la

vieille question de VAg^ius scyfhicus et du Chouei Yang^ et The

Eskimo Screw as a Culture historical Problem,

Le Professeur Vilhelm Thomsen a publie dans Vor Tid (1®^® aunee,

No. 2) un memoire intitule Fra 0st-Turkestaris Fortid.

Nous avons re5u des Douaues maritimes chinoises: Returns

of Trade and Trade Reports^ 1914. — Part IL — Port Trade Statistics

and Reports. — Vol. L — Northern Ports (Aigun to Kiaochow).

Le Journal of the NortJi-Chma Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society^

Vol. XLVI— 1915, vieut d’arriver; il contieut: Proceedings.-- Putoslian.

By Arthur Stanley. — Notices of Christianity in Chinas extractedfrom

Marco Polo. By Rev. A. C. Moule. — Chinese Pagodas. — The Ch*ing

Ming Festival

.

By Rev. Lewis Honous. — Reminiscences of a Chinese

Viceroy's Secretary. Trauslated by ‘^Audsheal’\ — The Wu Pan Tablet.

By Rev. G. G. Warren. — On a large Meteorite. By W, P. Tyler. —
William Woodcille Rockhill. By P, E. Hinckley. — Reviews of Recent

Books, etc.
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^-^CKXX«*—

ETATS-UNIS.

Nous sommes heureux d'annoncer que notre excellent coliaborateur, le Dr.

Berthold Laufer vient d’etre noinme en titre « Curator of Anthropology » du

Field Museum, de Chicago, a la place du Dr. G. A. Dorsey qui a donne sa de-

mission.



NOTES ON THE RELATIONS AND TRADE OF

CHINA WITH THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO AND

THE COAST OF THE INDIAN OCEAN DURING

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY
PART II

BY

W. W. ROCKHILL. ')

IV.

Coasts of India.

60 (1). Tao i cJiih lio. 84. Pkng-ka-la
(luftisa ). Bengal.

There are five ranges of high and rocky mountains, and a dense

forest growth (covers them) ®). The people live scattered about,

occupied the whole year ploughing and sowing, so there is no

waste land; the fields are most luxuriant, there are three crops a

year, and the prices of things are fair and moderate. In olden times

it was called (by the Chinese) the Prefecture of Hsin-tu-chou fu

,
‘‘^Prefecture of Hindustan”) ^).

The climate is continually hot. The usages and customs of the

people are pure and virtuous. Both men and women wear a fine cotton

turban and a long gown.

The government tax is of two tenths. The government casts a

silver coin called a Vanrj^ha
(mm- iaiigka) which weighs eight

1) See T'oung Pao, 191^, p. 419, March, 1915, p. 61, May, 1915, p. 236,

July, 1915, p 374.

2) T assume that the author is referring to the locality in Bengal where his junk

anchored, unless, and this seems rather unlikely, he landed, as did Fei Hsin, at Chittagong,

and he refers to the mountains of northern Arakan.

3) During the T*ang dynasty there was a Prefecture of Hsin-tu.

30
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candareens (or, eight-hundredths of an ounce Chinese) ^). In their

dealings they use cowrie shells, 10.520 odd being exchanged for a

small coin (i, e., a tangka). It is an extremely convenient (currency)

for the people.

The native products comprise cotton stuffs (like our Chinese)

pi pit ^ ), hao-ni pu ^), and tou-lo-chh,
(^ ^^

and also kingfishers’ feathers ^).

The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading are southern and

northern silks ), coloured taffetas, satins, cloves, nutmegs,

blue and white china-ware, white (yak hair?) tassels, and the like.

These people owe all their tranquillity and prosperity to them-

selves, for its source lies in their devotion to agriculture, whereby

a land originally covered with jungle has been reclaimed by their

unremitting toil in tilling and planting. The seasons of Heaven

have scattered the wealth of the Earth over this kingdom, the

riches and integrity of its people surpass, perhaps, those of Ch"iu-

chiang (Palembang) and equal those of Chao-wa (Java).

60 (2). Ying yai sMng Ian, 17. Pang-ko-i.a *))•

The country is extensive, the population dense, the wealth and

property abundant and great.

Travelling by sea from the country of Su-men-ta-la (Acheh),

an island (i. e., the Mao shan, Pulo Web) and the Tsui-lan islands

1) Ma Huan {infra, 60 (2)) says the tangJca of Bengal weighed three tenths of a

tael. Hsi yang chao kung Hen lu, 2, 15'^ (Pang-ko-la), says the silver coin of Bengal

weighed three tenths of a tael, official weight, and was an inch and two tenths in dia-

meter, with designs on both aides. Cowries, it adds, were taken by weight There was also

a gold tanka in Bengal, Ibn Batata, III, 426. See also Yule and Burnell, Glossary, 682.

2) hi a Huan (60 (2)) writes the wird pi pu and says that in Bengal it

war called pi-pd ( )• I do not know what kind of fabric is designated by the

name ka(hni pu. Ma Huan says that the long nap cotton fabric called by the Chinese

tou-lo chin was known as ma-hei^ma^lo in Bengal.
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(Nicobars) are sighted, (whence) going north-westward for twenty li

{sic, days?) one arrives at Chih-ti-chiang ). (Here) one

changes to a small boat, and after going five hundred odd li, one

comes to So-na-erh-chiaug ( ), whence one reaches

the capital. It has walls and suburbs; the king’s palace, and the

large and small palaces of the nobility and temples, are all in the

city. They are Musulmans ^).

The customs are pure and honest. The men and women are all

black coloured, white ones are rare. All the men tie up (or ‘‘cut

off”, j^) their hair, and wear a white cotton turban, and on their

bodies a long gown with a round collar and held around them by

an embroidered sash. On their feet they wear leather slippers.

The king and his highest oflBcers
( ^ ) follow in their caps

and clothing the Moslim style. They are very clean and neat. The

language in universal use is Bengali
(^ ^ ) ; there are also

those who speak in Farsi ( ® »
Persian).

In trade they use a silver coin called tang-ha (^ ^) weighing

three candareens, an inch and two tenths in diameter and with

writing on either side. With it they settle the price of goods ac-

cording to weight
( ja ft « * (i * g)-

They have also sea-shells called k^ao-li Hind, kanri).

Their marriages and funerals are both according to the Moslim

religion.

1) Cf. Geo. Phillips, J R A S.^ 1895, 529—533. Hsi yang chao lung Hen lu, 3,

14^ (Pang-ko-la), says: “This country is north-west of the Tsui-lan islands (Nicobar), possibly

seven thousand li. It is also called Eastern India It is a thousand /* square. Going from

Su-m^n-ta-la by the Mao shan (Pulo Weh) and the Tsui-lan on a north-westerly course

with a fair wind, Chih-ti chiang is reached in twenty days.*’ Chih-ti-chiang is, as stated

by Phillips, the Sadkawan of Ibn Batuta, the Chittagong of the present day. Phillips has

also identified So-na-erh-chiang with the Sonarkawan of Ibn Batata, the Sonargawan of

Fra Manro’s map, i. e., Sonargaon, fifteen miles east of Dacca,

According to Ming shih, 3S6, 5^—6, the king of Bengal Ai-ya-ssd-ting

) sent a mission to Court in 1408. Down to 1439 missions came nearly every year.
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The climate is constantly as hot as in summer.

Their punishments include beating with the heavy bamboo and

banishment.

Their officials have seals and communicate by despatches. The

army has pay and rations. The commander of the army is called

pa-ssH-la-erh ( P£^ ^ij ’
Persian, sipah-salar, “army leader”).

There are geomaucers, physicians, di\'iners, all kinds of artisans

skilled in every branch of work. There are people who wear a

shirt with black and white patterns and held by a scarf with a

fringe round their waists of coral and amber coloured beads, and

with bracelets of beads fastened on their wrists. They are good

singers and dancers to enliven drinking and feasting.

There are people called ken-hsiao-su-la^vai (IS ^ ^
who are mounte-banks. Every day at the stroke of five they come

around the gates of the houses of the high oflScials and

of the wealthy people blowing so-na Persian zurna,

flageolets) and beating drums, and then pass on to another. When

comes the breakfast hour, they go to each house to be rewarded

with wine, food, money, or other things ^). Besides these there are

also every other kind of players ^)-

(Thus there are people who) go about the market places and

to the homes with a tiger held by an iron chain. They undo the

chain, and the tiger lies down in the courtyard. The naked man

(then) strikes the tiger who becomes enraged and jumps at him,

and he falls with the tiger. This he does sevei'al times, after which

1) Chang Sheng’s edition has : “There is a clan of people called kin-hsiao su-'hi-nai or

musicians. Daily in the fifth watch they come and stand before the front doors of the

chiefs and wealthy people, one of them blowing a so-na (flageolet), another beating a small

drum, at first crescendo, then slowly, then in measured time. After that they gradually

press the measure, then stop.’* I cannot say what word k^n-Jisiao represents, surla^nai may

be the same as so-ndi Persian zurndi and the five characters be a Persian (?) name for

“flute player”.
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he thrusts his fist in the tiger’s throat without it wounding him.

After this performance he chains him up again, and the people of

the house do not fail to feed the tiger with meat and to reward

the man with money, so the tiger tamer has a promising business.

Their almanac has twelve months without any intercalary ones.

The native products are red millet sesamum, beans,

glutinous millet, and rice which ripens twice a year. The vegetables

comprise ginger, mustard, onions, garlic, cucumbers, and egg-plant.

They have spirits made from the cocoa-nut, from the nut of a tree

-T* vPi ), and kajaiig wine. Betel-nuts take the place of tea

(as with us in China).

The domestic animals comprise the camel, horse, mule, water*

buffalo, cattle, the marine goat, fowls, ducks, pigs, geese, dogs,

and cats.

Their fruits are the banana, the jack-fruit, sour pomegranate,

sugar-cane, sugar, and honey.

Of cotton fabrics they have pi pu of several colours,

it is called pi-po ( ); it is over three feet broad and fifty-

seven feet long. It is as fine and as glossy as if painted (

itam
There is a ginger-peel -yellow cotton stuff called mau-chih-ti

which is four feet broad and over fifty feet long, it

is very closely woven and strong. What is called slia-va-pa-fu

( 14' ft ’
Persian shanhafi) is five feet broad and thirty

feet long, it is like pongee (? ^ ), and is a cotton gauze

). What is called kH-pai-lo-ta’- li

three feet broad and sixty feet long. (This) cloth is loosely woven

(BR ^ ) and coarse, it is a cotton gauze
( ft' ^ )•

The stuff used for turbans is called slia-fa-erh (

it is five inches broad and forty feet long, and is like our san-so
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Ma-hei-ma-lo
(^ ^ ) is a stuff four feet broad aud

twenty feet long, on the wrong side it is covered with nap half an

inch long; it is (our) tou-lo-cMii

They weave with silk, embroidered silk handkerchiefs ^
iR ). They have also brocaded tafiFetas. Their paper is white; it is

made out of the bark of a tree, and is as smooth aud glossy as

deers’ skin ^).

Their household implements include lacquered cups and bowls

), steel guns, and scissors (||| ^ ^

60 (3). Hsing ch'a sMng Ian. 32. Pang-ko-la (

This country can be reached from Su-men-ta-la with a favour-

able wind in twenty days. There is also a country of Western Yin-tu

M»)-

To the west (Bengal) confines on the Kingdom of the Precious

Diamond Throne, called Chao-na-fu-erh
(M ^ iliS % ),

which is

the place where Cakya obtained wisdom.

In the 13th year of Yung-lo (1415) under imperial orders

1) Phillips, op. sap. cit.^ 531, has, instead of pi‘po, pi-chik ( ) for which he

suggests an original hetteela. Cf. Ibn Batuta, IV, 3, 3.

Duarte Barbosa, 179, gives a detailed list of the textile fabrics of Bengal. The names

he gives are saravetis much valued for women’s headgear, mamnua, duzuga^ chantar^ topan,

sanabafos. “They are all of the length of twenty cubits, very little more or less .... and

a good smabafo was worth two ducats, and a piece of muslin for women’s caps three

hundred raaravedis; and a chantar of the best quality six hundred maravedis.” Instead of

kH’pai-loda~li, Phillips’ text reads kin-pai-inng-ta-li
( ) ;

and the

Hsi gang chao kung Hen la, lin-pai-lc^ in-tadi ( ). Tung hsi yang

Tao, 4, 7**, says, ton~lo'Chin is now called ch'e-lo-lien ( ). Ma-hei-ma-lo may

be malmal “mnslim”; although the nap on the fabric here described would seem to point

to some other tissue. Cf also for other names of Bengal tissues, Linschoten, I, 95—96

(Hakluyt Soc. edit.).

2) Hsi gang chao lung Hen lu, 3, IS*’ (Pang-ko-Ia), says, paper of Bengal was mnl-

herry bark paper (
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twice issued ( 3^:±A), the eunuch Hou Hsieii and

others went with a fleet to present in his name presents to the

King, his consort, and chiefs.

This country has a sea-port on a bay called Ch*a-ti-chiang

certain duties are collected.

When the King heard that our ships had arrived there, he sent

high oflBcers to ofier robes and other presents, and over a thousand

men and horses came also to the port. After going sixteen stages

(we) reached So-na-erh-chiang which is a walled

place with tanks, streets, bazaars, and which carries on a business

in all kinds of goods. (Here) servants of the King met (us) with

elephants and horses. Going thence twenty stages (we) came to

Pan-tu-wa ^ f^)^) which is the place of residence of the

ruler. The city walls are very imposing, the bazaars well arranged,

the shops (of the same business?) side by side, the pillars in orderly

rows ttey are full of every kind of goods.

The dwelling of the King is all of bricks set in mortar, the

flight of steps leading up to it is high and broad. The halls are

flat-roofed and whitewashed inside. The inner doors are of triple

thickness and of nine panels. In the audience hall all the pillars

are plated with brass ornamented with figures of flowers and animals,

carved and polished
( ^ ). To the right and left are long

verandahs (j^) on which were drawn up (on the occasion of our

audience) over a thousand men in shining armour, and on horse-

back outside, filling the courtyard, were long ranks of (our) Chinese

(soldiers) in shining helmets and coats of mail, with spears, swords,

bows and arrows, looking martial and lusty.

1) I presume that Patna is meant. The name does not occur in any other work of

this 'period, except in the Bst yang chao hung Hen lu^ which quotes it from Fei Hsin’swork.

Hou Hsien’s biography is given in Ming shik, 30^, immediately after that of Cheng

Ho, This mission of 1415 appears to have been the first and only one sent by the Ming

to Bengal.
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To the right and left of the King were hundreds of peacock

feather umbrellas, and before the hall were some hundreds of sol-

diers mounted on elephants. The King sat cross-legged in the

principal hall on a high throne inlaid with precious stones, and a

two-edged sword lay across his lap.

Two men bearing silver staffs and with turbaned heads came

to usher (us) in. When (we) had taken five steps forward, (we)

made a salutation (—
»

). On reaching the middle (of the hall)

they halted, and two other men with gold staffs led us forward

with the same ceremony as previously. The King having returned

our salutations, kotowed before the Imperial Mandate, raised it to

his head, then opened and read it. The imperial gifts were all

spread out on carpets in the audience hall.

The King entertained the imperial envoys at a banquet, and

our soldiers were given many presents. (At the banquet to the

envoys) eating beef or mutton was forbidden, nor could they drink

wine for fear of trouble (^ IL#) and because it is a breach

of decorum, but they drank sweetened rose-water (sherbet). When

the banket was over, (the King) bestowed on the Envoys gold basins,

gold girdles, gold flagons, and gold bowls; all the Assistant Envoys

receiving the same articles in silver, and each of the lower oflBcials

a golden bell and a long gown of white hemp and silk

^ ^ ^ )• All the soldiers (of the escort) got silver money. Of

a truth, this country is rich and courteous. After this (the King)

had made a case (lit., tube) iu gold, in which he placed a Memorial

to the Emperor, written on a leaf of gold, and the Envoys received

it from him with due respect in the audience hall, together with

various gifts for the Emperor.

The people of this country are most generous in character.

The men wear a white cotton turban and a long white cotton shirt.

On their feet they wear low sheep*skin shoes with gold thread.
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The smarter ones think it the correct thing to have designs on them.

Everjone of them is engaged in business, the value of which may

be ten thousand pieces of gold, but when once a bargain has been

struck, they never express regret.

The women wear a short shirt, and wrap around them a piece

of cotton, silk, or brocade. They do not use cosmetics, for they have

naturally a white complexion; in their ears they wear earrings of

precious stones set in gold. Around their necks they hang pendants,

and they do up their hair in a kuot behind. On their wrists aad

ankles are gold bracelets, and on their fingers and toes rings.

There is a clan of people called Yin-tu
(^ ,

Hindu) who

do not eat beef, and the men and women do not eat in the same

place. When the husband dies, the wife does not marry again, nor

does the husband marry again when the wife dies. If there are any

very poor among them and with no means of support, the various

families of the village will, in turn, support them, but they are

not allowed to seek their food in other villages. So (the people)

are praised for their broad public spirit.

The soil is fertile and produces iu abundance, for they have two

crops every year. They do not weed or hoe their fields, but men

and women work in the fields or weave according to the season.

Among their fruits they have the po-lo-mi (jack-fruit), which

is as big as a bushel measure and wonderfully sweet; also the

an-jno-lo ^ ,
amra^ mango), though it has a sour flavour,

it is very nice ^). For the rest they have fruits and vegetables,

cattle, horses, fowls, sheep, ducks, and sea-fish. Iu their very

extensive trade they use cowrie shells instead of coin.

The natural products are fine cotton cloths (muslius), sa-ha-la

1) Hsi yang ckao kung tien lu^ Q, 15^ (Pang-ko-la), says, the raango is also called

yu~kan
(m-w ). Chao Ju kua mentions the yu-kan among the fruits of Chu-lien (Co-

romandel coastj. Hirth and Rockhill, op, sup, city 96, 100, n. 9.
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*!)). rugs, tou-lo-chin cotton stuffs, rock-crystal, agate,

amber, pearls, precious stones, sugar, gbee, kingfishers’ feathers,

and veils ) of sundry colours to veil the face.

The goods nsed (by the Chinese in trading here) are gold,

silver, satins, silks, blue and white porcelain, copper, iron, musk,

vermilion, quicksilver, and grass mats.

61 (1). Tao i chih lio. 99. Wc-tieh ^). Orissa.

It is the old uame of Yin-ch'ieh-li
( H

Hills and woods are very scarce, the country is bare and

swampy and lies half waste. The people devote themselves to agri-

culture. The soil is fertile, and the crops luxuriant, and as there

is no danger for the grain nor pests of locusts, they have three

harvests yearly.

They are as honest as Buddhas; they do not (even) pick up

things (dropped) on the highways. All the villages live on terras

of amity, and their gentry esteem right doing. The usages are

virtuous, and the people are more prosperous than in any other

foreign land.

The climate and the people, both male and female, are as in

Peng-ka-la (Bengal).

The tax (or customs dues, are of one tenth. The natural

1) Sa~ha~la is mentioned in other parts of this work as a product of Ormuz and of

Aden. It seems to ha^e been a kind of thin veiling or gauze. See infra^ extract

from 11n yang chao kung Hen la.

2) Wu-tieh, in Cantonese U-fey must be the Wu-ior ) of Yuan

Chuang, the modern Orissa. See Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels

^

II, 194. On Phil-

lips* XVth century map there is a Wu-li-shih ^ M ^ ftK ) ,
which Phillips says

was the city of Orissa. Yin ch*ieh-U given by our anther as the modern name of Wu-tieh

is quite unknown to me; I can suggest no explanation of it.

It appears from other passages in the Tao i chih lio (see 59 (1), 63 (1), 66 (1)),

that the rice trade of Wu-tieh was very extensive.
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products are big (. . . . cliara&er missing) hei^nieh
(* P H 0).

kingfishers’ feathers, beeswax, and fine cotton stuffs.

The goods used (by the Chinese?) in trading are gold, silver,

coloured satins, white silk (i. e., raw silk? ^ cloves, nutmegs,

hsu (or mao) hsiang (?^ white china-ware, drums,

lutes
(^ ) and the like.

Each of their silver coins weighs two mace eight candareens,

and is equivalent in value to ten taels of (our) chung-Vnng ch*ao

( paper money). It exchanges for 11.520 odd cowries.

Now 250 cowries buy one basket (/zV., “pointed basket”

cooked rice, and as the standard bushel (of the country) contains

a bushel eight pints (Chinese measure), each coin can purchase 46

baskets of rice. On an average 73 bushels, two pints, can feed two

men for a year and something to spare. Of those who go to trade

in this country (from China?) nine out of ten do not return (so

easy it is to gain a livelihood there, so cheap is living) ^)

62 (1). Tao { chill lio. 82. Hsiao Ku-nan ( Kain Colan.

It is ill the neighborhood of the Tu-lan rocks (^|||^)'^)
The soil is black and well suited for the raising of cereals. The

1) Ibn Batata, IV, 210, 211, speaking of Bengal, says, he never saw a country where

food products were so cheap. A person told him that he used to buy the food necessary

for a year for himself, his wife, and a servant for a silver dinar He gives the price of

various things, a milch cow three dinars of silver, a piece of fine cotton of excellent quality

and thirty cubits long two dinars, a handsome young girl one gold dinar.

I have omitted a few common place comments of the author at the end of this

chapter, they are without any interest whatsoever.

Cf. what Caesar Frederick (Hakluyt, Principal Navigations, V), 409, says of Orissa

in his time. Also Linschoten, I, 94—96 (Hakluyt Soc edit.), whose remarks on Bengal

agree closely with those of Ibn Batuta.

2) Prior to the Yiian dynasty we only hear of Ku-lin ( ) ,
see Hirth and

Rockhill, op. sup. cit.^ 12, n. 5, 8S, 91, n. 17. Chao Ju-kua says it was a dependency of

the Nan-p*i or Nairs of Malabar. With the Mongol period begins the change to Hsiao
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people are indolent in their work of the tillage of the soil. They count

yearly (to eke out their subsistence) on the contribution made them by

the Wu-tieh (Orissa) rice trade. Sometimes through stress of weather

(these Wu-tieh boats? or a boat?) arrive late after the departure of

the horse ships (from Kan-mai-li, the Comoro Islands) and without

a full cargo; the wind blows (too) violenty (for them to proceed).

Other times the wind is contrary, and it (or they) cannot reach the

Sea of Lambri ( 7^ ) aud escape the danger from the

ragged rocks in (the bay of) Kao-laug-fu
( 1^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^ ’
Colombo), so they pass the winter in this place, remaining

until the summer of the following year; when in the eighth or

ninth moon ships come again (from Kan-inai-li?), then they go on

(in their company so as to escape the pirates which infested the

coast?) to Ku-li-fo (Calicut) to trade.

As to the usages and customs, the clothing of both sexes is like

that of Ku-li-fo (Calicut). They have village rulers (^ ^)j but

no chieftains (or chief ruler).

The native products are pepper, cocoa-nuts, betel-nuts, and Liu

fisli (vi M. i- e
-

cobilt/ 7nash, from the Maidive Islands).

Kii-nan or “Little Quilon”. It seems to me very likely that Hsiao Kii-nan (Hsiao Ko-lan

of Ma Huan and Fei Hsin) is Kayan Knlam or Kain Colan, the Singuyli of Friar Jorda-

nas^ as suggested by Yule (Jordanus’ Mirabilia^ Hakluyt Soc. edit.), XIV, which in turn

is the Seng'ki-li
(ftScM )

of Yuan shih (SIO. See 1914, p. 441, n. 1).

Ibn Batata, IV, 99, 103, speaks of the Chinese merchants resident at Kulam, and

notes that the merchants there are called Snli.

Duarte Barbosa (157) says, “Having passed this place (i.e., Porca between Cochin and

Conlam) the kingdom of Coulam commences, and the first town is called Caymcolan in

which dwell many Gentiles, Moors and Indian Christians. . . . There is much pepper in

this place, of which there is much exported. Farther on along the same coast towards the

south is a great city and good sea-port, which is named Coulam, in which dwell many

Moors and Gentiles, and Christians. They are great merchants and very rich, and own

many ships with which they trade to Cholmendel (Coromandel), the Island of Ceylon,

Bengal, Malacca, Samatara, and Pegu: these do not trade with Cambay.**

The early Portuguese speak of Caeconlao and Conlao; see Dalboquerqae's (/ommen/artVs

(Hakluyt Soc. edit.), II, 49.
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The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading there are gold, iron,

blue and white porcelain-ware, Pa-tan cotton cloth
( /V ^

»

Jurfattan cloth?), satins of various colours, iron-ware and the like*

62 (2). Ying yai sMiig lau, 11. Hsiao Ko-lan

To the east it is adjacent to high mountains. On all other sides

it is along the sea-coast.

The king is a So-li man (from Coromandel). They revere the

Buddha and show great reverence to elephants and cows.

In their marriage and funeral customs they are as in Hsi-lau

(Ceylon). Journeying by sea in a north-westerly direction from Pieh-

na-li (Belligam) in the kingdom of Hsi-lan (Ceylon) for six days

and nights one finally reaches (this country).

In their daily diet they use much butter which they mix with rice.

In trading they use gold coins weighing two mace.

It is but a small kingdom as to its area^).

62 (3). Hsing cJi*a she)ig Ian. 29. Hsiao Ko-lan ( yJ^ ).

It is near ( j^) the laud of Chih-tu ^ or the “Dark

red country”) and conterminous with Ko-chih (Cochin). ^) They hold

their markets in the middle of the day.

It is (a principal) port (^^ ^) of all the lands of the

Western Ocean.

This country uses as a medium of exchange a large gold coin

1) ^Jing 330, 4, says that Cheng Ho visited this locality frequently.

2) Chih-tu was at one time a portion of Fu-nan (Siam), but it seems quite impossible

that Fei Hsin can have had it in mind here. He must have used the name Chih-tu to

transcribe the name of some locality or district near Hsiao Ko-lan. The author of the

Hsi yang ckao kmg tien lu (3, 1** (Hsiao Ko lan) and 3, 6* (Ku-li)) tried to eiplain this

passage of Fei Hsin’s work, but admitted that he could not.
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called tang-ha tangha) which weighs eight candareens, and

a small gold coin called ^pa-nan ( PE Pi ,
fanam)^ forty of which

are equal to one large gold coin.

The soil is barren, the crops poor; they depend yearly for food

on the rice brought from Peng-ko-la (Bengal).

The climate is constantly hot. In their customs they are rather

honest. Most of the men aud women are Moslims and Nan-p*i

(pi Hit, Nairs).

The natural products are pepper equal to that of Hsia-li
(T

Vp
,

Hily), dry betel-nuts^ po-lo-mi (jack-fruit), and coloured cotton

stuffs. The sapan-wood, frankincense, pearls, coral, butter, cutch,

jasmine flowers (found there) all come from other localities.

The goods used (in trading here) are cloves, cardamoms, coloured

satins, musk, gold, silver, copper, iron-ware, iron wive, black tassels.

63 (1). Hsing-cli*a sheng Ian, 28. Ta Ko-lan (^ ® M
This country is near the Tu-lau rocks ( soil

is black loam naturally suitable for raising grain, but the natives

1) It would seem that there must be an error in the text here, and that fourteen

(not forty) fanam were equal to one tanglca,

2) This chapter contains a number of textual errors. Instead of Tu-lan rocks («>
it has m Instead of Kao-lang fu it has Kao-t'ou-fu ( ), and instead of

lil-ku atones
(BISS )

it has mm^ . It has also Sea of Wu*li when it

should read Sea of Nan-wu-li.

Rei Hsin is the only writer of this period to mention a Ta Ko-lan and not knowing

anything about it apparently he transposes the information given by Wang Ta-yuan for

Hsiao Ku-nan (Cain Colan) to this place, while he gives for Hsiao Kc-lan various items

which seem to have been taken from Wang’s and Ma H nan’s hooks where they applied

to sundry localities along the Malabar coast.

Ming shih, 3S6, 4, quotes practically from Fei Hsin: “There is Ta Ko-lan. The

waves and billows dash against it that ships cannot anchor and traders visit it seldom.

The soil is black loam suitable for wheat, but the people are too lazy to cultivate it and

count on the rice from Wu-tieh ( , Orissa) to get enough to supply their yearly

wants. The customs and products closely resemble those of Hsiao Ko-lan.”
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are lazy about cultivation and count every year on the rice from

Wu-tieh (Orissa) for their food.

Trading junks when prevented by the wind and unable to arrive

in time (i. e., before the change of the monsoon), and when the bil-

lows are dashing on the beach cannot take on full cargoes (here),

not being able to find a good anchorage. Or, if they pass the Sea

of (Nan)-wu-li (Lambri), then they encounter grave dangers, for there

are the deep waters of Kao-lang-fu (Colombo) and the dangers from

its jagged rocks.

In their customs they are honest. Men and women wear turbans

and a long shift of a single piece of cotton stufi, wrapping a piece

of coloured stuff around their middles.

The products of the country are pepper, cocoa-nuts, Liu fish,

betel-nuts. The goods used in trading are gold coins, blue and

white porcelain-ware, cotton stuffs, and satins.

64 (1). Ying yai sMng Ian, 12. Ko-chih (^^ Cochin.

To the east it adjoins liigh mountains; on all other sides it is

along the sea-coast. One reaches it after sailing from the sea of

(Hsiao) Ko-lan one day and night to the north-west of (that) place.

The king of this country is also a So-li man. He wears a

turban of yellowish cotton cloth. On the upper part of his body

he wears no clothes, on the lower part he has an embroidered piece

of stuff held by a piece of embroidered stuff wrapped around him

and called a ya-yao ( ) or “waist band.”

The high oflScers and people dress about the same as the king.

Their dwellings are made of the wood of the cocoa-nut tree, and

are covered with its leaves pinned together like tiles, forming, as

it were, a thatching; besides this each home builds a storehouse for

its property to escape the danger of fire and thieves.
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There are five ranks o£ people. The class of the Nan-p'i

Nairs) are equal with the king. They shave their heads

and let a thread hang down to below the knee (? mm my
This is the most honourable class. The Musulmans are the second

class. The ya-tseng brokers?) called Ko-ling (

Kling) form the fourth class. Finally, the lowest people, called Mu-

kua Mukuva), form the fifth class. The Mu-kua occupy

themselves with fishing and collecting fire-wood. Usage forbids them

to wear long garments. They live on the sea-shore in huts scarcely

three feet high and are punished if they disobey this. Their upper

garment does not reach lower than the knee. Should one of them

meet on the road a Nan-p'i or a Chih-ti, he prostrates himself,

and waits until they have passed by before getting up.

The king reveres the Buddha and shows deep respect to elephants

and cows. He has built a temple (^) in which the image of the

god {lit,, Buddha) is of gold, and the dais has knobs of blue stone.

It is surrounded by a moat ( ), and on the side he has sunk

a well. Every day at dawn to the sound of bells they draw water

from the spring and pour it over the herd of the god a number

of times. This is the only ceremony.

There are Cho-ki
( m- yogis) who are something like the

Buddhist yu-p^o-i
( ^ ^ ) or lay brethern, and who have wives.

Prom the time of their birth their hair is not cut nor combed, but

they rub on it butter and plait it in some ten braids and let it

bang down behind. They smear their bodies with ashes of cowdung,

1) Cf. Geo. Phillips, JRAS., 1896, 341—342. The text of Ma Huaa reads here and in

other passages where this name occurs Nan-k'un ^ ), and the Hsi yang chao kung

tien lu reproduces this reading, but Fei Hsin gives the true reading Nan-p*i
( )^

concerning which there can he no doubt; I have corrected Ma Huangs text accordingly.

On the castes of Malabar, see Duarte Barbosa, op. cit,, 121 et seq., 140.

The eunuch Yin Ching was sent on a mission to Cochin in 1403. In 1408 Cheng

Ho was sent there for the first time. In 1411 its prince Ko-idi (1^ ) sent a

mission to Court, and in 1412 Cheog Ho was sent there again, and once more in 1430.
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and wear no clothing, but a rattan holds around their waists a

whitish-green stuff (?or white calico? ). They carry

iu their hand a big coach shell which they constantly blow as they

go about. Their wives, who cover their nakedness with only a small

piece of cotton stuff, follow their husbands about from house to

house seeking money and rice.

The climate is (constantly) as hot as summer, there is neither

frost nor snow. In the spring when it rains they repair their cot-

tages and get ready for the summer, when the increasing down-

pours turn the bazaars and streets into rivers, and they cannot

move out of their dwellings. In the seventh moon it begins to clear,

and after the middle of the eighth moon it is clear until winter

and continues so until the third moon (of the succeeding year)

when rain begins again. So the saying goes that for half the year

it rains and for half the year it is clear.

In trading they use gold and silver coins. The gold coin, which

is nine-tenths fine (it ^6 ), is called fa-uan (
^^

i fanam)\

it is reckoned (iu weight) one caudareen, oue //. The silver coin

is somewhat like a shell spot (?^ ^ ^ ^ ), it is called ia-erh

tar)^ and is reckoned at four and fifteen are equi-

valent to one gold coin.

Their marriage and funeral customs vary with the different classes.

The native products are pepper which is often grown iu vege-

table gardens. Four hundred catties are worth a gold coin. Oue

hundred silver (coins) is the price of a pearl weighing five taels.

They estimate (pearls?) by candareens (? )•

1) On the yoguis of Malabar, cf. Ibn Batata, IV, 35, 38— 39, also Nicolo di Conti

(Ramusio, Delle Navigailonii 1, 342, A), and Dnarte Barbosa, 99

2) Ibn Batuta, IV, I?-!, says that in Ceylon a hundred fanam were worth six gold

dinar. In the XVth century in Vijayanagar a tar was the sixth of a fanam. The value of

these coins varied in different localities. See Yule and Burnell, Glossary, s v., Fanam

and Tara, Tare, Also Fran 9ois Pyrard, op. sup. cit., I, 344, 412.
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They have rice, hemp, beans, and millet, both the glutinous

shi) and the panicled clii) varieties, but no wheat.

They have elephants, horses, cattle, sheep, dogs, cats, and fowls,

but neither mules ( ) nor geese.

64 (2). Hsing cli*a sheng Ian, 30. Ko-CHIH ^^ )*

This locality is on a headland facing Hsi-lan (Ceylon). To the

interior it confines ou Ku-li (Calicut). The climate is constantly

hot, the soil is poor, the crops sparse. The villages are on the sea-

shore. The usages and customs are honest.

Men and women do their hair in a knot and wear a short shirt

and a piece of cotton stufi wiapper around them.

There is a caste of people called Mu-kua (Mukuva); they have

no dwellings but live in caves, or nests in the trees. They make

their living by fishing in the sea. Both sexes go with the body

naked and with a girdle of leaves or grass hanging before and

behind. If one af them meets someone, he must crouch down and

hide himself by the way-side, where he must wait until he has

passed by.

The natural product is a great abundance of pepper. Wealthy

people put up board godowns
) in which to store it. In

their trading transactions they use a small gold coin called panau

(PE >
faiiam).

The goods used iu trading are coloured satins, white silk, blue

and white porcelain-ware, gold and silver.

Its ruler in grateful recognition of the imperial bounty con-

stantly sends presents to our Court.

1) Ibn Batuta does not mention Cochin, nor does Marco Polo. Nicolo di Conti (op.

sup. cit., I, 241, F.) says that in three days from Coloum he reached Cochin, which was
five mil« in circumference and situated at the mouth of the river Colchan, from which
it took its name.
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65 (1). Tao i chill lio. 64. Hsia-li Hiii.

This country is between Hsiao Ku-nan (Kain Colan) and Ku-li-fo

(Calicut), it is also known (to the Chinese) as the Hsiao chiang-k'ou

( 4^ ^ P ), or "Little Harbour’*. The hill is bare and flat, it

extends over several thousand (sic) IL ^)

The dwellings of the people are scattered about close together

on every side with a suflSciency of laud to supply the wants of each

family, though the soil is far from good for tilling.

The climate is hot, the usages of the people pure. They are

hot-headed, and wherever they go, they carry about with them their

bows and arrows. Men and women cut their hair and wrap around

them Liu pu i. e., cotton cloth from the Maidive Islands).

The natural products are pepper, superior to that of any other

foreign port. It is impossible to state the number of plants which

cover the hills (of Hsia-li). It is a creeper which grows like a

wistaria vine, and which blooms in winter and bears fruit in summer.

The people gather it and dry it in the sun to remove its pungent

flavour. The pepper gatherers for the most part do not mind its

flavour, but if they do, they get relief by using a decoction of

Ch*iian-hsiung (ill ^). The pepper of all other foreign parts is

all the surplus product of this country (^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
* as 2 ©-&)’)•

1) On Geo. Phillips, XVth century Chinese map there is a Hsieh-li
( ^^ JJL

)

which he identifies with the Hili of Marco Polo, the Has llaili of the Arab writers. Ibn

Hatuta, IV, 81, says that Kas llaili was much frequented by ships from China, as were

also Cochin and Calicut.

2) See Hirth and Kockhill, op. sup. cit.^ 83, 222. uan-hsiunj or Ssu-ch'^Uan hsuing

is a species of levisticum. See Bretschneider, Materia medica^ 100— 102.
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66 (1). Tao i chih lio. 83. Ku-Li-ro M. ^)* Calicut.

Ku-li-fo is the most important of all the maritime centers of

trade. It is close to Hsi^lan (Ceylon) and is the principal port of

the Western Ocean. The land is flat and the soil poor, though grain

can be grown.

Each year they depend on the shipping from Wu-tieh (Orissa,

for a sufiBciency of grain). They cede the path to each other; they

will not pick up things on the highways; their customs approach

those of antiquity (in honesty). Should anyone steal an ox, the

chief verifies the number of oxen
( Bja 4^as «*)). and

(or) the rightful owner seizes all the property of the offender, and

he is put to death.

The seat of government is far off in the hills, but the place

where trading is carried on is on the sea-shore.

The native products include pepper very like that of Hsia-li (Hili).

The people have public godowns in which they store it. Each

po-ho
(»e. bahar) is of 375 catties weight. The customs dues

are two tenths. There are also kajang leaves, p*i sang cloth
(

^

rose-water, jack-fruit, and catechu. The coral, pearls, and

frankincense (obtained here), all come from Kan-mai-(li) and Fo-laug

Comoro Islands and the countries of the

Franks?)*). The goods exported are the same as from Hsiao Ku-

nan (Kain-Colan).

1) The translation of this phrase as here given is that supplied me by a Chinese

scholar of Shanghai. It does not quite satisfy me, espeeially as we have in the 17?*^ yai

slitng Ian (see 56 (1)): “He who kills a cow is punished with death, or he may redeem

himself with a cow’s head of gold” (

2) It seems likely that pi-san^ pu is an error lor sang fi pu
( ^ ;j!|j ) or

chill
( ) meaning “mulberry bark cloth” or “paper”.

3) In another chapter (84 (1)) our author says that Kan-raai-li (which I suggest is

the Comoro islands) was not far from To-lang and that most of the products for sale in

Kan-mai-li came from there. Fo*lang, it would seem, must be understood here as applying

to the countries along the eastern coasts of the Mediterranean Sea.
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They have fine horses which come from the extreme West, and

which are brought here by the shipload. Each horse will fetch from

an hundred to a thousand pieces of gold, even going as high as

four thousand, and the foreign people who fetch them thither would

think the market a very bad one if they did not.

06 (2). Ying yai sheiig Ian. 13, Ku-u ('j^ ^M)-

It is a great kingdom of the Western Ocean. To the west is

the sea-coast. To the south it adjoins the kingdom of Ko-chih (Cochin).

To the north it adjoins the kingdom of Hen-nu-erh

Cananore?) ^). The sea is near, the mountains far away. Over seven

hundred li to the east (west?) it adjoins K'au-pa-i (

Cambay?) 2), Journeying by sea from Ko-chih (Cochin) it can be

reached in three days. It is distant from China an hundred thousand

odd li.

In the fifth year of Yung-lo (A.D. 1407) the eunuch Cheng Ho

and others conveyed to the king letters patent conferring on him

(the title of vassal king) and different gifts to his highest oflScers

(^ ^ ), and to all of them oflScial hats, girdles, and carved stones.

The king (i. e., the Samoriu) reveres the Buddha and shows

respect to elephants and cows. The people have five classes: the

Musulmans, the Nan-p'i (A^a?rs), the Chih-ti {Chiiiis)^ the Koding

{Klings)y and the Mu-kua (J/ainra).

The king is a Nan-p'i {Nair). He does not eat beef. His

highest oflBcers are Moslims, they do not eat pork. Formerly the

1) It would seem from the position given it ia the text that Ilen*nu*erh is Cananore

or some locality near it to the north of Calicut.

2) Geo Phillips has translated this chapter in JRAS, 1896, 345, 348 He suggests

that K'an-pa-i is Koyampadi, a former name of Coimbatore, in the Madras Presidency, a

great centre of weaving and cotton manufacture. Cambay seems to me much more probable.

On Calicut, cf. Duarte Barbosa, op. cit., 104 et seq., and Fran9oi3 Pyrard, op. cit

,

T,

401, et seq.
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king made a pact with the Moslims, mutually forbidding to eat

(beef and pork).

There is an image of the Buddha cast in copper, it is called

the Xa-erh Buddha “the Buddha of the Nairs”?).

The temple is covered with copper tiles. Beside the dais (of the

image) a well has been dug, out of which they draw water and

wash the image, and worship it. They take cow- dung mixed with

water to smear the ground and the walls (of the temple).

Both oflScials and people when they get up in the morning

smear the ground (of their houses) with cow-dnng, and with ashes

of cow-dung, carried on their bodies in a bag, every morning they

mix some with water and rub it on their foreheads and legs; this

IS their way of ‘‘showing reverence to the Buddha”.

There is a tradition that there was formerly a holy man called

Mou-so Musa, Moses), who spread religion and converted

men. All the people submitted to Mou-so. When he went away, he

sent his younger brother called Sa-mo-Ii al-Sameri)

to rule them. This younger brother was negligent (or remiss, KSt^)
and cast a golden calf ( and commanded the people

(W ) saying; “This is your Holy Lord, he who worships

him shall have his prayers answered”. And there was no one who

did not follow this command. Now the dung of the cow (golden

calf) was gold. So the people made money and continued to put

implicit faith in it (i. e., the golden calf). When Mou-so came back,

he was angered with his brother for leading astray and deceiving

(the people), so he destroyed the (golden) cow. At this the younger

brother was enraged, so getting on an elephant he vanished, but

the people of the country live in hope of his coming back, and

they consequently revere elephants and cows.

1) Pyrard, I, 414, refers to "the polished copper tiles of this Fagodc*,

2) On the Moslim tradition of Musa, al-Sameri and the golden calf, see Sale, The
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All the affairs of the country are conducted by two high oflBcers

{^ ) who are, at present, Musulmans.

The people of the country follow the Moslim faith. There are

some twenty to thirty mosques. Every seventh day there is worship

when they all bathe and rest from their labours, and till noon

men aud women pray incessantly to Heaven in the Mosques, after

which they resume their various pursuits.

In their usages they like sincerity. All the merchandize brought

here by Chinese junks is under the control of the two high oflScers

who send brokers to come to an understanding as to

prices, which are not subsequently changed. And their mode of

counting is to rely solely on the bending of the fingers, and they

do not make an error of a fraction

In trading they use six-tenths fine gold coins called pa-nan

fanam)^ weighing two candareens and with writing on

Koran (edit
, 1850), Sara XX. “God said (to Moses), we have already made a trial of

thy people, since thy departure; and al-Sameri hath seduced them to idolatry. Wherefore

Moses returned unto his people in great wrath, and exceedingly afflicted. And he said: O

my people, had not your Lord promised you a most excellent promise? .... They answered,

We have not failed in what we promised thee of our own authority
;
but we were made

to carry in several loads of gold and silver, of the ornaments of the people, and v\e

cast them into the fire; and in like manner al-Slmeri also cast in what he had col-

lected, and he produced unto them a corporeal calf, which lowed. And al-Sameri and bis

companions said : This is your god, and the god of Moses; hut he bath forgotten hina, and

is gone to seek some other. . . , This Chinese version which makes al-Sameri brother of

Moses agrees with the opinion of some Arab writers that he was Aaron himself Sec Sale,

op. dL, 260, n 6.

The remarks about the reverence for elephants noted by the Chinese refer, of course

to the worship of Ganesha, the elephant-headed god.

1) Duarte Barbosa, 145, says of the Chittis that “they are great clerks and ac«

countants, and make out their accounts on their fingers. CL what the Tap i chih Ho says

of the accountants of P*o-ni (48 (1)) Hsi yang chao hung tien /«, 3, 5* (Ku-li), says,

“The accountants are called mi’iia ( ). Their sole mode of counting is by the use

of the joints of their ten fingers. When a bargain is once struck, they take each other’s

hand and promise (to keep it) without hesitation” ( ). Cf. Caesar Frederick

(Hakluyt, Principal Kavigations, V), 375—376, on the subject of the brokers.
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both sides, also little silver coins called ta-erh tara),

weighing three li. Their standard of weight is called fa-li

frazala), and twenty ounces make a catty, equivalent to one catty,

nine mace, six caudareens Chinese. Their sheriff, or pint, measure

is called tang-ka-li and is equivalent to one pint,

six ho ( '^ )
Chinese.

Their musical instrument is made of the bottle-gourd (

)

with strings made of copper wire. In singing the music (from the)

harmonious tinkling of pieces of metal ^ ^
) can be heartl (in the accompaDiment).

Their marriage and funeral ceremonies diS'er according to

castes

When the king gets old, he is not succeeded by his sou, but

by a son of his sister. If there is no son by younger sisters, then

he is succeeded by his younger brother, and if there is no younger

brother, then the succession goes to whoever is the most deserving;

so it has been in all cases from of old to the present time.

They do not use whipping as a punishment. For light offenses

they cut off the hands and feet, for serious ones they impose a fiue

in gold. If the crime involves capital punishment, then the whole

family and its relatives are exterminated. When a person has com-

mitted a crime, they bind him, aud to ascertain whether he is

guilty or not, they stick his fingers (or, “a finger’’) into boiling

oil for a considerable time. Three days afterward they examine it,

1) HH yang chao knag tien lu^ 3, 4*^ (Ku-li), says: “The standard weight is the/<2 '

la-shih ( ), the standard measure called tang-ka-li is made of copper, and is

six-tenths ot a Chinese pint. In weighing pepper 250 catties make a po-ho (bahar) worth

200 gold coins. In weighing aromatic goods 200 catties make a po-ho*' The fa-li or fa-

la-shih is the farazola {faratela) of Barbosa (224) which he says was equal to 22 pounds

Portuguese, and twenty of which made a bahar. See Yule and Bnrnell, Glossary^ s v. Frazala.

The term iang-ka-li must be explained by a more competent person than I, having

failed to find any explanation of it in the books accessible to me. See however Phillips,

op. sup, cit., 347.
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and if it is cooked, he suffers for his misdeed, but if it is whole,

he escapes. Those who escape are honoured by the CMang^ling

(viziers) with drums and music, and go back to their homes where

their relatives all congratulate them and drink wine. ^).

There is lisi-yang ^ ^ ^ ) or “Western Sea cotton cloth”;

it is called ch*e~li ^ Persian, sJial), It is a product which comes

from the adjoining country of K'an-pa-i (Cambay). Each piece is

four feet five inches wide and twenty-five feet long, and is worth

eight gold pieces. There is (a variety called) “flowered kerchiefs

with stripes of coloured silk”
(a « PI « iii ), it is five feet

broad and twelve to thirteen feet long, and worth a hundred silver

coins. ^)

The native products include pepper which is raised in gardens.

In the tenth moon it is ripe. ^
The wealthy people plant great numbers of cocoa-nut trees,

some having from a thousand to two or three thousand. The young

trees have a juice from which spirits can be fermented. The old

trees can furnish syrup ('^ |^), or (they can be made into) boards.

The shell (of the nut) can be made into bowls. By reducing the

branches to ashes it can be used in the inlaying of gold (

[z= -^). The dry branches can be used as roofing, and the

leaves to cover rooms.

As to vegetables they have ginger, mustard, turnips, coriander

(jl^ ^), onions, garlic, bottle-gourds, egg-plants, melons (j[I^),

and gourds ( ). The whole year round there are little melons

1) Cf. Duarte Barbosa, 117, 119— 120, and Nicolo di Conti (Ramusio, Navigationi I), 344.

2) Hsiyang pu, called in various passages of the Taa i chih lio^ Hsi-yang ssii pu or

simply ssu pu. See supra^ 12 (1) n. 2, in Persian shaly our shawl, is the principal

article of women’s dress in India. As to the “flowered kerchiefs”, Usi yang chao hung

tien lUy 3, 5^ (Kn-li), says of them that they are called Hsi yang schou-pa (

fjj )
worth a hundred gold coins.
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like a finger and over an inch long and of most excellent flavour ^).

As to fruits they have bananas, jack-fruit, the mu-pieli-tzu

) tree is over ten feet high with green jang

like persimmons (?)

They have rice, but no wheat. They have fowls and ducks, but

no geese. Their goats are as tall as donkeys and of dark

colour. Their water-buffalo are small-sized. Their domestic cattle do

not weigh over three to four hundred catties; their flesh is not

eaten, but they use milk and butter which they are

continually drinking and eating. When a cow dies, they bury it.

They have peacocks, crows, kites, egrets, but no other birds ^).

The tribute (to the Court of China) consists in rich girdles

with gold thread, gold thread (as fine) as hair, clusters of jewels

}, and pearls ^).

1) Bsi yang d>ao kung iien la^ loc. sup, cii,^ says : ‘*The perennial cucumber

is in shape like a small fingerj two inches long. Its taste is like

that of a green cucumber (? ). The variety which has a dark red (or brown

)
skin and large leaves, is called “brown skinned cucumber”

2) The text seems to he corrupt, it reads

^ = pg -p I have ventured to correct it on the strength of what the Hsi yang

chao kung tien la {loc. sitp cit.) says: “There is a tree over ten feet high, its fruit is

like a green persimmon with some tens of seed inside
(^ ^ ^ ^ y*

Hi; “L )>
fipe- It is called the mu pieh-tzu {mamordica

Vochhie7ms

,

Spreng.)
”

3) Ilsi yang chao kimg iien la, {loc. sup. cit.), says: “There are bats like kites which

?, swallows, herons ( )
rest hanging suspended from the trees. There aie kites,

and many peacocks.”

4) Cheng Ho’s first mission to Calicut was in 1504, when he gave the king a patent

of investiture and a silver seal, and set up a stone tablet recording the event. The same

\ear, anl again in 1407, the king sent a mission to China. Hsi yang chao kung tien lu,

3, 5—6 .
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66 (3). Hsing cli'a shhig Ian, 31. Ku-li ( "^ J^)-

It can be reached from Hsi-laii (Ceylon) with a favourable

wind in ten days. It is an important islet, and together with ad-

jacent Seug-kia-(la) Ceylon), is the trade centre

for the countries of the Western Ocean. The place ( (Jj ) is extensive

and the soil barren, but wheat is in quite sufiScieut quantity ^).

In their customs they are very honest. Those walking along

make way for each other; they will not pick up anything on the

road. They have not the bastinado as a punishment, they draw a

circle with lime on the ground which (the culprit) is forbidden (to

pass beyond) ^).

Their ruler and people live far oj0F in the hills. The place for

all the business is on the sea-coast.

The men wear a long shirt, around their heads they wrap

white cotton stuff. The women wear a short shirt and wrap around

them coloured cloth. Strings of gold pendants hang from their ears.

On the tops of their heads they wear pearls, jewels, and coral,

forniincf a frinore; on their wrists and ankles are gold and silver

bracelets, on their fingers and toes are gold and silver rings set

with precious stones. They do up their hair in a knot behind the

head. Their faces are white, their hair is black.

There is a caste among them which goes naked; they are called

Mu-kua, the same as in Ko-chih (Cochin).

1) This phrase is a quotation from Tao i chih lio, supra 66 (1).

When Ibn Batuta was iu Calicut (in 1312), he found thirteen Chinese junks in the

port. See Voyatjes, IV, 90.

2) This is taken from Tao i chih lio (66) where it is given in the chapter on Jar-

fattan {infra, 70 (1)). Marco Polo (II, 343) speaking of the customs of the Province of

Maabar, says that if a creditor could draw a circle round his debtor, the latter may not

pass the circle until he has satisfied the claim or given security for its discharge If he

in any other case presume to pass the circle, he is punished with death as a transgressor

against right and justice.*’
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The country produces pepper equal to that of Hsia-li (Hills).

They have godowus to store it while waiting to be sold. They have

oil of roses, po-^lo-mi (jack-fruit), cutch, flowered chintzes, coral,

pearls, frankincense, putchuk, amber, but all of them are imported

there from other countries. The fine horses found there come from

the West. They are worth hundreds or thousands of gold coins.

The goods used in trading (by the Chinese) are gold, silver,

coloured satins, blue and white porcelain, beads, musk, quicksilver,

and camphor.

The ruler, touched by the imperial bounty, constantly sends

missions to Court with memorials on leaves of gold, and he presents

articles of tribute. ^).

67 (1). Tao i chill Ho, 80. Hsu-wen-ka (^ ^ ^15 )- Mangalore (?).

This country adjoins Pan-ki-ni-na (
2). The place

( |JL| ) 1^ io shape like a calabash. The people live in contentment.

The soil is poor and grain scarce. The climate is equable. In their

customs they are simple. Men and women have a head-cover tied

ou with silk ^ ^
In the residence of the chief there are stone cranes over seven

feet high; they have white bodies and red crests, and look as if

they were alive. The people look upon them as fairy cranes ( )||^ j^^)-

When, between the fourth and fifth moons, they hear their night

cry, then (they know) that the year will have au abundant harvest,

and those who are ill divine by it, like an answer to a question.

1) Min^ sJiih^ 320, P—2, says that the eunuch Yin Ching was sent there in 1103,

and in subsequent years Cheng Ho visited it frequently. The last mission from Ku-li to

the Ming is placed in 1436.

2) See T^oung Pao, 1914, p. 425. It appears to me likely that Pan-ki-ni-na is the

Fandaraina of the Arabs. According to Ibn Batuta, IV, 80, Mangalore was the centre of

pepper culture,
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The people are not clever
( ^ ). They boil sea-water to make salt.

The native products include ss»7 pu (shawls), pepper like that

of Hsi-ling (Ceram) and Tan-mo, hai-erh-cJt’a cutch),

which is also called ‘Wu-tieh clay” and hsu-sMli

( ,
cutch). It is a mistake to say that this {hsii)-sMh is the

sweat of betel-nuts ^).

The goods used in trading are fine five-coloured satins, blue

satin, cardamoms, water jars of various sizes, sapan-wood, and such

like things.

68 (1). Tao i chill Ho. 60. Pan-ta-li
( M)-

The country is near the kingdom of Po-ssu of Kuei-k-a (? a

) ^). The hill (on which Pan-ta-li stands) is of steep

piled-up rocks. The arable soil is poor, the crops sparse. The climate

is rather hot, and destructive rains do great damage.

The customs are strange. There are evil spirits who come beside

persons’ houses in the night time and wail like human beings,

keeping this up until the fifth watch, when the wailing stops.

The succeeding day the chief must send
( ^ ) out men (or a

man) on horseback, beating a drum to drive it away, and (if) the

man does not see any tracks, it is a ghost
(^ ,

a semblance),

1) Oa hai-erh-ch^

a

or catechu, see Porter Smith, Materia vitdica^ 55. The substance

called fisu-shih must be the Kassa of Persia or “black catechu”, the product of the areca

palm or betel-nut of which Smith speaks

2) It seems just possible that Pan-ta-li may be an error for Pan ta-li-na (ill),
and that Fandaraina is referred to, this notwithstanding the fact that in the preceding

chapter (68, 1) I have ventured to suggest that Pan-ki-ni-na also represents that name.

At all events no other explanation of Pan-ta-li suggests itself to me, nor do I find any-

thing in the notes concerning it given by our author which can help to solve the problem.

“Kingdom of Po-ssa of Kuei-k^ii” is quite incomprehensible.

The author of the Tao i cUh Ho kiiang S, 5, makes out Pan-ta-li “the French

possession in S. E. India called Ti-chih-li
( , Pondichery ?).
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and they afterwards build a temple to protect them (from the spirit),

and they cover it with flat stones. If they did not so, (they think

that) men and beasts would suffer from illness, and the laud would

of a certainty be visited by calamities.

Both men and women do up their hair in a chignon and wrap

around them a piece of Wu-lu n cotton cloth. Tb ey use n either

needles nor thread, nor do they even spin thread. They boil sea-

water to make salt.

The natural products are lien-tzu -y* ), ya~1iu (precious)

stones, tou-lo-mien cotton stuff's, raw cotton, and blue maig stones

(W
The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading are coloured satins,

blue and white china-ware, iron-ware, coloured beads, and such like

articles.

69 ( 1 ). TaO i chill Ho. 66 . SUA-LI-PA-TAN (^ M. /V ;^)^)-

Jurfattau.

This country is beyond {^) Ku-li-fo (Calicut). The soil is

fertile and level, (but) the cultivated fields few. The usages of the

people are pleasing
( ). As to the climate it is rather hot. Men

1) Wherever this name occurs in the Tao i chik lio^ the last character is written

(^) ,
as also in the name of another place, Ta-pa-tan

( A' A ^ ). The correction

to ian is justified, however, by reference to Phillips’ old Chinese map on which wc find

Sha-li-pa-tan
( ^ A 'vhich Phillips identifies with Masulipatam. I am

rather inclined to see in it the Jurfattan of the Arabs or Cananoie, while Ta-pa-tan may
be the Arab writers' Rudfattan a little south of it. See also supra, 59 (1), note.

The cotton fabric called by our author Pa^tan pa seems to have been largely exported;

he refers to it as in use in various places in the Eastern Archipelago.

Hsi yang chao kung tien la, Q, 8*, says that Sha-li-pa-tan was about ten days sailing

from Lambri in Sumatra.

The A-po-pa-tan
( ^

)

mentioned in Min^ sink (330, 10) as a

small state near Quilon, seems to me to be another form of transeription of the name
Jurfattan.
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and women wrap cotton cloth around them and wear a turban.

They are sea-farers, and this is the principal port for the pearl trade.

When anyone of the people commits a crime, they draw a circle

with lime on the ground and cause him to stand inside it, not

allowing him to move. This is their most severe form of punishment.

The natural products are Pa-tan cotton cloth ( /V ^ ^ ) and

pearls, all of which latter are brought here from the Ti-san cbiaiig

(Gulf of Manar, Ceylon?), their place of production, and where the

pearl collectorate ofiBce gathers them all in aud brings them over

in small boats to his place (i. e., Jurfattan), where the rich (traders)

use gold and silver to force down the prices (?^ ^ ^ ^ ^
). If a boat should come (from Ti-san-chiaug) to

try to sell (directly) to the Chinese, its profits will be insignificant

indeed (i. e., the Jurfattan pearl traders will undersell them with

the Chinese?).

70 (1). Tao i chih Ho. 73. Hua-lo (^^^^). Honore(?)^).

(The anchorage) is bounded by a grove of cocoa-nut trees. The

houses are made in layers of black stones. The soil is poor and

stony, but rice can be grown. The climate is constantly hot, it is

in autumn aud winter that vegetation grows and becomes luxuriant.

Their customs are curious; each one among them builds himself a

stone pavilion on the four sides of which is the image of a cow,

either in clay or cut in stone. Morning and evening each one

chants prayers and worships them as if they were human Buddhas.

They also offer them sweet-smelling flowers and lighted lamps.

Wherever these people sit, wherever they put up an altar, they

1) The name Hua-lo does not occur in any other passage of this work nor in any

other book of the period, I have suggested that it may be Honore, at all events from

what the text says of the customs of this place and the similarity of the customs to this

of the Nairs, we may be sure it was on the Walahar coast.
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smear the ground and the walls of the room with cow-dung mixed

with mud so as to purify it.

Neighbors, unless they are of the same caste, may not enter

each other’s houses.

Men and women are black. They have no ruler, but are governed

by the most worthy. Their speech is incoherent ^ 15^)'

They smear their foreheads with sandal- wood and cow- dung, and

wrap around their heads muslin cloth.

They wear a long shirt, and differ but slightly from the people

of Nan-p'i (the Nairs) of the present day, while greatly resembling

them.

71 (1). Tao i chill lio, 32. Plng-kia-lo [). Bacanor (?) ^).

It is west of the country of Ku-lin ); the group is

composed of a high island and three islets
( |JL( ffij ^ ). On

the middle island in the abode of Saug-hsiang Fo (

m )
are real treasures, but no one heretofore has been able to

take them away. On another of these islets are tigers, leopards, and

dangling serpents and cobras (i*^ Jl^ IfJh)* Evil-doers do not care

to come onto it. On the other there are red stones (which people)

get hold of and bring away; their colour is a vivid red (J^’^),

their name is ya-hu ( ,
yakut). It is a profitable trade for

junkmen who usually use gold and silver in their trading.

The soil is poor, but suitable for raising grain (^). The climate

1) The name, which does not occur elsewhere in any Chinese work I ha\e seen,

suggests only Bacanor, the Faknur of the Arab writers, hut, if Ku-lin is, as 1 suppose

it is, Quilon, why has Wang adopted this old form of the name used in the time of Chao

Ju-kna, and not adhered to Hsiao Ko-lan which he invariably uses elsewhere? The yarn

he tells of these islands is quite new to me. Peng-kia-lo is in all likelihood one of the

places which Wang did not visit.

Tao i chik lio kimg Ung, S, 14, takes Peng-kia-lo to he the same as Pang-kia-Ia,

i e., Bengal.
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is very hot. As to the habits they are simple; the people, both men

and women, wrap around them a single piece of stuff of blue (or

black) colour.

The people boil sea^water to make salt. They have headmen.

Exclusive of the red stones (I) saw nothing else.

72. (1). Tao i cliih Uo. 86 . Fang-pai mm Bombay (?).

It is in the midst of a confused mass of crooked and narrow

rocks (BHiD- It is surrounded by bridges for getting in and

out of it. It has no arable land, and is a barren flat. All the

dry laud (near it?) is grown in wheat.

The climate is constantly hot. The usages are simple. Men and

women have long faces; their eyes look white, for their visages are

black as lacquer. They braid their hair in a cord, and wear a long

shirt of cotton drill
( ^ ;|c^ ).

They boil sea-water to make salt, and calcine “goose-egg stones”

(as#5 )
to use as charcoal in cooking. -)

They have a ruler.

The native products include a very fine cotton stuff; each piece

is over seven feet wide;*) also betel-nuts, finer than those of any

other foreign part.

The goods used in trading are gold, cowrie shells, red and

white beads, etc.

1) Tang-paij seems to point to Bombay, if this guess U a gool one, it would seem

that the locality he describes may have been Tana on the island of Salsette. Tao i chih

ho kuang toag^ 2, 15‘\ thinks it is Surat
(

2) *‘Goo5c-cgg stones” is explained in such Chinese dictionaries as I have consulted

by “stones of the shape and size of a goose egg”i not a very helpful explanation, but all

I can offer.

This was probably a variety of shawl {ssn-pn) which we are told by the Ko-ku

lun-yao (XIVth century) was “very white and seven feet wide”.



A CENSUS OF TUN-HUANG

BY

LIONEL GILES.

The following fragment, No. 922 of the Steii;i Collection of

Chinese MSS. in the British Museum, contains part of an official

census of Tuu-huaug chiin taken in the year 416 A.D. It is thus

almost exactly 1500 years old, and would be worth publishing on

account of its antiquity alone, apart from the interesting questions

relating to Chinese census records in general which are suggested

by it. The year 416 was the last but one of the reign of
‘jpf

Li Kao, founder of the Western Liang State, of which a

brief account will be found on pp. 713—14 of my article Tan

Huang Lu^ J. R. A. S., July 1914. Under the enlightened rule of

this prince, the country had enjoyed considerable prosperity, in spite

of wars with the parent State of Northern Liang, which finally

succeeded in re-absorbing its rebellious offspring in 420. Though

still the most important city in the State, Tuu-huaug was at this

time not the actual capital, having yielded that dignity to Chiu-

ch'iian in 405.

The fragment, as preserved to us, consists of four separate pieces

of paper, joined together to form a roll measuring 89 X 24.5 cm.

On the back is a closely-written Buddhist manuscript belonging to

some later period.
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A

:jc * * * *

1. Tao’s younger brother, Te, aged twenty-one, courier.

=i£ * 5*: *

2. Hsien’s wife Chao, ®) aged seventeen.

3. Hsien’s issue, a daughter, Kuug, aged one.

* * *

4. Registered in the first moon of the 12th year of CIiien-ch*a.

B

1. Village of Kao-ch'ang in the canton of Hsi-tang, district of

Tun-huang, prefecture of Tun-huang: P'ei Sheng, soldier, aged

sixty-five.

2. His issue, a son, P'o, aged twenty-nine.

3. P'o’s younger brother®) Chen, aged twenty-five.

1) The characters ,
if indicating a profession, might have been expected,

according to the scheme of this register, to come immediately before the name of the head

of the family. No other subordinate member of a household is credited with a separate

profession. Here occurs the first join in the roll, and it is possible that the following

entries may belong to another family.

2) The character is doubtful, being written f-^ ;
but it is certainly a personal

name, and
fib

would not be an inappropriate one for the elder brother of Tao and Te.

3) Every wife in this list is denoted by her maiden surname only

4) According to Fere Hoang’s tables, February 14th—March 14th, A D. 416.

5) The Ch’ien hau ^ ^ ) S'^^s the following table : — 5 ^ =
1 1

According to this, a /isiang would contain 12,500 families;

but the total population of Tun-huang chun never reached this figure, so that the ^siaufj

of our MS. must be something very much smaller. An enactment of the T*ang dynasty is

referred to in the Tu s/fu chi cKcng, XXVII, 18, Uung lun f. 27 r®, by which there

were to be 100 families to a M and 5 // to a . This is a much more probable

ratio than the other.

6)

The relative ages, etc., make it certain that has been accidentally omitted.

This curious method of enumerating the members of a family, linked as it were in a sort

of chain, is followed throughout.
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4. Chea’s wife Feng, aged twenty-nine.

5. [Adult males: 2.]

6. Younger (adult) sons:^) [1.]

7. Females: 1.

8. Total number of individuals: 4.

9. Residence: Chao Yii’s Rampart.^)

10.

Registered in the first moon of the 12tli year of Cltien-cltu,

C

1. Village of Kao-ch'ang, etc.: Yin Huai, settler,®) aged fifteen.

2. His mother, Kao, aged sixty-three. ^)

1) It is strange that younger sons, though grown up, and married, should not be

included among the , but placed in a special class by themselves. Cf. U 9,

where it appears that they are also distinguished from younger brothers who have not

reached manhood,

2) This appears to have been the dwelling-place of ail the families, with one possible

exception (see E 10), mentioned in our fragment. K"ang Hsi deflnes as a small

barrier or low wall
( ), and also quotes the

5M- T avtg su v:cn of Fu Ch'ien :

'^»l
‘‘a cautonment is called

wiC\ \Ve shall not be far wrong, then, if we take to be a military can-

tonment forming part of the Kao*ch'ang village and surrounded by earthworks which were

originally constructed by one Chao Yii

3) The word , which occurs again in E, J, H. 1 and K 1, evidently corresponds

with and in the other entries, and therefore must be taken as indicating a

status or profession It seems to be used elliptically for
, in which case the per-

sons thus described would he colonists or settlers, engaged for the most part in the cul-

tivation of the soil. (T. Sui shu, (rh. 24, f 2 v°.): ,

^ ^ it ^ O
‘he Emperor Yuan of the Chin dynasty [.-tlT— 332] occupied

the left bank of the Yangtszc, the uprooted population who fled south were known col-

lectively as ‘Settlers\ They carried with them the names of their old habitations and

applied them to the new cAi^n and //sien which they founded. These people were constantlv

settling in different parts of the country where there was no native population*'.

4) This is somev\hat old for a woman w’ith a son of fifteen, but there is no doubt

about the characters. Kao of course is her maiden surname.
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3. Adult males: [l.J

4. Females: [1.]

5. Total number of individuals: [2.]

6. Residence: Chao Yii’s Rampart.

7. Registered in the first moon of the 12th year of Chien^clt^u.

D

1. Village of Kao-ch'ang, etc.; P'ei Pao, soldier, aged sixty-six.

2. His wife, Yuan, aged sixty-three.

3. Their issue, a sou, Chin, aged thirty-nine.

4. Chiu’s younger brother Lung, aged [? thirty-] four. -)

5. Chin’s wife Chang, aged thirty-six.

6. Lung’s wife Su, aged twenty-two.

7. Chiu’s issue, a son, Yang, aged two.

8. Adult males: 2.

9. Younger adult sons: [1.]

10. Boys: 1.

11. Females: [3.]

12. Total number of individuals: [7.]

13. Residence: Chao Yii’s [Rampart].^)*****
1) I cannot fmJ that the a^^e of atlolesccnce, when a youth was said to

was ever fixed lower than sixteen. See my concluding note But the present case is ex*

ceptional, Yin Huai being the only male in the household.

2) There is a small hole in the MS. here, which hardly leaves enough space for an-

other character. Vet, as Lung was married, we are obliged to supply either ftt or -if.

3) The fact that P'ei Pao, a man of GO, is classed as a T ,
shows that the latter

term is not used in its strict legal sense. For at G5, or sometimes earlier, a man was

exempted from service and became a . See concluding note.

4) There is a break in the roll at this point, which explains the absence of the last

line with the date At the time when the roll was formed, these census papers were evidently

regarded as not worth preservation, and only useful for writing on the back.
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E

1. Village of Kao-ch'aug, etc.: Lu Chan, settler, aged fifty-sis.

2. His wife, Chao, aged forty-three.

3. Their issue, a sou, Yuan, aged seventeen.

4. Yiian^s younger brother Sheng-ma, aged seven. Original name:

La. 2)

5. Sheng-ma’s younger sister Hua (Flower), aged two.

G. Adult males: 2.

7. Boys: [1.]

8. Females: 2.

9. Total number of individuals: 5.

10, Residence: Chao Yii [? ’s Rampart].

11. Registered in the first moon of the 12th year of Chien-ch'u.

F

1. Village of Kao-ch'ang, etc.: Lu Te, soldier, aged forty-five.

2. His wife, T'ang, aged forty-one.

3. Their issue, a son, Ming-t'ien, aged seventeen.

4. Ming-t'ien’s younger brother Ai (Love), aged ten.

5. Ai’s younger sister Mei (Charming), aged six.

6. Mei’s younger brother Hsing (Success), aged two.

7. Adult males: 2.

1) The two characters and are written so close

one. But no such compound appears in K'ang Hsi.

alternative form of |[^ ,
being also used for

together as to look like

3) I can make nothing of the last character, which appears thus: m-
jir ^ written by mistake, but a tiny mark, thus: x, shows that the

characters are to he transposed.

5) Another instance of a double personal name, and also written as if it were a single

character. Its literal meaning is «to-morrow", which sounds more like a nickname than

an ordinary
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8. Boys: 2.

9. Females: 2.

10. Total number of individuals: 6.

11. Residence: Chao Yu’s Rampart.

12. [Registered] in the first moon of the 12th year of Chien-chUi,

G

1. Village of Kao-ch"aug, etc.: Sui Sung, head local oflScial,

aged fifty.

2. His wife Ts'ao, aged fifty.

3. Their issue, a son, Shou, aged twenty^four.

4. Shou’s wife Chao, aged twenty-five.

5. (Sui Sung’s) elder sister Huang, aged seventy-four. Added to

the register.

6. Adult males: 2.

7. Females: 3.

8. Total number of individuals: 5.

9. Residence: Chao Yii’s Rampart.

10.

Registered in the first moon of the 12th year of Chicn-rh^u,

H

1. Village of Kao-ch'ang, etc.: Sui Yang, settler, aged twenty-six.

2. His mother Chang, aged fifty-four.

1) I can find no example of this use of given in the dictionaries, but it may

be compared with in the Nestorian Inscription of Hsi-an Fu

2) This was probably her personal name, as is a very uncommon surname. If

so, it would seem to imply that she was unmarried. ^ occurs again as a personal

name in K. 3.

3) The words jvj^ may mean that her name was accidentally omitted when the

register was first compiled, or that she had not yet joined the family at that date. After

the death of her husband, if she had no sou, the duty of maintaining her would naturally

fall to her brother.
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3. Adult [Dales: 1.

4. Females; 1.

5. Total number of individuals: 2.

6. Residence: Chao Yii’s Rampart.^)*****
I*****

1. Females: 1.

2. Total number of individuals: 2,

3. Resideuce: Chao Yiis Rampart.

4. Registered in the first moon of the 12th year of Chieu’chhi,

K

1. Village of Kao-ch'ang, etc.: T'ang Huaug, settler, aged twenty-four.

2. His wife, Lii, aged twenty-six,

3. Their issue, a daughter, Huaug (Imperial), aged six.

4. Adult males: 1.

5. Females: 2.*****
[^Cetera desiint,^^

Of the above ten families, the surnames of two (A and I) have

been lost, and the remaining eight are distributed among five clans,

namely, |^, ^ and These families were connected

by marriage with seven other clans, namely,

W »
besides which there are two cases of intermarriage

between the g and the ^ clans (F. 1, 2; K. 1, 2). Bach family

is what the Chinese census returns designate as a ^ “household”.

1) The third join in the .roll, occurring here, has cut off most of the next entry.
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The nine in this list that are complete (B~K) yield a total of

36 pj “persons”, so that the ratio between ^ and [If is exactly

1 : 4. Though the number of cases is perhaps too small to warrant

any general deduction, this ratio may be compared with those

obtainable from the following census figures for Tun-huanor chuu

(r*u shu, XXVII, ch. 9-11):-

A.D. 2.

p 11,200

P 38,335

R. 1 : 3.42

A.D. 140.

p <7> 748 1)

P 29,170

R. 1 : 3.76

A.D. 280.

p 6,300

P uot given

A.D. 609.

p 7,779

P not given.

A.D. 740.

p 4,265

P 16,250

R. 1 : 3.81

The following are the oflBcial totals for the whole Empire, at

various dates. Here it will be noticed that the average number of

individuals to each family is considerably higher: —

A.D. 2.2)

p 12,233,062

P 59,594,978

R. 1 : 4.87

A.D. 140.

p 9,698,630

P 49,150,220

R. 1 : 5.06

A.D. 280.

p 2,459,804 2)

P 16,163,863

R.l : 6.57

1) The figure given, 7-^8, is of course impossibly small. It is highly probable that

has fallen out before -tw
2) The high-water mark of the population under the Han dynasty.

3) The figure given in the is 22 millions, etc. As the Tu shu

points out, this would make the families more numerous than the individuals composing

them, and must be a mistake. The most obvious correction is to omit the first “2 *, though

the proportion of individuals to families then becomes rather high. The returns for troubled

periods in general are usually less reliable than those made in more peaceful times.
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A.D. 464.1)

p 906,870

P 4,685,501

R. 1 ; 5.166

A.D. 609.

p 8,907,546

P 46,019,956

R. 1 : 5.166 2)

A.D. 732.

p 7,861,236

P 45,431,265

R. 1 : 5.77

A.D. 740.

p 8,412,871

P 48,143,609

R. 1 : 5.72

A.D. 755. s)

P 8,914,709

P 52,919,309

R. 1 : 5.93

An Lu-shan’s rebellion, which broke out in 755, and the de-

vastating wars that followed, made terrible inroads on the inhabitants

of China; so much so that by the year 760, if we can believe the

^ ,
the number of households and of individuals had actually

shrunk to 1,933,134 and 16,990,386 respectively. According to the

quoted in T*u XXVII, 18, tsiuig lun 30, 31,

the number of households at one time in the TaAi period (766 —

779) was only about 1,300,000, this being the greatest drop in

population ever recorded in history (lit ^
In these early records, it may always be taken for granted that

P stands for IL P ,
the total number of individuals. This is its

natural signification, as in Mencius, I. 1. vii. 24:

“a family of eight persons”. And iu the Chin sJiu^ it

is explicitly stated that in 221 A.D. there were 900,000 persons,

male and female PX to 200,000 households in the State

of^ . This yields the ratio of 1 : 4.5. From the Han to the T'ang

dynasty, inclusive, the ratio between families and individuals remains

fairly constant, though showing a gradual rise from 1 : 4.87 to

1) Under the Liu Sung dynasty, which only held the southern portion of China.

2) Despite an enormous increase of population, it is remarkable that this ratio should

"be the same as the preceding, to three places of decimals.

3) The high-water mark for the T*ang period.
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1 : 5.93, which may be taken as a symptom of increasing prosperity.

But on reaching the Sung dynasty (for the intervening period

no records are available), we perceive a sudden and startling change.

A.D. 1021. A.D. 1075. A.D. 1083.

p 8,677,677 1) p 15,684,529 p 17,211,713

P 19,930,320 P 23,807,165 P 24,969,300

R. 1:2.29 R. 1 : 1.51 R. 1 ; 1.45

A.D. 1099. A.D. 1110.2) A.D. 1223.

p 19,715,555 p 20,882,258 p 12,670,801

P 43,411,606 P 46,734,784 P 28,320,085

R. 1 : 2.2 R. 1 : 2.23 R. 1 : 2.23

This extraordinary diminution in the average size of the family

has not passed unnoticed by Chinese writers. The

Ti li fung sliih is quoted in the T*n sliu as follows: — “Mr. Li

in his Hsin chuan says: Under the Western Han, at the time when

the population was most abundant, there were rather more than 48

persons, roughly speaking, to every ten families. Under the Eastern

Han, the ratio was 10 : 52. . . At the most flourishing period of

the T'ang dynasty, about 10 : 58, . . From the Yiian^feng to the

Shao-hsing period in the present [z. e. Sung] dynasty, the ratio

between families and individuals has been on an average 10 : 21,

that is to say, each family consists only of two persons — an

impossible state of things. The fact is that households were multiplied

under false names, while the number of individuals who escaped

registration was very large”.

1) The peculiar arrangement of the digits in this number lays it open to some suspicion.

2) The high-water mark of the Sung.

i- p -Mm + A P ^ . MM P P . m + P
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This passage is repeated in the Whi lisien fung k*ao^ with

the following addition: “In the present province of Che [l c.

Chehkiang], the ratio of families to individuals is about 10 : 15 or

or a little over; in Shu [SsQch^uan], it is 10 : 20. The increase of

population is not greater among the poverty-stricken inhabitants of

Shu than it is in the south-east. The real explanation, in my opinion,

is that there is no poll-tax in Ssuch'uan, and hence there is less

leakage of individuals in the census returns”.

Sacharoff, in his “Eise and Fall of the Chinese Population”,

p. 24, lays great stress on the splitting up of families, and at-

tributes it to fraud on the part of the oflacers of the Sung dynasty,

who hoped thus to secure promotion and obtain rewards from the

government. By prohibiting adult brothers from living together in

one family, they managed to increase the number of families on

the rolls, though without adding to the number of individuals.

“Every census of the Sung dynasty bears the stamp of such abuses

on the part of the authorities. In all their statistics, we find the

proportion of individuals to that of families as two to one. On this

account, the lists of individuals have alone any claim to veracity,

whilst those representing families do not deserve the least attention”.

Both of these writers, then, agree that the Sung dynasty saw

a considerable augmentation in the number of families, brought

about by artificial means. The Chinese puts it down to the efforts

%S- + r.O...SApa.s.&Z^.^0L +

P P18 + 3S- p
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of individuals to escape taxation, while the Russian thinks that

oflBcial greed was the main factor. Although no historical evidence

is produced to support; either theory, it is quite likely that both

causes may have operated to some extent. That they are at all

sufiBcient, however, to account for such a sudden, enormous, and

sustained increase in the proportion of families to persons, seems

to me a preposterous notion. Moreover, it has to be explained why

this change in the census figures was exactly synchronous with the

Sung dynasty. For the very first census taken by the Mongols

shows a reversion to the old state of affairs:—

circa A.D. 1260.

p 11,633,281

P 53,654,337

R. 1 : 4.61

A.D. 1290.

p 13,196,206

P 58,834,710

R. 1 : 4.46

It should be noted that the ratio for 1290 is exactly double

that for the years 1110 and 1223 — a significant fact.

In the Wen hsien fang k^ao^ ch. 11, there appears a census

return for 1080, which Sacharofif includes in his table, without

however noticing its most important feature — the fact that it

contains not only the p and P as usual, but also the number

of T- Before going on, let us examine the connotation of this

term at different periods of history. In 155 B.C., the age at which

a man became liable to personal service was 20. This may be in-

ferred from the Cli'ien han shu^ ch. 5:

“In winter, the 12th

moon of the 2nd year of his reign, Ching Ti decreed that all males

throughout the Empire should be registered on attaining the age

of 20.” Later on, the word T was applied to both sexes, for in

ch. 646 of the same work we read:

“The male ting wears armour, the female ting pays taxes”. Strictly
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speaking, then, is not merely an adult, bat an adult liable either

to taxation or personal service or both. TJI implies the correlative

but in our present text the latter class is not specified,

all females being lumped togetlier as ^ pj . No further information

on the subject of T is forthcoming until A.D. 280, in the reign

of ^ Wu Ti of the Chin dynasty, when it was ordained that

all persons, both male and female, between the ages of 16 and

60 should be classed as jET, those aged 13 to 15 and 61 to

65 as ^ those from 12 downwards as yj> ,
and those of 66

and upwards as . The males belonging to the second of these

four classes, comprising youths and elderly men, were called ^
^ ; but they must be distinguished from the of Tud-

huang, where a differeut system of classification was in vogue. The

following changes were afterwards made: —

A.D. 564 (N. Wei)

(Males only)

Until 15 = /Jv

16-17 = 41

18-65 = y
After 66 =

A.D. 582 (Sui)

(Males and females)

Until 3=^8)
3-10 = y
10-17 = Pjl

18-60 = y
After 60 =

1) This applied only to married women. Spinsters became T at the age of 20.

“6
,
ch. 24, f. 3 v°.)

2) Q ® The Tu shu, strangely enough, instead of giving this

passage, (quotes from the T$ & J'u yuan huei^ which makes the age of the '

j

^

50-60, and that of the ^ y besides limiting the regulation to males only.

This is obviously incorrect.

> which is short for pj ,
is an ancient terra for infants and young

children. It ia found in Huai-nan T^n
'/E flj

: g ^^ ^
old, when states were attacked, infants were exempted from slaughter*^; and

from it is said to be derived the name

under the T^ang dynasty.
m “Yellow Register”, the triennial census
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In 583, the age of manhood was 6xed at 21 for the army, and in

605 it was changed to 22 for all males. The changes recorded

under the T'ang dynasty are: —

A.D. 623. A.D. 705. A.D. 744

(Males and females) (Males and females) (Males only)

Until 4 = ^ 22-59 = X 18-23 =

4-16 = /Ja At 23 MT
16-21 = ^
21-60 = T

After 60 = ^
A.D. 763

(Males only)

25-55 = y

In 963, at the beginning of the Sung dynasty, 20— 60 became the

age for y ,
males only being registered. The wording of this pas-

sage (from Wen hsien Vang k'ao^ ch. 11 ad init,) deserves closer

atteatiou: Tt#. M M M ^ ^ ^ ^
T “In 963 it was decreed that

all the chou should make an annual return of their male inhabitants,

each of whom was to be a ting at 20, and a tao at 60. The female

population was not to he included^'. This last sentence can hardly

bear two interpretations. It is perfectly clear that, so long as the

above decree remained in force (and there is no indication that it

was ever revoked or superseded before the end of the dynasty), all

females were excluded from the register. Accordingly, we should be

justified in assuming, without any further evidence, that all figures

given under the heading P after this date refer, not to the total

population of the Empire, but to males and males only. It hap-

pens, however, that corroboration is furnished by the return al-
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ready alluded to, in whicli the T appear side by side witb the

aud the pi . These are the figures:-—

A.D. 1080 .

p 14,852,684

P 33,303,889

y 17,846,873

Now, the ratio between p and P here is 1 : 2.24, or practically

identical with that for the years 1099, 1110 aud 1223; it may

therefore be presumed that the acceptation of these terms is the

same in each case. But if the males between the ages of 20 and

60 number from 17 to 18 millions, it is quite obvious that 33

millions must fall very far short of the total population. If, on the

other hand, we take 33 millions to represent the total number of

inales, the whole population might be estimated roughly, but with

suflScient accuracy for our purpose, at 66 millions. That yields a

ratio between families and individuals of nearly 1 : 4.5, or about

the same as the ratio for the early Yuan dynasty. The proportion

of families is still appreciably larger than under the T'ang, which

may perhaps be accounted for by the causes mentioned above.

Two other returns, in which the "P" figures are given (without

the P ,
this time) should also be noticed.

A.D. 1088 .

^ <1>8,289,385
!

± <1>3.184,733

I ^ p 6,154,652

T 32,163,017

It is almost certain that has fallen out in front of r. W
‘ ^ under the ^ ^ ; but in order not to base any

argument on a corrupt text, we will pass on to the second example:—
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A.D. 1097.

p 19,435,570
^ p 13,068,741

6,366,829

T 33,411,606

This census should be compared with that of 1099, on page 481.

The two years which separate them were marked by no great war

or other convulsion in the State, so that one may reasonably expect

to find but a slight difference in the figures. And this indeed is the

case, the increase in the number of households being less than

300,000. The jU for 1099 being about 431 millions, we can as-

sume that the corresponding figure for 1097 was somewhere between

42 and 43 millions. But in this same year, as we see, the T
alone numbered 33 millions, pf ,

therefore, must again stand for

male persons only, and the total population for 1097 will be some-

thing like 86 millions, yielding as before a ratio between ^ and

pj of 1 : 4.5 or thereabouts.

In addition to the census records for the whole Empire, I have

consulted a number of Chinese local topographies, which all agree

in showing the same relative increase in the number of ^ under

the Sung dynasty. In certain cases, however, the term pj seems

either to revert to its previous meaning, or to acquire a new one

altogether. For example, the figures for in the

(ch. 30, f. 11 v") are: p 155,253; p 568,976. Here

we have a ratio of 1 : 3.66, as opposed to oue of 1 : 1.35 for

where the figures are: ^ 15,918; P 21,516. In the

problem is complicated by the introduction of

"J*) iu nearly every case more numerous than the P .

Thus, in ® ^ 1^ we get: —

^ 2499

T 8569

P 5773
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The only satisfactory way of explaining these figures is to make

T = all adults, male and female, and jCj = all so that

the total population = T + P. that is, 14,342. This yields the

ratio 1 : 5.73, which is practically the same as those we obtained

for the years 732 and 740, in the most flourishing period of the

T'ang dynasty.

Into the thorny subject of Ming and Mauchu census returns

it is not my intention to enter at present. Some of the rises and

falls of the population recorded in the 15th and 16th centuries are

to all appearance so capricious and unaccountable, that the Hsu wen

hsien t'ung k'ao does not hesitate to discredit them altogether. As

to the Ch'iug dynasty, I wish only to point out that the term

pj ,
used in its ofiBcial returns, is only a fuller form of ^

,

just as we might say “adult persons” instead of “adults”. Sacharoff

{op, cit,^ p. 42) seems to take it wrongly in the sense of ^Uing

and k’ou % and thereby falls into a grievous mistake; for he sets

down the total population of China in 1711 as between 24 and 25

millions, whereas it is beyond question that this number represents

the adult males alone. One need only point to the census of 1749,

which indicates a population of 177 millions. Tranquil and prosperous

though the period was, no sane statistician will believe it possible

that the Chinese race should have multiplied itself to such an

enormous extent within the space of 38 years.

2) See Tu sha, XXVII, 17. f. 33 »q^.
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Le Rythme.
')

S*il est vrai, comme le faisait remarquer M. Ed, Chavannes, -)

qu^un changement d'orientatioii est souvent, en science, le signal de

progres durables, le Systeme musical meriterait Tattention de plus

d'un savant. En negligeant pour Theure d'exposer la finale de la

7eme avec les lois qui suivent, je montrerai comment la nature

attribuee au rythme le rattache au Systeme, pour remarquer ensuite

que les ^^Hirmus'" ont ete employes conventionnellement pour la

communication ecrite de la pensee, avant de fonder, en la reglant,

la figuration du langage parle.

1) Voir le 1" article au T’oun"-pao, 2. 15, p. 339. — On voadra bien y corriger

des oublis qui se trouvaient dans la copie remise a I’imprimear. A savoir;

P. 344 (B. 1258. A) lire (B. 1268. A, B. 1262. B, 1264. B, C)

P. 344 Tableau re| 3263, 3467; lire 3236, 3457.

P. 354, ligne 10, “notes de espece”, lire “de 1^^® espece”.

P. 354, note, derniere ligne, “Lexique Phonetique’", lire “Lexique; Phon^tique”.

P. 355, note. Le O place sous le 2* la, dans la metbode arabe de division du sono-

mMre, est une lettre U enlever. (Correction mal indiquee, se rapportant A la lettre G- da

mot Grace us).

P. 356, 5* loi, “tenor; sol, .... ut^”, lire “utj^**.

P. 359. derniere ligne, “mi, .... ut,”, lire “ut|

P. 366, au tableau, dans la col. vert, des hauteurs, entre D. et H., GJ-, lire C.

P. 370, note “S. A.”, lire “J. A.”

2) Journal Asiatique, annee 1895, “fiapporl annuel .
. p. 181 du tire A part.
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Get aper9u ouvre une voie non battue, et commence Texplication

de la Loi IP: "Pour permettre un usage immediat devant rehausser

le culte, et aussi afin de regler le fluxus de remission des notes en

dependance des resultats obtenus, on pensa a I’ambitus dans lequel

se meut la diction publique au ton emphatique 7rapxKXTa>,o^iif et,

totalisant les notes des series musicales qui y avaient leur finale et

leur note a rebattre, on eut des monies de quantite en remarquaut

la nature de la note (comme elle est definie dans la 2® loi), et des

matrices rythmiques en considerant uuiquement la diflference des

claviers'

\

C. 1®"*. — Les Hirmns.

II est admis de tons que le chant vit par le rythme; mais, de

science tradition nelle, qu'est-ce que le rythme?

Ciceron, que Ton pent citer comme temoin des traditions,

rapporte: “Haec duo musici, qui erant quondam iidem poetae,

machinati ad voluptatem sunt, versus atque cantus, ut, et verborum

numero, et vocum modo, delectatione vincerent aurium satietatem";

et il ajoute : “(Poetas) necessitas cogit, .... liberior est oratio . . •

vere soluta, non ut fugiat tamen aut erret, sed, ut sine vinculis

sibi ipsi moderetur” ^).

1) “aniquement” est a comprendre au sens indique E. 136, 288.

Pour les references:

Cic., Ciceron, pages da Vol 1 des “Oeuvres completes, avec traduction .... sous la

direction de M. Nisard’’, Paris, Firmin-Didot, 1864

E., Etudes, Paris, 12 rue Oudinot, VII.

J. A., Joarnal Asiatique.

L. E., Le9ona etymologiques du P. L. Wieger.

P. L
, Patrologie latine de Migne.

2) E. 113, P..349.

3) Cic. 322, n 44.

4) Cic. 324, n. 48.
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Ce langage poetique lie, est soumis, comme nous

Tapprend Theodose, grammairien d'Alexandrie, a THirmus. Son texte

n’est pas obscur, mais ne peut etre bieu compris qu’a la fin du

present article; je ne prendrai d’abord que son affirmation, et

m'appuierai sur le sens da mot Hirmus; “ab (?) f/pw, necto,

dico’^ ^).

L'flirmus reunit des elements, il est une totalisation qui lie de

telle sorte les mots d’un vers, qu'il en fait un tout vivant. Et,

puisque la melodie et le vers ont meme origine, THirmus reglera

le fluxus de remission des notes: — Tame du Systeme oblige que

ce soit en depeudance des resultats precedemment obtenus : THirmus

est done une totalisation de notes, une en taut que significative de

Fun des 5 Tons musicaux dans Tun des 10 Modes; et Ton a la

description suivante:

"L’Hirmus reunit dans leur gradation naturelle les musicalites,

qui, aux differentes hauteurs acoustiques des collections des Modes,

sont comprises entre la tonique grave du clavier intermediaire, —
finale de Tair, — et la tonique aigue du clavier inferieur, — note

rebattue des Plain-Chantistes'\

Les differences intrin^eques qui en resultent pour les differents

Hirmus, ont permis a M, H. Schiller de soup9onner un certain

rapport entre les metres employ^ par Horace et les idees exprimees

dans ce metre ;^) these exacte, mais qu’on ne peut outrer.

Toutes les totalisations significatives d’un Ton dans un Mode

ne sont pas des Hirmus. II en est dont les hauteurs trop graves

1) E. annee 1868, T. 1, p. 342: axvovx, Tpeurov Sel

TQv elpiiovj . . ad artis praecepta revoco’' (au Lexicon graeco-latinura de

C. Schrevelius, — F. Lecluse, Paris, 1820).

2) F. Lecluse, op. cit.

3) O. Riemann, “Metres lyriques d’llorace par 11 Schiller”, Paris, C. Klin*

sieck, 1883, preface du traducteur, p. III.

33a
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ou trop aigues ne sont pas aurium volaptatem’^; le poete ne

peut les admettre quand Torateur, entraine par les passions,

veille a rentrer dans un certain medium. "C. Gracchus, dit Ciceron,

faisait cacher derriere lui .... un musicien habile, qui lui donnait

rapidement le ton sur une flute d'ivoire, pour relever la voix si

elle venait a baisser, ou pour la ramener a la suite d’eclats un

peu vifs” “).

Les limites de ce medium doivent etre des hauteurs acoustiques

naturelles a la voix. 11 semble bien qu’a I’aigu, ce ne puisse

etre que la hauteur deflnie par la loi du Systeme musical: en

diapason dit normal mig, note d en diapason moyen. II nous reste

a rechercher la liraite au grave.

Ciceron nous la donue indirectement. II a observe qu'au Forum,

lorsque dans la diction publique le gosier de Torateur s'est echauflFe,

'‘Vox quae varie tractata est, reducitur in quemdam souura aequa-

bilem atque constantem"^ ^). Cette teneur, — hauteur, naturelle a la

voix —
, se conclura, d’apres la loi de Blaserna, par une chute a la

quinte, qui parait bien la limite au grave que nous cherchons.

Cette teneur, nous pouvions Fobserver a Hien-Hien, sur des voix

d enfants, avant le changement des etudes. Les eleves appreuaient

alors a tres haute voix d^nterminables lemons, puis ils avaient leur

recreation avec leurs jeux animes plutot que bruyants: la cour devait

resonner cette teneur des gosiers echauffes. — Au 10 Septembre

1907, a ma demande d’une observation, le P. S. Rivat repondit

qu il avait ete frappe de la Constance du bourdonnement de la cour:

a plusieurs reprises il avait constate que la cour resonnait ut^.

1; Cic 330, n. 58, AUad enira vccis genas iracundia sibi sumat: acatam, incitatatn,

crebro incidens, .... (etc.) . .
.”.

2) Cic. 332, n. 60.

8) Cic 40. n. 12.
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Au forum la hauteur acousfcique observee' par Ciceron etait done

notre utg
; et la quinte au grave, fa^, la note E 7, est la liinite au

grave du medium qui contient les Hirmus.

II est facile d’etablir maintenant le tableau general ou nous

pourrons relever les Hirmus. Une notation s’impose, qui soit signifi-

cative de la musicalite. Nous designerons done les notes par le

numero d'ordre de leur generation, ainsi qu’iL suit:

notation ; 0123456789;
les Tons rausicaux sout alors definis en constitution reelle,

Ton 1: 5381649270.

2 : 70 etc.

avec les seules notes diatoniques:

Ton 1: 31420.

2: 03142.

3: 20314.

4: 42031.

5: 14203.

Les 5 Claviers sectionnes pour la Diction

:
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Les Hirmus ae peuveut coatenir de notes inferieures a la der-

niere tonique grave, ou superieures a la tonique la plus aigue,

puisque les totalisations sont a faire, (en suite de la maniere dont

s’est etabli le Transpositeur), en allaut du grave a Taigu, du faible

au fort. Au tableau, les notes qui debordent, ont ete oiises entre

parentheses.

L'equivaleut de ce tableau a ete connu des anciens; et c'est a

cause de lui qu’Aristoxene a attribue a Toctave 6 tons. Boece, qui

parle acoustique, Ten reprend a bon droit; mais Aristoxene parle

metrique. Cette question sera exposee, s’il plait a Dieu, dans un 3®

article: ici je n’en dirai qu’un mot.

Quand on voulut regler les durees musicales en dependance du

Systeme, ou remarqua que le domaine des cordes comprises dans

le medium de la Diction donnait une octave, celle qui commence

apres Tenonciation D jusqu’a I’enonciation d
;

et Ton convint que

cette octave mesurerait les durees, Tunite de mesure, — ttpaired

Xpovc<; — ,
etant prise un tauine, plus exactement, un sixieme de

Toctave. On eut ainsi une duree de 6 metres, le 1®^ etant remph

par le son de la corde sonore, depuis qu’elle ne donne plus D jus-

qu'a ce qu'elle sonne E: duree metrique, qui n’est pas un ^^indivi-

duum quid fluens*', mais doit etre consideree corame prise en bloc,

le commencement etant indique par un accent metrique.

Cette "importance de temps metrique"', attachee a la hauteur E,

fut ensuite attribuee a chacun des 12 demi-tons de Toctave: ils

furent consideres comme des "bases solides"'; et, comme quelques-uns

etaient des hauteurs assonances qui, rattachees aux voyelles, porte-

rent ensuite des syllabes, dans Tincertitude du nombre de consounes

precedant de fait, ou suivant de fait la voyelle, on convint de sup-

poser comme distribution normale une repartition egale des con-
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sonnes avant et apres la voyelle, ce qui permettait la convention

de la division de la longue metrique en 2 breves metriques.

Le symbole de la breve metrique evoquant une idee de faiblesse,

comme celle qu’evoquait les notes "tcbai’\ notes prosodiquement

breves, la partie du metre portant Taccent metrique fut regar-

dee comme devant etre affectee du symbole signifiant la solidite, la

force, le symbole "p'ing”, la seconde partie du metre portant le

symbole de la faiblesse “tchai’’, Ainsi la 1®^® figure, le pied

metrique, etait un dactyle, que Ton peut definir une figure thesis-

arsis dans le souvenir de Topposition p’ing tchai, et de la loi qui

engendre les premiers au grave, les tchai k I’aigu. — II s’agit de

durees, done de prouonciation de paroles ou de chant de melodie;

les commencements des 2 parties du dactyle sont a indiquer, ce qui

ne peut se faire que par uu ictus, — Tictus affectant le commence-

ment de la thesis, et, par suite, devaut etre de sa nature, est done

plus fort que I’ictus affectant le commeucement de Tarsis. — On le

voit, Taccent metrique n’est pas Tictus: il I’a precede.

Eufin, comme Toctave metrique couvre en fait, dans le Systeme

musical, 16 denominations de hauteurs acoustiques, on attribua a

chacune d’elles la valeur d’un temps metrique. Ce qui fera dire a

S. Augustin (P. L. 32. 1128): “Cum ergo metrum incipiat .
.
(etc.)’^;

passage a lire, le tableau precedent sous les yeux, comme je Tex-

pliquerai dans un 3® article.

Le tableau est aucien: car e’est en consequence du 1®^ etat de

la metrique, que le jour a ete partage, sur le dis-diapason, en 6

heures (heures doubles) de jour et 6 heures de nuit.

Une remarque: la musicalite 1, tonique grave du Ton 5, ne se

trouve dans les claviers intermediaires —
,

les claviers 2, 3, 4, —
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qu^au clavier 2, sans qu'au clavier inferienr, ici 1, se rencontre a

Taigu la musicalite 3, note a rebattre : — (voyez la definition en

notes Diatoniques du ton 5). Nous n'avons done point d’flirmus de

Ton 5: et cependant il y a des melodies ecrites dans ce Ton. On

est libre dans le choix des Eythmes.

— Les Modes sont definis par les combinaisons diverses des 5

Claviers, comme nous Tavons vu, a savoir

:

«,124; /3,245; y,235; 5,125; 6,134; ?,135; ;;,234; 5,145;

/,345; K, 123.

Les tons 1, 2, 3, 4, par le binome de leurs 2 toniques extremes

:

3-0, 0-2, 2-4, 4-1. -
On reraarquera au tableau des notes de l^^® espece, notes D, les

Hirmus possibles. Chaque Rythme D ainsi determine en entraine 2

autres, par Vadjonction des notes de 2^^ espece en leur etat E, —
pour le genre majeur —

, ou C (genre mineur).

On n'a pas a relever a part les notes de 2de espece; car, pour

subsister, elles ont besoin de Tappui des notes D. D’ailleurs on ne

peut imaginer de faire entrer dans ces totalisations de notes de

voix de poitrine, les sons de la voix de tete. On n’a done pour uu

Rythme D possible, que 2 autres Rythmes, les Rythmes majeur et

mineur, que je designerai par Tetat des notes de 2^e espece qui y

entrant, Rythme E, Rythme C.

Ce qu’il faut signaler dans I’Hirmus *), e’est, avec les hauteurs

1) 11 m a scmblc reconnaitre dans nos vers toniques la collection entiere; je rindique

en passant. Les caselles seroot separees par des (,); — par (:) an cas d’une pause metriqae

de 2 breves — par un (.) si la pause est de 4 breves. Bans ces deux cas, la pause est a

faire, ou Men la prononciation de la derniere syllabe doit se prolonger.

$2. d. 1 . B. Ho . 1 A 4. Ij. He . las ! 4, $, 1 . E, Bes
,
vio : Ions

1. C. Les : san ,
glots longs 3. 2. 1). Tom , be : la

, nuit

3. B. Et . s’effa ,
ce 3. 4. 0. D'u * ne

, langueur
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acoustiques, les notes que ces hauteurs groupent. II faut signaler

leur musicalite, leur nature de note de ou de 2^® espece, le cla-

5, 2. D. La . lu , ne blan . che /3. 4. D. Dans . la rame . e

1. D. Pas , se : ^
,
grand . bruit 3. 4. E. O bien,aime;e

6. /3. 3 D. Pa . ris sa grand* . vil ,
le 1, D. Fort . bel , le . elle . dort

s. 1. D li
, dit : ne

,
pleurez

.
point 7. x. 1. D. Et . ne ,

se . cherche ja.naais

e, 2. D. Leurs , e . legan ,
ces : leurs ,

joies 2 D. La , nuit . com , me : an flam , beau

3. D. C’e . tait : dans , ia . nuit bru ,
ne 3. 2. E. Tel ,

en un se
,
cret , val

,
Ion 3,

2. C. Com
,
me : un point sur ^ an i 3. 3. E, Et

,
leurs molles : ombres , blenes 3.

3. (/. Sans . amour et sans hai , ne

8. a. 2. D. Dont
,
?ou3 . avez * compte ,

les
.
pas $. 2. D. Tour

,
bil . lonnent . dans ,

Tex :

ta
,
se 3. D. Par , mi : les , frissons . de bri , se /. 3. D. Main . tes devo . tes o ,

rai . sons t. 4. D. Qui : s’a
,
nime . rit un ins . tant x- ^ ^ >

grand fra . cas

9, /3. 4. C. Et : les bel
,
les ambiti . eases 7, 3. D. Un . son , ge . un rien tout . lui fait

,

peur 2. D. Ton , sau . le sacre . dont ,
les feuii . les 3. D. Quand . il , s’agit . de

ce qu’il . ai
,
me

10. (3. 2. C. Bon . souper bon gi
,
te et : le ,

reste j3 4. E Qu’il e ,
tait : beau le ciel

,
et

grand Tes
:
poir 1. E. Ce ,

maudit
,
son

,
ge , en est la

,
can : se 1. C, L*es

,
poir ;

a fui , vaineu : vers le
,
ciel noir x- 2, D. De ,

mi : mor ,
te et . demi ,

boi : ten , se

11. p. 2 E. Rap
,
pelle toi

:
quand ,

Faurore , crainti : ve

f. 1. C. OujVre/au soleil
,
son palais : en , chante

IS. |3. 3. E. Et
,
lev6e en : sursaut fur

,
tive et : vi ,

ve

/3. 3. C. Et . comme an coursier bri . se de fati
,
gue

1. C. Pour . la dernie ,
re : fois

,
adieu Sei

:
gneur , Helas

f. 1. E. No
,
tre pere ,

qui
,
nous , tirez ti , rez ti : rez

f . 2. E. O
,
va pri

,
er : con

,
tre Fora

,
ge , va pri , er

3. E. Hip
,
poly

, te
,
grands

,
dieux C’esl

, toi qui : Fas nom
,
me

3, C. J*ai , faim : vous qui
,
passez: dai

,
guez me secou , rir

13. X. 1 . C. Si
.
pour qu*on vi

,
ve : en paix , il faut fermer . lea cieux

1, E. Ouijje viens : dans , son tem
,
pie : adorer

,
FEter : nel

e. 2. E Car
,
ses deux , bras le : ves prc , sentaient a , la , ter , re

2. C. Per
,
rette : sur

,
sa te

,
te : ayant un pot

,
au lait

14., e. 2. C, lie
,
timi : de ,

escadron se ,
dis : sippe et , s’enfuit

». 3. E. Je,le snisjje veux , Fe ,
tre 6 sie

,
cles 6 : meraoi

,
re

t. 3 C. Puis , sc : un pre , tre etre la ; Je , sus quand je mour
,
rai

15, X 1. E. Ap
,
prendre : u ,

ne plus dou
,
ce : et meilleu

,
re nouvel : le

S. 2. E. O
,
promes ,

se : 6 me
,
nace : o

,
tenebreux

,
mys

, , re

2. C.

t. 4. C. Car : Fabime ,
est immeD:se,et la tacbe est . au fond

IC. a, 2. E. La
,
pauvre

,
fleur : disait , au papil : Ion ce , leste ne

,
fuis

:
pas

X. 2. C. Vois
, com : me , nos destins . sont differenls je , res : te tu

,
Fen vas

I. 3. E.
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vier, inferieur, intermediaire ou superieur qui, dans le Mode considere,

les porte. — La figuration suivante j repond.

Notes de espece; espece ,
toniques,

du clav. sup. •

/

intermed. •

— 1w _
V-/

infer. w ^ 1

En exemple, je citerai les trois rythmes 5 . 1 ;
de 6, 13, et 12

notes, — syllabes, parlant vers tonique.

3

3

5 1. D. 3 . 1 ,
4 . 24 . 0 .

1. C. 3 . 681
, 4 : 6 , 924 : 5 ,

70 .

I
'

W * yoC > - G 1 wwC* T i wn!/ •

r • • •

ir—

i

— ^ 1

—

^

—

2

~ —

r

:

Une remarque; la caselle est une fraction de rHirmus; le mot

n’est pas la cellule du langage, mais la phrase.

t. 3. C. Je;te. plains de tomber dans . ses mains redouta ,bles:ma Bl
,
le

(. 4. E Une
, im , men ,

se espe
, ranee : a traver

, se la ter : re

X. U C, Dif:fe, rentes d’humenr
, de : langage

.
et d’esprit : et

, d’habit
17 . y. 3. E. Un

, corbeau : tout
,
^ I’hen

, re an : non9ait mal
,
hear it quel

;
quo oi ,

scan
y. 3. C.

X. 2. C. Oh
.
pour

:
que

, notre amour cou . le des jours fi , deles : 6 , mon roi
X. ]. E.

18 . 2, E.

>f. 3. E. Voi,lk qai,se,de,cliue ma, rente :de ma ren,te a ma * ren ta
jf, 3. C.

10. X. 2. E. Mais
.
le desir

, de . voir
. et I’humeur

, inqui : ete
. I’emportb , rent .

en . fin
X. 2. C. le

, laes ; emit n
,
se ,i bien

: que , de son aile
, de : ses pieds de

, son bee
II est evident que cette eoncordanee n’est pas partieuliere h la poesie fran5aise

-
Cfr. J. A. 9. 7. 162; 9. 10. 57; — 10. 18. 627: aussi P. L. 151. 760 C, — 755.
A, — 756 C, — 760. D. — 766. D.
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C. 3, — Langage 4crit.

Par convention les Hirmus ont servi pour la communication

ecrite de la pensee. La preuve en est que Taccent d’intensite parsnt

bien avoir fonde la syntaxe premiere de phrases qui auraient ete

des collections de signes ideographiques disposes selon les Hirmus.

Dans un developpement ulterieur du langage ecrit, THirraus a donne

la prosodie antique.

ARTICLE 1 . — ACCENT d’iNTENSIT^.

Lorsqu’en science du Systeme musical on considere les notes

groupees dans un Hirmus, ce qui frappe d’abord, c’est que ces notes,

engendrees les unes des autres, constituent une hierarchic qu’il con-

vient de recon naitre.

Cette hierarchic est signifiee dans Techelle suivante, qui a ete

etablie sur cinq lignes qui ne sont point notre portee:

0
,

1
, 2

,
3

,
4

,
5 , 6

,
7 , 8

,
9

r 0 - “1
(3^

_ J
_ . _ . . _ ^ m ^—— ^ J

Cette figuration donne, dans les hirmus, en graphiques, les rap-

ports hierarchiques qu^ont entre elles les musicalites.

Or, leur groupement selon une meme hauteur acoustique &arte

d’abord Timagination d’une realite auditive, et les symboles de

musicalite apparaissent des signea de raison, — ce qui est un fon-

dement suffisant a une communication ecrite a ue pas prononcer.

Car rimportance relative des idees pent se differencier, dans THir-

mus, en remarquant que chaque caselle constitue un groupement ou

une note Temporte en preseance sur les autres, I’enserable de ces

notes remarquables permettant dans leurs relations hierarchiques une

syntaxe conventionnelle de la phrase.

34
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Le signe de raison attache a ces preseances remarquables est

ce que nous avons appele Vaccent dMutensite: et la realite de la

convention supposee parait etablie par cela qu’elle explique le fait

de la syntaxe antique, — syntaxe dont I’influence est encore sen-

sible dans les langues anciennes classiques ^).

L’importance traditionnelle accordee aux notes de l^re espece

et qui a permis les Rythmes D., qui existent certainement, parait

n'avoir pu s’etablir qu’ici. La “fonction” de regler la syntaxe de la

langue ecrite a ete estimee “fonction honorable”, — nous le ver-

rons au ton jou-cheng —
,

les premiers Hirmus employes pour la

communication ecrite de la pensee ont done ete ceux ou Taccent

d’intensite ne pouvait affecter que les notes 0, 1, 2, — ce qui

sera cotnpris plus tard —
,
done des Rythmes D., et, comme ces

Rythmes ont 2, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 notes, les phrases antiques ne

comporteraient que ces memes nombres de signes.

Par apres, Faccent d’inteusite a ete reconnu dans les Rythmes

E. et C.
; mais raanifestement dans un developpement ulterieur du

langage ecrit, celui que reflete le vers gathique.

Apres avoir rappele que ^le seul accent qui ait agi sur le deve-

loppement de Firanien est Faccent d’intensite,” M. A. Meillet-)

conclut que, dans le vers gathique, ‘‘seul Faccent d’intensite (pre-

sente par 1 iranien moderne et dont Fexistence a date ancienne

est attestee par les alterations memes de la langue) pent etre

en jeu.

"On admettra done ici, — ajoute-t-il —

,

1) E. 70, pp. 642, 643. P. A. Peelers : *‘La syntaxe dea anciens ...* eat aouvent

chez eui aussi parlante que les mots: il fant done savoir ce qu’elle dit pour saisir toate

1 etendue de lent penaee D*aiUeurs: ‘*La syntaxe ancienne .... n’eat pas une incarnation

des lois de la raison pure, et n’obligeait pas ceux qui Pemployaienl k penser plus logique*

ment que d*autres.’*

2) J A. 9. 15 271, — 256, Note 1.
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^1®, Que tout mot phonetique des gathds a au moins un accent

principal

;

"2^. Que cet accent tombe sur la penultieme de tout dissyllabe

et, dans le cas des polysyllabes, sur la penultieme si celle-ci est

longue, sur Tantepenultieme si la penultieme est bre7e;

“Des lors la metrique des gathas devient claire; chacun des

hemistiches comporte un nombre determine d'accents. . . ,

“Si Ton prend par exemple le vers de 11 syllabes coupe en

4 -j- 7 , on y trouve ainsi 2-1-3 accents regulierement, et ces

accents sont repartis de la raaniere suivante.”

Notre collection n’a que 2 Hirmus de 11 syllabes; la division

indiquee designe /3 2. E.

De plus, il s’agit de ce que j’ai appele moi aussi "accent d’in-

tensite” : la difference des 2 graphiques de Taccent d’intensite et du

graphique de I’acceut tonique le montre assez. Le premier, non le

second, s'accorde avec les observations de Tauteur.

f3 2. E. — Graphiques,

accent tonique,

Musicalites,

accent d’intens.

Caselles

r~ n
,

r"*~i

1

± t

—

EzJ zizMUjr- :
—

0,657:0,435,98:2.

"Le premier hemistiche se compose le plus souvent de deux

dissyllabes, . . .

;

ou encore d’un monosyllabe et d’un trisyllabe . .
.

;

ou enfin d’un mot de 4 syllabes . . .

“Le second hemistiche, plus long, est aussi plus complique. La

forme la plus ordinaire est; 2 dissyllabes et 1 trisyllabe, ce dernier

place, en general, a la fin du vers, mais pouvant aussi occuper les

deux autres places . . — M. Meillet reconnait (p. 277) des "diffi-
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cultes”; la division du second hemistiche, meme la plus commune,

en est une. Si on ne pent admettre que le trisyllabe final est con-

stitue par Taccent d*intensite qui se trouve sur la derniere syllabe,

on n’a plus qu’un accent metrique *) sur 9 : mais le vers gathique

appartient a une epoque de transition, qu’il doit done refleter; tel

quel cependant, il porte un vestige d’un etat plus ancien, celui dans

lequel Taccent d'intensite reglait la syntaxe de la phrase ecrite.

ARTICLE 2 . — PROSODIE ANTIQUE.

Les notes soot engendrees, — loi 2® du Systeme musical —

,

comme termes d’une quinte au grave, ou d’une quarte a Taigu. Ce

qui donne des notes 'ping et tclidi^ ai-je enonce, qui sont nos Ion-

gues et breves prosodiques.

Sous cet aspect particulier, uianifeste par les cbifi'res impairs ou

pairs significatifs de la musicalite, relisons les Hirmus. Dans la

consideration presente, Funite qui fait le vers ne peut plus etre

signalee qu’en notant les hauteurs acoustiques des caselles termioales,

et, en quelle maniere, — par quelles caselles —
,
on progresse de

la caselle initials a la caselle finale.

Ces “pieds” qui recueillent les musicalites situees a une meme

hauteur acoustique pourront contenir de 1 a 6 de ces musicalites,

et pas davantage, puisque Thypothese la plus favorable ne peut

I) La musicalite 9 commen^ant dans cet Hirmus le domaine de rej^, 2 etant en d,

on a le l&nine qui commence a Texpiration de c pour finir avec d. — Le vers /3. 2. E.

verifie la regie donnee par M, Meillet. Je ne crois pas k one pure rencontre, bien que la

regie, — si l*on prend la collection compile des Hirmus —, comporte des exceptions, par

ex. la caselle 324, qui a son accent d*intensite sur 2, penultieme breve. Je suppose un de-

part parmi les Hirmus, sur one raison que je ne vois pas, mais qui est d^ordre general;

car semblablement il en faut; mais, cette fois, parlant accent toniqoe, pour qoe soit vraie

cette regie qu en rosse, dans les vieox contes, la place do dernier accent de chaque vers

est «9ar rantepenoltieme ou sur la syllabe precedente” (B. anuee 1868, loc. cit. p. 344,

Note). Nous aurons k constater que les Chinois ecartent de leur collection certains vers.
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reanir ea une merae hauteur que 2 notes par clavier, — quand

une note de 2^^® espece est venue, en genre C., co’incider en hauteur

avec une note de espece, Ce pour quoi Ton dit en prosodie:

*‘Sed scias, multis visum esse etiam senarura syllabarum pedes nun-

cupandos; sed amplius, quod sciam, nemini placuit'' *).

Notre collection nous donne les pieds traditionnels de 2 et de

3 syllabes; comme pieds de 4 syllabes, Tionus a majore, Tionus a

minore, le choriambus, Tantipastus ; enfin quatre pieds de 5 syllabes,

et un pied de 6 syllabes,

Les peons, les epitrites, le dochmius manquent; mais ce sont la

des pieds metriques. Aristote interdit -) a Torateur les rythmes des

poetes, et lui recommande les peons. Les epitrites n^ont apparu

en Grece qu'avec la poesie dorienne; le dochmius est, nous le

verrons en metrique, un pied metrique^), — “oratoriae compositioni

maxime appositura'^ dit E. Alvarez ’’).

Comme vers antiques, je prendrai les vers chinois. ‘*Porro exstant

multigeneris : binarii, ternarii (?), quaternarii, . . . . ,
endecasyllabi

;

exstant irao qui progredientes, impari pede succrescunt, 1, 3,5, 7,9.

... At ex his, quiuarii et septenarii maxime vigenP’ *").

11 s'agit de notre collection: en y negligeant les Birmus de 12,

14, 16, 18 notes, en tout 19 hirmus, il reste 53 moules, qui, avec

leurs 2 toniques au grave et a Taigu, — rimes islandaises et rimes

1) P. L. 32. 1123, n. 14. S Augustin, de masic^.

2) Cfr. P. L, 151. 756, A.

3) Cic. 323. C. 47,

4) La prosodie antique, la metrique premiere dont il a ete question jusqu’ ici, sont

de la langue ecrite: les figures metriques, qui y correspondent, sont le dactyle, Uanapeste,

le trochee, I’iambe: les autres figures appartiennent a un 2‘^ etat de la metrique, celui du

langage parle, avec les ictus.

5) I)e Institut. grammat. dans Ted. in‘4°. de Paris, Le Clere, 1859, A la p. 488.

6) P. A. Zottoli, Cursus litter, sinic. Vol. 5, pp. 434—436. Chang hai, 1882, —
Les “ternarii” du Chen King sont contestes.
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fran^aises — ,
donnent 106 rimes. ^^Sinae habent 106 (rimes): toti-

dem enim selegerunt litteras (chefs de rimes), 15 ad planum altum,

totidem ad planum imum, 29 ad assurgentem, 30 ad erurapentem,

17 ad regredientem tonum pertinentes”.

On peut etudier an vers en particulier. Notre collection contient

4 vers de 5 syllabes (-musicalites); or, les Chinois les reunissent

ensemble: ne serait-ce pas la Torigine du Quatrain? — Jelesdonne

dans une de leurs dispositions avec leurs ping tchai:

;

,

1

!

Hirmus /S.2.D. /3.4.D, i^.l.D.
i

Caselles a.J,c .d,F.G .a|a,>:^,c.d
Notes 0 . 0

,
43 . 2 : 4.3 2 4.1 3,4: 1,2.0

quantites prosodJ ^

« .4.E.

F ,sol7:G

4 6,8 9:1.

Vers chinois
j

La concordance est manifesto, avec une exception pour la note

4, que les Chinois font - ou - pour obtenir une regularite d’op-

position entre leurs vers 1 et 2, 3 et 4. La retouche est intention-

nelle, elle se rencontre dans leur quatrain de 7 syllabes pour une

note de musicalite 0

:

les Hirmus donnent, a.l.D.
^.2.E.

les Chinois ecrivent, ^ ^ - -

Nous y reviendrons tout a Theure. Actuellement on peut remarquer

que dans le Quatrain en vers de 5 syllabes, les vers 2 et 4 riment

pour les Chinois, et non les vers 1 et 3. Avec nos Hirmus nous

constatons que sont dits rimer les vers au meme Ton musical, ici

le Ton 4 avec ses deux rimes initiale et finale, les musicalites du

bindme 4— 1. A ce compte les Hirmus avec les quatre Tons musicaux
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qui y eatrent, donnent 8 rimes, — les 8 tons asiatiques. Ces tons

appartiennent a la langue ecrite et ne sont point a prononcer; car

la parole est comme une musique, la musique n*existe pas sans

tonalite, et la tonalite ne se trouve realisee musicalement que dans

les Modes, que les 8 tons asiatiques n'aflSrment point.

C. 3. — Langage parl4.

Les musicalitfe des Hirmus ont ete considerees jusqu’ici abstrac-

tion faite des relations qu’elles peuvent avoir avec des hauteurs

acoustiques. 11 en est cependant de telles: par sa ligne des nuances,

THirmus choisi comme phrase musicale determine celui des 3 claviers

oh doit se prendre la note qui entre dans la melodie; les rausica-

lites de THirmus sont par cet intermediaire dans une relation reelle

avec des hauteurs acoustiques, celles qui entrent dans la melodie.

Mais plus proche est la relation a laquelle les 8 tons asiatiques

font penser. Les rimes, en effet, entreraient en quelque maniere

dans la realite auditive, si on les prenait dans leur relation avec

leur caselle; car, pour un raeme Ton, la hauteur de’ cette caselle

varie avec le Mode. — On le remarqua, et les Hirmus servirent a

fonder le Systeme Phonetique.

§ 1, — Voyelles^ (consoimes), et^syllabes.

Lorsque Ton distingue les unes des autres les rimes qui n’ont pas

meme hauteur de caselle, on trouve 18 rimes ainsi reparties:

Tons musicaux.

Rimes finales, musicalites

hauteurs des caselles.

Rimes initiales, musicalites

hauteurs des caselles.

4 3 2 1

1 4 2 0
(ja l^c d c d d

4 2 0 3

F EG E^a G a c
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Lesquelles se classent suivant 9 hauteurs acoustiques:

les rimes finales a G. a, b. jjj.
c. d.

les initiales a E. F. G. a. c.

Collection qui pouvait suflSre pour diflereucier les vojelles que

Toreille saisit dans le laugage : collection qui de fait fut choisie

pour arreter et definir les — les voyelles.

^^Vocales Chaldaeis, eaedem quam Hebraeis, novem uumero, ...

Habuerintne antea Chaldaei alias vocales, tres forte, jam non disputo.’’

(J. D. Michaelis) 2). — Et, en 1661, G. Dalgarn signalait que

les voyelles constltuaient deux series, qu'il faisait partir de a pour

aboutir a et a ou.

Si les hauteurs des caselles on ete choisies pour arreter les

voyelles, il va de soi que les musicalites ont servi pour determiner

les coDsonnes, Ainsi la caselle donnait une syllabe: ce qui amena

la regie "Syllaba non plus quam ad sex litteras in latino sermone

procedere potest . .
,

(stirps) . . ^). Regie fondee sur le nombre des

signes de musicalite qui peuvent se rencontrer dans la caselle: avec

la hauteur acoustique de la caselle, donnant la voyelle, 5 consonnes

correspondant a 5 signes de musicalite. Regie exacte k une excep-

tion pres: dans THirmus /3, 3. C. la caselle de hauteur a, “817092’*

donne une syllabe de 7 lettres, comme en allemand "schlank”.

Ces hauteurs acoustiques, qne Ton peut appeler ‘'assonances”

1) Au siecle dernier, Helmholtz a de nouveau remarque que, dans remission natu*

relle des voyelles, les hauteurs acoustiques entraient en jeu. Et la Phonetique actuelle les

distingne encore en nombre; 9, **Apertarae labiorum iu efformandis vocalibus fac^endac’^

Cfr. Anthropos, Tome 2, en face la p 508, fig. 1. a.

2) Bans Ted. de Castellini, Romae, 1851, *‘Gramm. hebr., item cbald,”, p 111.

3) Anthropos, Tome 2, p. 525. P. 6. Schmidt.

4) P. L. ill. 618, A., Raban Maur, *‘excerptio de arte grammatica Prisciani”.

5) assonance porle sur la derniere voyelle accentuee”, L. Gautier, La Chanson de

Roland, 11* ed.. Tours, A. Mame, 1881, p. XXIX.

Les 17 rimes que Toan Yu-ts ai releve dans le Cbeu King, sont manifestemeht de nos
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et qui nous ont donne, dans I’interieur de THirnius, toutes les syl-

labes de plus de trois letfcres, peuvent etre dans les RytUmes E. et

C. separees les unes des autres par des caselles a hauteur acoustique

differentes, et qui ne contiennent que des notes de espece. Pa-

reilles hauteurs ne peuvent fonder de syllabes: cependant comrae

elles existent, quand, dans i’Hirruus on les franchira, on sera invite

a signaler leur presence, ce qui ne peut se faire qu’en modifiant la

voyelle de la syllabe precedente pour faire entendre “d’un seul coup

d’air’' une diphthongue ^), dont la deuxieme lettre, on le voit, sera

"une voyelle glissante*’.

Encore, dans les Hirmus, il se rencontre des hauteurs "assonan-

ces” qui ne contiennent que des notes do 2^® espece. Pareilles mu-

sicalites, privees de Tappui des notes de l®re espece, ne peuvent

porter le poids d'une consonne. Dansce cas, a cause de la valenr propre

de la hauteur “assonance”, on les fait sentir dans la prononciation,

mais siraplement comme ‘‘sonnante” ou “consonne voyelle”.

§ 2. — Mots polysyllabiques.

La relation premiere qu’eveille Tidee meme de THirmus avec ses

deux hauteurs acoustiques affectant ses rimes initiale et finale, n^eat

18 rimes a assonauee. Cfr. J. A., aonee 1893, M. Ed. Chavannea, Les inscriptions des

Ts’in, — an Tire h part, p. 42.

Les ^^assonances de la Chanson de Roland” m’apparaissent une note de vielle, — la

hauteur d, notre mi 3 . La Chanson contient des vers de 11, 12, et 13 syllabes, car les e

meets sont ^ compter. Or les Hirmus de 11 syllabes ont comme caselle finale d. Pour ce

que j*ai vn, les vers de 12 et 13 syllabes sont choisis k meme caselle finale d. Mais le

jongleur fait sonner h cette assonance d, toutes ses assonances a lui, en s*obligeant seule-

meat a une meme bomopbonie dans une laisse.

1) Anthropos, Tome 2, p. 583 et p. 567, H. Sweet.

La triphthongue n’existe pas; du moins, je ne vois pas la raison qui permettrail de

faire sentir, dans 1 . E., en allant de
^
^ c, avec la hauteur ut^, la hauteur, — asso-

nance, je le venx bien —
,

qui est absente. — Autre est la conception de la metrique,

autre le Systeme phon^iique.
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pas la seule. Une autre relation, commune a toutes les musicalites,

relie ces musicalites a la realite acoustique qu’est la constitution

des Tons musicaux, A ce point de vue, les notes de 2^® espece ne

sont pas a distinguer des notes de puisque la melodie reclame

leur melange. Cette remarque permettait de leur assigner en Systeme

phonetique meme empioi; et on fit alors porter aux difierentes

musicalites d’une caselle des syllabes entieres, que la caselle reunis-

sait en un mot polysyllabique. Cette unite fut donnee pour Toreille

par une reconnaissance qu’on ne pouvait oublier, je veux dire la

reconnaissance auditive de la constitution tonique du Ton 1.

Cette constitution se signifie, selon sa valeur hierarchique, par

la gamme descendante donnant TOctave constitutive de ce Ton, et

que le graphique suivant signaler

0729461835

ecbelle qui n'est pas une melodie, et qui ne peut done s'afiBrmer

dans le parler par Tobservation de hauteurs absolues, mais seule-

ment par des indications de prononciation vers le grave ou vers

1 aigu. L elevation la plus aigue dans la caselle semble grouper

autour de soi les autres syllabes
;
et nous disons que la syllabe qui

y correspond est affectee d’un accent tonique.

‘‘Ainsi, disent les grammairiens —
, dans le mot apostolaty

le ton, assez bas sur a, s’eleve sur pos^ redescend sur to^ pour se

relever plus haut et plus fort sur la derniere syllabe la^ *). Et

comme, dans les caselles, la musicalite qui porte I’accent tonique

ne remonte pas au dela de la 3® place, — sauf pour deux caselles —

,

1) P. A. Sengler, Gramm, franc, historique, n. 142. Lefort, e'd., Lille et Paris.
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les Latins disent: “Ipsa enim natura quasi modularetur hominum

orationes, in omni verbo posuit acutam vocem, nec una plus, nec

a postrema syllaba citra tertiam'’ *). L’exception des caselles a,

6813 (des Hirnius x. 1. C. et x. 2. C.) et caselle Ijj, 6815 (des

Hirmus 2. C. et 3. C.) ne va pas centre la preuve, puisque

Taccent tonique sur la preantepenultieme est encore en usage en

portugais ‘‘dans les verbes suivis de pronoms lies par des traits

d’union, lesquels doivent en ce cas se prononcer comme faisant

corps avec le verbe . . . dizendo-nol-o (en nous le disant)*'

1) Cic. 441, C. 18.

2) P. de Souza, Gramm, portug,, Paris, Gamier ed., 1870, p. 15, — Peot-etre

Texemple est-il ne en k. 2. C,, aux caselles sol?, a: 5,6813.

3) Note 9ur “le recul de I’accent tonique”.

Avec le temps, la distinction des deux accents d’intensite, — et tonique, devait aller

s’obliterant. Pour ne parler que de la Collection et non de son emploi, les caselles of-

fraient 142 concordances de position des deux accents, contre 53 discordances. Une science

incomplete pouvait s’y meprendre, et, reagissant contre k possession d'usage, imposer

comme accent tonique un accent dMntensite. Par apres nous croyons nous trouver en pre-

sence d’un recul d’accent.

Soit par ex., un mot comme 69, qui ne se rencontre qu’au vers de 12 syllabes,

3. E. ; sou accent d’intensite est sur 6, son accent tonique sur 9. En egyptien on dit

IciUab^ la ou Palgerieu prononce kteb\ et M. Mayer-Lambert, qui en raisonne, estime

qu*“Il ne semble pas douteux que si les voyelles sont mieux conservees en Egypte, le ton,

par contre, s’y eloigne davantage de la prononciation classique”, et il conclut 4 “un recul

d’accenU*.

L’explication me parait ^tre la suivante qui ecarte un “reel recul d^accenU*. Dans

leur science, les Egyptians ont savarament relu que la loi de generation amenait la suite

acoustique suivante: 0, 2, 4, 6, 1, 8, 3, 5, 7, 9;

dans leur ignorance ils Pont prise, — en place de POctave

0, 7, 2, 9, 4, 6, 1. 8, 3, 5, —
comme constitutive de Paccent tonique, et se sont targues de leur erudition, —- incomplete

et fautive —
,

pour imposer leur de'cision Avec 69, par exeraple, ils donnaient a 6 une

preeminence acoustique qui revenait a 9: d*autre part, 6 precedant 9 dans Pordre de ge-

neration portait Paccent d’intensite. Cfr. J. A. 9. 10. 409.

II se peul qu'en suite de cette premiere erreur, on ait imagine pour un mot comme

657, caselle 9 des vers 2. E et /3. 3, B ,
deux (!) accents toniques. — Cfr, J. 4

9. 10. 406.
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Remarque. — Accent grammatical,

Dans rOctave reglaut I’accent tonique. des notes de 2^^ espece

Temportent sur des notes de espece. Or, si en melodie les deux

genres de notes entrent egalement, il subsiste entre ces deux genres

une difference: nous Texprimons maintenant en disant que les notes

de espece ne peuvent porter le poids d’un accord. — II con-

venait done, dans le parler, d’attribuer aux notes de espece une

prerogative sur celles de 2*^® espece. On le fit, en leur reservant le

privilege de determiner le sens de certains mots, comme en langue

ecrite leur revenait la fonction honorable de constituer Tossature

syntaxique de la phrase. Et on eut les tons chinois, chaug-p’ing

hia-p'ing, chang-cheng, k'iu-cheng, jou-cheng.

Les premiers sont en frangais nos accents grammaticaux
;
jou-

cheng correspond a Ve muet, origine de nos rimes feminines.

Commen5ons par ce dernier, car il est a part des autres. La ou

les Chinois Tobservent, alors qu'ils diront par ex. “maimai’^ (acheter

vendre; commerce), devant le ton jou-cheng, leur voix a peine

s'epand, qu’elle rebrousse chemin, “ainsi que fait la main au con-

tact d'une tasse de the trop chaude*', — P, Couvreur: “un oui dit

a regret” ^).

Les tons chdng-p’ing, etc. affectent les rimes. Or, comrae rime,

4 diSere essentiellement des autres, elle n’est pas en etat adulte. —
La note qu'elle engendre est une note de 2^^ espece, qui ne peut,

comme telle, faire fonction de rime.

Cependant, ainsi que nous I’avons vu, la corde sonore ne desig-

nait la division du temps qu’a la fin de sa course, en son etat

adulte. Ici la fonction de determiner dans la prononciation le sens

des mots, est une fonction pareille; il y faudrait done Tetat adulte.

1) Diet, class., 3* ed., 1911, p. X.
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Le grammairien qui y prend garde, rencontrant dans rhirmus la

rime 4, remarque que cette essence ne pent passer a Texistence *)

;

sa voix rebrousse chemin, et fait entendre, en chinois le ton jou-cheng,

en fran 5ais Ve muet de nos rimes feminines.

Cette theorie se corrobore, en chinois, par Taccord suffisant que

nous allons trouver entre les chiffres donnes par les Chinois dans

la distribution des rimes de leurs 53 vers, et ceux que nous four-

nissent nos Hirmus. En fran9ais la preuve sera donnee par la con-

statation que, dans les hirmus, 4 est souvent interprete e muet par

les poetes.

Venons aux autres tons. Les musicalites des rimes donnent dans

rOctave constitutive du Ton musical 1, la suite, (a considerer comme

allant du grave a Taigu, car en tant que rimes elles appartiennent

a des hirmus significatifs de Modes): 3, 1, 4, 2, 0, ut, re, fa,

sol, la. — Dans leur opposition ordinale manifestee par les expres-

sions chang (p’ing) et hia (p'ing), le ton chang-p’ing se refere a

la rime initiale de musicalite ut, 3; hia-p’ing a la rime finale de

musicalite la, 0.

Ainsi apparaissent deux limites, p’ing (avec sou sens nouveau

de "plan, uni, paisible”), — limites entre lesquelles les autres tons,

je dirai, “se demenenf’ ^).

Les expressions chang-cheng, k’iu-cheng, — “assurgens, erum-

pens*’ du P, A. Zottoli —
,
se referent evidemment aux rimes ini-

tiales et finales, et recueillent ce qui n’a pas encore ete releve.

En partageant selon cet expose les rimes initiales et finales des

1) Elle emporte avec soi one consideration qui Ten empeche. Ainsi, poor Aristote,

les “species iJeales* de Platon. Cfr. par ex. S. Thomas, Comment, in Metaphys., L. 7,

lect. 16. — Dans Ted. de Parme, 1868, Vol. 20, p. B06.

2) L. E. 58. F.

3) L. E. 2. D.
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53 hirmus de notre Collection, reconnus par les Chinois, a savoir

Notes Ut, Re, Fa, Sol, La

musicalites 3 . 1.4 .2 .0

Rimes finales 8 . 11 . 19. 15.

initiales 15 . 8 . 11 . 19.

on a, pour la suite chang-p’ing, hia-p’ing, chang-cheng, k’iu-cheng,

jou-cheng, les totalisations:

15 . 15 . (11 + 19 =-) 30 . (8 + 19 =) 27
. (8 + 11 19;

les Chinois comptent actuellement, — corame Tindique aussi le

P. A. Zottoli: 15.15.29.30.17.

— L'epithete p'ing dans son sens moins ancien de ‘dimite’', af-

fectait la musicalite 0, prosodiquement tchai
:
par confusion des deux

sens de p'ing, on eut en 0 une commune prosodique. Allant plus

outre, on attribua par erreur a la musicalite 4, limite de la collec-

tion des rimes, I’epitbMe de limite en echelle acoustique, ce qui

donna une seconde commune prosodique, et permit aux Chinois de

retoucher les moules de leurs quatrains, pour obtenir, ce me semble,

un “equilibre'’ loue dans d’autres phrases que les leurs ').

§ 3. — V'ers toniques.

Enfin THirmus donna sa vraie valeur dans le vers tonique, et

servit a exprimer “Ce langage qui s’entend, qui se parle, qui re-

tentit dans Fame humaine, 1 echo vivant de nos sentiments les plus

intimes, la melodie de nos pensees” ^).

Pour que le vers tonique fasse ainsi parler FHirmus, il doit y

respecter d’abord la ligne des nuances; — et, puis qu'il s’agit pour

Fheure de nous exprimer non avec des notes mais avec des paroles,

1) Cfr. Cic. 462, n. 49 el n. 50; — avec(?) L* E. 110. D.

2) De Lamartioe, Discoars de reception ^ TAcademie fraD9aise, — dans I’ed. “Pre-

mieres meditations poetiqaes. Fume et Hachette, I860’', p. 97.
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il est convenable que la phrase suive aussi le graphique de Taccent

tonique, et qu’elle sectionne ses membres en ayant egard aux ac-

cents musicaux an grave ou a Taigu de ce graphique, ou encore

a une nuance plus forte, ou enfin a une pause metrique, car il

convient que le Systeme musical regie jusqua la duree de remission

des notes d'une tuelodie, des paroles d’un vers

C^est, ce me semble, ce que demande au poete qni veut com-

poser, le grammairien Theodose, quand il lui dit : choix fait de

THirmus convenable, il faut suivre THirmus pour le nombre des

syllabes en veillant a avoir le meme accent (la meme tension dae-

cents toniques, — en se conformant au graphique de cet accent),

intus recondens eamdem raentem (par I’observation, tout d’abord,

de la ligne des nuances), — nxi o^oTovouvra. tw

K{x\ rov aKOTTCV

Les poetes, en suivant ainsi les Hirmus, ont cree leur langue

propre qu'apprennent dans leurs poesies ceux qui sont nes poetes;

et les Hirmus se reconnaissent encore dans les vers de nos con-

temporains.

Pour s’en assurer et classer des vers, accordez au poete qu’il a

su les ‘‘detacher les uns des autres, et les tourner de telle maniere

qu’ils aient chacun leur sens parfait’’, selon le precepte du bon

Richelet (— son 19® § — ). On compte ensuite, sans elision, toutes

les syllabes. On se recite alors le vers, en parcourant des yeax les

graphiques de I'accent tonique; le choix se presente bientot, que

1) J. d’Ortigue, Diet, de Plain-Chant, 14. Accent musical: “energie plus marqnw,

attachee a une note ... en la detachant des antres par une intonation tres distincte au

grave ou ^ Taigu.’* Suard.

2) Dans le d^it du vers cette reglementation metrique est de Tordre des variations

de hauteur acoustique indiquees par le graphique de Paccent tonique: une pure indication

^ faire sentir sans qu’il puisse s*agir d’estimation chronometrique.
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confirme et la bonne diction donnee par la ligne des nuances, el

parfois aussi Tobservation grammaticale de la musicalite 4 ^).

Ainsi ont ete classes “j les vers indiques dans la note 13. Je ne

puis reproduire ici tous leurs Hirmus; en ex. je citerai seulement

ces vers d’un “chef-d’oeuvre de grace” ^), le Menuet de Verlaine:

Chansons freles du clavecin,

Notes greles, fuyant essaim,

Qui s’efface,

Vous etes un pastel d’antan

/.4.D. 4:0,24.3 0 2.1

W V./ N-f W G W 1

F ... 0

Qui : s’a
,
ni-me . rit un ins . tant

'

1) Pour donner des chiffres, la musicalite 4 se rencontre dans la Collection complete:

en rimes initiales 9 fois, dans le corps de THirmus 53 fois, et 21 fois comme rime

finale. — Les hirmus pour lesquels je n’ai pas indique de vers, comptent 4, an total de

7 fois, dont 3 rimes finales. Les vers toniqiies cites offrent 11 rimes feminines en 4, sur

38 qu*ils poavaient donner; avec, dans le corps de I’Hirmus, 16 fois sur 49 Ve maet,

sans compter les e non maets, comme las, etc., correspondant ^ ces musicalites 4.

2) Le classement fait constater quMl n*y a pas de vers de 3 syllabes. Je Tai verifie

snr tons les ex. de Lafontaine. — II n’y a pas non plus ce que nous appelons “effet”.

Bans le “Songe d*Atbalie”, ‘*Je te plains de tomber, ...” est un vers tonique de 16 syl-

labes, K. 1. C.; et ce qui suit “En achevant ces mots epouvantables*’, un autre vers de 11

Le vers tonique monosyllabe apparait une contradiction dans les termes.

Les graphiques de 1 accent tonique, avec les repos metriques indiques par les Hir-

mus qui raanifestement convenaient, m*ont donne le fin de la “Ballade k la Lane”, me la

faisant juger — comme je le rencontrai ensnite dans Veuillot (A. Albalat, “Veuillot”,

Pages choisies, Paris, 1906, p. 231) — , “une plaisanterie charmante”.

3)

E. 128. 23. P. Paul Bernard.
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MANUSCRIT IXEDIT DU PERE A, GAUBIL SJ.

PUBLIE AVEC DES XOTES

PAR

HENRI CORDIER. 0

L

De la situation des pays de Coconor ^ Sifan^ et Tibet.

Les pays de la Chine qui confineat aux pays de Sifan

Coconor [K'ou-ko-uo-r, ou Ts^ing Hai, i^]»

et Tibet ra-ffl#. T*ou«pe-te; Si Tsaug] sont tres bien

connus par la Carte des Jesuites qui ont ete par ordre de Tempe-

reur Camhi [ ,
K'ang Hi] sur ces liraites pour faire la carte

de la Chine. Divers routiers des Chinois et Tartares, et les connais-

sances qu’ont donuees des gens instruits des routes et qui ont ete

souvent sur les lieux, sont les memoires sur lesquels la carte du

Sifan et de Coconor a ete failte par ordre de I’empereur. Ces me-

moires ont ete examines par ordre du meme prince et il a plu-

sieurs fois envoye lui meme dans le pays pour s’asseurer des dis-

tances, et des rhumbs.

1) Noaa avons deja public deux memoires inedits da Pere Gaabil dans le T*oung Too,

Vol. IV, No. 1, et Vol. IX, No. 2. Le travail que nous donnona aujourd’hui est tire du

meme recueil manuscrit ; il suit le memoire sur la Situation du Japan et de la Coree.

Mes notes sont placees entre [ ].
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Des raathematiciens chinois et des Lamas exerces a observer les

rhumbs, a mesurer les distances, et a observer les hauteurs da pole

par des gnomons, ont couru tout le Tibet jusqu’a la montagne

Cantisse ou est la source du Gange. Ces geograpbes avoient outre

cela des routiers et des cartes donnes par le Grand Lama, ils etoient

acompagnes de gens qui connaissoient ce pays. L’empereur Cam hi

fit examiner la carte faitte par ces geograpbes, et les principes sur

lesquels elle avoit ete faitte, on la corrigea en beaucoup de points

et Tan 1726 le P. Regis Fenvoya en France. II ne faut pas

regarder cette carte comme ayaut Texactitude des cartes de la Chine

et de la Tartarie, mais c’est la nieilleure qu’ou aye eu jusqu’ici,

et on sait au moins le nom des villes, des rivieres, des grands lacs,

avec beaucoup de distances.

Lassa n’est qu’un gros village, mediocrement people, sans por-

tes, ni murailles. C'est le principal lieu da Tibet, et comme la ca-

pitale du pays, a une lieue au Nord de Lassa est Poutala^ nom

de la montagne ou est la pagode magnifique qui est la residence

du Grand Lama.

Le P. Kirker dans sa China illustratct rapporte que la hau-

teur du pole de Lassa fut observee de 29® 6' par les RR. PP*

Grueber*) et Douvilee^), Jesuites. Ces deux Peres n’ont pas fait

connaitre la distance de Lassa a uu lieu connu. L’empereur Cam hi

a fait mesurer plusieurs fois le cheraiu de Lassa a plusieurs lieux

de la Chine. Je vais mettre ici ces lieux avec leur latitude et

longitude occidentale par rapport a Peking. La latitude et longitude

1) ^.Jean^Baptisit Rlgis
, Lei Iliao-sey ne ^ Bourg d’Istres (Provence)

le 29 janvier 1664; f ^ Pe king, le 24 nov. 1738.’i

2) lAthanase Kischbr, ne a Ghysen, pres Fulde, le 2 raai 1602; f a Rome, le 27

nov. 1680.]

3) {.Jean Grueber, ne ^ Linz, le 28 oct. 1623; f a Florence en 1666.]

4) lAlbert Dorville, ne a Bruxelles en 1622; f a Agra, le 2 avril 1662.]
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sont tirees de la carte des Jesuites; j’ai vu moy-meme dans les

journanx tartares les distances que je rapporte:

VILLES. LATIT.

Si ning dans le Chen-sy I

36° 39'

Ta tsien Lou dans le 30° 10'

Se tch'ouan

Li kiang fou dans le 26° 52'

Yun nan I

LONG IT. DISTANCE DE LASSA.

14° 43' 3600 Lis. Sc.
14° 40' 3700 Lis.

[

, a
! o o o

16° 0' 3600 Lis. i .2
^

' g 5b
^ o -̂

Dans ces journaux ou sont ces distances on ne marque pas les

airs de vent, ni les detours dans le pays qui est fort montagneux,

ainsi en vertu de ces journaux et de ces distances, il est diflScile

de conclure la longitude de Lassa,

Un des mandarins qui firent la carte du Tibet, et instruit par

le Pere Jaktoux sur la maniere de reduire les routes, et sur le

nombre des lieues qu’il faut pour un degre de longitude dans cha-

que degre de latitude, fit a part un journal, sur lequel il dressa

une carte corrigee par le P. Jartoux, et reduisaut ses routes, et

les corrigeant par quelques latitudes observees le mieux qu’il put,

il trouva que Lassa etoit pres de 12° plus ouest que Si nivg

Il m'a asseure qu’au lieu de 3700 lis, il falloit niarquer 3000 lis

de Lassa a Ta tsien Ion Il a ajoute qu’il falloit di-

minuer cette distance de plus de 600 lis a cause des montagnes et

des detours; et sur plusieurs choses qu’il m’a dites, et que j’ai encore

apprises d’ailleurs, j’estimerois Lassa entre 24° et 25°, a I’Ouest de

Pehing^ et a pres de 10° ouest de Ta tsien lou.

Pour ce qui est du cours du Gange, et des villes marquees aiix

environs, les Chinois et les Tartares n’en out rien vu par eux-memes,

1) [^Pierre Jartoux,

Pe king, le 30 nov. 1720.]

Tou Te-vtei, ne a Embrun, le 2 aoAt 1669; f ^
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ils Tapprirent des Lamas et des gens du pays aux environs da

mont Caotisse. J’ai tire la position d’Agra de la Coimoissance des

Temps 1722, et celle de Cacliemire est tiree de sa position par

rapport a Agra, marquee dans plusieurs cartes.

IL
#

De la Situation des pays marques dans la Carte Eidre Hami,

Vlrtis^ le Tibet ^ et la Mer Caspienne,

En 1711, les PP. Jartodx et Feidelli ^), Jesuites, et le P. Bonjour,

Augustin, furent a la ville de Hami. Ils y observerent la hauteur

du pole de 42° 53' 20" et ils estimerent la longitude de 22° 32' ouest

de Peking ^).

Sur la fin du siecle passe, Tempereur Cam hi envoya des Grands

de sa cour au Roy des Eleuthes dont le campement etoit a Harcas

sur la riviere Hi. Ces Grands firent mesurer le chemin depuis

Kia yu koan jusqu’a Harcas, a chaque journee, ils marquoient le

rhumb de vent du lieu d’ou ils partoient avec le lieu oh ils arri-

voient. Ils allerent a Hami, de la a Turfan, de Turfan ils allerent

a Manas, a Kor, de la a la riviere Hi qu’ils cotoyerent longtemps,

et se rendirent a Harcas. Ils revinrent a peu pres par le meme

chemin, mesurant chaque journee, et observant le rhumb de vent.

II y a plus de 2 ans que le P. Parrenin eut la bonte de me

trad ui re ce routier. Je pris pour mon point connu Kia yu koan

et calculant chaque journee, je determinay la latitude et la longitude

m
, Fei Yin^ ne a Linz (Autiiche), ie 11 mars1) {Xavier'Hhrenhert FarDELLi,

-J

1673; f a Pe king, le 4 juin 1743.]

2) On verra pins bas les elements de cette observation et de cette estime.

3) Cest le bout occidental de la Grande Muraille dans le Chensy. llj§ ^ ,

Kia yn kouan.]

4) {Dominique Pabrenix,
, Pa To-ming, ne au Rnsaey, diocese de Be-

san 90D, le 1 sept, 1665, -j- 29 sept. 1741]

5) Latitude 39® 49' 20''; longit 17° 56' occ.
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de Hami et autres lieux jusquea a Harcas. Je comparay mon re-

sultat pour Hami avec Testime et Fobservation des PP. Bonjour,

Fridelli et Jartoux, II y eat quelque correction a faire a ma de-

termination pour Hamj, et corrigeant a proportion mon resultat

pour Turfan, Manas, Kor, Harcas ^), je determinai la situation de

ces lieux telle qu’on la voit sur la carte. Les pays entre la ville

de Cha Tclieou^ le Lac Lop, et le Tibet sont des carapagnes pres-

que toutes desertes et arides. L’empereur Cam hi a fait mesurer les

distances de ious ces lieux et leur situation par rapport a Hami,

au Chen si & a fait connoittre leur situation par rapport a Peking.

On a fait des journaux en tartare de tous ces differents voyages;

je ne les ai pas vus, mais j’ai vu la carte que Cam hi fit faire sur

les meraoires de ceux qu’il avoit envoyes, et examinant sur cette

carte le rapport de ces lieux avec ceux qui m’etoient connus d’ail-

leurs, je les ai places sur la carte.

L’erapereur Cam hi voulut encore connoittre les pays entre le

Tibet et Irguen, entre Irgueii et Casgar, ou Cachegar, entre Casgar

et Anguien jusqu’a la riviere Sir, les pays le long de la riviere

qui passe a Irguen jusqu’au Lac Lop, ceux qui sont le long de la

riviere Haiiou., et les environs de la ville Acsou. Dans tous ces

differents pays, il envoya des gens de confiauce qui observoicnt les

Rhumbs, en mesuroient les distances, et je ne saurois dire pourquoi

ils ne mireut pas Casgar a la hauteur de 40° comme le marque le

Catalogue de M. Bouillaud tire des Tables Persiques. Peut etre

quelque jesuite fit determiner a s’eu tenir a la hauteur des cartes

de M. De Lisle ^). Je u’ay pas voulu chauger cette determination,

quoique je sois porte a mettre la hauteur de Bouillaud.

Pour ce qui regarde la longitude de Casgar, je Fay determiuee

1) Latitude estimee de Harcas 46® 20'; Jjongit. 37® ouest de Peking.

2) [^Ismael Houlliau, ne ^ Loadun en 1605; f a Paris, en 1694]

3) \*7osepk Nicolas De Lisle, ne a Paris, le 4 avril 1688; f a Paris, 11 sept. 1768.]
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de 34° ouest de Peking^ parce que examinant les differentes routes

tenues par les gens envoyes par Gam hi, j’ai trouve que Casgar

etoit nord et sud avec la jonction de la riviere Hi et une autre

riviere qui vient du cote de Kor', or Testime corrigee du chemin

des Grands envoyes par Cam hi an Roy des Eleuthes, representoit

cette jonction a 34° ouest de Peking, Cette longitude de Casgar se

trouve assez conforme a celle de Mr, Dis Lisle dans sa carte de

1705. Selon ce qui resulte des distances et Rhumbs des gens en-

voyes par Cam hi a Casgar, il est pres de 37° plus ouest que Peking.

Les Memoires de TAcademic de 1699 rapportent plusieurs ob-

servations des Jesuites. On y voit que le P. De Biize a observe

la latitude d’Erzeron de 39° 56' 35". La longitude de 68° 45' 45"

tirant de la 22° 30' dont on supposoit alors la longitude de Paris,

on aura 46° 15' 45" dont Paris sera plus occidental qu’Erzeron,

Peking selon la Connoissance des Temps est 114° 16' 30" plus Est

que Paris, ainsi Erzerou sera plus occidental que Peking de 68° 0' 45".

La latitude du bord austral et oriental de la met Caspienne est

a la latitude que lui donne la carte de la mer Caspienne envoyee

par le feu czar Pierre Alexis a TAcademie. Asterabad ou Astrabad

est vers ce bout oriental et austral de la mer, or selon Nassiredin

la ville d Arzengan qui est 2° plus ouest que Erzeron est plus de

15° ouest que la ville d’Astrabad ainsi la ville d’Erzeron sera au

moins plus occidentale qu’Astrabad de 13°. Selon les meilleures

cartes recentes Erzeron est au moms 14° 30' plus ouest qu’Astrabad.

Si de 68° 0' 45" on ote 14° 30', on aura 63° 30' 45" dont le bord

austral et oriental de la mer Caspienne sera plus occidental que Peking.

Selon les Tables Persiques dont Bouillaud a donne le Catalogue,

Samarcande est 9 plus Est que Astrabad, et sa hauteur du pole

est 40°. Bogar est 1° 30 plus ouest que Samarcande et sa hauteur

1) {Claude He Blze, f aa BcDgale en janvier 1695.]
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du pole est 39°. La latitude de Nitchabour est 36° 20' et 3° 10' Est

d’Astrabad. La latitude de Balk est 36° 40' et 2° 40' Est de Samarcand.

Sur la carte ou doit corriger les situations de Nitchabour, de

Balk, et conserver la situation de Termed par rapport a Balk. On

doit mettre Samarkande a la latitude de 40°.

La ville d’Otrar est marquee comme le marque M. D’Herbelot

au titre Farab qui est le meme que Otrar et a cet article Otrar

il y a faute d’ecriture dans le uombre qui exprime la latitude.

Khogend ou Khogenda a aussi par rapport a Samarcand la meme

situation que lui donne M. D’Hkrbelot d’apres les auciens Arabes

ou Persans.

La riviere Sir est ainsi appellee ici par les Tartares; c’est le

fleuve Sihu7i, Les villes de Sairem, Soureng, Taskend, Yasou, sont

marquees par rapport a Ayigiiien, et Samarcand, comme des officiers

calmuques indiquerent ici il y a plus de 3 ans. C’est d’eux qu’on

sut ici que la riviere Sir ne se jettoit pas dans la mer Caspienne,

mais dans un lac qu’ils appellerent Tarikeng, c’est d’eux qu’ou sut

qu’au Sud du lac Tarikeng etoit une ville qu’ils appellerent Amhala

CapsaCy on apprit d’eux beaucoup de choses sur les pays au Nord

et a rOuest de la mer Caspienue et sur ceux qui sont entre I’lrtis,

et rili, et entre I’lli et le Sir. Le P. Reuis eut soin d’ecrire en

France ce qu’on sut d’eux sur la geographic, et presque tout ce

qu’ils dirent s’est trouve depuis confirme. Il paroit cependant que

le lac Tarikeng doit etre mis pour le moins un degre plus Nord

et un degre et 30' plus Quest.

Ou a mis Astracan et le Nord de la mer Caspienne conforrae-

ment a la carte dont j’ay parle pour la latitude, la longitude est

mise suivant leur situation particuliere par rapport a Astrabad dont

on a determine la longitude en consequence de I’observation faitte

a Erzeron par le P. de BfezE.

1 ) BibL orientals.
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On justifiera plus bas la situation que la carte donne a la

source de la riviere Irtis. Les latitudes de Tobol, de Tara, et du

lac Tapsou nor sont prises des memoires donnes ici Tan passe par

des Russiens. Leurs longitudes ont ete mises suivaut le rapport que

ces places ont avec d’autres lieux dont on a dans la carte deter-

mine la longitude.

Les Tables Persiques de Bouillaud mettent Casgar plus Est que

Sarnarcand de 6° 40' et selon ces tables la latitude de Casgar est

de 40°. M. D’Hbrbelot parle d’un Casgar a 44° de latitude et a

6° on 7° Est de Sarnarcand.

La ville appellee aujourd’huj Casgar ou Cachegar est tres an-

cienne; elle etoit florissante du temps des Yiien\ il est certain qu’elle

est plus Sud que la ville de Hami et je ne doutte pas que le

Casgar marque dans Bouillaud ne soit celui de la carte, Celui de

M. D’Herbelot est selon les apparences le meme. II est seur que

la source du Sir est plus nord et plus ouest que le Casgar de la

carte. On a ete de cette source au campement du Roy des Eleuthes

a Harcas et on a compte plus de 1000 lis, c’est-a-dire plus de 100

lieues au Nord a 20 au degre. Eu consequence de la position que

donnent les Tables Persiques a Casgar, je crois qu’il faut avancer

sur la carte vers TOuest, Casgar et les villes voisines, la source du

Sir avec Anguien, cette correction doit etre d’un degre et demi, et

pent etre de 2°.

REMARQUES.

1. — Selon les auteurs orientaux que suit M. D’Herbelot dans

sa Bibliofhique orieulale, Sarnarcand pent se supposer 10° plus Est

qu’Astrabad et Casgar, 7° plus est que Sarnarcand. Selon le meme

auteur Erzeron, ou Arzeron, est 12° au moins plus ouest qu’Astrabad.

Ainsi on pent supposer selon les auteurs orientaux Casgar plus Est

qu’Erzeron de 29° au moins. Si de 68° 0' 45" longitude observe'e
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(I’ErzeroD, on ote 29®, reste 39® 0' 45" clont Casgar seroit plus Quest

que Peking. La longitude que Nassiredin donne a Arzengan et a

Astrabad donne au moins 13® de difference en longitude entre Erzeron

et Astrabad, et les meilleures cartes donnent cette difference au moins

de 14® 30'.

2. — Dans la carte de la mer Caspienue envoyee par le czar

a I’Academie, on voit ecrit que Astracan est selon M. De Lisle plus

oriental que Paris de 67®. Selon cela Astracan ne seroit plus occi-

dental que Peking que de 47® 16' 30". Dans les cartes anterieures

de M. De Lisle, Astracan est plus ouest que Peking de 64® 16' 30".

On n’a pas encore vu ici de raison de cette difference. En atten-

dant des eclaircissements, on s’en tient a Tobservation du P. de Beze

a Erzeron et a Pestime corrigee de la position de Casgar.

3. — Les Tables Persiques de M. Bouillaijd ont comme on sait

plusieurs fautes dans la position des lieux. On peut done si on juge

plus a propos choisir les positions rapportees dans M. D’Herbelot

d’apres les geographes orientaux.

Voici !es positions selon M. D’Herbelot:

NOM DES LIEUX. LATITUDE. DIFFERENCE EN LONGITUDE.

Arzeron 39° 40'

Astarabad 36' 50' 12° 58'’
je prens dans M. D’Herbelot la

Nitchabour 36° 21' 2° 32' plus grande des longitudes qu’il

Bogar 39° 30' 5° 20' donne a Bogar, Samarcand, et

Samarcand 40° 0' 1°40' Casgar.

Balk 36° 41' l°30'j
1
j’ai deja dit qu’au lieu de 44®,

Casgar 44° 0' 5° 30'

1

j

il faut 40®.

Si on joint toutes ces differences on aura 29® 30' dont Casgar

sera plus oriental qu’Erzeron. Selon cette determination, Casgar

seroit plus ouest que Peking de 38® 30' 45". Cette determination

1 ) Bihl, orientale.
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est a 1° 30' pres conforme a la determination qui resulte de I’estime

da chemin que firent les Chinois et Tartares eiivojes par Tempereur

Cam hi a Irguen, a Casgar, a Augnien.

4. — Nassiredin place la ville d’Arzengau a 74^ de longitude

et Casgar a 106° 30' difference 32° 30'. Arzengau est 2° plus ouest

qu’Erzeron, done selon Nassiredin Casgar seroit plus est qu’Erzeron

de 30° 30' ^). Nassiredin met Casgar a la latitude de 44° et il est

en cela suivi par d’autres geographes orientaux. Des le 8® siecle

riiistoire chinoise parle d’un grand uombre de hordes puissantes des

TouJeiue^ ou Turcq sur la riviere //z, et peut etre le long de cette

riviere il j avoit alors une ville appellee aussi Casgar qui etoit

comme la capitale du Turquestan.

5. — Sou tcheou a Textremite occidentale du Chen sy

a ete observe par plusieurs jesuites ®) a la latitude de 39° 45' 20"

et sa longitude a ete determinee par les triangles de 17° 30' ou 35'

a ouest de Peking. Cette ville a ete autrefois fort frequentee par

les peoples de la Transoxane, Korassan, Perse et autres. J’ay vu

dans un memoire de geographie que les mathematiciens orientaux

mettoient 28° de difference de longitude entre Sou tcheou et Samar-

kande. Casgar est 7° a Est de Samarcand, il sera done 21° Ouest

de Sou tcheou^ ajoutes 17° 30' on aura 38° 30' dont Casgar sera plus

Ouest que Peking, Par tout ce que je viens de dire il paroit qu’a

un ou 2 degres pres la longitude de Casgar par rapport a Peking

est certaine.

6. — Les pays entre le Chen si et la mer Caspienne ont ete

connus de tout temps aux Chinois. Sur tous ces differents pays on

voit en chinois d’amples meinoires depuis plus de 1800 ans. Dans

ces memoires on voit des choses tres curieuses sur le gouverneraent.

1)

11 etoit astronome de Holagou frere de Cobilay oo Hoapilay.

2) Selon cela Casgar seroit plus ouest de Peking de 37° 30' 45".

3) Les PP. Regis, Jartoux et autres.
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les moeurs, les guerres, la Religion, les monnoyes, la nature du

terrain des provinces du Korassan, Perse, Trausoxane et Turkestan.

On y distingue aisement les endroits priucipaux, on y trouve la

distance de beaucoup de villes, taut entre elles, qu’entre la ville de

Si ngan fou de Ta t'ong fou et Textremite occidentale de la

Grande Muraille, raais eu vertu de ces distances marquees on ne

sauroit bieu determiner ni la situation des lieux entre eux, ni leur

latitude et longitude, ni leur distance et situation par rapport au

Chen sy. Pour profiter de ces memoires informes et confus de geo-

graphie chiuoise, il faut employer les connoissances certaines qu’ont

donnees ces observations des Jesuites dans le Chen sy, et a Hami

celles que donne Testime du chemin des Ohinois a Harcas, a Irguen,

et a Casgar, celles que donne la geographie orieutale, et les obser-

vations des Europeens pres du Pont Euxin, eu Perse & jointes a

divers voyages vers la raer Caspienne. Avec ces connoissances jointes

a quelque teinture de Phistoire des Perses, des Turcq, et des Mogols,

il est fort facile de debrouiller ce que disent les livres chinois sur

les pays entre le Chensy et la Mer Caspienne. Par le morceau que

le R.P. Dentrecolles ®) a traite sur les medailles, on peut aisement

juger de Putilite qu’on peut retirer de ce que disent les Chinois.

L’equivoque de beaucoup de caracteres chinois, jointe au deffaut

d’une connoissance exacte de la geographie des pays orientaux a

fait faire dans cet ouvrage quelques fautes de geographie. L’ouvrage

ne laisse pas d’etre tres bon et curieux, et il est bieii facile de

corriger les fautes de geographie, Quand on aura re9eu d’Europe

plusieurs livres qui manquent ici, et qu’on aura acheve de lire

plusieurs memoires chinois qu’on a en asses bon uombre, on fera

0 [ Capitals du Chen sy.

3)[:^ M ]
ville da Chan sy.

3) [Francois-Xavier DENTrecoll ES, In Hong-siu, ne h Lyon, 25 fev,

1663; f 2 juiilet 1741, a Pe king]
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part de ce que disent les livres d’histoire et de geographic chiuoise

sur les pays occidentaux, ce sera uu supplemeot considerable aux

histoires qu’on a en Europe fort deffectueuses en beaucoup d’en-

droits sur ce qui regarde les peoples de Tartaric, du Turkestan,

de la Transoxane, du Khorassan, &c. L’histoire que j’envoye sur les

Mongou en est une bonne preuve,

III.

De la situation de plusieurs lieux de Tartarie qui sont dans la carte^

et oil les Jisuiies qui out fait la carte n'ont pas 4t4,

J’ai deja parle des pays entre la Mer Orientale, Tondou, et

Tembouchure do fleuve He long Kiang
[ ^ itCl*

C’est sur le rapport des Tartares qui ont ete souvent vers la

riviere Tougour, et les pays entre la riviere Outi, le fleuve Sahalieu

oola et les environs de Yacsa et de Niptchou [^ ^ Niptchou,

Nertchinsk] que les Jesuites ont determine la situation de ces pays.

En 1711, les PP. Jartoux, Pkidelli et Bonjour furent jusqu’aux

embouchures des rivieres Egue ^), et Iben ^), ils cotoyerent le Kerlon,

passerent asses pres de la source de ce fleuve, allerent a Kami, et

passerent par le pays ou est le mont Altay, et la petite riviere

Tongouric. On a su d’un grand nombre des Tartares et Russiens

la distance de Silinga et du lac Baical aux embouchures des rivieres

Iben, et Egue.

La riviere appelle Kem est la Jenisee comme je I’ay su moy-

meme des gens de ce pays la qui avoient souvent ete le long des

rivieres Egue, Oby, Kem, Silinga, &c. et la position qu’on voit ici

des lacs Housoucol, Sanguin, Kerkis des sources des rivieres Kem,

J) dans la riviere Silinga.

2) dans la riviere Orgoun.

3) il y a deux ans que j’ecrivis que le Kem eioii VObgy des I’an passe, j’avertis de

cette erreur.
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et Oby ^), et Ergou est conforme au rapport que j’ay entendu moy

meme faire plusieurs fois a ces gens la.

On a eu soiu de s’informer de la situation de la ville de Tomscoy^

et on a conclu qu’elle etoit beaucoup plus australe que Tara. Je

tachay Tan passe de m’asseurer de sa distance a la source du fleuve

Oby, et les Russiens venus ici a la suite de le Comte Sava,

ambassadeur de la Czarine, n’ayant pas su au juste me dire la

latitude de cette ville, je m’en suis tenu a la latitude qui est mar-

quee dans la carte de Siberie qu’on voit a la tete de la Relation

de M. Lebrun.

Je n’ai pas cru devoir mettre dans la carte les pays qui sont

au Nord de la riviere Outi et du lac Baical, non plus que ceux

qui sont a Touest de ce lac, outre que leur connoissance n’est pas

necessaire pour Tintelligence de Thistoire que j’envoye, je ne saurois

donner aucune nouvelle lumiere sur ces pays. J’espere au contraire

que vous m’instruirez la-dessus des-lors que vous saurez vous-meme

ce qu’auront decouvert et observe les Russiens dans les pays de Jesso

quails nomment Campsatalia, le long de la mer boreale au Nord de

la riviere Outi, et dans toute la Siberie.

IV.

Des Limites ties Russiens et des Chinois,

Voyez les montagnes au Sud de la riviere Tougour qui se jette

dans la Mer orientale, suivez ces montagnes jusqu’a la source de la

riviere appellee Grande Kerbitchi, les pays qui sont au Sud jusqu’a

la Mer orientale appartienuent a I’Ernpereur de la Chine. Les pays

au Nord jusqu’a la mer boreale sont aux Russiens. Ces pays entre

la riviere Outi et cette chaine des montagnes sont indetermines et

1) les Tarlares apellent ici POby, Opou,

2) C*est la riviere Outi qui se decharge dans la Mer orientale.
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on a encore remis a un autre temps pour decider a qui ces pays

appartiendront. Voila les limites orientates. Voici les limites occi-

deutales.

Vous voyez au Nord du lac Coulon une moutagne. De cette

montagne tirez une ligne au passage d’une moutagne appellee

Honin Tahahan au nord du lac Housoukoul. Cette ligne doit passer

quelques lieues au sud de la ville de Silinga. Oontinuez cette ligne

jusqu’a Chabina Tahahan en passant entre la riviere Kem et le lac

Housoucoul, Tons les pays au nord de cette ligne sont aux Russiens,

tons les pays au sud de cette ligne sont a I’Empereur de la Chine.

V.

Des Limites du Roy des Eleufhes,

De Chabina Tahahan tirez une ligne a Touest du lac Parcoul

passant par la source de la riviere Irtis. Les pays du Roy des Eleuthes

sont a Touest de cette ligne. Tout le Tibet jusqu’a la source du Gauge

est aujourd’hui cense de Tempire de la Chine aussi bien quelepays

de Coconor. Hami [Hami on Ho-mi t'ing, 5^ ], Cha Icheou

] en sont aussi, mais le Roy des Eleuthes pretend que c’est

a lui, Du reste les vastes pays qui sont entre le Tibet et les envi-

rons des villes de Siberie appellees Tara, et Tomscoj en passant par

Casgar, Tolon, et Touest du lac Palkasi sont au Roy des Eleuthes.

Entre le lac Palkasi et la raer Caspienne il y a des princes

tartares dout un des plus puissaus est le prince de Caracalpac. Des

officiers calmuques venus ici il y a plus de 4 ans dirent que du

lac Palkasi a la mer Caspienne, il y avoit au moins 1600 lis ou

160 lieues de 20 au degre de latitude. Ils ajoutoient qu’ils avoient

fait plusieurs fois le chemiu. C'est d’eux qu’on sut que du lac Pal-

kasi a la ville de Tara, on alloit presque toujours an Nord, et la

1) c est le lac ou le Kerlon se decharge. [Le Keroulen se de^erse dans le Dalai Nor.]
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distance qu’ils assignoient s’accorde asses avec la latitude de Tara

donnee ici par les Russieus, et avec la latitude du lac Palkasi

conclue du voyage des Grands envoyes par Cam-iii au Roy des

Eleuthes. Ce que ces Calrauques dirent de la distance de Tara a

Tobol, et de Tara au lac Tapsoii nor s’est trouve conforme a ce

qu’en ont rapporte ici les Russiens.

VI.

Situation de la Grande Muraille.

L’an 1708, les PP. Bouvet^), RegIs et Jartoux, Jesuites, eurent

ordre de FEmpereur Camhi de faire la carte de la Grande MuraillCo

Ces 3 Peres prirent un quart de cercle de 2 pieds 2 pouces de rayon.

On eut souvent soin de le verifier, et on trouva constamment qu’il

representoit les hauteurs trop grandes d’une minute. Ils avoient des

grandes boussoles, plusieurs autres instruments, une pendule et autres

choses propres a Texecution des ordres de FEmpereur. Avec des

cordes divisees exactement, ils mesurerent exactement le chemin

depuis Peking jusqu’a Va7ig Hai leou, Dans ce chemin ils prirent

souvent par observation la hauteur meridienne du soleil, ils obser-

voient a tout moment le Rhumb et eurent grand soin d’observer la

variation et la declinaison de Faiguille.

Le 18 Juin, la hauteur du bord sup^ du soleil fut observee a

midi. Elle fut trouvee de 73° 43'. L’observation fut faitte a Cha^i

Hai Koan [ [ij ^ ] fort pres du bout oriental de la Grande

Muraille.

La declinaison de Faiguille fut observee de 2° du nord vers

Fouest; les routes donnerent 482 lis de distance a Peking; selon

1) [Joachim Bouvet, ^ Pe Tsin, ne le 18 juillet 1666; f a Pe king, le 28

jain 1732
]

2) On choisit les Us dont 200 font an degre de latitude Les Jesuites qui ont fait la

carte ont donne raison de cette mesure que je supposeray desormais connue.
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Festime, on se trouvoit vers le 40° de latitude, et a 3° quelques

minutes a Forient de Peking. II etoit essentiel de bien s’asseurer de

la position da lieu; c’est pour cela qu’on prit de grandes precau-

tions dans la mesure du chemin, dans Fobservation du rhumb, et

de la declinaison de Faiguille. On fut fort attentif a Fobservation

de la hauteur meridienne du limbe sup^ du soleil.

Haut du limbe 73° 43', instrument et refraction, 1' 17", done

vraye hauteur 73° 41' 43". Demi diam. du @ 15' 49", done vraye

hauteur du centre 73° 25' 54". Declinaison boreale du 0 23° 26' 45",

done hauteur de Fequateur 49° 59' 9". Ainsi hauteur du pole 40° 0' 51".

Le 20® Juin on fut a Vang Hai leou, c’est un boulevart bati dans

la mer. II est a dix lis de Chaii Hai koan un pen a FEst, et un

pea au Sud. On determiua sa hauteur du pole de 40° 0' 10". On

determina la longitude de Chan Hai koan de 3° 9' a Est de Peking.

Le 20, le 22, et le 25 Juin on observa aussi la latitude de

plusieurs lieux entre Chan Hai koan et un passage important appelle

Hi fong k'eou dans la Grande Muraille. L’observation du limbe

supr. du 0 donna pour hauteur du pole de Hifong Peou 40° 26' 0".

L’observation fut faitte le 26 Juin. En reduisant les routes, et les

corrigeant par Fobservation immediate des hauteurs du pole on se

trouva 1° 13' plus Ouest que Chan Hai koan^ e’est-a-dire 1° 56' plus

Est que Peking.

Le 29 Juin, les 3 Jesuites, missionuaires, se trouverent a

Thang tsuen. II est un peu au Sud de la Grande Muraille. C’est

un peu a FEst de la sepulture imperiale du grand pere et du pere

de FEmpereur d’aujourdhui. Cette sepulture est magnifique et est

dans une grande breche de la Grande Muraille. A Thang tsuen, il

y a des bains magnihques. La hauteur du limbe supr. y fut de

73° 20' 10". On eu conclut la hauteur du pole de 40° 15' 20" et la

longitude fut estimee de 1° 14' Est de Peking.
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Le 6® Juillet 1708, oa observa a Kou pe k'eou ^), poste impor-

tant de la Grande Muraille, la hauteur meridienne du bord supr.

du 0. Elle fut de 72° 21' 10^ On en conclut la latitude du pole

de 40° 43' 15^'. On calcula les distances, et les routes faittes depuis

Chan Hai koan et on se trouva a 2° 26' ouest de Chan Hai koan.

On calcula les routes faittes depuis Tang fsuen^ on s’en trouva a

30 ou 31' a oueat. On deternaina la longitude de Kou pe k*eou de 43'

a Est de Peking, Ou trouva que de Kou pe k'eou [* * n ] i

Chan Hai koan,, il y avoit eu droiture 450 lis 3 cordes. Dix cordes

font un li et 200 lis sont un degre de latitude.

Par quelques hauteurs du pole observees anx environs de Sse

Hai k^eou^ on determiua la latitude de ce lieu de 40° 35' et quelques

secondes, et ou estima qu’on etoit nord et sud avee Peking, Cette

estime etoit conforme a plusieurs voyages que le P- Gerbillon

avoit faits de Peking aux environs de ce poste de la Grande Mu-

raille, et cette position a Pegard de Peking a ete depuis confirmee

et on doit regarder Sse Hai k'eou comme un point fixe de longitude

par rapport aux postes orientaux et occidentaux de la Grande Mu-

raille. La carte de la Chine et de la Tartarie a Peking pour 1®^

meridien, et il paroit certain que Sse Hai k\wu et Peking sont dans

le meme meridien.

Le poste de Tou che k"eou est le plus boreal de la Grande Mu-

raille. Les PP. Bouvet, Regis et Jartoux auroient bien voulu y

faire une observation immediate de latitude, le temps ne leur per-

mit pas. Ils observerent la hauteur du p61e pres de ce poste a Test

et a I’ouest. La meilleure de ces observations fut celle qu’ils firent

du limbe sup. du 0 a Cung-tse Pou le 31 Juillet 1708. La hau-

teur meridienne du limbe fut de 67° 24', les corrections etant faittes.

1) La declin. de I’aiguilie fat observee de 1° 40' 42" du Nord vers I’Ouest.

2) \,Tean Fran^oh Gkbbillon, Tchang 'Tch^cng, ne k Verdun, ie21janvier

ou ie 11 juin 1654; f li Pe king, le 22 mars 1707.]

86
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La vraye hauteur du centre fut de 67° 6' 43" declin. du 0 18° 20' 7"

done hauteur de I’equateur 48° 46' 36" et du pole 41° 13' 24". Le

pen de distance, et mesuree de la a Ton che k*eou fit determiner sa

latitude de 41° 19' 20", et sa longitude de 42' a ouest de Peking.

Telling ning pou fut observe a la hauteur de 41° 0' 0", et on le

conclut r ou 2' plus ouest que Tou che Peon.

Le 4® aout 1708, on observa a Tchang kia Peou la hauteur du

limbe supr. du 0 de 66° 43' 30". Les 3 PP. eu couclurent une

hauteur du pole de 40° 54' 15"; ils corrigerent Pestinio que les routes

donnaieut de sa longitude il y eut tres peu de correction a faire

et Tchang kia Peon
[^ ^ jU Tchang kia k'eou ou Kalgan] fut

determine a 1° 31' ouest de Peking. Par une observation que le

P. Gkrbillon fit en 1697 a 5 lis au sud de Tchang kia Peou^ il

determiua sa latitude de 40° 53' et sa longitude de 1° 40' ou 44'

ouest de Peking.

Le 13® aout 1708, on observa la hauteur du p6le a Aou iVo?/.

Elle fut de 40° 19' 30" et on Pestima a 4° 10' ouest de Peking. Le

P. Gekbillon eu 1697 observa aussi la latitude de 40° 20' et il

Pestima a 4° 12 ou 15 ouest de Pekinff.

Pres de Sse Hai Peon les PP. avaient marque la position du

commencement d’une rnuraille interieure, ils voulurent marquer la

situation de la fin de cette rnuraille interieure. Ils la trouverent

dans le Chansi a 39° 37' ou 38' de latitude, et a 4° 50' ouest de

Peking. Ils suivirent la Grande Muraille et a Chin moil Men

ville du Chensy, ils observerent une latitude de 38° 55' 20" et esti-

merent la longitude de 6° 25' a ouest de Peking. C’est dans cet

endroit que le R. P. Bouvet s’etant trouve mal, crut devoir retour-

ner a Peking. Ses 2 compagnons prives d’un si grand secours re-

solurent de redoubler leurs efforts pour suppleer au defaut de ce

secours. Ils firent un nouvel examen de leurs instruments et tache-

rent de bien s’asseurer du point de Chin mou Men. Ils mesurerent
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196 lis le long de la Grande Muraille jusqu’a Yu lin ouey^ et ob-

serverent la latitude de cette forteresse de 38° 15' 8" et examinant

les divers rhumbs de vent depuis Chin mou hien^ ils determinerent

Yu lin plus occidental de 42'.

A Tsing ping poa on observa uue latitude de 37° 42' 40 .

A Hoa ma che la latitude fut de 37° 52' 45". Ning hia est une

des plus importantes et des plus considerables villes qui sont le

long de la Grande Muraille. Le 10 7^^® 1708, la hauteur meridienne

du bord supr. du © fut de 56° 45'. Les PP. Regis et Jartoux

conclurent une hauteur du pole de 38° 32' 40". Le calcul des routes

donna la longitude de Ningkia de 10° 25' a ouest de

Peking. La declinaison de Taiguille y fut observes de 2° 52' du nord

vers ' I’ouest.

L’an 1697, les RR. PP. Thomas et Gerbillon furent a

a la suite de I’empereur Cam-hi. Ils observerent la latitude de cette

ville de 38° 35'. Ils mesurerent aussi le cherain, observerent les

rhumbs, et les distances, prirent souvent des hauteurs du p5le, ils

estimerent Ningkia plus occidental que Peking de 10° 20' ou 25'.

Le 21 avril 1697 ils observerent a Ninghia uue eclipse du ©
par les hauteurs du © prises vers le commencement et vers la fin

de Teclipse, ils determinerent le commencement a 7 h. 4 do matin.

La fin a 9 h. 10' — la quantite 11 doigts 30', on ne vit aucune etoile.

Le P. Gerbillon a marque que pres de Ninghia la riviere

Hoangho est fort profonde et qu’elle a dans cet eudroit au moins

200 toises de large. Ninghia a plus de 19 lis de tour, elle a la

figure d’un rectangle oblong, elle s’etend beaucoup plus Est et Ouest

que Nord et Sud. D’ailleurs elle a de grands fauxbourgs. Je n’ay

pu trouver d’observatiou correspondante de I’eclipse observee par les

1) lAntoine ThoMa^s, ,
N^an To, ne k Namur^ le 25 janvier 1644; f a

Pe king, le 29 juillet 1709.]
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PP. Gerbjllon et Thomas. Revenons au voyage des PP. Regis et

Jartoux.

A Tchong ouey^ ils observereut la latitude de 37° 40' 45". Le 27

7^^®, la hauteur meridienne do bord sup. du 0 fut a Leang Tclieou

de 50*^ 43' 30". Ils eu deduisireut uue latitude de 37° 59' 0". Ils

examiuerent le chemin fait depuis Ningliia^ et ils trouverent Leang

Tcheou [y^ ^ ] plus occidental que Ninghia de 3° 18'. C’est-a-dire

13° 43' a ouest de Peking, La declinaison de Taiguille fut observee

a Leang Tcheou de 2° 58' du nord a ouest. Apres ces observations

faittes les PP. se disposerent a observer Teclipse de lune qui devoit

arriver la nuit du 29 au 30® 7^^® 1708, la principale de leurs

preparations fut de regler une pendule. Le temps ne fut pas favo-

rable pour Tobservation, ils ne purent bien observer quo le com-

mencement de Teclipse. Ils Tobserverent clairement a Leang Tcheou

a 2 h. 49' 30". hor. Corrig. apres minuit.

Le commencement de cette eclipse fut observe a Nuremberg, a

Genes, a Marseille.

Nuremberg 8 h. 43' 36"

Marseille 8 h. 20' 45"

Genes 8 h. 33' 49"

La difierence des raeridiens entre Paris et ces villes est tres

bien connue et en prenant le milieu entre ces trois observations,

le commencement auroit dil arriver a Paris a 8 h. 8' 30", difference

de Leang Tcheou 6 h. 41'. Si on prend 7 h. 37' pour difference des

meridiens entre Paris et Peking, Peking sera plus oriental que

Leang Tclieou de 0 h. 56 ou de 14° on peut presque asseurer la

difference des meridiens entre Peking et Paris de 7 h. 36 a 37'

comme le demontre un grand nombre d’observations; aiusi Pobser-

vation du commencement de Teclipse se trouva plusieurs annees

apres conffrmer Pestirae de la longitude de Leang Tcheou. La carte
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de la Grande Mnraille offerte a Tempereur Cam-ui ou etoit la lon-

gitude de Leang Tcheou de 13° 43' ouest de 'Peking^ fut offerte 3

ou 4 aus avant qu’on ne sut icj Tobservation de Feclipse, en Europe,

et il n’y en eut pas de correspondante a Peking du raoins d’exacte.

Le 8 8^^® 1708 a Can tcheou la hauteur meridienue

du limbe supr. du 0 fut de 45° 26' 40", On en couclut la latitude

de 39° 0' 40". La decliuaison de Taiguille y fut observee de 3° 2'

du uord a ouest. La hauteur du pole de Sou tcheou fut observee

2 fois de 39° 45' 20" et la decliuaison de I’aiguille 3° 5' du nord

vers Touest On releva ie bout occidental de la Graude Muraille, ou

le trouva a ouest, 14° au nord, on mesura la distance, elle fut de

44 lis. A ce bout occidental de la Grande Muraille est un fort

appelle Kia yu koan, Le 16 8^^® la hauteur meridienue du bord

supr. du 0 y fut observee de 41° 33' 45". On en conclut la latitude

de 39° 49' 20". La decliuaison de raiguille fut observee de 3° 5'.

Ou corrigea les routes faittes de Leavg tcheou a Can tcheou^ a Sou

tcheouj a Kia yu koau^ et on determina Kia yu koan a 4° 13' ouest

de Leang tcheou^ c’est-a-dire 17° 56' ouest de Peking, Vang Hai Leon

bout oriental de la Graude Muraille est 3° 10' Est de Peking, Ainsi

la Grande Muraille a d’est a ouest 21° et 6' et les 2 extreraites

sont a quelques minutes pres a la meme hauteur du pole.

De Leang tcheou a Can tcheou on mesura 454 lis 6 cordes. —

De Can tcheou a Sou tcheou 321 lis 2 cordes.

Apres avoir determine la position de I’extremite de la Graude

Muraille, on se prepara a determiner de meme la situation de plu-

sieurs eudroits considerables. A Tchoang Lan^ la hauteur du pole

fut de 36° 47' 58"; a Kan Ta Tong elle fut de 36° 40' 20"; a Lan

tcheou elle fut de 36° 8'. Ces trois postes sont le long d’une mu-

raille interieure dont on avoit connu les extremites boreales, ainsi

on con nut I’etendue du pays compris dans cette muraille interieure.

Tchoang lan fat determine de 25' plus Est que Leang tcheou et
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Lan icheou
]
V S' plus Est que Leang tclieou. On alia a

la ville de Si nz//^-sur les frontieres du Coconor, Elle est le long

d’une ancienne mnraille ruinee. On y observa plusieurs fois la hau-

teur meridienne du bord sup. du 0, ces hauteurs donnerent 36° 39' 0^

pour la latitude de cette ville. La declinaison de I’aiguille y fut

observee de 3° 10' du nord vers I’ouest. De Tchoavg Lan a Si ning^

il y a 242 lis par mesure, et la route corrigee ayant donne la

longitude de Si ning par rapport a Kia yu Jcoan^ Sou tcheou &c.,

on la determina de 14° 34' a 35' ouest de Peking.

REMARQUES SUR LA CARTE DE LA GRANDE MDRAILLE.

1. Les PP. Gerbillon et Thomas out ete et ont observe dans

la plupart des postes de la Graude Muraille depuis Hi fong k'eou

^ P ] jusqu’a Ninghia^ et les positions qu’ils out donuees a

ces lieux sout presque eutierement conformes a celles des PP. Bouvet,

Regis et Jartoux pour la longitude. La diflFerence pour les latitudes

est quelquefois de plusieurs minutes. Surtout a Ton che k*eou

P ], a Yulin oueyy a Chin mou hien^ &c. Cette difference vient

sans doutte de ce que les observations n’ont pas ete faittes avec

des instruments d’une egale bonte. Le \ de cercle dont se servoient

les PP. Bouvet, Regis et Jartoux est comme j’ai dit de 2 pieds 2

pouces, il fut souvent verifie, et on observoit le limbe supr.; I’in-

strument des PP. Thomas et Gerbillon avoit a peine 15 pouces

de rayon, je n’ay pas vu qu’on I’aye verifie, on prenoit la hautenr

du centre; ainsi je crois qu’il est plus seur de s’en tenir aux lati-

tudes observees eu 1708.

2. En 1711, les PP. Bonjour, Fridelli, et Jartoux firent la

carte de la Tartarie, ils allerent de Pe-king au Ker Ion apres avoir

passe au Lac Talnor, a la riviere Calca, aux lacs Pouyr, et Coulon,

ils suivirent le Ker Ion, lo Toula, furent jusqu’a la riviere Silinga,

passerent au mont Altay, ils furent a Hami, et rentrerent a la
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Chine par Kia yu koan; apres une si longue marche, ils examiuereut

les latitudes observees, les routes corrigees, les distances reciproques

de tous les lieux par ou ils avoient passe. Ils observerent a Kia

yu koau^ a Sou icheou^ a Can iclieou^ la latitude, et la trouverent

conforme a celle qu’on avoit observee en 1708. Ils voulurent voir

a quelle longitude se devoit reporter Kia yu hoan en vertu de la

resolution d’un si grand nombre de triangles, et ils furent agreable-

ment surpris de trouver cette longitude de 18° environ ouest de

Peking, a quelques minutes pres la meme que donnoit le resultat

du chemin fait depuis Vang Hai leou jusqu’a Kia yu koan en 1708.

3. Le P. Du Tartke jesuite fit une observation importaute

a Lin iao fou, ville considerable du Chensi.

Le 17 1712, il observa la hauteur apparente du centre du

0 de 32° 2'
; de cette observation il conclut la latitude du lieu de

35° 19' 46". L’examen du chemin de Lin tao fou a la ville de Lan

Tcheou fit voir au P. Du Tartre que ces 2 villes etoient presque

Nord et Sud. Le P. Du Tartre calcula toutes les routes faittes

depuis Si ngan fou, capitale de la province, et les avant corrigees

par Tobservatiou des hauteurs du pole de plusieurs endroits, il de-

termina Lin tao fou, plus ouest que Si ngan fou de 4° 54 ou 55'.

Les observations des satellites de Jupiter faittes autrefois a Si

ngan fou par le P. Lecomte avoient fait voir Si ngan fou plus

occideutale que Peking de 7° 39' 45". Aiusi Lin iao fou sera a

12° 34' 40" ouest de Peking, Nous avons vu que Lan Tcheou fut

determine par les PP. Regis et Jartoux 1° 8' plus est que Leang

Tcheou, c’est-a-dire 12° 35' plus ouest que Peking, On voit done

1) [^Pierre Vincent de Tartrp, T^anf) Chang-hien^ ne le 22 janvier

1669, Pont-A-Mousson
; f 25 fevrier 1724, a Peking.]

2) Ea 1712

3) [^Louis Daniel LE Comte, Li Ming^ ne a Bordeaux, le 10 octobre 1655
j

f a Bordeaux, le 19 avril 1728.]

4) Memoires de PAcademie, 1699.
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combien exactes furent les observations des distances et des rhumbs

faittes par les PP. Regis et Jartoux en 1708.

4. Les M^moires de VAcaddmie 1699 rapportent aussi le resultat

des observations des satellites faittes par les Jesuites a Kiang Tcheou ^).

Selon ce resultat Kiang Tvlieou est plus ouest que Peking de 5® 7' 15 '.

La distance de Kiajig Tcheou [ ^ ] an rivage oriental da Hoangho

a ete mesuree de 100 lis dont Kiang Tcheou est plus oriental que le

Hoangho a cette latitude. Les Jesuites ont observe dans la plupart des

lieux qui sont le long de cette branche du Hoang ho du Sad au Nord et

Tendroit oh le Hoang ho entre de la Tartarie dans le Chansi a ete

conclu Nord et Sud avec Kiang Tcheou. Ainsi ce lieu seroit plus

ouest que Peking de 5° T 15 '. En 1708 les PP. Bouvet, Regis et

Jartoux passerent dans ce lieu, et I’estime qu’ils firent de sa lon-

gitude fut de 5° 14 ou 15' ouest de Peking et c’est aussi I’estirae

que fit le P. Du Tartre de la longitude de Kiang Tcheou. On peut

done regarder comme seure la longitude de ce lieu de la Grande

Muraille, on Tappelle Choui men tong k'eou a 39° 47' de latitude.

5. Ceux qui s’interessent pour la geographie de la Chine seront

peut-etre bien aises de savoir 1® que c’est le P. Parrenin qui

trouva le moyen de faire naitre a I’empereur Cam-hi le desir de

voir une carte exacte de la Grande Muraille; 2® que ce prince fut

si content de la carte de la Muraille faitte par les PP. Bouvet,

Regis et Jartoux, qu’il resolut de faire faire la carte de tous ses

vastes Etats dans la Chine et dans la Tartarie.

6. On voit assez I’utilite des operations faittes pour determiner

les points de la Grande Muraille. Elle separe la Chine du Leao tong

et de la Tartarie, et c’e&t comme autant de points fixes propres a

determiner sans peine la position d’nn nombre infini des lieux qui

repondent a ces points, soit en Tartarie, soit dans la Chine.

1) La latitude a ete observee de 35® 37'; cette ville est du Chansy.

2) il s’agit da grand fleuve de ce nom.
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7. Depuis Chao hou k^eou dans le Chansij jusqu'a Kia yu koan

bout occidental de la Grande Muraille dans le Chensi^ la Muraille

est en mauvais etat, et de terre. Mais il y a beaucoup des villes

de guerre avec des garnisons nombreuses. Le Pere Gerbillon dans

ses journaux, et le P. Regis dans ses memoires de geograpbie ont

parle aa long de la Grande Muraille et des pays et villes qui sont

aupres. 11s sont temoins oculaires.

8. Ce qu'on a en Europe sur Thistoire de la Chine a fait croire

que Teinpr, Ts'^in Chi Hoang [ a fait faire la Grande

Muraille, cela [a] besoin d’explication.

Vers le commencement du 4® siecle avant J. C. dans les pays

qui repondent aujourdhuj aux provinces de Fetch elj, Chansj, Chensi,

regnoient 3 families appellees Tchao [^J» [^t]-

Leurs pays etoient limitrophes des Tartares qui dans ce temps la

se fortifierent extremementj eleurent des chefs, et se diviserent en

hordes independantes les unes des autres. Les princes de Tsin bat-

tirent les Tartares et firent une muraille depuis le nord de Lin

Tao foil jusqu’au Hoang ho au nord de Yenganfou [^E dans

le Chensy.

Les princes de Tchad battirent aussi les Tartares, et firent une

muraille depuis le Hoangho jusqu'aux frontieres du Petchelj ^).

Les princes de Yen battirent et deflBrent aussi les Tartares et

firent la muraille depuis le nord de Suen hoa fou [ jusqu'au

Leao tong.

L'empr. Ts'^in Chi Hoang reunit a son royaume de TsHn tons

les autres de la Chine, et son general Mono tien eut ordre de

visiter les murailles faittes par les princes de TsS'w, de Tchao et de

Yen, Ce general fit pendant 10 ans une rude guerre aux Tartares

et Tan 214 avant J, C., il acheva les ouvrages necsssaires pour

1) L’histoire rapporte cette action Van 307 avant J. C.

2) C’est la 33* an nee du regne de TsHn CM Hoang.
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joindre les 3 murailles, et la conduisit jusqu’a Yang Hai Leou dans

la Mer orientale.

Ce que je viens de dire sur la Grande Muraille est marque dans

I’histoire chinoise et Sse-ma Ts^ien, auteur celebre avant J.C., parle

clairement des murailles faittes avant le temps de Ts^in Chi Hoang.

YII.

De la situation de quelques lieux de Tartarie.

Cette ville [Kami] est la meme que beaucoup de cartes appel-

lent CamouL Elle est gouvernee par un prince mahometan
;

ses

sujets sont aussi mahometans.

En 1711, les PP. Jartoux, Frtdellt, et Bonjour observerent

le 16 la hauteur merid. du bord sup. du soleil de 42°5r0^^

Dans un Catalogue des latitudes, je trouve la latitude de Kami

observee 42° 53' 20^'. Ces 3 PP. mesurerent de Hami a Kia yu koan^

dernier poste de la Grande Muraille, 970 lis, De cette distance, et

des rhumbs de vent observes, et corriges ils conclurrent Hami plus

occidental que Kia yu koan de 4° 36', En 1708, Kia yu koan

avait ete trouve plus occidental que Peking de 17° 56', Hami sera

done plus occidental que Peking de 22° 32'.

Helasitaation La meme aunee 1711, le meme Pere Jartoux avec les PP.
de la scarce de

rirtis. Fridelli et Bonjour observerent sur la petite riviere Tougourii une

latitude de 45° 24' et selon la resolution des triangles, il estima ce

lieu de 19° 30' a ouest de Peking. 11s deterrainerent la fln des

monts Altay de 46° 20' pour la latitude et de 20° 20' ouest de

Peking pour la longitude. C'est la qu’ils surent des Tartares qu’au

voisinage etait la source d'une grande riviere appellee Ertchis ou

Erkis, Sur le rapport des Tartares, ils determinerent la source de

cette riviere a 46° 4' de latit. et a 20° 30' ouest de Peking. On a

su depuis seurement que cette riviere Erkis, ou Ertchis, etait I’lrtis^
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qu’elle passoit a Tara et a Tobol, qu’elle s’alloit joindre au fleuve

Opou, ou Oby,

La memo annee 1711, les 3 PP. susdits observerent la latitude

de 49° 2T 35 ' aupres de I’endroit ou la riviere Iben se jette dans

le Silinga; le lieu fat estime 11° ouest de Peking. A la jonction

de la riviere Egue avec le Silinga, ils observerent une latitude de

49°27']0^'' et le lieu fut estime 12° 25' ouest de Peking. Sur la

riviere Hara^ ils observerent une latitude de 49° 10'. La longitude

fut estimee de 10° 15' ouest de Peking. A 30 lis a Est Sud Est

du lieu ou la riviere Toula se jette dans le Kerlon, les PP. Ger-

BILLON et Thomas en 1698 observerent la latitude de 48° 54'. Leur

route donnoit ce lieu 449 lis plus occidental que Oulan Erghi.

Or Oulan Erghi est sur le Kerlon. A 6 lieues Est ^ de Sud les

2 PP. observerent une latitude de 47° 15' et Oulan Erghi fut trouve

par le calcul des raesures et des rhumbs a 973 Lis a Pouest du

Lac Toure nor.

Ce point de Oulan Erghi est un des mieux marques dans la

Tartarie. La meme annee 1698, les PP. Gerbillon et Thomas par-

tirent de Hi fong Eeou^ porte de la Grande Muraille. Ils furent a

un petit lac au Sud de Kerlon apelle Touri nor. La latitude y fut

observee de 48° 32' 35^^ Ce lac Touri nor n'est que 3' ou 4' de

degre a I’Est de Peking selon le calcul des routes faittes en 1711 par

les PP. Bonjour, Jartoux et Fridelh depuis Tou c//^ porte de la

Grande Muraille, jusqu’a Touri nor. La route des PP. Thomas et

Gerbillon en 1698 donne aussi a roure nor la meme longitude a

peu de chose pres. 973 lis font pres de 7° 10' d’est a ouest depuis

Toure nor jusqu*a Oulan Erghi.

En 1711 les PP. Bonjocr, Jartoux et Fridelli, trouverent a

Oulan Erghi la latitude de Pan 1698 et par leur mesure trouverent

ce lieu plus ouest que Toure nor de 7° 18 on 20^ ou 7"^ 14 ou 16'

ouest de Peking.
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En 1698, les PP. Thomas et Gerbillon revinrent a Peking de

Oulan Erglii^ ils passerent par la ville de Coucouhoton [Kou Kou

Khoto ou Kouei Houa tch^eng, apres avoir passe par

les lieux les plus deserts de la Tartarie sans trouver ni riviere, ni

ruisseau, ni ville, ni village, ni habitations, J’ai calcule lenrs routes

de Oulan Erghi jusqu'a Coucouhoton^ et j’ai trouve que ces routes

donnoient Coucouhoton plus sud que Oulan Erghi de 6^ 45^ et plus

est de 2^10' ou 12', c’est a dire selon Testime de Oulan Ergh%

40° 33' de latitude et 4° 50' ou 55' ouest de Peking. Or Coucouhoton

a ete observe a la latitude de 40° 49' et sa longitude a ete plu-

sieurs fois et par diverses personnes estimee 4° 48^ ouest de Peking

a peu pres. L’endroit ou le Toula se jette dans la riviere Orgoun

est dans la carte des PP. Bonjour, Jartoux et Fridelli a 48° hi'

de latit. et 11° 20^ ouest de Peking.

A la latitude de 47° 58^, 8° 30^ par estime ouest de Peking uue

petite riviere appellee Terelgi^) se jette dans le Toula. Le 12® Juin

de Tan 1696 Tarmee de I’empr. Cam hi tailla en pieces celle du

Caldany Roy des Eleuthes. Ce combat se donna au Sud de I’embouchure

du Terelgi, Au voisinage, on observa en 1698 et en 1 7 1 1 la latitude

;

et la longitude de Oulan Erghi etant si bien etablie, celles des

lieux voisins ne le seront pas moins.

La route que le P. Gerbillon fit en 1689 de Peking a Nipchou

fait voir que cette ville de Nipchou n’est que de bien peu occi-

dentale par rapport a Tourd nor, ainsi elle est presque sous le raeme

meridien que Peking. En .683, le P. Verbiest mesura la hauteur

des montagnes depuis Peking jusqu’au lac TaUnor. II trouva ce lac

sous le meridien de Peking. Les routes faittes depuis ce temps la a

1) En 1712 par les PP. Bonjour, Jartoux, et Fredelj.

2) PP. Gerbillon, Thomas, Jartoux, Fredelj, Bonjour qai y ont tie et mesure le

chemin.

3) Elle vieut da nord-ouest.

4) Lat. 51® 45'.
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Tal nor dont on a mesure souvent la distance a FeMng, ont con-

firme ce qu'avoit trouye le P. Verbiest a 30^ pres dont on a trouve

Tal nor plus oriental.

En 1711, les PP. Bonjour, Jartoux et Fridelli observerent les

latitudes suivantes: 47° 40^ bord meridional du lac Pouhir. 48° V bord

boreal du meme lac. 48° 47' 9^' Embouchure du Kerlon dans le lac

Coulon. Embouchure de la riviere Ergone dans le Coulon 49° 24^

Le lac Pouhir selon les PP. Thomas et Gerbillon a 80 lis du

S S.O. au N. N. E. et le lac Coulon a plus de 130 lis du N.O. au

S.O. La longitude marquee sur la carte pour les deux lacs est celle

qu'estimerent les PP. Jartoux, Predelj et Borjour en 1711, et

elle est asses couforme a celles que les PP. Gerbillor et Thomas

estimerent en 1698.

Paras hoion ou Par lioion^ est une ville ruinee sur le bord

boreal du Kerlon. Elle avoit 20 lis de tour, il en reste encore quel-

ques pans de muraille et plusieurs pyramides. C’etait une ville asses

considerable du temps des Einprs, Mongou qui la firent batir.

La latitude de cette ville est de 48° 58' ^) et 2° 52' ouest de

Peking, En 1711, et en 1698, on prit des hauteurs du pole aux

environs, et la route depuis le lac Toure nor jusqu’a Paras lioton

a donne aisement sa longitude, le chemin ajant ete mesure plu-

sieurs fois fort exactement.

L'an 1696, les PP. Thomas, Pereyra et Gerbillor suivirent

TEmpr., a la campagne centre le Caldan. 11s sortirent par Ton che

k^eou, A Souretou la hauteur meridienne de Tetoile polaire donna la

hauteur du pole de 43° 57' et on Testima h, 1° 26' ouest de Peking.

On determina Houloustay de 45° 24' pour la latitude et de 2° 42'

pour la longitude ouest de Peking.

1) La latitude de Tal nor qu’on voit sur la carte est par observation.

2) Les PP. Thomas, Gerbillon, Bonjour, Jartoux et Fridelli out observe la hau-

teur du pole, fort pres de la ville et ils Pont vile.
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A 5 ou 6 lieues de Houloustay, on trouva des pieces de marbre

qui portent qu’autrefois Terapr. Yong lo passa par la allant faire

la guerre aux Mongou, Get Empr. Yong lo commenga a regner

Tan de J. C. 1403, et mourut I’an 1424. L’expedition rapportee

dans les pieces de marbre en 1696 est rapportee au long dans la

vie de ce prince avec plusieurs autres, et elles confirment que c’est

a la source du He long kiang que Gentchiscan fut autrefois re-

connu empr.

Entre la riviere de Changtou et le pays d’Ortous on a trouve

un grand nombre d’anciennes villes detruites. Ce pays est tres bon

et de tout temps a ete tres people. Les divers voyages que les

PP. Thomas et Gerbillon ont fait dans tout ce pays en a fait tres

bien connoittre la situation, Les PP. Bonjour, Frbdelj et Jartoux

en 1712 furent encore au nord du pays d’ Ortous, et leurs obser-

vations jointes a celles qu’on avoit deja des PP. Thomas, Gerbillon,

Regis, Jartoux, ont fait connoittre au juste le cours du Hoangho

autour du pays d'Ortous.

Les observations de beaucoup de hauteurs du pole, jointes a

une mesure exacte des distances ont fait connoitre les pays im-

menses ou se trouvent Seyolgui^ Merguen, Aigoun, Tchitiar, Parin,

les rivieres Non, Tor, Koueileri, Leao, Songari, Courga, Ousouri,

les villes du Leao tong, Pedne, Pouta oula, Eirin oula, Ningouta,

Tondon; dans tons ces vastes pays les PP. Regis, Jartoux, Fridelli,

Parrenin ont observe la hauteur du pole, mesure les distances, ob-

serve les rhumbs, et ont fait connoittre en detail un pays dont le

P. Verbiest avoit deja donne plusieurs conuoissances.

Le pays du Leao tong a une palissade qui Pentoure presque

entier. Cette paiissade a fait long temps croire qu^il etoit en de^a

de la Grande Muraille. Je ne suis pas bien au fait sur Pantiquite

de cette palissade, non plus que sur celle qui va au nord du

Leao tong.
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VIII.

Des frontieres de la Province du Yunnan et du Gannan.

Une exacte connoissance des royauraes de Bengale, du Pegou, latitude

de ia capitale

d'Ava, de Laos, et du Tongking, nous instruiroit au juste des pays deUprovince

oti repondent les limites australes et occidentales du Yunnan. points
^ des frontieres

Les rivieres Ta yn et Pin lang se joignent a la riviere

Tchouen hors du Yun nan, et font un grand fleuve qui estaurifere,
observee.

et va se jetter dans la mer du Sud, dit la Geographie chinoise.

Le grand fleuve Ya rou qui a sa source a ouest du mont Can-

tiflfe et traverse le Tibet, n'entre pas dans le Yun nan et on ne

marque pas son embouchure.

Le fleuve Nou est celuj qui va se decharger a la mer de Cam-

boge, du moins cela suit du cours qu’on donne aux autres rivieres.

Le fleuve Rotiho
[ ]

est le fleuve appelle Foulankiang ^),

il passe a la capitale du Tongking. Le fleuve Lants^ankiang m
se decharge a la mer a Touest de Terabouchure du Rotiho.

Gannan est le nom coramun au Tongking et a la Cochinchine^

et il n'est pas aise de savoir quand on a commence a appeller in-

diflferemment ou du nom de Kiao-tchi [Giao chi ou du nom

Gannan
[

la Cochinchine et le Tongking.

11 y a plus de 960 ans que les astronomes de la dynastie des

T^ang^ observerent dans la capitale de Gannan “) une latitude qui

repond a 20° 6^ 24", et avant la venue des Jesuites, les astronomes

de la dynastie des Ming representoient cette ville plus occidentale

1) J*en ay parlfc dans I’histoire de Houpilay h. foccasion des guerres que ce prince

out avec le Gannan.

2) Cette ville est appellee par les Chinois Kiao tcheou [Ke cho’, ]. Les

geographies chi poises qui placent Kiao tchi au Sud de Gannan^ entendent par Gannan le

Tongking et par Kiao tchi la Cochinchine.
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que la capitals de Tisle de Haynan d'un temps qui repond a 14' 24'^

Je n’ay garde de garantir cette longitude corame certaine.

Les memes astronomes des T^avg observerent dans la ville de

Lin y [#& ]
appellee depuis Tchentchen [

une latitude

qui repond a 17° 8^ 22". On ajoute que cette yille est sur la mer,

au sud ouest de Tisle de Haynan^ et au sud du Tonghing^ et que

dans un jour on peut aller de Tchentchen a Tisle de Haynan.

REMARQUE.

Dans la carte on voit que les gens du pays qui donnerent aux

Jesuites le nom des limites, entendoient par Kiao tchi le Tongking.

D’un autre cote il est certain que souvent Gannan designe la Cochin-

chine et le Tongking ensemble, et souvent le Tongking seul.

IX.

Du Royaume de Koua^oua.

Dans rhistoire feuille 43, pag. 3, 4, et feuille 44, pag. 1, on a

parle d’une guerre faitte a Koua-oua, J"ay cite une carte du feu

Empereur Cam hi qui donne le nom de Koua-oua au pays de la

presqu'ile des Indes et qui est vis-a-vis Ceylan, Ce Koua--oua^ non

plus que le royaume d’^ra ne sauroit etre le Koua-oua dont il

s’agit icj. 1^ la flotte chinoise montee par 30000 hommes alia de

Koua-oua dans 68 jours a Tmen tcheou port de mer du Fokien.

2® quand la flotte eut fait voile de Tsuen tcheou elle alia a Tchen-

tchin entre le Tongking et la Cochinchine; on passa ensuite la

grande mer. 3^ Le livre Ouen Men tong kao et autres disent que

Koua^^oua est une isle, et meme luj donnent le nom de Toupo qui

est un des noms de Borneo* Ces circonstances me font croire que

Koua^oua est une partie de Borneo, et Colang sera ainsi une autre

partie de cette grande isle.

1) Latitade 24® 59' Longit. 2® 26' Est.
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Du Pays de Toufan et Tang^ou*

Dans I’histoire des Yuen c’est un grand pays limitrophe aux

provinces de Yun nan et de SseTch^ouen, An Toufan etoit alors joint

le pays de Tang ou qni comprenoit le Si fan, le pays de Coconor

et les environs de Cha tcheou, Ce pays de Tang ou etoit autrefois

plus peuple et plus puissant qu’il n'est aujourd’huj, et dans le 7®

et 8® siecles le Roy de Toufan etoit tres puissant et fit de grandes

conquetes dans ITnde, le Kborassan, le pays de Gascar et le Chensy

occidental. Par beaucoup de mots rapportes, on voit que la langue

des Toufan du 7® et 8® siecle etoit celle du Tibet d’aujourd'huj.

Pour ce qui regarde les caracteres, ceux du Tibet d’aujourd'huj

s’appellent caracteres de Tangouj de la vient que les Tartares man-

tchoux donnent au Tibet le nom de Tangou,

Les Mongou appellent le Tibet Parentala] pour etre au fait sur

ce mot, il faut savoir qu’en mongou TOrient s’appelle Paroun^ et

rOccident s’appelle Tchoun, ou Giond^ tala veut dire pays et sou-

vent terre labourable, or les Mongou donnent le nom d’Eleuthes

aux princes et peuples descendus de Tamerlan^ et ils appellent les

Eleuthes qui regnent en Coconor, et en Tibet Paroungar, et les

Eleuthes de Casgar, Irguen, Harcas, et autres sont appelles

Gar en mongou veut dire main, C’est comme s’ils disaient Eleuthes

de la main de I’Est, Eleuthes de la main de TOuest^

X.

Da Pays des KH tan ou Si Tan^

et Leao occidentaux [a%]'
Ces K^itan ont eO aussi le nom de Leao parce qu’ils sont venus

du pays qui est voisin de la riviere de Leao dont on voit le cours

dans la carte.

1) On voit en cWnois et en tartare nne hiatoire de ces K^i tan. Elle contient des fails

tr^ remarquables.

37
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L’an de J.-C. 916 Apaohii chef des hordes des tan fonda

une puissante dynastie. II se vit maitre de la Tartarie orientale

jusqu’a la mer orientale et de Tocbidentale jusqu'a la riviere dn

Kerlon et du Toula. II etoit maitre des provinces du Chansy, Petcheli^

Chantong, les princes de Casgar, Hami, Tarfan, se soumirent a luj,

et pen a pen des princes KH tan se rendirent puissants dans les pays

entre le Chensi, la riviere Irtis, I’llj, et les villes d’lrguen et de

Casgar,

L'empire de ces K% tan dans les 2 Tartaries, et dans la Chine

fut detruit en 1125 par les Tartares Na Tchin^ on Nutch4^ on Kin^

mais les K^i tan qui regnoient dans I’occident se maintinrent. Un des

princes KH tan orientaux appelle Yelu TacJie etoit 8® descendant

d'Apaoki et ne voulut jamais se resoudre a vivre sujet des Kin, II etoit

indigne de la conduite du dernier Empr. des Leao, et tua deux de

ses ministres comme autheurs des malheurs de sa famille. II choisit

en secret 200 cavaliers cuirass^ et partit des environs de Taitongfou^

ville du Chansy, 11 alia camper au nord du pays d'Ortous, de la il

alia trouver le Prince Turcq de Petata son allie et son amj. II re-

cent de luj quelques secours de vivres, d'hommes et de chevaux, et

se rendit au pays de Turplian, La il assembla les princes de sa fa-

mille, leur anon^a les maux que la branche d'Apaoki avoient souf-

ferts des Kin et leur demanda des secours pour aller dans le pays

des Mahometans. Yelu Tacbe se pourvut a Turphan de toute sorte

de vivres, armes et munitions, et 10000 hommes choisis s’otfrirent

a luj. Avant de partir de Turphan il ecrivit *) au Koy inahometan

qui regnoit au Nord et Nord-Ouest de Turphan pour luj demander

passage par ses etats, et cependant il fit un sacrifice solemnel au

Ciel, et n oublia pas les ceremonies des Chinois aux Princes ayeux.

1) Yelu Tache etoit trb habile dans Thistoire. Dans sa lettre a Pileko il rapporte
quelques points importans pour I’histoire des Tang,
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Pileko Roy des Mahometans invita Telu Tache, le re9eut tres

bien a sa Cour, et luj donna des vivres et des secours,

Yelu Tache fit plus de 80 lieues a I’Ouest, faisant partout un

butin inestimable, il arriva pres d’une ville appellee Sunsecan, Divers

princes Mahometans rassemblerent leurs troupes et firent une armee

de 100 000 bommes, Yelu Tache quoique inferieur en norabre tailla

en pieces cette armee. Yelu Tache demeura 90 jours a Sunsecan et

il y re5eut de grands presents d’un Roy Mahometan, ensuite il

fut a Kirman. La bataille se donna Tan 1123. On ne dit pas dans

combipn de jours Yelu Tache fut de Sunsecan a Kirman qu’on marque

a ouest de Sunsecan.

Le 5e jour de Tan 2® lune chinoise de Tan 1124, Tarmee declara

Yelu Tache Empr. La proclamation s’en fit a Kirman. Son titre fut

Korkan ou Roy du Nord du desert, et il avoit alors 38 ans. Voila

Torigine des Sy Leao ou Leao Occidentaux. Yelu Tache fut 3 ans a

Kirman, apres lesquels il marcha 20 jours vers TOrient, et etahlit

sa cour a un lieu quTl appella Hoxisortou. La meme annee il

envoya 70 000 cavaliers vers TEst pour faire des conquetes, on ne

trouva que des mauvais pays et on ne put rien faire. Cette armee

revint a Housortou.

L’an 1136 Yelu Tache mourut. La reyne son epouse appellee

Tapouyen gouverna 7 ans, et Ylid fils de Yelu Tache et de Tapouyen

fut Korkan.

Ylie trouva dans ses etats 80 500 bommes au dessus de 18 ans

capables de porter les armes sans compter les jeunes gens au des-

sous, les enfans, les vieux et autres. Ylie mourut, et apres sa raort,

sa soeur Pousououan gouverna Tetat pendant 14 ans. Cette prin-

cesse mecontenta les Grands ;
elle fut tuee par un grand seigneur et

on proclama Korkan le fils d'Ylie appelle Tchiloucou.

Tchiloncou etant un jour alle a la chasse fut pris par 8000

Nayman commandes par Kutchoulu. On ne dit pas le lieu de la
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chasse. Cette prise de Kutchoulu fut Tan de J. C. 120L Kutchoulu

devint aiusi Korkan. II etait deja roy des Nayman. II traita bien

son prisonnier. C'est ce meme Kutchoulu que Gentchiscan fit mourir,

REMARQUES:

1. Ce que je viens de raporter du Korean, ou Kurkan, ou Korkan

eclaircit ce qui est dit du Korean ou Kurkan dans M. d’Herbelot,

et met un fait sur Torigine des Leao occidentaux dont la dynastie

est supposee toujours comme dans Thistoire chinoise.

2. On voit que les Nayman dont il est parle dans Thistoire de

Gentchiscan n'etoient pas dans le pays ou sont aujourdhuj les Nayman

voisins du Leaotong,

3. Le Eirman dont il s’agit icj ne sauroit etre celuj de Perse

comme on va le voir par la situation de Sunsecan, et comme il est

clair que les pays soumis au Roy Sangiar et Mahomed Kouaresme

Schasch.

XI.

De la situation de Sunsecan,

Dans rhistoire on a vu qu’a la 5« Lune de Pan 1220 Parmee

de Gentschiscan prit la ville de Sunsekan,

A la lere Lune ') de Pan 1253 Uolagou partit de Holin capitale

des Etats de son frere Meng ko, Holagou partit pour la conquete

du pays du calife, ou halifa,

Il fit 15 ou 18 lieues au nord ouest, ensuite marcha 7 jours au

Sud Ouest et de la riviere Long ko il courut au nord ouest pour

gagner les frontieres du pays de Piechepali^),

Le 24e de la 2« Lune, il passa aux nioutagnes de Y, et Tou, et

se trouva dans un pays habite autrefois par les K^i Tan, c^est-a-dire

1) Oq ne dit pas quel jour de la lune ii partit.

2) BucUalig. — Les Chinois mettent ce pays vers le nord du pays de Turphan.
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par les Leao occidentaux; il trouva des vestiges de leurs campe-

ments, des palissades, des retranchements, &c,

Le l®r de la 3® Luue il fut a la ville de Sairam ou Sairen,

Cette ville est sur les cartes. La geographie chinoise met Sailan

ou Sairen & Test d’uue ville, qui est sur les cartes et appelee Tase-

kend^ ou Taskend^ et elle dit qu'elle est plus orientale que Samar-

cande d'une distance qui repond a 80 Lieues. Le 8® de la 3® Lune,

Holagou fut a la ville de Sunsekan, On ne marque pas s’il alia au

nord ouest, ou a Touest; mais on voit qu’il y fut de Sairen dans

7 jours.

Sunsekan est appellee Hotchong^ et je suis tres porte a croire

que Sunsekan est la ville de Khoqend marquee sur les cartes,

Quoiqu’il en soit, on voit au moins une partie du pays du Korean^

car les monts et Tou ne sont autre chose que ces montagnes qui

sont au nord ouest et ouest de Turpkan, C'est la qu’etoit la ville

A'Almalig:, les Chinois Tappellent Olimali, et mettent le pays d'Oli-

maly a ouest et nord ouest du pays de Turphan. Un memoire de

geographie arabe place Almalig a 44° de latitude et 6° ou 7° plus

a est que Cachegar. Tout cela me feroit croire que le Kirman ou

Yelu Tache fut declare Korean est le Kerminah d’Abulfeda ^).

XIl.

De la situation de la ville de Holin ^).

L'histoire dit que Holin
]

est la ville ou Pikia Roy

des Hoeyhou du temps des T^ang faisoit son sejour. Or par Thistoire

des Leao^ e’etoit pres d’un lieu appelle Poucouhaiif et selon les notices

chinoises des villes et lieux de Tartarie, Poucouhan etoit a un lieu

qui n’est pas loin du lieu qu'on appelle aujourd'huj Erdeni Tchao sur

1) Voyez M. d’Herbelot pag. 960.

2) [Voir le premier ra^tnoire du P. Gaubil dans T'oung Fao, Vol. IV, No. 1 ]
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la riviere Orgoun^ et c’est vers ces quarliers que les cartes chinoises

marquent Holirij mais sans latitude, sans longitude, et sans distance.

On sait la situation du mont Altay^ c’est-a-dire de la plus con-

siderable de ces montagnes appellees Altay et c’est la plus occideu-

tale. Or on voit que du mont Altay il falloit aller a TOuest pour

aller a Holin, mais on ne marque pas combien. D’un autre cote on

voit aussi que pour aller du pays A'Etsina a la ville de Holin^ il

falloit aller a Touest.

On voit encore par les vieilles cartes que Holin devoit etre plus

ouest que le pays d’Ortous. L'astronomie chinoise dit qu’au solstice

d’ete un gnomon de 8 pieds donne a Holin I’ombre de 3 pieds, 2

pouces, 4 fen; 10 fen font un pouce; 10 pouces font un pied. Les

astronomes des Yuen asseurent qa’ils ont observe a Holin une lati-

tude qui repond a 44° 20^ 19'' et si on compare Holin a Ninghia^

au pays d’Ortous, au Toula, an mont Altay, dans les cartes chi-

noises, cette comparaison jointe a la connoissance de ces lieux, et

de celles de sa latitude qui doit etre seure a 20 ou 80 pres, on

doit necessairement conclure que Holin etoit entre le 10°, ll°etl2°

ouest de Peking,

Si on compare ce que j’ay dit de Holin^ avec ce qu’on rapporte

de Caracoram dans le livre de M. d’Herbelot, on doit necessaire-

ment conclure que Holin et Caracoram ne sont que la merae ville

sous des noms differents. La notice des villes faittes du temps des

Yuen dit que Holin n’est autre que Halo Holin ou Cara oulan^ ou

Cara outin, du nom d’une riviere de ce iiom qui est a ouest de

Holin. C’est Holin qui etoit la capitale des etats de Gentchiscan, et

de Mengko et qui fut rebatie, et ornee d’un palais par Ogatay;

c’est de Holin que Holagou partit pour la Perse et Syrie, c’est a

Holin que Alipouco se revolta au temps de Houpilay, Tout cela est

rapporte de Caracoram dans M. d’Herbelot. La latitude de Caracoram

rapportee dans la vie de St. Louis ne sauroit etre une objection
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recevable, puisque Mengho et autres princes mongou ne tenoient ja-

mais leur cour dans un pays si boreal, et que meme les princes

n’avoient pas des places a cette hauteur, du moins qui fussent

d’importance. Le religieux franciscain jugea de la hauteur du pole

par le froid qu’il sentit, or s’il falloit ainsi juger, il faudroit dire

que Peking est plus nord que la ville la plus boreale de France et

cependant il est certain que la latitude de Peking est de quelques

minutes au dessous du 40°.

Dans plusieurs livres europeens on dispute beaucoup sur la

situation de Camhaluj ou Cambalek on Hanbalec, Suppose que Man

Balek veuille dire Ville Imperiale, ou Royalle, ou Cour de Roy, on

pourra donner 'ce nom a toutes les villes ou les Roys ont leur Cour,

Il est certain que la ville de Chine ou Houpilay tenoit sa cour, etoit

Peking d'aujourd'huj et il ne faut pas doutter que le Cambalu de

M. Paul ne soit le lieu ou est aujourd’huj Peking,

Le Canbaleh du geographe qui le met a 46° de latitude, et a

25° est de Casgar a sans doutte voulu parler de Holin
;
pour d&ider

ces sortes de questions sur Cambalu ou Khanbalek^ il faut savoir:

1^ le temps ou vivoit celuj qui donne ce nom, ou dont on a pris

ce nom. 2^ le lieu ou le roy dont on parle, ou qui vivoit alors

tenoit ordiuairement sa Cour. Ensuite on ne sera nullement surpris

de voir tant de diflferentes positions a la ville appellee Kanlaleq,

Cambalu^ etc.

XIII.

Situation de la ville de Changtou [

Il ne sauroit y avoir aucune dilBBculte sur la situation de cette

ville, car la notice des villes faittes du temps des Yuen marque

cette ville au nord de la riviere de Louon^ en Tartarie. On ajoute

que les astronomes des Yuen y observerent une latitude qui repond
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a 42° 22' 55". Pour faire connoittre cette riviere Louon^ on dit que

sa source est a 100 lis au nord est de Yun icheou pou. On fait

aller cette riviere au nord, ensuite a I’ouest, on la fait entrer a la

Chine, passer a Tsien gan^ a Louan icheou et entrer dans la mer

du Petchelj. La carte de la province de Petchelj marque Yun

Tcheou pou, Latit. 41° 4', Longit. 38' occid. Elle marque aussi la

ville de Tsien gan et de Louan Tcheou sur la riviere Louan

^

ou

Lan et son embouchure. Latit. 39° 15^ 2° 40^ Est de Peking. Cette

riviere Louan a sa source en Tartarie. Latit. 41° Long. 3^^ ou 4'

occid. En Tartarie elle s’appelle encore la riviere Changtou, Parmi

les restes des villes qu’on voit sur cette riviere Changtou sont celles

de Tchao naymon Goumen vues par les PP. GeRBillon, Thomas,

Regis, Jaetoux, Pareenin et autres au nord de la riviere Changtou,

Latit. 42° 25^, Longit. 10^ ou 12^ occid.

XIV.

De I'endroit oii Gentchiscan mourut et de celuj oh il Jut enierrd ‘).

L’histoire du T'^ong Men hang mou asseure que Gentchiscan mou-

rut sur la montagne Leou pan dans le Chensy. La grande histoire

des Mongou dit que vers Tendroit de Leou pan il tomba malade,

raais qu*il fut transporte a Salikor ou Salikoure,, et qu'il y mourut,

or Salikourd ou Salikor est dans le pays entre les sources du Toula,

Kerlon^ et Onon, Les Chinois ont appelle ce lieu Sali Tchouen,

Kouri veut dire lieu ou sont plusieurs etangs, sources d'eau, lieu

entoure d’eau. Ce mot est mongou. Tchouen “) en chinois exprime

en general un lieu aquenx, etc. Dans cet endroit il y avoit un

1) [Voir Marco Polo, ed. Yule-Cordier, I, pp. 246—250.]

2) liS situation de Salicor ou Salicoure, ou Salitchouen, est clairement marquee dans

la grande histoire des Mongou, et dans ia Geographic chinoise faitte du temps de la dy-

nastie p^see.
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palais. Pour le lieu de la sepulture, il paroit aussi qu’il est vers la

source du fleuve Onon, Toula^ et Kerlon, II est certain que c^est le

pays des ancetres de Gentchiscan. On Tappelle aussi Ilan pira en

raantchoux, ou 3 rivieres, et le mot mongou repond a celui la.

Un mandarin des plus considerables panni les Mongou a asseure au

P. Parrentn que c’etoit la la sepulture de Gentchiscan, et la meme

chose a ete encore asseuree par un prince mongou de la race de

Gentchiscan, et j’etois present quand il dit cela au P, Parrenin.

XV.

Des ancetres de Gentchiscan,

Dans un endroit de I’histoire des Mongou, on voit que Gent-

chiscan asseure que le pays ou sont les sources des rivieres Toula^

Kerlon et Onon est le pays natal de ses ancetres, et c’est pour

cette raison que les princes mongou alloient si souvent a la

source du fleuve Onon, soit pour honorer leurs ancetres, soit pour

assembler les princes de leur famille.

Tsan che est le 1®^ prince mongou selon Thistoire secrette des

Mongou. Selon la meme histoire Tsan che n’eut pas de mere, et

c’est le ciel qui Tengendra.

Tsan che se maria avec une fille appellee Tsan pe. Ils passerent

la mer Caspienne, et vinrent habiter a la source du fleuve Onon

ou Sahalien oula.

Patatche han fut le fils et I’heritier de Tsan che. Patatche han

fut pere de Tamatchay. Le 12® descendant de Tamatchay fut Pou-

tangear. Le 13® descendant de Poutangear fut Temougin. C’est celuj

qui se fit proclamer Empr. a la source du fleuve Orion Pan de

J. C. 1206.

La grande histoire des Mongou parle d’un excellent tireur de

fleche appelle Topon, prince mongou. Topon epousa la princesse
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Alun houa^ et en eut 2 fils. L’aine s’appelloit Poutou Atahi, le

cadet Pouhoutchi Saltchi.

Topon etant mort la princesse Alun koua fut plusieurs fois frap-

pee d’une luniiere angelique, et sans commerce avec les hommes,

elle eut 3 fils. Le Pouhataki^ le 2. Poulatche, le 3® Poutangear,

Apres la mort de Alun koua, les tils de Topon chasserent de leur

habitation Poutangear, il se retira a Palihon^

Pouhoutchi craignant que son frere Poutangear ne mourut de

faim, le chercha, et fut agreablement surpris de le trouver en bonne

sante et ne manquant de rien. Les peoples de Tonkili houlou n'avoient

pas de maitre, Poutangear avec le secours de ses freres fils de

Topon, s'en rendit maitre. Le pays de Tongkili, et celuj ou etait

Topon sont supposes au nord du desert,

Le flls heritier de Poutangear fut Capitchi^ d’autres I’appellent

Pasiliton Apitcho.

Capitchi fut pere de Mahatoutan ^).

Mahatoutan epousa la princesse Monalun, et il en eut 7 fils.

L'aine s’appelloit Kinatourhan, et le 7® s’appelloit Natchin. Natchin

se maria dans le pays de Pargou, Monalun perdit le prince son epoux

et demeura veufve.

Durant son veufvage, les peoples de Yalair venoient faire le degat

dans les terres des fils de Mahatoutan, Monolun maltraita les Yalair,

Ceux ci s’en vengerent et tuerent Monalun avec ses six l®rs fils.

Hay tou fils de Kinatourhan fut sauve par sa nourrice. Natchin

secourut son nepveu Hay tou, Les Yalair furent punis, et Natchin

etant mort, Hai tou fut maitre du pays de Yalayr, et de Pargoux,

Natchin eut 2 fils chefs de horde, Tun s’appelloit Outsay^ et

Tautre Outou,

1) La plupart des histoires des Mongou ne douuent a Alunkoua qa’un nis miraculeax

qoi est Poutangear.

2) D’autres Tappellent Yangmatoutan,
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REMARQUES.

1* Le pays de Pargou est vers les lacs Coulon et Pouyr. La

riviere pres de laquelle campe ordiaairemeut le roy Ouhimoutsin^

porte le nom de Pargou, aussi bien que celuj de Houlougour,

2. Une histoire tartare dit que les Yalayr arrachoient la plante

appellee Ginseng, or selon ie P. Jartoux cette plante n’est que

dans les pays qui sont entre le 39° et 47° de latitude boreale, et

le 10° et 20° de longitude Est de Peking. Si cette circonstance du

Ginseng est vraye, on voit en gros un des pays de Monalun, Je ne

say on est le pays des peuples Yalayr. La grande histoire des

Mongou ne dit rien de ce ginseng et je ne saj pas ou Ta su celuj

qui I’a dit aux mantcheoux,

3. On ne rapporte pas les fils et descendants des 2 fils de Topon

ni de 2 freres miraculeux de Poutangear.

Hay ton fut pere de Paicliongor. Paichongor fut pere de Tun^

pinaj, Tunpinaj campoit le long du fleuve Onon, et il prit a son

service les ancetres de Tillustre Soupoutay; Tunpinaj fut pere de

Kopouluhan', les 5 1®*'^ fils de Tunpinaj furent Koyeouhou, Kaoula-

kilihen, Hatchan, Alalafan, Cochehoen, tous chefs de horde; le 6® fut

Kopouluhan,

Kopouluhan eut 7 fils. Le 1®^' Tchaoklnpalalia fut chef de horde,

5 autres n’eurent pas d’enfants et le 2^ fut Pheritier, ce fut Pa~

litan^ ou Parthay.

Palitan eut 4 fils le 1®>^, le 2^ et le 4®, n’eurent pas d'enfants

chefs de horde, le 3® fut Yesoukay, Yesoukay eut pour 1®^ fils

Kiououen, appelle depuis Qentchiscan.

Yesoukay fut puissant et se rendit inaitre de beaucoup de hordes.

11 faut remarquer que Gentchiscan naquit Tan 1162.

1) Kecueil dea Lettres edlfiantes imprime en 1713.
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REMARQUES.

1. M. d'HERBELOT dans sa Bihliotheque orientale parle de Alun-

kouQj de Poutangear, de Monalun ou Menolon, de Caidou ou Haytouj

de Paichongor ou Borisancor^ de Turn pinay, ou Toumena^ de Koupoulu,

ou Koblah, &c. Voyes ces titres.

2. L’histoire chinoise marque qu^en 1135 les Kin eurent guerre

avec les Mongou^ qu’en 1139 les Kin furent battus par les Mongou

vers le fleuve Songari, et qu'en 1147, les Kin furent obliges de

ceder beaucoup de places aux Mongou, L’histoire place dans ces

endroits les Mongou au nord des Kin ou Nutche, En 1147 le chef

des Mongou prit le titre d’empereur.

3. Le pays d’oii sortirent les Nutchen ou Kin qui furent maitres

de la Tartarie et d’une partie de la Chine, est aux environs de la

riviere Altchonkou, Source 44° 56' de latit. 11° Est de Peking.

Embouchure dans le Songari Latit. 46°. 10° 30^ Est de Peking.

La guerre des Kin et des Mongou se faisoit au nord du Songari et

les Mongou ne voulurent pas reconnoitre en 1147 les Kin,

4. Mr. d^HERBELOT dit que Cobla, ou Kopouluhan, fils de Toumenah,

ou Tunpinay eut guerre avec Altounkhan, J'ay fait voir que Kan

et Can et Han etoit le meme que Roy
;

j’ai aussi fait voir que

Altoun veut dire or, comme aussi bien que Kin ^ . Ainsi c’est

COname si M. d’HERBBLOT disoit que Cobla eut guerre avec le Roy

des Kin.

5. L'histoire chinoise a Tan de Televation de Gentchiscan rap-

porte qu’auparavant les Mongou etoient tributaires des Kin, qu’ils

Tavoient ete des Leao^ et que leur pays etoit au nord du Peichelj

et du Leaotong^ et s etendoit jusqu'aux pays des Hoey hou a Holin

et a ceux des Nayman. De la il faut conclure que les Kin apres

Fan 1147 reprireat le dessus et souinirent les Mongou,

6. Les Mongou issus de Poutangear etoient divises en beaucoup
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de hordes. Celles qui depeadoient de Gentchiscan dans le temps

qu’il etoit sous la tutelle de sa mere etoient voisines de Salitchouen,

LeS hordes de Taitchoh et de Samouho etoient voisines de celles de

Gentchiscan^ mais vers Test. Celles de Kerit etoient vers I’ouest, et

vers le sud de celles de Gentchiscan. Yesoucay avait done sa horde

principale a Soli, puisque c*etoit le pays que Gentchiscan conserva

toujours, meme dans le temps que plusieurs hordes soumises a son

pere I’abandonerent.

7. Les princes Tartares que Tchamouho ou Samouho anima contre

Gentchiscan sont marques nettement habiter pres des rivieres Ergone,

et Ken, Ken vient de Test et se jette dans TErgone.

8. A Toro M les princes ligues contre Gentchiscan et Toly roy

de Kerit

^

elurent Tchamouho^ Tchorkan^ ou Korean e’est a dire Roy

du Nord du desert.

9. Apres la mort de Yesoucay les princes mongou issus de Pou-

tangear etoient independants les uns des autres, et il parait qu’ils

avoient accontume d'avoir comme un chef de la famille a qui ils

devoient des redevances. Gentchiscan avoit refuse d’etre regarde

comme le chef de tous, n’etant pas si pres en ligne directe que

plusieurs autres princes mongous, de Copouluhan et de Tunpinay,

Ces princes plus pres de la tige etoient Anton, Housar, Talitay, 11s

cederent a Gentchiscan comme le plus en etat de gouverner. Ils s’en

repentirent depuis, et s’unirent au Roy de Kerit et a son fils contre

Gentchiscan*

10. 2 cousins germains dc Gentchiscan appelles Satchin Tcheou et

Satchin poucou ne voulant pas suivre Gentchiscan a la guerre contre

les Tatar, et contre les Nayman furent tues par ordre de Gent-

chiscan comme des rebelles. II pourrait se faire aussi qu’ils fussent

freres de Gentchiscan, mais fils d’une autre princesse. Car il est

1) C^est uoe riviere.
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marque ailleurs que ces 2 princes mongou etoient freres de Gent-

chiscan et qu’ils avoient resolu d’exterminer les enfans de la priu-

cesse Yuelun mere de Gentchiscan,

11. Yesoukay ne dependoit en rien du roy de Kerit, mais Gent-

chiscan fut d'abord sous la protection du roy de Kerit, et il paroit

qu’il s’etoit fait comme son vassal aflSn de se maintenir. Une his-

toire dit que Gentchiscan dependoit de Tayang roy des Nayman,

II est diflBcile de parler juste sur Tordre et la suite des actions et

des evenements avant Tinstallation de Temougin, Tous les princes

mongou n’avoient ni villes ni villages, et il est presque impossible

aujourdhuj d’assigner la grandeur des pays qu'ils possedoient. Il est

certain que plusieurs d eux changerent plusieurs fois de demeure

selon la commodite de Teau et du fourrage.

12. Les Mongous avouent unanimement qu'ils viennent de Pom-

tangear^ que Gentchiscan est leur l^r Erapr,, et que la horde natale

et primordiale des ancetres de Gentchiscan fut au Nord du desert,

pres des rivieres Toula^ Kerlon et Onon. Quand je dis Mongou^

j entens les princes de la famille de Gentchiscan d^ou sont sortis

tous les princes appelles Kalca et la plupart de ceux qu'on appelle

proprement mongou,

13. En examinant 1 histoire chinoise on trouve que depuis la

dyuastie des Ts^in avant J. C. jusqu’a celle d'aujourdhuj, ces peuples

de Tune et Tautre Tartarie ont change tres souvent de maitre, et

que les princes qui les ont soumis n’etoient dans leur origine que

des seigneurs particuliers de horde qui par leur authorite, leur bra-

voure, et autres belles qualites, savoient s’attacher les hordes, et

donnoient a tous les peuples qu’ils soumettoient le noni particulier

de leur horde.

14. L histoire de ces peuples tartares a une liaison essentielle

avec 1 histoire des Chinois, et eclaircit en une infinite d'endroits

Fancienne histoire des Turcq, Persans &c.
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Je vous prie de vous souvenir que tout ce que je vous envoye,

soit dans I’histoire, soit dans ces 11 feuilles d'eclaircissements, ne

sont que des memoires dont vous feres Tusage que vous jugeres a

propos. Je n^ai pas les cboses necessaires pour donner au tout

Tordre et le tour qu’on souhaitteroit. J'ay fait ce que j’ay pu,

achevez le reste.



1

MELANGES.

BUE^flNG-LENSES IN INDIA.

A burning-lens is mentioned, and its utilization is demonstrated, in the

story of King Virudhaka, contained in the Tibetan biographies of Buddha.

This story was first disclosed by A. Schiefner 2 from the Tibetan Life of Buddha^

compiled in 1734 by Rin-c'^en c^os-kyi rgyal-po. When the cruel king Virudhaka

had vanquished and slaughtered the Qakyas, Bhagavat betook himself to fravasti,

where he dwelt in the Jetavana, and predicted that Virudhaka in the course

of seven days would be consumed by fire and be reborn in Hell. The king

built a palace of several stories in the water and lived there; on the seventh

day, however, the sun struck a burning-lens which belonged to the royal

consort, whereupon the king and Ambarisha were seized by the flames, with

loud cries for help [perished, and] were reborn in the hell Avici. 3 This story

is embodied in the Vinaya, as translated in the Tibetan Kanjur (vol. X), where

it is narrated at greater length and with more details. In the rendering of

L. Feer, ^ the relevant passage runs thus: “Sur ces entrefaites, le temps

s’eclaircit, les rayons du soleil donnerent sur le verre ardent; il se produisit

un feu qui gagna le coussin; du coussin, il se communiqua au pavilion”

Finally we read in Rockhill's Life of the Buddha, translated from the Kanjur,

as follows (p. 122): “When Virudhaka's messenger came and told him what

the Buddha had said, he was filled with trouble. Ambharisha comforted him

with the assurance that Gautama had only said this because the king had

killed so many of his people. Moreover, he advised him to have a kiosque

built in the water, and there to pass the seven days. The king followed his

* Compare this volume, pp. 216—223.

* Tibelische Lebensbeschrtibung fJdkjamunVs, p. 59 (St. Petersburg, 1849).

* The Tibetan text (foL 337 b) runs as follows : de-nas bi-om Idan adas mfian-yod-du

gsegsmas rgyal-byed ts'al-na hzugs-te
]
ap'ags-skyes-po zag bdan-na mes ts’ig-ste dmyal-bar

skye-bar lun bstan-pas
|
des c^ui nan-du k'ah bzahs brtsigs-te adug-pa dan

|
zag bdun-pai

t8*e na btsun-moi me sel la iSi-ma p*og-pas rgyal-po daii ma-la gnod mes ts'ig-nas o-dod

abod bzin-par mnar-med-du skyes-so.

* Fragments extraits du Kandjour {Aunales du Musee Guimet, Vol. V, 1883, p. 76).
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advice, and retired to the kiosque with all his harem. On the seventh day,

as they were preparing to return to QravastI, and the women were arraying

themselves in all their jewels, the sky, which until then had been overcast,

cleared up, and the sun^s rays falling on a burning-glass which was on a cushion,

set fire to the cushion, and fiom that the flames spread to the whole house.

The women ran away and made their escape, but when the king and Ambharisha

tried to do likewise, they found the doors shut, and with loud cries they went

down into the bottomless hell.’*

It appears from these texts that the burning-lens was mentioned in the

Sanskrit original from which the Tibetan translation was made. The lens is

styled me sel (literally, “fire crystal”), which was indicated by the writer as

the Tibetan term (this volume, p. 222). The fact that in this case a burning-

lens is really understood may be proved beyond doubt from another Tibeto-

Sanskrit text. The story of Virudhaka is recorded in the Avadanakalpalata

(No. 11), and here we meet likewise the lens, called in Sanskrit suryakania

(this volume, p. 217), in the Tibetan version me seL^ In the Tibetan prose

edition of the same work (p. 48) it is said that the lens belonged to the

ornaments of the house, that it was hit by the sunlight, that thus fire broke

out in the building, and everything was burnt up (k'ah-pai rgyan la me sel

yod-pa-la fii-mai mdahs p'^og-pas rkyen byas
|
k"yira-la me sor-nas kun ts'ig-go).

The versified recension is briefer and simply says that through the concentration

of the solar rays in the lens the conflagration was effected (me sel ni-mai od-

dag-gi sbyor-bas me ni rab-tu abar). The Avadanakalpalata was compiled by

the Kashmirian poet Kshemendra, who lived around 1040 a.d., from older

collections of Avadanas, and was translated into Tibetan in 1273.

Huan Tsang, while visiting the kingdom of ^ravastl, was shown the dried-

up lake in which Virudhaka was said to have perished. In the pilgrim’s

narrative no allusion is made to a lens, but according to him the waves ot

the lake suddenly divided, flames burst forth, and swallowed the boat in which

the king was. 2

The Sanskrit term suryakania is rendered into me sel also in the Tibetan

translation of the Lalitavistara (chap. 15; ed. of Foucaux, Vol. I, p. 157, line

15; Vol. II, p. 196), but a precious rock-crystal, not a burning-lens, is here in

question. Compare Schiefner’s remarks on this passage in Melanges asiatiques^

Vol. I, p. 234. B. LAUFER.

* See the edition of Chandra Das in Bibliotheca Indicat Vol. I, pp. 392, 393.

* Compare Julien, MemoireSt Vol. I, p. 307 ; S. Beal, Buddhist Records, Vol. II, p. X2*

S8
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A.-E. LeliJivre et Ch.-A. Clouqueur, Pagode de Dakao;

C. Ardiu, a Saigon (Indochine), 1914. in-fol. pp. 25.

La Soci^te des Etudes indochinoises de Saigon dont ce memoire

est une publication a, pour une colon ie, un passe assez lointain,

car sa creation remonte a I’annee 1883, epoque a laquelle elle prit

la place du Comite agricole et industriel de la Cochinchine ; eii

dehors de son Bulletin, elle a doune une serie de monographies

des provinces formant la colonie et un certain nombre de travaux

iraprimes separement dont quelques uus comme VAstronomie Cam-

hodgienne de F.-G. Faraut ont une veritable valeur scientifique.

Le travail de MM, LeliJ:vre ^t Clouqueur est consacre a un

monument d’origine recente; en effet, la pagode de Ngoc Hoang,

plus connue a Saigon sous le nom de pagode de Dakao ne date

que de 1900, quand les fondations en furent jetees sous la direction

de Lu’u Minh, sur I’emplacement de I’ancien Mieu (petite pagode)

de Dakao, dont on pent voir un pan de mur, a cote de la souche

d’un gros arbre sacre, espece de banian «cay da> ou «cay dung».

Une legende dont la premiere partie semble controuvee rapporte que

«le chinois Lu’u Minh, condamne a un emprisonnement perpetuel

pour meurtre de son frere, aurait voue toute sa fortune aux genies

bienfaiteurs qui I’avaient delivre de la justice de son pays, en aidant

son evasion, et aurait construit la pagode actuelle sur Femplacemeut

d’un arbre foudroye qui aurait epargne dans sa chute de nombreuses

personnes a I’abri sous son feuillage>.
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Le nouveau temple ouvert en 1906 est un des plus beaux mo-

numents de la Gochinchine et I’objet modeste de I’etude de MM.

Lelievre et Clouqueur est d’attirer I’attention sur cette pagode dont

Tarchitecture ne presente d’ailleurs aucune particularite curieuse et

d’exeiter I’interet des visiteurs. Nous avons une description detaillee

de I’interieur du monument qui parait fort riche mais ne me semble

pas avoir de caractere speciale, aussi bieii taoiste que consacre a

I’Etre Supreme, Chang Ti (Thu’o’ng De J^. ; il y en a nombre

de semblables en Chine. Cette publication me parait avoir sans doute

servi de pretexte a la reproduction en noir et en couleurs des des-

sins de Tun des auteurs, M. Clouqueur, qu’il est interessant de voir

rendus avec la plus parfaite fidelite par uue imprimerie locale.

Henri Cordieu.

Bernhard Karlgren, Etudes sur la Phovologie chwoise. 1.

Leyde et Stockholm (Norstedt & Soner), 1915. in-8 de

388 pages; — reimprime, avec addition des pages

389—469, daus les « Archives d’Etudes Orieutales>,

vol. XV, livraisoiis 1 et 2 (Upsala, chez K. W. Appel-

berg, 1915 et 1916).

Daus le domaine de la Sinologie, parmi les exposes systemati-

ques relatifs a Tart, Thistoire, Tarcheologie, il manquait jusqu’ici

un livre de phonetique. C’est cette lacune que M. Karlgren a voulu

combler en publiant ses recherches. De ce chef, son oeuvre acquiert

une importance toute sp&iale, et nous nous proposous ici d’abord

d’en faire connaitre I’existence aux sinologues, eusuite d’en donner

une courte analyse.

Dans une Introduction, Tauteur fait un examen critique des

travaux anterieurs relatifs a I’etude linguistique du chinois, puis il

definit comme suit les trois buts de ses recherches:
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1® Reconstruire de I’ancien chinois ce qu’il est necessaire d^en

savoir pour donner une base a I’etude historique du chinois.

2® Etudier la phonetique des dialectes modernes.

3® Retracer revolution du chinois jusqu’aux dialectes actuels.

D’ou trois parties dans Toeuvre de M. Karlgren. La premiere

est relative a I’ancien chinois — c’est-a-dire la langue du Ts'ie yun

(601 ap. J.-C.) — . Elle n’etudie point celui-ci d’une fa9on systema-

tique et indepenclante, mais apres avoir indique les sources de nos

connaissances sur Tancien chinois, elle suit point a point Tetude

que ScHAANK a fait paraitre sur la question dans le T^ouvg Pao

(1® Serie. VIII et IX) il y a une quinzaine d’annees. Cette partie

est done con9ue comme une discussion impartiale, mais impitoyable

des opinions de Schaank. L’auteur y etudie d’abord les

il donne la valeur de celles-ci dans les quatre divisions pbonetiques

du chinois, puis il &laircit des problemes particuliers relatifs a ce

sujet (la tendance des dentales yodisees vers les palatales par exemple).

Il passe ensuite a Tetude des finales^ a propos desquelles se posent

les importants problemes de Ti medial et de la voyelle principale.

M. Karlgren donne enfin un expose des groupes phonologiques de

Tancien chinois. Ce sout, precedes d’une explication, cent pages de

tableaux oh environ 3.100 caracteres de la langue sont ranges,

d’abord d’apres leurs initiales, ensuite d’apres leurs finales, de maniere

a ce que leur position fasse conuaitre immediatement leur place dans

les ancienues classifications phonetiques chinoises, leur ho k^eou^ leur

Pai Peoii^ etc.

Dans une deuxieme partie, M. Karlgren etudie la phonetique

descriptive des dialectes modernes. Les preliminaires posent une

exellente introduction a I’etude phonetique de 33 dialectes chinois.

L’auteur dit quelques mots de la prosodie moderne, et aborde enfin

la phonetique qualitative des dialectes envisages. Dans ce chapitre,

tous les sons possibles sont presentes methodiquement, et a propos
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de chacun d’entre eox, M. Karigren dit: 1® quelle est leur nuance,

2® quels sont les dialectes ou ces sous sent representes.

Dans une troisieme et derniere partie, dont ce livre ne donne

que le commencement, I’autenr expose ses etudes historiques, qui

sont en definitive le but de I’etude linguistique du chinois. Ce tra-

vail, base sur le classement phonetique de Tancien chinois, passe

en revue les initiales, et a propos de chaque groupe d’entre elles,

dit ce qu’elles ont donne dans les dialectes modernes (principes

generaux, exemples, exceptions), puis etndie des problemes particu-

liers a chacnne de ces initiales, tels que le lieu d’articulation, la

sonorite et Taspiration, la transformation de nasales en orales, etc.

Tel est dans son etat present le travail de M. Karigren. Deux

choses en lui peuvent retenir notre attention: d’abord les specula-

tions sur I’ancienne langue et sur son evolution, ensuite I’expose

positif des dialectes modernes. Sur la preniiere question, nous ne

pouvons rien dire, parce qu’il n’y a rien la encore d’absolument

definitif. Le livre de M. Karigren est a ce point de vue un ensemble

d’etudes documentaires bien plus qu’uu manuel systematique

;

Tauteur dit lui-meme a plusieurs reprises qu’il presente des hypo-

theses fondees sans doute, certes bien superieures a celles de M.

Schaank, mais qui enfin ne peuvent etre encore definitivement re9aes

(voir ce que dit M. Karigren, page 90). Nous tenons en outre a faire

observer que Schaank, en depit de ses erreurs, reste un auteur

sinon tres solide, du moins tres meritoire. Les critiques ont trop

tendance a juger les travaux deja anciens a la lumiere des connais-

sances actuelles et recemment acquises. Les recherches de M** Schaank,

envisagees du point de vue de I’etat de la sinologie en 1897, out

le double merite d’etre I’oBUvre d’un defricheur qui aborde le premier

la question phonetique scientifiquement, et de mettre en evidence

chez M** Schaank un flair > sinologique, qui est peut-etre la premiere

des qualites pour un savant. M** Karigren le reconnait d’ailleurs tres
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volontiers et nous nous permettous d’attirer sur ce point Fattention

des sinologues pboueticiens qui seraient enclins a regarder avec de-

daiu les travaux de Schaank. An surplus, cette question ne sera

etudiee de pres que par les personnes qui portent uu interet par-

ticulier aux problemes linguistiques. Au contraire, la deuxieme

question relative a la pbonetique descriptive des dialectes modernes,

interesse la totalite des sinologues, parce qu’elle touche a Fimportant

probleme des transcriptions^ et qu’elle permetd’en entrevoir une solution

peut-etre definitive. Les systemes de transcription ne sont pas rares,

mais leurs auteurs se sont jusqu’ici efiforces d’atteindre au maximum

de commodite pour leurs corapatriotes. II en est finalement resulte

des systemes nationaux, tels que celui de Sir Th. Wade en Angleterre

et celui de M. VissiJjre en France, qui sont a peu pres generalement

adoptes aujourd’bui, du moins avec de legeres modifications. Ces

systemes sont cbacun assez parfaits dans leur genre, mais ils ne le

sont que pour un seul pays. II est singulierement deroutaut pour

Tapprenti sinologue qui lit le T'oung Pao par exemple, de voir le

caractere ecrit chou et shn^ et quand il lit un texte anglais, il

est expose, en rencontrant la transcription c/iow, a s’imaginer qu’il

s’agit du livre,’ alors qu’en realite il est question de la dynastic des

Tcheou.

M. Karlgreu part d’un tout autre principe. Il envisage tous les

sons possibles, qu’il represente au moyen d’un alphabet pbonetique

special, et il note quels sont ceux qui existent en chinois. Seul, ce

systeme perraet de s’occuper de Fetude pbonetique du chinois. Mais

ce point de vue n’interesse que les linguistes. Au contraire tous les

sinologues pourront faire leur profit de cette innovation en adoptant

le precede de transcription de M. Karlgren. L’alphabet pbonetique

dont il se sert est d’une precision absolue, et a fait ses preuves

depuis une viugtaine d’aunees dans Fetude des dialectes suedois,

qui est, parait-il, remarquablement avaucee en Suede. Mais sa pre-
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cisiou raeme, qui est precieuse au linguiste, gene le sinologue en

ce qu’elle voile Tessentiel. Aussi Karlgren a«t-il etabli, a cote

de ralphabet dialectal, uue notation grossiere, dont chacun des ca-

racteres est comme un chef de groupe qui englobe an certain nombre

de nuances repr^entees par I’alphabet dialectal, et a Tusage du seul

linguiste. Aiiisi le caractere de la notation grossiere jS englobe les

nuances jS, <§, Mais ces lettres de la notation grossiere, si elles

n’ont pas la precision que reclame un linguiste, sont du moins

d’un emploi parfaitement logique; elles ne repr&entent chacune

qu’un seal son, et elles fixent la pronouciation dans des limites bien

determinees. C’est au sinologue a savoir jusqu’a quel point il desire

s’interesser au detail. Pour donner quelques exemples ^ s’ecrira

^ mandarin du nord. On ecrirait done

t^UQ yoau, au lieu de Voung pao, Ce systeme, parfaitement inter-

national, n’exige d’ailleurs qu’un assez petit nombre de caracteres

speciaux
:
j.js.t.g, Q,^. Les autres appartiennent aux alphabets

latin, grec, russe; il est done facile a une imprimerie de se les procurer.

Les sinologues qui s’interessent a cette question devront se reporter

a I’ouvrage de M. Karlgren, ou le systeme est expose avec toute

la clarte desirable.

Get ouvrage n’est d’ailleurs point, termine ; il reste a publier la

fin des etudes historiques, qui comprendra la suite de I’etude des

initiates, I’etude des tons, des finales, la revue des fonds d’initiales,

de tons et de finales des dialectes modernes; enfin suivra un

«registre comprehensif > ,
qui donnera pour 3100 caracteres environ,

classes par clefs, leur place dans les anciens groupements phonolo-

giques et leur prononciation dans les 33 dialectes etudies.

Telle sera cette oeuvre magistrale, la premiere sur le sujet qui

soit exposee systematiquement et completement, et qui sera le livre

indispensable a I’etude linguistique du chinois. Tons les sinologues

accueilleront avec une vive satisfaction la publication d’un ouvrage
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qui etait jusqu’ici encore a faire; tout au plus regretteront-ils que

I’expose de Tancien chiuois, en raison de rinsuflSsance des connais-

sances actuelles sur la question, demeure inaccessible, ou presque,

a I’etudiant qui aborde ce probleme, alors que, par ailleurs, le reste

de cet ouvrage constitue un excellent inanuel d’etude pour Televe

phoneticien. Quoi qu’il eu soit, les sinologues attendront avec im-

patience la suite d’un travail qui promet tant par ses debuts.

R. Germain.
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LIVRES NOUVEAUX.

Le Bulletin de VEcolefrai^caise d'Extreme-Orient, T. XIV, renferme:

No. 8, un Rapport sommaire sur une Mission arcMologique au Tcho^

kiang^ par Henri Masprro, etude tres-importante qui nous conduit

a Haug tcheou, Chao Hing, Yu Yao, Ning Po, P'ou to, Hai men,

T'ai Tcheou, T'ieu Tai, Sin Tch'ang et Tch'eng Hien. — No. 9,

Bibliographic, Chronique, Documents administratifs, Index et Table.

Nous avous re^u des Douanes maritimes chinoises: Returns

of Trade and Trade Reports^ 1914. — Part IL — Port Trade

Statistics and Reports, — Vol. II. Yangtze Ports (Chungking to

Chinkiang).

Nous avous recu les travaux de riustitut Oriental (leTladivostok

:

1915 — NO 9. — Tiimi> 59. Ehui. I-ii. B. C. lUaiioniHHKonTj. CpaBniiTe.ihuwfl

Tao.iiiuhi pyccKTixi>,MeTpiiMecKiixTj,aHr.iiiicKnxi3.aMef)iiKdHCKiix'> .Hnoiio-KupeiJCKiiX'b

H KIlTallCKIlXTi MBpT, II MOHt‘THI>lXT> IiapiITeTuHTj.

Vient de paraitre le Catalogue dn Ponds tib^tain de la Bibliotheque

Nationale par le regrette Dr. P. Cokdier; il renferme la troisieme

partie Index du Bstan-ligyur (Tibetain 180— 332); il comprend en

realite Tinventaire sommaire des 153 derniers tomes du Bstan-ligyiir

(Rgyud-hgrel, LXXI-LXXXVI, et Mdo.hgrel,I-CXXXVII). Uoeuvre

reste malheureusemeut inacheve'e: Vindex du Kandjour devait former

le Vol. I du Catalogue; I’iudex des noras propres, personnels et
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geographiques devait completer la quatrieme partie du Catalogue,

consacree a la description des oeuvres detachees et des manuscrits.

Nous avons avec les deux volumes du Dr. P. Cordier I’analyse du

Taiidjour devant laquelle semblent avoir recule Csoma de Koads et

I. J. Schmidt qui out public des tables du Kojidjour permettaut

aux travailleurs de retrouver les textes qui les interessent daus cette

collection.

Deux nouveaux volumes (IX et X) du grand ouvrage que con-

sacre le R. P. Henri Dore a ses Eecherches sur les Superstitions en

Chine viennent de paraitre dans la collection des Variet^s Sinolofji-

ques (Nos. 44 et 45); ils contiennent la suite du Pantheon chinois:

Chapitre IV, Dieux. Inimortels. Genies, (Tao'isme); Chapitre V,

Miuistres transcendants. On sait que Touvrage comprendra trois

parties; la troisieme partie sera consacree au Confucianisrne, au

Taoi'sme et au Bouddhisme; on voit la quantite' enorme de docu-

ments qu’il renfermera.

En septembre 1910, les professeurs du college de Zi-ka-wei firent

lithographier une sorte de petite revue scolaire, de caractere a la

fois modeste et intime. Le but en etait double: 1) reuseiguer les

missionnaires ayant place des eleves a Zi-ka-wei sur la vie meuee

au college par leurs proteges; 2) tenir les professeurs et les sur-

veillants, trop occupes pour lire beaucoup, au courant de la cam-

pagne scolaire en Chine. Le revue prit le uom iVEph^meriJes. Elle

n eut pas d abonnes, et n’en voulait pas avoir. Un certain nombre

de numeros, portant la suscriptiou « Circulation priveo, furent en-

voyes a titre gracieux, a ceux des missionnaires du Kiaug-nan qui

manifesterent le desir de les lire. La revue vecut quatre ans, de

1910 a 1914. Une evolution rapide en modifia vite le contenu.

La partie collegiale, concernant Zi-ka-wei, tres developpee au debut,

fut notablement reduite des la deuxieme an nee, et davautage encore
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les aunees suivantes; eu revanche, la partie generale, contenant les

renseignements pedagogiques, les comptes rendus d’articles sur I’edu-

catiou, Thistoire des fondations scolaires protestantes et paiennes,

s’accrut considerablement. Cette transformation progressive de la

revue eut pour resultat de lui donner un interet plus general et fit

penser a plusieurs qu’il y aurait profit a poursuivre dans le meme

sens, et, des lors, a tirer les Ephdmerides de leur obscurite voulue

pour en faire une veritable revue pedagogique, Le nom de VEcole

en Chine a ete substitue a celui A'Ephemdrides, La nouvelle revue

commencera sa publication le 10 septembre, et paraitra le 10 de

cbaque mois, sauf en juillet et en aofit, en fascicules in-8 d’environ

60 pages. Un numero specimen hors serie a paru en juin; il com-

prend entre autres articles : L'Eglise et VEcole en Chine^ par Rene

jEANNii:RE, La Legislation scolaire actuelle en Chine, par Jerome Tobar,

L^Hggitne a VEcole, par J, N., etc.





ORIGINE DES CHINOIS.

THEORIES ETRANOERES

PAR

HENRI CORDIER. ^

-cp..

Les origines de la nation chinoise ne peuvent etre placees dans

une antiquite aussi reculee que celles d’autres pays comme la Baby-

lonie, TElani, I’Egypte, mais son histoire offre une continuite et

une duree que Ton chercherait vainement dans une autre. Nous

n'avons pas en effet pour eclairer les debuts de cette histoire, des

monuments de pierre d'une authenticite aussi indiscutable, par exemple,

que Je Code d*Hammourabi, la Stele des Vautours et les hypogees

d’Egypte. L’archeologie prehistorique qui commence a eclairer d’un

jour nouveau Thistoire pre-dynastique de TEgypte, n’a pas encore

arrache ses secrets au vieux sol chinois, et jusqu’a ce jour, tout ce

qu’on a ecrit sur les relations dans un passe lointain de TExtreme-

Orient avec TOccident n’est qu’hypotheses et theories trop souvent

absurdes.

En realite le probleme non encore resolu de I’antiquite la plus

eloign^ de Tapparition de Thomme sur une terre infiniment plus

ancienne que nous ne Tavions cru jusqu'ici se pose avant le pro-

bleme de Torigine de la civilisation. Contentons-nous aujourd'hui

de la petite lueur qu'ont projetee les travaux recents de la geologic

1) Forme le Ch spitre I d’ane Histoire generate de la Chine.

39
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y

et de la prehistoire sur les debuts de rhumanite, sur ce que nous

considerous comme le fatras de nos ancetres, en attendant que nos

descendants a leur tour traitent nos conceptions de billevesees. La

verite est toujours en marche, mais elle cbemine si lentement que

Thomme de nos generations aura probablement disparu avant de

Tavoir connue entiere.

Les geologues nous apprennent qu'aux epoques anciennes, une

mer interieure, appelee la Thetys, separait Tare siberien d’Irkoutsk

des hautes cimes de THimalaya, les terres septentrionales des terres

meridionales de TAsie, le continent de TAngara au nord, du conti-

nent de Gondwana au sud. Cette grande mer interieure faisait

communiquer TAtlantique, par la Mediterranee, avec le sud-est de

TAsie. Peu a peu cette immense masse d'eau fut brisee au milieu de

Tepoque tertiaire, les deux terres boreale et australe se souderent con-

stituant le continent asiatique qui s’affaissant, au nord donna nais-

sance a la plaine siberienne, au sud a TOcean indien, conservant

une vaste mer interieure, elle-meme peu a peu transformee en une

serie de mers et de lacs qui durerent jusqu'au jour ou le manque

de communications avec TOcean, de la vaste nappe liquide des temps

anciens fit un desert aride. A ce dessechement progressif ont cor-

respondu probablement des migrations successives de peuples, des

periodes de barbaric succedant a des periodes de civilisation,

Longtemps avant les dates assignees aux civilisations de la

Babylonie et de TEgypte, Thomme vivait dans des oasis transcapiens,

par exemple a Anau, pres d’Askabad : il habitait deja dans des villes,

cultivait le ble et Forge et commen^ait a elever et a domestiquer

les animaux qui pouvaient lui etre utiles; cette civilisation disparut

devant le dessechement de la region, amenant des migrations qui

sont peut-etre Porigine des civilisations de la Babylonie et de I’Egypte

considerees par I’historien et Tarcheologue comme les plus ancien-

nes du monde, alors que le geologue seul nous revMe I’existence
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d’Anau ^). Le temoigoage de la nature est nioins sujet a erreur

que le temoignage de rhomme. A quelle epoque Fhomme, dont

nous ignorons encore Tantiquite, a-t-il paru sur cette terre d’Extreme-

Orient, qui constitue aujourd'hui TEmpire chinois? Probleme jusqu'a

present insoluble, et qui le restera peut-etre toujours. L'intelligence

de rhomme niise au service de la science est comrae celle-9i limitee;

il arrive un moment oii elle se trouve en presence de phenomenes

qui lui sont incoraprehensibles, alors commence pour lui le surnaturel,

variable suivant les progres de la science et le developpemeut de

Tintelligence, suivant le milieu egalement. Le surnaturel d’une epo-

que et d'une region n'est qu’un phenomene naturel a un autre

moment et dans un pays different.

II sera facile de constater par la lecture de ces pages que la

Chine, ayant peu emprunte et peu rendu, n*est pas neanmoins un

bloc reste completement immuable et intangible 4 travers les siecles,

sans avoir dans une certaine mesure subi et influence non seulement

la civilisation des pays environnants mais aussi celle de ceux qui

par leur eloignement paraissaient avoir echappe a tout contact avec

le vaste Empire de TAsie orientale ; mais ces echanges reciproques

se sont products au cours des siecles dont nous connaissons Phistoire,

plus en detail, au fur et a mesure qu'elle se rapproche de nous,

mais dont nous n'ignorons pas, au moins dont nous soup^onnons

certaines particularites d’epoques fort eloignees de notre temps. II

ne me parait pas que ces influences puissent remonter a une anti-

quite fort reculee
;

dans tons les cas, elles peuvent etre placees

pendant cette periode de I’histoire du monde qui appartient a la

periode geologique de Tepoque actuelle, c'est-a-dire celle ou Fhomme

commence a se rendre maitre de la planete sur laquelle il a apparu

des milliers d’annees auparavant. Des civilisations asiatiques qui nous

1) Cf. Pampelly, Exploration in Turkestan^ I, 1908, pass.
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sont aujourd'hui inconnues ou siroplement entrevues ont existe avant

la periode a laquelle appartiennent les faits dont nous nous propo-

sons de retracer Thistoire,

La Chine dont nous ecrivons I’histoire aujourd’hui est ignoree

dans son antiquite reculee aqssi bien de ses habitants que de nous

;

son passe prehistorique inconnu de nos devanciers, soup9onne depuis

peu d^ann&s, devient mainteuant une realite comme celui de TEgypte.

Puis nous constatons Texistence de monuments, tels les menhirs,

dont les Chinois eux-memes ne signalent pas Texistence ou me-

connaissent la signification. La Chine nous apporte une fois de plus

la preuve qu"il ne faut rien nier, sous le mauvais pretexte qu’on

n'a rien trouve
;

le present doit vivre dans le doute quand il ne

touche pas a la realite et faire credit a Tavenir.

L’eloignement, les diflScultes d’une longue route de terre ou les

perils d'une navigation sur des mers soumises a Taction des mous-

sons, souvent devastees par les typhons, la faiblesse relative des

voisins, Tenormite meme de son territoire avaient force la Chine a

vivre sur elle-meme, sans tirer du dehors les choses necessaires a

la vie; elle trouvait egalement en elle-meme les ressources intellec-

tuelles utiles au developpement et a la conservation de son genie

particulier, et somme toute, en dehors du bouddhisme, elle a peu

emprunte, et encore sans continuite et a des epoques tres difi‘eren-

tes, a des elements etrangers au pays. Les nations qui avaient

besoin de sa soie, de sa rhubarbe, de son muse, venaient les cher-

cher; celles qui, au contraire, lui vendaient leur opium, les etoflfes

de laine et de coton les apportaient. Le Chinois n'avait pas besoin

de quitter son pays pour y voir affluer les marchandises etrangeres

ou pour faire transporter ses produits au loin. Ce qui ne veut pas

dire toutefois que, au cours de leur longue existence, les Chinois

n’aient jamais eprouve le besoin ou le desir de visiter les contrees

lointaines et 1 on verra dans ces pages que soit le zele religieux
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pour les pflerins bouddhistes, soit Tappat du lucre pour certains

negociants, soit des int6rets politiques pour differentes missions

comme celles de Tchang R^ien et de Tcheng Ho, soit meme une

ambition guerriere dans Texpedition de Pan Tch'^ao dans I’Asie

centrale, ont reussi, mais d'une fa9on irreguliere, a attirer les Chi-

nois hors de chez eux. Si les Chinois n’ont done pas vecu comple-

tement separes du reste du monde, toutefois, sans ignorer Texistence

des pays etrangers, meme lointains, ils n’en ont jamais eu une

notion complete jusqu'a Tepoque contemporaine, lorsque la facilite

des communications, la duree raoindre des voyages ayant place la Chine

a une quinzaine de jours de PEurope, Penvoi d'etudiants qui out

puise des idees nouvelles hors de chez eux, Pont obligee de sortir

de son €magnifique» isolement et d’entrer, plutot de mauvais gre,

dans le grand concert international du monde, et ]*ont entrainee a

etudier sans enthousiasme des problemes politiques et economiques

qu'elle avait neglige de se poser jusqu’alors.

On verra que, si pendant des siecles, pour la Chine, la morale

de Confucius a ete le fil conducteur de sa pensee, et la base

meme du systeme politique qui a mis a la tete du pays constitue

en une vaste famille un empereur «Fils du CieU, cette nation ne

s'est pas figee dans une administration immuable, qu’elle a ete

comme les autres agitee par de nombreuses revolutions, qu'elle a

ete gouvernee par differentes dynasties, quelques-unes meme etran-

geres, qu'elle a connu tous les modes de gouvernement depuis

Pautocratie iraperiale jusqu'au socialisme d*Etat de Wang Ngan-che,

revenant toutefois a sa civilisation primordiale jusqu’au jour recent

ou, battu en breche par les etrangers devenus ses voisins ou qui

Pont trop penetre, le vieil edifice vermoulu semble s’ecrouler devaut

la pression de POccident: reflux d’une maree qui, il y a quelques

siecles avait porte jusqu'au coeur de PEurope les descendants des

tribus du nord de PEmpire chinois. Mais que nous reserve Pavenir?
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Une telle histoire est plus propre que n’importe quelle autre a nous

faire suivre les vicissitudes des empires et des royaumes, leur deve-

loppement, leur grandeur, leur decadence. Temoin unique dans

rhistoire du monde, la Chine est le seul empire qui ait soutenu

jusqu'aujourd’hui I’assaut des ans, du d&ordre interieur, de la con-

currence et de la rivalite exterieures. Le philosophe, autant, plus

meme que Thistorien, trouve dans renchainement des faits qui con-

stituent sa vie matiere a de serieuses le90ns.

L’Europe qui tire la soie de la Chine depuis une haute antiquite

n^a longtemps considere cet empire que comme une terre ayant sa

vie propre, ne se rattachant par aucun lien au reste du monde; elle

a ete Tobjet de speculations fantaisistes de la part de quelques sa-

vants et pour la masse des gens elle ne fut qu'une simple curiosite.

Claude Dueet, au commencement du XVII® siecle, dans Tenumeration

des langues que contient son Thresor de Vhistoire des longues *),

cite les langues indienne orientale, chinoise, japonaise, sans parler

des sons^ voix^ bruits
^

longages ou langues des animaux oyseaux.

BossCET dans son Discours sur VHistoire Universelle fera une place

aux Scythes, mais il passera la Chine sous silence ne soup^onnant

pas le role que cette masse d’humains a joue dans Thistoire gene-

rale du monde dont elle forme le tiers de la population, ignorant

ou oubliant que c'est la seule nation dont Thistoire se continue

sans interruption depuis les %es les plus recules jusqu’a nos jours;

qu’aux temps lointains de I’Egypte et de I’Assyrie, il existait deja

une Chine et que cette Chine existe encore aujourd’hui. Au XIII«

et au XIV® siecles, a Tepoque de Thegemonie mongole, le voile

mysterieux qui cache cette distante contree est souleve par Marco

Polo et quelques zeles missionnaires, mais il retombe pour ne se

relever partiellement qu’au XVI® siecle et ce ne sera qu'au milieu

1) Coiogny, 1613, in-8. — Yverdon, 1619.
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du XVII® si^le que les missionnaires de la Compagnie de Jesus

comme Martini dans son Atlas sinensisy nous donneront enfin des

notions exactes sur TEmpire du Milieu. Et comme on sera sans

doute etonne qu"un chapitre aussi important de Thistoire du Monde

ait pu se derouler pendant des milliers d’annees sans que TOccident

y ait eu sa grande part, on inventera des relations imaginaires, ou

on tachera de se la rattacher a Taide de theories abracadabrantes qui

poursuivies jusqu’a nos jours donnent un des plus curieux exemples

des folies que peut engendrer Tignorance ou une science insufiS-

sante. Nous allons examiner quelques unes de ces theories par les-

quelles les savants d'Europe, desireux de trouver a Fhumanite une

origine commune, ont cherche a relier la vieille Chine a differents

pays de TAsie anterieure, voire de TEurope.

Goguet ira trop loin dans son incredulite: «On peut assurer Goguet,

hardiment, dit-il, que jusqu'a Tan 206 av. J.-C. leur histoire ne

merite aucune croyance. C’est un tissu perpetuel de fables et de

contradictions; c’est un cahos monstrueux don\ on ne s^auroit rien

extraire de suivi et de raisonnable».

Le savant j&uite allemand, Athanase Kircher, -) parait etre le Kircher.

premier a avoir souleve la question de Torigine egyptienne des

Chinois dans son grand ouvrage Oedipus ^Egyptiacus en 1654;

il a depuis reproduit sa theorie dans un autre de ses livres, la

China illustrata *), parue en 1667 dont une edition fran§aise fut

1) De V Origine des LoiXy III, Paris, 1758, p. 295.

2) Athanase Kikcher, ne ^ Ghysen, pres Enlde, le 2 mai 1602; f k Rome le 27

novembre 1680.

3) Athanasii Kircheri, S. J. Oedipi ^gyptiaci. Tomus III. Theatrum hieroglyphicim.

Romae, 1654, in-fol.

Cap. II, pp. 10—21
:
quo modo Hieroglyphica a coeteris diaersarum Gentium Uteris

distinguantur, & potissimum in quo Charaeteres Sinensium ab Hieroglyphicis differant.

Voir pp. 348 seq.: Obeliscus Florentinus, eiusque interpretatio, et pages 350 et 355,

la reproduction de ce monument.

4) China,,, illastrata , ,

,

Amstelodami, 1667, in-fol.

5) La Chine d^Athanase Kirchere , . . illustree Amsterdam, 1070, in-fol.
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donnee en 1670; dans celle-ci la Sixiesme Partie est consacree a

TEcriture des Chinois et comprend cinq chapitres dont le quatrieme

traite de la difference qui est entre les caracteres chinois^ les hyeroglifes

des ^gyptiens,

«Les premiers Chinois, ecrit Kircher, estant descendus des Egiptiens ont

suivi leurs fapons de faire pour leurs escritures, non pas quand a la composition

des lettres, mais quand aux figures tirees de diverses choses naturelles, les^

quelles leur servoient pour manifester ieur concept. C'est pourquoy ils avoient

autant de signes pour I’expliquer qu’ils avoient de choses a enoncer» *).

Plus loin, il nous dit:

«Les enfans de Cham, ayant conduit des colonies dans les extreraites de

la Chine, ils y avoient introduit aussi les lettres Sc les caracteres non pas a

la verite avec toutes les significations et les misteres dont estoient ornes les

hyeroglifes des Egiptiens, mais tout autant qu’il estoit necessaire pour expliquer

sa pansee, & donner a connoistre ses conceptions & ses sentimens; quoyque

grossierement» “).

«Les premiers Chinois ont fait leurs caracteres de toutes les choses du

raonde, & ils se sont servis de tout, comme on le voit par leurs chroniques

& par la forme & la #figure de leurs lettres: car ils les formoient de raesrae

que les Egiptiens, represantant tantost des animaux maintenant des volatiles,

apres des reptiles, des poissons, & enfin apres tout cela ils se servoient des

herbes, des ramaux d’arbres, des cordes, des points, des cercles, & de plusieui's

autres choses qui formoient neantmoins ces mesmes caracteres d’une autre fa-

gon que ceux des Chinois, d’apresant, lesquels pour est re devenus plus doctes

& plus habilles par I’experience des choses, ont change le tout, & ont mis

cette confusion d ’animaux, & de plantes dans une certaine ressemblence par

ies points qu’ils y ont mis. lesquels rendent cette ancienne methode plus facile

& plus courte qu’elle n’estoit» i).

Ce que Kircher connaissait de la Chine, il le tenait du P. Michel

Boym ^), Polonais, envoye d’Extreme-Orient en misaion en Europe

par seg superieura; il fut egalement en rapport avec le P. Jean

1) Ckine illuHree^ p. 305.

'i) L. c, p. 311.

3) Kircher, /. c., p. 303.

4) Michel Both, dc k Lwow, Poiogne, en 1612; f au Kouang-si, le 22 aoAt 1669.
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Grubber *), autre Jesuite, qui visita le Tibet, et dont il a publie

la relation de voyage dans sa China illustrata ; sa science sinologi-

que n’etait que rudiraentaire; il y ajouta ses autres connaissances

vastes assurement, et la faculte de batir des theories qui suflBsaient

a Tesprit critique et de controverse de Tepoque.

Kircher trouva un adversaire redoutable, devan9ant certainement

son siecle dans certaines de ses vues, Nicolas Freret, qui mourut

secretaire perpetuel de TAcadeinie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres;

ii combattit vigoureusement Kircher dans un memoire lu a TAca-

demic le 6 d&embre 1718.

Freret observe que

«les Chinois n’ont point eu en vue les images pour les choses que la peinture

peut mettre sous les yeux, ni les symboles pour representer par allegoric ou

par allusion les choses qui ne le peuvent etre par elles-memes. Le P. Kircher

[China illustrata^ est d'uu autre avis; mais il paroit en cette occasion avoir

un peu trop donne a son imagination. Je ne pretends cependant pas que Ton

ait evite ces ressemblances entre les choses & les caracteres, lorsqu’elles sesont

presentees: mais il est shr qu’on ne les a pas cherchees, & qu’elles sont pres-

que toujours detruites par I’analyse du caractere ou Ton avoit cru les appercevoir.

«Les premiers Inventeurs de I’toiture chinoise se sont attaches a des signes

entierement arbitraires, ou qui n’ont qu’un rapport d’institution avec les choses

signifiees; en cela ils ont suivi le genie de la nation chinoise, qui meme avant

Fo-hi^ c’est-a-dire, dans la plus profonde antiquitt% se servoit de cordelettes

nouees en guise d’ecriture. Le nombre des noeuds de chaque corde formoit un

caractere, & Tassemblage de cordes tenoit lieu d’une espece de livre qui servoit

a rappel ler, ou a fixer dans I ’esprit des homraes le souvenir des choses, qui

sans cela s’en seroient efTacees^.

Le savant ev^ue d’Avranches, Huet, nous donne ITnde et la

Chine comme des colonies egyptiennes:

1) Jean Grueber, ne ^ Lintz, 28 oct. 1623; f k Florence en 1665.

2) Ne k Paris, le 13 fevrier 1688; f ^ Paris, 8 mars 1749; il avait ete nomme

secretaire perpetuel le 8 janvier 1743.

3) Ueflexions stir les Frincipes generaux de I*Art cCecrire^ et en particulier sur les

fondemens de Vecriture chinoise. {Mem de V Ac, R des Insc , VI, 1729, pp. 609—635.) —
Voir p 623.

Freret.

Huet.
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«Si le commerce des Egyptiens a ete aussi ancien & aussi grand dans

Torient, que nous avons sujet de le croire, il faut conclure que celui des Indiens

qui etoient leurs principaux correspondans, ne i’etoit pas moins Or cette

correspondance des Indiens & des Egyptiens est si clairement etablie par les

anciennes histoires, qu’on ne peut pas s’empecher de croire en les lisant, que

si toute la nation des Indiens & des Chinois n’est pas descend ue des Egyptiens,

elle I’est du moins en la plus grande partie. Car quelle autre chose peut signi-

fier cette expedition si celebre d’Osiris dans les Indes, ou il regna pendant

cinquante-deux ans, cultiva & polit cette nation, y batit des villes, & y re-

pandit tant de colonies d’Egyptiens, que I’Egypte se crut suffisamment autorisee

dans la suite a former une pretention sur les Indes comme sur son propre?» ’).

Huet expose toute sa theorie dans le chapitre suivant:^)

«Entre tous ces esseins d’Egyptiens qui inonderent les Indes, les Chinois

meritent bieii d'etre considerez en leur particulier. On trouve chez eux des

marques bien sensibles de leur origine, une grande conformite de coutumes

avec celles des Egyptiens, leurs doubles lettres, hieroglifiques, Sc profanes,

queique affinite meme de leurs langues, la doctrine de la metempsycose, le

culte de la vache, & ce qui me paroit fort remarquable, cette aversion con-

stante que font paroitre les Chinois a recevoir les negocians etrangers dans

leurs pays, & qui les a possedez dans tous les terns, pareille a celle que Stra-

bon attribue aux anciens Egyptiens. Je ne puis done assez m’etonner, que cen-

tre des preuves si claires, un Ecrivain de ces derniers terns, plein d 'esprit

d’ail leurs & de suffisance, mais sujet a beaucoup de preventions, ait pu soutenir

au contraire que les Egyptiens 8c les Pheniciens ont recen leurs sciences des

Indiens. Il seroit aise de detruire son systeme, si la matiere que je traite ne

m'entrainoit ailleurs. Quoi que les Chinois soient sortis d'Egypte, en tout ou

en partie, avec le reste des Indiens, ils ont pourtant fait depuis long-teras un

etat separe, qui s’est autrefois acquis une si grande puissance, qu'il s’est rendu

maitre de toutes les Indes. On s^ait que le Japon, la Coree, la Cochinchine 8c

le Tunquin, ont ete des provinces de la Chine. Et si Ton vent croire les Chi-

nois meme, & que leur presumption ne rende pas leur temoignage un peu

suspect, ils ont autrefois etendu leur empire jusqu'au cap de Bonne-Esperance.

La plupart des Indiens neantmoins leur deferent I’honneur de cette superiorite,

& se souviennent de leur ancien commerce. On connoit par les annales d'Ormus,

qu'on a vu dans le golfe Persique jusqu’a quatre cens vaisseaux Chinois, se

decharger & se charger d’une infinite de marchandises precieuses. L’usage de

1) Histoire da Commerce des Anciens, 1718, iii-12. Chap IX. Commerce des anciens

Indiens, pp. 37—8.

2) Chap. X. Commerce par mer des anciens Chinois, pages 40—2.
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la boussole est tr^ ancien parmi eux : non pas qne je croye que Marc Paul

Pait apporte de la Chine dans I’Europe, comme bien des gens en sont per-

suadez; car il paroit par les vers de Gnyot de Provins poete Francois, qui vi-

voit Yd’S Fan 1200, rapporte par Fauchet, que les pilotes Francois se servoient

de la boussole, plus de quarante ans avant Marc Paul. L’histoire rend temoi-

gnage a la probite & a Fequite des anciens Seres majeurs des Chinois, qui

trafiquoient sans voir, & sans se faii’e voir aux marchands».

A la suite de Huet, Mairan, de PAcademie des Sciences, *) ^lairan.

voulut egalement trouver en Egypte, Porigine des Chinois. C’est,

dit-il, «par la conformite de moeurs & de Coutumes qui en est la

grande, &, a mon avis, Punique preuve, qu’il convient de decider

la questions II ne voyait d’ailleurs aucune impossibilite a Parrivee

de S&ostris en Chine avec cent mille Egyptiens. Son correspondant

a Peking, le savant Jesuite, Pareenin, opposa aux theories de

Mairan d’excellents arguments, qui ne paraissent pas toutefois avoir

produit Peffet necessaire, car nous voyons en 1759, De Gutgnes, Deguignes.

de PAcademie des Inscriptions, renouveler la question dans un

Memoire destine a prouver que les Chinois sont une colonie egyp-

tienne; De Guignes qui avait d’abord partage les idees de Parrenin,

fut frappe de la grace par un memoire de Pabbe Bartuelemv sur

les lettres pheniciennes

:

«J’avois devant moi, dit-il, les Lettres Pheniciennes dont il venoit de nous

donner un Alphabet exact. Pour me delasser je m’avisai de jetter les yeux

sur un Dictionnaire Chinois, qui contient la forme des caracteres antiques: je

fus frappe tout-a-coup d’appercevoir une figure qui ressembloit a une Lettre

Phenicienne; je m’attachai uniquement a ce rapport, je le suivis, 8c je fus

etonne de la foule de preuves qui se presenterent a moi. Telle est forigine

de ce Memoire, que deux circonstances reunies par le hasard ont fait naitre.

«Je fus alors convaincu que les caracteres, les loix Sc la forme du Gouver-

1) Jeati Jacques d*0BTODS, sieur de Ma.iu^n, ne a Beziers en 1678; f 9 janvier 1771.

2) Lettres de M. de Mairan au R. P. Parrenin A Paris, chez Desaint & Saillant,

1769, pet. in-8; voir p. 86.

3) Dominique Parrenin, ne au Russet, diocese de Besan9on, le 1" sept. 1665; f a

Peking, le 27 sept. 1741.

4) Lett re du 18 sept. 1735, Let. tdifiantes, 24* recneil.
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Leroux
Deshauterayes,

nement, le Souverain, les Ministres memes qui gouvernoient sous lui, & TEm-

pire entier etoit Egyptian
;

Sc que toute I’ancienne Histoire de la Chine n’etoit

autre chose que THistoire d’Egypte qu’on a mise a la tete de celle de la Chine,

comme si des Francois etablis en Arnerique y fondoient actuellement un Royauine

dont le premier Souverain seroit regarde comme le successeur du Monarque

qui regne en France: par-la toute Thistoire de France anterieure, deviendroit

I’histoire ancienne de cette colonie. Je trouvai encore les caracteres qui ont

donne naissance a ceux des Hebreux, des Arabes, des Syriens, des Ethiopians

& des Pheniciens, c’est-a-dire, les premiers caracteres du monde, & une grande

partie de la langue Phenicienne».

En fait comme le fait remarquer Leroux Deshauterayes, le but

de De Guignes etait de prouver : « P. Que les caracteres chinois ne

sont que des especes de monogrammes formes de trois lettres Phe-

niciennes, & que la lecture qui en resulte produit des sons Pheni-

ciens ou Egyptiens. 2®, Que les deux premieres Dynasties Chinoises

sont composees de Princes qui ont regne, non a la Chine, mais en

Egypte ... M. D, etablit la conformite entre ces Princes, non par

un parallele de leur histoire, ou par une ressemblance entre des

faits qu'il rapprocheroit, mais par la lecture seule des noms Chinois

de ces Princes qu’il croit composes de lettres Pheniciennes. 3®. Enfin

M. D. pretend encore prouver qu'une Colonie Egyptienne alia s’eta-

blir dans la Chine, & il fixe Fepoque de son entree dans cet Em-

pire a Fan 1122. Cette epoque est celle on Vouvang jetta les

fondemens de la Dynastie Iraperiale des Tcheou, la troisierae des

Dynasties chinoises » “). Les doutes de Deshauterayes ne toucherent

pas De Guignes qui repondit a son adversaire ^). II n’est d'ailleurs

pas utile d’entrer dans le detail d’une discussion qui n'offre plus

qu'un interet de curiosite.

1) Memoire dans lequel on prouve que les Chinois sont une colonie egyptienne,,. Par

M. de Guignks... A Paris, chez Desaint & Saillant, 1759, pet. in-8, voir pages 36—38.

2) Doutes sur la Dissertation de -Vi. .. Par M. Leroux Deskautkeayes ..

.

A Paris, chez Laurent Prault [et] Duchesne, 1759, pet. in-8; voir pages 5 7.

3) Reponse de M. de Guignes... A Paris, chez Michel Lambert, 1759, pet in-8.
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Sur cette querelle sinico-egyptienne viennent se greflPer la theorie Warburthon.

de Tanglais Wakbtjrthon sur les hieroglyphes %yptiens et ses

remarques sur la chronologie et sur la premiere ecriture des Ohinois

qui ne resterent pas sans reponse:

«I1 est temps^ ecrit Warburthon, 3) de parler d'une alteration, que ce

changement de sujet, & cette maniere de Texprimer, introdiiisirent dans les

traits des figures Hieroglyphiques. L’anirnal, ou la chose, qui servoit a repre-

senter, avoient ete jusques la dessines au naturel. Mais, lorsque I’etude de la

Philosophie, qui avoit occasionne I’ecriture symbolique, ont porte les Scavans

d’Egypte a ecrire beaucoup, & sur divers sujets, ce dessein exact multipliant

trop les volumes, leur parut ennuyeux. 11s se servirent done par degres d’un

autre camclere^ que nous pouvons appeler, TEcrifwrc des Hieroglyphes.

II ressembloit aux caracteres Chinois, apres avoir d’abord ete forme du seul

contour de chaque figure, il devint a la longue une sorte de marques. Je ne

dois pas omettre ici de parler d’un effet naturel que ce caractere de Tecriture

courante produisit avec le terns. Je veux dire, que son usage diminua beaucoup

de Tattention que Ton donnoit au symbole, et la fixa a la chose signifiee. Par

ce moyen I’etude de Tecriture symbolique se trouva fort abregee; n’y ayant

alors presqu’autre chose a faire qu’a se rappeller le pouvoir de la marque

symbolique, au lieu qu’auparavant il falloit etre instruit des pi’oprietes de la

chose, ou de I’animal, qui etoit employe comme symbole. En un mot, cela re-

duisit cette sorte d’ecriture a Tetat ou est presentement celle des Chinois».

Au milieu de la controverse suscitee par la theorie de De Guignes, Needham.

UD membre de la Societe royale de Londres, Needham, prit sur un

buste d'Isis, du Musee de Turin, Tempreinte de caracteres soi-disant

egyptiens qu’il preteudait ressembler aux caracteres chinois; il les

presenta a un Chinois du Vatican, sed nihil proj^siis aspectu primo

intellexit^ dit-ib Le Chinois n'y entendait rien, parce qu'il ne con-

naissoit que les caracteres modernes. Cependant Temploye chinois

de la Bibliotheque vaticane, flairant probablement quelque aubaine,

1) Kssai sur les hwToglyphes . . . Trad, de l*Anglois de M. Waebueton...

A Paris, Guerin, 17A4, 2 vol. in-12.

2) Dissertation sur Vecriture hieroglyphique . , . A Amsterdam, Et se trouve A Paris,

chez J. Barbou, 1762, in-12

3) c, I. pp. 138—140.

4) Ext. du Journal des Scavans, dec. 1761, Vol. I, p. 4.
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ne se tient pas pour battu; il s’arme d’un dictionnaire de R^ang hi

et il decouvre immediatement une ressemblance entre une douzaiue

des caracteres de Tlsis et des caracteres chinois! De nos jours, Li

Foung-pao, ministre de Chine a Berlin, n’a pas hesite dans les

memes circonstances a lire du chinois.

On eut pu faire la meme decouverte avec n’importe quelle autre

langue hieroglyphique
;
la-dessus grande joie de Needham qui convo-

que tout ce qui pouvait constituer le ban et Tarriere-ban scientifique

a Rome et il fait signer a ces savants et a ces grands seigneurs,

le 25 mars 1762, le proces-verbal de sa pretendue decouverte *).

Pour confirmer ses vues, Needham en appela aux Jesuites de Peking,

et la reponse qui lui fut faite par le P. Cibot ne fut rien moins

que favorable a ses idees.

C. de Pauw, La theorie egyptienne trouva un adversaire dans Cornelius de

Patjw:

aQuant a la communication qu’on suppose avoir existe entre la Chine &
TEgypte, on se convaincra par la lecture de cet ouvrage que jamais supposition

ne fut moins fondee. II est etonnant d’ailleurs qu’on ne se soit point aper^u,

qu’en Tan 1122 avant notre ere les Egyptiens se servoient deja d’un caractm'e

alphabetique, compose de vingt-cinq lettres suivant Plutarque, & seulement de

vingt-deux suivant les decouvertes modernes. Or c’est une absurdite bien grande

de vouloir que les Egyptiens n’ayent point porte a la Chine leur alphabet qui

etoit fort simple, & de soutenir qu’ils y ont porte leurs hieroglyphes employes

uniquement par les pr^tres, & qui ne ressemblent point aux caracteres de la

Chine, comme I’ont soutenu des ecrivains dont I’esprit etoit fecond en reveries.

On ne decouvre d’ailleurs aucun rapport ni entre la religion de ces deux pays,

ni entre les langues». *)

1) De insci'iptione quadam J^yptiaca Taurini inventa et characteribns Myyptiis olim

et Sinis communibus exaraia idolo cuidam antique in regia universitate servato ad uirasqne

Academias Londinensem et Parisiensem rerum antiquarum investigaiioni et studiopraepositas

data epistola. Romae, 1761, pet. in-8.

2) Lettre de Pekin^ sur la genie de la Langue chinoise^ et la nature de leur ecriiure

symbolique^ comparee avec celle des anciens Egyptiens. . . A Bruxelles, 1773, in-4.

3) Henri Cordieb, Fragments <Pune hist, des Etudes chinoisesy pp. 62—3.

4) Pecherches philosophxques sur les Egyptiens et les Chinois. . , Nile ed., Geneve,
1774, I, pp. xvn—XVIII.
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Voltaire a consacre I’article IV de son Fragment sur VHistoire Voltaire.

Gendrale (1773) a etadier Si les Egyptiens out peupU la CldnSy et

si les Chinois ont mangi des hommes. Avec son grand bon sens, il

ecrivait

:

«ll nous a paru, par exemple, que les Chinois ne descendant pas plus

d’une colonie d’Egypte que d’une colonie de Basse-Bretagne, Ceux qui ont

pretendu que les Egyptiens avaient people la Chine ont exerce leur esprit et

celui des autres. Nous avons applaudi a leur erudition et a leurs efforts; mais

ni la figure des Chinois, ni leurs moeurs, ni leur langage, ni leur ecriture, ni

leurs usages, n’ont rien de Fantique Egypte. 11s ne connurent jamais la cir-

concision: aucune des divinites egyptiennes ne parvint jusqu^a eux
;
ils ignorerent

toujours les mysteres d’Isis».

De nos jours, dans un plaisant paradoxe, un savant guerrier a

voulu identifier les Egyptiens prehistoriques avec les Annamites.

La decouverte de bouteilles de porcelaine dans des tombes egyp- Boateiiles de

Porcelaine.

tiennes de Thebes allait donner, pour peu de temps d’ailleurs, un

regain de popularite a la theorie des antiques relations de la Chine

avec la terre des Pharaons.

Wilkinson ecrivait: Wilkinsoa.

«Parmi les nombreuses bouteilles trouvees dans les tombes de Thebes,

nulles n’ont excite plus de curiosite et de surprise que celles de fabrication

chinoise, portant des inscriptions dans cette langue. La decouverte accidentelle

d'une seule bouteille de ce genre passerait naturellement inapergue, et si nous

ressentions quelque surprise qu’elle eut ete deposee dans un sepulcre egyptien,

on pouvait laisonnableraent conjecturer qu’un visiteur d’epoque plus recente

pourrait Favoir laisse tomber, en recherchant d’anciens tresors d’une plus grande

valeur. Mais cette explication cesse d’etre admissible quand nous apprenons que

des bouteilles ont etc decouvertes dans diverses tombes thebaines. .
3)

1) Oeuvres complHes^ Melanges VIII, Paris, Gamier, 1879, pp, 234— 5.

2) Les Egyptiens prehistoriques identifies avec les Annamites d^apres les inscriptions

hieroglyphiques par le general H. Frey de Farmee coloniale. Paris, Hachette, 1905, in-8,

pp. 106.

3) The Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians. By Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson, .

.

A new edition, revised and corrected by Samael Birch... London, 1878, 3 voL in-8, II,

pp, 152—3; avec representations de ces bouteilles.
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S. Birch.

W.H.Med-
hurst.

H. S. Parkes.

Paathier et

S. Julieii.

Samuel Birch dans son edition de Wilkinson, ayant de citer les

traductions de Medhurst et de Davis remarque:

«I1 est niaintenant connu qne ces bouteilles sont d’une periode relativement

recente. M, Prisse a decouvert, en questionnant les Arabes du Caire faisant

le commerce des antiquites, qu’ils avouerent que les bouteilles n’etaient jamais

trouvees dans les tombeaux ou les ruines, et que le plus grand nombre des

bouteilles provenaient de Qous, Keft, et Cosseir, entrepots du commerce avec

rinde sur la Mer Rouge». *)

W. H. Medhurst a examine les facsimiles de douze inscriptions

sur des bouteilles de porcelaine trouvees en Egypte et envoyees par

Stanislas Julien. II a traduit ces inscriptions avec son lettre et la

conclusion de cet examen est que les bouteilles fabriquees d^une ma-

tidre qui ne pouvait etre anterieure a la dynastie des Han portaient

des citations de vers qui ne pouvaient pas, si I’histoire de la poesie

chinoise est vraie, avoir ete ecrits avant la dynastie des T^ang, ce

qui rendait impossible leur decouverte dans des tombes contemporaines

des plus anciens evenements de la chronologie chinoise; et que, au

contraire, ces bouteilles avaient ete fabriques sous la dynastie des

Ming Harry Parkes de son cote etait convaincu que ces bouteilles

ne possedaient pas Tantiquite qui leur etait attribuee.

Fbuillet de Conches a resume ainsi la question:

«On a fait beaucoup de bruit, dans I’annee 1834, en Italie et en Angleterre,

de la decouverte de petits llacons de porcelaine chinoise, trouves dans des hy-

pogees egyptiennes, d'une epoque pharaonique anterieure de 1800 ans a notre

ere, et qui, disait-on, n avaient jamais ete ouvertes. L’egyptologue pisan Rosel-

UNI, MM. Wilkinson et Davis crierent au miracle. Que de discussions eussent

ete soulevees si la decouverte n’eut pas rencontre, des Tabord, un puissant

contradicteur ! La Bible allait etre mise en jeu, et la science historique se serat

perdue en vaines conjectures sur je ne sais quelle fabuleuse communaute dVigine,

ou de rapports commerciaux entre des peoples de races distinctes, et qui, de fait,

ne se sont point connus a ces epoques reculees. Or, on s’etait joue malicieuse-

1) X. c., I!, p. 154.

2) Trans. China Branch Royal Asiatic Society, Part III. Hongkong, 1863, p. 40.

3) Ibid., p 93.
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raent de la credulite des trois savants pei'sonnages, comme le Grec Simonides

s’est heurte dans ces derniers temps centre la sagacite de M. Hase en France

et d’Alexandre de Humboldt en Prusse. Le celebre sinologue de notre Institut,

M. Stanislas Julien, a restitue la veritable date de ces fioles merveilleuses,

en prouvant qu’elles portaient des inscriptions tirees de poeles dii VIP siecle

apres Jesus-Christ, ce qui ne voulait pas meme dire qu’elles ne fussent point

de fabrication tr^-recente, car les Chinois sont les plus habiles faussaires, les

plus adroits fabricateurs d’antiquites®. 2)

Pauthier setait raontre sage dans la question des boateilles de

porcelaine; il le fut moins dans le travail qn’il publia en 1842

chez Didot et dont le titre suffit a faire connaitre Fobjet: Sinico

-®GYPTiACA. — Essai sur la formation similaire des ^critures figura-

fives chinoise et ^gyptienne. II n’en donna que la premiere partie dans

laquelle il indiquait les principes, communs suivant lui « aux deux

ecritures figuratives chinoise et egyptienne, en font des ecritures

d’une nature speciale et similaire, qui ne peuvent etre souraises

qu’a des lois speciales. Ce sont ces lois, dit-il, que nous avons es-

quissees precedemment. La suite de cet Essai sera consacree a leur

demonstrations. On a vainement attendu cette demonstration,

Dans son ouvrage Crania ^gyptiaca^ S. G. Morton declare Morton,

qu'il ne

«trouve rien comme traits mongols dans aucune tete embaumee de sa collec-

tion, a moins qu’une ressemblance generale puis.se Itre tracee dans un exemple

unique de Thebes. Cette observation vient a I’appui de Fopinion du Professeur

Blumenbach, qui en comparant les Egyptiens avec les diverses races humaines,

1) Les Peintres europeens en Chine et les Feintres chinois par M. F. Feuillet db

Conches. Paris, 1856, in-8, pp. 26—27.

2) Lexemplaire de I’Ecole des Langues orientales porte la note mannscrite aaivante

de la main de Panthier:

it.Pavais restitue avant M. Julien, et 1846, dans une note publiee par M. Prisse

dans la Rev)i^ archeologique (Mars 1846) la veritable date de res vases. M. Feuillet ne

I’ignorait pas, mais il vonlait donner un coup d’encensoir k M. Julien ».

3) Crania Mgyptiaca; or^ Observations on Egyptian Ethnography, derived from Ana-

tomy, History and the Monuments, By Samuel George Morton, M.D. ... From the

Trans, of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. IX. — Philadelphia, 1844, in-4. ~
Voir American Ethnographical Society, III, p. 215

40
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affirme qu’ils ((different d’aucune autant qne de la race mongole, a laqnelle

appartiennent les Chinois».

Morton ajoute:

«Que les Chinois aient eu des relations commerciales avec les Egyptiens

dans les temps primitifs n’est pa^ discutable: car des navires de porcelaine

cliinoise, avec des inscriptions dans cette langue ont ete troiivees dans les

catacombes de Thebes. “) Cependant dans chaque exemple ou nous decouvrons

des Mongols sur les monuments, ils sont representes comme des etrangers et

des ennemis. La gravure sur bois gi-jointe, avec le vez petit et un peu deprime,

la tMe rasee, la iiatte de la tete, la barbe rare, la moustache, et le teint blerae,

semble claireraent indiquer un homme de cette race. Elle est copiee d’un dessin

dans Rosellini, dans lequel Rameses III est represente combattant centre les

Sheto ou Scythes, parmi lesquels les Mongols apparaissent centre des allies ou

des mercenaires». 3)

Morton conclut de ses recherches: 1° La Vallee du Nil, en

Egypte et en Nubie, etait a Torigine peuplee par une race caucasienne

;

2° Ces peoples primitifs, appeles depuis Egyptiens, etaient les Miz-

raimites de I’Ecriture, la posterite de Ham, et aflSlies directement

avec la famille libyenne des nations; 3° Dans leurs caracteres phy-

siques, les Egyptiens etaient intermediaires entre les races Indo-

europeenne et semitique . ... les negres etaient norabreux en Egypte,

mais leur position sociale dans les temps anciens etait la meme que

maintenant, celle de serviteurs et d'esclaves . . ;
les fellahs d’aujour-

d’hui sont les descendants en ligne directe et les moins melanges

des anciens Egyptiens.

Ramses II. La derniere fantaisie sinico-egyptienne est celle de la conquete

de la Chine par le grand Ramses II sur Tautorite d'HERODOTK et

de Diodore de Bicile.

Diodore de Sicile nous raconte en effet que le grand Sesoosis,

1) L. c., p. 63,

2) WiLKiXSON, Ancient Effypiians, III, p, 108,

3) L. r
, p. 63.

4) L, c., p 65— 0.
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le Sesostris d’Herodote, le Ramses 11 des Egyptieas, dans son desir

de domination universelle, «se rendant en Asie, a la tete de son

armee, soumit tout ce pays
;

il penetra non seuleraent dans les pays

qui furent plus tard conquis par Alexandre le Macedonien, mais

encore il aborda des contrees et des nations que celui-9i n’atteignit

pas. Car, il passa le Gauge, et s'avau9a dans Tlnde jusqu’a TOcean,

et du cote de la Scythie jusqu’au Tanais, fleuve qui separe TEurope

de TAsie. On raconte merae, qu*un certain norubre d’Egyptiens,

laisses aux environs du Paius Meotide, donuerent naissance an peuple

des Colchidiens> ^).

Herodote avait ete plus sobre : Sesostris t fut, selon ces Pretres,

le premier qui, etant parti du golfe Arabique avec des vaisseaux

longs, subjugua les peuples qui habitaient les bords de la Mer

Erythree: il fit voile encore plus loin, jusqu’a une mer qui n’etait

plus navigable a cause des bas fonds. Dela, selon les memes Pretres,

etant revenu en Egypte, il leva une nombreuse armee, et avan9ant

par la terre ferrae, il subjugua tous les peuples qui se trouverent

sur sa route. . . . En parcourant aiusi le continent, il passa d’Asie

en Europe, et subjugua les Scythes et les Tbraces: mais je crois

que I’armee Egyptienne n’alla pas plus avant
;
car on voit, chez ces

nations les colonnes qu’il y fit eriger, et Ton u’en trouve point au

dela. Il retourna ensuite sur ses pas
:
quand il fut arrive sur les

bords du Phase, je iie puis assurer s’il y laissa une partie de son

armee pour cultiver le pays, ou bien si quelques uns de ses soldats,

ennuyes de la longueur de ces voyages, ne s’etablirent point sur les

bords de ce fleuve. Quoiqu’il en soit, il parait que les Colchidiens

sont Egyptiens d’Origine. . . . »

Diodore reproduit Herodote en y ajoutant le passage du Gauge

1) Trad. E. Hoefer, I, p. 64..

2) Trad. Larcher, II, 1802, Liv II, pp 79-80.
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et I’avance dans Tlnde jusqu'a TOcean et c’est sur son temoignage

qu’un ecrivain que nous ne nommerons pas nous declare que Sesostris

conquit la Chine aux environs de 15 ou 1600 ans avant J.-C.,

quatre ans avant Texode des Hebreux! En realite la legende de

Sesostris conquerant dans la forme que lui donna Herodote est

post&ieure a la conquete perse. cAussi bien, nous dit un maitre, *)

Herodote n'a-t-il fait ici encore que transcrire sans s’en douter un

roman populaire, on les donnees d'apparence historique ne servaient

qu’a introduire un certain nombre d'episodes de pure imaginations.

Aujourd’hui, la plupart des savants cherchent en Afrique et non

en Asie I’origine de la civilisation egyptienne. Dans son Histoire

ancienne des Peuples V Orient dassique^ I, pp, 45—6, M. Maspero

remarque : «A examiner les choses d’un peu pres, il faut bien recounaitre

que rhypothese d’une origine asiatique, si seduisante qu elle paraisse,

est assez malaisee a defendre. Le gros de la population egyptienne

presente les caracteres des races blanches qu’on trouve installees de

toute antiquite dans les parties du continent libyen qui bordent la

Mediterranee : il est originaire de TAfrique meme et se transporta

en Egypte par Touest ou par le sud-ouest. Peut-etre rencontra-t-il

dans la vallee quelque peuplade noire qu’il detruisit ou qu’il refoula;

peut-etre y fut-il accru apres coup d'elements asiatiques introduits

par risthme et par les marais du deltas. M. Edouard Navillk ecrit

:

« En resume, la population primitive de TEgypte est africaine, elle

se compose de deux elements de meme race, Tun, les Anou, les

primitifs neolithiques qui ont ete les premiers a occuper le pays

dans toute son eteudue, Tautre africain egalement, venant de quelque

part sur le Haut Nil, peuplade pratiquant Tagriculture et connais-

sant la metallurgie. Ces nouveaux venus ont ete d’abord des con-

querants, ils ont «frappe les Anou», niais ils se sont meles gra-

1) Maspero, dans le Journ. des Savayits, 1901, p. 602, 603.
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duellement a la population primitive, et de ce melange est nee la

civilisation egyptienne, qui est autochthone, et qui ne presente pas

d’elements etrangers^ ’). La linguistique avec M. Reinisch confirme

^alement I’origine africaine des Egyptiens.

II me parait toutefois impossible, que si Von admet Torigine

africaine de I’Egypte, on nie absolument une influence asiatique.

Dans la seance de TAcademie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres du

22 mai 1914, M. George Benedite, conservateur au Musee du Louvre,

a communique un couteau en silex egyptien muni d’un manche

d’ivoire decore. Sur Tun des c6t&, ii y a un personnage heroique

maitrisant deux lions dont le caractere asiatique est confirme par

les figures de la face opposee, ou reapparaissent certains elements

qui evoquent le souvenir de la Stele des Vautours. II faut placer

ce monument un peu avant Tepoque thinite,

Peu de temps apres que Kircher eut expose sa theorie egyptienne Joha Webb,

de Torigine des Chinois, un certain John Webb, de Butleigh, Comte

de Somerset, fit mieux encore; il publia un essai historique pour

demontrer qu’il etait probable que le chinois etait la langue primi-

tive parlee par les hommes avant la confusion causee par la con-

struction de la tour de Babel ^), Un anglais homonyme, Daniel Webb, uanielWebb

inspire par Tetude de la Grammaire chinoise de Fourmont parue

en 1742, eut Pidee geniale que la langue grecque etait derivee du

chinois ^),

En 1870, le Rev. Joseph Edkins publiait un volume entier j Edkins.

pour montrer que les langues de PEurope et de PAsie peuvent etre

1) La population primitive de CEgypt pp. 19—20. {Rec, de Travaux FhiloL et Arch,

cgypt. et assyrtennes, XXXIII, 1911).

2) London, 1609, in-8.

3) Tjondon, 1787, in-8.

4) Chinas Flace in Philology, London, 1871, in-8.
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J. Chalmers.

G. Schlegel.

Terrien de

Lacoaperie.

rattachees a une origiue unique dans la region de TArmenie et de

la Mesopotamie. Ce sinologue distingue a montre plus tard la fer-

tilite de son imagination en voulant rattacher les habitants du Dakota

aux races asiatiques par une filiation nord-americaine, mongole,

touranienne.

G. Schlegel a critique a la fois le Rev. J. Chalmers, auteur de

The Origin of the Chinese^ Hongkong, 1866, et le Rev. J. Ldkins.

Du premier il nous dit: «Cet essai est aussi infructueux que les

autres; car M. Chalmers, ne possedant point, comme il Tavoue lui-

meme, la raethode scientifique de la philologie comparee, a rassemble

seulement un tas de mots de toutes les langues du monde, qu'il a

essaye de comparer a des mots chiuois, selon leur prononciation

actuelle. Ce petit livre est, ce que les Anglais nomraeraient : a total

failures. Du second il ecrit: «Quoique plus savant que I’ebauche

informe du Rev. Chalmers, dont, cependant, M, Edkins semble ap«

prouver les reves etymologiques, il abonde pourtant en erreurs, et

cela par la simple raison que M. Edkins semble ignorer les travaux

etymologiques faits depuis 60 ans3> ^). Schlegel, si severe pour les

autres, quoiqu’il ait suivi « la methode rigoureuse de Tecole philo-

logique allemande » ne parait pas avoir ete plus heureux dans ses

recherches sur les racines sanscrites et indo-europeennes

Si quelques savants avaient constate une similitude entre des

caracteres cuneiformes et des signes chiuois comme d’autres entre les

hieroglyphes egyptiens et ces memes signes, Terrien de Lacodperie

est celui qui a renouvele et cherche a donner une base solide a la

1) China Review^ XXII, pp. 720— 8.

2) Sinico-Arjjacay p. xi

3) Z. c
,

p. xiir.

4) Simco-Aryaca on Recherches sur les Racines primitives dans les langues Chineses

et Aryennes Batavia, IS? 2, iu-4.
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doctrine dont il a ete Tapotre de Torigine babylonienne de la civi-

lisation chi noise. Esprit ingenieux et paradoxal, done de plus

d’imagination que de science, possedant des connaissances plus eten-

dues que profondes, ignorant I’assyrien et ne sachant du chinois

que ce qu’il avait puise lui-meme dans des livres en Europe,

Terrien, ne tenant aucun compte de la chronologic, s’appuyant

souvent sur des textes d’origine relativement recente, leur decernant

un brevet d’une authenticite parfois douteuse, apportant frequemment

a Vappui de ses theses des faits appartenant plutdt au donaaine

du folk-lore qu"a celui de Thistoire, adaptant les evenements a

une theorie precon^ue, Terrien a ainsi reussi a edifier un systeme

dont la facade pent paraitre imposante mais qui s’ecroule des qu’on

y touche. Rendons lui justice: il a eu cependant le grand merite

de remuer beaucoup d’idees, les ones fausses, ce sont les plus nora-

breuses, les autres justes, attirant ainsi I’attention sur des problemes

dont Tetude avait ete trop negligee par les savants.

Terrien de Lacouperie indique quelques unes des plus remar-

quables traditions que selon lui les tribus Bak auraient apprises

avant leur migration, par exemple le souvenir legendaire de:

Un grand cataclysme qui semble se rapporter au deluge; de ^

Sargon et des details de sa vie, sous le nom modifie deChenNoung;

de Dungi euseignant I’ecriture aux tribus Bak
;

de Nakhonte,

comme Nai Houang Ti, avec des circonstances qui se rapportent a

Koudour Nakhounte et sa conquete de la Babylonie en 2283 av.

J.-C. ; de Tapparition successive d’etres moitie poissons, moitie hom-

mes au debut de la civilisation et en rapport avec Tintroduction

de I’ecriture; de Tarbre symbolique de vie et ses caracteristiques de

calendrier, etc.

1) JVes/ern Origin of Civilization^ p. 24.
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Somme toute, ceci revient a dire que la Chine a regu sa civili-

sation de tribus Bar, c’est-a-dire les Pe Sing des Livres Classiques

chinois. Ces Bak Sings auraient eu tres probablement les yeux bleus,

la face coloree et des cheveux qui n’auraient pas ete noirs, ce qui

les distinguaient du people chinois a cheveux noirs {li mirij des

Livres Classiques) ^). Plus tard on verra au IIP si^cle av. J.-C.,

Ts^in Che Hotjang Ti donner a son people le nom de Tetes Noires;

il faut done admettre que les Pe Sing n’etaient pas les < Cent

noms de famille> ainsi que le croyaient les sinologues, c’est«a-dire

comme le dit Legge, la d&ignation des grandes families de I’Etat

sous les Tcheou, mais bien des tribus portant le nom special de

Bak, Pe cessant dans le systeme de Terrien d’etre le chiffre 100,

mais one simple phonetique qui se pronon9ait jadis Bak, ce qui

n’est d’ailleurs pas prouve. Ainsi done toute la theorie de la civili-

sation de la Chine par des tribus soi-disant Bak repose sur un

postulatura qui est en contradiction formelle avec tons les textes chinois

ainsi que Pa demontre Harlez,

Ed. Biot. ^ D’apres les donnees authentiques consignees dans les livres

sacres, et dans les quatre livres classiques qui forment la base de

Pancienne histoire chinoise, ecrit Biot, les premiers habitants de la

Chine etaient des peuples sauvages et chasseurs, au milieu desquels

s’avan9a, entre le XXX^ et le XXVIP siecle avant notre ere, une

colonie d’etrangers, venant du nord-ouest. Cette colonie est gene-

rafement designee dans les textes, sous le nom de peuple aux

cheveux noirs^ sans doute, par opposition a la couleur dififerente ou

melee, des cheveux de la race indigene, dont quelques debris occu-

1) Bab. and Orient. Record^ V, p. 245.

2) Shoo King^ Yao, 2, p. 17.

3) Toung Pao, VI, 1895, p. 369.
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pent encore les montagnes centrales de la Chine. Elle est appelee

aussi les cent families ;
et ses premieres operations presentent bean-

coup d'analogie avec celles des planteurs, qui vont defricher les

forets de I'Amerique septentrionale^. *) La tlieorie de Biot est

done la contrepartie de celle de Terrien, puisque celui-ci voit au

contraire le people chinois dans la race a cheveux noirs et I’immi-

grant dans le Bak aux yeux bleus. Mais rien dans les ouvrages

chinois anciens ne permet de supposer qu'il y ait eu une immi-

gration etrangere quelconque a I’epoque dont parlent Biot et Terrien

et qui ne peut etre prise que pour une simple hypothese, possible,

mais que rien ne prouve jusqu'a present.

En faisant deriver certains caracteres chinois des caracteres ba- c. J. Ball,

byloniens, Terrien de Lacouperie a suscite la vocation de quelques

disciples dont le plus connu est le Rev. C. J. Ball, qui, alors

chapelain de Lincoln's Inn, poursuivaient dans les Proceedings of the

Society of Biblical Archceology des etudes comparees d'accadien et

de chinois, a Tepoque meme oh Terrien developpait ses theories sur

I’origine chaldeenne de la civilisation du Celeste Empire. Celui-^i a

disparu, mais le Rev. C. J. Ball, aujourd’hui professeur d’Assyriolo-

gie a I’Universite d’Oxford, a presente tout recemment le resultat

d’un grand nombre d'annees de travail dans son volume intitule

Chinese and Sumerian (1913), II nous explique d'abord dans son

introduction la nature de Tecriture sumerienne illustree par Tanalyse

de certains caracteres
;
puis il donne une liste preliminaire de mots

semblables; ensuite la classification chinoise des caracteres ecrits et

les prototypes sumeriens ; un essai de vocabulaire compare de sumerien

et de chinois; enfin une liste de signes dana laquelle les formes

anciennes {kou wen) des caracteres chinois sont comparees avec

1) Biot, Int. au Tcheou li, pp. vi—vii.
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Gobineau.

leurs prototypes sumeriens. Dans cette derniere liste il est hors de

doute qu^il y a une grande similitude, parfois une similitude ab-

solue entre les anciens caracteres ehinois et Tecriture sumerienne,

mais il ne s’ensuit pas necessairement que les uns derivent de

Tautre; ce sont resultats d’efforts paralleles. Le Rev. C. J. Ball

nous dit dans son introduction : « Nous n*avons aucune raison de

supposer que le systeme primitif suraerien d’&riture a ete Tinvention

d’un seul esprit ou d’une seule generation >; il n'y a pas plus de

raison de supposer que le systeme chinois a ete I’invention du meme

esprit qui a cree le systeme sumerien
;

ils sont Tun et I’autre le

fruit de recherches qui ont pu etre conduites independamment les

unes des autres. Lorsque la Chine a re^u sa premiere forme d’ecri-

ture, la Babylonie avait depuis longtemps abandonne son ecriture

primitive pictographique ou hieroglyphique
;
d’autre part, il me pa-

rait raateriellement impossible que des relations aient pu exister

entre les deux pays dans Tantiquite du monde telle que la science

modeme nous permet de la concevoir maintenant. Rien ne permet

d'accorder a Tempire chinois une antiquite semblable a celle que

revelent les monuments de la Babylonie et de la Chaldee. Quand

des fouilles systematiques auront ete entreprises en Chine, I’archeo-

logie prehistorique nous revelera peut-etre des relations dont Texis-

tence ne nous est pas encore prouvee, relations qui ne paraissent pas

pouvoir coincider avec la periode assignee a I’ecriture sumerienne.

M. de Gobineau cherche aux Indes Torigine de la civilisation

chinoise dont il n’accepte pas la haute antiquite ; « Rien infirme,

tout appuie, au contraire, le temoignage des lois de Manou, et il

en resulte que la Chine, a une epoque posterieure aux premiers

temps heroiques de I’Inde, a ete civilisee par une nation immigrante

de la race hindoue, kschattrya, ariane, blanche, et, par consequent.
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que Pan-kou. ce premier homme que, tout tVabord, on est surpris

de voir defini en legislateur par la legende cbinoise, etait, ou Tun

des chefs, ou le chef, ou la personnification d’un peuple blanc

venant operer en Chine, dans le Ho Nan, les memes merveilles

qu’un rameau egaiement hindou avait, anterieurement, preparees

dans la vallee superieure du Nil>. Et M. de Gobineau d’ajouter:

« Ainsi, en Chine, comme en Egypte, a I’autre extremite du monde

asiatique, comme dans toutes les regions que nous avons deja par-

courues jusqu'ici, voila un rameau blanc charge par la Providence

d'inventer une civilisation » ^).

Le phenomenal Pan kou dont nous parlons plus loin transforme

en introducteur de la civilisation en Chine ne manque pas de saveur.

II faut bien avouer que tous ces^ savants trop ingenieux n’ont

suivi aucune methode rationnelle; ils out choisi leurs points de

comparaison au hasard des dialectes et des siecles. Toutes leurs

dissertations philologiques ne sont que de la haute fautaisie et ne

sauraient jeter aucun jour sur Torigine de la langue cbinoise et

par suite sur celle du peuple chinois. II faut d’abord connaitre la

langue cbinoise ancienne, par suite sa phonetique, et dans ce but

il est necessaire d'etudier d’abord non seulement tous ses dialectes

dont la majorite nous est encore inconnue, mais aussi les langues

qui lui sont apparentees
;

cette etude est a peine coniraencee.

€ Du jour, dit B. Karlgren, oh la linguistique aura reussi a

reconstruire avec surete le systeme phonetique de Tancien chinois,

Phistoire et Parcheologie constateront avec reconnaissance que

d’innombrables problemes concernant I’Asie orientale et I’Asie cen-

1) A de Gobineau. — Essai sur tinegalite des Races Iiumaines Paris, 1853, II,

pp, 260—1.

2) Phonologic chinoisey p. 5
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trale auront cesse d’etre des problemes>. Dans cette immense famille

de langues de TAsie orientale que sous le nom de Famille Tibeto-

Chinoise, Sir George A. Grierson dans son Linguistic Survey of

India divise en branches tibeto-birmane et sino-siamoise, cette der-

niere elle-meme dedoublee en groupe chinois et groupe tax, qui

oserait dire que la plus ancienne est la langue chinoise; ces langues

ou ces dialectes se sont developpes parallelement, parfois s’encheve-

trant, descendant sans doute d'une lointaine source commune que

nous ignorons et qui a du exister. La langue comme Thistoire de

la Chine ont beneficie de la duree et de la stabilite de TEmpire,

Dans une autre region de I'Asie, la continuite de Thistoire du peuple

dlsrael reste monotheiste lui a donne une importance qui appartien-

drait peut-etre plus legitimement a des empires plus ^uissants mais

de duree plus ephemere, et cependant la connaissance des hiero-

glyphes et des cuneiformes permet aujourd’hui de rendre a I’Egypte

et a TAssyrie la place preponderante jadis occupee par les Juifs.

Dans rhistoire de la Chine, pas trace d’une immigration venue

de Tetranger
;
nous avons rejete la theorie de Terrien de Lacouperie

de Tarrivee des Bak-Sings; le developpement de sa civilisation s’est

fait sous ridee qu’elle etait le centre de Tunivers, TEmpire du

Milieu (Tclioung kouo)y bornee par les Quatre Mers {Seu Haz)^

environnee de nations barbares ou moins civilisees qu’elle, sur les-

qaelles elle exer^ait une suzerainete tout au moins nominal e, notion

d’hegemonie qui ne parait pas avoir completement disparu de Fhu-

manite.

II ne s’ensuit pas de ce que les auteurs des theories que nous

venons d’exposer n’ont pas reussi a nous en donner des preuves

suffisantes pour nous convaincre de leur exactitude que nous devious

rejeter comme impossibles toutes les hypotheses. Le probleme de
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rorigine des Chinois est toujours pose. Lorsque nous trouvons les

Chinois campes sur les rives du Fleuve Jaune, d'ou venaient-ils ?

qu’etaient les tribus non chinoises qu’ils trouverent dans la region

dans laquelle ils s’etablirent et aux depens desquelles ils coloniserent?

Mais de ce que nous ne pouvons resoudre le probleme actuellement,

il n'en existe pas moins. Si Thistoire telle que nous la connaissons

et Tarcheologie ne sufiSsent pas a en donuer la clef, cela prouve

simplenient notre ignorance du passe. Peut-etre faut-il chercher le

lien qui rattache la Chine au reste de rhumanite dans une antiquite

si reculee que les generations actuelles ne sauraient y remonter.

Nous entrons dans le domaine de la prehistoire, et, quant a la Chine,

cette prehistoire est pour nous un terrain encore iuexplore.
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NOTES ON THE RELATIONS AND TRADE OF

CHINA WITH THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO AND

THE COAST OF THE INDIAN OCEAN DURING

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY
II

BY

W. W. ROCKHILL.

V.

Ormuz, Coasts of Arabia and Africa.

73 (1). Ying yai slihig Ian. 18. Hu-lu-mo-ssU
( ^ ). Ormuz.

This kingdom is on the sea-shore and abuts on mountains. It

is in trade relations with the whole world, and, as a consequence,

most of the people are wealthy and none miserably poor; everyone

looks well-to-do.

Travelling by sea from Ku-li (Calicut) in a north-westerly

direction for about twenty-five days one reaches there.

The people follow the Mohammedan religion, and pray five times

daily, and are very sincere and devout as to fasting and ablutions.

The habits and customs are pure and honest. Their skin is white,

and they are stout and fine looking. Their clothing and caps are

much embroidered.

1) See T'oung Pao, July, 1914, p. 419; March, 1915, p. 61 ; May, 1915, p. 236;

July, 1915, p 374; October, 1915, p. 435.

2) Ormuz is not mentioned, so far as I know, by any Chinese writer prior to Ma
Huan. Cheng Ho visited Ormuz during his mission of 1412. Marco Polo (I, 107) refers

to it as “a city of immense trade.*’ It will he noted that Fei Hsin says it can be reached

from Calicut in ten days, while Ma Huan says twenty-five; this was probably the time he

took to make the journey, not the average time.
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In their marriage and funeral ceremonies they follow the Mo-

hammedan religion.

73 (2). Hsing ch’a sheng Ian, 39. Hu-lu-mo-ssu

One can go with a fair wind from Calicut to this country in

ten days. It is on the sea-coast. All the people are given to trading

There is no vegetation. Cattle, camels, and horses, all

feed on dried sea-fish. It is said that there is vegetation deep in

the hills. They are honest iu their customs. The walls are made of

layers of stones.

The ruler lives iu a secluded spot ( ), drilling troops,

and raising horses. The soil is poor; wheat is more abundant than

other kinds of grain.

The people are wealthy. Near the hills it is all coloured by

salt. They dig it out and make it into dishes, plates, cups, and

such like things, so that in eating they do not have to add any

salt. The houses are of layers of stones, they are three or four

1) Hsi yang ckao ku7ig tien lu, 3, 9 (Hu-lu-mo-ssti), says, “In their marriage and

funeral ceremonies they have the kudTs rite ( official entrusted with

the direction of all rites being called kia-ti (kadi, judge), {I^ote to texl

:

In any marriage

ceremony the groom^s family first gives a feast to the kadi to their relatives and the go-

betweens, after which the two families state their genealogical trees for three generations

back; these are written down, and with this the ceremony is completed. If this is not

done, (the union) is looked upon as adulterous.

“In the funeral ceremony they make winding sheets of floe white cotton stuff, they

wash the corpse three times with bottles of clear water, fill the mouth and nose with musk

and camphor, put on the shrouds and place it in a coffin. They make a grave with stones

in which they put five or six inches of clean sand, then they bring the coffin, take out the

corpse, put it in the tomb, cover it with stone slabs, and having rammed down the dirt

they raise a mound”). m

2) Hsi yang ckao kung tien /«, 3, 9^ (Hn-lu-mo-sstl)^ says; “There is a mountain on

the south side of which is much red salt, on the north side is much white plaster (?

), on the east side is much red hu
(?n

plaster (? 55 ).

t), and on the west side much yellow
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storeys high; the kitchen, sleeping rooms, and place for entertaining

guests are all on top.

The men do up their hair in knots and wear a long shirt.

They are good archers on horseback.

The women braid their hair hanging all around (their heads),

putting yellow varnish on the crown. When they go out, they wrap

their heads in cloth, and hide their faces with blue or red gauze.

On the beading of their ears they hang strings of gold coins, and

with a black substance antimony?) mixed with water they

paint dots around their eyes ( They think tattooing of

designs on the lips and face is beautiful. The rich ones hang around

their necks necklaces of precious stones, pearls, and coral beads,

and around their wrists and ankles they wear gold rings.

They use gold and silver coins in trade.

The products are pearls, precious stones, amber, ambergris,

(and the stuff called) sa~ha*la ( ^ )’ ^0 )>

and rugs. ^)

Ming shih^ 3S6, 9**— 10% says that a mission came to court from Ormuz in 1412

when Cheng IIo was sent on a return mission there. He was once more sent there in

his mission of 1430. Referring to the mountain with sides of different colours mentioned

by the IHi yang chao kwig tien iu^ it says that one side produced red salt, another white

clay ( )
used to plaster walls, another dark red earth ( ), another yellow

earth.

Ibn Batuta, II, 231, says, “The greater part (of the island of Ormuz) is composed of

salty soil and of mountains of salt, of the kind called darani. They manufacture with this

salt vases for purposes of ornamentation, and pillars on which to place lamps.” Linschoten,

I, 4r (Hakluyt Soc. edit.) says that the stones of the houses of Ormuz were of rock salt.

1) Hsi yang ckao kung tien 3, 10, says of the piece goods of Ormuz that they

are of four kinds, the first is called “ten patterned embroidered cut velvet (

^ ^ ^ ^ twenty feet long and twelve feet

broad. The second kind is called *^so-fu of five colours”
( ), the third

1 ), the fourth is calledis called “sa-ha-la gauze veiling” (?

“embroidered kerchiefs with blue and red silk designs”
( ^ ).

Ronffaer, Encyclop. v, Nederlandschdndie, IV, 393, compares the word sa-ha-la with

Malay sakelat.
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The goods used (in’ trading) are gold, silver, blue and white

china-ware, coloured satins and light silks, putchuk, pepper.

The ruler, in gratitude for the imperial bounty, came and

presented in person various objects.

74 (1). Ying yai sMng A-tan ( Aden.

The kingdom (of A-tan) is on the sea-coast. It is rich and

prosperous, the people follow the doctrine of the Moslims, and their

speech is Arabic
(wma ). Their tempers are overbearing and

violent. They have seven to eight thousand well trained soldiers,

horse and foot, whom the neighboring countries fear.

From Ku-li (Calicut) it can be reached by ship after a voyage

of a month to the west.

In the 9th year of Yung-lo (A.D. 1411) the eunuch (Cheng Ho?),

who had been sent by imperial command to give the king the commands

of the Emperor, was received with great courtesy and respect. He

requested the people of the country to come to trade ( ^ fjj

,

in China). ®)

The king wears a gold cap, and his clothing is a yellow robe

held at the waist by a girdle of gold adorned with precious stones.

When comes the day of prayer, he changes to a white turban with

a gold brocade cap and a white robe. When he goes out, he rides

1) Ihi yang chao kung tien lu, loc. sup. dt ,
says that in 1405 the ruler of Ormuz

sent a high official back to China on the junks of Cheng Ho; he took with him a giraffe

and other presents and a petition to the Emperor on gold leaf. This cannot be made to

agree with the statements of Ming skih, 320, O'*— 10, which places the first mission from

Ormuz in 1412.

2) Cf. Geo. Phillips, JUAS., IS96, 348—351.

3) Ming shih, 320, 8, says A-tan was twenty-two days sail from Ku-U (Quilon).

The first mission which came from it to the Ming was in 1416. ('heng Ho visited it

during his mission of 1417—1419, and again during his mission of 1430. The last mission

from Aden to China was in 1436. No mention is made of a mission to Aden in 1411.
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in a cart or on an elephant. His chiefs
(m )

differ as to their

caps and clothing.

Among the people the men wear a turban, and their clothes are

made of either sa-Jia-la ), embroidered linens, or fine

cotton cloth S^^^ ^ ). They wear boots or slippers.

The women wear long robes; on their heads a cap with beads

and a fringe, earrings of gold set with jewels, and bracelets of gold

and jewels. On their toes also they have rings. Their silk veils (? |jl^ ),

gold and silver trappings JKL) are very fine ^)-
Their red gold coin ( is called pu-hi-li (p^ p]^.

it weighs one mace, and there are figures on the face of it. Their

copper coin is called pu-lussU (p^ is ^sed in trading.^)

The climate is constantly hot. They have no intercalation in

their calendars. The ending of the moon makes the month a long

or short one, (as) the day following the night on which the (new)

moon has been seen begins the month. ^)

They have able astronomers (^ ^ ^). They fix a certain

day in spring on which the flowers will bloom, a certain day in

autumn when the flowers will fade and fall, (the dates for) eclipses

of the sun and moon, for wind, rain, the rise and fall of the tide;

there are none of these things they do not correctly determine

(® ^ ^ )•

The dwellings of the people have stone walls, the upper part

is covered with tiles or earth; they reach to forty or fifty feet in

height.

1) Phillips, loc. snp, cit

,

349, says, on the authority of de Goeje, that pu-lu4i is

Arabic Abu JLu-lu “Pearl bather, possibly on account of a beaded circle on the coin, and

that pu-lu-ss'u is Abu Kaus or Kos, “Father Arch” or “Bow,” on account of the coin

having; the figure of an arch or bow on it. The pillar dollar, he adds, is commonly called

Abu Madfu “Father Gun, the pillars being taken for guns. The Mohammedan writers speak

of the "dark red gold dinars” of India.

2) The intercalation of months is forbidden by the Koran (see p. 619).
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The bazars are well supplied with food, aad (there is abundance

of) fine raiment and books, just as in China. When eating rice

they use with it very generally butter and honey, which give it a

most agreeable taste.

The native products are rice, wheat, hemp, beans, and greens.

Of fruits they have dates ^ nuts, p'a-tan

Persian badam, almond), dried grapes, walnuts, pomegranates with

scarlet flowers
(^ ^ tia ), peaches, apricots, and the like.

Of animals there are elephants, camels, cattle, sheep, fowl, ducks,

dogs, and cats, but neither pigs nor geese. Their sheep are hornless

with hanging dewlaps aud short hair.

They have red sandal-wood, attar of roses, cliampaka (gardenia)

flowers, white grapes, the zebra), ^) and the “black

and white camel-bird,” The fu~la is like a mule, it has a white

head and a white face, its whole body is covered with fine dark

tracings, looking as if painted. The “black and white camel-bird”

(W ostrich) is like the

The h*i~lin ()^|^) has forelegs over nine feet long, its hind

ones are about six feet. Beside its ears grow two short fleshy horns.

It has a cow’s tail and a deer’s body. It eats millet, beans, and

flour cakes

1) Hsi yamj chao kung lien /«, 3, 9 (Ilu-lu-mo-ssu) distinguishes three kinds of dates

or tO’Sha-pu ( ), the first is like a plum ( ) with a small stone,

the fruit covered with candy aud tasting like sugar, the second is soft and comes in a

soft cake, it tastes like (Chinese) persimmons, the third kind (is dry) like our southern

jujubes and has the same taste; this kind is fed to animals.

2) Cf. Vhu‘fan chih (Pi-p'a>lo, Berbera coast) in Hirth and Rockhill, op. sup. cit ,
128.

The zebra is there described, but no name is given it. See also infra, 74 (2). The ostrich

is called lo~t*o hao or ‘‘camel-crane.’’ See also infra, 67 (1).

Ji) The giraffe is, of course, the animal here described. Hsi yang ckao kung Hen lu,

3, 13*^ (A-tan) describes as follows the K*i-lin of Aden: "Its frontlegs are nine feet long,

its hind legs six feet. Its hoofs have three clefts (
—

), it has a flat mouth ( [j^ P )

Two short fleshy horns rise from the back of the top of its head. It has a cow’s tail and

a deer’s body Tuis animal is called k'^i-lin; it eats grain of any kind."’ The Arabic

appears first in Fei llsin's work, infra, 75 (2).
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The lion in shape is like a tiger with yellowish black hair; he

has a big head and a wide mouth. The tail is rather black

), his hair is like a mane bis roar like thunder.

All the animal world (wm ) fears the sight of it.

Its tribute (to the Court of China) consisted in gold belts in-

laid with precious stones, pearls, jewels, gold caps, ya-ku (precious

stones) and every other kind of precious stone, and a petition (to

the Throne) on a leaf of gold. ^) ^

74 (2). Hsing ch*a sMng Ian, 36, A-TAN (

From Ku-li (Calicut) this country can be reached with a

favourable wind in twenty-two days. It is on the sea-coast. It has

no vegetation. The soil is fertile, and millet and wheat grow in

great abundance. The walls of the town are of rocks, the houses

of layers of lo-ku stones (^ coral stones?)^) and three or

four storeys high, the kitchen and sleeping rooms being on top.

Their customs are good, and all the people live in abundance.

Men and women twist up their hair and wear a long shirt. When

the women go out, they wear a blue veil to hide their faces, and

cover their heads with a cotton cap so as not to expose to view

1) Chang Sheng*s edition of the Yimj-yai has in the chapter on Ormuz and after the

description of the lion the following: There is also found there an animal called ts^ao

skang fet ( ) and by the natives ya-kuo shih
( ). It is like a

big cat in size, the whole body is like that of a tortoise-shell cat. It has black ears. It is

gentle and kind, not fierce like the lion and the leopard. When animals see it, they prostrate

themselves to the ground; it is the king of the animal kingdom.” Hsi yang chao kung Hen lu,

3, 10^ (Hu'lu-rao-sscl) reproduces the above, it gives the name of this animal as hsi-ya-kno-shih

2) Hsi yang chao kung Hen lu, 3, 12—13 (A-tan) says that in 1421 the eunuch Li

(^) and others were sent to Aden With imperial letters patent. It also remarks that

during the reign of Ynng-lo Aden sent an envoy with a petition on gold leaf and presents.

3) See on this term svpra, 9 (1), n. 1.
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their forms. In their ears they wear a number of gold coins, and

around their necks they hang a fringe.

The native products are sheep (^:^); between their breasts

to their tails hang down nine pieces (of flesh?), so they are called

“nine-tailed sheep’’ ( ). There are also thousand U

camels, donkeys with black mottling
(^ zebras), camel-

footed birds (ostriches), gold coins, and leopards.

The goods (used by the Chinese) in trading here are gold, silver,

coloured satins, blue and white porcelain, sandal-wood, .and pepper.

Its ruler, in gratitude for the imperial favours, went in person

to Court with presents.

75 (1). Ting yeti sMiig Ian, 15. Tsu-FA-ERH ( ffl. ^ ). Djofar.

This country is between the sea and the mountains. To the

east and south is nothing but the sea. To the north and west are

ranges of mountains. One reaches it from the kingdom of Ku-li

(Calicut) journeying north-westward for ten days and nights. It has

no walled towns or villages. The people all follow the religion of

the Moslims. Their physical appearance is good, their culture is great,

the language sincere.

1) Fei Hsin makes frequent use of the term ling yang instead of yang^ see supra.

Hsi yang chao hung tien lu^ 3, 10 (Ha-lu-mo-sstl) says that at Ormuz they had four

kinds of sheep
: (1) Nine-tailed sheep, (2) Big-tailed sheep, (3) Oog-tailed sheep, and (4)

Fighting sheep. In a footnote it adds: “The big-tailed sheep have a tail over a foot broad

which drags on the ground and weighs over twenty catties. The dog-tailed sheep has a tail

like a goat over two feet long. The fighting sheep (rams) are two feet seven or eight inches

high. In front their wool is left long, on the hindpart it is clipped short. Its head is like

that of an ordinary sheep
;
the horns bend forward, and on top of them they carry iron

plates which jingle as they move. This kind of sheep is fond of fighting, and amateurs

(if*# )
raise them to bet on for money or other things.”

2) First mentioned in Chinese literature in Chu-fan-chih under the form Nu-fa

Hirth and Rockhill, op. sup. cit., 116, 195.

Ming sAiA, 3SO, 7, says it first sent a mission to the Ming in 1421, and that

Cheng Ho went there during his mission of 1421 and that of 1430.
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The king wraps around his head a piece of fine white cotton.

His clothing is of light blue flowered silk, or a woven gold brocaded

robe. He wears boots or sandals. Before and behind a detachment

(mounted on) elephants, camels, and horses, accompany him, all

playing on pi-li (^ ^ ,
pipes) and so-na (^ ^ ,

Persian zurna,

flageolets).

The people wear a turban, a long gown, boots, or shoes. On

the day of prayer {sJiuma) they close their business for half a day,

(then) both old and young bathe, change their clothing, and anoint

themselves either with rose-water, gharu-wood, or frankincense,

both their clothes and their bodies. After which they burn on a

brazier gharu or sandal-wood, and then they perform their religious

ceremonies. After its termination they scatter perfume all over the

streets and market places, give alms (?:^^), and with that it

is over.

As to marriages and funerals, they follow the Moslim teaching.

The climate is continually as in autumn; there is no cold.

In trading they use a gold coin weighing two mace, which is

one inch and a half (52c) in diameter, with characters on it and

the image of a man; also copper coins weighing four caudareens.

The native products are frankincense, which is the sap of a tree.

There is also dragon’s blood, aloes, myrrh, an-^hn-hsiang (benzoin),

liquid storax ( inu-pieh’-tzYf {Momordica cochihchinensis)^

and the like, all of which they exchange for Chinese hempen cloth

(^^), silks, and china-ware.

They have rice, wheat, beans, both the su (H ), the sliu (^^),

and the chi (^) varieties of millet, hemp, gourds, and egg-plants,

as likewise cattle, horses, mules, cats, dogs, and ducks.

The ‘^mountain-camel-bird” (III It II, i.e., ostrich) has a

slim neck, a fowl’s body like a crane’s, but three to four feet loner,
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feet with two toes, and hair ( ^ ) like a camel, hence it is called

“camel-bird.’’

As to camels, they have those with a single hump, and those

with double humps. The people use them for riding, and their flesh

is also for sale in the markets.

Its tribute (to the Court of China) is frankincense, camel-birds

(ostriches), and other objects.

75 (2). Hsing ch'a sheng Ian, 38. Tso-fa-erh (^^^^

With a fair wind one may reach this country from Calicut in

twenty days. The walls are made of rocks, the houses of layers of

lo~ku
,
coral stone?); they are three or four storeys high,

in shape like pagodas; the kitchen and bedrooms are all on top.

The country is extensive, but the crops sparse. The soil is brownish,

and has no vegetation. The people take fish in the sea and dry

them, eating the larger ones, and feeding the smaller ones to their

cattle, horses, camels, and sheep. ®)

1) Cf. sirpra^ 74 (1) where the ostrich is called by Ma the "'black and white camel-

bird.’* Wang Ta-vuan {Tao i chih liOy speaking of a place in Africa called Ma-na-li

) refers to ostriches as "fairy cranes”
(mm ),

over eight feet high,

and which fed on stones. "If it hears a person clapping his hands, it stretches out its

wings, and dances. A queer sight to see! Of a truth it is a weird thing!”

Fei Hsin {infra, 77 (1)) calls the ostrich -'o /'i
( )||*^ ) or "camel-footed

bird.”

2) Ibn Batiita (If, 196) says, “We embarked at Culua for the city of Zhafar alhumUdh

("Zhafar of the salt and bitter plants”),... it is situated at the extremity of the Yemen

on the coast of the sea of the Indies, and horses of price are exported thence to India,

the voyage during a full month, if the wind is favourable; and I myself have once done

in twenty-eight days the voyage from Kaliknth, a city of India, to Zhafar.... The town

of Zhafar is in a desert country, without villages or dependencies The market is outside

of the town, in a suburb called Hardja, and it is one of the dirtiest, worst smelling of

markets, and with most Hies, on account of the great quantity of fruit and fish sold there. . .

.

Nearly all the vendors in the market are women slaves, all dressed in black The principal

culture of the people of Zhalar is millet {dhurah) which they water by means of very deep
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Men and women do up their hair in knots. They wear a long shirt.

When they go out, they cover their heads and faces with a cloth,

so that the men may not see them.

They are honest in their usages.

The products are the tsii~la~fa ( ^ ^ ,
giraflFe), gold coins,

leopards, ostriches, frankincense, ambergris.

The goods used (in trading) are gold, silver, sandal-wood, rice,

pepper, satins, light silks, china-ware.

The ruler, touched by the imperial bounty, sent a mission to

Court with objects of tribute.

76 (1). Hsing ch'a sMng Ian. 33. Pu-la-wa
( h Brawa.i)

Going south from Pieh-(li)-lo (Belligam) in Hsi-lan (Ceylon)

one can reach this country in twenty-one days. It is near the

country of Mu-ku-tu-shu (Mogadisho) and lies along the sea-coast.

The town walls are made of rocks, the houses of layers of stones.

The island
( [Ij ) is without vegetation, the land a broad, salty waste.

It has a salt lake in which, however, grow trees with branches.

After a long time they pull them out of the water, when their fruits,

or seeds, become white salt.

wells.... They have also a kind of wheat, called ^alas^ but which in truth is a kind of

barley. Rice is imported from India, and it constitutes the principal food of the inhabitants.

The dirhems of this town are an alloy of copper and tin, and are not current elsewhere, ..

.

The inhabitants of Zhaftjr are modest, with good dispositions, virtuous, ami loving foreigners.

Their clothing is of cotton, which is imported from India.,..’*

1) Cf. Bretschneider, Ancient Chinese and Arabs, 2l. His translation is from Ming

shih, 336, T**— 8*. Fei Hsin was the first Chinese writer to mention this place and also

Chu-pu (77 (1)), La-sa (78 (1)), and Mogadisho (79 (1)). No mention is made of any of

these places in the Hsi yang chao kung tien lu.

Ming shih, 336, 7\ says that between 1416 and 1423 it sent four missions to China,

and that Cheng Ho visited it twice (during that time). He again went there during his

mission of 1430. In the enumeration of the countries visited by Cheng Ho in Ming shik

(304, 2) it is said he went to Pei-la ( ), I think this is an error for Pu-la-wa.
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In their habits the people are virtuous. They do not till the

soil, but earn their living by fishing. Men and women roll up their

hair, wear a short shirt, and wrap around them a piece of cotton.

The women wear gold coins in their ears, and around their necks

a pendant fringe. They have only onions and garlic, but no gourds

of any kind

The natural products are the ma-Jia animal ( ,|| 5^^ ,
civet

eat?) which is like the she-chang musk deer), the hita-fu-la

(:^ jjjg
zebra) which is like a piebald donkey, leopards (^),

cU deer
(^ ), rhinoceros, myrrh, frankincense, ambergris, elephants’

tusks, and camels.

The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading are gold, silver,

satins, silks, rice, beans, and china-ware.

The ruler, touched by the imperial bounty, sent tribute to our Court.

77 (1). Hsing ch*a sJieng Ian. 34. Chu-pu Jubo.

This locality is adjacent to Mu-ku-tu-shu (Mogadisho). The

village is pretty deserted ^^ The walls are of rocks,

the houses of layers of stones.

Here also the customs are pure. Men and women roll up their

hair. The men wrap around them a piece of cotton cloth; the women,

when they go out, have a head-covering of cotton cloth; they do

not expose either their bodies or their faces. The soil is of a yellowish,

reddish colour. For a number of years it may not rain. There is

no vegetation.

They draw water with cog-wheels from deep wells
(

^

®) They earn their living by fishing. The natural products

1) Cf. Bretschneider, sup. cit ^ 22.

2) P’ei win yun fu. 8.v, says

Cf. what Ibn Batata says ia speaking of Djofar {supra, 75 (2), note) concerning the deep
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are lions, gold coins, leopards, camel-footed birds (ostriches), which

are six or seven feet tall, and with feet like a camel’s, frankincense,

amber

The goods used (by the Chinese) in trading are vermilion (?±m-
satins, light silks, gold, silver, china-ware, pepper, rice.

The ruler, having received the imperial presents, was filled with

crratitude, and sent articles of tribute.

78 (1). Hsing ch*a siting Ian, 37. La-sa (^jj'|^)*^)

It can be reached in twenty days from Ku-li (Calicut) with a

fair wind. It is on the sea-coast. The walls are of rocks. Adjacent

to the hills (or, near this place, ^ jjj ) it is a desert. There is

no vegetation. Cattle, sheep, camels, horses, are all fed on dried

sea fish. The climate is constantly hot. The soil is barren, the crops

poor, though there is wheat. It does not rain for years at a time.

They dig wells, and draw the water by means of a pair of cog-

wheels in a sheep-skin bag

Both sexes do up their hair in a knot ( ), and wear a

long shirt. The women cover their heads like those of Hu-lu-mu-sstl

(Ormuz). The walls (of the town) are of layers of stone, the houses

are of mud and three or four storeys high, on top are the kitchen

wells. See also infra, 78 (1) and 79 (1). 3S6, 8^ says it sent frequent missions

to China daring the Yung-lo period, and that Cheng Ho visited it, but no date is given.

1) Cf Bretschneider, op. sup. cit., 21. This locality remains unidentified. It would

seem that it must have been near the two preceding ones, that is to say, on the Somali coast.

It seems possible that La-sa is an error for Sa-la which may be Zeila on the Berbers coast

and which, according to Ibu Batuta (II, 180), extended to Mogadisho (Makdashau). The

old Chinese map of Geo Phillips shows a La-sa
( ) between A-tan (

Aden) and Sbih-li-erh ( Djofar); perhaps this is the correct location of La-sa,

though I incline to look for it on the Somali coast. Minp shih, 3S6, 9* says nothing

of its location. It sent a mission io China in 1416, and subsequently on two occasions.

Cheng Ho visited jt daring his missions of 1417 and 1430.
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and sleeping rooms, and here guests are entertained. On the lower

storeys live the slaves.

The products are ambergris, frankincense, thousand li camels.

The people are sincere. They have funeral ceremonies. They address

prayers to the devils and gods.

Their ruler, moved by the imperial bounty, sent an envoy with

a memorial on a leaf of gold and articles of tribute.

The goods (used by the Chinese in trading here) are gold, silver,

satins, light silks, china-ware, rice, pepper, sandal-wood, Mn-yen

{lisiaDg^ benzoin).

79 (1). Using ch*a sheng Ian, 35. Mu-ku-tu-shu

Mogadisho. ^)

Going from Hsiao Ko-lan (Kulam) with a favourable wind one

can reach this country in twenty days. It is on the sea-coast.

The walls are piles of stones, the houses are of layers of stones

and four or five storeys high, the cooking and the entertaining of

guests all being done on top.

The men do up their hair in knots hanging all around

) and wrap cotton cloth around their waists. The women do

up their hair in a chignon behind and brighten up the crown with

yellow varnish ( ). From their ears hang a number

of strings (of coins?), around their necks they wear silver rings,

and a fringe hangs down on the breast. When they go out, they

cover themselves with a cotton sheet, and veil their faces with blue

gauze. On their feet they wear shoes or leather slippers.

Near the (foot of the) mountain the country is a desert of

brownish soil and stones. The soil is poor, the crops sparse. It may

1) Minff shih, 3QB, 7*’, says it sent a mission to China in 1416, and that Cheng Ho
visited it during his missions of 1417 and 1430.
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not rain (sometimes) for a number of years. They make very deep

wells and draw up the water in sheep-skin bags by means of cog-

wheels
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ). They are excitable and obstinate

(^^). Archery is a part of their military training. The rich

are neighborly with the people. The poor people get their living

by catching sea-fish in nets; these they dry and eat, and also feed

their camels, horses, cattle, and sheep on them.

The native products are frankincense, gold coins, leopards, amber-

gris. The goods used in trading (here by the Chinese) are gold,

silver, coloured satins, sandal-wood, rice, china-ware, coloured taffetas.

The ruler, in pursuance of custom, brought articles of tribute.

80 (1). Tao i chih lio. 92. T'ien-t'ang (^^)' Mecca.

Most of the land is a sandy desert. It was anciently called the

land of Yun-ch'ung (^ 7^)i it has also the name of the

Western City ( ).

The whole year it is as warm as in spring time
( J||[^ ^

). The soil is fertile, and rice grows. The

people live in contentment.

There is a land route from Yun-nan which, in a year or more,

leads to this country. There is also a way thither by the Western

Ocean. Its generally used name is “the Heavenly Hall*’
(^ ^ )*

They have the Moslim calendar which differs from the Chinese

shon shih calendar
( ^ ) throughout the whole length (of

1) Cf. Bretschn eider. Mediaeval Researches^ II, 300— 301. I have found no explanation

of the name Yun-ch'nng; can it be intended to transcribe Yathreh, which is said to have

been the ancient and proper name of Medina or its territory ? The name does not occur

in the early Chinese descriptions of Arabia, T*ang SQl® and Sung shih, 4^90, In

the former Medina is called Mo-ti-na
(
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the year) by three days. Their calculated number of days never

varies.

The climate is hot. In their customs they esteem goodness.

Meo and women braid their hair and wear fine cotton shirts wrapped

around with a piece of fine cotton.

The Western horses over eight feet high are raised in this country.

The people live mostly on mare’s milk mixed with rice (?

^ ^ ), so they are stout.

As trading goods there are used (here) silver, coloured satins,

blue and white porcelain, iron pots, and such like things.

80 (2), Using ch*a sMng Ian, 40. T'ien-pang (

This kingdom can be reached from Hu-lu-mu-ssu (Ormuz) in

ten days. It is the remotest of the Western Ocean. It is said that

there is a land route which leads, after a year’s journey, to China.

It is for the most part a desert, sandy waste. It was anciently

known by the name of Yun-ch'ung (^ y^|l), 'and was part of the

Hsi-yu ( Western Regions). •

The climate is mild, being spring-like during the whole year.

The soil is fertile, and rice abundant. The people follow peaceful

pursuits. Men and women wear a long white shirt. The men shave

their heads and wrap a turban around them. The women plait their

hair and wear it in a coil. In their customs they like goodness.

The ruler has no trouble with the people, nor has he to inflict

punishments on them, for they are naturally good; theft and

1) Koran, Sura IX, says; “Moreover the complete number of months with God is

twelve months, which were ordained in the book of God. ... Verily the transferring of a

sacred month to another month is an additional infidelity. ...” Sale’s translation (London,

1850), 153. The intercalation of months was consequently strictly forbidden.

2) Cf. Hirth and Rockhill, op, sup. tfrV., 124.
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robbery are unknown, and high and low live in peace and

harmony.

In olden times they built a mosque. The first day of the

month is when they (first) see (the new) moon, (then) the ruler

and all the people worship Heaven. The ceremony consists solely

in calling out its praise. This temple is divided into four squares

( ), each square has ninety divisions
(^ ), there are in all

three hundred and sixty divisions. The pillars are of white jade

naarhle?), the ground of yellow kan^yu (“^^?)-^)

In the temple there is a black stone which is over ten feet square.

It is said that in the time of the Han it first came down from Heaven.

The storeys of this temple are of medium height, the tops are like

a pagoda (i. e., dome-shaped?). In view of the heat of the day they

hold their markets after sun-down and into the night. *)

The natural products are gold, amber, precious stones, pearls,

lions, camels, tsuAa-fa (giraffe), leopards, deer. They have horses

eight feet high, and which are called Heavenly Horses
(^ ).

1) Fei Hsin has drawn from Wang Ta-jiian’s book for these two paragraphs. The

name TTen-fang or “Heavenly square” is taken from the Arabic Kaaba or “Cube.” See

Hirth and Rockhill, op. sup. cii , 125, note.

2) It seems possible that Jcan-yu is an error for lii-kan
(m-Vr ) which Chao Ju-kua

mentions as the material used for the walls of the palace of the Caliph, and which may

represent Arabic rukham 'marble* or ‘alabaster*. See Hirth and Rockhill, op. sup cit

,

115,

120, n. 4.

3) Hsi yang chao hung tien In, 3, 16* (T^ien-fang) says: “A hundred li to the west

of this country is the city of Mo-ti-na ( , Medina). To the east of the city

(of Medina) is the tomb of the holy Mo-han-mo-te
A)-

On

the top of the tomb there is constantly day and night a brilliant coloured refulgence.

Behind the tomb there is a spring called a-pi ts^an-is'an ( e., the

well Zemzem)
;

its water is delightfully sweet, and has the power of quelling the raging waves.

Those who journey by sea carry it on board their ships. If a storm suddenly arises, they

sprinkle it (on the waters) when the waves and billows subside.” Cf. Hirth and Rockhill,

op. sup. cit.y 111, 113, n, 2.

The same work (3, 14^) states that the great mosque (of Mecca) was called KH-a-pai

6 » ^^aaba). This is the only passage in which the name Kaaba occurs
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The goods used (in trading here) are gold, silver, rolls of satin,

coloured silk taffetas, blue and white porcelain, iron caldrons, and

pans (^^).

The ruler of the country and his ministers are very grateful to

the Heavenly Dynasty, and their missions are constantly bringing

presents of lions and kH-lin (giraffes) to offer up as tribute.

81 (1). Taoichihlio. 97. Ma-ho-ssu-li (jftwriifsi ). Mosul (?)^)

(This place) is over eight thousand li from the country of the

Arabs, and is adjacent to the kingdom of Ch'ing-pan-nu (|i^ ^)*
It is two hundred and odd li away from the sea, by a stream falling

into it. (There is also) a rocky road, rough and irregular, which leads,

after three hundred odd Z/, to the seat of government.

The land is as flat as a table. The climate is equable. The customs

and usages are thrifty. Men and worhen braid their hair. Their eyes

1) Hsi yanc] chao kung tien 3, 15** (T*ien-fang) says: "In the hiuan-te period

(1426— 1436) the envoy Cheng Ho on arriving in the Western Ocean sent an interpreter

and seven men on native ships to this country with imperial presents of musk, porcelain,

pieces of satin. They got back in a year’s time and brought with them rare precious stones

of various colours, giraffes, lions, ostriches, etc., and also a plan of the great mosque (lit.

the T'ien-fang, or Kaaba). The king of T'ien-fang sent also his minister Sha-wan (

and others with presents for the Court.” See also Bretschneider, Uediaval Researches

^

II,

294—300.

2) This is presumably the Wu-sstidi
( ) of Chao Ju-kua, which has been

identified with Mosul. See Hirth and Rockhill, op.sup.cit.y 140. What Wang says of manna

is interesting; as for the rest of the chapter it seems to be a jumble absolutely inexplicable

and certainly having nothing to do with Mosul.

In another chapter of his work (Po-ssh-li) which seems to me of much the same qnality

as the present one (for it may refer to any part of Persia or Turkestan where, as he says,

"they eat roast mutton and wear camel’s hair cloth shifts”) Wang notes that the goods

used in trading consist in felt and rugs, coloured satins, Yun-nan leaves (? \

gold, silver, Wo iron (? H
, , Japanese iron?), lucraban seed, ivory combs, iron-wax.

Ta-la-ssti-li perfumes
(mMmm^ ), and such like things. 1 have no means

of explaining these terms; tz' u-su-ssu-li may be an error for Ta-la-ssu-li, or vice versa.
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are (round?) like a brass bell. They wear a long shirt. They boil

sea-water to make salt, and ferment sirih leaves (i. e., leaves of the

Piper betel L.) to make spirits. They have chiefs.

The native products are rock salt ^)? mares’ milk, grapes,

rice, and wheat. The grains of their wheat are over half an inch long.

Every year in the eighth and ninth moons it rains manna ^ ),

then the people make a pool to collect it in. At sun-rise, when it

condenses like (drops of) water, they dry it. Its flavour is very like

that of crystallized sugar. They also store it away in jars and mix

it with hot water to drink as a cure for malaria (^^)- There

is an old saying that this is the country of the Tathagata, the manna

^ 3E ^ ^)-

The goods used in trading are tz'u^sussu^li cotton cloth
(m

iiUfS* flj). dark gold
(^ ^ ), white copper, coral

(^ ^
), She-p'o (Java) cotton cloth, etc.

82 (1). Tao i cliih Ho, 94. Ts'ekg-yao-lo Zanguebar.

This country is to the south-west of the Ta Shih (Arabs). ^)

There are no trees on the coast; most of the land is saline. The

arable ground is poor, so there is but little grain of any kind, and

they mostly raise yams to take its place.

If any ship going there to trade carries rice as cargo, it makes

very large profits.

The climate is irregular. In their usages they have the rectitude

of olden times.

1) This seems to be the Ts'eng-pa or Zanguebar of Chao Ju-kua or his

K*un-lun Ts'Sng-k'i ^^^ which there is good reason for thinking inckaed

the island of Pemba and Madagascar, or both. It seems therefore likely that the name

should be corrected to read T8'eng-pa( )-Io. Tao i cUh Ho huang Mng, S, 17^ in-

dicates this amendment as necessary.
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Men and women twist up their hair; they wear a short seamless

shirt. The occupation of the people is netting birds and beasts

for food.

They boil sea-water to make salt and ferment the juice of the

sugar-cane to make spirits. They have a ruler.

The native products comprise red sandal-wood, dark red sugar-

cane, elephants’ tusks, ambergris, native gold, ya-tsui tan-fan (

^ lit., “duck-bill sulphate of copper”).^)

The goods used in trading are ivory boxes, trade silver, coloured

satins, and the like.

83 (1). Tao i chill Ho. 96. Kan-mai-li

Comoro Islands (?).

This country is the land of the fleet horses of the south-west,

and is not far from Fo-laug ( ,
the country of the

Franks). Riding the winds with all sails set one can reach it in

two months from the country of Ku-nau (Quilon).

They build ships in this country to transport horses. Their sides

are of planks, and they use neither nails nor mortar (to join them),

but coco-nut fibre. Each ship has two or three decks with a board

shed (over the upper deck?). To make head against leaking, the

sailors take turns, day and night, without any intermission, at

bailing out the water. In the lower hold of the ship they carry a

1) Chao Ju-kna refers to the natives of Chang-li ( ,
Somali roast) netting

birds of panage. He also refers to sandal-wood, ivory, and ambergris as products of Ts*eng-pa,

Marco Polo (II, 404) speaks of the red sandal wood of Madagascar. See Hirth and Rockhill,

op. sup. cit , 12G, 149.

2) This is the first and only reference to these islands I have found in Chinese geo-

graphical works. I think there is little or no doubt that the Comoro islands are here

referred to. Oman was the principal shipping point for horses to India in the time of

Marco Polo and Ibn Batnta. On the ships for carrying horses, cf, Marco FolOj I, 108.
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mass of pressed-down fraukincense ( ; above

this they carry several hundred heads of horses.

The horses have small heads, thin tails, deer-shaped bodies,

with well drawn-up bellies, and hoofs that are as hard as steel.

They are over seven feet high, and in the space of a day and night

can travel a thousand li.

There is also found (in Kan-mai-li) putchuck, and a variety

of ambergris. All (other) products (obtained or for sale here) come

from Fo-lang (the country of the Franks). ^)

Merchants who go to trade in the Western Ocean carry out

with them such things as cloves, nutmegs, blue satins, musk, red

beads, Su-chou and Hang-chou coloured satins, sapan-wood, blue

and white porcelain-ware jars, and iron in bars. They make the

journey home with pepper which brings them great profit. No ships

carry out with them, roughly speaking, goods of the value of the

tenth part of what they bring back.

84 (1). Tao i cliih lio. 91. Li-chTeh-t'a

Berbera Coast (?).

This kingdom is in the extreme western part of the world

® ^ #). but the king lives on the sea coast.

1) Chao Ju-kaa (P*i-pa-to, Berbera coast) refers to the patchuk prodaced there. He
says elsewhere (Pt. II, 25) that it came from the Hadramaat coast. On ambergris, see

supra, 33 (2), note.

2) Tao i chih lio Tcuang ckeng, S, 16*’. says the first character should be Mo ( ),

and he suggests Muscat ( ). If the correction to Mo-k'ieh-t*a is right,

then we have, as this work also notes, Chao Ju-kua's Mo-k'ieh-ia
( fcnwm. Mogreb-

el-aksa, the Far West, Morocco). In this case the coral fisheries may either be these

referred to by Chao as existing along the Mogreb coast, or these near the coast of P*i-no-veh

,
Tunis and Tripoli). See Hirth and Rockhill, op. sup. cii

, 154, 226. The

people described here by Wang Ta-yiian seem, however, to be negroes or Somalis; the milk

diet of the people points to the latter.
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The land is poor, glutinous millet durah) is raised on it.

The people make their dwellings with tiers of stones. They ex-

cavate the earth to a depth of over ten feet to store the grain in,

and it will keep for three years without rotting.

The climate is hot in the autumn, and cool in summer. The

customs are simple. Men and women are long and lank and of

strange appearance. Their hair is two inches long, and does not

seem to get longer. They wear pu~Vung garments (?

with a black sarong tied around them.
^

They boil sea-water to make salt, and ferment glutinous millet

{durah) to make spirits. They live on cow’s milk.

Among the local products is the chHug-^lang-kan coral-tree
(

^

This tree is from over ten feet to seven or eight

or even only one foot in height. In autumn and winter the people

go in boats to gather it. To a wooden cross-pole they fasten a net

with strings attached to it above. Then they fasten ropes at both

ends of the wooden (cross-pole), and the men in the boats haul it

along cutting off the trees which are pulled up in the net.

The goods used in trading are silver, coloured satins, Wu-lun

cotton cloth, and such like things.

85 (1). Tao i chih Ho. 98. Lo-p'o-ssh
(mmm)-')

Berbera Coast?

This country
( § ) is adjoining the mountains to the right

(i. e., the west) of Ma-kia-na A

1) It seems possible that Lo-p'o-ssu is the Lao-p'^o-sa
( ) of the Taii^

shu, 2QX, which was possibly on the Somali coast; the drinking of the blood of animals

points that way also Hirth, China and the Roman Orient^ 204, places it, however, in the

Sinai Peninsula. This again is one of the countries which the author certainly did not visit,

and the account of which probably caused Ma Huan to doubt the credibility of the story

when he read the book before embarking on his voyages.
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weird-looking peak rises aloft (-^ ^ in shape like a

phantom horse dashing away This locality

(i. e., Lo-p'o-ssii) is situated close to the sea.

Males and females are strange looking. They do not weave, and

they have no clothing; they cover their bodies with birds’ feathers.

They do not use fire in preparing their food, blit gobble the skin

(and all), and drink the blood. They nest in caves, and nothing more.

But though their food and lodgings are primitive
(

^

^ ^ ), it

matters not (T'WHb ). Silk, fine and coarse hemp
(M0

the succession of cold and heat, can they not be disregarded?

What are the differences in climate a thousand li to the north and

south of the Lo (river) compared to those of the miserable countries

iu the Ocean!

This country is scorching hot (?^ ^ ^ ^ ), so the

inhabitants need not be concerned at not having any clothing, and

they naturally follow the moving chariot of space and time. No

wonder they gobble their food, that they do not choose their nesting

places, and that they are not concerned with trade; it is the Paradise

of remote antiquity! (



CHRISTIANS AT CHEN-CHIANG FU

BY

A. C. MOULE and LIONEL GILES.

The existence of Christian Churches at Chen-chiaug in the

thirteenth century is recorded by Marco Polo in his chapter on

that place, which reads as follows: —

Ci deuise de la cite de Cinghianfu.

Cinghianfu est uue cite dou mangi. les iens sunt ydules & sunt

au grant kaau. & ont monoie de carte il uiuent de merchandie &

dars il ont soie ase9 il font dras dores & de soies de maintes faisonz

il hi a riches mercant & grant il out ueneion§ & chaceison de bestes

& de osiaus a8e5. il ont grant planteei des hies & des chouses de

uiure il hi a deus eglise de cristienz nestorin & ce auint des

.m.cc.lxxviii. anz. de lancarnasionz de crist en ca. e uoc dirai comaut

il auint. il fiu uoir qe unques nei auoit eu moistier de cristienz.

ne neis en dieu cristieu5 iusque a .m.cc.lxxviii. 309. hi fu seinguor

por le grant kaan trois anz marsarchis qui estoit cristienz nestorin.

Et cestui marsarchis hi fist faire celles .ii. eglise & de celes tens

en cha hi a eu glise que deuant nei auoit: eglise ne cristiens ne

or DOS partiron de ceste mainerie. & U09 conteron dune autre cite

mout grant qe est apelles tinghingiu.

1) Paris, Bibl. Nat., MS Fran9ai8 No. 1116, fol. 65 r® (c,cilviu)
; Rectiffil de

tom. I, 1824, p. 165 (c. CXLIX). Cf. Yule-Cordier, Marco Foh, vol. II, p. 176, 177;

and •T.N.C.B,It.A.S
f

vol. xlvi, 1915, p. 34. Cinghianfu is of course CheU'Chiang or

43
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This passage has been corroborated in the most interesting way

and very much amplified by the notices of Christians which were

discovered by the late Archimandrite Palladius about forty-five years

ago in the Chili-shun Chen-chiang cliih, Palladius published versions

of some of these first in Russian, we believe, in 1873 and then in

English in The Chinese Recorder^ 1875, pp. 108 —113. The most

important of the Chinese texts was printed by the late H. Havret S.J.

in VarUt^s Sinologiques No. 12, 1897, pp. 385, 386, For further

acquaintance with the Chinese texts we are indebted first to Monsieur

P. Pelliot who very kindly placed at our disposal the extracts he

had made at Moscow, and secondly to the bookshop of the Church

of England Mission at Peking which under Bishop Norris’ prompt

and energetic management has obtained for us a copy of the book

itself. This is now the property of M. Pelliot.

Neither the Chih-shun Chen-chiang chih nor the still older

ting Chen-chiang chih is included in Ch'ien-lung’s Great Catalogue.

They were not known to be extant until a manuscript copy came

into the possession of ^ Yuan Yuan in 1795. He presented

this to the Imperial Palace, after making two transcripts, one of

which he deposited in the Library of the ^ |X| Chiao-shau Mo-

nastery; the other he kept in his own ^ Wen-hsuan lou.

Both works are anonymous; but the ^ ^ ^^ Shii lu chieli Vi

names ^ Lu Hsien as the author of the earlier topography,

while the Yuan work, in the opinion of ^ Liu Pin-shu,

came from the hand of ^ # Yii Hsi-lu, a native of Chen-

chiang. This attribution is eonhrmed by ^ Lu Hsiu-yuan

Chinkiang on the right bank of the Yangtse about 140 miles from its month and at the

point where the Grand Canal crosses the river. For il hi a dtsus eglise etc. the Paris MS
Latin No. 3195 (printed in the Recueil etc. tom. J, p. 423) reads: In ista civitate sant

tres ecclesim christianorum nestorinornra.

2) CSCCC, c. XIX, f. 9 V®
;

y,.
C. XXXT, fol. 13, 14;

IB...,,.

C. XI, fol. 14 V®, 15 r®.
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The title of the latter book shows that it was written before 15

November, 1333, when the Chih-shun reign ended, and as the text

(c. xvii, fol. 4 V®) mentions the tenth mouth of the third Chih-shun

year (20 October— 18 November, 1332) it would seem to be reason-

able to give 1333 as the probable date of composition. It was not

until 1842 that the two works were printed, from the two duplicate

copies mentioned above. They were edited by Yuan Yuan, then

seventy-eight years of age, with the help of several friends, including

^ ^ ^ Ching-wei, who was responsible for the actual cutting

of the blocks. Yuan Yuan contributed a preface, dated on the summer

solstice of 1842, and a body of critical notes was added by

^ ^ Liu Meng-chan and his son [X[ Po-shan ^). This printed

edition is now itself uncommon. Two copies are in the Roumiautsov

Museum at Moscow, one (formerly belonging to Mr Clement Allen)

in the British Museum, and one in the Library of the Jesuit Mission

at Zikawei near Shanghai. There appears to be no copy in the

Wade Collection at Cambridge or in the very remarkable collection

of Topographies
(^ chi/i) lately made by M. Pelliot for the

Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris. Zikawei possesses also the manuscript

copy prepared for publication by Yuan Yuan. There was a modern

manuscript copy and, no doubt, a copy of the printed edition in

3) This edition is in fourteen volumes, the pages measuring 11 J
in. by 7 in. On the

litle-ieaf we resd ^ ^^ ^fL Zl ^ ^ ^ ^

Records of Chen.~chiang in the Chia-iing ‘period of the Sung dynasty [A.D. 1208— 1224],

in twenty-two chapters; Records of Cken^chiang in the Chih-shun period of the ItUan

dynasty [A D. 1330—1333], in twenty-one chapters; Critical Notes in four chapters [two

to each work]; Appendix: a chapter on Chen-chiang Fu from the Yii ti chi sheng [c. vit].

Blocks cut by Mr Pao of Tan-t*u in the second month of summer in the jen-yin year

of Tao-kuang [June-July, 1812].’* The references below are to this edition, the titles of

the two books being shortened to CTCCC and CSCCC respectively. Nearly half of the

former work, in its original form, and a considerable portion of the latter is missing.
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the great library of the late Mr Ting Ping

{sfyhd Sung-sheng) in the ^ ^ T'ou-fa hsiang at Hang-chou.

The passages in which Christians are mentioned in this old book

form perhaps the most interesting of the many pieces of evidence

for the prevalence of Nestorian Christianity in China and, fragmentary

though they are, give as full an account as we can expect to have

of a Christian community in China six hundred years ago. And so

it will not perhaps be thought superfluous to print a complete

translation of every relevant passage which has been found, together

with the Chinese texts in full, and rather detailed notes.

TRANSLATIONS OF THE CHINESE TEXTS.

L “The Ta-hsing-kuo Monastery is in the Chia-tao lane. It was

built in the eighteenth Chih-yiian year (A.D. 1281) by Hsieh-li-

chi-ssii ^), assistant ta-lu-hua-ch'ih {darugha) of this Circuit. Liang

Hsiang, Director of Classical Studies ^), wrote a commemorative

4) Sargis. This name, or Mar Sargis, appears in the form ^w a § s
Ma Hsieh-Ii'Chi-ssii elsewhere in this hook Hsich-erh-chi-ssfl (Governor

of the circuit of Hang-chon in 1364) in the Wan^li Hang-

chou-fu chih, c. xiv, fol. 29; Hsi'crh-chi-ssti or

IIsi‘li-chi-s8ti in the Yuan Shih-, ^ Mo Sa-chi-ssu in the Praise of the

Holy Trinity (
vol. iii,

fol. 2, cf. BEFEO^ VIII, pp. 518, 519); and several times in Syriac

without Chinese transcription on the Hsi-an fu Monument (cf. Haveet, Tar, Sin. No. 7,

pp. hxxv—cii; No. 20, pp. 61—65).

In CSCCC, e. xii, fol. 12 r®, the writer of the original manuscript seems to have been

puzzled by this name. Doubtless under the impression that was the surname, he wrote

JB. characters, and joined ^ to ^ ^ as part

of the commentary. This has been corrected in the printed edition. — See
,

c. ii, fol. 13.

6) A Director of Classical Studies was attached to the staff of each In or Circuit;

cf. Fuan Shih, c. xci, fol. 6 v®, Liang Hsiang, a native of Hang-chou, was appointed to
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inscription. The substance of it was as follows: Hsieh-mi-ssii-hsien ®)

is distant from China more than ten myriad li to the north*west.

It is a land where the yeh-li-k'o-wen practise their religion.

When I humbly asked about this so-named religion, they said that

in the whole world there were twelve Monasteries of the Cross

;

the post in January 1299
: ^ ^ ^^ ifl A M ^

CSCCC, c. xvii, fol. 10 r®. The topographer, writing in 1333, not

nnnatnraUy gives Liaog Hsiang (as perhaps also Wan>tse below) the higher position to

which he only attained after the time in question.

6) Samarkand. Cf. Bketschneider, Mediaval Uesearches^ 11, 58—60. Mar Sargis was

apparently a native of Samarkand. Speaking of Marco Polo’s Argons Colonel Yule says:

“Another tradition derives their origin from Samarkand. And it is remarkable that

Rashid uddin speaks of a town to the west or north-west of Peking, *most of the inhabitants

of which are natives of Samarkand,’,.,” Marco Polo^ vol. I, p. 291.

7) About 30000 miles; probably a slip for one myriad li or 3000 miles, which would

be somewhere about the actual distance.

8) This term is found in several historical works and inscriptions of the Mongol period,

and means a Nestorian (or perhaps simply a Christian) monk, or, less exactly, a Christian.

In several places in the CSCCC and in at least one place in the Yuan Shift (c. cxcvii,

fol. 6 r®) it is used, as 0 0 Hui-hui (Moslem) also is, as if it were a national

designation. The Armenian historian Stephen Orpelian writes: “These Christians whom

the Mongols call Ark’haiun” (D*Ohsson, Hist, des Mongols, tom. II, p. 264, n 1). The

Mongol form is arkagiin, found in European authors in the spellings archaon, arcaon,

CLrkaiun, arkawa, erkeun, or erkhehun. It has been^ conjectured that it is a trauscription

of the Greek or of the colloquial Syriac arknn "archdeacon”, or that

it is connected with the Turkish arkhun, “fair-complexioned”. It is probably not the same

word as Marco Polo’s argon (cf. note 6, just above). In two places (c. v, ff. I v®, 7 v®)

the Yuan shift (revised text of 1739) reads 1-lu-le-kun for Yeh-li-kVwen.

The history of the word is not as yet very clear, but the meaning may be considered certain.

Cf. Chavannes, T*oung-pao, 1904, p. 420, note 7; Deveria, Notes dtepigraphie mongole-

chincise, pp. 41, 80—82. Cf. note 31 below.

9) This name for a Christian monastery is found in the Yuan Shih (c. Ixxxix, fol.

15 V®, etc.) and in the Yuan tien chang (c. xxxvi, fol. 36 v®).
, The late P. Hoang, referring

to certain divisions of the district of Hua-t'ing in Kiangsu which are traditionally

exempt from taxes payable in rice, writes: “These five divisions are situated east of the

city of Sung chiang, ten li from the city, and hear the name of the village,

Shih-tzu chuang (Figure-of-ten village). In the village there is a temple called

Shih-tz& miao {Figure-of-fen, or Cross, temple) where Ch'eag-haang is worshipped

under the title of Hsi-yang ming wang {Enlightened king of the Wes{f\

Far. Sin. No. 11, p. 19, note 3. The combination of Shih-tzu and Hsi-yang suggests some
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among them one, of which the chapel had four pillars forty feet

high, each an enormous tree-trunk. One pillar is hanging in the

air, more than a foot from the floor. The patriarch Ma-erh

Yeh-li-ya (Mar Elijah) worked miracles more than fifteen hundred

years ago The present Ma Hsieh-li-chi-ssti is his disciple. The

worship towards the East is regarded as the principal thing in the

religion. It is not the same as the Indian Religion of Nirvana.

The fact is that the sun rises in the East, the four seasons begin

in the East, all things are born in the East. The East comes

under wood and presides over birth. Thus, Chaos having been

parted, that which causes Heaven and Earth to be without rest,

sun and moon to be carried on their way, and the human race to

increase and multiply, is the principle of continuous reproduction.

connexion with Christianity, but the use of Shih-tzu alone is not enough to show such

connexion. Thus in the CSCCC we find shih‘tzit pei, “the tablet inscribed

with ten words”; and shih-tza chieh, "cross streets”, is very common.

10) Cf. p. 671 below.

11) The allusion seems to be to the founder of the religion, though the Chinese

rather suggests the meaning: "worked miracles for more than fifteen hundred years”. Is

it possible that the verbal account given to Liang Hsiang was intended to mean that the

Patriarch Mar Elias worked this miracle of the pillar in the Greek year 1500 and odd?

There was a Patriarch, Mar Elias HI, who died on 12 April, 1501 (A.D. 1190), cf.

Maris Jmri et Slibae de Pair. Nest. Comm
, pars 11. Samarkand was also a Metropolitan

see, bnt we do not know where to look for a list of the Bishops. Marco Polo says that

the miracle took place soon after the death of Chagatai in A.D 1242.

12) Cf. Nestorian Inscription
:

(Havret, Var. Sin.,

No. 7, p. xxviii ; No. 20, p. 55), and Scriptorum veternm nova collectio. tom. X (Ebedjesns),

p. 361: "Apostolicus canon est adoratio orientem versus”, and Wordsworth, TAe? A/ww/ry

of Gracdy p. 44: "The first rule [of the Edessene Canons'] is ‘Pray ye towards the East^”

13) The Chinese divide things up, as is well known. into corresponding categories

Quarters Seasons Elements Colours Playlets etc.

1. East Spring Wood Blue Jupiter

2. West Autumn Metal White Venus

3. Centre — Earth Yellow Saturn

4. North Winter Water Black Mercury

5. South Summer Fire Red Mars
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Therefore they call it the ever-creative God. The figure-of-ten

(the Cross) is an image of the human body. They set it up in

their houses, paint it in their Churches, wear it on their heads,

hang it on their breasts. They consider it as an indicator of the

four quarters, the zenith and nadir. Hsieh-mi-ssii-hsien (Samar-

kand) is the name of a place; yeh-li-k'o-wen is the name of a

religion. His excellency’s grandfather K'o-li-chi-ssii (George), his

father Mieh-li (Mares?), and his maternal grandfather Ch'e-pi were

court physicians. ^®) When the Emperor T"ai Tsu first took their

country, the Crown Prince, the Commander-in-chief, fell ill. ^'^)

14^ The argument is a trifle obscure. The meaning is that the Christians worship

towards the East because the East is identified with the principle of reproduction, on

which the working of the universe depends. as a Christian epithet for the Deity,

would more naturally mean everlasting or eternal, as in the regular version of the Mongol

Mongka Tiingriy Eternal Heaven; cf. Chavannes, 2*oung^ao^ 1904, 1908, ‘Inscriptions

et pieces, etc.’, passim. The ambiguity of the word may help to account for the

singular notions here expressed.

15) Cf. Nestorian Inscription: (llAVBErr, Tar, Sin
,

No. 7, p. ivii) and P5|
{ibid., p. xxviii). It is remarkable

that both hero and in the Nestorian Inscription the real significance of the emblem of the

Cross should be ignored. The unwillingness of the Nestorians to draw attention to the

crucifixion of our Lord is noticed by William Rubruquis in several places. He sajs for

instance: “The Nestorians & the Armenians do neuer make the figure of Christ vpo

their crosses. Wherfore either they seem not to think wel of his passion, or els they are

ashamed of it** (Hakluyt’s Principal Navigations, etc, vol. I, p. 106); and again further

on: “The Nestorians had written a whole Chronicle from the Creation of the world to the

Passion of Christ, and, passing over the Passion, they had touched on the Ascension and the

resurrection of the dead and the coming to judgement*’ {Journal of Ifilliam of Pubrtick,

p. 229).

16) His Excellency ( knng) is of course Mar Sargis George was evidently quite

a common name, and will be met with in various forms in the following pages and in the

Yuan Shih, as well as in the older forms Ho-chi (Nest. Inscr , Var Sin., No 7,

^ I-ho-chi-ssu (in the Praise of the Holy Trinity,p. Ixxxix) and t: ^ ^ M
vol III, fol

pjs * 2 r®). The name Mieh-U is found in

the CISCCC, c. V, fol. 26 v®, and in the Yuan Shik, c. evii (the seventh son of Guyuk).

Ch*e-pi does not seem to be so well known.

17)

T*ai Tsq or Chingis captured Bokhara and Samarkand in the summer of 1220

or Spring of 1221 {Yuan Shik, c. i, fol. 8 v®), Mr A. G. Ellls thinks that Yeh-k'o-na-yen
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His Excellency’s maternal grandfather administered sherbet, and the

Ma-li ha-hsi-ya and novices prayed, whereupon the prince recovered.

He was appointed Imperial She-li-pa-ch*ih and Ta-la-han (Tarkhan)

of the yeh-li-k'o-wen of his native place [Samarkand]. In the fifth

Chih-yuan year (1268) the Emperor Shih Tsu [Khubilai Khan]

ordered his Excellency to come post haste to present sherbet, and

rewarded him very liberally. Sherbet is made of a quantity of

fragrant fruits boiled and mixed with honey. She-li-pa-ch'ih is the

name of an office. That His Excellency had inherited his ancestors’

skill in the preparation of this drink is proved by the fact that

the Emperor bestowed upon him a gold tablet granting him the

exclusive right to the office. In the ninth year (1272) he went

must represent the Mongol Ycke Noyan, "Great Prince*’^ or “Great Com-

mander”. This is confirmed by Bbetschneidkr*s note {I^oiices of Med. Geog,^ p. 114,

note 66): ^Noyen is a Mongol title. It occurs frequently in the Yuan shih^ where the term

is spelt mm No-yen'*) and by the following in CSCCC,
, c i, fol. 19 r®:

]fc “The ShiA chia chai yang hiin la says: In the Mongol language great is yeh-k^o\

in the names of officers yeh-k^o is the highest title, etc.” In his expedition against the

West Chingis was accompanied by his sons Juchi, Chagatai,

O Tului, who are all called Huang Tzu in

the Yiian SAih, 1. c. According to M. Pelliot, Yeke Noyan “est une appellation mongole

usuelle de Tului”.

18) The syllables « a 9& Ma li ha-hsi-ya come again below, and the

similar Ma-erh ha-hsi in the Tuan Shih, c. Ixixii, fol. 15 v®. Pal-

LADiTJs took them in each case as a proper name, supposing that they stood somehow or

other for Mar Jesus. It seems to be much more probable, however, that M. Peluot has

found the true solution by -identifying ha-hsi-ya with the Syriac USTamia hasia, “saint”.

M. Clement Huart points out that hasia was the proper title of a Bishop.

19) She-li'pa is sherbet; ch^ih is the termination chi by the addition of which the

names of offices, employments, and trades are said to be formed in Mongol, so that

sheAi-pa-cK ih is like sherbeter, a purveyor or maker of sherbet. Cf. Chavannes, 'Poung-

pao, 1904, p. 389, note 1.
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with the P'ing-chang Sai-tien-ch^ih 2
®) to Yua-nan; in the twelfth

year (1275) he went to Min and Che — in each case for the

purpose of making sherbet. In the fourteenth year (1277) he was

appointed assistant ta-lu-hua-ch'ih of the central administration of

Chen«chiang fu receiving a tiger badge and the title Huai-yuan

20) Sai-tien-«h*ih is the Seyyid Edjell Shams ed-Din Omar, This famous Moslem ser-

vant of the Mongol Khans, Chingis, Ogotai, Mangn, and Khubilai, was horn in 1210.

After bolding ma)iy distinguished posts, he was sent by Khubilai to Yunnan, where his

name is still honoured, in 1274 (not 1272 as the text states) and died there in 1279.

M. A. VissiERE has devoted the greater part of the first series of his admirable Btudei

Sino-Mah(m€tanes (Paris, 1911) to the biography of the Seyyid Edjell Omar. P'ing-chang

^ ^ P'ing-chang-cheng-shih was the fourth title among the Metropolitan

Ministers and the second in the provincial administrations. Sai-tien-ch'ih had been Metro-

politan P'ing'Chang-cheng-shih from 1261 to 1264 — cf. Juan Skih, cc. Ixxxv, xcii, cvii.

21) That is, roughly speaking, the modern provinces of Fukien and Chekiang, or the

circuits ( fad) in those days of Fu-chien-min-hai and

Che-tung-hai-yu.

lu) was called

i ^ Ta-lu-

22) The governnaent or central administration of a circuit (

Tsung-kuan-fu and was constituted as follows; One ^

hua-ch'ih, one Tsung-knan and Superintendent of Agriculture
(

)» T'ung-chih, one !iS >t>
Chih-chung (for first-class circuits

only), one P'an-kuan, etc., cf Tuan SMh, c. xci, fol 6 v®. It will be seen that

the staff, which was, however, formally so constituted only in 12S3, does not include an

a^sisfant ta-lu-hua-ch'ih, and we have not noticed the title in any of the civil territorial

administrations in the Tuan SAiA. The addition of an assistant ta-lu-hua-ch'ih to the staff

of the circuits (||§) is recorded in the Yiiantxan chan/jy c. xv, fol. 8 v® under the year

— M ) ;
but still the list of officials on the staff given at the beginning of the

same chapter does not include the title. It is common enough in the military offices called

^ ch'ien-hu-so, and appears as the third rank in several non-territorial

tsuDg-koan-fu (cf., e, g., c. Uxxv, fol. 14 r®,

Chen-chiang fu was a circnit of the second class
(TSS ), that is to say the population

was less than one hundred thousand families
( ^5 ) • Yiian SAiA^ cc. Ixii, fol. 3 r® (where

however the population is given as 103315 families), xci, fol. 6 v®. In the CSCCC, c. iii,

fol. 16—25, the population amonnts to 114218 families. See Census table.
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ta-chiang-cliun Though raised to splendour and prominence, he

did not cease to be a faithful adherent of his religion and constantly

had plans for the propagation of the faith. One night in a dream

he saw the sevenfold gates of heaven thrown open, and two angels

addressed him, saying: You must erect seven monasteries; and

presented him with some white thing as a token. On awaking he

felt inspired, and forthwith resigned oflBce and devoted himself to

building monasteries. First at the T'ieh-weng Gate he gave up

his house and built the Pa-shih hu-mu-la or Ta-hsina-kuo

23) The system of granting ranks and titles to persons employed by the government

appears to have been very elaborate. For the present purpose it is enough to say that

government officials were classed in nine Tanlc&
( jjp each rank being divided again

into an upper
( IE chung) and lower ( ts^ung) grade. Each grade of each rank

(except the lowest) carried with it a varying number of gradated titles \ these again divided

into two series — civil ( w&n) and military wit). An actual appointment (e. g.

a darngha-ship) carried with it a certain rank and grade together with one of the appro-

priate titles. And besides the title there were the robes and the badge — the tiger tablet

or tally ( hu-fu) of gold with the figure of a couching tiger below and one, two,

or three pearls above, and the plain gold badge
( c/iin-p^ai or chin-fu)y

silver badge ( yin-fa), etc., cf. Marco Polo, vol. I, pp. 350—353, and Plates

facing p. 352 and p. 355. The badges were as has been said tallies
( ) mafie in two

parts. Very interesting rubbings of such tallies dating from the Sui dynasty have been published

and described in the Kuo-hsueh-ts"ung-k*an. Nos 1 and 3, 1911. These

are shaped like an animal and have a sunk cross on the left shoulder of the right-hand

half, with a raised cross to fit it on the right shoulder of the left-hand half, and certain

characters engraved on the edge (the back of the tiger) which are perfect only when the

two halves are fitted together.

Huai-yuan ta-chiang-chun was the twelfth military title, or the lowest of the three

titles attached to the lower grade of the third rank ( the rank and grade

to which the darugha and tsung-kuan of a second-class circuit
( ) were entitled.

The words translated “was appointed*’ are the technical words used of offices which entitled

the holders to one of the first five ranks; the appointments to such offices being made by

the Emperor himself. Cf. Juan SAik, cc. Ixxxiii, fol. 3 v®, xci, fol. 8 r° 10 r® The

inaccuracies of the statements in the text will be made clear below.

24) For this and other localities named see pp. 661—671 below.

25) Hu-mu-la is the Syriac 'umra, a monastery. yk mu has been acci-

dentally omitted in one place (Ta-shih hu-la) below. la is invariably printed tz'u

throughout this paragraph.
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Monastery. Next he obtained the Shn-t'u hill at Hsi^cliing and

built together the Ta-shih hu-[mu-]la or Yun*shan Monastery and

the Tu-ta-wu-erh hu-mu-la or Chii-niing-shan Monastery; and below

the two monasteries he founded a free cemetery for the yeh«li-k'o-wen.

Again at K'ai-sha in the District of Tan-t"u he built the Ta-lei

hu-mu-la or Ssu-tu-an Monastery. On the Huang hill outside the

Teng-yiin Gate he built the Ti-lien-hai-ya hu-mu-la or'Kao-an

Monastery. Near the Ta-hsiug-kuo Monastery he built also the

Ma-li Chieh-wa-li-chi-ssii hu-mu-la or Kan-ch'uan Monastery. In

Hang-chou at the Chien-ch'iao Gate he built the Yang-i hu-mu-la

or Ta-p'u-hsing Monastery These seven monasteries were the

genuine result of his Excellency’s zeal. He showed loyalty to his

prince and devotion to the empire, not seeking to become conspicuous

himself, but only making his monasteries so. The Ch'eug-hsiaug

Wan-tse presented a memorial stating that his Excellency had,

out of the goodness of his heart, built seven monasteries, and obtained

in reply a letter under the Imperial seal, promising protection.

An immediate grant was made of thirty chHng of government

26) This monastery also is mentioned by Marco Polo (vol. ii, p. 192), but no other allusion to

it has yet been found in any independent Chinese book. The Chien-ch'iao Gate — officially called

Ch*ung-hsin — was on the street which leads from the Chien ch*iao, a well

known bridge, to the present Oh'ing-t'ai Gate, at the point where the street is

crossed by the Ch*eng-t*ou lane, a lane which marks the situation of the

east wall of Hang-chou before it was rebuilt in its present position in 1359. A modern

book, Tttng cJChig chi gii, contained in the

,
pt. XXV, no 5, quotes this passage with some other parts of the inscription (c. i,

fol. 11), and draws special attention to it and to the history of foreign religions in China

in both Preface and Postcript. Cf ^issi'ere. Eludes Sino-mahomcianes, 2de series]}]). 11— 160,

UlamUme a Havg-tcheou.

27) Ch’eng-hsiang was the highest position in a Provincial government and the second

or third in the Metropolitan. One Wan-tse (perhaps the one referred to here) was Metro-

politan Right Ch'eng-hsiang ( ) from A.D. 1291 until his death

about the end of May, 1303. See Yuan Shik, c. cxii, fol. 7 v®~l0 r®j c. exxx, fol. 6.

28) One chHng is 100 iX mu, or about 17 acres.
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arable land in Chiang-nan, and thirty-four cli'ing of privately owned

arable land in Che-hsi were purchased in addition for the perpetual

maintenance of the seven monasteries His Excellency held oflBce

in Chen-chiang for five years In raising continuously all this

masons’ and carpenters’ labour be did not oppress any members of

the common people in the very least degree. Those who took the

monastic vows were all yeh-li-k'o-wen He sent ceremoniously
29)

The Chiang-nan Che-hsi tao incladed a great part of

modern Kiangsu and Chekiang, namely the circuits {lu) of Hang-choa, ^ ^
Ha-choo, Chia-hsing, P*ing-chiang (Su-chon), Ch’ang-chon,

Chen-chiang Chien-te (Yen-chou), m 7C Ch'ing-yiian (Ning-po),

^ ^ Ch'u-choa; and ^ Sung«chiang fu. From 1281 to 1289 however

Chen-chiang was in the mmm, Huai-tung tao Cf. Yuan Shik, c. hii, fol. 1, 2, 3.

Ch^ang chu^ “ever remaining’*, is said by MM. Chavaj^nes and Pelliot to be

pen pres synonyme” with chu ch*ih^ “constantly to maintain’*, see Vn Traite

Manicheen retrouvi en ChinCy p. 59 [555], note 1. ClCang chu is an elliptical phrase the

fuller form of which is found, e. g., in the Yuan tien chang, c. xxxiii, fol. 6, 7,

or, better for our present purpose,

Chu ch*ihy both in the Manichean Treatise and where it

occurs a little further on in this inscription, seems to be a simple verbal phrase, “con-

stantly to maintain” or merely “to maintain”; but the more common use is also elliptical,

when it stands for “a religions superior” or “Abbot”. For this sense of Chu chHh see

DE Groot, Le Code du Mahdydna en Chine, p. 132, and Chavannes, T^oung-pao, 1904,

p. 370, note 8. Here again the Yiian tien chang, ibid., gives the full form

“The elders who maintain”

Moslem literature.

“The head monk who maintains” or

This latter sense of chu eh*ih is found also in Taoist and

30) The dates, as far as they are known, of Mar Sargis' appointment and resignation

will be found below. Until A.I). 1291 it seems to have been possible to hold office for

from thirty to sixty months; after that date thirty months was fixed as the limit for some

offices and three years for others. Cf. Yuan Shih, c. Ixxxiii, fol. 4 r®. K'uo-li-chi ssa,

however, and T'ai-p*ing (p. 650 below) each held office for about four years.

31) This remark raises the interesting question of the existence of native Christians.

Yeh-li-k'o-wen here cannot very well mean Christians in the purely religious sense, for

such an observation would be too self-evident. What seems to be meant is that all the

Christian monks were of some foreign (possibly Syrian or Persian) nationality. Cf. note 8
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to invite the Ma-li ha-hsi-ya Ma-erh shih-li ho-pi-ssti-hu-pa of the

land of Buddha that he might expound the secrets of the religion

and formally deposit the Scriptures; and then the chapels of the

seven monasteries were quite complete. Moreover he commanded

his sons and grandsons to maintain them throughout the stream of

ages to come. As for sherbet-making, it was an hereditary business

to be carefully fostered and not to be allowed to decay. These

precepts and instructions were designed to secure a perpetual in-

heritance and succession, and are a further illustration of his

Excellency’s thoughtfulness. So I have brought together what I heard

to form a record.

“The Kau-ch*uan Monastery is near the Ta-hsing-kuo Monastery.

“The Ta-kuang-mitig Monastery is south of the Tan-yang kuan,

built by An-ma-chi-ssH in the first Yiian-cheng year (A.D. 1295).”

II. “Tan-t^'u district.

“The Lung-yu Monastery is on the Chin Hill. The old name

was Tse-hsin. It is not known at what time it was founded:

above, and CSCCC,

® ?¥ Aft
feSf IB,
“What are called Yeh-li-k'o-wen are Western men” with the further

«So Hsieh-mi*ssU-hsien is a place in the West and Yeh-li-k'o-wen is the

Christian religion”.

32) That is to say the West. For Ma-li ha-hsi-ya cf, p. 634, note 18, above. In the

following syllables, “episcopns” is unmistakable, and it certainly seems natural that a Bishop

should have conducted the formal consecration of the chapels which formed part of the

new monasteries. M. Pelliot suggests that the syllables should be differently divided,

making "Mar Shih-li-ho, Bishop”,

33) CSCCC, c. ix, fol. 8 v°— 9 v®. The heading of the chapter is S^ng ssti,

“(Buddhist) Monasteries”, and of the section, Pen fa, that is Chen-cbiang City.

The last-named monastery is not one of the seven, and there is nothing but the founder’s name

to suggest that it was Christian, while the name Kuang-ming is at least as suggestive of the

Manichees as of the Christians. 1^ Ming and Kuang-ming occur very often in

the newly found Manichean treatise.
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Some say that it was founded in Chien-wu (A.D. 317) of the Chin

dynasty: Wu Ti (A.D. 502—549) of the Liang dynasty once visited

the monastery and instituted the Shui-lu Congress ^^): The Kao*

34) We gather more precise details about this famous Congress from the
1 1

J

Chin shan chih lueh, quoted in VII, 103, clti skih, fol. 1: *Iu the

second year of T*ien«chien in the Liang dynasty (503 A.D), the Emperor Wu dreamed

that a divine monh addressed him thus; All sentient beings {lit.y the six paths (of trans-

migration) and the four (inodes of) birth] are suffering incalculable misery. Why not in-

stitute a great East by land and water in order to rescue them? — When the Emperor

awoke, he questioned various Buddhist priests on the subject, but none could tell him

anything. Only the monk Chih-kung exhorted the Emperor to make a thorough

examination of sfftras and s'astras, where he would surely find the explanation he sought.

So the Emperor forthwith sent out messengers to fetch a copy of the whole Buddhist

Canon, which was deposited in the Ch'ung-yun Palace. Day after day he spent in reading

the scrolls and preparing the ceremonial, until in the third year his task was completed.

He then built a place for religious exercises in the Chin-shan Monastery, and ordered the

priests to institute the Congress after the model laid before them. The Master of the

Vinaya Seng-yu proclaimed it in writing, and a great response was evoked from the gods.”

« i # « K * fj-'

= ^ Bii a; «T m If^ « it FI

After the Liang dynasty, the Shui-lu Congress seems to have remained in abeyance

for 800 years. At any rate, we hear nothing more of it until the Yuan dynasty, when it

had evidently been long in desuetude. Then it was twice revived in consecutive years (1314

and 1315). A commemorative inscription, composed by Ying-sben and written out by Chao

Meng-fu, gives us the following particulars; “Since the accession of His Majesty (JSn Tsung)

his living subjects within the four seas have enjoyed peace, and his thoughts are turned to

those souls that have gone down into the nether world, whom there is no means of suc-

couring. On the i-hai day of the second moon of the first year of Yen-yn (7 March, 1314),

an Imperial Edict was issued conformably to the wishes of the Empress, slating that

Chin-shan was the spot where the Shni-lu Congress was first instituted, and that a muni-

ficent grant would be made from the Imperial exchequer for the purpose of organising a

great fasting Congress there, to last for seven days and seven nights The following

year, on the ping-hsu day of the eighth moon (9 September, 1315), another Edict was

issued to the effect that a great Shui-lu Congress should again he held on the same lines

as the year before.” A-
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seng-cltuan of the Liang dynasty says that Wu Ti visited the Tse-

hsin monastery and instituted the Shui-lu Congress in the fourth

T'ien-chien year (A.D. 505). ... In the reign of Chen Tsung

(A.D. 998—1022) of the Sung dynasty the monastery was granted

the name of Lung-yu Monastery of Contemplation. In the reigning

dynasty in the year chi-yu of Chih-ta (A.D. 1309) the monk Yiug-

shen took charge of it by command of the Emperor, and was

granted together the two convents which Ma Hsieh-li-chi-ssii had

taken possession of east and west of Yin Hill. And a special

Imperial messenger was sent to restore the great Shui-lu Congress

according to the custom of the Liang dynasty.” ^°)

1^ {CSCCC, c. ix, fol. 12 r°).

"In the third year of Chih-chih (1323) a great Shai-la Congress was again held, and

the monk Ying-shen again composed an inscription to be engraved on stone”

{CSCCC,

1. c.). We learn from the inscription that this Congress was inaugurated in the ancient

temple of Chin>shan ( ,
doubtless the mm mentioned above),

followed the same ceremonial as before, and lasted seven days, from the 10th to the 17th

of August.

35) CSCCC^ c. ii, fol. 9 v®, 12 v®. The latter part of this passage is extracted from

an inscription by the Han-lin-shih-chiang, Yii Chi, whose

biography is in the Yuan. SMy c. clxxxi, fol, 2 r®— 6. M. PfiLLior has kindly looked in

the collected works of Yii Chi but without finding any mention of Mar Sargis or of the

yeh«U-k'‘o>wen
; this inscription having been omitted apparently by the editor. It will be

noticed that a different date for the restoration of the Christian convents to the Abbot of

the Lun"-yu Monastery is given below. Another passage (fol. 10 r°) in the long account

of this monastery tells us that in A.D. 1012 the name of the island was changed to

Lung-yu (Dragon^s Swim), owing to the Emperor having dreamt that he wras swimming

there. In 1021 this name was passed on to the monastery, and the island reverted to its

old name of Chin. From the T*u shu chi VIT, 101, hui k*ao 5, we learn that

“another name for the island is T'ou t'o Cliff. The
:fL ^ Chiu yii

chih says that nisse P'ei T'ou-t'o of the T*ang dynasty took up his abode here,

and built a monastery at the water’s edge, where he found several pounds ( ) of gold.
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III. “The Ssti-tu«an Monastery is at K'ai-sha, built by Ma Hsieh-li-

chi-ssu assistant ta-lu-hua-ch^ih of this circuit.

“The Ta-fa-hsing Monastery is on the Fu-t'ien Hill outside the

T*ang-wa Gate: this is also a yeh-li-k'o-wen monastery.

“

IV. “The Po-jo (Prajna) Convent is on top of the Shu-t'u Hill.

In the sixteenth Chih-yuan year (A.D. 1279) Ma Hsieh-li-chi-ssti

assistant ta4a-hua-ch*ih of this circuit built two monasteries on

land belonging to Chin-shan; one called Yun-shan Monastery and

one called Chu-ming-shan Monastery. In the fourth Chih-ta year

(A.D. 1311) they were changed into a convent dependent on Chiu-

shau and given the present name. Chao Meng-fu ®'^) vice-president

of the Chi-hsien yuan, received a special command to compose an

inscription for a stone tablet: The substance of it was as follows:

In the year of the Emperor’s accession, the fifth month and the

chia-^shen day (31 May, 1311), an order under the Imperial seal

This came to the ears of the Emperor, Ming Haang (A.D. 712—756), who thereupon

gave the island the name of Chin Shan (Golden Island)’’. Another writer dismisses this

attempt to explain the name as a mere fable. He says it is derived from the Buddha-

vatainsaka-sQtra ( ), where it is related that there are seven golden islands

floating in the Ocean of Eragrant Waters surrounding Mount Sumeru. The island off

Ch^n-chiang got its name from a supposed resemblance to these. He adds that the

Sanskrit word Sumeru ( ) means "wonderful height”
( ), and that the

Miao-kao feng is actually applied to Chin Shan. See Tu sha, ibid

?iui Ic ao 7 ;
compare Chin-shan ckih lueh. The monastery is also known

as the
jjj

Chin-shan Monastery and, we believe, still exists.

36) CSCCC, c. ix, fol. 18 r®. The Ta-fa-hsing is not one of the seven monasteries,

and the mention of it here is the only scrap of certain evidence of Christian activity at

Chen-chiang beyond Mar Sargis’ original effort. Four of the seven (including the Ta-fa-

hsing) monasteries in or near the city are recorded as to all appearance still existing in

the year 1333, and of the remaining three only the two on the Shu-t*a Hill are known

to have reverted to the Buddhists before that date.

37) Chao Meng-fu (also known as TzU-ang) whose biography is in the Yiian

Shihy c. clxxii, fol. 2 r®—4 v®, was a member of the Sung Imperial family, and one of

the most famous painters and calligrapbists of his day. Several of his paintings may now
be seen in European collections. The Chi-hsien yuan was a board for the control of Taoiat

priests, exorcists, fortune-tellers, etc , cf. Yuan Shih^ c. Ixxxvii, fol. 3 r®.
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was made to send P'o-lu, judge on the Hsuan-cheng yuan, and the

Minister Ta-shih T'ieh-mu-erh, councillor in the Tu Kung-te-shih-

ssu to ride post haste to inform the provincial government of

Chiaiig-che teug ch'u and say; The yeh-li-k'o-wen have taken it

upon themselves to build Monasteries of the Cross on land belonging

to Chin-shan; let the crosses be torn down and destroyed. The artist

Liu Kao, who formerly did the painting and modelling for the

Pai-t'a Monastery, is ordered to go and put in their stead on the

walls of the chapels and rooms of the monasteries paintings and

figures of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, devas and dragons. The oflBcials

are to prepare and supply whatever he needs to use; and so the

monasteries will revert to Chin-sban, On the keng-cli*hi day (27 May)*^)

another charter with the Imperial seal was sent down for Chin-

shan, in which the yeh-li-k'o-wen and their descendants in per-

petuity were prohibited, under pain of severe penalties, from raising

a dispute on the matter. In the eleventh month and the keng^lini

38) The Hsuan-cheng yuan, with which the Kung-te-shih-ssti was incorporated in 1329,

had the management of the Buddhist monks. We have failed to trace the exact title

^ Ta Rung-te-shih-ssti cVeng; in the Tuan titn chang^ c. vii,

we find n T'ung-chih Tu Kung-te-shih-sstt
( IE —• dp)

on fol. 39 r®, ^ Kung-te-sstl Fu-shih ( iH pt|
)

on fol. 8 v®,

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Knng-le-sliih-ssu ching-Ii ^ on

fol. 40 V®. The four Judges (Tuan-shih kuan), appointed in 1288 (or 1289) and suppressed

in 1300, seem afterwards to have existed together with their subordinates as a more or

less independent department of the Hsuan cheng yuan. The title Hsiian-cbeng yuan Taan-

shih kuan occurs in Yuan tien chang^ c. vii, fol. 7 r®, and that of one of the subordinates

(» ) on fol. 31 V®. Cf. Tiian Shih, c. Ixxxvii, fol. 4 r®.

39) This date, being earlier than the one above, is surprising. If we might suppose

the accidental omission of “of the 7th (or 9th) month”, the date would be 26 July or 24

September. Lin Kao was apparently not a painter of much renown, as his name is not

included in the F*ei ic^i ckai shu hua p*u nor in the

Sung Yuan i lai hua jen hsing shih lu. The Pai-

t*a Monastery may have been the one mentioned in AS Ch^ifa t*ung chih.

c. U, fol. 23 V®: “Situated eight li west of the prefectural city [of Yung-pTng

in Ohihlij, founded in the Yuan dynasty”.

44
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day (23 December) the Minister Hai-yin-tu, president of the Tu

Kung-te-ssu, received a special communication from the Emperor:

As for the Monasteries of the Cross, built on the Chin-shan land

by the heretic yeh-li-k'o-wen trusting in their strength; now that

their images have been torn down and destroyed, let new images

of Buddha be made, and the walls of the monasteries be painted

afresh, that they may be regarded for ever as a convent dependent

on Chin-shan. And I, His Majesty’s servant Meog-fu, was ordered

to write a composition and to set up a stone on Chin-shan to

publish this matter for ever. Thereupon I, His Majesty’s servant

Meng-fu, devoid of eloquence, having respectfully saluted and

prostrated myself, composed the following inscription: With regard

to Chin-shan, I respectfully record that a monastery was first built

there in Chien-wu (A.D. 317—318) of the Chin dynasty and named

Tse-hsin. In T'ien-chien (A.D. 502—520) of the Liang dynasty the

Shui-lu plans were completed and a fast instituted at the monastery.

In Ta-chung-hsiang-fu (A.D. 1008 — 1017) of the Sung dynasty the

name was changed to Lung-yu, and a grant was made of arable

and hill land at Hsi-ching in Chiang-nau. In the reigning dynasty,

in the sixteenth Chih-yuan year (A.D. 1279) the yeh-li-k'o-wen Ma

Hsieh-li-chi-ssu, who held the oflSce of ta-lu-hua-ch'ih ih the central

administration of the circuit of Chen-chiang, built two Monasteries

of the Cross on the hill top at Hsi-ching, and the arable fields

belonging to Chin-shan were seized by theyeh-li-k'o-wen. Now after

twenty-seven years ^°) Chin-shan has recovered the two monasteries

40) There is some inconsistency with regard to the dates. Chao Meng-fu himself says

that the monasteries were built in 1279 and restored to Chin-shan in 1311, that is to

say thirty-two, rather than twenty^seven, years later. The topographer states that the

Ta-hsing-kuo Monastery was built in 1281. Liang Hsiang’s words might be taken to mean

that no building was done until 1282, if Mar Sargis held oflSce for five years from 1277

and resigned before he began to build; but by ordinary Chinese reckoning this statement

also would point to 1281. We have two statements (which however probably represent one

authority) that these disputed monasteries were built in 1279 •— statements on the whole
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to be a subordinate convent; thus glory radiates from three centres,

and the single peak standing in mid-stream is more firmly established

than ever. And so 1 have made an ode, etc.:

“P'an Ang-hsiao vice-president of the Han-lin yuan, was also

ordered to compose an inscription for a stone tablet: The substance

is: Great is Buddha! there are not two Gates of the Law, just as

in void space there is no such thing as going and coming. In-

numerable spheres of activity reveal themselves in the fulfilment

of fate, yet the Gate of the Law is one and one only. How could

there possibly be two? Whatever beyond this is regarded as the

Law is not what we Buddhists call the Law, The ancient and

famous temple of Chiu-shau stands up boldly in the midst of the

stream of the great River! the most picturesque sight in the world!

The hills of Chiang-nan coming from the south extend right up

to the River. Steep and high they stand opposite, facing the peak

in the midst of the stream, and the currents in their veins commingle.

With beetling heights, they bend their heads and watch the island

as though they were standing sentinel over it. Now in the sixteenth

Chih-yuan year (A.D. 1279) the yeh-li-k^o-wen Ma Hsieh-li-chi-ssu,

rendered exceedingly arrogant by his successive terms of oflBce as

governor of this region, selected the most beautiful site on the

precipitous cliflF and put up a building on the summit as a temple

for his foreign religion, called Yin-shan Monastery and laid out

supported by the fact that Mar Sargis resigned his post as darugha in August, 1278 (see

p. 648 below), while we have at present no independent evidence to tell us how long he

held the post of assistant darugha. The fact that Chao Meog-fu calls Mar Sargis darugha

is a farther slight indication that it was his resignation of that higher office which preceded

the building. We have also two dates — 1309 and 1311 — for the restoration of the

monasteries to the Buddhists.

41) P*an Ang-hsiao is known as the author of the Chin shih li, cf.

Wylie, Idoies on Chinese Literature

^

1901, p. 246, where “Maou’* is a mistake.

42) This statement is not quite accurate. As we have seen (p. 637), he built tico

monasteries here, the Yiin-shan and the Chii-ming-shan.
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the waste land as a burying place for those of his sect. Alas! the

sects of the West are ninety-six in number; but our Buddhism

alone is the true religion. In view of the truth of our religion,

can a false or foreign faith be tolerated? The present Emperor

when he came to the throne ordered P'o-lii and other members of

the Hsuan-cheng yuan to cast out the old images from the mo-

nasteries and to copy the Indian figures of the temples at the

metropolis with vermilion and gold, purple and blue, all new and

bright; and to hand over the buildings to the Chin-shan superiors,

the elders Fo-hai and Ying-sheng, granting the name of Po-jo

Convent of Meditation dependent on the Chin-shan Monastery.

May the whole district raise its voice to celebrate with one accord

this return to the True Faith! Your servant, Li Pang-uing, president

of the Chi-hsien yuan, presented a petition that an inscription

should be engraved on hard serpentine to make this known for ever.

Your servant, Tau-ya-ta-ssu, Minister of the Han-liu yuan charged

with the receipt of edicts, received the rescript. Your servant Ang-

hsiao was the writer; and so forth”

43) There was a special department of the Board of Works
( T Kung pu) to

supervise the painting and carving of Buddhist images. It was founded in 1275 and called

The biography of Li Pang-ning will be found in Yuan SHA, ch. cciv ad initiate.

He was a eunucb who stood in high favour with Khubilai and his three successors.

Fan-hsiaug chii or Indian image office^ and was raised to be

^ Fan-hsiang t'i-cbii-ssn in 1316. Cf. Yuan Shik, c. hxxv, fol. 13 v®. The Mongol

name P'o-lii is transliterated above (p. 643).

44) In the account of the Lung-yu Monastery (p. 641 above) this name is written

I® Ying shgn.

45) CSCCCy c. ii, fol. 24 r®—25 r°, chapter
* > section

Tan-ya-ta-ssti is described as ^ ^ ^^ ^ Han-lin Hsoeh-shih Ch^eng-chih.

Wang 0 was appointedFrom the Yuan Skiky c. Ixixvii, fol. 2 r®, we learn that

Han-lin Hsueb-shih about the year 1260. before the regular institution of the fian>iin

Board or College which took place in 1264. From 1269 onwards the highest officials on

the staff had the title of Ch eng-cbih, “Jteceivers of edicts”, the next rank were

called ^ ^ Hbueh-shih, the third ^^ Shih-tu Hsueh-shib, the fourth
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V. “3he-li-pieh (sherbet): forty jars. Ma Hsieh-li-chi-ssti, late assistant

ta*lu-hua“Ch'ih of this circuit, made it by boiling a preparation of

grapes, quinces, oranges, and such like things, and was granted boats

and horses to send it up as tribute” ^®).

VI. ‘‘Chen-chiang-fa lu tsung-kuan-fa : In the twelfth month of the

thirteenth Chih-yuan year (January, 1277) Chiang-yin Chen-chiang

au-fu-shih-ssu was changed to Chen-chiang-fu lu tsuDg-kuan[-fu].

“Ta-lu-hua-ch’ih (Darugha):

“Hsi-la-han: a Mongol...; he arrived on the first day of the

second month of the thirteenth Chih-yiian year (17 February, 1276);

on the next day he left his appointment and went north:

Yen Chung-chieh: a native of Tung-p'ing . . .; he arrived in the

third month of the fourteenth year (April, 1277); on the seventeenth

day of the fifth month of the fifteenth year (8 June, 1278) he was

transferred to the charge of the Che-tung tao hsuan-wei-shih-ssu;

Ma Hsieh“li-chi-ss1i: a yeh4i*k'o-wea man, tiger tablet, huai-

yuan ta'chiang-chun; he arrived on the twenty-fifth day t)f the first

month of the fifteenth Chih-yiiao year (18 February, 1278); on the

first day of the eighth month (20 August) he was granted a gold

tablet and transferred to the appointment of assistant ta-lu-hua-ch*ih

with the title ming-wei chiang-chun:

Shib-cbiaDg Hsueh-sbih, and so on. Tbe Cb*eng-cbiU varied from three

to nine in number at different periods and were finally fixed at six. On the other hand,

Tan-ya-ta-ssh's exact title (Han-lin Hsiieh-shih Ch'eng'Chih) is given under the lower grade

of the second rank ^ ifp »
Presidents’ rank from 1271 to 1305) in the

Tiian tieu chang^ c. vii, fol. 3 v®, and is the highest title of any Han^Un official there

recorded, though the Yuan Skih^ 1. o., assigns the Ch*eng-chih (after 1312) to the lower

grade of the first rank Hsueh-shih to the upper second rank

( ). We shall probably be right in regarding Tan-ya-ta-ssti as having been

one of the Presidents of the Han-lin yuan.

46) CSCCC, c. vi, fol. 21 r®, chapter Local articles of tribute; section

4 K Present articles of tribute. Elsewhere, as will he noticed. Sherbet is generally

written ^*1 A She-li-pa.
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Chang Chao: styled Yen-ming, a native of Chaug-te, t'ai-chung

tai-fu; he arrived on the ninth day of the eleventh month of the

fifteenth Chih-yuan year (24 November, 1278) ; on the third day of

the fifth month of the sixteenth year (13 June, 1279) he resigned

oflSce on account of disease of the foot”. ^^)

47) CSCCC, c. XV, fol. 5 T®, 6 r®. As is customary in Chinese topographies, several

chapters of the Chm-chiang chih are devoted to the names of those who had held office

in the locality. These are divided chronologically by dynasties, and subdivided according to

the various local administrations, and again by the different offices in each administration.

In this case, under the general heading Yiian dynasty, the heading Tmng-kuan-fu is

followed by the names of those who administered it, classified according to their offices —
ta-lii’hua-cJCihy tsung^huan^ etc. Tor the constitution of a Tsnng-huan-fu see note 22 (p. 635)

above; and for the ChMung tao hsuan-wei-shih-ssii see the Tuan c. xci, fol. 2 v®.

The capital of Che-tong tao was Ch'ing-yiian or Ning-po. A HsUan-wei-shih-ssa

seems to have been the first of the tao^ or larger circuit, administrations, and was composed

of three hsiian wei-shih, two t'nng'Chih, etc. Ming-wei chiang-chdn

was the fifteenth of the military titles, and the lowest of the three titles attached to the upper

grade of the fourth rank
(jEpgiS ). T'ai-chung tai-fu was the eighteenth civil title,

the highest of the three attached to the lower grade of the third rank ( — tip)-
It should be noticed that no military titles are assigned to the first rank.

The dates in this whole passage appear to be open to question, Hsi-la-han is made

to arrive and leave eleven months before his office had been constituted, where we may

suspect that "2” in the number of the month is a slip for "12”; and Yen Chung-chieh

is transferred to Che-tung nearly four months after he had been succeeded by Mar Sargis.

It is interesting to compare this account of Mar Sargis with Liang Hsiang’s statement

(p. 635, and note 40 above). Liang Hsiang says that he was appointed in 1277;

this account agrees with Marco Polo in saying 1278, giving the date of his arrival.

Officials were allowed thirty, forty, or fifty days in which to reach their posts after their

appointment, according to the distance, and the rates of travel which were considered

reasonable were 70 li a day on horseback, 40 li by carriage, 80 li a day by boat up stream

or 120 li down stream (cf. Tuan Shiht c, Ixxxiii, fol. 4v®; Tuan tivn ckang^c,Xii6\. 10 r®);

and so it is possible that Mar Sargis received his appointment in the fourteenth year and

did not reach his post until twenty-five days into the fifteenth year. The difficulty mentioned

above, that his term of office overlaps that of his predecessor, seems to be more serious.

Liang Hsiang gives Mar Sargis the higher titles (hu-fn, huai-yiian fa-chiang-chiin)

bnt the lower office (assistant darugha), and says that he resigned ( ), and then

that he governed Chen-chiang ( ) for five years — the maximum term of office.

It seems to he possible that he did resign soon after his appointment as darugha, and was

then allowed to have a nominal appointment as assistant darugha with lower rank and

titles. It has been shown above that an assistant darugha was not one of the regular staff

of a territorial tsung-kuan-fu, and there is no list of assistant darugha in these chapters
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VII. “Tsung*kuan and Fa-yiu:

“ An Chen-heng: a yeh-li-k'o-wen man, chia-i tai-fu; he

arrived on the second day of the seventh month of the twentieth

Chih-yuan year (27 July, 1283), and was relieved on the twenty-

eighth day of the second month of the twenty-third year (24 March,

1286):”

of the Chen-chiang chih. According to the present account more than three mouths passed

between Mar Sargis* resignation and his successor’s arrival, and the interval may have

been even greater than that.

In a note to Palladius’s translation {Chinese Recorder, 1875, p. 110) Wtlik writes:

“In an edition of the same work published in the middle of last century there is a list

of the .... governors of the Chin-keang foo Circuit The entry stands thus, BE
L. .Jhi I .fifc# — I — ^ ”

S7C + S.#i±".-
that is to say “Ma Hsieh*li*chi ssu, hu-fu, huahyiian ta chiang-chiin

;
he held office in the

fifteenth Chih-yuan year (127S)**. Wyue refers no doubt to an eighteenth century edition

l^T )iW “t* Cketi’chiang fu chih^ — probably the
» 4 'iiA , , I i, zi-*

If bB-

of the

referred to in the

Chang Chao has a biography in the Yuan Shih (c. clxi, fol. 6 r®) from which we

learn that he was born in 1225 at Chi-nan. From 1260 onwards he held various

posts in Shantung, Shensi, and other places, and, after having assisted at the capture of

Yang-chon and Chen-chiang, was made darugha of the circuit of Yang-chou with the title

of t*ai-chung tai-fu in 1276. He also held a post in the provincial government and carried

a gold tiger tablet. He was transferred to the Chen-chiang circuit in the sixteenth year

(1279) and retired from office on account of illness. He was a great book collector and

gave ten thousand volumes of his library of eighty thousand volumes to the college at

Chi-nan. He died in 1288. The Yang-chou fn chih (ed. 1810), c. xxxvi,

fol. 48 V®, gives his name under the heading Yang-chou lu tsung-kuan-fu, describing him

as a Chi-nan man, appointed in the thirteenth year (1276) and moved to Chen chiang in

the sixteenth year (1279). Thus we have two authorities for Chi-nan as Chang’s birthplace

instead of Chang-te, and for 1279 as the date of his appointment to Chen-chiang instead

of 1278, On the other hand it must be remembered that the Chen-chiang chih is more

nearly contemporary than either of the other two authorities. In any case it seems to be

clear that Mar Sargis did not hold his original appointment for many months, and for the

rest we have no evidence to support either Marco Polo’s three years or Liang Hsiang’s five.

48) CSCCC, c XV, fol. 6 r®. Chia-i tai-fu was the seventeenth civil title, the last

of those belonging to the upper grade of the third rank ( )• The two offices,

Tsung-kuan and Fu-yin, the second in the governments of the circuit (lu) and of the

prefecture ( fu) respectively, were apparently held by one man.
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YIII. “CheQ-chiang lu tsung-kuan-fu : In the first month of the

twenty-sixth Chih-yaan year (February, 1289) the Chen-chiang-fu

lu tsung-kuan-fu was changed to Chen-chiang lu tsung-kuan-fu:

“Ta-lu-hua-ch'ih and Minister for the Promotion of Agriculture

in the Interior:

K'uo-li-chi-ssu; a yeh-li-k'o-wen man, shao-chuug tai-fu;

he arrived on the sixth day of the eighth month of the first Chih-ta

year (22 August, 1308) and was relieved on the ninth day of the

twelfth month of the first Huang-ch'ing year (6 January, 1313).

T'ai-p'ing: a yeh-li-k'o-wen man, chia-i tai-fu; he arrived on

the ninth day of the twelfth month of the first Huang-ch'ing year

(6 January, 1313) and was relieved on the second day of the

eleventh mouth of the third Yen-yu year (17 November, 1316).

The gentry and people set up a monument to express their regret

at his departure, with an inscription composed by Ch^ing-yang I

a native of the place The monument is by the side of the

post road in front of the Tan-yang Hostelry ^^).

49) CSCCCy c. XV, fol. 6 v®—7 v°. This list of daragha contains fifteen names, of

which numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 11^ 12, 14, 15, are Uigurs ( Wei-wu-erh);

4, 5, 10, Moslems (00 Hui-hui)] 8, 9, Christians (yeh-li-k'o-wen)
; and 13 a

Kankali ^ K'ang-li); none are Chinese. Shao-chung tai-fu, later changed to Eg
Ya-chung tai-fu, was the twentieth civil title, the lowest attached to the

lower grade of the third rank ( ); cf. note 23 and, for chia-i tai-fu, note 48

just above, where it will be seen that the title went with the upper grade of the third

rank although Chen-chiang as a second-class circuit
( ) only entitled its governors

to the lower grade of this rank ( ).

In the CSCCCf c. xiii ( ), under the section or Government Offices^

fol. 12, we see that K^uo-li-chi-sstt and others repaired the building called CVeng-hsiian

t'ang in January 1312. The building was in the Tsung-kuan-fu chib, or Office of the

Tsung-knan-fu (cf. note 22 above), on the Pei-ku Hill, the cliff at the north-sast corner

of the city which is still so called. The text reads: * § ’iSS* * 0
Hi.....

+ — M ^
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“Tsai-erh (Subordinate oflGcials):

“Tan-tu District:

“Yiiao (Dynasty): Ta-lu-hua-ch'ih:

“ Ma Ao-la-hau: a yeh-li-k'o-wea man, chung-i chiao-wei;

he arrived in the sixth month of the second Yiian-cheug year (July,

1296)

Wo-lo-ssu; a yeh*li-k*o-wen man, ch*eug-wa-laug; he arrived in

the eighth month of the second T*ien-li year (September, 1329)” ®®).

“An Ma-li-hu*ssti: a yeh-li-k'o-wen man, living at Chen-chiang,

chung-hsien tai-fu, t*ung-chih of the Hsuan-wei-shih-ssu of Kuang-

tung circuit, and assistant tu-yuan-shuai:

We have not identided this K'QO-li-chi-ss(i or T*ai-p*ing with men who are mentioned

in the Yiian SAiA, where the names are not uncommon. The inscription about T*ai-p'ing,

which we reproduce but have not thought it necessary to translate, speaks of the satisfaction

which he had given by correcting an unjust system of taxation which had been in force.

50) CSCCCj c. xvi, fol. 1 r®, 3 v®, 4 v®, 5 r®. The titles (cf. note 23) are respectively

the twenty-eighth military title, belonging to the upper grade of the seventh rank
( iE

jSJ )* thirty-fourth civil title, belonging to the lower grade of the sixth rank

The first name (the exact form of which, without the Ma, has been found by M, Pblliot

in the Yiiafi tien ckang^ c. xixvi, fol. 36 v®) may be Mar Abraham. We find Abraham

elsewhere in the forms

(cf.

and A'WudO'han or Lo-han {Tnscripiions Jaives, pp 36, 58,

63). Wo-lo-sstt was one of the ways in which Russ (Russian) was written; but it also

appears as a proper name, e. g in the Yiian Shik^ c. cxxxii, fol. I v®, and c cxxxiv. In

the fourteenth century there seems to have been a considerable colony of Russian prisoners

near Ta-tu (Peking); see Bretschneider, Med. Res. II, 80; 1875 (N. S. no. X),

pp. 249—255, and Yuan Shih^ cc xxxiv—xxxvi. The Russians were called

A-lo-sstt, Wo-lo-sstt, or Wu-lo-ssh, Russ with no vowel prefixed

being apparently an impossible sound in Mongol.

In this same list of darugha we find “T'a-hai : an

A-la-wen man.’* Falladius (JNCBRAS, 1875, p. 24) suggests that A-la-wen may he

Marco Polo’s Argon (cf, notes 6 and 8 above).

Lo-han (Havhet, Variefes Sinologiques^ No. 7, p. L.),

191 i, c. i, fol. 31 r®, Chau
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Yeh-li-ya: son of An Ma-li-hu-ssti, chung-i chiao-wei in con-

sideration of his father’s merit, and ta-lu-bua-ch*ih of Ta-yti district

in the circuit of Nan-an; now chao-hsin chiao-wei, t'ung-chih of the

sub-prefecture of Liu-yaug in the circuit of T'an-chou :

T'a-hai: a yeh-li-k'o-wen man who lived at Ching-k'ou, cheug-i

tai-fu, t'ung-chih of the Hsuan-wei-shih-ssti of Kuang-tung circuit

and assistant tu-yiian-shuai; deceased”®^).

51) CSCCCf c. xix, fol. 11 V®. Chang-hsien tai-fa was the twenty-second civil title,

upper grade of the fourth rank ( ip ) j
chao-hsin chiao-wei the twenty-fourth

military title, upper grade of the sixth rank ( |p cheng-i tai-fu the fifteenth

civil title, upper grade of the third rank ( |P — cf- notes 23 and 49. Ma-li-

hu-ssti alone would be a fair transcription of Marcus. The prefix An has occurred twice

before, on pp. 639 and 649. Yeh-li-ya has come above (p. 632) and is common in the

Yuan Shik (cc. xxiv, xxxii, xxxiv, etc.). T'a-hai is not rare, and the n^me is mentioned

in connexion with Chen-chiang in 1308 in the a IE K^o hang jih chi

{JFu-lin chang ku tiung pien^ V, 2), fol. 1 r°. The author of this diary tells us that on

the 20th September, 1308, when calling at a friend’s house in Chen-chiang, “he was shown

a makimoiio by the younger Mi (son of Mi Fei), and three scroll-paintings copied from

the originals by Li Lung-mien: “Horses”, “A Snow-eovered Forest”, and “A Tiger Running”.

Tbese .ere tbe ptopertj of Mr. T'a-hai." Hj ^ /h ^ til) 1^ "(6 ^
For the governments named, see the Yuan Shih^ c, xci, fol. 2 v°, 7 v®. The staffs

7C ill]
Hsuan-wei-shih-ssti tu-yiian-shuai-fu

:

fu-shih 2,

were as follows: ^ 1

shih 3, t'ung-chih 2, ching-li 2,

chih-sbih 2, etc. (Kuang-tung is the first circuit under this heading); Hi 7C ^il] jft
Tu-yiian-sbuai-fu: Hijc §iji tu-ytian-shuai 2, SlJ 7C ^l|)

fu-yuan-shuai 2 (fa i^tt-yuan-

shuai, as in the text, does not seem to occur in the Yiian Shihj c. xci
;
but see c. ix, fol. 5 v®).

ching-li 1, chih-shih I ; Chou (Sub-prefecture)

;

ta-lu-hua-ch'ih 1, ^^3* chou-yin (or chih-chon) 1, t'ung-chih 1,

1^ P'an-kaan 1; 1^ Hsien (District): ta-lu-hua-ch'ih 1,

yin 1, ch'eng 1, pu 1, wei 1, tien-shih 2.

Nan-an and Ta-yu in Kiangsi still bear the same names; Liu-yang is now a district

instead of a sub-prefecture, and Tan chou is now the prefecture (fa) of Ch'ang-

sha in Hunan. fj Ching-k*ou is one of the old names of Chen-chiang (between

tbe time of the Three Kingdoms and the Liu Sung dynasty, cf. Kuang-yu-h$ing’Sh^g\

and is one of tbe divisions of Chen-chiang fu in the Yu4i-chi-skting (c. vii), fol. 1 r®.
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XL “K'uo-li-chi-ssti: a yeh-li-k'o-wen man. Early in Chih-ta (1308—

1311) he was shao-chung taLfu and ta-lu-hua-ch'ih of the central ad-

ministration of the circuit of Chen-chiang, and subsequently lived here:

Lu-ho: son of K*uo-li-chi-sstl, ch'ao-lieh tai-fu and ta-lu-hua-ch'ih

of the sub-prefecture of Chien-yang in the circuit of T'an-chou: . .

.

}

Ma Hsieh-li-chi-sstl : a yeh-li-k'o-wen man. In the fifteenth

Chih-yiian year (A.D. 1278) he was appointed ming-wei chiang-

chiin and assistant ta-lu-hua-ch'ih of the central administration

of the circuit of ChSn-chiang, and subsequently made his home there.

He built seven monasteries — see the section on Monasteries^ and

every year he paid tribute in sherbet — see the section on Local

articles of tribute^ ^^).

XIL “The house of the T'i-hsing Chao , . was in the Chia-tao lane,

and is now the Ta-hsing-kuo Monastery” ^®).

52) CSCCC, c. xix, foL 12 r®. For K'ao-li-chi-astt see p. 650 and note 49. The name

Ln-ho (Luke) comes in the Tuan Shih^ c. cxxxiv, fol. 3 as that of one of the sons

of the Western Christian Ai-hsieh (i. e., 'Isa, Jesus). For Mar Sargis see

above and below, and especially note 47. For the titles and offices see notes 22, 47,

49; ch'ao-lieh tai-fu was the twenty-sixth civil title ( T'an-chou

see note 51. AVhen the book was published T'an-chou was officially called

T'ien-lin, the name having been changed in 1329, cf. Yuan Shih, c. Ixiii, fol. 3 r°. A

misprint seems to lurk under the characters Chien-yang, as no subprefecture of

that name is given in the Yilan Shik^ 1. c., or Sung S/ii/i^ c. Ixxxviii, fol. 11 v®, or in the

K^uang yu fu. At first sight one might be tempted to take as a

conjunction, and translate: “Darugha of the circuit of T'an-chou together with the sub-

prefecture of Yang”. But there is no Yang-chou in T'an-chou lu; it is highly

improbable that one man would be Darugha of a la and of a c^ou simultaneously; and for

obvious reasons it appears impossible to refer it to the Yang-chou (then Yang-chou lu) in the

modern Kiangsu, apart from the fact that Yang in the latter case is properly written .

The passages referred to in the sections on Monasteries (c. ix,
) and Local

articles of Tribute (c. vi, ) are of course those which have been translated above

(pp. 636, 647). In c. iv, fol. 17 v®, under the heading P'u-t'ao (Grapes) it says

:

“The she-li-pieh (sherbet) which this circuit now sends as tribute is made of these. For

details see the section on Local articles of tribute^''

53) CSCCC^ c. lii, fol. 5 r®. This statement does not of course contradict the state-

ment above (p. 636) that Mar Sargis made his own house into this monastery.
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XIII. “The house of T'a-hai, assistant tu-yuan-shuai of Kuang-tung,

was in the Chn-kan lane.

The house of Ma Hsieh-li-chi-ssu, assistant ta-lu-hua-ch'ih of

this circuit, was iu the Chia-tao lane

The house of K'uo-li-chi-ssti, ta-lu-hua-ch*ih of this circuit,

was in the . . lane”

XIV. “Jun [the old name for Chen-chiang] is an important market-

town in the south-east. Under the Chin, [Liu] Sung, Sui and

T'ang dynasties, though the territory was large, its inhabitants

were few in number; but by the time of the Chia-ting period in

the Sung dynasty (1208—1224), although it comprised only three

districts, the population was very large compared with that of for-

mer dynasties. A.fter the unification of the north and south [under

the Mongols], this prefecture filled up its old territory and also

enclosed new ; there was no more fighting nor interruption to trade,

so that the census of the people taken in keng-yin of Chih-yuan (1290)

was about equal to that of the Chia-ting period ^®). In the autumn

of the. hsin-cli^ou year of Ta-te, in the seventh moon (August, 1301),

The office of seems to have been first instituted on June 16th, 991, accord-

ing to the Sung SAih^ c. v, fol. 5
'ft — ^ o o „^ -y*

Taag-p'o has a poem entitled ^ ^ ^
“Farewell verses to Chang T"ien-chio, T'i-hsing of Ho-tung”.

The functions of a iH-knng may be gathered from a passage in the jfe quoted

in the wtn, yiin fa :

set®^ w Ohien-ijen (1127), as there was no falling-off

in the number of robbers and brigands, a military tH-hsing was again appointed, whose

special duty it was to seize and put them to death**.

54) CSCCC, c. xii, fol 6 r®. For T'a-hai, see X, above.

55) Namely; 10S400 Families
( ^); 614100 Individuals

( f] ). This census is

quoted in CSCCC, c. iii, fol. 16 r®, from the Chia-ting Chih or [of Chen-chiang]

of the Chia-ting period (1208— 1224), but is given under the heading «jii

the time of Li Tsung (1225--1265)**. The section of the CTCCC dealing with the popu-

lation is now lost. The Juan Shih, c. Ixii, fol. 3 r®, gives the 1290 census as 103315
Families, 623644 Individuals.
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there was a great storm which washed away the sandbanks. After

that, in the year iing-wei (1307), and again in clii^ssu of T'ien-li

(1329), there was a visitation of plague. Numbers perished, and

numbers migrated elsewhere. The present population is by no means

equal to what it has been in the past, but what with immigration

and a largely increased birth-rate, it has been gradually regaining

its former level ^®).

‘‘SETTLERS

“FAMILIES: 3485 (City: 3399; Tan-t'u district: 299; Tan-yang

district: 120; Chin-t'an district: 37):

“Meng-ku (Mongols): 29 (City: 23; Tan-t'a district: 1; Tan-

yang district: 3; Chin-t'an district: 2):

“Wei-wu-erh (Uigurs): 14 (City: 12; Tan-yang district: 2):

“Hui-hui (Moslems): 59 (City: 49; Tan-t'u district; 5; Tau-yang

district: 3; Chin-t'an district; 2):

“Yeh-li-k'o-wen (Christians): 23 (City: 19; Tan-t'u district: 3;

Chin-t'an district: 1):

‘*Ho-hsi (Tangutese): 3 (City: 1; Tan-t'u district: 2):

“Ch'i-tan (Khitai): 21 (City: 19; Tan-t'u district: 2):

“Nu-chih (Niichen): 25 (all in the City):

“Han-jeu (Chinese): 3671 (City: 3251; Tan-t'u district; 286;

Tau-yang district: 102; Chin-t'an district: 32):

“MEMBERS OP FAMILIES; 10555 (City: 8978; Tan-t'u district:

781; Tau-yang district: 604; Chin-t'an district: 192):

“Meng-ku: 163 (City: 125; Tan-t'u district: 9; Tan-yang district:

14; Chin-t'an district: 15):

“Wei-wu-erh; 93 (City: 81; Tan-yang district: 12):

56) The
> c. i, fol. 13 V®, shows that the census given in detail below

is probably that of the year 1331.
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*‘Hui-hui: 374 (City; 296; Tan-t'u district: 31; Tan-yang district:

40; Chin-t'an district: 7):

“Yeh-li-k'o-wen : 106 (City: 92; Tau-t"a district: 7; Cliin-t'an

district: 7):

‘‘Ho-hsi: 35 (City; 19; Tau-t'u district: 16):

“Ch'i-tan; 116 (City: 104; Tau-t'u district: 12);

“Nu-chih: 261 (all in the City):

“Haa-jeu: 9407 (City: 7999; Tan-t'u district; 706; Tan-yang

district: 539; Chin-t'au district: 163):

“SOLITARY INDIVIDUALS: 2948 (City: 2720; Tau-t'u district:

80; Tan-yang district: 88; Chin-t'an district: 60):

“Meng-ku: 429 (City: 397; Taa-t'u district: 6; Tan-yang district:

17; Chiu-t'an district: 9):

“Wei-wu-erh: 107 (all in the City):

“Hui-hui: 310 (City: 279; Tan-t*a district; 11; Tan-yang district:

18; Chin-t'an district: 2):

“Yeh-li-k'o-wen: 109 (City: 102; Chin-t'an district: 7);

“Ho-hsi: 19 (City: 10; Tau-t'u district: 9):

“Chi-t'an: 75 (City: 68; Tan-t'u district: 7);

“Nu-chih: 224 (all in the City):

“Han-jen: 1675 (City: 1533; Tan-t'u district: 47; Tan-yang

district: 53; Chin-t'an district: 42):^^) ”

57) CSCCC, c. iii, fol. U, 19 v°, 20 r®, 21, 22 r®. How ^ ^ ^ comes to

be used in a sense equivalent to or the actual city of Chen-ehiang as opposed

to the outlying districts, is explained in >j^ , c. 1, f. 8 v®.

The whole of this remarkably interesting census of Chen-chiang (fol. 16 25) is ap-

pended in tabular form. The population is grouped under six main heads:

Natives, Settlers, ^ Sojourners, ^ ^ Paupers, Buddhists, and ^
Taoists. The division is not strictly logical, as it is evident that the members of the last

three classes must also belong to one or other of the first three. The Settlers were not

necessarily aliens; the great majority indeed were Chinese hailing from other parts of the

country
(mmzA ), hat distinguishes them from the Sojourners is that they

were permanent residents, with some fixed occupation, whereas the latter were only tern-
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porary visitors (

The sub-classes enumerated in the

first vertical column of the table denote either nationality (only under or pro-

fession. denoting the bulk of the people, is said to include peasants, artisans, shop-

keepers, traders, clerks, petty officials and slaves
(s co=^ in

ffij ^^# I# ^ 4* ^
physicians, and couriers that travelled on horseback or by water respectively.

express messengers whose functions are so graphically des-

cribed by Marco Polo (Yule and Cordier’s edition, vol. I, pp. 435—6). There was a

hostelry or posting-station of this name in the city of Chen chiang, with 20 boats and 26

carriages attached to it {CSCCCy c. xiii, fol. 31 v°). ^ ^ (the “chidebeo” of

Friar Odoric) are, of course, the footrunners also mentioned by Marco Polo in the same

chapter, A list of “despatch offices” is given in CSCCCj c. xiii, ff. 33—34, under the

heading ;
and incidentally it may be noted that was the term used for

postal runners as opposed to mounted couriers (K'ang Hsi: «#0S>
# # 0 ^ + are official underlings corresponding to the

“runners” attached to a modern Chinese yamen. They are mentioned again in ch. xiii,

f. 45 r°, under the main heading ^ ^^ are apparently persona engaged

in the collection of taxes, their name being derived from the , frequently

mentioned in ch. vi. There were none in the city itself, however, which is curious. See

i»mn WW-
soldiers, musicians,

Yuan Skihj c. xxi, fol. 9 r°:

ic are boatmen, |/jp
skilled workmen,

'i^ Members of the Lung-hua Sect. This was a religious Order dedicated to the

worship of Maitreja Buddha. (See De Groot, Sectarianism, Vol. I, chap. 7.) The members

did not shave their heads, otherwise they were hardly distinguishable from ordinary Buddhist

monks. They possessed two meeting-places, one in the City and one in Tan-t*a.

are professors of the occult arts, including divination, astrology, geomancy, etc. A school

devoted to these subjects is mentioned in c. xi, f. 21, and c. ivii, f, 13 v°.

are hunters; see Yuan S^iA, c. Ixxxix, f. 11 r°; c. ci, fol. 7: nmMmA
“hunters and falconers”. P ch^'ieh-ling-lcou or ti'^P cKiehAin-¥ou

(the name occurs several times in Yuan iien chang, c. vii) appear as

chH'li-k^o-kun in later editions of the Yuan SkiA (c. Ixxxix, ff. 5 v®, 8 r®, 10 r®) which

have adopted the fantastic “reformed” spelling of the ; Yuan ski/i yu chieJi,

(Cf. CSCCC, They were Buddhist and Taoist monks who had

re-entered secular life and were employed in the superintendence of certain manufactures,

especially weaving and dyeing
(lit? P

^ tr ‘‘“'5 fr Buddhist, ^ and

Taoist, monks and nuns, respectively. are lay brothers attached to

the monasteries of both religions.
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Each of the six main heads is also divided into ^5 hUy p| ¥qu and clCu, The

first two are the ordinary census terms, indicating households or families, and p| the

individuals belonging to them. Marco Polo cU
,
II, 192) speaks of 1,600,000 “fires” (feux)

in Kinsay : these of course are ^3 , As a matter of fact, the term ^ or “hearth”

is still used in the (1899 ed., c. xvii ad ini/.). There is a slight diflS-

culty with regard to the of Buddhist and Taoist monks, which are given as 310 and

141 respectively. It seems natural to suppose that each monastery, large or small, constituted

a ^3 . Certainly this is the case with the analogous establishments of the Lung-hua Fra-

ternity, of which we know there were two, one in the City and one in Tan-t'u. And,

likewise, the single ^3 of themm may denote the school already mentioned. But

the total number of Buddhist monasteries in Chen-chiang, according to CSCCC, c. ix,

was only 177, and of Taoist monasteries (c. i), 72. It is possible, therefore, that the

larger monasteries were divided into two or more . It is noteworthy that 11 out of

the 310 Buddhist ^^3 are said to
, that is to say, celibacy was not enforced in

those particular establishments. The wives and children of the married monks are pre-

sumably included amongst the p| . In the present work, as almost invariably in Chinese

census returns, pj embraces both males and females. In the records of the Sung period,

it seems to represent the male population only, but the meaning “women and children”,

as opposed to T “adult males”, does not occur until the Mancha dynasty.
(

^

0 T . * 0 P . 5(c^ T^ 0 p .)

The greatest crux of this census is the inclusion of a mysterious class of people called

. Three theories as to the meaning of this term are discussed in the
^

c. i, ff. 14 sqq. (1) It has been suggested that is equivalent toT , because the

hzien fung h'ao regularly gives the T figures after the P and pj . But a glance at

the table will show the absurdity of this theory, according to which there would be only

232 adult males in a native population of 613,578. (2) A more plausible theory, at first

sight, is that is the same as the or (slaves) of the Tuan Shih\ see

c. CUT, f- 5 r°; Jl^ ^ ^ . Cf. c. cliii, f. 2 r», c. cxlvi.

f, 3 v°. But here again, the total number of slaves would be far too small in proportion

to the population. Moreover, it appears from the continuation of the passage just quoted

that all the literati who were captured and enslaved at the beginning of the Mongol dynasty

had by a special act of exemption regained their freedom long before the Chih-shun period;

so that the relatively large nnmher of literati who are classed as is quite inexplicable.

An even more decisive fact is that out of a total contingent of 592 Mongols (the con-

quering race), no fewer than 429 are
! (3) The true interpretation of the term is

arrived at by considering its derivation. ^is “body”, and
jg (if it be more than a mere

phonetic) would add the sense of “place”, “lodging”, or of "small”, “unimportant”.

then means either a “lodger” or a “lonely body”. He is a solitary individual, without kith

and kin, as opposed to pj , who are members of ^^5 or families.
( pj
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of in the sense of “lodger” is to be foond in Yuan Shih^ c. ci, f. 1 :

“From each household are to be taken men who are fitted to serve as postal couriers;

every household has to furnish two able-bodied men {ting)^ no matter whether they be

ch*in or ch*u” . Ch'in is explained as meaning persons belonging to the family, while ch^ii

•t. wg.™

mmZK ). The combination asji occurs in the Yuan fieri changy c. xvii,

f. 11 V®, col. 3; and in the table of contents, f. 60 v°, the form stands in the place

of Sfi: as printed in the body of the work. is another form of ^|£ . so that the

latter character seems to have been used loosely for in the same sense. This is con-

firmed by two other passages in the Yuan Shihy c. xciii: on f. 3 v®.

T
mprm^^z “All the circuits were ordered to take a census of the

adult males of the families of the people. FiVery ordinary adult was to pay an annual tax

of one sMA of grain, and every cA^ii adult was to pay 5 sAeng. The iing and the cA*u of

every new household were to pay half the above amounts respectively”. And, a little

further on:

“Taking a complete estimate of the duties payable by the adult persons in a household,

we find that each ordinary adult pays 3 shih of grain, and each adult 1 of grain”.

It is natural enough that the ch*u ting, not being a member of a family, should have had

to pay proportionately less. But if we take cA'w iing to mean an adult slave, we are

reduced to the absurd and untenable proposition that slaves were obliged to pay poll-tax

as well as their masters. On the whole, it will be found that this explanation of

agrees very well with the figures in our table. In the first place, owing to the importance

of the family in China, such solitary individuals would be very rare, especially in their

own native place. Consequently, we need not be surprised at finding only one of them to

every 2763 persons. On the other hand, we should expect their number to be much greater,

as indeed it is, among the sojourners and settlers. The theory also accounts for the particularly

large proportion of ch^ii to k*ou amongst the Mongols and other foreigners from distant

parts, including the geh‘li^k*o~wen. The reason why there are no ch^il among the Buddhist

and Taoist monks is that each of them is regarded as belonging to a in his own monastery.

Seeing that the class includes 16 ck*Uy it is hardly necessary to say that the two

terms must be kept quite distinct. ^ goes closely with , and is not to be under-

stood in the sense of “single” or “solitary”. Exactly what degree of poverty is implied, it

is difficult to say. If the fan p^in were anything like paupers in our sense of the word,

it is rather odd that there should be 110 and 861 soldiers among them. [But cf.

Yuan Shihy c. xxx, fol. 9 r®, year 1328: —

*

Another rather formidable difficulty is presented by the term Han-jen (see above, pp. 655, 656).

The
, c. i, fol 19 v®, says expressly that these were Northern Chinese, as opposed to

43
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* A men of the South
( »fli8l A* ), and quotes from

a® ili . fl; tf . »J S , B .
= fl ,S ft A .W

“The division of the Chinese

into Han-jea and Nan-jen was based on the possession of territory by the Chins and the

Snngs respectively. The inhabitants of the three provinces Chiang-che (= Kiangsu, Anhui

and Chehkiang), Huhuang and Kiangsi were Nan-jen, while in the province of Honan

only the people between the Yangtse in the south and the Huai in the north were Nan-jen
”

But if the term A is restricted to Northern Chinese, it seems to follow that the

mm are all natives of foreign parts, including the portion of China formerly ruled

by the Chins, while natives of the South, other than Chen-chiang itself, must be comprised

under . Is there any authority for such a distinction? On the other hand, if

denotes Chinese in general, one is still at a loss to understand why all the real foreigners

should be classified undermm , and none at all specified under The problem is

too complex for further discussion here, but it should be mentioned that the word

in this census is only a conjecture of the editor’s for the unintelligible MS. reading

The total population appears to have been as follows:— Families: 11421S, of which

174 were foreign; Individuals: about 650000 (one item is lost), of which 2421 were

foreigners. This makes the foreign families about 1.5 per thousand of the total, and the

individuals about 3.75 per thousand. With these figures it is interesting to compare those

given for the population of Hang-chou (Kinsay or Cansay) by Marco Polo and Odoric.

Marco Polo gives 1,600,000 hearths; and Odoric 890,000, of which 40,000 were Saracen.

Both writers, no doubt, unconsciously give the figures for the whole circuit and not for

the city alone. Odoric, whose informant was probably a foreigner, makes the Saracens

alone 4.7 per hundred of the population instead of 3.75 (or even 1,5) per thousand as

all the foreigners together were at Chen-chiang. The Usien-shun

Lin^an chih (c. A.D. 1274, i. e. just before the inroad of foreigners), c. Iviii, fol. 3 r®,

gives the population of Hang-chou as: 'Families: 391,259; Individuals: 1,240,760.

The following are the details of the population of Chen-chiang city alone:

—

p P IE

9,469 48,537 170

3,399 8,978 2,720

1,394 [? 3,900] 443

1,392 3,867
1

14

ft
69 521 —
35 175

1

—
15,758 65,978 3,347

69,325
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yOTES ON THE PLACES NAMED.

In the absence of any personal knowledge of the topography

of Cheu-chiang or of any detailed maps, it is hard to identify the

old localities in a very satisfactory way. We have taken the map

of Chen-chiang in a large native survey of Kiangsu which is

believed to be fairly accurate as far as it goes, and have tried to

fit into it the places named in the texts above in accordance with

such scanty indications as are to be found.

The fortifications of the city appear to have been extremely

elaborate or, at least, extensive, and as they eonsisted principally

of earthworks the people seem to have acquired a habit of cutting

a passage (±P1 Cu men) through them at any convenient point,

until there were at one time at least twenty-six gates of various

kinds, of which only four had at any time had towers.* The exact

history of these, given in detail in the Chia-ting and Chih^sliun

Chen’^cliiang chih, does not concern us now, but some few points

may be noticed.

First there was the Tzu-clTeng, a wall of 630 paces

(about half a mile) in circuit and 31 feet high, surrounding the

governor’s residence (j^ fu cliih) which was, we think, near —
perhaps rather to the north-east of — the prefect’s residence (

fn shii) of recent times in the north-east corner of the city.

This was built in the first half of the third century and the earth

vallum was faced with brick, an unusual device apparently in those

early days which procured for the wall the name of

T*ieh-weng ch'eng or Iron pot vallum In the Chin dynasty

68) We have not been able to discover the exact title or date of this valuable work,

of which we have used a single volume kindly lent by Mr. G. T. Moule.

59)

j:rCCC^ c. ii, fol. 1—3; CSCCC^ c. ii, fol. 1—3,

60) CSCCCi c. ii, fol, 2 v®. The terras Tzu-ch^cug ^ Chia^ch*eng
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(A.D. 265 - 420) ^^ Wang Kung altered and enlarged the circuit

of the walls, and they were repaired again in the ^ ^ Nan T'ang

dynasty (A.D. 939— 958). But by this time the great outer wall

lo’ch*eng)^ 26 li 17 paces in circuit®^) and 9 feet 5 inches

high, had been bnilt, for two of the gates are mentioned before

the end of the ninth century. At about the same time ^)
the two chia-ch^htg or connecting walls were also built.

Judging by the way in which the position of the gates of these

two walls is described they seem to have been lines of wall connecting

the governor’s residence (i. e.., the tzv-^ckevg) with the outer wall

{lo^ckeng) to the west and south-east respectively. In the same way

there were two chia-ch'hig at ^ jfj Ho-nan fo, each three li

long and with two gates. They were east and west respectively of

and Lo-ch*hig are all used in connexion with the walls of Hang-chon

in the ninth and following centuries. There, as at Chen-chiang, the tzu-ck^eng surrounded

the governor’s residence ( VQ ), and the lo-ch^&ng was an outer line of defence nominally

70 li and actually perhaps 12 or 15 English miles in circuit. In both cases the lo-ch^tng

was probably a simple earth-work — that at Hang-chon is so described by Marco Polo

(Yule-Cobdiee, vol, II, p. 201, — "a kind of mound enclosing the city.” Cf. G. E. Moxjle,

Ilangchoio past and prasent^ 1907, pp. 8, B4). A lo-dChg also surrounded

Ch'ang'sn in the seventh century (cf. Var. Sm,, No 12, p. 114). The chia-c)Ceng at

Hang'chon is known only by the Chia-ch'eng lane, a name which has

persisted for about a thousand years though its origin has long been forgotten. At

Ch'iian-chou there seem anciently to have been three concentric walls —
ya-ch'eng,^ ^ tzu-ch'ing, and^ lo-ch’Aig. — cf. CA'uan-c/wu

fa chih^ c. iv, fol. 1 r®.

It is also recorded that Ching-k'ou (cf. note 51) was fortified in A.D. 326 cf.

CSCCC, c. ii, fol. 3 r°. With regard to the Iron Pot Vallum, the commentary says that

it was strengthened inside and out by glazed bricks
( II

and according to the ^ ^ T*a?tg fit ching “the ancient designation of Iron

Pot Vallum implies strong fortification, placing the city as it were in the category of

those with 'metal walls and boiling water in the moats’ ”
(

IkZm)
61) Or “20 h square’, see Y'u’ti-cki-sh^ig (c. vii), fol 3 v°: SP BEl Sfit
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the ^ ^ Kung-ch*eng and seem to have connected it with the

^ ^ Hnang-ch'eng outside {Sung ShiJi^ c. Ixxxv, fol. 5 r®). Gfhat

alterations in the positions and names of some at least of the gates

were made in 1214, but of the seven new gates then opened only

two survived as long as sixty years. Some extracts from the passages

which describe the walls and gates are here added:

‘‘The outer wall {lo-cJi'eng) is now in ruins. Formerly it had ten

gates: on the east two gates, the northern called ^ ^ Hsin-k'ai, the

southern called ^ ^ Ch'ing-yang; on the south three gates, the

eastern called Te-hua, the due southern called ^ ^ Jen«ho,

the western called Ho-lin ; on the west two gates, the southern

called ^ ^ Feug-t'ien, the northern called Oh'ao-ching ; on

the north three gates, the western called ^ Lai-yiian, the eastern

called ^l] ^ Li-she, the one further to the east called ^ ^
Tiug-po. [A note here quotes mentions of the Ho-lin and Ch'ing-

yang gates from the Ch'ien-fu period, 874—880.] The Hsin-k'ai

and Lai-yiian disappeared long ago and now only eight gates remain:

the eastern called ^ Ch'insr-vana; the western called ^the eastern called ^ ^ Ch'ing-yang; the western called ^
Teng-yiin and ^ ^ Huau-ching (In mou-sfien of Shun-hsi (A.D.

1188) the Hsien-hsueh Chang Tzh-yen, the Prefect (October 1187—

April 1190), changed Ch'ao-ching to Huan-ching)
;

the southern

called Ho-lin, Jen-ho, and ^ T'ung-wu (Feng-

Pien was named T'ung-wu); the northern called Li-she and

Tiug-po”«2).

In the year 1214, as has been said above, the Prefect ^
^ Shih Mi-chien repaired and altered the gates, opening the

following new ones: to the north-west, T'ung-ching; north

62) C7 CCC, c ii, fgl 1, In the note to T^ung wu, Feng-t'ien seems

to be a slip for Te-hua. The new name of the Feng-tTen gate was not T'ung-wu

but Teng-yun. It will be remembered that both the Teng*yun and T*ung-wu

gates are mentioned in connexion with the Christian monasteries (pp 637, 642).
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of the il\j ^ ^ Pei-ku t'ing, ^ Kau-lu ; south of the Pci-ku

t'ing, ^ K'ua-ao; south-west, M\h TuDg-shau and

Hu-ts'un ; further south and east of the Ho-liu, Fang-ho;

south-east, ^ Ma-hsiang Of these tlie ^ ^
Hsien-sJiun Chen-chiang chih (c, A.D. 1275) tells us that ouly the

Fang-ho and T'ung-wu (5/c) remained ‘‘But the gates which

now survive are still twelve: the eastern called ^ Ch'ing-yang

(2 li from the fu chih); the southern called Nan-shui, ^
^ T'ung-wu, Jen-ho, 4'± Chung-t'u (the four gates all

alike 8 li from the fu chih) ; the western called ^ Teng-yuu

(8 li from the fu chih); the northern called Ting-po (8 li

from the fu chih); the south-western called ^ # Ho-li n and m
Fang-ho (the two gates each 7 li from the fu chih); the north-

western called ^ ^ Haan-ching (7 li from the fu chih); the north-

eastern called ^Ij Li-she (1 li from the fu chih) and ^
T'ung-ehing (4 li from the fu chih). The Teng-yun, T'ung-wu,

Ho-li n, and Huan-ching formerly had towers, which ai’e now all

gone (The Hsien^shun chih says: Of the former eight outer gates

only the Teng-yun, T'ung-wu, Ho-lin, Huan-ching had towers, the

other four were nothing else but gates in the wall)®^)

63) Ihid., fol. 2 3 r°.

64) CSCCC, c. ii, fol. 2 r®.

65) CSCCCy c. ii, fol. 2 r°. The date at which these twelve gates still survived was

we suppose the close of the Sung dynasty, though the remark below that all the gates

were “now” gone may apply to those inside the h-ch^ting only.

There seems to be some mistake about the two gates on the north-east. The t)hia-

ting chihy which is contemporary with the opening of the T'uug-ching gate, certainly im-

plies that it was to the norih-toesty and the name means “Leading to the Ferry”, that is

probably, to the Western Ferry, Hsi-ching (cf CSCCCy c. ii, fol. 7 v®, ^
^« E9 . SS a Eg I* , ft =8 ) ; and the same book says

that the Ting-po was “further eas^ ( ^ than the Li-she; so that it seems natural

to substitute “western north” for “north-eastern”. But such emendations have to be

suggested with very great caution, and it will be noticed that the distances from the fu
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“The tzu-ch'eng had four gates: the eastera called ^^ Wang-

ch'ua (afterwards changed to ^ Tung-hai); the southern called

^ Ku-chio; the western called ^ Ch'in-haien (at the gate

were two stone lions, so that the natives called it ^ Shih-tzii

[Lion] gate . , . The name of the north gate is not known

The eastern chia-ch'eiig had two gates: the southern called ^
Chien-te (afterwards changed to ^ Chu-fang) ; the western

called M, Ch'ing-feng. The western dliia-di'hig had two gates:

the eastern called Ch'ien-ch'iu (afterwards changed to

^1 T'ieh“Weng); the western called Ch'ung-hua (afterwards

changed to Kao-ch*iao). Now the gates are all gone and

only the foundations of the Ku-chio and Ch'in-hsien remain” ®'^).

At Chen-chiang as elsewhere the walls seem to have been

destroyed in the Yuan dynasty, and when they were rebuilt it was

on a somewhat reduced scale

chih given for these two gates are quite consistent with the position (north-east) assigned

to them. In favour of the emendation is the fact that Ting-po, which was the only

gate-name to survive to comparatively modern times, was then applied to the present

north-east gate. The question is complicated by the casual mention in c ix, fol. 5 v° of

an eastern Li-shc gate”
( « m *1 ^ PI *)

66) The Yutichisheng (c. vii), fol. 1 r®, gives Chu-fang as the fourth of six divisions

MP' t:hen-

chiang fu, and has this note on fol. G v° : “Chu-fang; In the Ch*un-ch'iu days the place

was Chu-fang” . See also fol. 1 last

column, where the Tso Ckuan 28, § 6) is quoted:

“Ch'ing-feng of Ch'i fled to Wu, where Kou-yii gave

him the district of Chu-fang”. This was in 545 B.C. The gate has a special interest because

inside it (i e
,

probably, to the north) stood until the thirteenth century a Mazdean or

Zoroastrian temple, Huo-hsien miao. Cf. CSCCC, c. viii, fol. 9 r°,

67) CSCCC, c. ii, fol. 3 r®. For the name Ch'ien-ch'iu see below (p. 670), and for

T*ieh-weng above (p. 661, note 60). Kao-cb*iao was the popular name of the

Lu-shui chTao, a bridge to the west of the Ch'ien-ch*iu bridge.

68) The present walls are about 11.5 li or 3.5 miles in circuit, but in comparing

these measurements with the 26 li 17 paces of the old walls it must be noted that some

indications tend to show that the old Cken-chiang chih used an extraordinarily short li.
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Besides the walls and gates the following names occur in the

passages translated above:

1. 3^^!^ Chia-tao HSIANG (Lane); see /?/?. 630, 653, 654, This

does not come in the list of streets and lanes in the CSCCC though

it is constantly mentioned in the other parts of the book. In the

CTCCC, c. ii, fol. 5 r®, we read: “The names of the lanes are:

The rest [i. e. besides those named after persons or

families] are: ^ Ch'ang lane, 3^^^^ Chia-tao lane,

T'i-p'u lane, . . . The Chia-tao lane must have

been near the Ch'ien-ch'iu bridge; but there is one place in the

CSCCC (c. xii, fol. 4 V®) which describes a house as “in the

The modern wall had six gates, of which two seem to have been closed lately, and two

water>gates. In the following list of the gates a marks the names given on the map in the

Tan t"u hiien chih which Father M. Tchang S-J. of Zikawei very

kindly copied for us, h the names now in use kindly supplied by Dr. S. I. Woodbridge,

and c the names given in the survey of Kiangsu (see p. 661) which shows all eight gates

though it names only six of them:

1. NE. ^ Ting-po.

h. ijk Ching-po,

c.
:ft:

Pei.

2. E. a, d. ^ ^ Ch'ao-yang.

c. ^ Tung.

3. SE. c. Nan-shui (water-gate).

4 S. d.

c. Nan.

5. W(S) /i. ^ Chin-yin

c. not named.

6. W(N). a. ^iE Yen-hui

^ Hsi.

7. N(VV). c. Pei-shui (water-gate).

8. N. a. "1^ Shih-san.

c. not named.
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Chia-tao laue insiife the izu-cl'evg”

2. ^1| Chin shan; see pp, 640 sqq. This is certainly the pro-

montory now known to Europeans as Golden Island, which has

only ceased to be a real island within living memory (see p. 669

below). The account pf it in the CSCCC is missing. The Tm-

ii-clii-slihig says; “Chin Shan: in the River, 7 li from the city

wall. The old name was Fou-yii \Floatu}g Jade, because it came

floating from the peaks of Yu-ching ^ M ffo

^ ^ ]• When Li Ch'i was governor of Jun Chou [Chen-chiang]

in the T'ang dynasty he named it Chin Shan {Gold Hill),

because P'ei T'ou-t'o had dug in the hill and found gold’*, and

again: “Chin-shan Monastery: In the fourth year of T'ien-chien

(A.D. 505) of the Liang dynasty Wu Ti came himself to the

Tse-hsin Monastery and instituted the Shui-lu Congress. In the

monastery there is still the Prince of Liang’s Hall. The //muw-

yu-chi (c. A.D. 980) says: South-east (^zc) of the city, in the

Yang-tzu river,, Note that the T*a-ching (c. A.D. 1012, cf.

CSCCC, c. ix, fol. 9 V®, 10 r®) says that the original name

was Fou-yii Hill; the Chin-shan Monastery was so named because

T'ou-t'o found gold in the hill”. The Chin-shan Monastery is

the same as the Lung-yu Monastery (p. 641, note 35 above) ®^).

69) Yu-ti-chi-sh^ig (c. vii), fol. 7

«=« I I HUaffi
S 111 # ^ iSic

«. « i» ^ Uj 35 H # se

^3SlllHffll®#4ri»:^ Mi
S' $

Cf. CTCCC, c vi, fol.

8 V®

—

11 V®. Another explanation of the name Fou-yii is e^iven in the Tu Shu^ VII, 101,

hai k*ao 6: An immortal is said to hare dwelt there, and whenever he wanted to visit

God, the island would float away of itself.
( 1’tliJg 5 m IS ± t R'l

111 ). The note in Marco Polo^ vol. II, p. 176, which says that the name

Chin Shan was first given to the hill in 1684, is manifestly mistaken.
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3.^^^ Chu-kan HSIANG (Lane); see p, 654. Cf. CSCCC,

c. ii, fol. 8 r® and specially fol. 7 r® where we read: “Ho4ia

fang: at the mouth of the Chu-kan lane; the name is due to

the fact that the road leads to the Ho-liu gate”

ti' ¥^ p SS M PI @ ^ **^'*^®"

fore have been somewhere in the south-western part of the city.

4 . Is ffl lil Fu-T'IEN SHAN (Hill); see p, 642. We have not been

able to identify this.

5. ® Hsi ching; see p. 637. This appears on the modern

map as Hsi-ching p'u, just at the mouth of the

Grand Canal and east of Suan Hill. The ^ ^ Hsi-ching

Ferry is described in the CTCCC^ c. ii, fol. 6 v®, 7 r®, where

it is said to be nine li from the fu chih and formerly to have

been known as ^ jjj Suan-shan tu or Suan Hill Ferry,

and in the CSCCC, c. ii, fol. 32 v® —34 r^.

^ [Jj Huang shan (Hill); see p. 637. Of this we have found

no trace beyond what the text tells us, except the name of

jjj Huang shan li in a list of places west of the District

[of Tan-t'u] ® ). Cf. CSCCC, c. ii, fol. 12 v®.

7. PI K'ai-sha; see p. 637. This is one of six Sha in

Tan-t'u District, and forty li from the city
( lii-'issra

-f- M- CSCCC, c. »ii, tol. 4 r"). Ths j),' ® 5 K'ai-

sha Inspector’s OflSce is mentioned in the CSCCC

^

c. xvii, fol.

1 V®, c. xiii, fol. 41 r®, 45 r®; and K'ai-sha, as a locality, in

several places. See especially c. vii, fol. 15 r®, where it is said

that the Lo-po Creek is in K'ai-sha, in the Tan-yang District
(n

^ MV 'M ^ ^ ^ apparently a habitable

sand-flat deposited by the river, such as is also called chou

n a. CSCCC. .. .Ill, fol. ss 'S ^m it M tLM )Jk
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or ^‘1*1 sha chou, aud so we may suppose that the Christian

monastery at K'ai-sha was near the River and about nine or

ten miles from the city. The formation of a ska or sand-bank

is described in the CSCCC, c. xx, fol. 5 v®, 6 r®, somewhat as

follows. People living on the River bank are warned by a change

in the colour of the water that sand is collecting on the bottom

of the river. The sand rises gradually from the river-bed until

it emerges from the water, and first of all only a small yellow

flower grows on it. On its first appearance it is called ^
a mud flat; when the flowers come it is known as ^ ^

Huang-hua-tsa-ts'ao ti {Land covered loitJi nondescript

yellow-flowered herbage). The period of formation varies from

three to five years. When the yellow flower gives place to reeds,

whole stretches of many miles become good ai-able land. The

note ends: ‘‘When I was in Tan-Pu I heard that a sand-bank

was going to form south of Chin shan. Who knows whether

at some future time Chin shan may not be united again with

Jun Chou?^’

An Inspectorate
( ^ ) was a subordinate division of

a District
(^ ). Cf. Yiian Shih^ c. xci, fol. 7 v®.

8. ^ [J[| Snu-T'u SHAN (Hill); see pp, 637, 642. This was an

alternative name for ^ |_Lj Yin shan {Silver Hill^ not to be

confounded with the foreigners* Silver Island or Chiao

shan). The CSCCC^ c. vii, fol. 1 v®, has the following notice:

‘‘T'u Hill is at Chiang-k'ou [i. e. the point where the Canal

enters the River] west of the lisien\ it is vulgarly called Shu-t'u

Hill [A note here explains that the name was written

Chih-t'u for reasons of taboo, ^ Shu being identical in sound

with Shu^ which was the personal name of the Sung Emperor

Ying Tsung]. It was formerly connected with the Suan Hill. . .

.

The name has now been changed to Yin Hill. After the unification
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of the Empire a Buddhist monastery was built on the top of the hill,

and because the peak made a pair with Chin Shan {Gold

the name was changed to Yin Shan {Silver Hill)\ it now belongs

to the Chin-shan monastery.”

M±lii 4^

ih ^ ^ ^ 4" M ^ \U ^ Suan and Yia

are both marked on the modern map, east of Chin shan or Golden

Island, On the east of the Shu-t'u Hill there was also a temple of

T'ien-fei, the sailors’ Goddess,

Tan-yang kuan; see p, 650. This was a great govern-

ment hostelry. It stood on the south bank of a canal, for boats

were moored behind it, and the front gate was on the sooth side.

It was near and to the west of the Oh'ien-ch'iu bridge, which

in its turn was west of the governor’s residence (fa Chih).

The CSCCC gives the following description of it: “Tan-yang i:

formerly named Tan-yang kuan ; west of the Ch'ien-ch'iu bridge.

It was founded by the governor Cheng Tzti in the fourteenth

Shao-hsing year (A.D. 1144) in the Sung dynasty. On the south

is the middle gate; and to the east and west two lodges both

facing south ; on the north by the canal side is a covered place

71) C5CCC, c. viii, fol. 13 ro.

72) Ch*ien-Vang i thik, c. ix, fol, 3
-IdAn

73)

YiitichisMng (c. vii), fo!. 12 r®,

“Tan-yang posting-station; by the side of the Ch'ien-ch'iu bridge”, and fol. 9 v®,

I I
“Ch'ien-ch'iu bridge: west of the fn chih.

Wang Kang in the Chin dynasty built the Wan-sui {Ten thousand gears) tower on the wall,

and below it was the bridge, so he took Ch'ien-ch'iu {A thousand Autumns) for its name”.

The aceonnt of the bridge in the CSCCC is missing; the CTCCC, c. ii, fol 5 v®, 6 r®,

gives exactly ihe same description as the Tu ii chi sheng.
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for the convenience of those who land or embark. It was restored

by the governor Chao Chin in the seventh Hsien-shun year

(A.D. 1271), and Lu Hsiu-fu, a native of the place, recorded

the event with an inscription. After the unification of the Empire

[under Khubilai Khan, A.D. 1280,] frequent additions were made

to the building, so that the total number of rooms in the

hostelry amounts to 109. Messengers arriving on horseback are

put up in the west wing, those arriving in boats in the east

wing. The stables are situated on the west side of the west wing.

They comprise forty-five stalls, holding eighty horses: Out of

these, forty are always ready saddled: There are thirty boats:

These are distinguished by the characters ^ {Heaven)^ {Earth)j

etc. [the first thirty characters of the ^ ^ ^ ChHen tzU wen\\

ready to fetch guests or to take them away”

10. ^ |JL| YtiN SHAN (Hill); see p* 637, and 8. Shu-t*u shan above.

As the monastery was called ^ [1| Tua-shan or ^ jjj Yin-

shan, so perhaps the hill too was called alternatively. ^ Yin

Yiin. One peak of the Yin Hill is marked as

Yun-t'ai Hill on the niodern map.

74) CSCCC. c. .iii, fol. 31:

S -t St^ ffi ii a# Si A H ^ ® 2 IE

« S .i ie® B It ^ H A H + 3l ® .i A +Ei
jE.®H + Ell.iH + Ei* = +«: jaAJlb
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11. Samarkand; see p. 631. With regard to the Christians at Samarkand

and the Church with the hanging pillar Marco Polo says:

Ci devise de la grant cite de Sanmarcan.

Sanmarcan est une grandisme cite et noble. Les jens sunt

cristiens et sarazins. II sunt au neveu dou grant Can, et ne

est pas son ami, rues plusors foies a nimiste cum lui. Ele est

ver maistre; et voz dirai une grant mervoie que avint en ceste

cite. II fu voir qu’il ne a encore grament de tens que Cigatai

le frere charnaus au grant chan se fist cristiens et estoit sein-

gnors de ceste contree et de maintes autres. Et les cristiens de

le cite de Sanmarcan, quant il virent qe le seingnor estoit

cristiens, il en ont grant leese, et adonc firent en celle cite

une grant gliese a le onor de Saint Johan Batiste, et ansi

s’apelloit celle yglise; il pristrent une mout belle pieres qe de

saraisins estoit, et la mistrent por pilier d’une colone que ea

mi leu de le yglise estoit, et sostenoit la covrever. Or avint

que Cigatai murut, et quant les sarazins virent qe celui estoit

mort, et por ce qe il avoient eu, et avoient toutes foies grant

ire de celle pieres qe estoit en le glise des cristiens, il distrent

entr’aus qu’il vulent celle pieres por force, et ce pooient-il bien

fair, car il estoient dix taut que les cristiens. Et adonc auquans

des meiors saracin alent a le ygliese de Sant Johant et distrent

a cristiens qui estoient qu’il voloient celle pieres qe lor avoit este.

Les cristiens distrent qu’il les en volent tout ce qu’il vodront

et laissast la piere, por ce qe trop siroit grant domajes de le

yglise, se celle pieres s’eu traisti hors. Les sarazin distrent qu’il

n’en volaient or ne tesor, raes voloient lor pieres en toutes

maineres. Et que voz en diroie? La sengnorie estoit a cel neveu

dou grant Chan: il font faire conmandamant as cristiens que

de celui jor a deus jors deussent rendre celle pieres as sarazinz.

Et quant les cristien out eu cel conmandement, il unt grant ire,
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et ne sevent qu’il deussent faire. Or en avint tel miracles (come)

je VOS conterai, Sachies que quant le maitiu dou jor que la

pieres se dovoit reudre fu verm, la colonne qe estoit sor la

pieres, por la voluntes dou nostre seingnor Jezucrit se hoste de

la pieres, et se fait en aut bien trois pauuies et se sostenoit

ausi bien con ce la pieres hi fust sout, et toutes foies de celui

jor avant est ausi demore celle collune, et encore est-elle ensint,

^
et ce fu tenu et encore est tenue uu des grant miracle que

avenisse au monde.

NOTES ON THE MAPS

BY A, C. M.

1. The Map of Chen-chiang is suflBciently explained above (p. 661).

The names of hills etc, inserted are those which are found both on

the modern map and also in one or both of the old CMn-chiang cA/A,

with some slight corrections as, e* g., the restoration of ^ |JL|

Huang-ho shan for ]i| 1_L| Heng-ho shan, Hsi-ching for

Hsi-ching, or ^ Mo for ^ Mo. The positions of the old

gates, though uncertain, are in no case due solely to guesswork.

2. The Map of Lin-an or Hang-chou is far more elaborate than

was necessary for the identification of the position of the Christian

Church at the ^ Chien-ch'iao gate, but it is hoped that

it may be of some interest as illustrating the famous accounts of

Hang-chou in Marco Polo, Odoric, and elsewhere. It is copied from

75) Racueil de voyages etc., tom. 1, pp. 49, 60. Cf. Marco Folo (Yule-Cordier), vol, I,

pp. 1S3— 186. Cigatai is no doubt Chagatai ( “j^ Ch*a-ho-t*ai) who was Chingis*

second son and therefore KhubilaFs uncle rather than his brother. Chagatai seems to have

been succeeded in 1242 by his grandson who would have been in the same generation as

Khubilai*s nephew. Cf. Bketschneideh, Mediaeval Geogr., pp. 180, 181; Med. Ues.{\^\^),

vol II, p. 16; Tiian Shik, c. evii, fol. 5 r®. It is interesting to find one passage in this

old description of Chen-chiang confirming three details of Marco Polo’s story for which no

other corroboration seems to be quoted by Colonel Yule or M. Cobdier.
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the map which was prepared for my late Father’s Notes on Hangchow

past and present^ with considerable extension to the west. Thanks

to the help of my Father and my brother, H. W. Moule, and other

friends, and to the excellent native maps available, this map will,

it is hoped, be found fairly reliable as far as it goes. The native

maps referred to are first the wonderful thirteenth century maps of

the City, Palace, Lake, and Riyer in the ^ ^ ^ Hsien-

shun Lin-an chih. While making little or no pretence of correct

contours from a modern point of view, these contrive to indicate

here and there a bend in a street or canal or city wall in such a

way as to make it easy for one who knows the place to restore

the city of those days with practical certainty. Next come a series

of modern maps of which the best are the

@ Che-chiang sMng yiian clCeng^ hsiang tsung t*u^ c. 1870, and

the ^ ^ Hsi~hu fw, 1880, and the maps and itineraries of the

whole province called « aJcg it M IE
Che-chiartg cJiuan sieng yii Vu ping shui lu tao li chi^ 1894. From

the map of^ ^ Ch'ien-t'ang hsien in this last work all the

portion of our map west of the lake has been copied with the least

possible alteration.

The gates of Lin-an
^
in Marco Polo’s days were the following

(cf. Notes on Hangchow efc.^ pp. 54, 55, 64), beginning at the

extreme north of the east wall and going southwards and so round

in order:

fi ih Ken-shan.

^ Tung-ch'ing (or ^ Ts'ai-shih).

M ^ Ch'ung-hsiu (or ^ Chiek-ch'iao).

0r Pi Hsin-k'ai (or ^ Hsin).

^ ^ Pao-an (or Hsiao-yen).

Pao-an shui (water-gate).

Hou-ch'ao.
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"0^ Pieu.

«tt!* Pei-ch*u shui (water-gate).

WAic Nan-ju shui (water-gate).

^^ Chia-hui (formerly Li- she).

^ Ch'ien-hu.

Ch'ing-po (or ^ An).

^^ Feng-yii (formerly, and later,

^ Ch'ien-t'ang.

Yung-chin).

^^ Yii-haDg (or ^ Pei-kuan),

^ ^ Yii-hang shui (water-gate)

^ ^ TK T'ien-tsung shui (water-gate).

Outside the eastern wall were the renjains of the old mm
lo^ch'eng retaining the names at least of two or three gates:

Pei-t'u (outside the Tung-ch'ing, and now called ^
Ch'ing-ch'un).

^ ih Nan-t'u (the present ^ Ch^iug-t*ai).

^ ^ Chu-chii (the present ^ '/X Wang-chiang).

In the south-east of the city was the Imperial City (

Kuug-cli'eng) with these gates:

I. m^ Ho-ning (on the N., the present Feug-shau).

2- ^^ Tung-hua (on the north).

3. Unnamed (on the east).

4. Unnamed (water-gate).

^ "in
Tung-pien (on the south).

6. Li-cheng (on the south).

7. ^ Fu-hou (leading to the pleasure grounds on the ^ ^
j|| Feng-huang hill).

8. A *I -hung (leading hy the ^^ Wan-sung ling to

•the lake. Of., perhaps, Marco Polo, vol. II, p. 207 “a covered

corridor of great length, and extending to the margin of the

lake”).

4G
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Inside the Imperial City was the Palace proper Ta-nei)

on the little hill ^ [Jj Man-t'ou ahau) which is, or was lately,

occupied by a military camp just opposite the Feng-shau gate.

No streets inside the city are shown on the map except those

which are marked on the old maps, and modern canals are omitted.

Outside the city, canals and roads are shown more or less as they

exist to-day, but the river has been restored to its old course.

CHINESE TEXTS.

I. ft#’)
2|riff

(*«H
'll J1 SS :)B + SI« * * M W a

4 « ^ a w ® * * a m ii:« iB *^ ® ± n
3c S® ili ^ ^ W AA B? aj T a H « M T

Zfnimr-AB nz^^mnA/^ZfuiB
\

T K a ^ ,B, w «! « a a bt a a

1) The teits are copied from the printed edition of the CSCCC, 1842. The variants

of the MS. which are given below are taken from the critical notes
(}J^^ =g ) jn

that edition. The commentary, which in the original is printed in small characters and
double columns, is here enclosed in brackets thus

( ). A vertical line thus
]
marks the

end of a page of the original. The Roman figures in the margin correspond to those in
the margin of the translations above.

2) ft # , the heading of c. ix, is not in the MS.
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* iK a# W # * ^ * bT W®^ ^ 4 «.

aA^*®i&a^a:g:5M^S7C3£^ilttt
A^MA«*»#^aA

*5f'¥#tt*S + -'¥ttffl»fW©S-^a
A + ra#«S:*S^{l«1)iA»*«ttW
ssige)ftFaias^E#ai®^®j#it;'ciiit

jepi ^-ta-p
A * ft: S Jft # -b )j>f S& « a !fei ® IE ft iffi^

A«Ai«H#A#a^S±Ul«5tl:5
^’) »l # ft # » tr # a ® * ®1 « SJ ft ^ -

® tr If ,® A $!) 0 a ^^S# PI #[• K ft ® ftif

K®Ai!Air«#iit'b#WfeT^i-ci'<a-

A q S3S#»5S*a'aiaa!
iiftH.B|M'>&=tA!gaA«?pTa',®;a.All

•T-« * * ft <f *1

A

ftt *a if :A W ® « A

*fiir0®IE)

3) The omission of after is perhaps a misprint of the 3842 edition, as it

is not noted in the C/iiao k"an chi.
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[CSCCC, c. ix, fol. 8 v»-9 v».]

^ ^

ft# ^ ® 0 # « i-E ^ # IS' sK ®#* !S

(»«B«
I

. . .) . . .

ax . . 1 . 0s»»##»**siE (*

#iif#H as:*: BSftSSJa^^
2 *# ei -i » M $ s »r« « 111 :* a - K -0.

1( ® :*:# in ® 2 S •© P13 X ffl

#®'6'XW. ..)...
[C5CCC, c. ix, fol. 9 I*, 10 r», 12 t», 12 »•.]

III. 0'«^#«M£l'2|s:S5a^fi?£/*-l|»MS
H

(#ifeMwa

ICSCCC, c. ix, fol. 18 r®.]

IV. U
$;ft . o

,

:ff ^ M o o

4) In the MS. this monastery is placed next after the P'u-chao ssti
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«8*K«s±aic*®7c + *#*ss«ia®
I
Bsa^-@.ro^)iiift5t— # — 0#

ill# —
mmB

a *•ss 2 « i 11 tp Ep « 1^ a * s tt iS 1^

®Siitte!W#g«tp»4i'0ifcs^?attlP

iFiaswe^tf #®

# 4: outfe #1 a;* M Bf la IS if# s +^ ^ It

&in
T K^ E « IS 4r Ul # # *S E *

RJifcm

a®M7c + *#aaBrfa.®iisM#®e^

4rlilfflJlfelSlfeM'Br?a)i)f¥»-+=t'b#:^

« I
nwma) m¥i‘m±^BWx^m

mn (MB
:fc"F#)±li;^S5igBij*SP‘I«iI-ffiiaf^
-a^liH;0SftlPW«»fiiam4:iUi!r=S

tS ifc iis III# H tp * i s IRa» »« «
««**tK«sS7c + *#iiiaBT?a.siwM

*«ji«S:0aii|#®ll®«»i»Ei'Sffi
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fSfiXS3R^*)S®#¥±-^iEaa'

[CSCCC, c. il, fol. 24 l“-2» r».]

'• ± K . . .

..(...)#M9ii(H+!Ri9*ssaiat?£5r-

.l| A M

)

[CSCCC, c. vi, fol. 20 r", 21 r".]

VI- *?iflfSSIS‘#W(s^ + = ^ + -

*»)•)
a ® #•)

=t*il¥(«*AiiaMA»¥3g% + H4p-
a - 0 0 gpifi**) »&«(*¥

I

A)M,nmMiK»WMW9MP^A +^^

5lf*MA +3I#iEa-+i03IAJ-0
sajaeffijii) ss;®-

aA0lg + AipSJlH0Ja.SSgf«)
[CSCCC, c. XV, fol. 5 v^, 6 r*^.]

5) should probably be added here.

M ^ ^ is written in small characters in the MS

7) In the MS. the character', are wTitten small as if th#*y formed part of

the commentary.
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YII.

YIIL

o o 0 (o o o) o o o (o 0 o)

[CSCCC, c. XV, fol. 6 r°.]

7C—

o o o \ o o

'(Zw
(. . .) liM^S (ma hT® A

A^ I AAa AA A 0 saS 7c# + -

A

A01^) Aa^(i&aiirsA*«A AmnA
a+—

A

A 0 S®rt = =^i—

—

0

*tt«ai^+||AW>lJ!^#AW 5: + «S£

***«*«*! ## 86
-

1)5 tSSi!i«SfP;3 B

iSiaDiiA*ja#MiSH.»aBR*0

+ T A u + w A R ®! Hit* * * ® A
#ja«i»#^»traiS:M!BA«A#Sg +

a # "T # J5 « t * i« tt" ^ ^ W *11 * fi

» A A^|iAA®a«#2^!B&^««^
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\
«*« = wAi»:«RWsf

a^ a# s n. ^ ffi « W Jf g# I A -S' js

AM^0^»-w^7i^mauMm&zm

[CSCCC, c. XV, fol. 6 vO-7 v*).]

^15 o „ o
I

^^ o o o
I

O OOO OOO OOOOOOO OOOOOO
is*«©. (AM Bf fa A® JflSitTcA-#
M^) . . .

1

. . . »m (AMBTa
AmmwiAm=.^Anm.)

[CSCCC, c. s.i, fol, 1 p«, 3 »", 4 p", 5 t*.]

^,iM;S.® (AMWfa A«tttt>}i*AA
f3 53i M fl a»7ctt) AMa^
(^ e M a-A ^ K e A iU tt it S ^ SS A

(A MW ffiAe« PjE^AAW^S
sia«s7ciiti¥)

[CSCCC^ c. xix, fol. 11 v^.]
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(*MW ft

l95i)AA^f
«®iM^.S (ifeMWftAMTC+at^^lSW

[CSCCC, c. xix, fol. 12 !«.]

ts M ii ^ ® 3fe a:*4 sA * ^
[CSCCC, c. xii, fol. 5 r®.]

[CSCCC, c. xii, fol. 6 r®.]

*a
O O O O O o

ISH^AWH + aE. («*flH^ = WA +
A Wa«-WA+A
W-+ 4r«iHH+-b)|

**-+A (^*W- + = W««-
fl-mm= 4r«)B-)

*©a-+H («*^-+n wi-)S
=)
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00i + A + nmmiS.

fe M pf — “L= —
"H A

«= ^mm-)
Mm= {m^n—
**-+- («*«- + * nttu=-)
±t=. + s.

^ — 4“ ^ W "tj 4*
' ^ ^ in;^ zn ^

5. + - ;Ga!B-WA + * n'»«- 0 - 4r«!BS+:n)
S (it)’)

I

«A(«e*B|A A«!B-

A»)B—

)

ffli —

+

II- + A (;iI'ftJS-b ^mmA 4r«

- Aa« = W-fc + -fc

ttt^R- + S :ltmm

A
mAm(mmn= A^m-)p—HatWi + aL (^flA^AW-fc +
A fl^a«-tWA + -
wra 4r«!B-WA+=)

8) These two words are not in the MS.
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nmm--^n &mm—h s.)

(a*^A+-
~ +—

)

@lHl = W't+0(«*fl-WA + *
= + - 4rJS

iB-fc)

ifeMWia-w* («*«* + -
s-t

hAt

+ A)
I

«- + -)
:Ait — S:Ai

—

g|AA + 0W-t:*)(«*fl-fc^AWA +

+ A 4r«!B-WA + =)
«:2^AW0+A +

;lfa!BA+ fl-^mA + A 4r«
!B A +)

**HW- + A(«i*flHWA + 'b

A)
ftS'a-w-b (*««)
00 = ^-+ — W-t + A M

a»- + - *I|)B- + A
«-)

9) The MS. reads A"f A W + A-
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IfcMWfe — W;/t. (•'«) — W — ^
mm-b)

I

jBrH- + A MmmA)
^^-b+s. + A

SA-^AW-t + i
= + H #a!BH + -t

+ = 4r««H+-)“>
[CSCCC, c. iii, fol. U, 19 »"-22 r«,]

10) We have thouj^ht it best to translate the Census as it is printed, but we give

here in condensed tabular form the principal headings as they seem to have stood in the

manuscript copy. (In the original the order of the entries under ^ was: 4104;

Tiling, 1241; ¥ou, 11477.)

p P II
100065 613578 222 5753

3845 10555 2948

4104 11477 1241

ft 310 2403 16

m. 141

108465

570

628583 3186 6994

From a comparison of this with the full table, it will be seen that the wholp section

there headed or Sojourners is formed by very drastic emendation on the part of

the nineteenth century editors. It is certainly not easy to realize that the errors which

are presupposed by the emendations are such as are likely to have been made; nor on the

other hand is it easy to explain the heading ming as it stands in the manuscript.

Perhaps there may be an antithesis between ch*u, body, and ming, name.
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MELANGES,

L’OEIGtNE DE T'OU-KIUE, NOM CHINOIS DES TURC3.

Les orientalistes sont aujourd’hui d’accord pour reconnaitre dans le chinois

mm Tou-kiue la transcription du nom memo des Turcs (Turk); cette

transcription cependant n’est pas en apparence des plus satisfaisantes. T^ou-kiue

est un ancien ‘Dw'^-k^^'u^, qui semblerait supposer un original *Durkut. Mais il

faut se rappeler: Que les Chinois des VP—VHP siecles ont souvent entendu

et transcrit comme des J les t initiaux de TAsie Centrale; c’est ainsi qu’ils ont

toujours transcrit *darqo.n aii lieu de *tarqan\ il en est de merae d’ailleui*s

dans la transcription tibetaine metathetique Drug on Drii-gu du nom des Turcs.

2° Qu’il n*y avait pas en chinois ancien de forme mouillee correspondant a

*dv6^^ non mouille; mais la mouillure du second caractere de transcription fait

foi pour I’enserable. Les Chinois ont done rendu de leur raieux ce qu'ils croyaient

entendre *Durkut, pour un original *Turkut.

Mais d'oii pouvait venir une forme *Turkut? Elle n’etait pas turque assu-

rement; les anciens monuments turcs ne connaissent que turk^ dont le pluriel

serait turkldr. Toutefois, Thypothese se presente natureliement que nous puis-

sions avoir affaire dans ‘Tiirkut a un pluriel «mongol», e’est-a-dire en

aprfe consonne (sauf -n, auquel cas -n, toujours instable dans les langues tor-

ques et mongoles, tombe et est remplacee par -/) et -s ou parfois d apres

voyelle *). C’est par un pluriel de ce genre qu’on a propose depuis longtemps

1) Jja transcription ebinoise ne permet pas de decider de la nature soarde on sonore,

explosive, spirante on liquide, de la finale ; on poarrait aussi bieu, da seal point de vue chinois,

supposer, au lieu de ^Tiirkut, des formes *Turkud, *TurkuJ, ou meme *Turkur et *TiirkuL

lies mongolisants russes, h. la suite de Schmidt, admettent generalement qu’en mongo)

tflHteraireff, et tont an moins aa XIIP et au XIV^ si^le, il faut transcrire la finale du

pluriel par -d et non par e’est la transcription adoptee par Schmidt dans sa traduction

de Sanang>Setsen» et par M. Ramstedt dans ses Mongolhche Briefe aus Idiqui-schdhri bei

Turfan, J’ai prefere' -t ponr les raisons suivantes: 1® La prononciation moderne est en -t\

2® an XIJl* et au XIV* siecle, on a toujours -t et non -//, tant dans les ecrivains musnl-

mans comme Rachid ed- Din que dans les transcriptions chinoises, si minuticuses, du Yuan

tcKao pi che\ 3® meme sous les T'ang, les inscriptions de TOrkhon, qui distinguent

47
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d’expliqiier le nom de Tiingut; les cas similaires abondent u I’epoque mongole

pour les noms de peoples, tant dans VHUtoire secrelc des {Yuan ich'ao

pi che) que dans Rachid ed-Din. Est-on fonde a fliire intervenir un pi Uriel

«moi}gol» dans le cas des T^ou-kiue?

En premier lieu on ne doit pas oublier que si ies pluriels en -t ne ^ont

pas vraiment turcs, les plus anciens textes turcs nous en ont cependant fourni

quelques exenoples: on a tarqat^ pluriel de tarqan^ plui'iel de tsbara,

et peut-etre yilpayiit (apparente a alpayutT) dans les inscriptions de I'Orkhon *);

les manuscrits ont donne tegit^ hayayiit, el-i'igdsit^ pluiiels do (rgin, 'hayayii^

el-Ugcisi'-): ce sont la autant de pluriels «mongolsj? parfaitement attestes en

vieuX‘turc 3).

Mais il suffit de lire cette serie d’exemples pour remarquer que tous ces

mots ont le caractere common d’etre des titres, des dignites, et on entrevoit

alors nne explication possible de leur presence dans des textes proprement turcs.

C’est au milieu du VP siecle seulement que !e nom des Turcs apparait dans

riiistoire, quand ces Turcs, les T'^ou-kiue des historiens chinois, triomphent des

Jouan-jouan ou Avar. ) Or il etait tout natiirel que ce jeune peuple empruntat

beaucoup, dans son organisation politique et administrative, au royaume plus

ancien qu’il supplantait. En fait, les T^ou-kiue ont herito des Avar le titre su-

preme de qayan^ que les souverains Avar avaient ete ies premiers a porter en

Asie centrale: le titre de tugin, si connu dans I’epigraphie torque de I'Orkhon,

existait egalement avant la fondation du royaume Pou-kiue, puisqu’il est atteste

au debut du VP siecle chez les Hephthalites qu’il n’y a aucune raison de tenir

pour une tribu specifiquement turque^). II est done vraisemblable quelestitres

soigneasement entre / et d, ecrivent iarqat et non iarqad. Ce n’est pas a dire d'aillears

que des formes en -d n’aient jamais existe; je crois bien au coulraire ^ I’unite d’origine

dps formes de pluriel en -r, -j, qui se rencontrent dans Ies langues «ouralo-altaiques»

depuis le hongrois jusqii’aux langues tongouses, et le passage n’a pu sans doute se faire de

Tune h, Tautre que par des iiilermediaires a dentale sonore et meme spirante; seulement,

dans les formes da type proprement mongol, c’est Texplosive dentale sourde qui est seule

attestee.

1) Cf. les vocabulaires joints aux travaux de MM. Kadlov et Thomsen, et anssi Rara-

stedt, 2w£i uigurxschen Runeninschrifien, dans ./. Soc. finno ougrienne, 1913, t. 30, fasc. 3,

p. 27 et 57.

2) Cf. F. W. K. Muller, Vigurica II, p. 97; Mahmimag, p, 9, 29.

3) Si Fexplication nsuelle de elUgasi par agloire de la nation® est juste, el-Sgasi se-

rait une formation turque, au cas possessif, de cl + kgu. Il faudrait alors admettre que ces

pluriels amongols® ont ete parfois etendus par analogic a des titres purement turcs.

4) II en est de meme pour I’apparition du nom des Turuska dans I’Inde. Les mentions

anterieures du nom des Tnres qu’on a cru decouvrir dans la littdrat are classiqne ou en Chine
me paraissent ruineuses.

5) Je laisse de cote I’origiDe du titre de tjalyu, zalyu, qui remonte peut-etre aui
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a pluriel «rnongo!'> en -i sont cliez les Turcs un heritage des Avar, et par suite

que, dans la langue avai\ ces formes de pluriel existaient reellement. Precis6ment

ce sont les Avar fugitifs qui, venant solliciter Taide de la dynastie chinoisedes

Wei, lui ont revele Texistence tneme et le nom des Turcs. Si, en avar, les plu-

riels se fonnaient normaleraent en il est tout naturel que ces Avar aient

parle des Turcs anx Chinois en employant la forme *Tui’kut que T^ou-kiue pa-

rait impliquer necessairement.

Cette theorie entrainerait, si elle se verifiait, d’assez grosses consequences.

II ne parait pas douteux qu'il y ait entre les langues «turques» et «mongoles»

une parents reelle, quoique le degre nous en echappe er^core. Mais si on laisse

de cote les «panmongolistes» anciens, comme Schmidt ou le P. Hyacinthe, et

leurs epigones conternporains, comme M. Pozdneiev ou M. Blochet, on avait

tendance aujourd’hui a admettre que nous n’atteignions les formes specifiqueraent

mongoles qu^au temps de Gengis-khan; encore etaient-elles encombr^ d’em-

prunts turcs. La solution que je propose pour I’origine avar des litres turcs

en et de la forme *Turkut semblerait indiquer qu’avant les T'ou-kiue, il y

eut eu en Asie centrale au moins un empire dont la langue etait plutot de

forme mongole que de forme turque. En somme il est bien certain que les

Mongols du XIIP siecle doivent beaucoup, dans le domaine politique et religieux,

aux Turcs et particulierement aux Turcs ouigours qui les ont precedes; cette

influence a laisse dans leur vocabulaire des traces durables: mais a leur tour

les Turcs ouigours succedaient aux T‘^ou-kiue proprement dits, et ceux-ci avaient

herite de leurs predecesseurs Avar, plus voisins des Mongols, une partiedeleur

organisation et quelques-uns de leurs titres D’autres alternances du meme

ordre avaient d’ailleiirs pu se produire anterieurement; it y aura lieu d’en

rechercher ulterieurement les indices en remontant jusqu’au premier empire

des Hiong-nou 2). p. Pelliot.

Hiong-non, et fui saccessivement emprunte par une serie de peoples d’Asie centrale dont

certains, comme les Yue-tche, ne devaient meme pas etre apparentes aux Turcs ct aux

Mongols; les Avar paraissent d'ailleurs Tavoir connu; on sait qu’il apparait frequemment

chez les T'oU’kiue. Il semble que ce titre ait eu dans TAsie occidcntale et TEurope orientale

un pluriel en -/ (pluriel de majeste?), mais les textes turcs et ouigours n'ont pas livre

jusqu’ici de forme correspondante ^ijabyut ou *yabyus i^yabyuz).

1) Je ne veux pas instituer ici une discussion sur la veritable origine des Avar des

^rivains byzantins, mais je dois faire remarquer que le nom du cetebre qayan Bayan, aux

alentours de I’an 600, represente la forme proprement mongole et non turque du nom;

sous la dynastie mongole, plusieurs personnages bien conn us se sont appeles Bayan, et il y

a meme un nom derive Bayatai, reserve ri des femmes, semble*t-il; la forme turque cor*

respondante est Bay (Ba’i).

2) J’ai indique les Avar comme le |)eapie auqucl les Turra devaient vraisemblablement

ces pluriels amongohn. Il n’est toutefois pas absolument exclu que les Turcs les aient recus

des Wei (T*o*pa), qui regnaient alors dans la Chine du Nord, et dont nous possedons, en
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LI-KIEN, AUTRE NOM DU TA-TSlN

(ORIENT MEDITERRANEEN).

On sait qu’au P' siecle de notre ere, les Chinois designaient rOi'ient medi-

terraneen sous le nora de Ta-ts^in ^). Le plus ancien ouvrage qui nous ait con-

serve une description du Ta-ts^in est le Wei lio, ecrit au milieu du IIP si^le.

Mais, des le Wei lio, la mention du Ta-ts'^in est suivie de cette indication que

ee pays est aussi appele Li-kan. Le raeme renseignement a passe dans

les histoires dynastiques posterieures : le Heou han chou^ puis le Tsin chou, qui

ecrivent tous deux Li-kien, le Pei che (recopie aussi dans le texte

actuel du Wei chou) qui orthograph ie Li-hiuan. Par la, les historiens

identifient au Ta ie pays occidental qui etait connu depuis la fin du IP

siecle avant notre ere sous le nom de Li-hiuan (chap. 123 deSseu-ma

Ts‘ien) et que le TsHen han chou appelait Li-kan
;

il ne parait

pas douteux que cette identification soit justifiee. D'autre part, malgre les

variantes graphiques, les diverses gloses phonetiques qui de bonne heure ont

ete jointes a ces noms montrent qu’on les devrait tous lire, en prononciation

moderne, Li-kien. Ainsi TOrient mediterraneen a ete connu d’abord en Chine,

lors du retour de Tchang K'^ien en 12G avant Jesus-Christ, sous le nom de Li-

kien, et ce nom a ete remplace dans Ie courant du premier siecle de notre ere

par celui de Ta-ts‘^in.

Mais quelle est Torigine de Li-kien? M. Hirth (p. 170) a rappele, pour les

ecarter avec raison, un certain nornbre d’hypotheses anterieures: ^regnum^^,

«hellenikon», «Iegiones», «Lycia», Lui-meme a propose par contre

de voir dans Li-kien une transcription de Rekem, un des noms indigenes de

Petra. II ne semble pas que depuis lors, c’est-a-dire depuis trente ans, personne

ait propose de solution differente. Et cependant, malgre i’ingeniosite deployee

par M. Hirth pour mettre en valeur Timportance de Temporium de Petra au

IP sikle avant notre ere, il serait bien singulier que les gens d’Asie centrale

avec qui Tchang KMen eut commerce en Bactriane eussent ete chercher Ie nom
de cette ville provinciale pour designer Tensemble de i’Orient mediterraneen.

Une autre solution me parait plus vraisemblable, et si naturelle que je

m’etonnerais d’^re le premier a Tenvisager. Grace au commerce de I’Ocean Indien,

la vraie metropole mediterraneenne pour le royaume encore hellenise de Bactriane,

traiiscriplioD dans le lian Ui chou, un certain nombre de mots; loulefoi?, malgre les noms
d*agents en et non le vocabnlaire des Wei parait plutdt «tarc» que «mongoU;
mais la question vandrait d'etre etudiee de pres.

1) Je ne veui pas charger de textes cette courte note; on les tronvera sans peine
dans I’oovrage bien connu de M. Hirth, Ciina and the Roman Orient, 1885, in-8.
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au II* si^le avant notre ere, c'etait Alexandrie d’Egypte. J’ai essaye recemment

de montrer qiie c’etait cette Alexandrie d’Egypte, lointaine et presque fabuleuse,

qu’il fallait reconnaitre dans TAlasanda du Milindapanha pali et dans I’A-li-san

des vemons chinoises ^). Au point de vue phonetique, Li-kien represente regu-

lierement le-\-kan\ Tequivalence est plus satisfaisante qu’avec Rekem, dontl’m

finale transcrite par n ne s’expliquerait pas; le -a?- rendu par -k- est

peut-etre a rapprocher de la metath^e -sk- qui a transforme Alexandrie en

[Al-]Iskanderiyah. Enfin tout ce qiie Sseu-ma Ts'^ien et le T/ten han chou sa-

vent de precis sur le Li-kien, c’est que le roi parthe, en 140—86 avant notre

ere, envoya a la cour de Chine des jongleurs (ou jongleuses) du Li-kien, Les

jongleurs et Jongleuses d’Alexandrie etaient celebres, et cette exportation, avec

celle des danseuses et ftiusiciennes, est attestee par voie de TOcean Indien aussi

bien dans le Periple de la mer Ery three que dans un passage du Heou han

chou portant sur le debut du IP si^le de notre ere. Les Chinois, qui auraient

eu d’abord un echo indirect de TEgypte ptoleraaique, donnerent a TOrient me-

diterraneen le nouveau notn de Ta-ts'^in quand, ^ la fin du I" si^le de notre ere,

ils furent mis en rapport avec I’Orient Syrien, Somme toute, je n’affirme pas

que Li'kien soit Alexandrie, mais cette identification me pai*ait a tous points

de vue plus satisfaisante que cedes qui ont ete proposees jusqu’ici; elle ne va

contre aucun fait connu; je serais heureux qu’on la discut^t.

P. Pelliot.

1) Cf. J. A,^ sept.-oct. 1914, p. 413— 417.
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Andre IiECLEHE.

M. Andru Leclere, Ingenieur en chef des Mines, est mort au Mans le 15

octobre dernier. Attache en 1897, a une mission technique, ayant pour objet

I’etude du prolongement des voies ferrees du Tong king dans les provinces de

la Chine Meridionale confiee a Tingenieiir en chef des Ponts-et-chaussees Guille-

moto, Leclere a donne un certain nombre de memoires import ants sur la geo-

logie de ces regions. H. C.

1) Sor la continuite tectonique du Tonkin avec la Chine. [CUs, rendus Ac, Sc. Paris^

131, 1900, pp. 966—9).

— Note sur la Geologie de la Chine meridionale. {Ibid., 130, 1900, pp. 184— 5. —
Revue Indo-Chinoise, No. 77, 9 avril 1900, pp. 361—2).

— Etude geologique et miniere des Provinces chinoises voisines du Tonkin (Ext. des

Annales des Mines, livraisons d^Oct. et de Nov. 1901 et de Sept. 1900). Paris, V Ch.

Dunod, 1902, in-8, pp. 219, 12 pi.

— Les ressources minerales des Provinces chinoises voisines du Tonkin. {Bui. Soc.

Geog. Est, 1900, pp. 543—550. — Revue Indo^Ohinoise, 171, 27 janvier 1902, pp, 79—81)
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Docteur Lxjciek-Graux. — Les Caracteres MMicaux dans

VEcritiire chinoise, — Ouvrage orne de 270 figures. —
Paris, A. Maloine, 1914, pet. in-8, pp. 276.

On sait que d’une fa90 ii geuerale un caractere chinois est com-

pose de deux parties: un radical ou clef et une phonetique. Le

nombre des radicaux sous lesquels sont ranges tons les caracteres

a varie suivant les epoques, mais depuis la fin de la dynastie des

Ming ou en a fixe le chiffre a 214 qui a ete adopte dans le fa-

meux dictionnaire K^ang Hi Tseu-tien
;

ces radicaux comprennent

de 1 a 17 traits (No. 214).

M. le Dr. Lucien-Graux a choisi la clef 104 composee de 5 traits

prononcee rd dans le dialecte de Ee King: «C’est, dit le Dr. S.

Wells Williams, peut-etre la collection la plus naturelle de caracteres

dans la langue, car tons se rapportent aux maladies ». Le Dr. Lucien-

Graux a etudie tous les caracteres qui se rangent sous cette clef,

c’est-a-dire composes de cette clef et d’une phonetique; par exemple

^ c/ian, qui vent dire Iternie^ forme de la clef 104 ^ et de la

phonetique jij chan^ qui dans d’autres circoustances est la clef 46.

Ici apparait le vice de la methode du Dr. Lucien-Graux: au lieu

de laisser au caractere jjj chan son role de pure phonetique, il nous

explique que ce caractere signifiant montagne^ ce qui est exact,

si le caractere veut dire heruie, ajoute-t-il, c’est grace a

I’addition de Uj aT: «Pourquoi, dit-il, Tadoption de cet element
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chan dans le caractere specifiqne de la hernie? L^explication ya de soi.

La hernie n’est-elle point un gonflement sur le corps humaiu comme

la moatagiie en est un autre sur la surface du globe?> Ce n’est pas

plus difficile. Comtne on le voit la methode consiste a superposer a

la siguiBcation generale de la clef, la signification particuliere de la

phonetique
;

c’est ingenieux, mais a le tort de faire jouer a la

phonetique un role qui n’est pas le sien, sauf exceptions.

Henri Cordieb.
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LIVRES NOUVEAUX.

La maison E. J. Brill vient de faire paraitre en deux parties

Introduction to Modern Chinese by A, G. de Bruin. L’auteur dit

dans sa preface: “The main object in writing this book — the second

volume of which will consist of leading-articles and longer stories —
is to give the student of Chinese some examples of the language

as it is used to-day by editors and writers generally. Almost all the

phrases and sentences were collected from newspapers and pamphlets.

At the end however I have given some hundred sentences taken

from various translations by Legge, de Groot, Couvreur, Giles,

Chavannes and others, to show, that although new words and

expressions have been introduced, the essential nature of the language

remains the same. At one time or another to use each character

as a verb is still as it was two thousand years ago a favourite

principle with the Chinese”. La seconde partie comprend les “longer

stories”; I’aoteur a reserve pour une troisieme partie les editoriaux

ainsi que des proclamations revolutionnaires et un index. L’ouvrage

forme done un manuel pratique de la langue chinoise ecrite actuelle.

Nous avons re^u les travaux suivants de Tlnstitat Oriental

de Tladivostok; voir T. P., juillet 1915, p, 431:

Towb 60. des HaB'LcTifl — B. M. MeH4pi;n'b. IIcTopia ciorynaxa bTi flnoiiiii.

H 2|s: ^ kh. VI. ff g

.

Tomt* 56, Bwn. 3-h. l\ I4 . 14u6iikobi>. ITocoGie kt> npaKTHHecKoMy HayMeHiH)

MOHro.ibCKaco asuKd.
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M. H. Pabmentibr vient de publier a rimprimeried’Extreme-Orient

a Hanoi, un excellent Guide au Mueie de VEcole frangaise d!Extreme'-

Orient illustre de quatorze planches.

Le Yol. I de la uouvelle edition par Henri Cordter du Cathay

and the Way thither de Sir Henry Yule vient de paraitre; il ren-

fernie I’Essai prelimiuaire sur les relations entre la Chine et les

Nations occidentales avant la decouverte de la Route du Cap de

Bonne Esperance.

Nous avons refu du Ministfere des Coniniunications de Chine

le onzieme tirage du Report on the Working of the Chinese Post-0fice

for the third, year of Cfuing^Hua Min-Kuo (1914). (English and

Chinese Texts.) De ce document il resulte que pendant Tannee 1914,

il a ete re§u 341.665.400 lettres, cartes postales, journaux, echautillons,

etc., et expedie 197.316.000 lettres et objets divers. La Chine comprend

1581 villes de district postal, 1321 bureaux et 6487 agences postales.

Des Douanes maritimes chinoises nous avons re^u: Returns

of Trade aiid Trade Reports 1914. — Part IL — Port Trade Statistics

and Reports. — Yol. III. — Central Ports (Shanghai to Weuchovr). —

Yol. lY. — Southern Coast Ports (Santuao to Pakhoi). Part III. —
Analysis of Foreig^i Trade. — Yol. I. — Imports.

Toujours actif, notre collaborateur, le Dr. B. Laufer a donne

dans le Yol XY, No. 1, de la Serie anthropologique du Field Museum

of Natural History de Chicago un memoire important: The Diamond

A Study in Chinese and Hellenistic Folk-Lore*, on se rappelle que

le Dr. Laufer a deja donne deux memoires sur les rapports sino-

helleniques; The Story of the Pinna and the Syrian Lamb dans le

Journal of American Folk-Lore, Yol. XXYIII, 1915, et Asbestos and

Salamander dans le T*oung Pao, cette annee.
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Nous avons re9u de la Fajiranana NatiOBal Library, de Bangkok,

lea ouvrages suivants en siatnoia. Voir T, P., juillet 1915, p. 431:

— Collection of works on Prosody Printed from the Maimscript kept

in the Royal National Library — ChandVarnavriti, Chand Matraviti

by Somdet Phra Paramanujit; Kavya Saravilasini, Sri Vipulyakiti

from Ayuddhya; Khlong from the Cintamani of Pra Horadiboclhi

Ayuddhya with a Preface by H. R. H. Prince Dambong Rajanubhab

B.E. 2457.

— Porana Gati Samoson, Royal Historical Research Society. — The

History of Nang Nohamds or of Thao Sriculdlaksana A Lady in

the Service of Somdet Phra Ruang Printed from the Manuscript

kept in the Royal National Library with a Preface by H. R. H.

Prince Damrong Rajanubhab B.E. 2457.

— . — Evidence given by Aparakamani a Burmese prisoner

of war B.E. 2305 Printed from the Manuscript kept hi the Royal

National Library with a Preface by H. R. H. Prince Damrong

Rajanubhab B.E. 2458.

— Royal Names given to Royal Palaces^ Residences^ Gates Forts^ Ships^

Elephants^ Horses^ etc. With a Preface by H. R. H. Prince Damrong

Rajanubhab B.E. 2457.

— Pordni Gati Samoson. Royal Historical Research Society. —

Collection of Histories Part I. History of the North; History

according to the version of Hluang Prasot; History of Cambodia;

History of Burma and Pegu; History of Lan Xang. With a Preface

by H. R. H. Prince Damrong Rajanubhab B.E. 2457.

Part II. The Appointment of the Chao Phraya of Nakhon

Sri Dharmaraj; History of Muang Thalang; History of Muaug

Saiburi; History of Tranganu; History of Kalautan. With a Preface

by H. R. H. Prince Damrong Rajanubhab B.E. 2457.

—

Part III. History of Patani; History of Songkhla, by

Phraya Vijiengiri; History of Nakhon Chiengmai, by Phraya
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Maha Ammat (Run) With a Preface by H. R. H. Prince Damrong

Rajanubhab B.E. 2457.

Vient de paraitre a Tlmprimerie Nationale une Grammaire de

la Langue Khmere (Cambodgien) par Georges Maspero, pour laquelle

a ete compose, grave et fondu un caractere Khmer.

Le Calendrier^Anmiaire pour 1916 (14® annee) de PObservatoire

de Zi-ka-wei est arrive; nous n’avons pas re5u celui poor 1915.

Le No. 1 da Tome XV du Bulletin de VEcole frangaise d’Extreme^

Orient renferme Anthropologie populaire annamite par L. Cadjure.

II vient de paraitre a Rangoon une bibliographie speciale des

Missions Catholiques sous le titre de Bibliotheca Catholica Birmana

by the Revs. H. Hostbn, S. J., and E. Luce, British Burma Press,

1915, in-8.

FRANCE.

Dans sa seance du Vendredi 3 Mars 1916, I’Acaderaie des Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres a accorde le prix Stanislas Julien a M. Bernhard Karlgren,

pour ses Eludes sur la Phonolog ie chinoise.
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